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GHAHTER 1

RECRUITING. SELEGTIOE, RECEPTION AED INITIAL TRAILING

Developments in Selection and Glassification

The system of recruiting young men for flying duties in the Royal

Air Force was not, as the word may imply, a policy of press-ganging

all and sundry, training them, and seating them in an aeroplane.

It was a policy - a science in fact - of selecting, from the widest

possible field, the most suitable personnel for tiie task.

In modem warfare time is the all important factor, and in a

highly technical service calling for a iugh degree of skill from the

personnel concerned, the length of time spent in training, thou^

There were alwaysnecessarily long, must be out to the minimum,

sufficient numbers of volunteers for aircrew duties, and, given enough

time most of these personnel could probably have been trained to

In 1939, however, the Royal Air Force was notoperate in the air.

given enou^ time, nor for that matter enou^ money, to indulge in

It was essential that only those personnel with thesuch luxuries.

requisite medical and educational standards and who wer« imbued with

a keen desire to fly and fi^t in the air were selected for training

The task of the Inspectorate of Recruiting and theas aircrews.

Directorate of Manning was therefore to tap all sources of manpower

and to ensure that sufficient numbers of suitable personnel were

available at all times to fill the courses at the flying training

schools.

The recruiting field was extended to cover the whole British and

Allied world, and the peace-time rule that only persons of unmixed

European descent were eligible for Royal Air Force service was

During the war there were few nations, colours, or

creeds, which were not represented in the Royal Air Force,

keenness of overseas recruits to serve with the Royal Air Force was

Individual instances of the urge to serve could be

quoted at length from the Anglo-American from Japan who did two hours

dual flying in a Japanese flying school in order to strengthen

his chances of

abolished.

The

self-evident.

Note- Much of the infoimation for this chapter was obtained from Air
MiiUkry Pamphlet 190 - 'Grading - A Report on Pilot Selection in the
Royal Air ̂ ’orce' and a statement by the Training Research 

Branch
(Reference T.R/B dated 11 July 1945) called 'Principles of Assessment
in Selection and Training for Large Scale Production of Aircrew .
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joining the Royal Air Force, to the volunteer from Patagonia who

travelled 800 miles by every known and unknown form of transport

The young volunteer from theto reach his port of embarkation.

Gzech-Poldi Steel Works, Osaka, whose father was of Persian

extraction born in Hong Kong and whose mother was of Danish-

American-Japanese parentage was probably somewhat relieved at the

lifting of the 'unmixed European descent' ban.

As the war progressed ard the flow of recruits diminished

v' V
measures were taken to raise the education standards of otherwise

Later,suitable personnel, prior to their entry into the Service,

hov/ever, when the training organisation had completed its task and

the flow of new aircrew entrants was decreased, it was again

necessary to review the selection machinery so that only the best

It was also necessary to ensure that the

best use was made of the available imaterial, and more elaborate

methods of selection and classification were employed.

It was the methods of selection and classification of aircrew

candidate was chosen.

candidates that saw radical changes as the war progressed, more

possibly, than any other branch of the system of aircrew training.

It should perhaps be explained that 'Selection' refers to the

acceptance or rejection of the candidate for aircrew duties.

'Glassification' was the next step whereby the accepted (or rather

'selected') candidate was allocated to a particular category in air-

In the early days of the warcrew, e.g. pilot, air gunner, etc.

these two stages were carried out as one action by the Selection

Later, hov.'ever, more importance was attached to the

classification of candidates and this step was divorced from the

The war saw a gradual change over from the

old systera of what might be termed 'survival selection' whereby a

candidate was both selected and classified into a particular aircrew

category solely on the result of the impression ha made in a

personal interview with a board of officers, to a scientific system

Boards.

initial selection.

/ of
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of 'quality selection'. This latter method, which was in

operation at the end of the war, comprised an interview - not

conducted ty a board, but using a more analytical procedure whereby

the results were sooreable on a rating scale basis - a series of

psychological tests scientifically designed to measure the candidate's

particular aptitude for each of the aircrew trades, and a flight

test where the cadet was graded on his piloting ability,

classification was made as a jresult of a combination of these three

The final

factors together with the requirements of the Service.

This latter objective system, besides ensuring that only the

most suitable cadets went forward in the various categories thus

reducing appreciably the wastage throughout all periods of training,

also had the effect of widening the field of aircrew recruiting.

Every candidate wishing to become a pilot and who was medically

suitable was given the opportunity to demonstrate his ability,

final classification being foade by an impartial board solely on the

results of the candidates demonstrated aptitudes and abilities.

It can scarcely be claimed that the improvements effected

along these lines were made according to plan; they were mostly

derived from the conditions and crises met with in the mass production

The many difficulties, however, which were experienced

in the procurement and 'processing' of aircrew personnel in large

system.

numbers had several compensating advantages, particularly in

uncovering weaknesses in the system, and in stimulating thought on

affecting means to meet them.

The main trends in the selection and classification procedure

can be viewed in five stages, each stage marked with some significant

Broadly the five stages were;-

(a) The original system instituted on the outbreak of

advance in principle.

war with many boards, known as Aviation Candidates

Selection Boards (A.G.S.B.s), geographically dispensed.

/ doing
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doing both selection and classification to category

of candidates according to quotas required,

entire selection and classification was carried out

The

by a board of officers, v^ith few facilities for measuring

the education levels and natural aptitudes of the

candidates,

(b) The 'P.N.B. ' system, introduced in the spring of

1942, whereby slightly modified A.C.S.B.s continued

selection for all categories of aircrew and classified

all but the trades of pilot, navigator and air bomber.

Personnel considered suitable for these latter trades

were accepted under the broad trade of 'P.N.B.', the

final classification being made by a 'Central Aircrew

Classification Board' (A.C.C.B.) after the cadet had

demonstrated his aptitude in a flight test and completed

the 'Initial Training ViTing' examinations,

(c) A further simplication of the A.C.S.B.s to undertake

acceptance for all categories in the broad trade of

aircrew and only provisional (shadow) classification

into categories, commenced in early 1944-.

centre was established at the Air Crew Receiving Centre

(A.C.R.C.) which carried out aptitude testing and official

A classification

The flight test ofclassification for all categories.

course continued to be the main instrument in the

classification of pilot candidates,

(d) Towards the end of 19^ a modified foim of A.C.S.B. was

incoip)orated with the classification unit at A.C.R.C.

In conjunction the two agencies carried out both acceptance

and classification of civilian candidates already previously

accepted for aircrew by the A S.B,s and deferred pending
rt

This reorganisation was the outccwaecall-up for training.

of an urgent need to reduce this deferred service pool.

/ (e)
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(e) The final step was the formation of an iiviation

Candidates Selection Centre in early 1945 where all

candidates were accepted and classified, using the

tests evolved during the war, in a centralised unit.

It is interesting to note that by the end of the war the circle of

development v/as completed and once again selection and classification

were carried out in one movement. The methods employed, however, were

very different, and it will be seen (particularly as regards pilot

trainees) that the emphasis moved gradually from the educational and

intellectual standard of the candidate as a basis for selection and

classification, to the measurement of natural aptitude of the candidate

for the particular aircrew categories. The old system depended solely

on the board's impression of the candidate and this not unnaturally was

based mainly on an educational level,

their flying training that cadets selected under this method had their

It was not until they began

suitability confirmed. This led to a heavy wastage rate in the

training schools and large numbers of personnel had to be reselected

after spending long periods of time training for  a category for which

they were entirely unsuitable,

finally reversed the process, and the first consideration was the

candidate's aptitude for the particular aircrew trade, his educational

background could if necessary be reinforced by a course of preliminary

ground training provided his was otherwise suitable for the aircrew duty.

The evolution of the new methods

Situation Pre-War

In 1934 the Royal Air Force trained some 300 new pilots; by

the end of 1941 the annual rate of output in the Empire was 22,000.

In the same seven years the number of non-pilot aircrew trained

rose from none in 1934 to 18,000 in 1941.

the needs of the Royal Air Force in terns of personnel, and the

problem of recruiting sufficient suitable personnel for flying

Sufficient numbers of suitable personnel

were always forthcoming (mainly through the short-service ccxnmission

scheme) and the problem resolved itself merely into the selection

and training of these personnel.

In peace-time therefore

duties was a simple one.

/ Apart
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Apart from these direct entry personnel for full time service

in the Royal Air Force (such as short servioe oommissions, direct

entry airmen, pilots and observers) large numbers of young men were

recruited for the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve and, to a

limited extent, the Auxiliary Air Force, and once again no major

recruiting difficulties occurred.

Pre-entry training schemes (The Air Defence Cadet Corps, Air

Sections of the Officers’ Training Corps, and University Air

Squadrons) also provided a channel throu^ which suitable young men

were encouraged to prepare themselves for, and to join, the Royal

Air Force.

In addition to these Reservists and pre-entry training schemes,

the Government gave support to the civil flying duties of Great

In 1938 this support was more centralised - and moreBritain.

This organisation.practical - and the Civil Air Guard was formed,

besides enabling people to fly at reduced rates, was intended to

foster throu^out the whole country a spirit of airmindedness and to

create general interest in aeronautical affairs,

encouraged volunteers for the Royal Air Force.

This in turn

The methods of selecting direct entry personnel for flying

Before theduties in the Royal Air Force were quite simple.

war the needs of the Servioe, in spite of the fact that since

1934 a rapid expansion had been taking place, were limited and

There were only two categories of full-timeclearly defined.

aircrew personnel, pilots and observers and the latter had only

The other aircrew trades (thosebeen introduced in February 1939.

of air gunner and wireless operator/air gunner) were filled ly

serving airmen with a basic ground trade and who carried out part-

The trade of wireless operator/air gunnertime flying duties,

had been introduced as a full-time category a few months before

the outbreak of war, though this scheme was not fully implemented

T/dien the war started.

/ Pilots
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Pilots were recruited under the short service commission scheme

and observers xuider the 'direct entry observers' scheme,

for these two trades were selected in the one particular trade by

Candidates

an Air Ministry Selection Board, There were no flying, scientific

or psychological tests given to measure the candidate's suitability

for flying duties;

at an Elementary and Reserve Plying Training School (E. & R.P.T.S.),

and the pupil's first introduction to flying was

or in the case of obseiwers, an Air Observer Navigation School

(A.O.H.S.). Failures simply returned to civilian life. The courses

of instruction were more leisurely planned than the v/ar-time syllabi.

thus enabling more time to be spent on training the more backward

pupils.

Administrative and disciplinary training did not play a very

important part in the training system; the only initial training

and introduction to the Service procedure was carried on a course

lasting a fortnight at the R.A.P. Depot, Uxbridge,

out their first stage of training at civilian operated flying

schools and retained their civilian status (E. & R.P.T.S. for

pilots, A.O.K.S. for obseiwers).

Pupils carrie

Prom this course they proceeded

d

to Uxbridge for the two weeks' course where they were kitted and

given some disciplinary training. Pupils entering under the short

service commission scheme were commissioned as acting pilot officers

whilst other direct entry personnel were enlisted as airmen and pro

moted to sergeant at the esad of their training. Prom Uxbridge all

pupils proceeded to a Service flying school to complete their

training (P.T.S. for pilots, A.O.S. for observers).

Formation of Aircrew Selection Boards

On the outbreak of war, steps were taken (as planned under the

war training organisation) to accelerate the training process;

course lengths were drastically curtailed, schools expanded and new

units formed in order to ensure the smooth and rapid flow of

The selection machinerycandidates into the training organisation.

was re-organised and eight aviation candidates selection boards were

formed on 3 September 1939 to select and attest candidates for the



four aircrew categories of pilot, observer, wireless operator/air

Medical boards (A.O.M.B.s) were alsogunner, and air gunner.

established at all the selection boards in order to carry out a

thorough medical examination of all candidates. Personnel were

recruited through combined recruiting centres which examined all

personnel joining any branch of the armed forces and those expressing

a desire to serve as aircrew were then forwarded to the R.A.P.

aviation candidates selection boards via a receiving centre. These

boards, each v/ith a weekly capacity of 125 candidates, were located

as follows

No. 1 A.G.S.B. Uxbridge
No. 2 A.C.3.B. Uxbridge
No, 3 A.G.3.B. Uxbridge
No. 4 A.G.3.B. Gardington
No. 5 A.G.S.B. Padgate
No, 6 A.G.S.B. Padgate
No, 7 A.G.3.B. Gardington
No. 8 A.G.S.B. Uxbridge

At the same time three receiving centres were established (No, 1 at

Uxbridge, No. 2 at Gardington and No. 3 at Fadgate) to receive

volunteers and allocate them to the various boards. As the need

for volunteers increased more boards and more centres were opened

in all parts of the country and special arrangements were made to

send travelling boards in the more remote districts. Broadly

speaking there were two t3rpes of action in selection:-

(a) Gandidature: (for aircrew duty) which was simply
a case of acceptance or rejection,

(b) Glassification: (for category) which was the alloca
tion of each accepted candidate to an
appropriate category.

These were judged in two ways; for individual suitability by

personality, educational status, medical status, aptitudes, and

preferences, and for collective requirements by quotas for each

category.

The machinery established to carry out these essential tasks

The A.G.S.B. did them all (with the exception of the

medical examination which was carried out by the medical board).

Gandidates comprising the main flow for selection were interviewed

in turn by a selection board of Service officers, consisting of a

president and one or two subordinate members.

was simple.

Tie combined

/ judgment
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judgaent of the board decided the questions of acceptance and

classification about each individual in his presence, with due regard

These A.C.S.B.s worked relativelyto the quotas to be filled,

independently under Air Ministry instructions issued in general

No foriaal system of training existed for new personnel for

boards, but board members were allowed to visit training and

operational stations for information and the boards were inspected

terms.

periodically by Air Ministry officers.

Establishment of the Deferred Service List

For the first few weeks of the war personnel selected commenced

their service forthwith but on 27 September 1939 the deferred

(1)
There had been an immediateservice scheme was introduced.

rush of volunteers to join the Royal Air Force, many more than could

be immediately absorbed, and in order that these keen young men

should not be lost, either to industry or to the other services, the

deferred service scheme was drawn up so that candidates coiild be

selected, attested and then placed on a period of deferred service

pending their call-up for training.

The volunteer was given a travelling warrant to return to his

home and it was explained that -

(a) He might not be required imraediately for service
but on attestation he might be returned to civil
life pending recall to service.

(b) ’.Vhile remaining in civil life and until recall to
service he would be on the reserve and no pay or
emoluments would be issued.

(o) He was under the obligation to report for service in
accordance with a notice to that effect from the

Officer i/c Records, and that arrangements would be
made to give at least 10 days notice of that date
on which he was required to report.

(d) He was at liberty to follow his normal civil
occupation until recalled to service.

(l) A.M. File 3.57959.

/ This
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This deferrad service scheme became increasingly important as

the war progressed and the manpower shortage became more and more

acute. In August 1940 arrangements were made with the Ministry of

Labour that suitable candidates whose occupation was of vital

importance to the war effort should be released for aircrew duties;

although in some of these cases the period of deferment was

The scheme ensured that whatever else happened thelengthened.

smooth flow of men of the right type into the training machine

(1)
would be uninterrupted.

The length of deferment varied at different stages of the war.

In 1940 the period wasowing to changes in the training schemes.

rather less than six months, by 1942 it had risen to between six and

nine months, and by mid 1943 it was over a year,

that a number of other advantages arose from this scheme of deferred

It was soon found

For instance, although the minimum age for operations

was 19, volunteers could be enlisted at 17 aiid placed on deferred

service.

In the case of air gunners, whose training was only of a

few months duration, this meant that they would not be required to

start their training until they had reached about 18|-.

service.

Moreover,

not all men recruited were available for immediate call-up, e.g.

In January 1944,

for example, there were approximately 28,000 aircrew recruits on

the deferred list, of whom some 17,500 were not available for

iramediateitj^ call-up either through age or because of industrial

Furthermore, it provided a useful reserve of

men specially required for munitions factories.

requirements.

candidates for trairdng and ensured that the training machine was

always working to a maximum capacity.

Recruiting in the Dominions

In spite of the rush of volunteers and the measures taken to

accept as many as possible, the first-line squadrons were desperately

(l) A.M, File S.57959.

/ short
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For the first two years ofshort of trained aircrew personnel.

the war, in fact, while the training machine was in process of

Although coursesexpanding, the demand outstripped the supply,

drastically curtailed, it still took many months to train awere

The reserve andpilot and observer for operational duties,

auxiliary forces provided a substantial number of trained or

partially trained personnel during the opening months of the war but

few of the R.A.P.V.R. personnel were trained up to a standard

enabling them to take their place immediately in the front line,

the large majority being in various stages of their training,

personnel were absorbed into the expanded flying training schools.

These

thus enabling a pool of suitable volunteers to be established.

Nevertheless the shortage of experienced personnel persisted and

steps had to be taken to widen the field of recruiting to the

colonies and foreign countries where suitable personnel were likely

As a result, during the course of the war, about

2f,200 candidates from overseas, from every part of the world,
(1)

joined the Royal Air ̂ ’oroe.

Dominions were recruited and trained under the Empire Air Training

Similarly,

to be available.

In addition, personnel from the

Scheme and served with their respective air forces,

personnel from enemy occupied countries joined their own air forces

or allied sections of the Royal Air Force.

In the Dominions of Canada, Australia and New Zealand the

vast Empire Air Training Scheme was launched which was designed to

recruit a total of 32,300 candidates per year which, it was

estimated, after allowing for training wastage, rejects, etc

would provide 28,300 basically trained aircrew per year for service

with the Royal Air Force,

agreed (under the revised Riverdale agreement) that of

this figure, all of which were trained in Canada, Australia or New

Zealand, Canada would supply 51 per cent of the total output,

Australia 37 per cent and New Zealand 9 per cent, the remaining

3 per cent being supplied from the United Kingdom and Newfoundland.

• >

It was

(1) A.M. Pile S.69O8I . See Appendix 1.

/ Recruiting



Recruiting schemes were launched and operated by the respective

Dominions concerned and the personnel were enlisted in the R.G.l.F.

As in the United Kingdom, in order toand R.A.A.F. or R.W.Z.A.F.

ensure a constant flow of recruits to fill the training schools,

deferred service schemes were introduced.

In addition to the Empire Air Training Scheme, large numbers of

personnel were recruited in the continent of Africa and trained in

In South Rhodesiaschools in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia,

personnel from Kenya, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, South Africa,

together with Greek and Yugo-slav personnel from the Middle East,

were enlisted and trained for flying duties with the Royal Air Force.

In South Africa the position was somewhat different, personnel

recruited for the South African Air Force did not have any liaibility

to serve outside the Union, although they were encouraged to volunteer

for overseas service with R.A.F. and S.A.A.F. squadrons, and large

numbers served with distinction in the Middle Eastern theatres of war.

South African personnel volunteering to serve in the Soyal Air i^'oroe

were recruited in South Africa and sent to Southern Rhodesia for

training.

Recruitment of British. Allied and Foreign Personnel
from Overseas Sources

The immediate and whole-hearted response of sympathetic peoples

from all parts of the world in the early days of the war, was a

spontaneous demand to be allowed to take their share in the hazards

On 28 September 1939 nationality restrictions wereof the war.

removed and overseas recruiting commenced.

By the summer of 1940 the Air Ministry Overseas Recruiting

His Majesty's representatives in foreign

countries and the Colonial Office reported that provided steps were

taken to safeguard British commercial and industrial interests in

the places concerned, encouragement would be welcomed for personnel

Scheme was launched.

/ desirous



desirous of Joining the Royal Air Force particularly those with

Arrangements were made, through the

Colonial Office in the case of the colonies, protectorates and

dependencies, and through the Foreign Office elsewhere, to select,

medically examine and provide free passages to the United Kingdom

(or other R.A.F. commands overseas) for all candidates for aircrew

previous flying experience.

duties who were considered suitable by the local authorities
(1)

concerned.

At first, apart from experienced pilots, colonial volunteers were

not encouraged, but in January colonial governors were notified

that the Air Ministry were prepared to consider applications on an

increased scale for all British subjects volunteering for aircrew duty

in the R.A.F. particularly those recommended for pilot training.

African colonies and dependencies were not included in the scheme as

the Colonial Office considered it inadvisable to take any steps which

An application for R.A.F. service

received from Africa was not, hov/ever, rejected at sight, it was

would deplete African manpower.

(2)
considered on its merits and referred to the Colonial Office.

In May 19M the Air Ministry agreed to accept for the period to

March 1942 a maximum of 430 colonial candidates (European 187,

Non-European 243) for aircrew training in the United Kingdom,

stipulated that the men must be selected and recommended by the local

Aircrew volunteers living in up countiy districts

were initially selected by the colonial magistrate or other

official and medically examined by the nearest qualified doctor.

If the colony was any distance from an R.A.F. command, volunteers

went before an/ Aircrew Selection Board (A.G.S.B.) set up under the

auspices of the governor of the colony and were examined in accord

ance with R.A.F. standards by a locally constituted medical board.

Inhere there was a R.A.^'. station within reasonable distance, the

It wa

authorities.

s

preliminary vetting only was carried out by colonial authorities.

Brief telegraphic reports were sent through the Colonial Office to

/ the

(l) A.M. FilesS.60600, S.69081 , A.IIO421/4O and S.1895.

(2) A.M. Pile S.59082.



the Air Ministry on all candidates who were recommended and passed

Reasonable travelling expenses were refunded tomedically fit.

candidates who were provisionally selected locally and required to

proceed to another place in the colony for final selection. Free

passage to the United Kingdom or to an overseas command was provided.

During the later stages of the war there was some reduction in

colonial recruitment for aircrews owing to reduced requirements.

although recruitment for ground duties proceeded on a greatly

increased scale.

The introduction of the Empire Air Training Scheme affected

the colonial empire as such only indirectly,

designed to serve the needs of the Empire as a whole (including the

United Kingdom) and not of the colonies in particular,

establishment, however, did have a bearing on the utility of certain

The scheme was

Its

local training schemes set on foot by individual territories, most of

which were discontinued during the latter stages of hostilities.

Outside the Empire, America was the largest potential source of these

personnel and in June 1940 arrangements were made whereby American

and Canadian pilots wishing to serve with the R.A.P. could be

recruited and medically examined at R.C.A.P. recruiting centres in

Canada. If considered suitable they were instructed to proceed to

Ottawa and reported to a selection centre in the United Kingdom Air

Liaison Mission. If selected their travelling expenses were

refunded and arrangements were made to transport these personnel to

Successful applicants were commissioned as

pilot officers in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve,

limited numbers of pilots were recruited; these efforts however

the United Kingdom,

In this waj

were not co-ordinated and often clashed v/-ith efforts made ty other
(1)

allied governments to secure trained American pilots.

In 1941, with the co-operation of the United States Government,

a scheme of refresher courses were launched whereby American pilots

with 80 or more hours flying experience were recruited and signed

on nominally to serve with an imaginary flying concern known as

/ British

(l) A.M. Pile S.69081.
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'British Aviation Limited' with the understanding that when they

arrived in the United Kingdom they would be enlisted in the Royal Air

Poroe Personnel recruited under this scheme carried out a refresher

flying course at a civilian operated school in the United States

before proceeding to England via Canada. These courses, however,

together with any flow of fully trained recruits, stopped upon

America's entiy into the war.

Steps were also taken to recruit suitable personnel for aircrew

duties in other parts of the world (such as South America),

of the personnel so recruited were British subjects residing in

The arrangements for recruiting in this field

differed from those in the colonies or in the United States in

respect of local selection machinery,

to set up in a foreign ooixntiy ar^r committee or board which might be

regarded as part of a recruiting organisation,

vetted, however, either by H.M, representative or the air attache.

If he resided in an up-country district he was required to obtain a

letter of recommendation from a local resident of standing and to

undergo medical examination by the nearest qualified doctor.

Most

neutral countries.

It was not thou^t advisable

A volunteer was

This method of selection which circumstances imposed had a

definite disadvantage. Unless a volunteer was reported to have had

adequate and recent flying experience - thereby establishing his

suitability for pilot training - it was necessary to bring all air

crew candidates to the United Kingdom. The applicant usually

expressed a preference for pilot duties, but as there

confirmation of his suitability for such on the part of a local board,

it was not considered safe to rely on the judgnent of the British

consul or to place the responsibility for final acceptance upon the

air attach^ as he was not, in fact, in a position to go beyond a

general recommendation of fitness for aircrew training.

If local selection could have been relied upon in foreign

countries, it would have been possible in some cases to arrange

for candidates recommended as pilots to proceed direct to a

was no

/ locality
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locality nearer at hand than the United Kingdom to undergo their

training.

Experienced pilots (other than British subjects) in whatever

foreign country were accepted at once by K.M. representative or air

attaohesand assisted to proceed to the United Kingdom or the nearest

R.A.P. command provided that they were medically fit and that they

could prove their one time membership of an Air Force of an allied

country or of a reputable commercial air line. Foreigners who were

similarly qualified, but without previous air force or commercial

air line service, and others who did not reach the full standards of

skill, were encouraged to apply for R.A.F. service, but no disposal

action was taken pending reference to the Air Ministry.

Another source of considerable numbers of aircrew personnel were

the allied sections of the R.A.^'’, and the allied air forces. Large

numbers of Poles, Czechs, fVench, Norwegian, Dutch and Belgian

personnel made their way to the British Isles after the defeat of the

allied armies on the continent in 1940, In May 1940, for instance.

there were 350 Polish pilots in the United Kingdom. Steps were

taken to concentrate these personnel into R.A.F. units and eventually

By the end of 1941 the strength of the

allied air forces, inclviding ground personnel, was 14,476.

addition, there were 170 allied pilots serving in the R,A.F. and a

year later the strength had increased to 18,672 personnel, made up

as follows

to form allied air forces.

In

Polish

Czech

Norwegian
Dutch

French

Belgian
Greek

Yugoslav

9,524
1,348
1,938

2,198
436

2,500

603

125

Steps were taken to recruit personnel for these allied air

forces in other parts of the world. For instance, large numbers

of Poles were recruited in Russia and the Middle East, Norwegians,

Danes and French were recruited in Canada, Yugoslavs and Greeks

were recruited in the Middle East and trained in Rhodesia, As

the numbers increased it was possible to form special squadrons

/ manned

(l) E.R.P.222.
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manned entirely by Allied personnel,

squadrons serving vriLth the R.A.P.

These various overseas schemes provided a substantial number of recruits

It was impossible to assess accurately the total number of

overseas recruits joining the R.A.F, because they were not allotted special

Service numbers but were absorbed into the R.A.P. without distinction,

is known, however, that by May 1945 over 4,200 British, laiied or foreign

nationals from overseas had made their way to the United Kingdom under the

By the end of 1942 there were 27 such

for the R.A.P.

It

(1)
official scheme to join the R.A.P. and train for aircrew duties;

others had joined overseas either in Rhodesia or Canada. In ad

many

dition, nearly

7,500 Allied personnel were serving in their own air forces co-operating with

the R.A.P.

1,784Prench

Dutch

Norwegian
Greek

Yugoslav
Polish

Belgian
Czech

Danish

490
587
34

154

3,241
475
714

17

Total:

There was also the Dominions personnel recruited under the training scheme in

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, B. Africa and S. Rhodesia who totalled rou^ly

150,000,

/ Formation
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Formation of Initial Training ffings and Receiving UTings

In traoing the history of overseas recruiting this narrative

has progressed ahead of the chronicles of units,

the establishment of recruiting schemes was the need to set up

machinery to deal with the reception and initial training of recruits.

It was obvious that, whilst the pre-war method of training was

satisfactory - where leisurely training courses and squadron

activities would permit adequate time being spent on all subjects

whilst the cadet was at his P,T.S, and later on his squadron - this

system would not stand up to the strain in the event of

Squadrons would be too busy with their operational flying and

training schools would have to direct their undivided attention to

the flying training of their pupils.

Parallel with

v/ar.

Some basic training in

navigation, mathematics, airmanship and other subjects which the

pupil would take at his flying school could be Just as easily taught

at a non-flying school, and it v/ould have the added advantage of

ensuring that all personnel proceeding to a flying sohoold would

have a common minimum standard of education. In addition, some

sort of pool would be required to ensure that a smooth and steady

flow of pupils passed into the flying schools,

obvious need to widen the field of selection of aircrew candidates,

eventually it became necessary to raise the educational level of

Moreover, with an

otherwise suitable raw material, a consideration which became

increasingly important as the war progressed.

Aa the narrative unfolds it will be seen how the ground training

organisation for aircrew personnel developed during the course of the

war from the two weeks disciplinary training course at Uxbridge to

a series of courses lasting, in some oases, up to six months or even

The three main developments in this organisation, under the

control of No. 54 Group, were as follows:-

longer.

/ (a)
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(a) The Preliiainaiy Aircrew Training Scheme (P.A.G. T.)

(b) The Aircrew Reception Centre (a.C.R.C.)

(c) The Initial Training Wings (l.T.W.).

These three did not develop in this order, in fact the I.T.W.s were

the first to form, followed by the A.C.R.G., whilst the P.A.C.T. Scheme

did not fully develop until 1943.

Shortly before the outbreak of war it was planned, under the

War Training Organisation, to set up Initial Training Wings, giving

a thorou^ grounding in discipline and elementary instruction in

The course, which was toground subjects for aircrew candidates.

be the first stage in the career of aircrew pupils, was to last a

month, after which personnel were to be selected for training as

It was intended early in 1939pilots, observers or air gunners.

that two such schools, each with 350 pupils, should be formed within
(1)'

seven days of tlie outbreak of war.

Independently of the War Training Organisation, Brigadier

Critohley, who had done preliminary training for the Canadian Corps

in 1917 and the R.P.C. in 1918, approached the Secretary of State

for Air in April 1939 with a scheme for putting 10,000 cadets under

training for a period of 2-3 months to prepare them for absorption

He proposed to doby pilot, observer or gunnery training schools,

this training at Hastings and Bexhill area, using billets and

(1) S.D. 138.

/ public
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public parks, and to employ the staff he had in 1918, many of whom

(1)were available.

At first sight the scheme appeared to be nothing but a

lengthier and unnecessary duplication of the initial training

It was pointed out, however, that at the outbreak of war

elementary and Service flying training schools would be fully

occupied in bringing the partly trained reservists up to standard,

and that it would be three to four months after the outbreak of war

schools.

before the initial training schools could begin to deal with

During this time good and suitable men would try to join

the Royal Air Force and become discouraged by the delay and join

other Services, At the end of August it was decided to establish

flying personnel reception depots at holiday camps, universities and

V,R, town centres, where recruits awaiting vacancies could be given

preliminary ground instruction. They were to be additional to the

initial training schools and were to be dispensed with when the flow

of recruits had reached normality.

Command was to be formed to deal with these flying personnel

reception depots and Brigadier General Critchley was to be put in

recruits.

A special group in Reserve

(2)
charge of it.

The flying personnel reception depots which Brigadier General

Critchley had proposed before the war became the concern of a new

Group (No, 5k) in Reserve Command on 4 September 1939. Reserve

Command pointed out that there was no real difference between flying

personnel reception depots and the initial training schools plaimed

under the War Training Organisation, and the first one, which opened

at Cambridge on 7 September, was called No, 1 I.T.S

name 'Initial Training Wing' was adopted on 15 September,

It was at first intended that there should be ten initial

until th•» e

training wings, each with 1,000 pupils, but on 27 September the

scheme was reduced to five I.T.W.s of 1,000 each (three being for

pilots and observers and the other two for wireless operators/air

gunner and air gunners). By November three more wings had been

/formed

(1) A.M. File S.51385,

(2) A.M. File S. 51385.
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No. 3 at St. Leonards on 18 September, No. 4 at Bexhill

on 27 September and No, 5 at Hastings on 13 November - No. 2,

planned for Torquay and another for Grange over Sands, had to be

formed

abandoned because of political opposition to requisitioning and

By that time the planned number was

cut down to four, all of which v^re to train pilots and observers:

wireless operators/air gunner and air gunners were called up to the

Recruits Centre at Cardington and frcsn there to wireless or air gunners'

billeting on the west coast.

In December the size of each I.T.17. was reduced from 1,000

to 800 and the number increased to five in order to keep the total

schools.

capacity unchanged, althougli a month later the formation of the fifth

I. T.’.V. was postponed until the flying training organisation had expanded

even with only four I.T.W,s in use, there wasr
enou^ to require it:

a long waiting period at the I.T.W. before flying training began.

At first the I.T.W. s were intended to be holding pools at

which men would learn the rudiments of Service routine life and be

given physical preparation before they went on to flying training

schools, but education officers to teach general educational subjects

were established before the end of the year, each wing having 12

education officers.

The I.T.W.s handled a variety of pupils during the autumn of

Pilots and direct entry observers who had been under training

before the war were sent for the disciplinary course which was part

of the peace-time sequence:

to await entry to flying training,

life did not arrive until considerably later (the first direct

entries for pilot training entered I.T. W.s in May 1940).

1939.

V.R. pilots and observers were sent

War-time entries from civil

At

first training varied according to individual requirements, only

the V.R. pupils doing the four-weeks syllabus laid down by the 'War

By November, hov/ever, it was clear thatTraining Organisation,

better preparation in mathematics and navigation ?,as needed before

the flying training stage, and on the l8th the basis of I.T.74

planning v/as changed to a ten weeks' training course - tlie first

two weeks was for kitting, documentation, etc. , followed by an

/ eight
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eight weeks' training syllabus. At the end of February Link Trainers

were installed and visual instruction for pilots on the Link trainer

(1)
introduced.

In the early months of the I.T.ff. s were crowded and the

period for which pupils stayed in them was long because of the

By February there were overrestricted intake to flying training.

2,500 pupils in the I.T.’,f.s awaiting entry to the flying training

schools - nearly six months supply - and it seemed possible that

men might have to stay in I, T.W. s as long as 7-8 months.
(2)

The

flow through E.F.T.S.s and A.O.N.S.s could not be speeded up

immediately and neither the number nor the capacity of S.F.T.S.s

could be increased; flying practice units to hold elementary-

trained pilots could not be improvised because aerodrcxaes and

instructors could not be found for them. A proposal that gliding

should be included in the I.T.vr. course, using the facilities of

civilian gliding clubs, was considered but vras rejected because

gliding could not be justified as part of the training sequence.

Eventually, by May 1940, the flow from I.T.W, s was quickened by

starting advanced elementary courses, increasing E.F.T.S. capacity

and shortening the E.F.T.S. and S.F.T.S. courses.

By July, after the Geimen conquest of Prance had disrupted

intakes by causing the I.T.W.s to move away from the south coast

area (Nos. 3 and 5 moved from St. Leonards and Hastings to Torquay

in June and No, 4 frcm Bexhill to Paignton in July) and when the

demand for E.P.T.S. pupils was suddenly increased, the I.T.W.

course was temporarily reduced to six weeks, and steps had to be

As a first step it was decided totaken to provide more capacity,

relieve the I.T.W.s of the responsibility for the kitting, docu

menting, inoculating of pupils, by forging a new link in the chain

of training - the Receiving Wing,

on 1 July (at the same time, to avoid confusion. No, 1  I.T.W. was

renamed No. 2 I.T.W.) followed on 20 November by the fonnation

No. 1 R.W. formed at Babbacombe

The main function of these wingsof No. 9 at Stratford-on-Avon.

(1) A.M. Pile S.51385.

(2) A.M. File S.60255.
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was to act as a pool from which entries to initial training win^s

were drawn. Each wing dealt with 900 recruits (pilots and

observers); they arrived direct from civil life and stayed three

This enabled the I.T.W.sweeks before proceeding to an I.T.W,

to concentrate on ground training and courses were again established

at eight weeks. Instruction at the receiving wings consisted of

disciplinary training and a general introduction to Service life,

coupled with elementary work on certain technical subjects, such as

mathematics, navigation, armament and signals, of basic importance

in later flying training. The amount of elementary technical

instruction tended to increase, in order to relieve the pressure

syllabus was revised in

November 1940 to give more time to navigation, signals and armament.

at later stages of training, and the I.T.W,

At the same time visual Link Trainer instruction, which had not

This increased attention to techni-proved of value, was dropped.

cal subjects was not uij^ormly successful, chiefly because of the

difficulty of obtaining experienced instructors particularly for

signals and armament.

In addition to forming receiving wings, it was necessaiy to

increase the number of I,T,W,s to deal with the accelerating flow

of recruits and the total capacity was doubled (making it 6,400

pupils) by the end of the year with the formation of four new Wings

- No. 6 I.T.W. opened at Aberystwyth on 1 August; No, 3 at

Newquay on 1 October; No. 8 also at Newquay on 4- November;

and No, 10 at Scarborough on 13 December,

A similar expansion occurred at the selection stage; six new

A,C,S.B,s were formed during July (Nos, 9 and 10 at Cardington and

Padgate respectively on the 8th and Nos, 11, 12, 13 and 14- all at

Euston two weeks later), four more in August (No,15 at Euston on

11 st , No, 16 at Edinburgh and Nos. 17 and 18 both at Blackpool on

19th) followed by five more on 15 December (Nos. 19 and 20 at

Cardington, No. 21 at Oxford, and Nos# 22 and 23 at Bhston), Two of the

/new
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new Boards at Euston, Nos, 12 and 15, moved to Oxford on 27 October.

Thus, by the end of the year there were 25 boards at seven different

centres dealing with a total of 2,875 candidates per week:-

A.C.S.B. Ho. of Boards Location

Hos. 17, 18
Nos. 4, 7, 9, 19, 20
Nos. 11, 13, 14, 22, 23
Nos. 1 , 2, 3, 8
Nos. 5, 6, 10
Nos. 12, 15, 21
No. 16

2 Blackpool
Gardington
Euston

Uxbridge

Padgate
Oxford

Edinburgh

5

5

4

3
3
1

Selection Tests

With the rapid growth of the selection machinery and increase in

the number of recniiting centres it became necessary to ensure that

the methods and standard of the various boards enjoyed reasonable

With this object in mind a series of tests, known asuniformity.

the Bartlett tests, was introduced at all A.C.S.B.s in June 1940.

These comprised three separate tests, each of 10 minutes duration,

given before the candidate was interviewed by the board president.

The first two were intelligence tests, one comprising general

intelligence and the other with a mathematical basis, and the. third

an observation test to measure the candidate's ability to observe

accurately and swiftly. Thus when the candidate appeared before the

board it was to assess only his personal qualities, namely those of

courage, determination, alertness and keenness, initiative and

responsibility; and this assessment was standardised by introducing
(1)

a standard final assessment form to all boards.

A few months later it was decided that a co-ordination test

known as the S.M.A.3 (Sensori Motor Apparatus No, 3), which had been

used experimentally at No. 2 I.T.W. Cambridge since September 1940,

was to be introduced at all selection boards as soon as sufficient

numbers of the apparatus could be produced,

delays, however, it was not until the end of 1941 that the apparatus
(2)

was actually installed at all A.G.S.B.s.

The apparatus was used to test the candidate's ability to make

co-ordinated movements with a hand operated column and a foot

Owing to production

(l) A.M. Pile S.64243.

(2) A.M. Pile S.71258.

/ operated
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operated rudder bar and, in conjunction with other tests, examinations

and an interviev/, to enable the president of the board to allocate

aircrew candidates to pilot and observer training. Essentially the

apparatus consisted of a frosted glass screen (approximately 10" in

diameter) through which a spot of light was visible. Passing through

the centre of the screen were vertical and horizontal black lines, and

at the centre a siaall square was etched,

was controlled in two independent ways;

The movement of the spot

the vertical movement by

means of a hand operated column moving backwards and forwards.

\

(The

column could also be moved sideways but this had no effect on the

movement of the light). The horizontal movement left or right was

controlled by a foot rudder bar. ’IVhen the machine was operated, with

the controls kept still, the spot of light moved in an irregular

eccentric path over the screen. This was done by means of a rotating

The candidate after being seated in the apparatus which wascam.

in the shape of a fuselage with an adjustable seat, a control and

rudder bar, a two position switch in the form of  a conventional

throttle control, and an instrument panel carrying the glass screen and

one red and one white light positioned below the screen, was required

by means of the two controls, to keep the spot of light as near to the

At intervals throughout thecentre of the screen throu^out the test.

test red and white lights were illuminated below the screen, and the

candidate had to extinguish these by moving a hand switch either

backsvards or forwards according to the colour of the light shown.

These lights formed distractions to the main task.

The test was of 1j minutes duration (the candidate was allowed to

practise for a few minutes before taking the test) end the performance

in the test was scored automatically by means of four recording dials

which showed lateral and vertical deviations of tiie light fran the

centre showing inaccuracies of the foot control, hand controls, the

total time during which the spot of light was outside the centre square

during the course in the co-ordination of the controls, and the total

time of response to the red and white lights.

/ The
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The foregoing tests, were established in order to assist in the

selection of aircrew personnel, and to classify them as pilots,

observers, wireless operators/air gunner or air gunners. In December

1940 a scheme of pre-selection tests was established at the I.T. IV. s to

assist in the assessment of potential pilots for bomber or fighter

duties. These tests, which were of a psychological nature, were

introduced experiinentally and their findings were only provisional.

The final decision regarding the pupils further flying training i.e.
0)

single-engined or twin-engined, was made at the E.F.T.S.

Five tests were given which took about two hours each to complete

and personnel were tested in batches of four for one hour on two

A special pre-selection team, consisting of a medical

officer, a W.A.A.P. officer, a corporal and an airman, were attached to

different days.

each I.T.W. to carry out these tests.

Investigations were made to discover the broad difference between

It was generally agreed that a good fighterfighter and bomber pilots.

pilot should possess a different temperamental constitution to that of

It was also agreed, however, that there were aa good bomber pilot.

considerable number of individuals, not belonging to an outstanding

class on either side, who could just as well be either fighter or bomber

pilots according to the requirements of the Service or their own

With these points in mind, and based upon the pupil'spersonal choice,

performance in the psyoi.*ological tests, the pre-selection team

classified all the prospective pilots into one of the following

categories:-

Men of outstanding qualifications who would make
either bomber or fighter pilots.

'E

N.y
B' Men who would make good bomber pilots.

Men who would make good fighter pilots.ip»

Men of medium qualifications who would probably
make bomber pilots.

Men of medium qualifications who would probably
make fighter pilots.

Men of medium qualifications with no special bent.

Men of poor qualifications who would probably
fail to become pilots.

The classifications 'filter' and 'bomber' ('P' &

IB

'IP

I'

K

B') wereI

/ limited(1) A.M. Piles 3.71258 and A.80171/40.
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limited to those showing in marked degree the qualities enumerated

above for those categories of pilots, and the ccmbined total was not

to exceed more than 50 per cent of the numbers tested. The

remainder were assessed as having general flying aptitude and were

considered as suitable for training as either bomber of fighter

This was apilots according to the requirements of the situation.

necessary feature of the scheme in order to preserve flexibility.

Pre-Entry Training

By the end of 19¥), with the Selection Boards, Receiving Wings

and I,T,W,s in full swing and an ever increasing flow of recruits

passing through them, attention was turned to the necessity of

establishing some form of co-ordinated pre-entry training which

would not only attract recruits for the Royal Air Force but would

prepare them for their eventual service in the R,A,F,

There were already three separate schemes which provided train

ing and education in Service aviation matters, all of which were

subsidised by the Air Ministry

(a) The University Air Squadrons (U,A,S,),

(b) The Air Defence Cadet Corps (a.D,C,C,), - beys 15 to 18
years of age.

(c) The Air Contingents of the Officer Training Corps (0,T,C,),
- public and secondary school boys.

These three schemes, covering three different sections of the

community, operated independently of each other and were not related

Although many of their numbers did

eventually join the R,A,F, there was no obligation for them to do so

and training in these units was not designed to assist directly their

Service careers.

The University Air Squadrons had been opened at Oxford and

Cambridge in October 1925, followed ten years later by a third in

London, These squadrons did not form part of the R,A,F, or its

reserve and their members did n®t wear uniform. The original

policy for these squadrons was not that they should form a definite

channel of entry into the Royal Air Force, but that their members

/should

directly with the R,A,F,



should to into their civil occupations with a good knowledte of

aeronautical affairs and in this way arouse wide-spread enthusiasm

and interest in aviation throughout the country.

This original idea was subsequently modified since many good

potential officers were being lost to the Air Force,

members were therefore encouraged to join the R,A.P

the Auxiliary Air Force, and by I939 most of the officers in the A,A,

Class reserve were ex-members of the U.S.A,S,s„

University

the R.A,F.V,R,• $ or

The squadrons were recruited from members of the universities,

but were not of a Service character even though they came under

direct Air Ministry control, and had no liability for Air Force service.

The squadrons were staffed by full-time officers and airmen supplied by

the Air Force, who acted as instructors. The R.A.P. also supplied

aircraft, equipment and the bulk of the necessary funds for the

maintenance of each squadron,and provided facilities for flying training

at nearby R.A.P. airfields,

limited.

Flying membership of a squadron was

The chief obligations of membership were the performance of

specified flying training, attendance at the courses of groimd

instruction, an annual period of training at an R.A.P. station and the

payment of an annual subscription. Members who had attended at least

one annual camp, completed I5 hours flying (including at least 3 hours

solo) and passed an examination in ground training courses, were awarded

a certificate of proficiency by the Air Ministiy. This certficate carried

with it several advantages for any member who was proposing to enter

the Royal Air Force,

On the outbreak of war the squadrons were closed, but towards

the end of 1940 the Air Ministry decided to re-open the original

three and to establish squadrons in certain other universities and

colleges. The original squadrons at London, Oxford and Cambridge were

re-opened in October 1940 and twenty-one new squadrons were formed

0)
the summer of 1941. Six opened in January (at

/Aberdeen

(1) A.M. FUe A. 199866/40-
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i'.berdeen, Aberystisyth, Belfast, Edinburgh, Leeds and St. Andrews) j

ten more in February (at Bristol, Cardiff, Durham and Newcastle,

Hull, Liverpool, Reading, Sheffield, Southampton and Swansea); one

(at Manchester) in March; two more in April (at Glasgow and

Nottingham); one (at Birmingham) in May; and finally one

(at Exeter) in August.

The chief reason for re-starting these squadrons was to attract

candidates of a good public school type into service with the Royal

The Army were already subsidising various courses at

the universities and consequently were gaining the majority of these

Each squadron was established with facilities for 100 members.

Air Force,

men.

Training consisted of ground instruction up to I.T.W. standard; no

flying instruction was given although passenger flying was given at

Members joining (who were normalnearby Service aerodromes,

imiversity students on a 12 months course or longer) were medically

examined and selected by a board, conditions of service were similar

to those existing pre-war with the addition of an agreement to serve

in the R.A.F, as a pilot or observer, on successful completion of

the course, which usually took about twelve months.

On joining the Service, U.A.S. candidates were exempted from

passing through an I.T.W. course and, after a short stay at a

reception centre where some disciplinary training was carried out.

On completing their flying training

they were granted oomiiiissions in the Royal Air S'orce.

The Air Defence Oadet Corps (A.D.G.C,) came into being in the

summer of 1938.

Britain with some organised preliminary training in aviation had been

taken by the Air League of the British Empire in the previous year

proceeded straight to E.P.T.S.

The first steps to provide the youth of Great

when junior members of the Air League were organised into squadrons

and flights and encouraged to pursue their studies in aviation.

'Young Pilots Fund' was also started which provided half the cost of

A

obtaining pilots' 'A' licences for selected young men. It was

/ the
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the success of these schemes that encouraged the formation of a body

of uniformed, disciplined and instructed young men anxious to join

the Royal Air I'^orce or Oivil Aviation as a career, and the Air Defence
(1)

Cadet Corps was launched with official approval in early 1938*

The first squadron was formed at Leicester in August 1938, and

by the end of the year there were 50 squadrons situated in all parts

A squadron comprised 100-150 cadets (aged between

15 and 20) divided into four flights each of 25-36.

yearly cost of running a squadron was £200-£300.

grant of 3s. 6d. per cadet was made by the Air Ministry, the

remainder of the costs being subscribed by the citizens and local

authorities of the districts in which the squadrons were operating.

The Royal Air ̂ 'orce provided equipnent and facilities wherever

of Great Britain.

The average

A capitation

The training given included disciplinary training, games

and physical training, and instruction in elementary principles of

aero-engines and airframes, theoiy of flight, navigation, meteorology

Summer camps were organised and gliding was also

possible.

and signals.

carried out.

The% the outbreak of war 172 squadrons were in operation.

Corps continued to expand and in the summer of 1940 it offered to

assist in training deferred service personnel awaiting entry into the

Ro3ral Air ̂ ’orce.

training facilities of the A.D.C.C. and advised to join the corps.

This scheme was purely voluntary, the men were unpaid and the Royal

On attestation, personnel were informed of the

A few months later aAir Force had rxo jurisdiction over them.

scheme was initiated to provide training in morse for under-training

wireless operators on deferred service,

when they reached a standard of l6 words per minute.

At the same time that the A.D.C.C. was formed, the War Office

initiated a scheme whereby certain Officers Training Corps

contingents provided facilities for air training for certain of

They were to be called up

(l) A.M. Files S.95241 and A.95241/40.

/ their
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(1)
their members. The soheme was limited to those 0.T.G. units at

universities, colleges and schools where a sufficient number of cadets

holding Certificate 'A' could be spared without prejudicing the normal

work of the contingent. The air sections consisted of cadets holding

Certificate 'A' and the size of an average section was 20 cadets.

The air section of each contingent was affiliated to the nearest

suitable R.A.P. unit and training, which was laid down by the Air

Ministry, was similar to that carried out in the A.D.C.C. squadrons.

No flying training was carried out, although passenger flying was

carried out wherever possible, usually at R.A.P.V.R. centres.

Arrangements were also made for one of the school staff to be granted

a commission in the R.A.P.V.R. if this were possible,

arrangements were made by the War Office, and where necessary, recovered

An annual grant was made of 26s. Od. for each

Financial

from air force funds.

efficient cadet over 16 years of age.

The Air Training Corps

Towards the end of 1940 it was realised that, in the interests of

training as well as of recruitment, these schemes providing pre-entry

training should be greatly extended and organised on a nation-wide

basis and it was suggested that one organisation should be developed

which would cover the whole field of pre-entry training by giving a

Thisgood grounding in Service subjects to all prospective recruits,

would not only simplify the administrative system (the three schemes

were dealt with by a diversity of branches in the Air Ministry);

would also make it possible to reduce the periods of training given

Moreover, from the recruitment point of view, the

it

in the Service.

attractiveness of these schemes depended to a marked extent on the

training facilities of the schemes.

The suggestion that a force to be known as the Air Training

(l) The first 0. T. C. units were formed in 1908, with a view to
providing facilities for students to undergo a standardised
system of elementary training,
coiiiinissions in the Special Reserve of Army Officers and the

Territorial Army. (A.O.160/19O8).

They supplied candidates for

/ Corps
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Corps should be formed was submitted to the viTar Cabinet in December

0)
1940. It was proposed that this corps should be organised partly

It was to be a nation-widein school units and partly in local units.

organisation into which the 40 0.T.G. air sections, the 200 i.D.C.C.

squadrons and the 23 existing or projected university air squadrons

were to be merged, although the latter squadrons were to retain their

identity and continue under existing organisations,

least ten times the size of the existing organisations.

It was to be at

Triis project was approved in priiwiple on 19 December 1940, and

it comprisedthe Air Training Corps was established on 1 February 1941;

the university air squadrons and units organised at schools or on a

(2)
A Commandant of the A.T.G, was appointed and a

special branch (The Directorate of Fre-entry Training) was set up in

Members of the A.T.G. appeared before a selection

local basis.

the Air Ministry.

board and underwent a medical examination and were required to give

an honourable undertaking to serve either in the Royal Air Force or

the Fleet Air Arm.

The main object of the A.T.C. was to widen the field of selection

for aircrew, mainly by educating those who otherwise could not have

passed the educational test and partly ty improving the physique of

those who would otherwise have had difficulty in passing the medical

It was run on an entirely voluntary basis and trainingexamination.

was carried out in the evenings and during the weekends;

The minimum age for enlistment was 155*

summ

were also organised.

er camps

The

uniform which was issued free was similar to that of the A.D.C.G.

Cadet officers were granted honorary commissions in the R.A.F.V.R. and

wore R.A.F. uniform when on duty.

Cadets who were potential candidates for aircrew duties

carried out a syllabus of training approximating to that of the

Froficiency certificates comparable to the CertificatesI.T.W.s.

'A' and *B' of the 0.T.G. were introduced and it was originally intended

(l) WF.(40) 480.

(2) A.M.O, A81/4I and 308th Conclusion of War Cabinet.

/ that
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that those holding proficiency certificates should by-pass the I.T.W.

Subsequently, however, this was found unsatisfactory and

all entrants had to undergo I.T.ff. training, although cadets with

proficiency certificates were allowed to take the final examinations

course.

(1)
earlier in the course.

The Corps was subsidised by the Air Ministry and  a capitation

grant of £1 for each efficient cadet over 16, together with a further

capitation grant of 10s. Od. for each cadet over l6 who qualified for

In addition, a grant of 5s. Od.

for each efficient cadet over 16 was paid into a headquarters fund

administered in the interests of 'lame dog' units,

capitation grant of 3s. 6d. per head was made in respect of boys

under 16 who were formerly members of the A.D.C.C.

an efficiency certificate, was made.

A further

The success of the new Corps was soon apparent,

formation the A.T.C. took over 20,000 cadets from the A.D.C.C. and

O.T.C. air sections;

a total of 12tj6,000 cadets,

proved to be its peak strength with a total of more than 210,000

On its

within a few months the strength had risen t

Twelve months later it reached what

o

Soon similar organisations in Canada, Australia, Newcadets.

Zealand and South Africa were fonaed and many overseas sections of

the A.T.C. were started in the colonies and dependencies.

Althou^ the university air squadrons were brou^t into the

The onlyA.T.C. they continued to operate as separate units.

noticeable change in the U.A.S. system was the introduction of

university short courses at some of the universities in March 1941.

Under this scheme youths between the ages of 17^ an<3. 18^ who

possessed certain educational qualifications were selected and

attested at an A.C.S.B. , placed on deferi*ed service, and sent to

ixniversities for a six month's period of training,

course candidates were full members of the universities and subject

These short-

They received no Service pay, but allto university discipline.

(l) A.M. Pile S.67236.

/ expenses
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expenses of tuition, board and lodging were paid by the Air Ministry.

They had to go throu^ a course of study in the university either in

the arts or science group, but they were also meinbers of the U.A.S.

and went through a special course of training in R,A.P, subjects

Like the long coursesimilar to that of the I.T.W. syllabus.

candidates, these pupils who qualified for an efficiency certificate

were embodied in the R.A.F. and posted direct to flying training

schools, thus saving three months of the normal sequence,

of the scheme was to pass a larger number of potential R,A.P. officers

The object

it was thought that thethrou^ a university before their call-up;

broadening effect of university life would prove beneficial when they

The experience gained at the British flyingjoined the Service,

training schools in the United States, which were operated on cadet-

leadership lines training large numbers of ex-U.A.S. pupils, supported

this assumption.

Ten universities undertook these short courses, five of which were

in England (Cambridge, Durham, Maixohester, Oxford and Southampton),

four in Scotland (Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow and St. Andrews) and one

in Northern Ireland (Belfast - subsequently knovm as Queens College),

TwelveThe remaining 13 universities continued with the full courses.

months after their introduction, the short courses were discontinued at

the three non-residential universities (Aberdeen, Glasgow and

Manchester) as it vras evident that the desired results could only be

These three universitiesobtained at residential universities.
(1)

retained their air squadrons and reverted to 'long course' training.

Manpower Resources

The mein reason underlying the formation of the A.T.C. was the

need to encourage all suitable applicants to join the Royal Air

In the early months of the war, when the training organisa

tion was in process of development, the flow of recruits was more

than adequate to meet the demand, but by the summer of 1940, after

Force,

(l) A.M. File A.199866/41.
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plans had been laid and as assessment of future requirements made, it

was apparent that the number of potential candidates available to meet

the requirements of the current year and -the next two years (1940, 1941

and 1942) was, by the existing standards, far below requirements.

Excluding the E.A.T.3. (the United Kingdom was expected to supply up to

10 per cent of those intakes) the total aircrew requirement was 9^,000.

The gross male population (excluding those already in the forces) in the

aircrew age group (16-32) was about 4f millions,

233,000 would opt for aircrew duties, but of these nearly three quarters

would be found unsuitable before reaching the A.C.3.B,s.

32,000 would be rejected by the A.C.S.B.s, leaving approximately 36,000
(1)

available for aircrew duties - less than half the total requirement.

It was estimated that

A further

A second survey, of December 1940, again reviewei the situation in
(2)

This second review differed fromthe light of further expansion.

Hitherto regard had been paid to thethe earlier one in one respect,

requirements for the whole range of aircrew, but it was now evident

that the demand for air gunners and wireless operators/air gunner could

be met since the supply was supplemented by candidates entered for

ground duties who volunteered for aircrew duties during training,

requirements for the thirteen months under revievr (pecember 1940 -

December 1941 inclusive) amounted to 40,500 pilots and 4,500 observers.

Against this the number expected to become available was 26,800, which

meant that there was a possible shortage of some 18,200 suitable

The

candidates for pilot and observer duties.

As a result of these two surveys, a number of steps were taken

In addition to the development ofto widen the recruiting field,

pre-entry training facilities, medical standards were revised, the

age limit for the commencement of flying training reduced from

19 to 185, and arrangements made to waive the schedule of reserved

Glie Aitoy and Navyoccupations in favour of aircrew volunteers.

(1) A.G. 11/40.

(2) A.C, 105/40.
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were pressed to release aircrew volunteers for the air force, and all

ranks of the fi.l.P. were combed for aircrew trainees,

were further developed and the recruiting campaign in America

Finally the allied forces arriving in Great Britain were

Empire resource

intensified.

s

scoured for suitable trainees.

Two more surveys of manpov/er resources were carried out in 1941.

The first, in May, was chiefly to measure the effects of the remedial

measures already adopted, and covered the 24 months between 1 January

1941 and 31 December 1942.
(1)

The total pilot and observer require

ments was estimated at 42,300 by the end of 1941, rising to 97,300 by

December 1942 against which the estimated availability was 61,300 and

84,200 respectively, i.e. an adequate supply was available for the

current year, but it would fall short of the demand tov/ards the end of

It is interesting to note that in both years only half of these

estimated supplies were expected to come from the National Service

Of the remainder, about 23,000 (in both years) were to be

supplied from the deferred service list, the schedule of reserved

occupations and transfers from the Army;

19,000 in 1942) were to be recruited from serving airmen and overseas

territories.

1942.

call-ups.

the rest (9,000 in 1941 and

In October, following the establishment of a large scale training

organisation in the United States (involving a requirement of 43,000
,  (2)

recruits by the end of 1942) a further survey was carried out.

pilot and observer requirement had now risen to 126,000 by the end of

1942 and, in spite of further remedial measures taken after the May

revie\7, there was still a prospective deficiency of 23,000 by December

As a result, efforts ware again made to increase publicity,

enlarge the scope of the A.T.C.,

The

1942.

recruit more candidates from overseas

and encourage transfers from the Army.

In the event, these measures, and the changes of policy which

(1) A.C. 31/41.

(2) A.C. 60/41.
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restricted R.A.P. training in iknerioa after 19M, ensured an adequate

supply of trainees and there was, in fact, never  a shortage of pupils

at any stage of training.

Formation of the Aircrew Reception Centre

As a result of the manpower surveys and the steps taken to ensure

an adequate flow of recruits, intakes continued to increase as the

overseas training organisation expanded, and by the spring of 1941 there

were some 10,000 potential pilots awaiting entry into the training

organisation. Three-quarters of these were on deferred service and the

re.nainder eraployed temporarily on ground defence duties pending their

The period spent on deferred serviceposting for aircrew training.

was increasing alarmingly and it was difficult to reconcile public

opinion to the fact that training expansion was proceeding as quickly

as possible, especially as there was an intensive publicity drive for

In order to reduce this delay - if only temporarily -aircrew recruits.

a large centre was needed where large numbers of recruits could be

called into service and then sifted so that the most promising went

This was achieved by forming an Aircrew

Reception Centre (A.C.R.O.) at Regents Park in London to replace the

two existing receiving wings at Babbacombe and Stratford.

forward first into training.

The new centre, which opened on 14 July 1941 with  a capacity

for a maximum of 5,100 cadets (with a weekly intake of 1,700) made

The initialseveral important changes in the training system,

effect was to reduce somevdiat the lengths of time spent on deferred

It continuedservice, although this was only a short term measure,

the functions of the old receiving wdngs of kitting, documentation

etc., but in addition a small education test was given to all

candidates so that only those reaching a certain standard were

sent forward to I.T.W. training, thus ensuring that they would

This led to anreadily assimulate the later training,

improvement in the general standard of I.T.f. training and

Thoseeventually enabled the I.T.'f. s to specialise in their training,

personnel failing in the test to come up to the minimum l.T.W,

/ entry
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entry standard were detained over and above the normal three weeks

stay and given a short course of special instruction to bring them

up to that standard and so continue their training,

this sifting and selecting, the newly formed centre was also used to

deal with cadets who had been rejected from pilot and observer

training and who were to be reselected and trained in another aircrew

In addition to

!Ehus the unit had three distinct functions: reception,category.

The new centre also undertook therefresher and reselection.

J

training of U.j^.S. cadets, who were not required to undergo I.T.W.

they were given a four weeks' disciplinary course before
(

training;
1)

passing on to a flying training school.

The Growth of Selection Boards

The selection machinery continued to expand to keep pace with the

growth of intakes into initial training, and during the first half of

Nos. 24 and 25 at Edinburgh1941 seven more i^.G.S.B.s were opened:

Nos. 26, 27 and 28 at Birmingham on 2 June;on 27 January; and

No, 29 at Fenarth and No, 30 at Padgate on 30 June. Several

existing boards were moved during the early months of the year -

Nos, 2 and 22 from Uxbridge and Euston respectively to Oxford on

3 February and Nos. 1,3 and 8 A.G.S.B.s from Uxbridge to Weston-

super-Mare on 1 April - so that by the end of June there were 30

boards located at nine centres, with a total weekly capacity of

3,750 candidates:-

LocationNo. of BoardsA.O.S.B.

Nos. 4, 7, 9, 19, 20
Nos. 2, 12, 15, 21, 22
Nos. 11 , 13, 14, 23
Nos. 1,3,8
Nos. 5, 6, 10, 30
Nos. 16, 24, 25
Nos. 26, 27, 28
Nos. 17, 18
No. 29

Gardington
Oxford

Euston

We ston-super-j?4are
Padgate
Edinburg
Birmingham
Blackpool
Penarth

5

5

4

3

4
3
3
2

1

This was the peak strength of the A.G.S.B,s and, apart from a few

changes of location in the winter of 1942 and the summer of 1943,

these 30 boards remained in being until the reduction of the

training organisation v/as begun in mid 1944.

The Aircrew Disposal Wing

The expansion of the A.G.S.B.s in the first half of 1941 was

/ naturally(l) A.M. Pile A. 198116/41.
\
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naturally followed by an increase in A.C.R.G, intakes, and in the autumn it became

necessary to use the maximum capacity of the A.G.H.G. - a capacity for 5,100 cadets-

Gonsequently the remustering and refresher trainingfor reception purposes,

duties formerly carried out there had to be removed, and a new centre, known as the

Aircrew Disposal »7ing, was formed within the framework of No. 54 Oroup, to carry
(1)

out these duties.

The nev/ Viring formed at Britton on 6 October 1941 and was located in

accommodation previously requisitioned to accommodate two new Initial Training

Wings (Nos. 15 and l6) but which were not wanted for that purpose at that tirae.

The new wing had a capacity for 2,000 cadets and its functions, which were to deal

with those personnel formerly dealt with in refresher and reselection sections of

'A' squadron, with a capacityIt was divided into three squadrons:

for 600 cadets, dealt with personnel remustering from one aircrew trade to another;

•B' squadron, acoomiiodating 400 cadets, ran a four weeks' disciplinary course for

personnel v/ho had completed I.T.W. or its equivalent but needed a refresher course

before starting flying training (chiefly pilots remustered to observers at the end

of I.T.W. training or U.A.S. candidates by-passing the I.T.W.);

the A.G.R.C.
(2

and 'O' squadron.

)

with a capacity for 1,000 cadets, gave a three weeks' pre-I.T.W. course for those

personnel failing the educational test at A.G.R.0.

candidates, selected station cadets (personnel who had been called up and employed

on ground duties in lieu of deferred service pending the commencement of their

aircrew training) and A.T.C. cadets with proficiency certificates, also underwent

the four weeks' 'B' squadron course instead of I.T.W. training, but after about

1,000 had been so trained (50 per cent of whom were A.T.0. personnel) these two

schemes were discontinued.

(3)
For a time certain other

The Aircrew Despatch Centre

A third new type of unit was formed in No. 54 G-roup during 1941;

this was the Aircrew Despatch Centre which opened at

/ Heaton Park,

(l) S.D. 155/990/41.

Cadets remustering to ground trades went to a Reception and Disposal unit
at Blackpool.

(2)

(3) A.M. Pile 3.74899.
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Heaton Park, Manchester on 21 August. Its function was to prepare

and assemble drafts of aircrew cadets proceeding overseas for their

flying training and it had accommodation for 2,000 cadets,

its intakes were dravra from the I.T.W.s and went to Canada, America,

Southern Rhodesia or South Africa for flying training, but a few

Most of

came direct from A.G.R.G. and underwent I.T.W. training whilst

(1)
en route to South Africa or Southern Rhodesia.

In September the responsibility for final selection of cadets

as pilots or observers and the assessment of pilots for fighters or

bombers was transferred from the I.T.W.s to the A.G.R.G.s, and it

was this step which made it possible for the I.T.W.s to specialise in

the training of aircrew trades. By this time the number of I.T.W.s

had increased from eight in December 1940 to fifteen. Nos, 1 and 9

Receiving Wings were converted into I.T.W,s on the formation of the

and five new wings had been opened; No, 11 at Scarborou^A.G.R.G♦ >

on 15 March; No, 12 at St. Andrews on 12 May; No, 15 at Torquay on

1 June and Nos, 14 and 17 at Hastings and Scarborough respectively

on 25 September. No, 14, which moved to Bridlington four months

after its formation, was opened as an air gunners I.T.ii7, with a

oapaoity for 1,200 cadets on a six weeks* course, 411 tlte,ir€»o«.(n<ler

tyo-iri&d Soo Cut ou tmVrj€ on ouM weelas’ toorsc, ̂Jo*. 5, 4,, 5- (j
trTaintn^ obsE'rveTj cvv><i tine otlieir& pilot’s.
Investigation of Selection Methods

Towards the end of 1941 the seed sown in the early months of the

war was bearing fruit in the shape of an ever increasing output of

pilots, observers, wireless operators/air gunner and air gunners.

By this time, in fact, the shortage of trained aircrew had

been overcome and it was now possible to relax the pressure a

little by extending courses and improving the standard of

training. For the first two years of the war everything had

been sacrified to obtain the maximum output; courses had been

(1) A.M. Pile 3.75621.

/ drastically
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drastically reduced and the standard of training cut to the ininiiaum.

On the recruiting side the accent had largely been on the recruitment

of experienced or suitably qualified personnel who would need the

By 1942 it was possible for A.M.T. to introduce

his 'Mew Deal' which aimed at hiiproving considerably the standard of

training by allowing more time and providing more flying experience in

both the basic and operational stages of training,

initial stage more time was to be allowed and in February 1942 I.T.Vf.

courses for pilots and observers were extended by four weeks, making

them 12 weeks in all.

minimum of training.

Even in the

By this time it was realised that it was not merely the length of

training which needed to be extended if standards were to be improved;

a more careful method of ensuring that the right type of candidate was

sent for the right type of training was necessary.

Up to this time the procedure for selecting and classifying

aircrew candidates had remained basically unchanged since September 1939.

new fangled' psychological tests had been introduced, the

'Bartlett' Observation and Intelligence tests, the S.M.A.3. co-ordination

test, and the pre-selection tests, but not without opposition,

old Service prejudice against mystic scientific devices died hard and

even on their introduction these tests did not play an executive part

in the selection process;

Three

The

the 'Impression' method, depending almost

entirely on the board's personal view of the candidate was the final
(1)

and deciding factor in aircrew selection and classification.

The pre-selection tests carried out at liie A.C.R.C. were, in fact,

dropped in February 1942 and the possibility of using any scientific
V

means of selecting bomber and fighter pilots was given up, selection

for these categories being left to the flying training schools.

The Bartlett and S.M.A.3 tests at the A.C.S.B.s, however, were

soon shown to be proving their worth, but it was apparent that these

should be supplemented by a more tangible mettiod of selection.

(1) A.M. Files S.Sh2^ and A. 130847/40.

/ The
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The whole question of selection and classification was closely examined in

December 1941 when a training research branch was formed within A.M.T.’s department.

One of the tasks of this new branch concerned the selection of candidates in order

to secure the proper type of trainee for aircrew duties,

research was to ascertain what finally became of those who presented themselves

The first stage of the

for aircrew at the A.C.S.B.s. The histories of over 1,000 names out of a total

of 20,000 who came before the A.G.S.B.s between June and December 1940 were

analysed and their status two years later was noted. Analysis showed that

48 per cent were rejected by the A.C.S.B.s and that only 25 per cent had become

.operational at the end of two years training,

(that is 15 per cent of those accepted) were still tinder training after two years.

This was due largely to initial misclassifioation which resulted in reselection

It was also found that 7 per cent

and starting training again in a new category.

58 per cent passed as pilots, 36 per cent were rejected and 6 per cent still under
■^0

The bulk of the rejects (22 per cent) occurred at the E.F.T.S.

stage, and more than half of these had subsequently qualified for other aircrew

It was evident therefore that most of the vrastage was due to initial

Taking the pilot trainees only,

training.

duties.

misclassification.

In the case of observers and wireless operators also, it was found that

wastage was due largely to faulty selection;

through insufficient education and wireless operators through lack of morse

observer failures occurred maiifLy

aptitude. Hiese analyses showed the waste of training effort which occurred

through attempting to select individuals for different categories of aircrew simply

as the result of a short interview by a board of officers.

Further analysis started in 1941 on the relation between the speed with which

individuals were able to go solo at E.F.T.S. and the ability they showed during

A record was made of 2,892 pilot trainees

An analysis was made

subsequent stages of their training.

of whom 24 per cent failed to reach the solo stage at all.

of those who reached that stage with the following results:-

(0 See . / Category
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Hours dual before

going solo
Percentages

of oases

Category

5- 8
9-10
11 - 14

over 14

11Very fast
Past

Medium

Slow

35
45

9

Of the very fast 52 per cent were assessed as superior at E.P.T.S. and only 3 per

cent as inferior, while of the slow only 6 per cent were assessed as superior and

Similar facts stood out at the S.P.T.S. and the O.T.U.35 per cent as inferior.

of theOf the very fast 70 per cent reached operations and 30 per cent did not;

slow only 43 per cent reached operations and those were poor in quality compared

The fast and medium pilots from thewith the 70 per cent of the very fast group,

E.F.T.S. occupied an intermediate place between the very fast and the slow,

fact, the number of hours dual which pilots required before their first solo

In

showed a close and consistent relationship to their subsequent performance in

in other words,flying training ri^t up to and including their O.T.U. stage;

pilots who went solo quickly paid higher dividends to the Service both in quantity

It was found that the quick starterand quality than those who sent solo slowly.

the reasonon solo also did his ground training better than the slow stairter;

probably being that the former was confident that he would not fail in flying.

\7hile these investigations were being made, and the training course lengthened,

a third event occurred which indirectly contributed towards the revision of the

This vras the one-pilot policy, which was introduced for all

Fewer pilots were now

selection procedure,

heavy and medium bomber aircraft in February 1942.

needed but, since they all were to be employed as captains of aircraft, a higher

standard of training was needed which, in turn, meant that a more stringent

(1)

Furthermore, the other aircrew categories were

the trade of observer was abolished and the duties split between two new

selection procedure was necessary.

revised:

categories, navigator and air bomber, the former being sub-divided into five classes

Another new category.according to the type of aircraft they were going to fly.

N.

the flight engineer, was

(l) A.M.O. 4786/42,

/ also
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also introduced who took over some of the duties previously performed

by the second pilot of medium and heavy bomber aircraft; at the same

time two variations on these main categories were recognised for

employment on flying boats, the wireless operator mechanic/air gunner

and the flight mechanic/air gunner,

aircrew categories in place of the four at the outbreak of war:-

Pilot

Navigator
Na viga tor/li7irele ss
Na vi ga t or/Bcsnb er
Ka viga tor/Bombe r/\7irele ss
Navigator/Hadio
i\ir Bomber

Wireless Operator/Mr Gunner
’Wireless Operator Mechanic/Air Gunner
Flight Mechanic/Air Gunner
Air Gunner

Plight Engineer

There was yet another event ii’shich influenced selection and

classification procedure; this was the transfer of basic training

schools overseas Tiihioh, after 1941, meant that nearly all pilots and

observers (or navigators and air bombers as they were shortly called)

It was soon apparent that it was

wasteful both in time and shipping space if large nuabers of cadets were

sent overseas only to fail their courses, and in November 1941 some of

the E.P.T.S., whose capacity was not filled once the overseas schools

started training, were used to give a short flying test to ensure that

prospective pilot trainees possessed the necessary aptitude for such

training,

which included 15 hours flying on Tiger Moths; if there was no reason

to believe that they were unsuited for pilot training (air sickness,

lack of co-ordination, etc.) they were sent abroad for training,

otherwise they were reseleoted as observers.

It was a combination of these four factors - the New Deal,

which demanded better training; the training research investiga

tion, which revealed the inadequacy of the existing selection

procedure; the one-pilot policy, which widened the aircrew field

but narrowed the requirements of pilots; and the transfer of

Thus there were twelve different

were sent abroad for their training.

Cadets underwent a three weeks' course of instruction

\

/ basic
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basic training overseas, which made it essential to send only the most

promising cadets overseas, v/hich eventually led to a conplete revision

of the existing selection procedure.

The F.M.B. Scheme

As a result, on 4 May 1942, an entirely nw method of aircrew

selection and classification was introduced.
(1)

Under the ne?/ scheme

volunteers for pilot, navigator or air bomber duties who were accepted

by the A.C.S.B,s entered training as an undifferentiated group of

aircrew known as 'P.N.B.' Candidates for the non-'P.N.B.' categories,

i.e. wireless operators/air gunner, flight engineers, and air gunners

continued to be selected and trained as before.

The I. T.W, s were no longer specialists (with the exception of the

air gunner I.T.¥. at Bridlington);

training of the oanmon category of •p.l'J.B.' cadets,

final examinations, cadets received a final lecture covering all P.N.B.

trades and were required to fill in a pro-fonoa stating in order of

priority the trades they preferred,

all P.N.B. personnel, with the exception of those not expressing a

first preference for pilot training and those vrfiose medical category

showed them unfit for pilot training (who continued to go direct to the

A.C.D.C.) were posted to an E.P.T.S. for the flying grade course, and

thence to the A.G.D.C.

all fourteen wings undertook the

A week before the

At the end of the I. T.W. coxirse

Subsequent allocation within the P.N.B. category was based on

performance at the I.T. W, s and on a flying aptitude test,

aircrew classification board was set up at No. 54 Group Headquarters

and was the responsible authority on the final classification of

An

aircrew v/ithin Ihe P.N.B. group. Cadets were selected for the

pilot category in strict order of merit according to their per

formance in the flying test and the quotas required at the particular

time. Cadets not selected for pilot, and those cadets who had

not attended a grading course, were classified in one of the

(1) A.M, Pile 3,82828.

/ navigator
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navigator or air bomber categories according to their preference, medical category,

abilities (as shown at the A.G.S.B. , A.G.R.G. and I.T.’iV.) and Service requirements.

Gadets who did not reach the necessary standard in the I.T.W’. examinations were

automatically failed in the P.N.B. category and were sent to the A.G.H.Vf. at

(0
Brighton for re-selection into one of the non-P.N.B. trades,

d a new stage which is illustrated in Appendi-s-j,

The selection machinery was also revised and several new stages were inserted

JChe—new system thus., introdu

which can best be explained by a brief resume of the entire system of selection and

The first stage was the i^.G.S.B. which, as has already been

explained, selected candidates into either ’P.N.B.

The functions of each trade and the methods of selection were

classification.

or one of the remaining non

P.N.B. categories.

The duties ofexplained to cadets by means of a pamphlet issued at the A.G.S.B.

the medical boards, vdiich were attached to the A.G.S.B.s, were not affected a great

deal by the new scheme, except that the aircrew trades were divided into five groups

for medical categorisation and Service documents were endorsed in medical terms

(such as A.1.B, A.3.B.) and not annotated in terms of trades (such as fit pilot,

fit Observer) as hitherto:-

(i) A.1.B.Pilot

Air Gunner )
Air Bomber )

Naviga tor/Bomber
Navigator/Bomber/ffireless
Wireless Operator Mechanic/Air Gunner
Flight Mechanic/Air Gunner

Navigator
Na vi ga t or/^Tire 1 e s s
Wireless Operator/Air Gunner )
Pli^t Engineer

Navigator/Radio

)
)

)

(ii)
A.5.B.

)(iii)

A.3.B.

(iv)

A.3.B. (Vision)

A.3.B. (Radio)(v)

Bxcept in the case of pilots who required special eye qualifications, these

For example,classifications were made in order of priority of medical standards,

personnel fit for trades (ii) automatically fit for classes (iii), (iv) and (v).

Similarly, a Navigator/Radio was the lowest class and was fit for that class only.

Glass (ii) differed from class (iii) only in certain height and weight restrictions.

A.3.B. (Turret)' indicated fitness for all aircrew trades,

categories were supplemented by a night vision capacity rate (indicated on the

medical document as WG), which was measured by means of a test carried out at the

A.G.R.G.

These medical'A.1.B• J

(j) S**. A 3 -
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'■Che procedure as to calling up for the P.W.B. scheme remained unaltered.

No. %. Group, on Air Ministry instructions, notified the Records Office of the

numbers of cadets required at A.G.R.C. so that call-up papers could be issued.

Pour weeks' notice was usually given. On call-up, all P.N.B. personnel reported

to the A.G.R.G. where they were kitted, inoculated, tested for night visual
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capacity and given some basic ground training. lEhe stay was normally

three weeksj during the first week a lecture on the P.N.B. Glassifi

cation system was given together with a brief description of all

aircrew trades. A short test in mathematics and signals was given and

those not considered up to I.T.W. entry standard were sent to the

Aircrew Disposal Centre (renamed Aircrew Reselection and Training Centre

in September 1942) for a three weeks' course in mathematics and signals

before proceeding to I.T.W.

pro-forma stating the cadet's preference was forward to No. 54 &roup.

Personnel medically suitable and expressing a preference for pilot

training were posted to an E.P.T.3. for a grading test, and the

reioainder posted direct to A.G.D.G.

examination (after a resit) were posted to the A.C.D.G. at Brighton

At the end of the I.T.W. course the

Those failing the I.T.W.

for reseleotion.

At the E.P.T.S. candidates were graded strictly in terms of their

The course was of three weeks' duration and 12 hoursflying aptitude.

flying was carried out, after which cadets were posted to the A.G.D.C.

The best available measure of flying aptitude was found to be the

actual flying skill shown after a fixed amount of flying inscruotion,

so after 7 hours instruction and again after 11 hours instruction cadets

The cadet'swere given a standard test flight by a testing officer.

actual performance in the air in a series of 10 defined manoeuvres was

systematically observed and assessed according to  a standard method.

The function of the Grading School was not to select pilots nor to

it was simply to grade, i.e. to measureeliminate 'unsuitable' cadets;

This meant roaking athe quality of performance of all who were sent,

systematic measurement of aptitude on the basis of a standard 'work

sample* of flying performance,

cadets entering grading courses and on completion of the course the

A training report was completed for all

cadet's report was forv7arded to No, 54 Group.

At No, 54 Group all training doouraents from A.G.S.B.s

I.T.W, and Grading Courses, were assembled and forwarded to the

A.• 9 G.R.C* 9

Aircrew Glassification Board for final classification. Cadets

classification was accomplished bywere not seen by this board;

/ dealing
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dealing with the factual infonaation and assessments supplied to the

A.G.G.B. regarding the cadets preferences and their aptitude as

indicated by the records of their performance in grading schools or

in initial training schools. This method was obviously a great

improvement on the old 'queue' system of selection,

selection board dealt conclusively with individuals one by one there

When a

was little opportunity for comparing candidates in detail according

This new system, ifdiich might be termed a 'block' system,to merit.

whereby a sizeable group were available for a longer period so that

information on relevant points could first be measured and assembled

for a block of candidates, enabled a more efficient comparison, and

accurate classification was possible for the sample of individuals

concerned.

The board was notified monthly of the requirements in all .

trades, although it was not normally required to classify as pilots

less than 40 per cent or more than 60 per cent of the total

Moreover, the board was not authorisedcandidates for any one week.

Pinal classificationsto classify a cadet outside the P.N.B. group.

were made into six categories

Pilots. Required for all types of aircraft.

Navigators. Required for heavy and medium bombers.
The duties entailed long flights by day and night
necessitating a high standard of ability.

Navigator/tyireless. Required for Coastal Command
long-range fighters. Had to be capable of under
taking wireless operator training, but the navi
gation tasks were less exacting than those of the
'straight' navigators.

Navigator/Bomber and Navigator/Bomber/Wireless.
Required for light and certain categories of medium
bomber aircraft. These generally operated by day,
and therefore did not carry the responsibility of
the 'straight' navigator owing to the smaller size
of the aircraft.

Na viga tor/Radio. A lower standard of^ navigator was
accepted in this category.

Air •‘^omber. The selection of this category was
determined largely by the individuals preference
and partly by the discretion of the board, owing
to the fact tiiat at this time (mid 1942) there
was no reliable aptitude tests for air bombing.

/ All
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All cadets on the temination of their grading course, or in

the case of those opting for one of the Navigator/Bomber categories

on the termination of their I.T.W. course, were posted to the A.C.D.C.

to await the results of their classification by the A.G.G.B. After

notification of their selected category and being given a lecture and

pamphlet on their future training and operational careers, they

awaited posting to their next stage of training; those proceeding

overseas were kitted and assembled for the voyage.

This new system of grading all candidates for pilot duties had

First, from the standpoint oftwo underlying points of principle,

the cadet, all who wished to be pilots were dealt with on merit and

had a fair and equal opportunity under standard conditions to show

Secondly, from the standpoint of the

Service, the procedure and results were as differential and reliable

as possible and the field for pilot recruitment was considerably

what they could do in the air.

widened.

The Value of Grading

The effect of this 'quality' selection method had been made

evident by analysis of wastage at the E.P.T.S. and S.P.T.S. stages in

Furthermore the fallacy that potential pilot trainees
(1)

training,

could be selected by the 'impression' of some experienced officer

(or board of officers) regarding the candidate's appearance, bearing,

manner, and background was conclusively disproved,

doubt that useful information about a cadet, particularly as regards

his suitability in general as a member of an aircrew, can be obtained

by a trained interviewer, but no reliable indication of flying

aptitude can be obtained by the 'impression' method.

This theory was proved in late 1942, when it appeared at one

stage that there might be insufficient grading capacity to meet

overseas pilot training commitments,

to pre-select a limited number of special drafts (of roughly 100

cadets) to be sent directly overseas for pilot training without

There is no

Accordingly it v/as necessaiy

(l) A.M. pamphlet No. 96.

/ passing
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passing through a grading test. The I.T.W.s were asked to laake a

careful survey of all their cadets who were about to be graduated and

to select only those who, in their opinion, gave the best preraise of

successful training as pilots. This task was carefully and

conscientiously carried out by officers who had ample opportunity to

get to know the cadets (the I.T.W. course was of 12 weeks’ duration).

One draft selected in this way was not dispatched overseas owing

to a change in the shipping situation. These 102 cadets, specially

selected from nine I.T.ff.s were consequently graded in the normal way
uiD.'a foonvL

along with cadets who had not been thus pre-selected. It bw ■snrn

that there was practically no difference between the two groups in

their flying performance as measured by the flight test at either

7 hours or 11 hours. Furthermore, n ^m =j; there was nosgg

difference in the proportion of each group who failed to go solo, nor

in the speed to solo of those who did qualify. Indeed, the Classifi

cation Board, on the basis of the available evidence concerning the

demonstrated flying aptitude of these cadets (and without knowledge of

this special group), actually classified as pilots a somewhat smaller

proportion of the 'selected' cadets than of those 'unselected'.

Thus it seems evident that experienced officers even when they

have a full opportunity of getting to know the cadets in question are

unable to predict subsequent flying ability by the impression method

with ary better than chance success. In the test case the I.T.W.s

would have done just as well if they had picked the good prospects with

a pin or alphabetically, as they did by giving the most careful

consideration to personalily, background and other seeming evidence ofV.

pre-fli^t selection.

Grading, on the other hand, was proved to have reduced the

wastage rates in the subsequent flying training stages, and the cadets

performance at the grading school was in direct proportion to

his chances of successfully completing his flying training as a

/ pilot



Through 1940-M the wastage rate for the E.P.T.S.  s in the United Kingdompilot.

ware at the 30 per cent level, and in early when the bulk of the elementary

flying training was transferred overseas the wastage rate level rose to 38 per cent.

After the introduction of grading in 1942, the E.P.T.S. vrastage rates (for all areas)

Similarly, in thedropped to 14 per cent, i.e. less than half its former size.

S.P.T.S.s the wastage rate before the introduction of grading had been l6 per cent

of the intake;

also, although the wastage in any case was norrnally smaller than in the basic

stage, grading had contributed towards the reduction of wastage (from 3 per cent

in 1942 to 1^ per cent in 1943-44).

system v/as that those cadets who showed the most promise at grading Schools had a

similarly, the

in 1943 this was down to 11 per cent. In the post S.P.T.3. stag

Another interesting factor in the grading

remarkably small failure rate in their later stages of training;

es

lower the cadet's aptitude at |-rading, the higher was the wastage rate.

A further analysis of flying hours shov^ed that even if all the hours devoted

to grading were counted as wastage, and allo>ving for 50 per cent of those tested

going from the grading school to S.P.T.S the total amount of flying required• >

under the P.N.B. scheme to produce a certain number of pilots was less than would

have been required under the old method to produce the same output. This was due

mainly to the large numbers of rejects at the E.F.T.S. stage under the old scheme.

It followed that the greater the number of pupils passed through the grading

schools in proportion to the numbers required for tiie E.P.T.S. (in other words,

the higher the degree to which preliminary grading could be carried), the more

efficient would be the training organisation throughout the subsequent stages and

the higher the average of those joining operational squadrons.

Modifications to Recruiting and Initial Training Organisation

While the P.N.B. scheme was being introduced, a number of minor modifications

First was thewere made to the recruiting and initial training machinery.

This Camp, which was toformation of the Aircrew Gamp at Ludlow on 27 April 1942.

be constructed by aircrew cadets, supervised by local works officers, was

planned as an alternative location for the I.T. V7, s in the Devon and

/ Cornwall
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Cornwrall area (Nos, 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 13 I.T.W.s) which would have

The use of cadets instead of

civilian labour had several advantages: it saved money, it enabled

cadets to be called up earlier; and it served as  a tou^ening up

(1)
to be moved in the event of invasion.

(2)
course.

The camp was ultimately to hold a total of 12,000 personnel,

situated in three tented camps holdiiig 4»000 each, but until such time

as it might be needed for evacuatioJi purposes, the idea was gradually

conceived that the camp could be used as a training camp for aircrew

cadets in order to develop physical standards before they proceeded to

Consequently the population of the camp was fixed at 3f000

cadets (i.e, 23 per cent of the total capacity required in an emergency)

and the length of stay three weeks.

The plan worked very well in the summer of 1942.

of whom were town-bred boys with very limited experience outside their

I.T.57.

Tlie cadets, most

civilian occupation, w^ere posted to the Aircrew Camp, after passing

through A.C.R. C., where they were prepared for I.T.W. training and for

The training syllabus was mainly of ansubsequent Service life,

outdoor nature and vras aimed at constructing the camp and at the same

It includedtime developing physical standards of the cadets,
t

disciplinary training, field craft and defence duties, training in

unanaed canbat, swimming and plysical training and hardening-up manual

work such as the construction and improvement of the camp, and building

roads, ablutions, latrines and drains under the supervision of works

A certain amount of training instruction in mathematics

On the completion of the course the

The camp was not considered an essential

engineers,

and navigation was also provided,

cadets proceeded to I.T.W.

part of the training organisation and was never included in Air Ministry

It was, in effect, a 'cushion' between the A.G.R.C.

and I.T.W. and cadets only went there if they could not be immediately

policy as such.

(3)
Botti the capacity and course length were variable.absorbed into the I.T.V7. s.

(l) Other No. 54 Group units in Coastal areas were also to be moved
but these were all to go into ready made accommodation,

(a) A.M. Piles CS.8729 and 3.79415.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.69023.

/ The
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The Director General of Medical Services disagreed with this

policy of putting cadets so soon after entry into  a drastic harden

ing course, and on 12 December 1942, since hutted accoaimodation

was extremely limited and winter conditions would not allow any

beneficial training to be carried out under the existing tented

arrangements, the camp was temporarily closed.

The second modification concerned I.T.W, training. Following

Russia's entry into the war, large numbers of Polish airmen made

their way to England to join the Polish Air Force, Originally

these personnel were trained at No,1 Polish Plying Training School

which had operated at Hucknall since January 194'l> and selection.

initial training and flying training were all done at the one

In June, however, the school was reorganised on R,A,P,

and No, 16 S,F.T,S. replaced the old school

station.

No. 25 E.P.T.S.lines.

at Hucknall and an aircrew training centre established which per-

Por the initial training it wasformed the duties of an A,C.R.C,

arranged that Polish cadets should pass through a Royal Air Force

I.T.W. and one squadron of No,12 I.T.W St. Andrews, was turned over• i

for this commitment. Just over twelve months later, on 21 Jiily 1942,

the Polish squadron of No, 12 I.T.W, was transferred to Brighton

where it became the Polish I.T.W. and a new R.A.P. squadron formed at

No, 12 I.T.W. so that its capacity remained at 800. The capacity

of the new wing was increased from 200 pupils to 300 and the course

length extended from 12 weeks to 14» to allow the Poles more time

to learn English regulations, drill, etc.

The question of providing I.T.W, training for wireless operators/

air gunner and flight engineers was also considered in 1942, In

November 1941» in fact, steps had been taken to provide a pseudo

I.T.W. course for wireless operators/air gunner by foming aircrew

wings at the two signals schools (at Madley and Yatesbury) with the

object of converting wireless operators (ground) to wireless

operators (air). The course, which lasted 8 weeks, was similar to an

air gunners I.T.W. course, except that it included 10 hours flying

and it was given to cadets who had completed their signals course and

were awaiting entry into an air gunners school.

(1)

(2)

(1) A.M. Pile S.75031.
(2) A.M. me 3.85264. /in January
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In January 1943 it was decided to adopt a straight through training policy

for wireless operators/air gunner (W. Ops/A.G.).

unsatisfactory in that it led to many delays and long periods of waiting ensued.

Nos. 18 and 19, both at Bridgnorth on
(O

Each iwing dealt with 1 ,080 pupils at a

In place of training

pupils first as ground wireless operators and converting them to V/. Ops/A, pupils

were recruited for the W. Ops/A.G. duties.

The old system was most

Two I.T.W. s were therefore formed;

4 January and 20 14arch respectively,

time on an 8 weeks' course with weekly intakes of 135.

They were called up to A.G.R.C. along

with other categories of aircrew and underwent I.T.W, training before commencing

their wireless course. The new system out down the length of training by nearly

6 months

Procedure introduced in 1943Procedure prior to 1943

Signals Recruits Centre 3 weeks15 weeks A.G.R.G.

(Regents Park)

I.T.W.

(Bridgnorth)

Radio School

(Madley or Yatesbury)

Air Gunners School

8 weeksSignals School
(Madley or Yatesbury)

Ground Operating

14 weeks

36 weeks 20-24 weeks

8 weeks 8-12 weeksAir Crew Wings
(Madley or Yatesbury)

8 weeksAir Gunners School

As far back as i^feroh 1942 it had been agreed that an I.T.W. course for fli^t

engineers was desirable, but because of urgent demands for these personnel, in the

summer of 1942, ov/ing to the rapid expansion of the Heavy Bomber Force, it was not

The original flight engineers were drawnpracticable to introduce this training,

from ground trades within the R.A.P. and so initial training was not vital anyway;

but later, in October 1942, when direct entry flight engineers were recruited, it

was essential that they should pass through an I.T.W. course.

The course length was to be 6 weeks and a capacity for 600 cadets was deemed

Accommodation for these personnel was available at Bridlington, where

No.14 I.T.W. was already in operation for air gunners' training, and in January1^3

necessary.

(1) livl. 3354/D. of 0.
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No.14 I.T.Y/, -was re-established with a combined capacity of 1,800

cadets:-

1,200 Air Gunners Course length six weeks,
400 to proceed to Canada for
E.A, G.S. 800 to £.A. G. S,

training at Bridlington,

600 Plight Engineers Course length six weeks.
All to proceed to St, Athan
for flight engineer training.

At the same time it was arranged that both air guzmers and flight

engineers should pass through the A.C.R.C, before starting their

initial training, instead of passing through recruits centres in

the same way as ground personnel.

Another modification concerned the Aircrew Disposal Wing at

Brighton, which on 1 September 1942 was renamed the Aircrew

Training and Reselection Centre, This change did not affect the

duties formerly carried out there, the four weeks disciplinary

course, the three weeks pre-A,C,R,C, course and the reselection

squadron, but two other units, the Polish I.T.W, and the Aircrew

Refresher School (which had been opened at Brighton on 13 April

1942 for the purpose of giving disciplinary training to aircrew

personnel) also formed part of the new centre, (1)

The A,C,S,B, organisation remained largely unchanged during

1942, with a total weekly intake of 3»750 candidates. Nos, 17 and

18 A.C.S.B,s moved from Blackpool to Doncaster on  1 December and
Mos. I o-K<l 8 A c s. 6,5 f-ronn Weston - Su per--Mc^re to 35ov>cast€T,
No. 3 from Weston-super-Mare to Oxford six days later, which meant

that by the end of the year there were eight centres comprising the

following boards

Aj_C^_Sj_Bj_

Nos. 4, 7, 9, 19, 20
Nos. 2, 12, 15, 21, 22
Nos. 3, 11, 13, 14, 23
Nos. 1, 8, 17, 18
Nos. 5, 6, 10, 30
Nos. 16, 24, 25
Nos. 26, 27, 28
No. 29

No. of Boards Location

5 Cardington
Oxford

Euston

Doncaster

Padgate
Edinburgh
Birmingham
Penarth

5
5
4

4
3

3
1

No, 7 A.C.S.B, moved to Birmingham and Nos, 5 & 6 to Doncaster

on 28 August 1944»

/The Pre-Aircrew

(1) A.M. Pile 3.74899.
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The Pre-Aircrew Training ocheme

As the war progressed and the demand for recruits increased

there was a marked tendency for the medical and education standards

of intakes to decrease. Before the war, candidates for aircrew

duties were required to be in possession of a school certificate

or to have reached an equivalent educational standard, but under

war conditions it soon became impossible to enforce this requirement

if the necessary number of aii'crew personnel was to be secured, and

an increasing number of entrants who had little or no more than

elementary education, but who v/ere in all other respects suitable

as pilots, observers and air gunners, who came before the selection

boards, were accepted for training. At the same time courses became

more exacting as the complexity of modern aircraft, equipment, and

methods of warfare increased. In many cases the failure of entrants

to canplete their courses successfully was not due to absence of

innate mental capacity but to a lack of training on broad lines which

It was found,longer education had provided for their predecessors.

for example, that many cadets had only a rudimentary knowledge of

mathematics and none of general science.

The deferred service scheme enabled cadets awaiting call-up

to obtain a certain amount of preliminary training and, shortly

after the outbreak of war, a scheme was introduced whereby local

education authorities provided part-time instruction chiefly in

elementary mathematics for volunteers suitable for aircrew duties

but who were regarded as being educationally deficient. The scheme

gave valuable help to several thousand potential aircrew cadets, but

in raary cases could not bridge the gap between the educational

standard of the individuals and that which had been found necessary

for P.N.B. candidates.

/ The
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The first approach to this problem of training personnel below

the requisite I.T.VT. entrance standard was made in June 1941, when

with the opening of the Aircrew Reception Centre  a short educational

test was given to all entrants and those who failed to reach a certain

standard were retained and given special training. This was later

carried out at Britton.

The A.T.C. also provided valuable assistance in pre-Service

training and at the beginning of 1942 all candidates were informed on

attestation that they vrould be required to attend A.T.C. lectures.

Because of the relatively short time involved they were, in effect.

honorary members and were not issued with uniforms.

These measures, hovfever, did not solve the problem and by the

autumn of 1942 it vras clear that a more comprehensive scheme of

ground educational training v/as necessary. A review carried out

during a period of three months in the summer of 1942 showed that

roughly one-third of the personnel selected as pilots and navigators

had received little more than elementary education, and this did

not enable pupils to gain the full benefit from their subsequent

This was borne out by the findings of

a committee under the chairmanship of the Under Secretary of State

for Air held on 19 December 1942, which discovered that wastage at

the I.T.W.s had doubled(from 5 per cent to 10 per cent during the

previous 12 months),

deficient aircrew candidates were both numerically inadequate and

(1)
courses of instruction.

(2)
The schemes dealing with educationally

(3)
inoomprehensive from the educational point of view.

(l) A.O. 86 (i*2).

(2) A.C. 89 (2)2).

(3) A.M. File S.88530.

/ From
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From enquiries made by the Board of Education it was ascertained

that capacity could be made available for the bulk of the P.N.B.

aircrew who had not proceeded beyond the elementary standard of

education, amounting to seme 15,000 - 20,000 personnel per annum.

As a result of subsequent discussion with the Board of Education

and the Scottish Education Departaient, arrangements were made through

local education authorities for full-time educational courses of six

months duration to be held in colleges and schools in England, Scotland

and Wales.

This scheme, known as The Preliminary Aircrew Training (P.A.G.T.)

Scheme, was introduced in the early part of 1943.

full-time educational course was given to selected persormel in

A six months

The target population

was 26 centres each with a capacity of 200 - a total of 5,200 pupils,

althou^ the actual capacity secured amounted to just under 3,500

schools and colleges throughout the country.

This was the maximum amount of suitablepupils in 21 centres.

accommodation which local authorities were able to provide from

resources existing at that time.

The problem was partly one of providing the cadets with basic

information, mostly of a mathematical or scientific character required

A much morein order to cope with the subsequent R.A.P. training.

important need, however, was to form or revive habits of study and

to develop an attitude of inquiry and self reliance in the solution

A curriculum of six educational subjects was devised:of problems.

Mathematics, General Science, Mechanical Drawing, Geography, English

In addition, cadets received instruction in

the History of Flying and the R.A.F., in general Service information

and in physical training.

and Modern History.

/A
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A F.A.G.T. Wing was established at the A.C.R.C. Regents Park on

18 Pebruaiy with a capacity for 600 cadets to deal with reception,

kitting, inoculation and final selection of personnel for F.A.G.T.

courses, followed by the formation of P.i.G.T. centres in various

parts of the country under the auspices of the local educational

A centre was affiliated to a convenient R.A.i'. unit forauthorities.

administration purposes and included one or more schools according to

the geographical distribution and the number of cadets to be

Ihe first centre opened at Edinburg on 8 i^rch 1943
and, by the end of the year, 21 centres were in operation.

On 26 November the Technical Gollege at Dagenham (under No. 11

accommodated.

Gentre) was disbanded and a fortnight later two small organisational

the Technical Gollege at Wakefield (part of No. 16changes were made:

Gentre) was transferred to No. 9, and that at St. Helens (part of No. 10

Gentre) was transferred to No. 19 Gentre.

The introduction of this scheme rendered redundant the Pre-I.T.W,

course of the Aircrew Training and Reselection Gentre, Brighton,

and as the Reselection Wing was moved to Eastohurch to form part of

a combined reselection centre it vras decided to close the centre at

This was done on 8 August 1943, and the reimaining

course at Brighton, the four weeks' disciplinary course for U.A.3.

personnel,was transferred to the A.G.R.0.

Brighton.

(l) See Appendix 4.

/ The
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The P.A.G,T. scheme was originally confined to direct entrants

Serving airmen who volunteered for aircrewof P.N.B. aircrew.

duties were excluded from the scheme as they could not easily he

spared from the work they were already doing, and other airorew

categories were excluded through shortage of accoQiraodation. In

April however, with a reduction of Service requirements, it was

possible to widen the scope of the scheme to include all cadets who

were accepted for aircrev^ training irrespective of their provisional
(1)■\y

category given at the A.C.S.B,s.

Cadets selected for P.A.G.T. were placed on deferred service

when attested, but were recalled roughly six months earlier than

they would otherwise have been so that they were not delayed in

entering the normal training sequence,

was reduced from 18^ to 1?5 for P.A.G.T. pupils.

The minimum age for recall

Methods of selecting cadets for the P.A.G.T. courses were

developed with much care to ensure that those personnel posted to

Normally a cadet holding a school certificate,

or anA.T.C. proficiency certificate (aircrew), was not required

the course needed it.

to take the P.A.G.T. course unless he so wished. The first

sifting was done at an Aviation Candidates Selection Board where

personnel were interviewed and given various tests (including

tests in General Knowledge, Mathematics, Intelligence and English).

The qualifications and educational histories of all candidates

passed by the A.G.3.B.s were examined at the Air Ministry with a

view to deciding which of them should take a P.A.C.T. course, and

final selection was made at the Aircrew Receiving Centre (P.A.C.T.

fifing) by means of a further educational test and interview.

Those provisionally selected who were deemed at A.G.R.G. not to

need a P.A.G.T. course proceeded direct to I.T.f unless they• f

(1) A.M. Pile S. 88530.

/ were
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were under 18^, in which case arrangements were made to post them to a selected

R.A.P. station where they took a special course in preparation for their

Throughout their P.A.G.T. cadets held the rank oft subsequent aircrew training.

A.G.2. Their sequence of training was as follows

NON-P.A.G.T.

PERSOhKEX

A.G.S.B.

(Selection)

P.A.G.T. Wing A.G.R.G.
(Pinal Selection)

3 Weeks

DEPERRED

SERVIGE

6-12 Months

P.A.G.T. Gentre
26 Weeks

A.G.R.G.

3 Weeks

J

I.T.W,

Personnel selected for P.A.G.T. were, after enlistment into the R.A.P.,

posted to the P.A.G.T. Wing at Regents Park where they were kitted, inoculated etc.

Prom there they proceeded to P.A.G.T. Centres to

They remained on the strength of A.C.R.G. Regents

Park but were attached to the nearest R.A.P. station for pay, medical and equip-

Aocommodation was obtained mainly by private civilian billeting.

and underwent educational tests.

vindergo the training courses.

ment services.

Messing alsoalthough hostels and R.A.P. stations were used where convenient.

British Restaurants, College Authorities, Y.M.G.A. andtook various forms;

R.A.P. Stations and private contractors.

The primary object of the course was to provide a broad mental training, and

not to supply the minimum information in various subjects required by cadets in

The teachings were related to the cadet's futuretheir subsequent R.A.P. training.

needs but no attempts were made to anticipate any part of their subsequent

/ training
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It was obviously unwise for instance to undertake

instruction in navigation as, apart from the secret nature of Service

navigation (thus leading to varying ideas by civilian instructors),

this subject would be fully covered in the later stages of training.

The syllabus was wide and not too rigidly defined, and no fonnal

passing-out examinations were held, although later, in order that

training.

cadets should have some incentive to work for, local examinations were

these examinations did not ’pass' or 'fail' the cadets, they

simply graded their work.

held;

The syllabus was divided into six main

subjects: Mathematics, General Science, Mechanical Drawing, Geography,

Modem History and English. The time required to cover a subject was

decided rather by the mode of treatment than by the number of topics

enumerated in the syllabus. The aim was to form good mental habits

and to give satisfying understanding rather than  a 'get tiirou^' the

whole of the items at all costs. In addition to these subjects, and

the Service instruction, lectures were arranged by local authorities

and visiting lecturers.

Revised Manpower Allocation

In September 1942 the manpower demands of the three Services and

of industry instead of being an unrestricted scramble were co-ordinated

and related to the general supply position. A co-ordinating committee

was formed with Sir John Anderson, Lord President of the Council, in

charge, which recomaended to the Cabinet the number which each Service

was entitled to take.

Owing to a prospective manpower shortage in 1943, the War Cabinet

in December 1942, decided to cut the R.A.P. manpower demand for 1943

of 470,000 by 225,000, which meant that the aircrew intake would be

out from 125,000 to roughly 60,000.

in Jxme 1943 anJ the allocation of personnel to the R.A.P. to the end

of 1943 'vas 100,000, against a demand of 14^,000.

The effect of these, and the subsequent manpov/er cuts during

The situation was reviewed again

1944, led to a gradual reduction in the numbers of aircrew intakes.

/ The



Th.e manpower allocation for 194^ was 50,000 men and 20,000 women, against

estimated requirements of 107,000 men and women, and so drastic measures had to he

There were three courses from which to choosetaken to meet the deficiency,

(a) The expansion programme could carry on as planned, keeping
the training organisation going on the assumption that the

war with Germar^r would continue indefinitely,
leave a large deficiency (37,000) by the end of 1944.

This would

(b) The expansion programme could be cut, so as to reduce the
deficiency without reducing the training organisation,

(c) The expansion programme could continue as planned until
the end of August 1945> at the same time reducing the
training organisation so that by that date the numbers of

aircrew completing their training would be no more than
required for the Japanese War.

After much discussion this last course was adopted, and steps were taken to reduce

It was also agreed that on the termination of thethe training organisation,

European War, 17,000 trained pilots should be transferred to the Fleet Air Arm.

As a result of these cuts, I.T.W. capacity requirements amounted to 13,639

compared with the existing capacity of 15,460. This figure was made up as

follows:-

9,000
1 ,300
750 (860 by Jixne 1943)

P.N.B.
Air Gkinner

Plight Engineer/Air Gkznner
Slight Mechanic (E)/Air Gunner
Wireless Operator Mechanic/Air Gunner -
Wireless Operator/Air Gunner
Poles

64
85

2,140 (2,V)-0 by June 1943)
500

13,639

These requirements necessitated a reduction in the P.N.B. capacity and an

The P.N.B. capacity was 11,200 (made up ofincrease in the air gunner capacity.

14 I.T.W.s each holding 800) - thus two I.T.¥4s could safely be closed,

capacity for the air gunner trades at the time was three I.T.W.s with a total

capacity of 3,960 (made up of 600 flight engineers/air gunner, 1,200 ’straight

air gunners and 2,160 wireless operators/air gunner),

(of 4,339) necessitated the formation of one I.T.W. exclusively for flight engineer

training and a further I.T.W. (making three in all) for tiae training of wireless

The

The new requirement

operators/air gunner.

/ Before
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Revision of I.T.W. Organisation

Before all these changes could be implemented, I.T.Vf. requirements were

revised (as a result of the June outs) and in July the new requirement was

estimated to be 17,380 (10,900 pilots/navigators/air bombers, 2,900 wireless

operators/air guxmer, 1,900 air gunners, 1,380 flight engineers and 300 Poles).

It was also decided to form a special I.T.W. to train French personnel, v/ith a

capacity for 800 cadets,

of all I.T.W.s, each with a capacity for 800 pupils, which meant that five more

I.T.W.s (including the French I.T.W.) would be required, making 23 in all.

As a result of these decisions the following re?organisation took place

No. 3 I.T.W. Torquay, \rfiich had been closed on 29 May under the
May reduction, was reopened on 14 September.

No. 5 I.T.W. Torquay, which had been due to close vender the

previous reorganisation but had not actually done so, was

retained for P.N.B. trainee's, but its capacity was reduced
to 600.

At the same time it tos decided to standardise the s

(a)

(8)

(1)

ize

(2)

(o) No. 13 I.T.W. Torquay reduced to 600 pupils on 29 May.

No. 15 I.T.W. formed at Bridlington on 23 September with a

capacity for 800 A.G-. s.

The capacity of Nos. 18 and 19 I.T. W. s Bridlington, was
reduced from 1080 to 800 on 24 May.

No. l6 I.T.W. formed at Whitley Bay on 1 October, capacity
800 W. Ops/A. ft. and A.G. s.

No. 20 I.T.W. formed at Bridlington on 29 May, capacity 800
W. Ops/A. G. It moved to Usworth on 7 November.

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h) No. 21 I.T.W. formed at Torquay on 29 May and moved to Usworth

on 15 September and to Bridlington on 7 November, capacity
800 F.E.s.

(i) The capacity of No. 14 I.T.W. Bridlington was reduced from 1,800
to 800 by 15 September.

No. 23 (French) I.T.W. formed at Filey Town on 1 October,
capacity 800.

The fifth new vinit. No. 22 I.T.W

(J)

was planned to open at Scarborough but

opposition to the requisitioning of property postponed its formation and

• >

(3)
subsequent changes in requirements rendered it unnecessary.

(l) A.M. Pile S.82330.

(2) LM. 2223/D. of 0.

(3) A.M. Pile S.91312.

/ As
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On 1 May 1943 the airorevr oamp at Ludlow was re-openad to car

(̂ T
out the same purpose of training during the coming summer months; hut

as it was not possible to supply cadets from the A.G.R.G. it was decided

to feed the camp with cadets from the l.G.D.G. Gadets on completion of

their grading courses reported to the A.G.D.G. in the usual way and.

after a few days during which time they had received their final aircrew

classification, cadets, mainly navigator and bomber trades, were

The capacity was 2,500 and the duration of stay

it did not, in

attached to Ludlow,

depended entirely on the A.G.D.O. requirements;
■/

The syllabus of training andpractice, amount to more than six weeks.

oamp construction remained unchanged.

The conception of this camp was excellent and there was no doubt

that the time spent in the healthy activity at Ludlow instead of

Unfortunatelystagnation at Heaton Park was beneficial to the cadets.

the cadets who were arriving at Heaton Park in the summer of 1943 were

cadets who had commenced their I,T,iV, training some six months earlier

and consequently most of them had already passed throu^ the Aircrew

They were therefore notGamp the previous year as pre-I,T.W, cadets.

very pleased to find themselves back at Ludlow again.

In the summer of 1943 the question arose as to whether or not

Ludlow should be retained as a training camp for aircrew at some stage

The conclusion was that as Ludlow was of limitedprior to the A,G,D,G,

use only, owing to the majority of the accomiaodation being tented, and

tiierefore could not be used to ary advantage during the winter, it

There had been a proposal toshould not be used for aircrew training.

utilise Ludlow as a permanent overflow for -liie A,G,D,G, Heaton Park,

but as this would involve the construction of permanent buildings at

Ludlow, which was more difficult than building at Heaton Park or else

where, the proposal was not adopted.

On 1 October 1943 the camp was again closed for the winter

months, though it was retained as an emergency home for units

v/’hich might have had to be moved from the south coast,

never subsequently used by the R,A,P. however and was turn over for
(2)

use by the Airny in the spring of 1944.

It was

A

(l) M 574/t». of 0.

(2) A.M, File 3,79415.
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The I.T.W. organisation by the end of 1943 was as follows

Course Length

(weeks)
Location CapacityI.T.W.

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

800 P.N.B.

800 P.N.B.
800 P.N.B.

800 P.N.B.

600 P.N.B.

Babbacombe

Cambridge
Torqviay
Paignton
Torquay

12

12

12

12

12

No. 6

No. 7
No. 8

No. 9

800 P.N.B.

800 P.N.B.
800 P.N.B.

800 P.N.B.

Aberystwyth
Newquay
Newquay
Stratford-on-

Avon

Scarborough
Scarborough
St. Andrews

Torquay
Bridlington

12

12

12

12

No. 10

No. 11

No, 12

No. 13

No. 14

800 P.N.B.

800 P.N.B.

800 P.N.B.

600 P.N.B.
800 A.G.

12

12

12

12

6

6No.15
No. 16

800 A.G.

(500 WQP/A.G.
(300 A.G.
800 P.N.B.

800 W0/A.G.
800 W0/A.G.
800 (W0/A.G.

(Wa4/A.G.

800 P.E./A.G,

Bridlington
Whitley Bay 8

6

No. 17
No. 18

No. 19
No. 20

Scarborough
Bridgnorth
Bridgnorth
Bridlington

12

8

8

8

6No. 21 Usworth

No. 23 (French) Filey 400 P.N.B.

400 W0/A.G,
12

8

Polish Brighton 300 Poles 14

Total 10,800 P.N.B.
2,900 WO/A.G. & WCM/A.G.
1,900 A.G.
800 F.E./A.G.
800 French

300 Poles

Grand Total 17»500 all trades

In March 1944, Nos. 14 and 15 I.T.W.s were renumbered as

Nos. 18 and 19 respectively, while 18 and 19 were renumbered

14 and 15»

Over-production of N.B categories

By mid 1943, although the P.N.B, scheme was proving a great

£

success in the reduction of wastage in pilot training, one serious draw-

This was the over-production of classified N. and B

When the P.N.B, scheme was introduced total requirements were

in the broad reqiiirements of 50 per cent pilot and 50 per cent

back was ventilated.

cadets.

navigator and air bomber categories. It was assumed that 10 per cent of

/the I.T.W.
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the I.T.W. output vras either not eligible or nor desirous for grading,

therefore the number of pilots required from grading represented 55 per

In practice this proved an appropriatecent of the graded personnel,

proportion in quality and P.T.S. wastage was considerably reduced.

The estimated K.B. requirement, however, never materialised, chiefly

owing to the R.C.A.F. increasing the output of navigators and air

This was further aggravated the increased requirements
(1)

bombers.

In order to reduce the N.3. surplus, the classificationfor pilots,

of pilots was raised to 75 per cent in May 1943 of the grading output.

This, however, was an undesirable position as it was found that the

increase of the percentage of pilot classification led to an increase

in the wastage rates at later stages in training.

Another difficulty which arose as a result of the introduction of

the P.K.B. scheme, was that there was a lack of flexibility.

A.C.S.B.s provided too many P.N.B. cadets and insufficient numbers of

cadets for the air gunner and flight engineer trades,

of the bomber force called for more non-P.N.B. categories with the

result that the period spent on deferred service by non-P.K.B.

personnel was shortening and recruiting difficulties were increasing,

whilst the P.N.B. candidates were spending a longer period of time in

The fact that tbe non-P.N.B. categories did not

have an opportunily to demonstrate their pilot aptiti:ide also meant

that valuable pilot material was being wasted.

New Proposals for Selection and Glassification

The

The expansion

deferred service.

In the summer of 1943 vigorous steps were taken to overcome these

It was realised that the whole system of aircrew

selection and classification would have to be overhauled and

difficulties.

drastically reorganised if these serious deficiencies in the

On 6 June 1943, the Director of
(2)

system v/ere to be overcome.

(l) A.M. Pile 3.82828.

(2) A.M. Pile S.82828.

/ Plying
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Flying Training subaitted a saheme iidiereby all aircrew candidates

presenting themselves at the iiviation Candidates’ Selection Boards, if

accepted would merely be selected in the broad category of aircrew.

This would not only allow all the available material to be examined

systematically to ensui^ that only the most suitable personnel

proceeded on pilot training but would enlarge the field of pilot

candidates. By means of specially designed aptitude tests, it v/oiald

also be possible to ensure that all other aircrew categories would be

filled by the personnel showing the most prcaaise in that particular

It was pointed out that over 25 per cent of the aircrew

personnel graduating at this time (June ‘1943) were qualified in a

category.

category other than the one in which they had been initially selected.

This represented a great loss in time and training capacity as in nearly

all cases the individuals were rejected having ccrapleted a substantial

part of their training and their subsequent reselection meant their

commencing the training in the nev/ category at the beginning again.

The new scheme envisaged an aircrew receiving centre where, as

before, cadets would proceed on call-up to be kitted, documented, etc.,

the stay being three weeks duration,

proceed to a Glassification Centre (to be located in place of some of

the existing I.T.W,s) where they would spend four weeks carrying out a

This common basic Service training for all

Prom there all candidates would

common I.T.W. course.

categories of aircrew would be a great advantage over the old scheme.

It was recognised that this step was desirable in order to foster a team

spirit in aircrew personnel, as hitherto at no stage of their training

prior to their Heavy Conversion Unit (or 0, T.U.) ware the different

categories brought together and given a sense of their common objective.

At this classification centre candidates would, by means of a series of

aptitude tests and, for pilots, a grading flight test, be classified

into the six basic aircrew trades (i,e. pilot, navigator, air bomber,

wireless operator/air gunner, air gunner and fli^t engineer).

They would then proceed to a specialised ground training school

(also located in the place of the old remaining I.T.W.s) where they

/ would
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V70Uld combine the elementary specialised training in navigation,

signals, armament, etc. v/ith the balance of the I.T.W. syllabus,

schools would vary in course length according to the categories trained.

Prom here the cadets would pass on into the normal machinery of the

On 6 August 1943 the Air Members for Training and

These

training scheme.

Personnel approved the revised scheme in principle although the final

They suggested that a committee bedetails had yet to be worked out.

appointed to investigate these proposals for a change in policy and

submit the detailed recommendations for final approval.

The Committee vras formed and had its first meeting on 20 September

1943, three further meetings were held (on 27 September, 4 October and

8 October respectively) to discuss all details including the change

over method to be employed so that there would be no interruption of

the training pipe line during the change over period, and, as a result

of these four meetings, a final report was issued which fully supported

the new scheme.

Introduction of Shadow Selection

Vfliilst the new scheme was under discussion the procedure of

selection at the A.C.S.B.s i.vas revised as the first step towards the

implementation of the scheme,

candidates being selected in the broad category of aircrew, but for

the time being at any rate this was impracticable owing to the adverse

effect it would have on recruiting,

however, although the procedure was not radically altered and candidates

continued to be accepted for P.K.B. , wireless operator, air gunner or

flight engineer duties, it v/as explained to the cadets that the

particular category for which they were recomiaended at the A.C.S.B.

provisional only and that in spite of their personal preference,

and the recommendation of the board, tests taken at an early stage of

training might show that they were more suitable for some other type

of airman training, and that the varying periods of deferment should

be brought to a common period for all deferred aimen as soon as

possible.

The new scheme envisaged all aircrew

On and after 19 August 1943,

was

/ \7hilst
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V/hilst it was acknowledged that the proposed system of classifi

cation of aircrew candidates was a definite improvement on the old

system, there was considerable opposition to the schema from the Air

Officer Commanding-in-Chief Plying Training Ccsnmand and the Air Member

Flying Training Gcsnmand's main objections were on

the grounds that a series of unproven scientific tests were not

reliable enough to replace the old well-tried system of selection by

The following cases were cited as

(1)
for Personnel.

experienced officers by interviews.

examples of how the psychological tests were not infallible

(a) A Royal Air Force officer who underwent certain tests
at Regents Park (A.G.R.G.) He did so badly that
doubts were expressed as to whether he could go forward
for pilot training. Perhaps it was fortunate for him
that his classification in the University Air Squadron
had been 'outstanding'. Subsequently at every stage
of his training as a pilot he received an assessment
of either 'exceptional' or 'above average'. He was
selected as an instructor in the U.S. Army Air Corps
and received very high reports from them and was
assessed 'above average' at his A.P.U.

(b) An Ar:ay officer who had been Adjutant of two battalions

of his Regiment and had been recommended by his
Commanding Officer for the Staff College,
underwent the so-called 'scientific tests' for the Army
earlier in the war, he was recommended as being suitable
for employment as 'a sanitary orderly or batman'.

When he

In defence of the psychological tests it was pointed out that all

the proposed tests were not merely a group of experimental tests; they

were tried and found to be useful in the measurement of particular

They did not claim to be infallible, but they did claim toaptitudes.

be instrumental in selecting only the most promising material to be

sent forward to Grading.

Criticism from the A.M.P. came only in so far as it affected the

recruiting prograaime and he maintained it v^as essential to continue

A meeting held by the A.M.T. onwith the Shadow Selection Scheme.

11 November 1943 discussed these points and, after the scheme had

withstood the onslaught from Plying Training Command and A.M.P

was agreed to go ahead w^ith the scheme.

• >
it

(l) A.M. Pile S.82828.

/ The
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The Revised Glassification Scheme

The revised scheme, largely on the lines proposed by D.-lQI, ,
(1)

was launched on 1 April 1944. The selection procedure remained

unaltered, however, and the shadow selection methods were used at the

The 30 existing A.G.S.B.s continued to accept candidates

for P.N.B. (Pilot, Navigator and Air Bomber), Wireless Operator (Air),

Air Guaaner or Plight Engineer duties, but it was explained to the

candidates that the particular aircrev/ category for which they were

A.C. b.B, s«

recommended at the A.G.S.B. was to be regarded as provisional only.

The primary responsibility of the A.G.S.B.s remained that of ensuring

that oaxididates were in general suitable for aircrew training. At

the A.G.S.B.s time and facilities did not allow comprehensive

measurement of aptitude, and the needs of the Service for each

category were not precisely known at this stage. Thus, while

classification in aircrew had to be provisional only, A.G.S.B,s

retained the responsibility of deciding whether the candidate

possessed the character, keenness, courage and temperament required

in all categories of aircrew.

Several moves had taken place during 1943, But these were

unconnected with the new scheme. Nos. 15 and 22 A.G.S.B.s moved

from Oxford to Euston on 18 January, and Nos. 2, 12 and 21 all moved

from Oxford on 19 June to Doncaster, Penarth and Birmingham

respectively. Thus, by the beginning of April 1944 there were

30 Boards at seven centres

A. 0.S. B. No. of Boards Location

Nos. 3, 11, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23
Nos. 4, 7, 9, 19, 20
Nos. 1, 2, 8, 17, 18
Nos. 5, 6, 10, 30
Nos. 21, 26, 27, 28
Nos. 16, 24, 25
Nos. 12, 29

7 Euston

Gardington
Doncaster

Padgate
Birmingham
Edinburg
Penarth

5

5

4

4
3
2

As before, aircrew candidates, in the first instance, reported

to an A.G.R.G. , but the course was extended to six weeks during which

time they were iven basic training in general Service subjects and6

were kitted, medically examined, inoculated and vaccinated.

During the first and second weeks they received, through the

medium of lectures, pamphlets and talks with their fli^t commander

(l) See Appendix 5. / a full
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a full explanation of the prograoiiae to be followed during their stay

at the A.G.R.C.

During the third week of the cadet's stay at an A.G.R.G. he was

given a series of aircrew aptitude tests:-

’a) General (intelligence, education ability, etc.)
,b) ]4athematics
,c) Mechanical coraprehension
d) Instrument comprehension
^e) Observation
.f) Go-ordination
(g) Auditory Morse Gode

These tests were completed by the individual cadet in two

All cadets were given all the tests and the resultsconsecutive days.

of the individual cadets expressed in such a way as to show his

aptitude for training in each of the six basic aircrew categories of

pilot, navigator, air bcxaber, wireless operator, flight engixieer and

These results were forwarded to a central classificationair gunner.

section at No. 54 Group where assignment of cadets to categories was

made.

After these tests and for the remainder of his stay at Ihe A.G.R.G.

the cadet received basic training in drill, discipline, R.A.F. law,

administration and organisation, mathematics, signals, and in the use

Organised games, physical training, and swimming wereof weapons.

also carried out.

During the last week at A.G.R.G. cadets v/ere informed of their

categorisation, and on finishing the A.G.R.G. course, those cadets

showing the most pilot aptitude proceeded to an E.P.T.S. where they

carried out a flight test, and from there those selected for pilot

training proceeded to a pilots' I.T.W., the remainder and those not

passing through the E.P.T.S. proceeded to an I.T.W., appropriate to

their particular trade.

The reception facilities therefore had to be considerably

The doubling of the course length meant that accoramo-extended.

dation was required for 8,000 cadets, and this could only be provided

It had been proposed that the A.G. R.0.by opening a second A.G.R.G.

London should be closed and two new centres opened in the accommo

dation vacated by the I.T.W. s in Scarborough and Torquay, but,

/ owing
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owing to the invasion of the continent at this time, all accommoda

tion on the south coast was needed by the Army and consequently

continued use was made of the London A.C.R.G., the second centre

opening at Scarborough. Under this reorganisation, which took place

on 1 April, the A.G.R.C. London was numbered No.  3 A.G.fi.G. and the

new centre at Scarborough No. 6 A.G.R.G. Each centre was divided

into Reception and Glassification Wings

A.G.R.G. Location R.G.W. Gapaoity

No. 3 Regents Park No. 30

No. 31
No. 32

No. 33
No. 34

1,250
1 ,250
1,250
1,250
600

5,600

No. 6 Scarborough No. 35
No. 36

1,200
.1 >200
2, 400

Pilot candidates were attached to grading schools for approxi

mately four weeks during v/hich time they carried out 12 hours flying

Before proceeding to grading schools all cadets

were told of their selection to take a flight test and at the same

time were given a second category to which they were classified if

and were tested.

they were not chosen for pilot training,

tests, the cadets proceeded on two weeks leave whilst their reports

and test results were forwarded to No. 54 Group for classification.

Gadets were notified of their classification and instructed to report

to an I.T.W.;

On finishing the flying

those selected for pilot training proceeding to Pilot

I.T.W. s, other cadets were posted to I.T.W. s appropriate to their

second category.

Further Ghanges in I.T.W. Organisation

The I.T. W. s underwent vast changes under the revised classifi-

They specialised in types of cadets trained, and

courses we2?e altered in length to deal with the specialised training.

The grading test now preceded the I.T.W. course, thus all cadets were

classified before arrival at I.T.W.

cation scheme.

Much of the training in these

I.T.W.s remained common to all wings, but the emphasis in this

training could, at the same time, be made appropriate to the

particular category of aircrew concerned. Even so an overall

reduction was effected and requisitioned properties were

relinquished at Gambridge, Aberystv/yth, Stratford-on-Avon,

dt. Andrews, Whitley Bay and Usworth, while accommodation in / the
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the Torquay-Paignton-Babbacombe area, which.was to have been one of the new

A.O.R.C. s was loaned to the Array for accoiamodation of personnel engaged in the

liberation of Europe.

Under the new scheme I.T.W. training for pilots was centralised at Newquay;

Bridgnorth was used for the training of navigators, air bombers and air gunners;

Bridlington for wireless operators; and flight engineers were trained at Cranage.

All the existing I.T.W.s were closed during the spring of (No. 16 on

Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 13 on 1 March;

Nos. 12, 14, 15, 18, 19 and 21 on 21 April;

17 May and No. 9 on 25

I.T.W.

1 February; Nos. 10, 11 and 17 on 1 Apri

Formed - 1944 Capacity Course Leng

l;

Nos. 6,7 and 8 on 1 Inlay;

May) and were replaced by the following

No. 2 on

10 May

th -
Weeks

No. 40 - Newquay 81,150 Pilots

No. 50 - Bridgnorth 1 June 825 Navigators
425 Air Bombers,

8

No. 70 - Bridlington 1,800 Wireless
Operators (Air)

21 April 6

No. 80 - Bridgnorth

No. 81 - Bridgnorth

No. 82 - Bridgnorth

No. 90 - Cranage

21 April 61 ,200 Air Gkinners

21 April 61,000 Air Gunners

1,800 Air Gunners 621 April

10 May 1,100 Plight
Engineers

6

The capacity vacated at Scarborough was utilised to form No. 6 A.C.R.C.;

and with the exception of those places already mentioned above, the old locations

of the I.T.W.s were used for the new wings. Ovving to the temporary nature of the

large air gunner training commitment (4,000 - reducing to 2,500 in June 1944) one

of the air gunner I.T.W.s (No. 82 I.T.W.) was formed merely on a temporary basis,

and was disbanded in Jxuie, thus enabling the combined navigator/air bomber I.T.W.

which was not needed until Jxme 1944, to form in its place,

capacity requii^ment of 2,500 vras met by reshuffling the two remaining air

In July 1944, however, the Air ̂ nner requirement was again

reduced thus allowing No. 8l I.T.W., which had temporarily

The air gunner

gunner wings.

/ explanded
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expanded by 300 personnel, to resume its fomer size. This uncertainty

of the air gunner training requirements was due largely to fluctuating

crew requirements of air gunners for the V.L.R. Force (Liberators,

Lancasters and Halifaxes to be used in the Pacific theatre of war).

The Polish I. T. which had moved from Brighton to Croughton on

31 May l9Vf, continued training under the old system (with 300 pupils

on a 14 weeks' course),

a time on a 12 weeks' course, also continued unchanged.

The new scheme came into effect on 1 April 194^, when the first

intakes entered the new A.O.R.G.;

were six weeks later.

No. 23 1.1.17., training 800 French pupils at

the first intakes to the new I.T.W.

The I.T.17. course for pilots, navigators and

\

s

air bombers was of eight weeks' duration, and courses for the remaining

trades of air gunner, flight engineer and wireless operator were six

weeks. On canpletion of the I.T.V4 course, cadets proceeded on their

That is, those proceeding overseas wenttraining courses as before.

to the A.G.D.C whilst those training in the United Kingdom proceeded

directly to their next training school.

• 1

Gadets who, for any reason, were at A.G.R.G. considered

unclassifiable were posted to the Reselection Wing of the Gombined

Reselection Gentre, Eastchurch. This Reselection Wing which was

formerly located at Brighton, moved to Sastchurch on 1 May 1943, v/here

it was combined with the suspended Aircrew Bection from the Personnel

Depot, Blackpool, to form the new centre. Those failing to reach the

required standard at I. T. \7. s were also forwarded to the G.R.G.

Ea st church. In cases v/here a reselection board considered that a cadet

who was suspended at A.G.R.G. or I.T.¥. was still temperamentally

suitable for aircrew duties, the cadet was forwarded to A.G.R.G where
• ,

he proceeded to a special wing and was interviewed by the advisory

officer vdio, together with the officer i/a classification, decided the

future category of the cadet.

/ Suspension
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Suspension of F.N.B. Entries

^Then the new classification scheme was launched there were wide

variations existing in the periods spent on deferred service ty the

different categories of potential aircrew personnel,

categories spent rou^ly twelve months on deferred service whilst the

The P.N.B.

non-P.N.B. categories of air gunner, flight engineer and wireless

operator were only a few weeks on deferred service. Althou^ under

the new scheme the aim was to have a ccmnon period of defement for all

cstegoz'ies, this was made difficult by the fact that those personnel

enlisted before the introduction of the Shadow Selection Scheme of

August 1943 enlisted on the understanding that they would be trained in

a certain defined category (either P.N.B P.E.)W.Op./A.G.A.G or• j • 9

and therefore difi'ioulties would arise with the P.N.B. cadets who would

(1)
be classified into a non-P.N.B. trade at A.C.R.G. One particularly

awkward point was the diversion of recruits from the P.H.B. category in

which they were paid at a rate of 7s. 3d. per day whilst under training

to the air gunner category whose corresponding rate of pay was 3s. Od.

per day.

With the reduction of the training organisation due to favourable

developments in the war and the consequent reduction and revision of

requirement in the numbers now entering the training pipe line, the

position became further aggravated. As a result of the revised

requirements, P.N.B. trade requirements were virtually suspended since

there were enough in the pool of P.N.B. personnel held at the A.O.D.C.

Heaton Park, to meet imediate requirements; entries into the non-

P.N.B. trade, however, continued,

period for P.N.B. personnel was likely to extend to 18 months or more.

This meant that the deferred service

In the National interest it was not practicable to have large

numbers of fit young men on inactive service at a time when there vrere

so many claims on the available supply of manpower, so it was ruled

(l) A.M. Pile S.82828.

/ that
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that the new system of classification should also he applied to those

cadets v/ho were enlisted by August 1943.

such cadets not finally classified as F.N. or B. (i,e, all those who had

not yet taken a grading course and classified by the A.C.G.B.) whether

on deferred service or under training at an A.G.R.G. , I.T.W. or A.G.D.G

(1)
It was applied to all

•_>

50 per cent of those undertaking a

P.A.G.T. course or on deferred service were classified non-P.N.B. under

or undertaking a P.A.G.T. course.

the revised scheme, thus considerably reducing the deferred service

They were given the option of declining classification on the

new basis and those who declined were released for service with the

period.

All cadets enlisted beforeArmy or Navy, or the Ministry of Labour,

19 August 1943 were required to ccmplete a pro forma stating that they

were willing (or unv/illing) to serve in any capacity of aircrew. In

actual fact less than 3 per cent of these personnel opted for their

Owing to the former pledge givendischarge from the Royal Air Force,

to U.A.S. cadets when they v/ere attested for P.N.B. categories, these

personnel were not normally classified outside the P.N.B. trades.

University Air Squadron and Air Training Gorps Personnel

Under the new scheme University Air Squadron candidates in

possession of a proficiency certificate reported for duty with the

R.A.P. at one of the A.G.R.G.s for the full six weeks' course. Because

they had already completed an equivalent to the P.N.B. , I.T.W. syllabus,

special emphasis was given to General Service Training, U.A.S. cadets

took all the standard, tests and those selected for pilot training

Those not classified asunderwent the grading test in the usual way,

pilots, however, were only available for the navigator and air bcmber

These U.A.S. personnel did not proceed to I.T.'f.s after

classification but were posted direct to the following stage of

categories.

training.

Air Training Gorps cadets holding proficiency certificates

called to the A.G.R.G. in the normal way and imderwent the

They were classified and posted to I.T.W. in the

were

aptitude tests.

(l) A.M. Pile S.99180 and A.G. 15/44.

/ same
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At the I.T.W., however, theysame way as the other direct entry cadets.

were given the opportunity to take the final examination at an earlier stage

in the course, thus, if successful, accelerating their training.

Soon after the introduction of the revised scheme, the future of the

U.A.S. courses and the A.T.C. organisation came up for consideration. By

this time it had become obvious that the services rendered by the A.T.C. were

such that the possibility of their continuing as  a permanent feature of the

The A.T.C. Standing CommitteeR.A.P. organisation could not be ignored.

which had been charged with the task of examining the future of this Corps

had recommended that the post-war A.T.C. should comprise candidates both

for aircrew and ground duties and should be related in size to the intake

requirements of the R.A.P. and its reserves, though it should leave due scope

This was accepted, but therefor entry to the Service from other sources.

Should it be regarded as an

auxiliary to the R.A.P. or was it properly to be regarded as the Air part of

The Cabinet attitude on this point was that while

was some doubt about its future status.

the Youth Organisation?

the A.T.C., in common with the Army and Navy Pre-service Organisations, was

an integral part of the Youth Services, the Ministry of Education did not

contemplate linking pre-service training in any way with compulsory part-time

training, and were satisfied that control of cadet organisations, including
(1)

the A.T.C., should remain with parent departments.

A history of this nature would not be complete without some indication

A census taken in each of the yearsof the value of this cadet movement.

1943, 1944 and 1945, analysing the aircrew candidates accepted by Aviation

Candidates Selection and Medical Boards and comparing the overall percentage

of acceptances for aircrew training and the percentage of acceptances for

(l) M,11(44) dated 31 October 1944.

/ ex-A.T.C.
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(1)
ex-A.T.C. cadets, clearly shows the value of the Air Training Corps.

In 1943 a total of 72,800 candidates were accepted by the A.C.S.B.s as

potential numbers of aircrew, roughly 18,000 of these personnel were serving airmen

remustered to aircrew duties, leaving a total of some 54,800 direct entry personnel.

The total number of candidates appearing before the A.G.S.B.s during 1942 was

105,000, of which 37,000 had served in, or were members of, the Air Training Corps.

The total number of candidates accepted for aircrew who had not served in the

A.T.G. was 30,800, that is, less than half of the applicants.

A.T.C. cadets accepted, however, amounted to 24,400 candidates, or roughly.

The number of

The numbers of candidates rejected ontwo-thirds of the A.T.G. candidates.

medical grounds were approximately the same in both cases - just over 12 per cent -

thus demonstrating the lower educational failure rate for A.T.C. personnel.

Although the university courses had also proved their worth, their status was

Five squadrons (at Cardiff, Exeter, Hull, Reading and Sheffield)

had already been closed in August 1943 through lack of candidates but, in spite

of this, pupils from universities still had to wait between 6 and 10 months

also revised.

(1)

TOTAL ACCEPTED

FOR AIRCREW
PERCENTAGE ACCEPTED PERCENTAGE REJECTED

P.N.B.

CATEGORIES

ALL NON-P.N.B.
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54,800 24,400 18-4 33*832-0 34-0 35-4 21-7 12-4 12-31943

18-1 36-712,200 10»022,000 33-9 44-0 32-3 12*1 12*91944

1945

(l Jan.
to
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885 763 6»415-6 72.89*5 3.2 83-15.2 4.2
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before the oonmenceaient of their training, and it could be reasonably

be assured that these personnel would not be qualified in time to be

It was obviously uneconomical
(1)

engaged operationally in the v/ar.

to provide university training for personnel who were not interested

on the other hand, atin making the Royal Air Force their career;

this stage of the war, it Vv-as quite impossible to lay down the post-war

This meant that candidates could notrequirements of the Air Force.

be given definite assurance regarding their future prospects in the

It was, however, necessary to maintain a flow of suitableR.A.F.

candidates for permanent commissions in the R.A.F. in order to ensure

In October 19A4, therefore, the schemea proper age distribution.

The intake of cadets was considerably reduced andwas revised.

selection was limited to candidates who were genuinely interested

in service in the post-war air force and, providing they were

prima facie suitable for the grant of permanent commissions and

The course length wasassessed as suitable for training as pilots,

extended from the existing period of 23 weeks (with 10 days break)

University instructionto one academic year, i.e. October to June,

was given during the three university terms (each eight weeks) and

air squadron instruction given in the Christmas and Easter vacations

with flying instruction in the long vacation,

be either of a semi-technical character or a general arts course and

Courses continued to

(2)
their cost borne by the Air Ministry.

(1) A.M. Pile 3.103602.

(2) A.C. 53 (A4).

/ The
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The .Abandontaent of the Pre-Aircrew Training (P.A.G.T,) Scheme

The reduction of aircrew requirements in 1944- also brought to

an end the Pre-Aircrew Training Scheme. The supply of volunteers

was exceeding the demand and numbers on deferred service began to

increase. The fairest and most beneficial way of reducing aircrew

acceptance was to raise the medical and educational standards, and

this meant that the P.A.C.T. scheme, which had been introduced with

the sole object of making up any educational standards in aircrew

The decision to discontinue thecandidates, was now redundant.

scheme was taken in September 1944 and no further intakes were accepted

after that time. Centres were closed as courses terminated and the

scheme finally finished on 9 February 1945. A number of changes

in the P.A.C.T, organisation had taken place before September; on

1 Januaiy four centres were closed and their schools and colleges

transferred to other centres (No, 12 became a satellite of No, 1;

No. 4 was split betvifeen Nos, 3 and 5;

and No, 21 became a satellite of No, 13);

Ealing Technical College imder No, 13 centre was closed;

the schools at Worcester broke away from No. 14 Centre to become

No, 18 became a satellite of

on l6 JuneNo. 8;

on 1 July

No. 23 P.A.C.T. Centre; and No. 20 Centre disbanded on 14 July,

followed a week later by the closure of No, 15. These changes.

however, were caused chiefly by accommodation difficulties, enemy

bombing or congestion at the college and were not intended to reduce

After the decision to close the scheme wasthe size of the scheme.

(1)
taken, the centres were disbanded.

(1) See Appendix 6.

/ Prom
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Prom observations made at the various stages of training, it was

agreed that the aim of the P.A.C.T. scheme, to raise the educational

standard of aircrev7 candidates who would have otherwise been

It’s success v/as due largely to theunacceptable, was achieved,

close co-operation of Service personnel with the principals and

Diiringeducational staffs of the colleges, schools and institutes,

the life of the scheme the total number of intakes amounted to some

9,904 cadets, of which 9,6?6 v/ere posted to I.T.W.s, which meant that

the wastage was less than 2^ per cent.

Kie Cessation of Recruiting
(1)

whichBy June 1944 the size of the deferred service list,

growing longer as the measures to reduce intakes into training

took effect, was causing serious concern, especially as the Am^y

clamouring for recruits now that it was fighting on the continent.

It was inevitable, therefore, that some of the R.A.P. surplus should

be transferred to the Army, and in June 1944 the Minister of Labour

decided that 10,000 men on the R.A.P. deferred service list should

be transferred and as many others as possible released from industiy.

!Ehe deferred service list was to be reduced to not more than 5*000,

Although the need for this decision could not be denied, it was

realised that the transfer of keen, specially selected personnel,

trained in their own time \vith the help of voluntaiy instruction

and public bodies who liad given unstinting of their efforts in the

was

were

(1) See Appendix 7.

/ belief
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belief that in fitting young men for aircrew they were performing

an urgent public service, would be an extremely unpopular move, but

this had to be accepted as one of the consequences of war.

An analysis of the aircrew deferred list made at the beginning

of July 1944 showed that out of a total of 34,000, some 19,000

were not immediately available for recall because they were

specially deferred ly the Ministry of Labour, under age, or for

some other special reason. It was estimated that by December

15,000 of these 19,000 not readily available would be available;

thus giving a total of 30,000 out of the 34,000,

the most suitable men were retained for aircrew duties, arrange-

In order that

ments were made to call up these men for a few days and have them

tested and classified with the object of keeping the most suitable

and making the remainder available for the Army and the Ministry

of Labour, and by the end of the year 10,000 men had been made

available for the Army and a further 5,900 for industry from the

deferred list.

Hiis reboarding of civilian deferred P.N.B. candidates arose

as an urgent problem and the selection machinery had to be

adjusted in order to select those who were to remain in the Royal

Air Force. This situation therefore gave opportunity to

experiment or modify the procedure for acceptance at A.C.S.B.s

and on caabining the interview procedure with the A.G.R.C. scheme

/ for
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All personnel were calledfor aptitude testing and centralised classification,

up to A.C.H.C. for four or five days, when they carried out the full battery of

In addition, they were eachaptitude tests normally carried out at A.C.tt.G.

interviewed personally by an experienced interviewing officer,

examination was also carried out and then, dependent on the results of these

three factors - medical suitability, the interview and the cadet's aptitude - the

Those who were to be retained in the Hoyal Air Force

A medical

final selection was made.
V.

continued on their deferred service until called up to commence their initial

Those discharged from the Royal Air Force also returned home andtraining,

were then at the disposal of the Ministry of Labour,

easily solved the practical problem of the Service and at the same time enabled

This reboarding process

significant advances to be made in the selection procedure.

The reduction in recruiting meant that many selection boards and centres

The capacity of these selection

boards was reduced frcxn a weekly total capacity of 3,750 candidates at the

beginning of the year to six boards with a total capacity of 750 candidates by

could be disbanded and others amalgamated.

Details of the closures are as followsJanuary 1945.

DisbandedA.G.3.B.

No. 9 - Gardington )
No.19 - Oardington )
No.20 - Cardington )
No.15 - Euston

No. 21 - Birmin^am

18 April 1944

25 itoyNo. 2 - Doncaster

No. 26 - Birmin^am
No, 4 - Gardington
No. 24 "■ Edinburgh
No.23 - Euston
No.10 - Eadgate
No.30 - Padgate
No.12 - Penarth
No,l8 - Doncaster

28 August 1944

25 September 1944No,29 - Penarth

No. 25 - Edinburg
Ho. 8 - Doncaster
No.17 - Euston
No.22 - Euston
No.14 - Euston

No. 7 “ Birmingham )
No,27 - Birmingham
No.28 - Birmingham
No.i6 - Edinburgh

1 November 1944

29 January 1945
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This left only Nos. 1, 5 and 6 A.C.S.B.s at Doncaster, and Nos. 3, 11 and 13

at Euston.

Revised Selection Procedure

In February 1945, a sub-committee appointed to review the selection

procedure for applicants for aircrew duties submitted a report recommending

the formation of a combined centre for the functioning of initial selection,

educational and aptitude testing, and final classification procedure.

The proposed scheme envisaged the existing A.C.S.B.s, the classification

section of No. 3 A.C.R.G., and aptitude testing section of No. 7 A.C.R.G.

being combined into one centre to be known as the Aircrew Selection Gentre

(A.G.S.G.). The new centre was to be organised to deal with an intake of

100 candidates per day (i.e. 600 per week) each intake would reiioain at the

centre for 5 or 6 days. The scheme called for three main sets of information

on the candidates - educational suitability ratings, aptitude indices, and

interview ratings. Pinal acceptance or rejection would be l:y a Service board.

This final board would meet when all the reports were available and then decide

on selection and classification.

At this time there vras also a proposal to combine the A.G.R.G. and I.T.W.

training, and it was necessary to co-ordinate these two schemes to ensure that

no additional personnel and accommodation was req,uired. It was therefore

impossible to approve the new selection proposals until the combined

A.G.R.G/I.T.W. scheme had been agreed. In March 1945, the scheme for a combined

A.G.R.G/E.T.W. was approved whereby new schools known as Initial Training Schools
(2)

were established.

The revised selection procedure was therefore agreed in principle,

Henlow was suggested as a site for the

/ new

(1) A.M. Pile A.767848/45.

(2) A.M. Pile A.767848/45.
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new centre, but this was not considered a suitable location ovring

to the flying activities carried out there, the noise of which would

interfere with the aptitude testing section. Bridgnorth was finally

selected and on 16 June 1945, the Glassification and Aptitude

Sections of No, 7 A.C.R.G. Torquay were moved to Bridgnorth,

two units known as the Aircrew Selection Gentre (A.G.S.G.) had a

weekly maximum capacity of 620 cadets, of which 60 were Fleet Air

The A.G.S.B.s however continued to function, but

as the end of the European war had drastically reduced aircrew

intakes, these boards accepted very few direct entry aircrew.

Th

Ana personnel.

ese

Nos. 1 and 5 A.G.S.B.s at Doncaster were disbanded on 15 June

and No, 6 was transferred to Euston, Thus Euston, with four

boards and a capacity for 500 recruits a week, dealt with all

entries. The main activities were confined to the selection of

glider pilots on behalf of the Army and aircrew personnel on behalf

The newly formed A.G.S.G.

therefore did not carry out initial selection, but tested and

classified personnel from the university courses, the deferred list,

and Fleet Air Arm personnel.

In September 1945, all direct entries for aircrew duties were

of the air forces of the allies.

(1)
suspended. A new policy was formulated wherely all aircrew

trainees were drawn from the ranks of serving airmen. This meant

that all direct entry volunteers were required to se3rve first in

a ground trade before being called forward to coaaience their

(l) See Appendix 8.

/ aircrew
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aircrew training, possibly up to a period of two years. The

revised scheme, proposed some six months before, assumed that

cadets would enter aircrew training soon after taking their

aptitude tests, but this ground employment would nullify to an

thus when the finalextent the findings of the aptitude tests;

classification came to be made the aptitude tests would be of

It was therefore decided that civilianlittle or no value.

applicants for aircrew training would, on the understanding that

they ware first to be required for a period of ground employment.

Successful applicantsbe assessed and interviewed by an A.G.3.B.

were accepted for ground employment in any trade open to recruiting

for which they were considered suitable, and they were included in

due chronological order in the roster of serving airmen awaiting

Approximately one month before his aircrew

training was due to commence the airman was called before the

A.C.S.C. (later renamed the Air Crew Glassification Centre (A.C.G.G.)

and was required to undertake aptitude tests to confirm his

suitability for training and for allocation to the aircrew category

After successfully completing their

aircrew training.

for which he was most suited,

aircrew training, these personnel were required to undertake a

period of regular and reserve service, probably three years regular

service followed by four years on the reserve.

Reduction of I.T.W. s

The reduction of intakes had its effect at the I.T.W. stage,

and in August course lengths were extended to 12 weeks at the pilot,

navigator and air bomber I.T.V/. s and to eight weeks at the remainder.

At the same time the capacity at four of the six wings was reduced

/ (No. 40
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(No. W) to 850, No. 70 to 1,200;

In October all intakes for I.T. If. training except for a few cadets

No. 8l to 600 and No. 90 to 900).

for air gunner training v/ere frozen; all I.T.¥. training was

concentrated at Bridgnorth and a nucleus set up there to deal with

1,150 cadets of all categories, and the remaining I.T.'if.s closed:-

Disbanded - 1944i.T. rr.
'N'

No, 8l - Air Gunners October

28 OctoberNo, 90 - Flight Engineers

No. 70 - Wireless Operator 21 October

27 NovemberNo. 40 - Pilots

No, 80 - Air Gunners 27 November

On 25 December 1944, as a result of the large accumulation of cadets

in I.T.W. s, the capacity of Bridgnorth was reduced to 200 cadets on a

six weeks' course together v/ith a reception wing of 900.

for French and Polish personnel continued to function independently.

The A.C.R.C. organisation was also reduced - from  a total

The I.T.W.

(
3

1)

capacity of 8,000 in August to 4,600 by October and to 1,210 by

Nos. 50 and 34 R.O.W.s moved from Regents Park to Torquay

No. 36 R.G.W. of No. 6

December,

and No. 3 A.G.R.G. disbanded on 2 September;

A.C.R.G. was disbanded on 30 October and No. 6 itself was disbanded

By the end of the year A.G.R.G. capacity was ason 25 December.

follows

No. 30 R.G.W. Bridgnorth (moved from Torqviay) 700 cadets

510 cadetsNo. 7 A.G.R.G. Torquay

The A.G.D.G. at Heaton Park was retained but became a holding pool for

A.G.R.G. pupils awaiting I.T.W. training.

(1) The French I.T.74 at Filey moved to Starry Down on

27 November 1944. S

/ In
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In March 1945 the proposal to canbine the A.C.R.G. and I.T.W.

courses was agreed in principle. The combined course, v/hich was

to be of 10 weeks duration and would be folloived by a four weeks

grading course, was to be known as an Initial Training School.

The requirements for Stage II were estimated at a total of 2,600

the proposed combined course wouldA.G.R.C. and 4,020 I.T.W. :
(

r
r*.

V

1)
reduce the capacity to approximately 4,500.

the war in May, hov/ever, and the uncertainty of the future size

With the end of

of the post-war training organisation, this question was held in

abeyance and the basic ground training set up at the end of the war

(2)
was as follows:-

Glassification Section (Torquay No. 7 A.C.R.0.)

No.30 R.G. Wing, Bridgnorth (known as the A.C.S.G.)-900

No. 50 I.T.W. Bridgnorth

510

200

(l) A.M. Pile S.104747.

(2) A.M. File A.767849/45.
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BASIC miKENa OF PILOTS

The Training Organisation in 193i<.

The oharaoter of pilot training in the R.A.P. was initially set by the

requirements of the 1914-18 war. These requirements were: complete mastery of

the aircraft so that it could be fully and competently used in combat; the

ability to shoot and air pilotage or the ability to find one*s way about, even at

night or in bad weather, over fairly short distances,

observed, are characteristic requirements for one or two seater aircraft of short

These, it should be

range.

Two other factors entered into R.A.P, pilot training,

conception of what may, perhaps, be called the ‘universal pilot' - a man who could

fly, with equal competence, all Service types,

pilots on certain technical duties,

officer a chauffeur and nothing more,' (Lord Trenchard)

Thus in 1934, the aeroplane was virtually a one man machine,

responsible not only for the piloting of the aircraft but also for navigation

The only other air crew personnel were air

One was the

The other was specialisation by

'It is not sufficient to make the air force

The pilot was

and sometimes bombing and gunnery,

gunners who carried out only part-time duties and were selected and trained by

the squadrons themselves from their ground tradesmen,

approximately 300 pilots per year prior to 1935, and although in those days it

(1)
The R.A.P, trained

was largely occupied with training, the R.A.P. had only a bare minimum of schools.

The ab initio training was carried out either at the R.A.P. College at Cranwell,

or at a Plying Training School (P. T.S.), but these schools were e3q>eoted to do

little more than give the pupils a brief introduction to the military aspect of

flying, which was given later in squadrons.

College merely turned out pilots with the bare ability to fly an aeroplane;

the individual Service training had to be done in operational units,

tended to produce individual training schemes which virtually turnedevery unit

into a miniature training establishment.

Glius the P, T.S.s and the R,A,P.

all

This system

(l) In the 1914-18 war, air gunners were known as air observers, but the title
was dropped at the end of the war, and ground tradesmen carrying out gunnery
duties were called air gunners.
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Plying Training Schools taught pupils ab initio on a ten months'

flying was done entirely on single-engined aircraft, twin

engine training at schools having been abandoned in 1931 because so

course:

heavy an aircraft as the Vimy, if used immediately after elementary

instruction on an Avro, often produced pilots who were not sound on

Pilot navigationaircraft with light, accurate and even controls,

(or air pilotage) was taught;

and ground training was concerned with basic all-round knowledge.

The Plying Training Schools were No, 3 st Grantham, No. 5 at

armament instruction was theoretical.

No, 2 at Digby was closedSealand, and No. 4 at Abu Sueir in Egypt:

There was also the training base at Leuchars,in December 1933.

which taught officers from the Navy and Array, and dealt vdth the

Each school turnedspecial requirements of carrier-borne aircraft.

In addition, the Royal Air Force

College at Granwell trained small numbers of cadets in practical

flying on a two years course.

The pilots proceeded direct to squadrons from the P. T.S. except

those selected for specialist courses, and althou^ the individual

proficiency achieved by pilots under this system was high, it was

it was a year or more after leaving the flying

training school before a man became a fully competent military

The corporate efficiency of squadrons was correspondingly

each was diluted with pilots who were still learning the

out sane ei^ty pilots a year.

slowly attained:

pilot.

low:

fundamentals of their work.

In addition to these P.T.S,s there were various specialist

schools in operation giving instruction in navigation and conversion

courses for pilots destined for Army and Naval Co-operation Squadrons,

Further navigation training (except for flying boat pilots) was given

in squadrons by pilots who had taken a course at the School of Air

Practical armament training was also a matter for

annual visits were made to the Annament Training Camps

Pilotage at Andover.

squadrons:

/ for



for praotioal experience. Conversion to the squadron's type of

aircraft, and the teaching of night flying, were also matters for

the squadron: each flight of a twin engine squadron was supposed

to have a flying instructor trained at the Central Plying School.

The amount of individual training added to the Plying Training

School's foundation varied according to the type of squadron.

Pighters and short range day bonbers, for instance, needed considerably

Plying boat pilots had to

learn the handling of their type of chart-board aircraft, navigation,

night bomber pilots had to have much

less than flying boats or night bombers.

and the captaincy of a crew;

while pilots of short-range day aircraft had nothe same knowledge;

need for twin-engine flying, night flying or long distaruje navigation.

The individual training done by a squadron had to be dealt with, to a

large extent at least, before the squadron's corporate training as a

fighting unit could begin.

In general, the types of aircraft in Service use made compaz-atively

no squadrons were armed with monoplanes;light demands on pilots;

there was littleelaborate cockpit drills were still in the future;

night flying andService need for instrument and bad weather flying;

long distance navigation were needed only by five bomber squadrons and

The quality of recruits presented fewtwenty-four flying boats.

the nuabers required we ire saiall, and pilots could be chosenproblems:

Specialistwith care either from civil life or from serving airmen.

matters such as armament and navigation were regarded as particular

aspects of a pilot's general equipment, and the specialist officers

concerned with them were junior and only advisory to the main trend

bot U
of policy on -ether operational requirements and training.
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(1)
This then was the training org®hisation in 193h.

A coiafortable axiom that Brital'h 'was not likely to be involved

in a major war within ten years' meant that there was no set date by

which squadrons had to be fully ready for war, and no urgent time

limit within which individual pilots must reach an operational standard

of proficiency.

(l) The R.A.P. Training Organisation in 1934 was as follows;-

Ab Initio Training (10 month's course)

No. 3 P. T. S. Grantham
No, 4 P.T.S. Abu Sueir

No. 5 P.T.S. Zealand

Short Service Gooiaiission personnel
and airmen pilots

R.A.P. College, Cranwell Cadets and University entrants

Training Base, Leuchars Attached Army and Naval officers

Specialist Training

School of Army Co-operation, Old Sarura
School of Naval Go-operation, Lee-on-Solent
Air Pilotage School, Andover (13 weeks' course)
Plying Boat Training Squadron, Galshot (29 weeks' course)
Navigation School, Calshot (7 months' course)
Coast Defence Training Unit, Gosport

Instructors Training

Central Plying School, Upavon

Reserve Training

4 Civil Schools - Hatfield, Pilton, Hamble, Brough
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The more training done in squadrons the less was the oost of

if operational units did the work of schools there

Moreover,

the ̂ ir Force:

was no need to pay for schools as well as a 'first line'*

the squadrons were kept usefully and profitably employed.

The price of this economy mtss paid in unreadiness and time:

unreadiness because each squadron had pilots at various stages of

military competence, and time because it had to deal with the training

both of its pilots as individuals (without the specialised equipment

of a school) and of itself as a fitting unit,

the econonQT of squadiTon training was that e:q)erienced men were boldi

teachers of young pilots and mainstays in war.

Reorjganisation of Training

When in 1934, expansion began with the introduction of Scheme 'A',

The existing system of pilot

training was tinsatisfactory in several ways: firstly, the pilots were

below the requisite standards of the squadrons on leaving their F. T. S. j

secondly, consequent upon this, the squadrons had to spend a good deal

of their time in training their new pilots and were not therefore

fully operational) and lastly, the existing training scheme bore no

resemblance to that which would be required in War.

In July 1934, Air Marshal Sir John Higgins (Chaiiman of Armstrong

Whitworth Aircraft Ltd, and A.V. Roe & Co. Ltd.) put to Air Marshal

Bowhill (Air Member for Personneift a suggestion that Air Service Training

(a company with ̂ ioh he was associated) should untertake preliminary-

training and pre-selection of pilots before they entered Service

(1)

Another aspect of

pilot training came under review.

r
■

(l) This tendency to transfer the responsibility for training on to
squadrons had reached its peak in 1927. order to inciTease
the output of pilots without enlarging the training organisation,
15 regular squadrons were selected to carry out ab initio
training of pilots.
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(i)
Plying Training Schools. A similar suggestion had been investigated

and turned dovm about ten years before, and the first reaction to Sir John

training at civil schools (for Air

Service Training could not be a single chosen instrument) might not satisfy

Service requirements, any corollary shortening of the P.T.S. course would

Higgins' proposal was unfavourable:

be undesirable because P.T.S. training was already below squadrons'

requirements, and it was likely that the use of civil schools would mean

extra cost.

(1)
(Director of Training)

brought the possibility of using civil schools into his review of the peace

In October 1954, however. Air Commodore Tedder

and war training systems, and incorporated their use in proposals for complete

reorientation of the training system.
(2)

This review had two main aims,

firstly establishing a training system in peace time which should not require

radical alteration in war time, and secondly, reorganising the existing

system so as to relieve squadrons of basic individual training and so allow

them to give attention to collective flight and squadron training.

(1) A.M. Pile 3.54816.

(2) The civil schools were already oariying out ab initio training for
entrants into the reserve and this substantially covered the first
stage of training at the Service P.T.S.s. The civil schools'

course lasted approximately 70 days and provided 50 hours flying on
an elementary type. The P.T.S. course lasted a year in three stages

(a) Plying training on an elementary type.
Plying training on a Service type.
Service training in air v/arfare.

(b
(c
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The proposal vras that ah initio flying training should be done at

civilian flying schools and applied flying on Service types at the existing

In the first instance the new entry would go
(1)

flying training schools,

to a civil flying school for an ah initio flying course corresponding to

the courses which were given to the Glass *A' Reserve;

course was to train them in flying up to a standard at which they would be

the object of this

This course gaveready to begin training on Service types of aircraft.

50 hours flying including cross-country and instrument flying and 70 days

was the proposed duration of the course.

On successful completion of the civil school course the pupils would

then be posted to the R.A.F. Depot, Uxbridge, where they would be given

disciplinary and administrative training and, in the case of short service

comaission personnel, comnissioned and fitted with uniforms.

From Uxbridge pupils v/ould proceed to an P.T. S. for a period of 10

This was split up into two terms of five months each,months' training.

the first term dealing with flying training on Service type aircraft and the

At this second school pilots would beother directed to applied flying.

taught navigation, instrument flying, night flying, air gunnery and bombing.

In this form the new scheme seemed to have several disadvantages.

It increased the total period of training before  a pilot reached his squadron.

and so not only reduced the length of his Service career in the squadron but

Anotheralso meant that slightly more pilots would have to be trained,

difficulty was the status of personnel, both Short Service commission pupils

The financial increase wasand airmen pilots, whilst at the civil schools.

also heavy, and the extra annual cost was estimated at approximately

£110,000.

(l) A.M. Pile S.34816.
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These disadvantages were fully discussed by the Director of Training

The civil course was to beand 3.7. and slight modifications were made.

reduced to eight weeks and the F.T.3. course reduced to nine months, two

terms each of 4^- months, which meant that the total training period was

This removed objections of shorter service in squadronskept down to a year,

and to a certain extent decreased the cost.

The problem of the status of personnel whilst at civil schools was

overcome by not caiimissioning short service personnel until completion of

The risk that people might take the course at the civil

school and then notwish to join the R.i^.F. was overcome by requiring personnel

to sign an honourable undertaking that they intended to serve as pilots in the

R.A.P. on completion of their training.

The additional cost would be offset by the efficiency and value of the

(1)
the course.

Thenew system of training and particularly of its high v/ar reserve value,

advantages of the new scheme which was approved on 7 January 1935 oan be
(2)

suasuarised as follows

(a) It allowed for longer periods during the second and third

stages of training (i.e. the P.T.S. stage).

It permitted a reduction of one Service P.T.S. in the

permanent requirement of the R.A.P. after the then existing

(b)

period of rapid expansion had passed.

(c) It facilitated the change over from peace to war since the

civil schools would be e:>q)erienced in undertaking flying

training.

On 28 June 1935 the Treasury approved the reorganisation and agreed to the

Air Ministry adopting a total of 13 civil schools as a working basis.
(3)

This

meant that nine new civil schools were opened during the following 12 months.

(l) It had been suggested that, in order to have some hold over these personnel,
they should be commissioned before taking the civil course,

hov/ever, was opposed to this on the grounds that men should not have the
status of regular officers before they had experienced Service training and
discipline.

The C.A.S• j

(2) A.M. Pile S.34816.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.34561.
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Expansion ̂ schemes and *G

schenae to bring the Home DefenceExpansion began in February 1934 with a

Expansion Scheme ’A' which followed was

This called for 1 ,000 additional pilots (over and above

the normal flow of replacements) to be trained in the four years 1935 ~ 39>

involved the formation of tv/o new F. T. 3, s to bring the total number of schools up

The training base at Leuohars was renamed No. 1 F.T.S. but continued

In January 1935 the number of pilots required was

Since it would have been difficult to open a

Squadrons up from 42 to 52 squadrons.

0)
to six.

with its specialised v/ork.

found to have been underestimated.

approved in July 1934.

(2)
and aircraft could not benew school at short notice because instructors

provided quickly, it was decided to increase the number of pupils per course from

40 to 48 at all schools except Sealand (bad weather and congestion made an increase

These larger cour’ses commenced in the early summer of 1935.there inadvisable).

Expansion Scheme *0' v/hich planned a considerably larger and quicker increase

Its target was a Metropolitan Air Force of 123was approved in May 1935.

squadrons, and a total of 1,512 first line aircraft by April 1937. This meant

Toanother 2,000 pilots had to be provided in rather less than two years,

achieve this programme a total of eleven flying training schools vras required and

five new schools were opened between October 1935 aoh March 193^.

0) By August 1935 the following schools were in existence

renamed 1 April 1935
re-fonned 1 October 1934

C

No, 1 P.T.S. Leuchars

No. 2 F.T.S. Digby

apacity Effective Date
—

96 17 May 1935
96 28 April 1935
96 1 July 1935

I  —

96 17 May 1935

80

80

No. 3 P.T.3. Grantham
No. 4 P.T.3. Abu Sueir

No. 5 P. T.3. Sealand
No. 6 P.T.S. Netheravon re-formed 1 April 1935

In order to meet the demands of Scheme 'A' for flying instructors, 10 per
Scheme 'C

The sequence of training
cent of the front line had to be withdrawn to man the P.T.S.s.

meant over 40 per cent v;ould have to be withdrawn,

(2)

remained unchanged.

l!he following nev?- schools were opened under Expansion Scheme 'O'
Formed

2 December 1935

1 January 193^
2 March 1936
15 December 1935
1 October 1935

No. 7 P.T.S. Peterborough
No. 8 F.T.S. Montrose

No. 9 P.T.S. Thornaby
No.10 P.T.S. Ternhill

No. 11 P.T.S. Wittering

(3)

V
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In order toThese expansion sohetaes had an inverse effect on the front line.

If theprovide instructors, pilots had to be withdravm from the sq,uadrons.

sequence and length of training were left unchanged, k-0 per cent of the front line

This would havev/ould have been needed to act as instructors for the new pilots.

had serious effects on the squadrons, not only on their readiness for war, but also

on the amount of post-P.T.S. school training which, at that time, was an essential

By the tiaie Scheme 'C was put into effect, however,

the vast reorganisation in the system of training Service pilots v/hich had taken

part of the pilots' training.

Even so, snortage ofplace, relieved the position to a certain extent,

instructors, together with the shortage of training aircraft, did restrict the

Their training syllabus too, wasnumber of pilots trained to the barest minimum.
(1)

limited by these considerations.

Introduction of Eew Training System

(2)
The new system of training started in August 1935 at the four civil schools,

and the nine new civil schools were opened by early 1936.
(3)

This enabled the

P.T.S.s to concentrate on military flying training and they were equipped with

Service types of aircraft (Hart, Audax and Fury), the elementaiy aircraft being
(4)

retained only for instrument flying. The five new P.T.S.s formed under

(l) Under the nev/ training scheme, the ideal length of the pilots' training course
This was cut to a year, and later to ninewas estimated at 13 - 14 months,

months.

(2) The four existing schools comsuenced training regular R.A.P. personnel in
August 1935.

Aircraft

Tiger Month

Tiger Moth
Tiger Moth
Blackburn B. 2

Hatfield

Pilton

Hamble

Brou^

(3) The ne^v schools opened as follows

Bate Opened

10 June 1935

10 June 1935
18 November 1935
25” November 1935
2S November 1935

6 January 1936
6 January 1936
27 January I936
17 February 1936

(Zi.) The new aircraft establishment at P.T.S. s was 62 Service and 3 elementary
aircraft.

Aircraft

Blackburn E.2

Tiger Moth
Tiger Moth
Tiger Moth

Tiger Moth
Tiger Moth
Tiger Moth
Tiger Moth
Tiger Moth

Eanworth

Sywell
V/hite Jaltham

Desford

Reading

Ansty
Yatesbury
Perth

Prestwick

/ Expansion
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Expansion Scheme 'C started off on this new system as they opened;

the old schools changed over as they were re-equipped v/ith Service aircraft.

No. 1 P.T.S. Leuchars remained on the old ah initio system.

and

(1)

When the reorganised system of training was introduced the P.T.S.s were

divided into the Plying Training (renamed intermediate training in 1937) and

the Advanced Training Squadrons;

v/inter) and did about 50 hours flying, in each,

every three months;

pupils spent one term of 13 weeks (l5 in

A new course vras accented

the size of the course remained as before i.e. 48 pupils.

The 13 civil schools supplied the pupils for the 10 P.T.S. s;

were affiliated to P.T.S. s for the purposes of liaison and continuity in the

instruction of pupils.

the civil schools

The course for regular personnel at the civil schools lasted normally for

eight weeks, though it was extended in the winter to ten weeks to allow for

During tuis period the pupils carried out a minimum of 25 hours'

dual and 25 hours' solo flying.

bad weather.

Throughout the course those pilots who were

candidates for short service commissions were purely civilians although they

were paid by the Air Ministry.
(2)

The serving airmen wore plain clothes and

were given allowances and lived out under their o-wn arrangements,

completion of this civil flying course the pupil pilots were sent to the

R.A.P. Depot, Uxbridge, for tvro weeks' disciplinary training before proceeding

On

to their P.T. S.

(l) The schools changed over to the nev/ scheme on the following dates

4 May 1936
16 March 1 936
20 April 1936
2 October 1935
25 May 1936

(2) The short service commission scheme is discussed in detail in Chapter S5
(Reserve Training).

No. 2 P. T. d. Digby
No. 3 F.T. S. Grantham

No. 4 P.T.3. Abu Sueir

No. 5 P.T.d. Sealand
No. 6 P.T.S. Netheravon

/ The
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The aim of the first stage of the P.T.S. was to bring the pupils up to a

standard when 'handling the aircraft vras a means to an end, rather than an end in

itself. Navigation training covered map reading and elementary dead reckoning;

and Y/as practised on 200 mile cross county flights; some instrument flying was

also carried out. The Advanced Training Squaaron was largely devoted to armament

cine-camera guns and the camera obscura were used, and the work

culminated in a month's attachment to an amament training camp.

training;

In addition the

P.T.S. coui'se covered photography, reconnaissance ard formation flying,

features such as night flying and twin-engined training at the flying training

schools were quickly introduced in the months following the reorganisation.

By the suiumer of 193^

New

(1)
there v^ere 13 elementary and reserve flying training

(l) The pilot position by 1 July 1936 was as follows:-

Regular Air Force

Qualified Pilots

Permanent Officers

Short and Medium Service Gaiuaission personnel
Attached or seconded from other Services

Airmen pilots

1,676
78l
171

592

Total 3,220

Under Training as Pilots

Grarav-ell Gadets

Short and Medium Service personnel - direct entries
Seconded and attached from other Services

Airman pilots

135
718

37
108

998Total

Reserve Forces

Qualified Pilots

Glass 'A'

Glass 'G'

Glass 'E'

Glass 'P'

and 'AA' 888

348
54

403

1,693Total

Auxiliary Air Force and Special Reserve

- Qualified Pilots

Special Reserve ( - Qualified Pilots
( - Under instruction

A.A.P. 142
34
16

GRAl'D TOTAL Qualified pilots
Under training

5,089
1 ,014
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schools (as the civil schools were called) feeding 10 F.T.S.s.

syllabus now included a month's visit to an armament training camp.

The new system, unfortunately, still did not turn out pilots up to first line

The training was certainly better than the old system;

as it went it v/as excellent, but it did not go far enough to fit the pilots for

The reasons for this were many and varied

This kept the training

Part of the P.T.S

indeed as farstandard.

first line work.

(a) One reason vras financial restraint.

.

period down to a year.

(b) Expansion Scheme 'C called for so many aircraft and instructors

that it was necessary to cut down the length of training still

(1)
further. The idea that expansion was only a short term

measure also supported the reduction in training time, since it

was thought that to open more than the bare number of schools

was extravagant.

(q) The shortcanings of the scheme were accentuated by the increased

complexity of the new types of aircraft with 7/hich the squadrons

were being armed.

Further Measures to Improve Training

Soon after the new system of training was introduced, other steps were taken

Night flying was given a more prominent part

in the system of training, and later in 193^, twin-engined training was

to iiaprove the training of pilots.

re-introduced into the P.T.S.s. The following three years saw a rapid exjjansion

Courses were reduced in length and capacities at theof the training machine.

The annualschools increased in ox'der to meet the various expansion schemes.

output of a P.T.S. had risen from 80 in 1934 to 140 two years later.

April 1935 and May 1938 4,500 pilots were trained. This shows an a

Between

nnual average

of 1,500, compared with 300 per year in 1934.

Thoughtswere also turned to the possibility of establishing more F.T.S.s

overseas, but nothing was achieved and No. 4 P.T.S. Abu Sueir continued to be the

only overseas training school.

(l) V/hen the flying training period was limited to a year, and then out down to
The proper duration wasnine months, it was the P.T.S. that suffered.

10 months, but in late 1935 it was fixed at six.
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Night Flying

Before 1934- night flying was one of the cinderellas of training.

It was neglected by the flying training schools, its teaching was left

to squadrons, and there was no co-ordinated system laid down in the

The problem of improving night

training was considered and discussed, and in August 1935 it was laid

down as a policy that;-

Plying is an art in itself, \diich can be either taught
or practised under conditions of daylight, cloud or
darkness,

practised as Service training in the form of day bombing,
night reconnaissance, the use of clouds for cover, etc
etc.

instruction, under the category of the art of flying
under conditions of darkness and should, therefore, be

taught as part of the instruction in flying and not as

Service training.

Night flying instruction should be given, as is day
and instrument flying, during the Plying Training
School course.

Service training, e. g. night navigation and
reconnaissance, if tau^t at the Schools, should occur
during the second term.

The Central Plying School, as the establishment
responsible for formulating the methods of flying
training, shoirld issue the 'patter' for night flying
instruction.

C.P.S. training of instructors.

(a)

The application of this art is taugirit or

• i

It is clear that night flying falls, as regards

(b)

The application of night flying to

(c)

There was considerable delay, however, in providing night flying

equipment for flying training schools, and it was not until the middle

The aim was limited:of 1936 that they began ni^t flying training,

it was recognised that the time available during the course would not

permit enou^ practice to produce experienced night flying pilots,

and so the purpose of P.T.S. night training was defined as 'ensuring

that every Service pilot had flown at night, keeping instructors in

night flying practice, and destroying the theory that night flying

The syllabus aim
(1)

req.uired some special teclmique and skill',

was six hours' flying at night, all on circuits and landings except

for one out and back fli^t of 20 miles.

(1) A.P. 1388 (3rd Edition).
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T->yin-Kngine Training:

In April 1934 Air Marshal Brooke-Popham asked for some special

provision to be made for training night bomber pilots. Ke maintained that

the preliminary training on twin-engined aircraft and in night flying, which

had to be carried out on the squadrons, was really only basic flying training.

He pointed out tlriat the requirements of nigiit bombers were comparable with

those of flying boats, for v/hich it had been found necessary to set up a

special training unit, and suggested four ways of providing the necessary

training:-

(a) Putting a Service squadron exclusively on training,

(b) Recreating an advanced training school to specialise
(1)

in night and twin-engined flying,

(c) Creating a special ab initio school,

(d) Creating training nuclei which could expand in war

either to schools or to Service squadrons.

His conclusion was, 'it is inevitable that night flying and multi-engine

flying must ultimately be in the curriculum of the Plying Training Schools'.

This night bomber problem was held in abeyance for nearly a year, and

even when the nev/ system of training was introduced it went only a little way

towards meeting the difficulties.
(2)

It did include some night flying but

no twin-engined flying was carried out at the P.T.3. In June 1933, the

Director of Training examined the whole problem and came to the conclusion

that training on twin-engined aircraft at flying training schools would be

useful only if suitable light twin-engined trainers could be produced, and if

the P.T.S. course were of the length originally designed (i.e. nine months).

So far as the P.T.S.s were concerned in the imaediate future, twin-engined

training was ruled out by lack of suitable aircraft. The only other way of

providing twin-engined training outside the squadrons was a special school.

(l) On 15 ̂ larch 1933 an Advanced Training Squadron was formed at Ho. 2 P.T.S.
Digby to provide tw/in-engine training - this, however, ceased to function

on 25 July 1933.

(2) Night flying was introduced in to the ab initio training of pilots in
It was carried out on Moths and THtors.1935.

/ This
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This school could either deal merely v/ith twin-engine conversion, in which

case three weeks vrould be long enough, or take three iiionths and tackle the

The short course vras dismissed as not teving enough valueproblem fully,

to justify a special school, and the three months course could not be

It wasmanaged with the numbers and dates set by the expansion programme.

therefore agreed by the O.A.3. in July 19313 that no special twin-engine

training vrould be possible during the expansion period and that squadrons

would have to go on giving basic preliminary training. The ultimate

solution of a special school for twin-engine training was left to a more

distant future when the -pressure of expansion would be relaxed.

Two months later it v;as proposed to ease the transition from school to

squadron by giving advanced training on twin-engined aircraft at the P.T.3.

This was the only iiaprovement possible under the existing conditions. There

was no intention of relieving the squadrons of any major burden, and only

conversion to twin-engine flying would be carried out. The training given

would re:iaain substantially the same as with single-engined aircraft,

some dissention, this scheme was finally agi-eed by the G.A.3.

difficulty was aircraft; obsolete twin-engined aircraft (such as the

Virginia) were quite unsuitable for training, and with so many various types

of multi-engined aircraft in service it ’.vas quite iiapossible to give each

school specimens of every type.

After

The next

\?hat was needed was a twin-engined trainer

which, in general characteristics, was reasonably representative  of the

various twin-engined Service aircraft. There was no need for this aircraft

to be a Service t3roe, and the main requirement was speed in production. The

aircraft question finally resolved itself into whether Ansons, or modified

Envoys, could be produced earlier in tlie nuiaber needed,

investigated and found that Arisons could be made more quickly.

Air Marshal h'ewall

(1)
The

C.A.S. then approved their use at P.T.S.s.

Twin-engined training was eventually introduced at P.T.S.s in

(l) It was recognised that the Anson -was not as good a ti'-aining machine
as the Envoy: it had no flaps, its performance was inferior, and
it was not so suitable for training in night or blind flying,
however, could not be produced quickly enough.

Envoys,

/ late
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late 1936 'in o3rder to meet the growing demand for twin-engine pilots and to

relieve Service squadrons of the responsibility for providing twin-engine

conversion training'.

One third of the pupils of each course (those destined for heavy bomber,

general reconnaissance, and flying boat squadrons) v/ere to be trained on

twin-engined aircraft.

'In the first instance it is essential to provide all
pupils, irrespective of what types they are to fly
later, with single engine training,
for twin-engine aircraft will therefore be required
to fly single-engine aircraft during the first six
weeks of their term at the Flying Training School, when

it is hoped that they will complete 25 hours dual and
solo flying,
and second terms will be carried out on twin engine
aircraft.'

It was laid down;-

Filots destined

Thereafter, their training in the first

Tile first schools to be equipped with /.nsons were No. 3j Grantham and

No. 6, Netheravon, in November 1936.

The aircraft establisiiments were altered to 69 aircraft at each

No. 9, Thornaby, v/as equipped in

December.

school, 12 single-engined aircraft being witMrawn and 16 ansons added.

A further difficulty came with the introduction of twin-engine training.

The policy of requiring pupils to fly Harts during their fii'st six weeks at

F. T. S. meant tiiat the first term tended to degenerate into a conversion

course to two Service types, with navigation, instrument, and night flying
(h

In November 1936 No. 23 Group proposed thatreceiving less attention.

tiivin-engine pupils should be trained ttrroughout on Ansons, but the proposal

was turned down and the policy of starting on single-engined aircraft

reaffirmed by the air Ministry.

The proposal was put forward again in July 1937, aggravation of the

already difficult problem of getting all pupils off solo at night being

The scheme was tried experimentally, foundgiven as the chief reason,

successful, and approved by the Air Ministry in November 1937.

Ansons were allotted to tiie schools concerned (Nos. 6, 9 and 3) and four

Pour more

Harts withdrawn.

(1) A.M. Pile 325263/34.

/ Navigation
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Havipiation Training

Up to 1935 long distance navigation was required only by flying boat

and night bomber squadrons, and to a lesser degree to torpedo boraber

In all cases navigation was still thesquadrons and coast defence units.
(1)

pilot's concern. Flying boat pilots were trained in navigation as part

of the 29 week flying boat course at Galshot. Torpedo-bomber and coast

defence pilots were trained in their units at Donibristle and Gosport.

Night bcxnber pilots were trained on the squadrons by air pilotage officers

(renamed 'squadron navigation officers' in 1935) who had passed a 13 week

Specialist 'N' officers werecourse at the Air Pilotage School, Andover.

trained by a seven months' course at Calshot.

In January 1936 the Air Pilotage school at Andover and the navigation
(2)

course at Galshot were conibined to form the School of Air Navigation.

Its functions were:-

(a) Gourses in navigation, reconnaissance and ship recognition

for pilots operating over the sea,

named G.H. courses, lasted l6 weeks.

These courses, later

There wei-e 6 courses

per year each of 25 pupils.

(1) During the 1914-1918 war the pilot had been responsible for

navigation and the principle that he should continue to be so
died hard,

out by air gunners selected and trained by units and employed
on part time work,
the trade of air observer was re-introduced,

merely trained on a two months' bombing and gunnery course and

it was still assumed that navigation would be done by the pilot.
In 1937 one month's navigation training was added to the A.O.S.
course for those observers destined for medium bombers,

then the observer only assisted the pilot,
two pilots were carried, one doing the navigation).

Up to 1934 all other aircrew duties vrere carried

None were trained in navigation. In 1934
These men were

(Even
In larger aircraft

(2) This reorganisation took place as a result of a decision to form

'coast reconnaissance' squadrons equipped with landplanes,
was realised that these squadrons could not operate efficiently
without adequate training for the pilot in navigation and

The ideal scheme, ttiat of training all pilots

It

reconnaissance,

up to ttie standard of the flying boat pilots, was unattained

owing to the pressure of expansion under dcheme 'G'.

/ (b)
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(b) Courses for oguaclron Navigation officers,

of 12 weeks duration, and there were 3 courses each of

These were

12 pupils per year.

(c) Specialist 'K* courses, of seven months* duration with

eight pupils.

(d) In addition there were occasional tvro week refresher

courses.

Although maritime pilotsThe net outcome of this reorganisation was siaall.

had a thorough course in navigation, the training of the rest of the Service

remained very much where it had been since 1918.

In April 1936 the crewing of aircraft was laid down by the C.A.S.

one pilot and one observer (and ?dreless operators and air gunners where

necessary) for botaber and two-seater fighter aircraft, and one pilot and one

pilot) for G-.R. aircraft,

types of aircraft (i.e. Bleniieim, .'/hitley, Hampden, Battle, '(iTellesley) made

it increasingly difficult for the pilot both to fly and navigate the aircraft.

(1)
as

navigator (who vras The introduction of newer

Consequently the crewing of aircraft was revised in 1937.

bombers were given two pilots and special provision was made with regard to

navigation for those bombers which could not carry two pilots (i.e. Blenheim,

fellesley axd Battle).

i.Taenever possible

(2)
This two-pilot policy created a further demand

,

To meet thefor navigation trained pilots and squadron navigation officers.

B.N. 'added requirement the P.T.S. course was kept at six months and the

training capacity at the School of Air Navigation, Mansion was increased from

The latter12 pupils on a 13 week course to 22 pupils on a 10 week course,

expedient was not, however, enough and it was necessary to find some other

means of producing these 'S.N, ' officers.

Navigation Training at Civil Schools

Eventually it was decided to train pilots at two civil schools on a tiiree

(l) A.m. File S.40289.

(2) For the medium bombers which could not carry tv/o pilots, observers
Tie course at the Air Observers' Schoolwere specially trained.

North Coates was extended from tvTO to three months and navigation

training 'si-iilar to that given to pilots at the F.T.S. ' was added

to the syllabus.

/ months'
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(-1)
The first course, of 47 pilots, began at the

Imperial School of Air Navigation, London, in ijjril 1937, and the second, of

20 pilots, at 4ir Service Training Ltd., Hamble, in July 1937.

In January 1938 another batch of 67

months' course in navigation.

These courses

included no practical v/ork on flying.

pupils were sent to the schools for training.

The need for giving pilots more navigation training than the F.T.S. course

There was to be a separate navigation courseincluded was agreed in 1937.

following a pilot's F.T.3. training. It v/as to last 10 weeks and produce the

standard to which only squadron navigation officers had originally beenS.n.

In addition, half the pilots destined for large long-range aircrafttrained.

The numbers towere to have a four weeks course in astronomical navigation.

be dealt with vrere formidable. Hans were made for giving 1 ,500 pilots

navigation training in 1938 and 1939, snd the capacity of the School of Air

Navigation v/as increased by transferring the navigation and reconnaissance

training of pilots for G.H. squadrons to a new School of General Reconnaissance

at Thorney Island in April 1938. Even so. Mansion could not handle all the
(2)

training. Six civil schools were to be used for the remainder, v/orking to

Thethe ivianston syllabus and including air exercises in their instruction.

astronomical navigation courses were to be held at Manston,

This scheme was to start in April 1938, when the School of Air Navigation
(3)

began dealing with the larger courses. I'wo civil schools began working to

the Manston syllabus in May, and the other four civil schools were to start

In April, however, the lack of trained observers was seenduring the summer.

to be serious, and it was necessary for these four schools to revert to the

(4)
original intention of observer training. The rata at viiiich pilots could be

trained in navigation vras therefore limited to some 900 a year, and only bomber

(l) Some pilots had taken courses at civil schools at their ovm expense and
had obtained Second Class Navigators' licences,
acceptance, by A.M.O. 1/36, of the licence as a qualification for
squadron navigator officers.

(2) Including four which had been approached originally to do observer
training.

(3) Air Seiwice Training, Hamble, and the Imperial School of Air Navigation
(v/hich moved to Shoreliam and changed its name to Martin's School of
Air Navigation).

This led to temporary

(4) A.M. File 765961/38.

/ pilots
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pilots were given the training. lYith the exception of one school the six
(1)

schools were located at existing E.F.T.S.s.

Revision of Mavigation Policy; Effect on lilot training

In May 1938 a radical change was made in navigation policy,

thought tliat training pilots in navigation by means of a 10-week course would be

irapracticable in war, and that the most that could be done would be to teach

It was

basic D.R. navigation so that pilots could supervise the navigation after some

experience as second pilot. iiccordingly, a conference on Training and Estab

lishment of Air Observers in War decided that in v/ar-time tiie observer should be

(2)
resx:>onsible for the navigation of aircraft.

This decision meant that a fundamental change of policy, from pilot

responsibility for navigation to observer responsibility, would occur at the

It had as a corollary the need for adding observers to peace

time crews and training them in peace-time;

complete reliance on the Volunteer Reserve for observers and navigation in war.

Observers were accordingly added to the peace-time establishments of all bomber

and G.R. aircraft, and the requirement for observer training went up sharply.

Thus, by the middle of 1938 a veiy rapid and considerable development had

taken place in the policy of providing for navigation,

(except those who went to Manston or the civil schools for 's.fj.' or equivalent

courses) and observers ?/ere given only four weeks' training in basic D.R.

further training being left to squadron navigation officers,

pilots and observers were to be trained by 10-week coui’ses up to • standard,

and some pilots were to be trained in astronomical navigation as well,

all bombers and G.R. aircraft were to carry an observer as well as the nilot or

pilots.

outbreak of v/ar.

otherwise there would be almost

Late in 1937 pilots

(3)
their

After May 1938 all

Moreover,

In February 1939 Wing Go;iimander Mackworth (O.R.3) pointed out tl:iat this

seemed to involve a disproportionately large amount of teaching and flying to

ensure that aircraft were safely navigated.
(4)

Three men were being fully

(l) Navigation Training of Pilots

No. 3 E.F.T.S.

Martin's Navigation Ltd. , Shoreham - 7 Ivlay

Navigation Training of Observers

w.e.f.
Hamble

1938

7 yisy

No. 7 E.F.T.S. Desford

No. 9 E.F.T.S. Ansty
No. 10 E.P.T.3.

No. 12 E.F.T.S.

(2) A.M. Pile S.40289.
(3) At the F.T.S. (pilots) or at North Coates (observers).
(4) A.M. File S.47667.

-  9 August
-17 August
-  7 September
-  9 August

Yatesbury
Prestwick

/ trained
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trained for every large aircraft, and two for every analler 'bomber. To cut

down the amount of training effort thus devoted to navigation he proposed that

navigation should become the observer's responsibility in peace as well as in

war, and that pilots should be given only sufficient training to enable them

The observerto get across country or bring the aircraft back in emergency.

would be given a 10-week course to 'S.lt. standard, plus an astronomical

the pilot a 6-weeknavigation course in the case of long range aircraft;

squadron commanders the 10-week and astronomical navigation courses;ooiirse;

and G.H. pilots the School of G.R. course.

Air Chief ifershal Ludlovir Hewitt objected strongly to the idea of making

the observer responsible for navigation, arguing that the captain should be

both canpetent and responsible, and should then delegate navigation to the

observer; if the observers were made responsible the pilot would wash his

(1)
hands of navigation. Air Vice-Marshal Sholto Douglas, however, saw no

difficulty in the captain being less fully canpetent than the observer,

provided a pilot's basic grounding was good enougl:i to enable him to appreciate

the problems of navigation.

The policy of observer responsibility for navigation was introduced in

It vras acknowledged that the previous aim of training all pilots

and observers on 10-week courses had never been realised in practice,

future all pilots r/ere to be given basic training, beginning at the F.T.S. and

continuing v/ith a six-week course at a navigation school.

May 1939.

In

Observers were to

be trained to the highest standard required, and v/ere therefore to be given

the 10-week course (for which 12 weeks were allov/ed at civil schools) and the

four-week astronaaical navigation course if it was needed. Pilots v/ere to be

capable of supervising navigation, and of bringing back the aircraft in

Squadron leaders were to have a six weeks' course in advancedemergency.

navigation so that they coxxld give adequate supervision to squadron training.

To ensure tiiat pilots were trained to the required standard the P. T.3. syllabus

(l) A.M. Pile 3.47667.

/
/ Y/as



was rewitten so tJriat it, and together with the proposed six v/eeks' course at
(1)

the navigation school could cover the same ground as the 10-week course.

It was recognised that the hchool of Air Navigation, ivlanston gave

better training than the civil schools, and therefore, observers should be

The capacity of the schools and the numbers coiwjerned,

however, made this awkward to put into practice, and it was decided to keep

pilot training at Manston and to continue observer training at the civil

schools.

trained there.

Maintenance Organisation

Throughout the expansion period -Plying training Schools were working

Instructors had to deal with maintenance, which

was done in the flights, administration and ground instruction as well as

In spite of the fact that everyone did a bit of

everything, -Flying training Schools worked satisfactorily, but only because the

under heavy pressure.

flying instruction.

organisation was extravagant.

It was clear that this system, wnich was working with difficulty in peace,

and in June 193^ Air Commodore Tedderwould break down under war-time pressure;
(2)

wrote a paper on the subject. He compared the flight system of maintenance

v/ith civil operating, and found the Service system uneconomical, though direct

comparison v/as not possible.

'Service economics in war and civil economics in peace are very
much akin, because the object is in each case to ensux'e efficient

working with the strictest regard to economy, while preserving
the ability to expand.'

Air Commodore Tedder applied these principles to  a flying training school.

and deduced that there should be a functional organisation by which technical

maintenance vras delegated in its entirety to one group containing all the

tecimical maintenance personnel, under an officer-in-charge of laaintenance: in

war there would be need for strict economy in these men because of caapetition

beta*/een industiy and the Services. Similarly, there should be an administrative

organisation, to relieve the instructional staff and maintenance personnel of all

The flying training school should thus have three distinctadministrative work.

an office, a garage and a schooldivisions:-

(1) These courses, however, had not comiaenced by September 1939 am u^er the
revised wartime training system navigation was oaiitted from the pilot s

/ The
syllabus.

(2) A.M. Pile S.38529.
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The flight system of maintenanoe ended in May 1937, when maintenance was

centralised for each squadron (i.e. Interinediate and advanced) under a squadron

engineer officer.

Progress by the End of 1937

Thus we see that the 2/ears 193° and 1937 were years of considerable

The air force was starting to expand and theacitivity and reorganisation,

expansion was dependent on the efficiency and capacity of the training schools.

Squadrons were beingiit the same time a new factor was being introduced,

re-equipped with faster and heavier aircraft and the monoplane was replacing the

biplane, and this meant that the gap between the trainer and the operational

Originally the aircraft of the P.T.S.s wereaircraft widened considerably,

themselves Service types (Harts, jiudax etc.), but with the introduction in

Hovember 1936 of twin-engined trainers, the schools were equipped for the first

time with special training aircraft,

single-engined monoplane trainer (the Don).

Plans were also made to build a special

(1)
There was, however, considerable

delay in the production of advanced trainer aircraft and by the outbreak of war

most schools vrere still equipped v/ith biplanes. Nevertheless training vras

improved; more night flying and navigation training was introduced, and. a

distinction bet\"/een the training of fighter and bombei' pilots was instituted in

1935 and the syllabus altered accordingly.

During 1937 some of the stations used by flying training schools were

required for operational units as expansion developed. No. 9 P.T.S. moved from

Thornaby to Kullavington in July, No. 3 P.T.S. from Grantham to South Gerney in

August, and No. 2 P.T.S. from Digby to Brize Norton in September.

Expansion Scheme 'L*

In May 193S Expansion Scheme 'L Since 1935 the annualwas approved.

output of pilots from the schools had been about 1,500. To provide the pilots

L' by iipril 1940 a rate of 2,500 v/as needed in 1939.for Scheme Eight more

P.T.S.s, over and above tiie eleven already at work, virere needed to provide the
(2)

pilots for Scheme ’L' by the date set, April 1940. To man these ei^t

(l) This aircraft, howevei', proved a failure and Masters and Harvards were
eventually used.

(2) Of the eight P.T.S.s only three were planned to be a permanent peace-time
requirement; the other five were wanted only for  a one-year spurt in
1939.

/ schools
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schools some 300 officers and 4,000 airmen were required and practically all

would ixave to be drawn from squadro30s in the first line.

Squadrons ware already considerably diluted with inexperienced men, and to

take away a large number of experienced pilots and skilled maintenance staff for

employment in flying training schools was likely to wreck their efficiency.

Air Vice-Marshal Sholto Douglas wrote, *as a result of intensive efforts during

the past two years the squadrons are just beginning to attain some sort of

I feel that we should do everytliing in ourstandard of operational efficiency,

pov/er to maintain and improve that standard',

'seriosuly concerned about the effect on the first line squadrons'.

The comparatively small nucleus of experienced pilots vras, in fact, wanted

Air Vice-Marshal Peirse was

as the backbone of squadrons' war readiness, forfor three distinct purposes:

Thetraining new pilots as squadrons vrorked up, and as instructors in schools,

nucleus was not enough to serve all three purposes fully, and so the number of
(1)

Aextra flying training schools to be opened was cut dov/n to four.

suggestion by Air Commodore Leckie that some pilots straight fraa P.T.S. should

be trained and employed as instructors was not considered likely to make a

substantial reduction in the number of experienced men wanted. The suggestion

was acted on, however, with the result tliat an appreciable, though not
(2)

catastrophic, lowering of the standard of P.T.S. instruction iivas observed.

Pour flying training schools instead of eight would cause a deficiency

of 720 pilots in April -1940. It had, however, been planned to offset the

shortage of reserves to some extent by providing spare pilots in squadrons.

and the deficiency of 720 meant only that these spare pilots would be
(3)

The deficiency vrauld be overtaken in the followinglacking in April 1940.

The reduction to four additional schools was approved inSeptember.

(1) A.M. Pile S.44537.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.51631.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.44537.

/ April
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(1)
April 1938. To feed these four extra schools, new civil schools had to

be utilised and additional regular courses were allocated to seven of the

(2)
civil schools towards the end of 1938. All but three of these schools

thesewere already carrying out training for regular air force personnel;

remaining three were previously cariying out reserve training only.

The length of course at tiie F. T.S.s remained unchanged at six months:

the mounting demand for pilots and inability to open more tlrian the minimum

of additional schools made the originally-planned nine months' duration more

(3)
The 'reorganised' system was, however, generallyremote than ever.

considered to be successful, to have raised the standard at which pilots

left schools, and to have relieved squadrons of responsibility for much

individual training: and it was confirmed as the permanent system of pilot

(1) F.T.S. Location Opened 1939

G-rantliam

Drem

Kinloss

Lossiemouth

1 December

17 March

1 April
1  Ivlay

During the period various other aioves and changes took place:-

Ho, 11 P. T.8. moved from ’frittering to Shawbuiy in May 1938, and No. 6
from Netheravon to Little Rissington in August 1938.
changed from ab initio training to the reorganised system of Inter
mediate and Advanced Training Squadrons, and began to draw its pupils
from elementary civil schools, in May 1938.
go to the Fleet Air Am, and it moved from Leuchars to Netheravon in
August 1938.
train for the Fleet Air Arm, its twin-engined aircraft being replaced
by single-engined aircraft during the summer of tiiat year.

No. 12

No. 13
No. 14

No. 15

No. 1 F.T.S.

Its output continued to

In May 1939 No, 7 P.T.3. Peterborough also began to

(2) Additional regular courses were allocated as folloY/s:-

E. & R. F.T.S. Location Commenced 1939

No. 7

No. 9
No. 11

No. 12

No. 19
No. 22

No. 30

Desford

Ansty
Perth

Pi’S stwick

Gatwick

Cambridge
Derby

13 March

6 February
13 March
6 October

6 October ) Formerly carried
out reserve train

ing only.

27 March

27 March

(3) A.M. Pile S.34816.
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(1)
training in June 1938,

Nevertheless, it was necessary for Air Chief Marshal Newall to write

in May 1938:-

•'Ci) There is no doubt that the standard of training attained by

pilots where they join Service units is highl^er now than it has

ever been before, but at the same time there has been a great

increase in the complexity of the modem bcanber aircraft and

also in the responsibility of the captain of the aircraft having

regard to the size of the crew and the cost of the aircraft.

The improvement in the standard of training although very

considerable has not kept pace with the increased demands on the

fully trained pilot,

fill between the time the pilot leaves his P.T.S, and the time

when he is fit to assume the responsibilities of captain of

In addition there is the consideration that during

the period immediately following the arrival of a pilot at a

Service unit, he is in what we have called "the accident-prone

zone"', and it is therefore desirable that he should be trained on

There is therefore a gap irtiich we must

an

aircraft,

to flying the big expensive types by an interim stage rather than

by flying them immediately after leaving the P.T.S,

In my opinion there should be an interim stage after leaving the

P.T.S. when a pilot should concentrate on getting in air hours.

He would not go up with a full crew and would fly the lighter type

The ideal is to give him air hours on an

aircraft with all modern characteristics, such as retractable under

carriage, variable pitch airscrews, etc

we must, make do with aircraft which are available.

of modem aircraft.

but in the meantime•»

The surplus of

pilots in squadrons will allow this training to be given, without

appreciably interfering with operational training,-

applies to Bomber Command only*.

The above

^l)( When the new reorganisation was introduced in 1935 Treasury
approval was granted subject to review after a period of three years
(Treasury letter E.31520 dated 10 May 1935)/. In June I938 the
scheme was pronounced a definite success,

new system resulted in a general raising of the standard of training,
and that pilots were more efficiently trained than before,

decided therefore to retain this system permanently as the standard

method of training. (A.M. Pile. S,34816), This was agreed by the
Treasury on 17 September^ 1938.

(2)! A.M. Pile S=.4-6938.

It was agreed that the

It was
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‘(ii) Some time ago, it was decided that even for initial training it

was desirable that the aircraft used for this purpose should have,

as far as possible, the characteristics of modem service

There is no doubt that theaircraft, i.e, low-wing monoplanes,

modern low-wing monoplane has certain inherent disadvantages,

particularly in regard to spinning, and it seems clear that it

is more difficult to recover from a spin in an aircraft of

modem characteristics than it used to be in the older biplane

types.

I do not consider that it is in any way necessary that

ab initio training should be carried out on aircraft with modern

what we require is a simple aircraft, free frcancharacteristics;

vice, easy to maintain, and easy to fly, which will give the

pilot confidence in himself and in flying generally and will be

easy to extricate from a difficult position should it, for

instance, be inadvertently put into a spin.

I have therefore decided that we will abandon our present

ideas at the earliest possible date, and revert to an older

t3T)e such as the Moth, for ab initio training,

will serve an extremely useful purpose in enabling a pupil to

gain air hours when he has left his Plying Training School.

Both these decisions; are, I think desirable in order to

avoid accidents, particularly under the stress of rapid and

extensive expansion'.

Purther Developments up to the Outbreak of War .

The Magister

The development of modem trainers had been going on, and the

Airspeed Envoy had eventually been modified into  a T.E. trainer named

the Oxfoid.^”*) It had been decided in 1936 to have special S.E. as well

T.E, trainers with modern characteristics, and the D.H. Don was

In April 1938, however, the Don proved

to continue with Harts for S.E,

as

designed as the S.E. trainer,

unsatisfactory, and it was necessary

training until the N.A.I6 (Harvard) co\ild be obtained and the Master

/There(2)

^( 1) The Oxford was brought into the service of No. 3 P.T.S. South Ceraey,
No. 5 P.T.S. Sealand, and No. 7 P.T.S, Peterborough in June 1938«

(2) The first Harvards were used at No. 12. P.T.S. G-rantham in January
1939, Masters were not introduced until 1940.
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There were diffemeces of night flying policy between Gonunanda^

and a standard policy for night lights and night flying was worked out

Plying training schools continued to do little more

than 'ensure that every pilot had flown at night,*

instrument flying was discontinued in 1937> Harts taking their place.

Link trainers were installed at flying training schools early in 1938»

In 1938 it was considered that certain regular R.A.F. personnel being

trained at the civil schools would benefit by an extended ab initio coursed

Pupils allotted to this course consisted of personnel who, during their

elementary training, were considered to need special instruction,

were no real facilities available for this at the normal civil school and

it was decided to form a special ̂ Exteuheji- ab initio* course to bring these

borxier line cases up to the necessary standard by additional careful and

No, 30 E.& R, P.T.3, Derby was selected owing to

the capabilities and experience of that school in special instructional

The first course of these 'backward pupils* started on

in 1937 and 1938,

The use of Tutors for

(

There

special instruction.

methods.

2)

1 January 1939 with a maximum of six pupils.

In February 1939 Air Vice-Marshal Bittinson (a,O.C, No, 25 Qaraup)

pointed out that bad weather training (for which Bomber Command had asked)

No F.T.S, aircraft(5)
was virtually impossible at flying training schools,

were equipped with wireless, and it was therefore essential that pupils

instrumentshould keep in sight of the ground on cross-country flights;

The syllabus requiredflying could only be practised under the hood,

more than hooded flying and Link instruction;

school stage five hours under the hood and some Link training were given

while at the F.T.S. a 10 hours' Link trainer course and as much hooded

at the elementary civil

flying as possible were done.

Air Marshal Burnett (C.-in-C., Training Gommand)' added the argument

that there was no time in the F.T.S, course to make the addition of bad

He also considered that no time for it could

/He
weather practice possible.

|l) Link trainers were introduced only because it was difficult to give
enough airborne practice in instrument flying. In general, it was considered
desirable at this time to give as much instruction as possible in the air.

(_2); A.M. File 82290^58.

(3) A.M, File 627393/37.
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be foiand in the pilot's navigation course,

not be done until pilots went to the Group Pools.

The formation of Group Pools for Bomber and Coastal Commands had,

however, been postponed, amd Mr ¥ice-Marshal Sholto Douglas insisted

that pilots should be given the best grounding in instrument flying possible

at flying training schools. The syllabus requirements nevertheless

remained unchanged, and the impossibility of P.T.S. practice in cloud and

bad visibility was agreed.

For the same fundamental reason, lack of wireless facilities, the

and that it could therefore

cross country night flying exercise was cancelled in March 1939.

M.r Marshal Burnett said:-

'WEhen this exercise was introduced it was considered that it

could give the young pilot confidence in his ability to fly by

night, out of sight of the aerodrome lights, and that it would

relieve air congestion in the immediate vicinity of the aerodrome.

ILjqjerience now indicates that the risk involved in sending

pupils on cross country flights by night with no proper naviga

tional facilities or wireless aids, particularly in the multi

engined types where the view to starboard is poor, is such that

these flights have to be almost entirely confined to nights when

the visibility is sufficiently good to enable a pupil to see his

own aerodrome's beacon throughout the flight. It will be

appreciated that under such conditions there is little to be gained

by this exercise whilst any sudden and unexpected deterioration

of weather conditions is likely to result in pupils getting lost

with probably serious results,'

It was recognised that these shortcomings in night and bad weather

training were at variance with the professed intention that P.T.S.

training should be carried 'to the stage at which the pupil will have

completed his individual training and have had some experience of

Plight training', but pressure of time and lack of facilities made it

inevitable for night cross country and bad weather training to be left

/t-
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to a later stage of a pilot's career.

The training given to Battle pilots came under review later in 1938,

It was laid down by the Mr Ministry that they should be trained on single-

engined (S.E.)i aircraft, and be given a limited amount of bomb aiming

practice on twin-engined (T.E.)) aircraft:

Command that it would be better to teach them on twin-engined aircraft so

that they got more training in piloting for precision bombing and photography

was turned down.

and a suggestion from Training

In February 1939 it was decided to standardise the training for all

S.E. type pupils at flying training schools, and give no special bombing

This reducedinstructions to those destined for S.E. bomber squadrons.

S.E. or Group I,the difference types of pilots to be trained to two:-

In May 1939 the proportion of pupils to be trained as
or

and T.E.^Gix)up II,
Group II was two-thirds - reflecting the greater number of multi-engined

aircraft planned by Schemes 'L' and 'M' - but some schools continued to

train only one-third of the intake as Group II because their strength of

i2)j
T.E. trainers had not yet increased,

By April 1939 the prospective deficiency of pilots at April 1940 had

grown to some 1,200, and a still larger deficiency of 2,000 was promised

Mr ¥ice-Marshal Philip Babington (D.of P.) pointed out that(3)for 1941.

the remedy needed was a violent increase of output in the near future without

The difficulty of providing experencedany general growth of overheads,

to staff the schools was still, as it had been a year before, amen
serious

limiting factor.

The only solution possible under these conditions was to put some fonn

(The war trainingof the war training organisation into operation,

organisation produced a greater rate of output by increasing the number of

pupils at each school, working shorter and more intensive courses, drawing

extra instructors from the reserve, and using more aircraft.), The full

peace-time, but thewar training scheme was not considered practicable in

possibilities of either increasing the pupil population or shortening

The discussion brought out a number ofcourses were considered.

/difficulties;

(1) A.M. File 627393/37.
(2) The establishment for a flying training school dealing with two _
courses of 48 pupils each (two-thirds being Group II); was at this t
(26 S.E. and 38 T.E.) aircraft.

(5) A.M. Pile S.51631.

c>.
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the extra wear and tear of more intensive work would needdifficulties:

runways and relief landing gro\inds (R.L.G.)} but F.T.3. airfields were grass

and the schools had only four R.L.G^s suitable for the new types of training

aircraft against a requirement of twenty. Ehere was also the familiar

Ihe most serious difficulty turnedproblem of finding enough instructors.

Additional Ansons, Oxfords, and Harvardsout to be lack of training aircraft,

would not begin to be available until late in 1959, while Masters would be

later still.

In the end it was decided to adopt a plan suggested by Air Vice-Marshal

The size of P.T.S. courses was to be increased from Z^8 to 60,Flattinson.

each school was to be given 11 extrc aircraftbeginning in September;

(five S.E, and six T.E,) with additional maintenance staff and an improved

one additional staff pilot was to be provided; and thesupply of spares;

instructor strength '#as to be kept up to establishment,

apply to all schools except Nos, 1 and 7> and was estimated to produce 468

The plan was to

Increased intakes at the civil schools began in June,more pilots per year,

but war broke out before they passed on to the flying training schools.

Formation of Group Pools

trainingOn 18 May 1958 a minute was written by the C.A.S. regarding the

The following is a summaryof pupils after leaving the F.T.3.

•Training has not kept pace with the increased demands made on

the fully trained pilot, due to increase in complexity of modem

There is an "accident prone zone** following

immediately on the arrival of a pilot at his squadron after leaving

There should be an interim stage of training between

bomber aircraft.

the F.T.S.

the two*.

The ultimate organisation for the interim 'stage* was agreed to be group

pools, which were to be equipped with Oxfords or Ansons.

Bbmber requirements were considered, but it was realised that the possibility

of doing any form of intermediate training depended on the supply of aircraft,

and it would be some time, perhaps more than a year, before they were available,

/In

At this time only

(ll A.M. Pile 3.51651.
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In November 1938 the scheme was widened to include other commands and

it was decided that advanced flying centres (or group pools) should be

established for each operational fighter and bomber group and one for Coastal

Command, making ten in all;^^)they were to act as reserves of trained pilots

and crews from which casualty replacements could be drawn, in addition to

carrying out 'interim training* and advanced training for reservistso Their

functions were defined as follows;-

In War

Tto provide, each operational group with a reservoir

or 'pool'^^ from which replacement crews could be drawn*,

lo train the output of the P.T.S.^a up to an operational

standard before it passed to the operational squadrons.

(a)

In Peace

To provide intermediate training and practice for

regular pilots after leaving the P.T.S. and before

passing to operational units,

((b) To act as advanced training centres for flying personnel

of the R.A.P.V.R. and thus fit them to take their place

in operational units as soon after the outbreak of war

as they are required.

During October and November 1938 two conferences emphasised that group

pools were urgently needed, both as a measure of war readiness and for the

advanced training of reservists, but only one was started before the outbreak

of war,(5) This was No, 11 Group Pool, Pighter Command,.

CO

In Bomber Command

this intermediate stage was provided, as a temporary measure, by the use of

These squadrons retained a nucleus of

instructors and had half of their

non-mobilisable bomber squadrons,

their more experiencedpilots to act as

operational types of aircraft replaced by ansons.

/Thus

(l) The name 'Advanced Plying Centres* was soon dropped,

(2); The Group Pools were to back the following sqtiadronst-

6 Bomber Pools - 73 Bomber Squadrons

3 Pighter Pools- 36 Fighter Squadrons
1 coastal Pool - 19 Coastal Squadron*

E,P.M. 158 (38).

(3) A.H,B./V/5/10,
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ThereThus by the outbreak of war, considerable expansion had taken place.

In addition a large volunteer(1) fed by l6 civil schools.were now 15 P.T.Sia

reserve training organisation had been established and more than 40 civil schools

were giving part time instruction to volunteer pilots,

taken place regarding the possibility of establishing more schools overseas,

but the only results achieved were the plan to establish a P.T.S. in Kenya and

Further discussions had

Advanced or operational training forpermission to form a school in France,

pilots had been recognised as essential, although little provision had been made

to supply the necessary facilities.

(l) One of which. No, 4 F.T.S., was located overseas:,
in the United Kingdom are shown in Appendix 9.

The 14 F.T.S.s
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War-time Changes

On the outbreak of war the existing schools
(1)

were converted as

quickly as possible to the planned war training organisation. Kiis

meant that courses were shortened and pupil capacities were increased.

Reserve training ceased and the civil schools which had previously been

numbered and called Elementary & Reserve Plying Training Schools

(E. & R.P.T.S.) were now renamed Elementary Plying Training Schools

(E.P.T.S.).

Training Schools (S.P.T.S.).

R.A,P, schools were now being called Service Plying

The Service aircraft in the civil schools

were withdrawn in order to bring the S.P.T.S. up from peace to war

These aircraft (approximately 5W), chiefly Harts and

about 600 were needed to make the change

establishment.

Ansons) were not sufficient;

at 15 schools and some 50 more to convert Granwell to a S.P.T.S. At

first only nine S.P.T.S.s increased to war establishment. Again, the

proportion of T.E. aircraft was not hi^ enough, so that five of the

nine schools on war establishment had to produce pilots in the ratio

of two S.E, to one T.E instead of the planned ratio of one S.E. to two•»

T.E. During the autumn of 1939, however, more T.E. aircraft became

available, and all schools were then able to train two-thirds of their

output as Group II (T.E.).

The S.P.T.S. course was shortened, as had been planned for war-time

to 16 weeks, the A,T.S. visit to an armament training

The syllabus requirement of flying

(2)
training.

station being reduced to two weeks.

hours remained at 100 per pupil, and the amount of S.P.T.S. navigation

instruction was increased in consequence of the decision taken in May

to bring all pilots up to * standard by S.P.T.S. training followed

by a six-^eek navigation course.

See Appendices 9 the pilot training organisation at the
outoreaK or war. ^

S.D. 138/1. See Appendix 11.

(1)

(2)
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The pupil capacity of S.F.T.S.s was scheduled to increase from 96
(1)

to 152 per school, but the increase came about gradually,

instructors (there was a particular shortage of navigation instructors),

ground staff, and aoocanmodation were the governing factors,

half the aerodromes being used as E. & R.P.T.S.s were required for other

Aircraft

More than

purposes and were immediately closed.

Air Force training was allcnved by the mobilisation, and the flying

training given at the 19 oivil elementary and reserve flying training

schools that continued to function was confined to ab initio pilot

A greater concentration of Koy

(

al

2)
training. Prior to the outbreak of war there were forty-six

E. & R.F.T.S.s in all and the following types of training were carried

out:-

Gourse Personnel No. of Schools

16Ab initio Regular R.A.P,

Ab initio R.A.P.V.R. 45

Anroial Training R.A.P. Reserve 13

ffireless Operator
Training

R.A.P.V.R. 45

Observer 8Regular Direct Entry

The navigation training previously carried out by some of the schools was

entirely divorced from the training of pilots and new units knoiivn as air

observer navigation schools were formed. At tiie elementary flying

training schools pupils under instruction were no longer divided into

(1) See Appendix 11.

(2) The following E.P.T.S.s continued to function on 3 September 1939:-

No. 11 Perth

No. 12 Prestwick

No. 13 White Waltham
No. 15 Redhill
No. 18 Pairoaks
No. 22 Cambridge
No. 24 Sydenham
No. 30 Derby (renumbered No, 16 on

10 April 1940)
No, 44 Elmdon (renumbered No, 14 on

3 September 1939)

No, 1 Hatfield

No, 2 Pilton

No. 3 Hamble

No. 4 Brough
No, 5 Hanworth

No. 6 Sywell
No. 7 Desford

No, 8 Reading
No. 9 Ansty
No.10 Yatesbuiy

/ their
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their respective categories (Reserve, Volunteer Reserve, Short Service

Cominission, airmen pilots etc.) but were collectively grouped as Royal

Air Force pupils.

Another effect of mobilisation was three main changes in the status

Firstly, the post of chief instructor,

who had previously been in charge of the school, was abolished and that

Normally the commanding officer

of the staffs of the E.P.T.S.s.

of a commanding officer substituted,

the former chief instructor or other nominee of the operatingwas

Thecompany and was approved in his post by Flying Training Command,

coamanding officer was directly responsible to Flying Training Command

for all Service matters, but was responsible to the company for

administration, maintenance of aircraft, and the running of the school

In this way, the commanding officer served as a connecting

Secondly,

as a whole,

link between the Service and Civil sides of the school,

under the oanmanding officer the new arrangements allowed for a chief

flying instructor (an R.A.F. officer) and a chief ground instructor

(either an R.A.F. officer or a civilian as circumstances directed).

The third change concerned the flying instructors, who hitherto had

been employees of the operating companies, but were now serving R.A.F,

personnel.

For the first month of tiie war many of the E.F.T.S.s gave short

flying instructor courses to former R.A.F.V.R. pilots:

was 4 weeks and included 30 hours flying.

the course

The first ab initio courses

Although the schools were to be of standard size

with 96 pupils, in practice they varied in size and were classified as

B' and 'C with 96, 72 and 48 pupils respectively.

started in October.

The increase•A', d

output scheduled for the E.F.T.S. was not needed for some considerable

While the S.F.T.S.s were working to the limit of theirtime,

facilities and staff to finish the training of V.R. personnel who had

done elementary or in some oases intermediate training before the War,

/ there
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there was no point in the E.P.T.S,s working at full pressure simply to

add to the waiting list for admission to S.P.T.S.s.

Early War-time Difficulties

There were so many V.R. pilots in the earlier stages of training

that a number had to be returned to civil life, after mobilisation, to

await calling up when training space became available,

time, war entrants were coming in, and their turn to start training had

to wait until the accumulation of volunteer reservists had passed into

the schools.

At the same

The planned output from the S.P.T.S.s, about 5,600 pilots per
(1)

was practically double the intake capacity of the Group pools,

and was also far in excess of the demand of wastage and expansion at

a time when virtually no fighting was going on.

Cordingley (Director of Manning) produced figures which showed that

with this rate of S.P.T.S. output there would be  a slight deficit of

pilots at the end of 1939 (i.e. the pre-war deficiencies would not have

been quite wiped out), but a surplus of over 1,100 by April 1940

provided the existing low rate of casualties continued,

was likely to be embarrassing, since there was no way of employing the

year,

In October Air Commod

(2)
This surpl

(

ore

us

3)
pilots or keeping them in flying practice.

(1) The monthly figures, showing the eight-week lag before A.T.S.
training of intermediate volunteer reservists affected the

output, were:-

1^12 ms.
January
Pebrua ly
March

April

158September
October

455

518149
708 468November

December 562 518

(2) The possible other side of the picture was shown by a parallel
set of figures which forecast shortages of 1,700 pilots at the
end of 1939 and of 1,475 in April 1940 if sustained operations
were in progress.

(3) The figures were worked out on the assumption that the Group
Pools would be handling as many pilots as possible, and the

surplus forecast was the number for whom there would be no

room in Group Pools.

/ At
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At about the same time it appeared that the 16-week S.F.T.S.

was too short for adequate training. Bomber Command, at the beg

course

inning

of November, criticised the standard of S.P.T.S. output and asked for
(1)

more attention to instrument flying and night flying.

Command suggested that more attention could be given to these subjects if

the aimament station visit were transferred to the Group stage of

training, thus saving the time which was usually lost or wasted at the

S.P.T.S.s by making so short a visit.

The prospect of an embarrassing surplus, and similar evidence that

Training

school courses were too short, could, however, also be seen in the case

of observers and air gunners. Air Marshal Portal therefore proposed that

generally should be lengthened by 25 per cent, which would combine
(

courses

2)
an improvement in training with reduction of output.

(1) Practically no night flying instruction was being done by schools at
this time, partly because they were interpreting black-out to
almost total absence of aerodrome lighting, and partly because only
proportion of their aircraft had night flying equipment.
(A.M. Pile S.254^).

mean an

(2) At about this time (November 1959) Lt. Col. Snith-Barry (who had
invented and made successful the Gosport system of training in 1917
and had thus moulded the general character of R.A.P. pilot training)
and Major Heenan (who had been with Lt. Col. Smith-Barry at Gosport)
put forward a paper in which some radical changes were proposed in
order to improve the output efficiency and qualitative standard
achieved by Plying Training Schools.

The changes proposed fell under two main heads:- working air
craft and instructors more intensively to obtain greater output with
out corresponding absorption of resources in training, and
establishing *all-through' schools of considerable size (ijOP aircraft)
to deal with every stage of a pilot's instruction (except operational
training) for the sake of efficiency and a higher standard. They
were considered in detail by the Air Ministry and Training Command,
and met with marked opposition. It was demonstrated at great length
that no intensification of the work done by aircraft or instructors
was possible, and that no advantages could be expected from
all-through training in a large school.

The proposals were turned down, and the matter dropped,
rather complacently agreed that the existing training system stood in
no need of intensification or improvement, and that experiments to
those ends were umieoessary. The changes which had taken place since
the days of Gosport were stressed repeatedly, as were the unfamiliarity
of Lt. Col. Smith-Barry and Major Heenan with recent developments
and the assiduity with which training had been constantly improved.

The Smith-Barry proposals, however, were to sane extent carried
into effect towards the end of 1940, not as a result of the Smith-
Bariy - Heenan paper, but in consequence of the urgent pressure for
pilots which appeared as soon as active operations began.

The Smith-Barry report is at Appendix 12.

It was
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Extension of Course Lengths. Deoeiiiber 1939

The fact that the existence or absence of active operations could transform

deficiencies into surpluses, or vice versa, so completely and so rapidly meant

that little significance could be attached to forecasts of numbers, and that it

was consequently not sound to base plans on those forecasts,

therefore suggested that the basis for fixing course lengths should be the time

necessary to provide really adequate training, it being borne in mind that courses

might have to be shortened if output were urgently required or lengthened if the

Air Marshal Portal

demand were light.

The general lengthening of courses by 25 per cent was agreed, and was
AiV

M, Marshal Welsh pointed out that if the lengtheningintroduced in Deceiuber.

were a permanent measure more schools and more effort in training would be needed.

Air Chief Marshal Kewall,with a corresponding reduction in the front line,

ho^vever, niled that the question of more schools did not arise immediately, and
(1)

that the operational effort would have to be adjusted if necessary.

The lengthening of S.P.T.S. courses to 20 weeks and of E.P.T.3. courses to

10 was accompanied by an instruction that the extra time should be devoted to

instrument flying and general flying practice at E.P.T.S.s, and to instrument,

night and formation flying at S.P.T.S.s.

The actual reduction in the output of pilots during the winter of 1939-40 was

a great deal more than the 25 per cent increase in course lengths should have

The winter v/as exceptionally severe, and S.P.T.S. flying hours fell from

a normal monthly average of about 40,000 to 22,000 in December, 29,000 in January,

and 14,000 in Pebruary, the effects of the weather being aggravated by serious

unserviceability of grass aerodromes.

S.P.T.S. courses had to be further extended by anything up to ten weeks.

The actual output of

caused.

their total duration thus becoming between 20 and 30 weeks,

pilots in January, Pebruary and March was 550 less than 20-week courses should

have produced, and the surplus which had been forecast for April 1940 completely
(2)

disappeared.

(l) A.M. Pile S.58474.

(2) A.M. Pile S.59175.

/ Intakes



Intakes to flying training were, of course, reduced by the factors which

By February the l.TJf.s had some 2,500 recruits, or nearly six

Training Command was pressed

reduced output,

months' supply, waiting for vacancies at schools,

to take 20 more pupils at each S.P.T.3., but found it impossible because there was

The rate of flow was therefore increased by puttingnot enough accanmodation.

the S.P.T.S. course duration back to 16 weeks in April.

The E.P.T.S. course was also restored to its originally planned length, i.e.

eight weeks, and as further ways of easing the congestion in I.T.W.s the total

E.P.T.S. pupil capacity was increased by 144 in March,
(1)

and advanced elementary

Ansty and No. 10 E.F. T. Straining was started, also in March, at No. 9 E.P.T.S

This advanced training was in night and instrument flying, and

• 9

(2)
Yatesbury.

• 9

intended to keep pupils profitably and progressively employed until thewas

S.P.T.S.s could absorb them.

Armament Training

Training Command's proposal that pilots' practical armament training should

be done at Group Pools rather than at S.P.T.S.s was pursued irrespective of the

general lengthening of courses,

armament training stations were working as well as from a desire to avoid wasted

time during S.P. T. S, courses, and had in its favour the strong argument that Group

Pools could do crew training on current operational aircraft with up-to-date

It arose from the difficulties under which

armament equipment.

Bomber Command supported the proposal, with the proviso that the time saved

Fighter Command,should be devoted by S.P.T.S.s to night and instrument flying,

whose Group Pool training facilities were practically non-existent, objected to

(1) The increases were effected as follows:-

Upgraded
LocationE.P.T.S.

ToProm

'A' Type School
It II

igi It II

iQf II II

I QI II II

' O' I^Ype SchoolBrou^
Hanworth

Redhill

Reading
Pairoaks

No. 4
No. 5

No. 15
No. 8
No.l8

B'

C*

24 pupils
56

The advanced courses began at No. 9 E.P.T.S. Ansty and No. 10 E.P.T.S.
Yatesbury on 5 March 1940. A pre-fighter course was also begun at No. 10
E.P.T.S. Yatesbury in March 1940. The object of the course was similar to
that of the advanced course except that the pupils were all earmarked for

fighters and accordingly as much instruction as possible was given on
advanced aerobatics and forraation flying,
in September 1940.

These courses were discontinued

(2)

/ it
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it and insisted that fighter pilots must be given practical armament training

Fighter Command could not be persuaded to create an adequate

Group Pool organisation, and so a further difference between the training given
(1)

to Group I and Group II pilots had to be introduced.

If the system of training both Groups at each S.P.T.S. were continued there

would be the complication of arranging armament visits for only a part of the

at is.F.T.S.s.

pupils at every school, and Training Command therefore proposed that schools

should specialise on training either one Group or the other. Specialisation

of schools had two main advantages: maintenance would be simplified because

each school would have a sin^e type of aircraft, and the Group I schools could

be chosen so that pupils could do air firing on near-by tow lines, thus avoiding

the need for any armament training visits at all.

(l) No S.E. and T.E. differentiation could be wholly satisfactory, because
Group II (T.E.) training did rrot include the fixed gunnery necessary
for T.E. fighters and some bombers, while Group I (S.E.) training did

T.E. fighter pilotsnot include the bombing needed by S.E. bombers,
were d3rawn from Group II output until April 1940, but this proved
unsatisfactory, and Air Vice-Marshal Babington decided that they should
in future oaae from Group I and be converted to T.E. aircraft after
leaving the S.P.T.S.
some Group I pilots also went to bombers, partly because Group I training
was suitable for Battles. (A.M. ̂ le S.58905).

Bomber pilots mainly came from Group II, but

The proportion of T.E, to S.E. pilots required had risen from 2 : 1
to 3 : 1 with the use of T.E. aircraft for fighter and army co-operation
work, though this was not necessarily the proportion of bomber to fighter
pilots. As first line expansion and re-armarment went on the proportion
of T.E. pilots required was scheduled to increase until it reached 6*5 : 1
at the end of 1941. (E. T.S. 2 (40)).

/ Specialisation
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Speoialisation of Training

In Deoember 1939 Training Command proposed that four S.P.T.S.s should

specialise on Group I training, and the remaining eight schools training for the

The disadvantages of specialising schools were pointed

Mixed schools

(1)
R.A.F. on Group, II.

out by Air Marshal Welsh and Air Commodore Donald (D. of 0.).

ooxild easily change the proportion of Group I and Group II pupils in their output

indeed, this flexibility was the reason which had

With specialised schools, on the other

and more

to meet changing requirements:

previously been held to justify them,

hand, the proportion of output could be changed only with difficulty:

schools would therefore be needed to provide margins of trained men and guard

In any case, specialised schools were wanted only becauseagainst contingencies.

(1) At this time there were 14 S.P.T.S.s in the United Kingdom:-

(Harts and Halyards)
(Harvards and Oxfords)
Harts and Oxfords)
Harts and Oxfords)
Harvaixis and Ansons)
Harts and Audax)
Harts and Oxfords)
Harvards and Anaons

Harvards and Ansons

Harts and Oxfords)
Harts and Ansons)

(Harvards and Oxfords
(Harvards and Oxfords
(Harts and Oxfords)

Nos. 1 and 7 were training for the Fleet Air Arm.
No, 13 Drem, was closed on 27 October because ttie aerodrome was required
by Pieter Command, and was dispersed among Nos. 8, 14 and 15 S.P.T.S.s.
No, 12 Grantham, was transferred from No. 23 Group to No. 21 Group on

The schools earmarked for Group I training were Sealand,
Montrose, Kinloss and Lossiemouth.

There were 19 E.P.T.S. s on 1 January 194-0:-

Aircraft

Netheravon

Brize Norton

South Cerney
Sealand

Little Rissington
Peterborou^
Montrose

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No, 9 Hullsvington
No. 10 Temhill

No,11 Shawbury
No. 12 Grantham

No.14 Kinloss ^
No,15 Lossiemouth^

Cranwell

1

10 October.

T2E£PupilsLocationSchool

E.F.T.S.

9648 AHatfield

Pilton

Hamble

Brou^
Hanworth

Sywell
Desford

Reading
Aaasty
Yatesbury
Perth

Prestwick

White Waltham

Elmdon

Redhill

Pairoaks

Cambridge
Sydenham
Derby

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3
No, 4
No. 5
No, 6
No. 7
No, 8
No. 9
No. 10

No. 11

No. 12

No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 18
No. 22
No. 24
No. 30

48 C24

36 B72

48 024
36 B72

9648 A

10854
2412

9648 A

9648 A

36 72 B

36 72 B

9648 A

36 72 B

48 C24
3618
9648 A

36 72 B

10854

/ Bomber
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Bomber Command and Fighter Command needed different basio training, and this

difference in basio training was itself required only because there were immediate

Specialised schools did not seem sound as ashortcomings in Fighter Group Pools.

measure of long-term planning.

Another disadvantage put forward was that pupils would have to be selected for

specialisation on Group I or Group II at the E.F.T.S.s, but not much weight was

Training Command were confident that any given batch of pupilsattached to it.

could be satisfactorily trained on either syllabus, while Air Marshal Portal con

sidered that longer periods of elementary training at the l.T.VV. and E.F.T.S• »

coupled with the physiological and psychological tests then being developed by the

Flying Personnel Research Committee, should enable satisfactory selection to be done.

In January 1940, a conference on Specialisation and the Transfer of Armament

Training decided to try specialising schools as soon as possible, in order to improve

the general standard of training by making more time available at S.F.T.S.s and

enable bomber pilots to have their armament training on operational types of
(1)

aircraft.

Armament training attachments of Group II pupils to bombing and gunnery schools

stopped at once, and their place was taken by visits from Bomber Command Group

Attachment of Group I pupils from S.F.T.S.s went on termporarily until towPools,

lines and towing aircraft could be provided at the four Group I schools and the

No fundamental change in the S.F.T.S.

Armament subjects were still to be taught in the Advanced

specialisation scheme put into effect,

syllabus was involved.

Training Squadron, local bombing ranges used by Group II pupils, and cine camera gun

The essential difference was simply that bomber pilotsexercises carried out.

would not do high level bombing and live firing until they went to Group Pools, and

would have more S.F.T.S. training in night and instrument flying.

Putting the scheme into effect, however, meant equipping the eight Group II

schools completely with Ansons or Oxfords, and this requiredmore T.E, aircraft than

It was therefore planned that four of the Group II schools sho\ald

Two of the Group I schools were to

were available.

have Battles, two Oxfords, and two Ansons,
(2)

have Masters and two Harvards.

(1) A.M. File S.254^.'
(2) Hullavington, Shawbury, Grantham and Cranwell were to do Group II training on

Brize Norton and South Cemey were to use Oxfords and Little
Of the Group I schools, Sealand and

Battles,

Rissington and Ternhill, Ansons,
Montrose were to have Masters, Kinloss and Lossiemouth, Harvards.
was considered a better makeshift Group II trainer than the Hart,

began to come into use in the early part of 1940. (A.M. File S.254^).

T

M

he Battle

asters

/ Even
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Even this plan, which Training Command put forward in February ^9kO, called

Moreover, it had just been decided

that no more Ansons or Oxfords could be allotted to Training Command since the whole

Specialisation of schools could

for more T.E. aircraft than could be provided.

output was needed to equip new schools overseas,

therefore not be started because there were not enou^ T.E. aircraft to equip even

four schools for Group II training, nor yet enough Battle]^ Ansons and Oxfords, to

equip eight Group II schools, though there were enough Masters and Harvards for the

The overall deficiency of trainer types was being coveredfour Group I schools.

by using Hart Variants.

A specialised Group I course began in April at Montrose, and specialised

Group II courses at Shawbuiy and Grantham, but there was no prospect of any further

Kinloss and Lossiemouth were being handed over to

Sealand was soon to be abandoned, and Montrose was probably to

development of the scheme.
(1)

Bomber Command,

This meant that no S.P.T.3. would remain near the sea, and

therefore that no S.P.T.S. could have the tow lines needed for Group I air to air

The possibility of specialising schools appeared at the end of April to

be abandoned.

firing.

have been killed by events.

Shortage of T.E, aircraft was not the only handicap on S.P.T.S.s.

an acute shortage of spares for Ansons, Oxfords and Harvards, while maintenance

not satisfactory largely because experienced men had been replaced ly

The result was a mounting shortage of servicable aircraft

There was

work was

newly-trained recruits,

accentuated by a lack of replacements for Oxfords and Ansons.
(2)

In February satisfactory lighting and drill for night flying were worked out

but further difficulty arose from the lack of relief landing grounds, and there was

consequently little increase in the amount of night flying instruction,

in training Group II pilots came from the lack of local bombing ranges,

establishment of link trainers was raised from three to four per S.P.T.S. in

Cloud and bad weather

Difficulty

(3)
The

November 1959, but they could not be provided quickly,

flying could still not be practised because the schools had no wireless.

(1) Kinloss and Lossiemouth were taken over in April at short notice for the use
of Bomber Command during the Norwegian campaign. No. 14 S.P.T.S. moved to
Cranfield, and No.15 to Middle Wallop; their current courses were lengthened
by a fortnight to allow for the dislocation of moving.

(2) Part of the drill provided that aircraft were to be recalled on a yellow air
raid warning. .

(3) Olie first local bombing range, serving South Cerney and Hullavington, was
opened on 20 April.
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Developments during the first nine months of the War

The variations of the number of pupils between schools which was characteristic

of the Volunteer Reserve training scheme, had disappeared upon mobilisation and

pupils were now posted to the schools in batches at regular intervals. The flying

training was^carried out solely on elementary type aircraft, either Tiger Moths

Magisters.
(1)

The aircraft were divided into flights of 12 aircraft - 8 of wh

or

ich

were regarded as initial equipment and 4 as immediate reserve;

1940 the composition of a flight was changed to 18 aircraft (l2 I.E. and 6 I.R.).

In Marxjh owing to the bottleneck of training at the O.T.U. stage, a practice flying

unit was formed at Meir to give flying practice and refresher training for pilots

after their leaving S.P.T.S. and before entry into O.T.U.

R.A.P.'s supply of pilots came from 12 S.P.T.S.s in the United Kingdom,

dealing with l6o pupils on 16-week courses, and each training both Group I and

in the spring of

(2)
By May 1940 the

(3)
each

Group II pilots. The output was at the rate of 5,300 per year, and the 12

S.P.T.S.s were fed by 19 E.P.T.S.s working on 8-week courses.'(4) Two of the

E.P.T.S.s were giving advanced elementary training.

The urgent demand for more pilots which arose suddenly towards the end of Alay

was met, so far as the S.P.T.S.s were concerned, to a small extent by posting pupils

away from schools a week or so before the normal end of the course, but ttiainly by

increasing the rate of output. Taking pilots early from training was a short-term

measure which could give only limited help,

and could be done only when a course had been lucky in its flying weather and when

It was, in a way, living on capital.

During May^ 52 fighter pilots

were found in this way, but they had not been trained in air firing and had flown
(5)

no more modern tjrpe than the Hart.

seme incompleteness in training could be accepted.

(1) In September 1940, as an experiment, some pupils at No. 7 E.P.T.S
were trained on a twin-engined elementary trainer designed by Reid and Sigrist
but nothing came of the experiment.

Desford
• 9

(2) No. 1 P.P.U. formed at Meir on 4 March 1940, with  a capacity for 125 pupils,
the length of stay was variable and depended on the O.T.U. intakes. It was

equipped with 2? Hectors and 27 Dominies. Shortly after its formation its
capacity was doubled in size. When the O.T.U. bottleneck subsided, the unit
was disbanded and the school actually closed on l6 June 1940. (S.D.155 251/59).

(3) There were also two S.F.T.S.s in the United Kingdom training for the Fleet Air
Arm and No. 4 S.P.T.S. at Habbaniya in Iraq,
establishment, and No. 4 S.P.T.S.'s output went to R.A.P. units outside the
United Kingdom.

All three were below full war

(4) See Appendices 15 and 14.

(3) A.M. Pile S.4928.
/ In
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In the early part of 1940 the question of pilot or observer

responsibility oame up again.
(1)

Although the policy for observer

responsibility had been established as far back as May 1938 complaints

were being received from Bomber Command stating that their observers

were unsatisfactory and requesting that pilots should be given more

In liarch 1940 it was decided that all pilots

should be given a 4-6 weeks course in navigation, justifying this

decision by the argument that pilots needed full navigator training to

(2)
navigation training.

(3)
be capable of acting as captains of aircraft. A month later,

hov/ever, this decision was reversed and observers were to reaiain

responsible for navigation, with pilots trained only to a supervisory

standard in navigation. This y/as due to the fact that it was the low

standard of training of observers, rather than the policy, that was at

fault.

The proposal of navigation courses for pilots was dropped, but it

was clear that the navigation training given to pilots (and observers)

Sane steps had already been taken:would have to be improved,

elementary navigation instruction had been added to the I.T.W. syllabus:

S.P.T.S. instructors were to be experienced men v/ith 's.n. ’ training

and each S.P.T.S. was to have a specialist *N' to supervise the teaching.

Navigation training of pilots showed no rapid improvement, however;

experienced men for training as navigation instructors could in the

(uain, only come from Bomber Command, and Bomber Command had hardly

enough such personnel for its own first line training requirements.

As a result pilot's navigation training was largely theoretical.

Overseas Training

In December 1939 the Empire Air Training Scheme Agreement was

signed whereby the three Dominions of Canada, Australia and New Zealand,

were to supply, and provide basic flying training for five-ninths of

(l) See dlso Chapter 3.

(2) A.M. Pile S.47667.

(3) This alternative was proposed, the course taking place after
the S.P.T.S., or between the I.T.W. and S.P.T.S.

/ the
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the Empire's total requirements in aircrew. E.P.T.S.s and S.P.T.S.s,

together with other aircrew training schools, were to be opened in the

Dominions. Various plans were worked out for the training of the

pilots and aircrew to be trained outside the E.A.T.S.
(1)

Five

S.P.T.S. s were to be located in Prance, the building of a school in

Kenya was put in hand. Southern Rhodesia agreed to provide three

S.P. T.S. s and it was hoped that the help offered by South i^frica in

their expanded S.A.A.P. training capacity would provide four more

These plans for the future training organisation required

considerable numbers of trainer aircraft, and an examination of this

aspect showed that the production plans by no means fitted the training

Enormous deficiencies of twin-engined trainers were

foreseen, and at the same time a surplus of single-engined advanced

S.P.T.S. 3.

requirements.

V ^

trainers was likely to occur.

By April 19^ the general shape of the wartime training system had

become clear. Basic schools distributed throughout the Empire and in

France would train pupils dra^m frcxn all parts of the Empire. Their

output would pass, for a considerable and essential further stage of

training, to O.T.U.s located in the operational theatres,

and widespread an organisation would need, in addition to despatch and

So large

reception facilities, refresher courses after the breaks in travelling.

and conversion courses to deal with any mismstchings of output and

intake.

These preparations, however, were essentially long-term, and up to

i.fey 1940 there had been no increase in the size of the basic training

This considerable programme of additional schools wasorganisation.

not due to produce any trained men until the end of 1940 and was then to

develop gradually through 1941 and 1942 until an ultimate output of soma

20,000 pilots per year became available, about the beginning of 1943.

(l) Originally four-ninths of the total were to be trained outside the
E.A.T.S. but the ultimate force was recalculated in December 1939
and the number of S.P.T.S.s required rose fran 45 to 60.
meant that the E.A.T.S. provided for five-twelfths of the total
force, leaving seven-teelfths to be accommodated elsev/here.

This

/ The
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The first line demand for trained men in large niimbers, hovrever.

came more quickly than this prograiome of new schools could turn them

First the imperative need for Fighter pilots before and during

the Battle of Britain, and the pressure for rapid Bomber and Coastal

Command expansion kept the number of pilots required uncomfortably

greater than the number the available schools could produce;

out.

and until

nearly the end of , demand outstripped supply, even though the

As soon as this peak wasopening of new schools was speeded up.

reached, however, the procedure was reversed and in late 1942, the first

signs of what was later to become an embarrassing surplus of pilots.

was perceived.

Training Planning; Summer 1940

In the summer of 1940 therefore, there were two distinct require-

One 7/as short term for June - September 1940, "th-S other was

For the short term plan, the period of basic training had

to be shortened and shortened again in order to turn out more pilots in

The main bottleneck at this time vras advanced trainer

Production was unbalanced in the sense that too few trainers

being built to provide pilots to fly the operational aircraft.

The only alternative to the distasteful and formidable task of

modifying the production prograiume was to transfer training from

advanced trainer types, as far as possible, to operational types.

ments.

long term.

the time.

aircraft.

were

The First Revise

Increasing the rate of output meant shortening courses, since no

training capacity than the twelve United Kingdom S.F.T.S.s could

Shortening courses

more

be brou^t into use for some considerable time,

brought up the difference betv/een Group I and Group II training,

immediate purDose of increasing the 3.F.T.3. output v/as to turn out

The

more fighter pilots, and the Group I (fighter) course could be cut down

At the first Training Progress Meeting, onmore than the Group II.

21 May, it was decided to reduce the Group I course to 12 weeks,

cutting banbing, reconnaissance, photography and air firing out of the

S.F.T.S. syllabus (but retaining cine-camera gun training), and start

'pre-fighter
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'pre-fi^iter* training for G-roup I pupils at the two E.P.T.S.s

(Yatesbuiy and Ansty) which were already doing advanced elementary v/ork.

It was proposed to omit night flying training for half the fighter
(1)

pilot output, but Fighter Command would not agree to this.

Different course lengths for Group I and Group II training at once

raised the question of specialising schools. One S.P.T.S., Montrose,

was able to start at once on 12-week fighter pilot courses, but the

others had to wait for the necessary re-equipaent with aircraft to be

By the middle of Junesettled before they could begin to specialise,

it was decided to have four 3.P.T. S. s on Group  I training, and eight on

Group II, vrith a 12-week course for Group I pupils and a 14-week course

and this change became knovm later as the First Revise

To provide the necessary larger flow of pupils

(2)
for Group II,

of pilot training.

from elementary training, the E.P.T.S. course was reduced to 7 weeks,

the E.P.T.S. pupil population increased by 15 per cent, and a minimum

of 50 hours flying was expected for each pupil.

ExistingSpecialising S.P.T.S.s was a process which needed time,

courses had to pass out fran the schools, and fresh courses start.
(3)

and so the change and re-equipmentbefore it could be applied fully.

with aircraft had to be spread over seme three months,

for specialisation to be complete by the end of September,

The aim was

(4)
but there

Harts and Battles had towas some doubt about the supply of aircraft;

It was atbe used for lack of Harvards, Masters, Ansons, and Oxfords,

first calculated that with a l2-week course it would be necessary to

have 144 aircraft per school, instead of 108, in order to provide 100

(l) A.M. Pile S.4928.

(2) The P.A.A. schools (Nos. 1 & 7) continued with the 16-week course.

(5) Vi/hile schools were still training mixed courses of Group I and
Group II pupils the course duration was 14 weeks for both Groups.

(4) The Group I S.P.T.S.s were to be No. 5Sealand, No, 8 Montrose,
No. 9 Hullavington, and No. 15 (Brize Norton and South Oerney).
The Group II schools were to be No. 2 Brize Norton, No. 5 South
Gerney, No. 6 Little Rissington, No. 10 Ternhill, No. 11 Shawbury,
No. 12 Grantham, No, 14 Oranfield^and Cranwell.

/ hours
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hours per pupil, but there were not enough trainers to give S.F.T.S.s

more than 108 apieoe, or 80 hours per pupil.

At the Training Progress Meetings which discussed these changes

a good many troubles and difficulties at S.P.T.S.s were ventilated.

Skilled men's time was being wasted; flying instructors had to do

station duties, and maintenance tradesmen were employed on ground

Unserviceability was serious; spares were lacking and

oamiibalism (process of taking parts from unserviceable aircraft to make

others serviceable) consequently rampant,

time was a problem; schools had neither the relief landing grounds nor

the local bombing ranges needed for full and economical working,

instructors and aircraft were scarce; there was a constant compromise
(3)

between efficiency and what could be provided.

At this stage responsibility for the planning and co-ordination

of training was passed from the Training Progress Meetings to the newly

created Air Member for Training.

(1)

(2)

defence.

Completing the syllabus to

Both

The First Revise, when tiie change

over to specialisation was complete, would increase the pilot output

from the twelve S.F.T.S.s by about 20 per cent - to some 6,400 per

year - but it was becoming clear that this rate of output would not be

The problem was how to turn out more pilots without

using more advanced trainers, since there were no more advanced trainers

to be had.

high enou^.

The Second Revise

In his preliminary statement on training of 20 July Air Marshal

Gerrod described a plan for using operational aircraft to make up for

the deficiency of trainers by transferring the armament instruction of

Group II pilots (a fortnight's work) from the S.F.T.S.s to the 0.T.U.s.

(l) A.M. File S.2546.

(2) A.M. Pile S.4928.

(3) Something vras done about each of these troubles - but every one of
Men to relievethem needed considerable time to put right,

instructors and tradesmen of non-speoialised work had to be found

and trained; spares and aircraft had to be ordered and

manufactured; relief landing grounds had to be built.

/ This
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This soheiue - the Second Revise of pilot training - was introduced

during August, and made all S.F.T.S. courses 12 weeks in duration.

The Bomber and Coastal O.T.U. courses were lengthened to deal with the

instruction thus displaced from S.F.T.S.s, and more 0.T.U.s became

necessary to keep up the rate of flow to the first-line.

As Air Marshal Garrod pointed out, the Second Revise gave pilots

more flying experience on operational types of aircraft, and gave them

armament training on the types which they would use in the first line.

It also had the advantage of making training expansion a matter of

forming more O.T.U.s - which was easier than forming more S.F.T.S.s

because operational aircraft were available and O.T.U. instructors did

not need C.F.S. training.

The Second Revise, however, made no very large increase in the out-

The theoretical annual production went up by about 10

per cent to 7,000, but the Battle of Britain was making abundantly

clear that the largest possible pilot output was an urgent and vital

There were only two ways of putting up the S.F.T.S. output;

by getting greater productive effort fran the instructors and aircraft

at the schools, and by cutting the course to a still shorter duration.

The Third Revise

put of pilots.

necessity.

WorkingThese possibilities were investigated during August,

the schools harder was to be the subject of an experiment;

S.F.T.S.s were to handle an additional 25 per cent of pupils (i.e. four

courses of 50 each, or a total of 200) with no increase in instructors

If the experiment proved successful the other schools

six of the

or aircraft.

,

A furtherwere also to have this overbearing of 25 per cent,

shortening of courses on the lines of the Second Revise, by transferring

instruction from S.F.T.S.s to 0.T.U.s, was proposed in September 1940.

The S.F.T.S. period was to go down to 10 weeks, and the O.T.U. period

go up by another fortni^t (to 10 weeks from Banber and Coastal

0.T.U,s, and to 6 weeks for Fighter).

/A
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A ICHsreek S.F.T.S. oourse, however, meant only 72 hours flying, and

the question at onoe arose whether pilots would he capable of handling

operational types of aircraft at O.T.U. s after a total of only 120 hours
(1)

flying at the E.F.T.S, and S.P.T.S.

Bomber Command considered that the curtailment would bo successful only

if bomber pilots were selected early and given thorough training in instrument

flying. Flying Training Command held that a ten weeks* oourse would be too

short to allow enou^ attention to some very important exercises (such as

navigation and night flying) which demanded considerable time and concentration

but required comparatively little flying. Air Marshal Eattinson (C,-in-C.
s

Flying Training Command) said:-

*1 am strongly of the opinion that the bringing of pupils up to
a standard at which they will be fit to be trained on the

ultimate operational types at the O.T.U.s must be gauged by
length of oourse and not by flying hours, at least as regards
the S.F.T.S, course, I assume that the aim of the S.F.T,S,

is to turn out pupils that are adequately trained in the basic
aspects of flying, i,e, accurate handling of their aircraft

and sound aiimanship, simple air navigation, instrument flying,
night flying and accurate instinctive flying when undertaking
advanced flying exercises. On that assumption I consider that
pupils with a total of 120 flying hours and with only ten weeks'

training in the S,F,T,S, will not be fit to fly operational
types. In my opinion a reduction to ten weeks would have the
effect of increasing flying accident rate and reducing the flying
ability of the pilots that were finally passed out of the 0,T,U,s,

I would emphasise that the period required for covering the present
minimum of ground instruction must be considered, and that the
obtainnent of a safe standard in night flying and cross-country
flying depends on oourse duration and not upon flying hours,'

On the other hand, there was a considerable body of opinion that cutting

the S.F.T,S. oourse to ten weeks and lengthening the 0,T,U. period by a

fortnight would make no material difference to the ultimate output stai^rd, and
(3)

Flying Training Command's attitude appeared conservative and reactionary.

(1) A.M. Pile S.4928,

(2)

(3) Events during the following year, however, seemed to justify Air Marshal
Pattinson's opinion completely. The standard deteriorated, and a marked
increase in oourse lengths had to be made at the end of 1941* It
should, however, be remembered that the Third Revise intention of longer
0,T,U, courses never became effective as far as bombers were concerned.

The bomber 0,T,U, oourse was of eight or (after April 194l) six weeks
against the 10 weeks of the Third Revise proposal.

/ The
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!The need for a greater output of pilots was vitally urgent, and the Third Revise
C1)

In addition a general overbearing of

The theoretical rate of output became 11,200

of pilot training v/as introduced.

25 per cent came into operation,

per year - more than double what it had been in May - the planned supply of

pilots became equal to the estimated demands of the first-line, and there was

the prospect of a completely balanced flow to the 0.T.U,s.

During these successive revisions of flying training

instruction given in schools' advanced training squadrons had been whittled

down by successive transfers of training to the O.T.U. syllabus until there was

(2)
the advanced

(1) This disregard of Flying Training Ccunmand's considered opinion gave Air
Marshal Pattinson a conviction that what experience suggested to be
possible or wise over training was being subordinated to theoretical

planning v/hich seemed feasible on paper but would prove disappointing in
practice. In October ̂ ^hO he urged that the Air Ministry should not issue

detailed orders and instructions, but confine itself to broad policy and
leave its execution to Plying Training Command, and in January 1941 he
wrote:- 'I am quite certain that a great deal of time is being wasted by
working out by D.T.P.*s people schemes that greatly affect this Command and
without consulting us as to their value in the early stages of their
consideration. One unfortunate result of that method is that I am

constantly, as you are aware, having to oppose suggestions that have been
accepted as sound by an Air Ministry Director.' (A,H.B./lIM/a9/la).

In February 1941 Air Marshal Pattinson objected stron^y to seme investi

gations made by Mr. M.S. Laing (T.P.) at certain schools into the organisa
tion of S.P.T.S,s for maximum efficiency. He disapproved of such investi

gations unless they had the supervision and collaboration of Plying
Training Command, and considered them 'symptcmatic of wrong methods in
handling training matters, mainly on a purely figure basis, by clever
people with no knowledge'. He later urged that it was impossible for
'a civilian who had been associated with training only a year' to have the
necessary knowledge and experience, but Air Marshal Garrod refused to

accept this view of Mr. Laing's investigations, saying that it was of the

utmost importance to keep flexible and receptive minds towards proposals.
Air Marshal Garrod also made it clear that his T.P, staff was constantly,

and rightly, watching to see that training facilities were adequate, and
that its work on this aspect overshadowed the work of all A.M, T.'s
Directors.

(2) A summary of these three revises is tabulated:-

Original 1st Revise 2nd Revise ^rd Revise

Plying
Hours

Duration

Weeks
Plying
Hours

Plying
Hours

Duration

Weeks

Plying
Hours

Duration

Weeks

Duration

Weeks

668 507 50 50E.P.T.S. 50

S.F.T.S.

Group I
Group II

8416 1012 12 100100 100

16 80 7210100 14 100 12

0^.
Fighter
Bomber

6064040 44
6

40 4
856 8 70 105555

The resultant weekly output from the United Kingdom S.P.T.S.s was as
follows:-

104Original programme
1st Revise

2nd Revise

3rd Revise

2^0 increase in capacity

124

135

163
204

/ practically
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With the Third Revise, the A.T.3. was abolished,

ooncemed themselves only with I.T.S. training,

these changes, whioh had happened rapidly and in little more than the duration

were summarised in a tabular form usually known as the

practically none of it left.
(2)(1)

Alland the S.P.T.S.s

of one S.P.T.S. course,
(5)

Ibatting averages'.

Moves and Changes;

In the meantime most of tiie S.P.T.S.s changed over to specialisation, and

Summer of 1940

No, 15 S.P.T.S. had an unsettled existence;were re-equipped with aircraft,

it was evicted on 12 June 1940 from Middle Wallop, some two months after it

arrived there frcan Lossiemouth, when the station was urgently wanted by Pighter

(l) The two schools training for the Pleet Air Arm were unaffected by any of
the Revises; they went on with l6-week I.T.S.-A.T.S. training, but
expanded to war establishment, any pilots trained in excess of naval
requirements being at the disposal of the Royal Air Porce.

(2) The changes in the S.P.T.S, syllabus made by the Third Revise were
summarised by Air Commodore Orlebar as;-

(a) The complete deletion of all gunnery and bombing exercises
and all higher tests and high flying.

The deletion of all photography except for photographs of

pinpoints included in the navigation air exercises.

The new navigation syllabus, whioh has lately been co-ordinated

with O.T.U. and Operational Command requirements is retained in
full.

(t)

(o)

(d) Pormation flying has been deleted from the second half of the

T.E., S.P.T.S. syllabus, but has been retained in the first
half,

the first half, plus para. 3 of the old A.T.S, formation flying
syllabus,

(e) Pending the availability of additional R.L.G.s and the additional
hours of darkness whioh winter mi^t bring if weather conditions

pemit, night flying has of necessity been reduced to 3 satis
factory dual and 6 satisfactory solo landings as  a minimum, with
goose-necked flares (hooded if possible) and floodlights, to be
repeated with Glim lamps and aircraft headlamps; night flying
instruction to be given on at least 4 separate nights.

In regard to instrument flying, S.P.T.S. pilots with 5 hours
solo and approved by instructors have been authorised to act as

safety pilots in order to raise the general standard of instrnament
flying,
flying time in the total time of the course, and spreads the

practices more fully throughout the course.

In Hie method of instruction it is intended to direct increased

concentration on to cockpit drill and to other forms of flying drill.
(A.M. Pile S.4928).

(3) For hours of flying involved per pupil, per instructor, and per aircraft
at E.P.T.S.s, S.P.T.S.s and 0,T.U,s in the United Kingdcaa under the
Various Schemes for the Acceleration of Pilot Output (incorporating
amendments dated 22 October 1940) see Appendix 15.

In the S.E. syllabus formation flying is retained in

(f)

This measure both increases the proportion of instrument

(g)

/ Command



Gommand, and had to work throughout the suinmer partly at Brize Norton, partly

at South Cerney, and partly at a relief landing ground (R.L.G. ) at Chipping

Norton. Its scattered parts were gathered together again on one station at

Kidlington between August and October,

disturbance than came from changes in syllabus, overbearing, and sporadic enemy

attacks, and were helped to meet the demand for more intensive work and a faster

tempo by a summer of remarkably fine weather.

Due to the increased air activity over southern England it became necessary

to move certain of the elementary flying training schools further north during

the summer months of 1940, and six schools were moved in all.

The E.P.T.S. course lengths changed in sympathy and phase with the S.F.T.3.

The other schools had no more

(1)

changes. In June 1940 consequent on A.M.T.'s 'First Revise' the course lengths

of the E.F.T.S.s were reduced from eight weeks to seven. The pupil populations

were increased at all the E.P.T.S.s by 15 per cent, and a minimum of 50 hours

flying was expected for each pupil,

reduced in length;

In August the E.P.T.S. courses were again

the course now being six weeks (A.M.T.'s Second Revise).

A.M.T,'s Third Revise once more reduced (in September) the E.P.T.S. courses to

five weeks. Units were informed as follows:

'IVhile it is appreciated that considerable difficulties are being,
and will be, experienced, it is absolutely imperative, in the
present circumstances, that as much flying time as is humanly
possible must be given to the pupils undergoing the course'.

'All schools therefore are to take advantage of every available
hour of daylight to carry on flying training and nothing is to
stand in the way of the training programme.'

'X' Courses

The heavy and urgent demand for fighter pilots during the Battle of

Britain caused every pilot who vras suitable for fighters, even if he had been

nominally trained for Group II, to be sent to a Fighter O.T.U.
(3)

Fighter

O.T.U.s had priority of supply from the S.P.T.S. output (which was too small

to meet all demands), while Bomber O.T.U.s were at the bottcm of the list.

As a result, the Bcraber O.T.U.s were partly idle for lack of pupils, and

(l) The S.P.T.S. organisation by the end of September 1940 is

(2) The following moves took place during the summer of 1940:-
Date

TM
15 June
3 June

22 July
22 July
4 August
7 September

sh

E.F. T.S.

No. 5
No. 15

No. 3

No. 24
No. 2

No. 10

From

Hanworth

Redhill

Hamble

Sydenham
PiIton

Yatesbury

To

Meir

Carlisle

Watchfield

Luton

Staverton

Weston

(K

own Appendix 16.

(3) A.M. Pile S.4928.
/ experimental
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experimental courses vrare begun to see what would come of training

selected pupils, after 50 hours flying at E.F.T.S.s, on operational

types of aircraft,

(eight pupils on \?hitleys) and Bicester (sixteen pupils on Blenheims).

These 'X' courses began in September at Abingdon
(1)

They were intended to last for 12 weeks, but had to be extended by a

The pupils did over 120 hours'fortni^t because of bad weather,

flying, more than half of it at the controls, and about one third atr

they were fresh and keen, quick in their reactions and in

learning, and with retentive memories;

direct from elementary trainers to operational types of aircraft did

nigjat;

but it was found that going

The 'X' course experiment showed that thenot pay in the long run.

'advanced trainer' stage could not be cut out completely, and the need

(2)
for iiiasters, Harvards, Oxfords and Ansons therety avoided.

Further Difficulties and Moves during the last months of 1940

\Vhile the *X' course experiments were going on, in the last months

of 1940, the S.F.T.S.s were beginning to work to the Third Revise

programme, and finding difficulty in doing it. The programme called

for 7,200 flying hours per month frcm 108 aircraft, but shortage of

spares and winter weather made it impossible to reach this target, with
(3)

the result that courses had to be extended by several weeks

By December lack of

spare parts caused 21 per cent of the schools' Masters and 13 par cent

with a

consequent reduction in the output of pilots.

of their Oxfords, to be imserviceable, and much the same proportion of

advanced trainers continued to remain immobilised for lack of spares
(4)

until about July 1941, when matters began slowly to improve. The

direct effects of bad y/eather in reducing the hours fit for flying

were seriously aggravated by unserviceability of grass aerodromes caused

The flying times of No, 14by the heavy traffic of intensive work.

(l) Further experimental courses began in October at Kinloss (’»Vhitleys)j
Bassingbourn, Harwell, and Lossiemouth (all on Wellingtons).

(2) Ai\IT/447.

(3) In fact, no Third Revise S.F.T. 3. course was ooiapleted in the
scheduled ten weeks before June 1941.

(4) A.H.B./lIM/a9/l.

/ S.F.T.3.
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S.F.T.S. at Cranfield, which had runways, were markedly better than

those of the other schools, which had grass aerodromes.

Another serious difficulty was night flying. Only three aircraft

could be operated at night, at the same time, from one landing ground;

the amount of ni^t flying that could be done therefore depended not

only on the hours of darkness and the fitness of the weather, but also

The possibility of lighted aerodromeson the number of R.L.G.s.

being bombed also came into the calculation, and night flying was

confined to R.L. G-, s unless it was essential to use the parent aerodrome.

Each school had only one R.L.G. at this time, and the amount of night
0)

flying that could be done was severely limited.

Some slight improvement came about with the introduction, after

experiments by No. 3 P. T.S South Gerney, of hooded goose neck

These flares could be seen at 1,000 feet, but the flare

path was practically invisible from 3,000 feet.

• >

(2)
flares.

In October it was

decided that night flying at R.L.G. s, which had previously stopped on

receipt of a *purple' or 'red* warning, might go on irrespective of

warnings, while parent aerodromes, which had hitherto stopped on a

•yellow' warning, might go on until a 'purple' or 'red' was received.

The difficulty of finding enou^ night flying time stimulated

experiment on ways and means of simulating night conditions in daytime.

A method of using sodium flares and filters was developed at No, 7

S.P. T.S. Peterborou^ and tested in October at Peterborough and South

Gemey, but although results were promising it was not brought quickly
(3)

into general use.

(l-* Each S.P.T.S. was scheduled to have tv70 R.L.G.s but it was not
until July 1940, in most cases, that the first was brought into
operation.
Kingdom S.P.T. S. s in the winter of 1940-41 averaged some 1^2
hours.

The amount of night flying per pupil at United

(2) A.H.B./lIM/a9/lb.

(3) A.H.B./lIlvi/a9/lb.
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Transfer of Sohools Overseas

The imminent threat of heavy attaok which followed frcsn the

German conquest of Prance was expected to produce serious difficulties

for sohools in the Urdted Kingdom,

and weather conditions for training flights, together with the

vulnerability of training aircraft and aerodromes (especially at night)

would press heavily on the S.P.T.S. s.

The restriction of areas, height

Canada was quick to realise this changed situation and offered

to accommodate R.A.P. sohools transferred from the United Kingdom;

this could be done without interference with the development of the

Empire Training School.
(1)

By 8 July 1940 the Air Ministry decided

that it would be desirable to move four S.F.T.S,s out of the United

Kingdom immediately. Canada, Southern Rhodesia and South Africa

were all considered, but the balance was heavily in favour of Canada

because aerodromes and buildings could be available more quickly there,

because the resources of the U.S.A. would be near at hand, and because

communications with Africa might become difficult.

An official request for transfer to Canada was made on 13 July

It asked that four S.P.T.S,s complete with their staff,

equipment and aircraft mi^t be received from the United Kingdom and

proposed that they should be administered generally by the R.C.A.P.

The sohools were to continue to draw their pupils from E.P.T.S.s in the

Canada agreed on 15 July and said that locations and

buildings could be ready by 31 August.

1940.

United Kingdom,

Canada also asked \rtiether it

was proposed to transfer any more schools, in order that any necessary

changes in the building programme might be made. On l8 July the United

Kingdom expressed appreciation of Canada's alacrity and asked that 10

more schools, making 14 in all.
(2)

mi^t be accommodated. Pour of these

(l) A,M, Pile S,56i4.

(2) The United Kingdom's proposal was to transfer eight S.P.T.3,s.,
one B. & G.S. , one A.N.S. , two A,0,N,S,s. , one G,R.S. , and one
T.T.U.

/ were
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were S.P.T.S.s which meant that it was proposed to move eight S.P.T.S.s

Canada agreed, hut pointed out that it was impossible
(1)

to Canada, in all.

as this would interfere withto locate all these schools compactly

the development of the E.A.T.S., she suggested that since the number

of schools was so large R.C.A.P. control would be necessary.

Hans went ahead and by the end of July the following schools

(2)
were earmarked for transfer to Canada

Transfer

Date - 194.0S.P.T.S. Location

l6 September
12 September
2 October

November

No. 7
No. 10

No. 12

No. 6

Peterborou^
Ternhill

G-rantham

Little Rissington

Plans were also made, after all, to transfer some schools to South

None of these, however, were concerned with the basic

training of pilots, and are therefore outside the scope of Ihis chapter.

The Ministry of Aircraft Production objected to the Secretary of

State’s proposal to send the schools abroad.

Africa.

(3)
They gave as their

reasons:

(a) The M.A.P. could not service the aircraft required.

or supply them with spares of which there was an

extreme shortage at that time.

(t) Even when this had been overcome, the process of

shipment abroad would entail ’locking up' a large

proportion of spares, amounting to perhaps one sixth

of the total.

(o) This would mean that a very high proportion of

training airxiraft would be idle, requiring the

shipment of a large number of training aircraft to

keep the schools working at full capacity.

(d) The schools would be divorced from the skilled labour

of the aircraft factoriesj technicians would not be

(l) The United Kingdom had asked that the 14 schools should be
located compactly for ease of R.A.P. control.

(2) Three other schools (one A.O.N.S. , one G.R.S. and one A.N.S.)
were also planned to move to Canada or 3, Africa,

(3) V?P(40)323, 20 August 1940.

/ available
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these personnel were small in

numbers in Canada and such as there were would have to

be trained in the new types with which they would have

available at the time;

to deal.

Against these arguments Sir Archibald Sinclair put forward the handi

caps on training in the United Kingdom, especially at night, the urgent need

for a larger operational force, and the fact that no aircraft were available

Maintenance difficultiesto start new schools than were already planned,

would be greater outside the United Kingdcxa but they would not be

insuperable.

The Prime Minister's judgaent on the points of view of the Minister for

Aircraft Production and the Secretary of State for Air was that in view of

the air battle in progress which showed no signs of diminishing, it would

be unwise to take out of the country any large portion of the nation's

The scheme for moving part of the training

establishment to Canada and to South Africa should, therefore, be postponed

until the beginning of December,

to continue night flying training as far as possible, and new methods such

infra red lifting of landing grounds would have to be devised,

Canada was told of these decisions on 5 September 1940.

reserves of men and aircraft.

In the meantime efforts had to be made

as

(1)
One

however (No. 7 S.P.T.S. Peterborough) had already begun to move

The rest of the transfer plan was held up until

S.P.T.S• 9

and went on moving.

October 194C, when No. 10 S.P.T.S. Temhill started to leave the United
(2)

Complete transfer of existing schools then came to an end,

and new R.A.P. schools were started overseas, as Lord Beaverbrook (the

Minister of Aircraft Production) had proposed, on the aerodromes which had

These schools were intended,

eventually, to replace United Kingdom schools and were referred to as

'Transferred Schools',

Kingdom.

been earmarked for transfenred schools .

(1) A.M. Pile S.62894.
(2) No. 7 S.P.T.S. began to move on 26 August;

first course in Canada (as No. 31 S.P.T.S.) on 7 October, and was
working at full capacity again on 24 Pebiruary 1941* No. 10 S.P.T.S.
began to move on 21 October; started training in Canada (as No, 32
S.P.T.S.) on 9 December, and was working at full capacity by
20 January 1941.
Pive other schools (one A.N.S., two G.R.S.s and two A.O.N.S.s) were ̂
also moved to Canada and South Africa at this time.

started training on its

/ Further
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Further Develoments during 194X)

Thus the pilot training organisation in the United Kingdom showed

little change as a result of the German conquest of Prance,

heavy attack were not altogether fulfilled.

The fears

Apart fran their indirect

 of

result of limiting night flying because of the danger that lighted

aerodromes and near-by factories might be bombed, German attacks during the

Battle of Britain and the following winter had oonparatively little effect

Most of the S.P.T.S.s, and some of the E.P.T.S. s, were

bombed at one time or another, but the attacks were sporadic, casual, and

A few pupils were attacked in the air, while one

S.P.T.S. pupil destroyed a German raider by collision (though it was

uncertain whether the collision was deliberate or accidental).

The S.P. T. S. s (No. 7 Peterborough and No. 10 Tamhill) were transferred

on training.

in no great strength.

to Canada in the autumn of 1940, and No. 5 S.P.T.S. moved, between November

and Januaiy, from Sealand to Ternhill as No. 10 S.P.T.S. moved out.

more S.P.T.S.s (No, 6 Little Rissington, and No, 12 Grantham) were earmarked

for transfer to Canada, but never moved;

was delayed until it was decided that they should stay in the United Kingdom

and two new 'transferred’ R.A.P. schools be formed in Canada.

Hullavington, which had previously been using Harts,

was re-equipped, as an experiment, with 84 Masters and 24 Hurricanes.

Under the new five weeks' E.P.T.S. course, pupils were accepted for

S.P.T.S. training with a total of 35 hours flying including 10 hours solo.

The minimum number of flying hours was raised to 42 in December 1940,

without any lengthening of the courses as it was recognised that 35 hours

was too little.

Two

their re-equipment with Oxfords

In February

1941, No. 9 S.P.T.S• >

In September 1940, the special advanced courses which had been carried

out at Yatesbury and Ansty were discontinued.

In December, it was necessary to increase the length of the E.P.T.S.

courses to six weeks, as it was fovuid that the suspension rate was too

high (i.e. too much satisfactory pilot material was being wasted owing

to the short time available for training). It was also noticed that more

/ accidents
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Purthemore tha Unitedaccidents were occurring with the shorter courses.

Kingdom E.P.T.S.s had to supply pupils for the two new ’transferred' schools

in Canada as well as for the original fourteen S.P.T.S.s (two of which were

now in Canada). The E.P.T.S.s at Desford, Perth, Cambridge and Woodley were

expanded in December 1940, and plans were made to open three new schools at
(1)

North Luffenham, Sealand and Yeaden, early in the new year.

1941, \Wiite Waltham was needed for the headquarters of the Air Transport

Auxiliary and No, 13 E.P.T.S. was destined to move from there to Peterborough

This move, however, was later cancelled and No. 13

In January

on 23 December 1940.

E.P.T.S. closed down on 1 June 1941, and No. 21 E.P.T.S. opened at Booker to

No. 12 E.P.T.S, Prestwick was also closed, on 23 March 1941, asreplace it,

the aerodrome was needed as an Atlantic Perry Terminus.

Then by the end of 1940, there were still 19 E.P.T.S.s feeding 12

S.P.T.S.s in the United Kingdom together with a Polish school oariying out
(2)

Extensions of courses during the winter of 1940 - 41all-throu^ training,

because of bad serviceability and weather were common, and S.P.T.S. delays

The output of pilots fell below schedule

in numbers, while in quality it lacked night flying practice.

Training of Allies

compelled extensions at E.P.T.S.s.

In March 1940, a course of 10 days' duration commenced for the testing

Pour Magisters
(3)

and grading of Polish pilots, at No. 15 E.P.T.S. Carlisle,

and nine Battles were added to the establishment of this school to carry out

This commitment was extended the following month to a threethis training.

This scheme continued untilweeks' course with a population of thirty.

November 1940, whereupon No. 1 (Polish) Plying Training School was foimed for

giving both elementary and Service flying training and this training formerly

On 28 Octobergiven at No, 15 E.P.T.S. was transferred to the new school.

1940, a Pranco-Belgian Training school was foimed at Odiham with the object of

(l) In the first few months of 1941 four new E.P.T.S.s were opened
Date opened

mi
l8 January
10 Pebruaiy
17 March
1 June

LocationE.P.T.S.

No. 17

No. 19

No. 20

No. 21

North Luffenham

Sealand

Yeadon

Booker

(2) See Appendices 17 and 18.

(3) The first course ccanmenced on 1 March 1940 aiod the last course
finished on 28 November 1940.

/ providing
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providing initial training and elementary flying training to non-English

This school closed on 9 June 1941.speaking French and Belgian pupils.

Instrument Flying

In December 1940 and January 1941 an investigation by Squadron Leader

Macdonald (T.F.4) revealed that the existing Link Trainer syllabus for

S.F.T.S.s was obsolescent, that instrument flying instruction was neither

standardised nor correlated with operational requirements, and that S.F.T.S.

instructors were largely ignorant of the first principles of instrument

In fact, 95 per cent of
(1)

flying and of its importance in operational work,

the instructors examined were not noticeably better on instrument flying than

the average pupil turned out of an S.F.T.S., while a fair proportion of them

believed that it was unnecessary for an instructor to be himself competent in

In July 1941 instrument flying wasinstrument flying in order to teach it.

standardised by notes laying down what should be taught at the 0.F.S. and

by requiring S.F.T.S. instructors to practise instrument flying for

half an hour per week, and by revising the S.F.T.S. Link Trainer and

instrument flying syllabuses, and the E.F.T.S. Link Trainer syllabus.

One or two interesting observations were made on this need for a drastic

S.F.T.S• »

(2)

The off-hand attitude of instructorsoverhaul of instrument flying teaching,

towards it was put down to lack of emphasis on its importance and to the

impression given by the lack of any standardised method of instruction that

instrument flying was of no special significance, while Air Commodore Cochrane

(D,T.F,) asked what the C.F.S. had been doing to allow such a state of

affairs to ccane about.

Shortage of Aircraft and Airfields

Various ways of reducing the demand for advanced trainers were investi-

At a meeting held on 21 December a

Adapting such aircraft as
(3)

gated during the winter of 1940-41.

number of suggestions were put forward.

Lysanders and Hurricanes for use as advaiioed trainers turned out to be

the modifications involved were formidable and would need aimpracticable:

great deal of time to put into production,

but the balance between synthetic and air training had to be watched carefully

and it appeared likely that synthetic training would have more value for

Synthetic training was fostered,

improving the output standard than for replacing practice in the air.

(1) A.M. File A.45454/39.

(2) A.E.B./lIM/a9/l.

(3) A.M.T./LM/182. / The
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The use of Hurricanes instead of idasters in the later weeks of

S.P.T.S. training was the subject of an experiment which began at

Hullavington in Pebruaiy.
(1)

The Hurricanes were used, with check dual

on Masters, during the last five weeks of the (ten-week) course; night
(2)

flying was done on Masters. The experiment was found to be entirely

satisfactory from the training point of view:

ment apparent at Fighter 0.T.U.s in Hurricane-trained pilots, and in May

Hurricanes were brought into use at No. 5 S.P.T.S. Ternhill and No. 8

S.P.T.S. Montrose.

Hurricanes' accident rate was high:

times that of Masters.

there was a marked improv

By August, however, it was found that the

their average wastage was some four

The main causes were heavy landings and engine

e-

Because of this high wastage and the fact that more main

tenance staff were needed for a mixed establishment of advanced trainers

and single-seater fighters the use of Hurricanes at S.P.T.S.s died out.

A somewhat similar proposal, following from the 'X' courses, that a

Wellington S.P.T.S. should be formed, was discussed in January 1941, but

never reached the experimental stage,

training, some pupils were trained at Desford in November 1940 on a twin-

(5)
failure.

At the ab initio stage of

engined elementary trainer designed by Reid and Sigrist, but nothing more

came of the experiment.

In Pebruarj'^ 1941 S.P.T.S. trainin^the United Kingdom vras badly held

up by unserviceable aerodromes, and Bomber Gomraand agreed that schools

which were short of serviceable R.L.G. s should use certain operational

aerodromes where there was room for trainers.
(4)

The primary purpose was

to increase the amount of night flying done, but this purpose was only

partly achieved.

(l) A.M. Pile S.69512.

(2) Of the 72 hours flying in the Third Revise S.F.T.S. course, 22 were
done on Hurricanes.

(3) The e^lanation was put forward that the high Hurricane accident
rate was due to the generally low standard of flying instruction in
the stunraer of 1941, to the rou^ surface and inadequate size of
Montrose and Ternhill, and to the aircraft's hi^ speed and small

endurance, inhich caused pupils to lose themselves and make forced
landings.

(4) The aerodromes used were Driffield (No. 5 S.P.T.S.), Lindholme
(No. 11 S.P.T.S.), West Raynham (No. 14 S.F.T.S.), and Watton
(No. 15 S.P.T.S.). At the end of March the use of Driffield had to

stop because of persistent enemy attacks at ni^t in consequence

of the lights shown while training.
(A.H.B./lIM/a9/lb and A.M. Pile S.58474.

/ Planning
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Plarming and the Shift System

The lengthening of E.P.T.S. training to 6 weeks brought up the problem

of phasing E.F.T.S. output with the 10-week S.P.T.S. course, and in

February 1941 it was suggested that outputs and intakes should be made

fortnightly, thus giving S.F.T.S.s five courses of 40 instead of the four
(1)

courses of 50 which had previously operated. The suggestion was

opposed by Plying Training Gommand on the ground that a five course

organisation would need more instructors and accommodation, would be

wasteful, and would be difficult to work. Plying Training Command's

reception of this attempt at planning suggested that the Oomraand's inherent

resistance to change might be greater than its eagerness to try experiments

for improving training, and the organisation of schools was brought under

review by the Air Ministry with the object of raising the general level of

efficiency.

In April Group Captain (Jordon Dean investigated the maximum capacity of

which S.P.T.S.s were capable (i.e. how their aircraft and staff could best

be used to produce flying time) and reported in May
(2)

that by organising a

school so that the load was spread as evenly as possible over the aircraft.

instructors, pupils, and maintenance staff it should be capable of handling

288 pupils with an establishment of 108 aircraft and 65 (i.e. an increase of

nine)
(3)

instructors, and the addition of 100 men to the ground maintenance

To achieve this he proposed working by day in a system of five-hour

shifts, keeping flying going constantly throughout all fit day flying

staff.

weather. By this system each instructor would have six pupils,

difficulty was night flying:

The main

a school with two landing grounds in use for

night flying would be barely able to give each pupil, in summer, the 4^

hours required by the syllabus.

By contrast. Plying Training Gommand estimated that the maximum training

effort would be produced by giving each instructor four pupils, and requiring

him to do 80 hours flying per month.
(4)

In June Plying Training Gommand put
(5)

forward an alternative scheme for increasing S.P.T.S. efficiency.
rO A.M. Pile S. 58474. ~ “
(2) This report is included at Appendix 19.

(3) S.P.T.S.s were working with six instructors fewer than the number quoted
in Group Gaptain (Jordon Dean's report.

(4) A.M. Pile S.58474.

(5) See Appendix 20.
/ It
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It was olear that the S.P.T.S,s could work more intensively than the

Third Revise with 200 pupils required, and in June seven of the T.E. S.P.T.S.s
(0 ■

The eighth, No. 6 S.P.T.S

on 18 June an experiment in working to Group Captain Gordon Dean’s shift

system with 288 pupils,

288 pupils, while Little Rissington was given priority in the supply of

spares, to avoid delays which would upset the experiment.

Little Rissington, he^nbegan to handle 240. • 9

Some increase in staff was needed for both 240 and

Maximum Output of E.F.T.S.s.

An increased flov/ of pupils from the E.P,T.S.s was wanted, partly to fill

the expanded S.P.T.S.s, and partly to feed the growing number of R.A.P• f

S.P.T.S.s in Canada for which E.P.T.3. training was at this time done in the

In May and June ten flights (of 30 pupils each) were added

the Service-operated school at Peterborough was closed and

United Kingdom,

to the schools,

replaced by a civilian-operated E.P.T.S. (No. 21) at Booker, and the ab initio

part of the Polish Plying Training School at Hucknall was made a separate unit

and established at Peterborough as No. 25 (Polish) E.P.T.S.

(2)

In June and July

(3)
increased their pupil population by 20 per

In July, August and September, six

more flights were added to existing schools and three new schools were opened.

By the end of the summer the United Kingdom flying training organisation

Eleven S.P.T.S.s were training

all the E.P.T.S. s except seven

cent (i.e. from 30 to 36 per flight).
(4)

reached its maximum intensity of production,

for the R.A.P. and turning out pilots at the rate of some 11,300 per year.

In addition there was one S.P.T.S. training for the Fleet Air Arm and another

Twenty-five E.P.T.S.s (one of them Polish) with a total

annual capacity of about 22,000 per year were feeding the S.P.T.S.s.
(5)

was the peak of basic pilot training in the United Kingdom.

training Poles,

This

No. 2 Brize Norton, No. 3 South Cerney, No. 11 Shawbury, No, 12 Grantham,
No.14- Cranfield, No.15 Kidlington, and the College S.P.T.S. Cranwell.
The S.E. schools could not deal with more than 200 pupils because lack of
spares for Masters prevented any intensification of their flying.

Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 18 and 22 E.P.T.S.  s were expanded by the
addition of extra flights.

The population of the following E.F.T.S.s was increased by 20 per cent:-
Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 24-.

(a) One flight was added to each of Nos, 3, 6, 15, l6, 17 and 20
£)• F* T» s*

(b) The following schools opened on the dates shown:-
1241

l8 August
15 September
15 September

E.F.T.S.

No. 26
No. 28
No. 29

Theale

Wolve rhampton
Clyffe lypard

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

due to open at Bagington but never conuaenced training owing(No. 27 was
to a change of requirements).

(5) See Appendices 21 and 22. / It
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It was clear that many factors had to be taken into account when

Winter conditions made a course of 10 weeks'planning for maximum efficiency.

duration beginning between April and August equivalent to one of 12 weeks

beginning in March, or of 14 weeks beginning in September, October, January or

February, or one of 18 weeks beginning in November or December. Unservice

ability of aerodromes showed that grass surfaces would not stand up to the

heavy traffic of intensive flying; the lesson of Oranfield and experience in

Canada led to a decision that United Kingdom S.P.T.S.s should have two runways
(1)

at right angles. Night flying was a problem in landing grounds; three
(2)

Maintenance diffi-were necessary to carry out the syllabus properly.

culties could be a serious handicap if there were delays over replacement

aircraft and spares, or if hangars could not be used because of dispersal.

In September the basic length of S.P.T.S, courses in the United Kingdcan

was raised to 12 weeks, with planned equivalents of 14, l6 and l8 weeks in the

winter, and the flying hours went up to 85.
(3)

The night flying target

Night flying had been re-instated at the E.P.T.S.s in

July 1941, it having been discontinued on the outbreak of war.

hour's night dual was laid down in the summer of 1941 and this was gradually

remained at 5 hours.

Ha If-a n-

extended during the autumn.

In November 1941, owing to the bottleneck of E.P.T.S. trained pupils

awaiting entry into Service flying training schools, three special pools

known as Pupil Pilots Pools were opened at selected E.P.T.S.s. Their

function was to continue the training of E.P.T.S. trained pupils awaiting

entry into S.P.T.S.s; training was carried out on Tiger Moths and the

duration of the course was indefinite, depending on the rate of intakes of the

S.P.T.S.s. These schools were not required when the bottleneck at S.P.T.S.s

(l) Canadian S.P.T.S.s had three runways on parent aerodromes ard. R.L.G.S,
and in some cases the parent aerodrome had double runways,
at first some concern about the need for off-win|JLlandings, but it
proved unfounded,
runways.

There was

Canadian E.P.T.S.s were also being provided with

(2) The use of parent aerodromes, as well as R.L.G.s, for night flying was
The 'Drem* electric.allowed in the United Kingdom fron July 1941.

centrally controlled, system of lighting was adopted in October 1941,
but not brought into use until later.

(5) Previously the syllabus required 72, but in tiie summer of 1941 the
schools actually averaged 80 hours per pupil, (A.M. Pile 3.58474).

/ was
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was solved, and one closed down in June 1942 and the remaining two schools
(1)

disbanded in March 1943.

Due to the surplus of pilots and that schools overseas were turning

out larger numbers, basic pilot training in the United Kingdom began to

The United Kingdom schools graduallydisappear towards the end of 1941.

changed over, during the winter of 1941-1942, from basic 3.P.T.S. instruction

to refresher courses for acclimatising pilots trained overseas. By
(2)

March 1942 the change was practically canplete.

S.P.T.S. left in the United Kingdom:

on T.E. training) for experimental and research work on new ideas,

was also a Polish S.P.T.S. (No. l6) at Newton.

The virtual disappearance of S.P.T.S. training in the United Kingdom

Granwell was the only

it was kept (half on S.E. and half

There

was, of course, accompanied by a reduction in the E.P.T.S. training needed.

and the reduction was accentuated by a decision to do elementary training in

E.P.T.S. capacity in the United
(

Canada for the R.A.P., S.P.T.S.s there.
3)

Kingdom, however, had dropped only slightly by the end of 1941,

drop was more than made u^ in January 1942 when additional 
flights were

and this

During this period various moves of elementaryadded to the E.P.T.S.s.

No, 1 P.P.P. formed at Peterborou^ (No. 17 E.P.T.S.) on 3 November
1941 and disbanded on 1 June 1942.

No. 2 P.P.P. formed at Clyffe iypard (No. 29 E.P.T.S.) on 3 November
1941 and disbanded on 8 March 1943.

No, 3 P.P.P. formed at V/olverhampton (No. 28 E.P.T.S.) on 3 November
1941 and disbanded on 8 March 1943.

Except at Montrose (which became a Plying Instructors School), Lyneham
(which was transferred to Perry Command), Netheravon (which went on to
Glider and Parachute training) and Kidlington (which became a Glider
O.T.U.). (A.M. Pile S.62856).

The following reductions were made:-
No. 27 E.P.T.S. scheduled to open at Bagington did not open.
No. 19 E.P.T.S. Sealand disbanded on 27 December 1941.
No, 5 E.P.T.S. Meir disbanded on 24 December 1941.
No. 20 E.P.T.S. Yeadon disbanded on 3 January 1942.
No, 2 E.P.T.S. Staverton was converted into No. 6 P.I.S.(e) on

1 November 1941.

3 Plights of No, 1 E.P.T.S. Hatfield disbanded in November 1941.

Additional flights were added to the E.P.T.S. in early 1942:-

Nos. 1 , 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 21 , 22, 28 ai^ 29.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

/ schools
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No. 3 E.P.T.S. moved from Watchfield to Shellingfordschools took place,

on 18 December 1%-1, No, 10 E.F.T.S. had moved from Weston-super-Mare to

Stoke Orchard on 29 September 1941, and No. 24 E.P.T.S. moved from Luton

to Sealand on 7 February 1942.

Need for Better Basic Training

The shortage of pilots which had caused so much anxiety had

disappeared by the summer of 1941, a rapidly mounting flow of trained men

was coming from schools overseas, and the supply of pilots was at last

It was possible to give attention

at last to the quality rather than to the quantity of the output,

some time it had been realised that the standard of pilot training was not

greater than the first line requirement.

For

the standard of instruction was generally lowas high as it should be;

because good and experienced instructors were hard to find; a large

percentage of accidents was caused by bad flying technique and bad

airmanship; there was general ignorance of the principles of handling

modern aircraft; squadrons devised undesirable methods because the G.P.S

without a handling squadron, was not a live centre for disseminating sound

Thus, when the results of the Little Rissington experiment

were considered in iugust 1941, the main purpose to be served by greater

efficiency and intensity at S.F.T.S.s had changed from turning out larger

numbers of pilots to the producing of better trained men.

experiment was hampered by shortage of spares (about 15 aircraft out of the

total of 108 being constantly out of action for this reason), and took

• >

(1)
technique.

(2)
The

place rather too late in the summer for the hours of daylight to allow

It produced a higher accident rate and a lowerthree five-hour shifts.

Within these limitations it was successful in showingstandard of output.
(3)

that S.P.T.S.s could achieve greater intensity of flying.

(l) A.M. Pile 855861/38.
(it had been disbanded in 1940) and made a Handling Squadron in
July 1941, Lut it remained ineffective.

(2) A.M. Piles S.58474 and S.71940.

(3) It also showed the need for efficient airfield control, and that a
shift system had the drawback of causing irregular meals.

The Handling Plight at C.P.S. was reconstituted
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In a letter to the Air Ministry on 2 Deceoaber, Bomber Command complained
(1)

of the standard of training of aircrew personnel reaching their O.T.U. s.

The main trouble, it seemed, was their lack of night flying, and now following

the policy of building a relatively small number of heavy bombers instead of a

large number of small bombers, the emphasis was on quality rather than

quantity.

It will be recalled that in the summer of 1940, during the Battle of

Britain, it was necessary that the system of training should be reorganised to

produce the quantity which was urgently needed, and to this end the pre-O.T.U.

stages had been reduced from 24 to 16 weeks with  a total of some 122 hours

The O.T.U. (Bomber) was 10 weeks and included 85 hours flying.
(2)

flying.

These courses provided the minimum instruction necessary to enable a pilot

to handle his aircraft under favourable conditions, but they gave too little

background of general flying experience and this led to a hi^er accident rate

at the later stages of training when flights were undertaken in more diffiuolt

A review of the number of aircraft written off per 10,000 hours

flying during the nine-month period 1 January to  1 September 1941 revealed the

following position:-

conditions.

E.P.T.S. 2-5

5S.P.T.S.

O.T.U. 15 decreasing to 10
Decrease largely seasonal

Operational 20 decreasing to 10 )
Squadrons

It will be seen that operational aircraft were being written off at twice the

rate of S.P.T.S. aircraft which, in turn, was double the E.P.T.S. rate.

Clearly the skill of the pupil had not been increasing as fast as his advance

)

(3)
to more complex types of aircraft.

(l) BG/C.22872/Tr/G.-in-C. and A.M. Pile S.77400.

(2) Owing to lack of capacity, in the svunmer of 1941 these were reduced to
6 weeks with 42 hours flying.

(3) Expressed in terms of aircraft the monthly average loss of operational
aircraft from accident causes was:-

Gommand No. of Aircraft Equivalent to

(No. of squadrons)

67Bomber

Fighter
Coastal

4

78 5

li
10^170Total

These figures were for write-offs only and did not include those seriously
damaged,
operational aircraft during this period.

Even so, they represented some 20 per cent of the output of
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During 1941 the standards of training had been largely dictated by

By -the end of 1941 with the target of front-line squadrons being

shared by the Allies, the extent of the expansion of the Metropolitan Air

Force could be out dovm to a figure more approaching that which the United

At the same time the long term

necessity.

Kingdom could produce from her own resources,

measure that had been taken in the Dominions resulted in such a large flow of

trainees that the Air Ministry were embarrassed by the bottle-neck created at

It can, therefore, be seen that extra time all along thethe O.T.U. stage.

training pipeline could now be afforded.

The price which had to be paid in loss of efficiency and the crash rate

in order to overcome the critical shortage of pilots during 1940/early 1941

The operational commands had emphasized the need for longer

training while more modern equipment demanded higher standards of flying

had been heavy.

At the same time the scale of the training effort did not admittechnique,

of much choice in the selection of aircrew personnel,

individuals were being trained who had little or no mechanical knowledge,

including some v;ho had never even driven a motor oar, and this, coupled with a

low general standard of education, necessitated a longer period to absorb the

It was a fact that

necessary instruction.

The following factors had to be borne in mind in considering the future

standard of training:-

(a) Experience had pointed to the need for longer training, and

this need had been emphasized by the commanders-in-chief of

all the operational commands.

The force which was then being trained would be equipped with

more powerful and complicated aircraft calling for higher

standards of flying technique.

The scale on which training was being undertaken did not ©aE^nit

(b)

(o)

of the same measure of choice in selecting aircrew personnel.

Individuals were then being trained who had little or no

mechanical knowledge and they consequently needed  a longer

period to absorb the necessary instruction.

The basic training organisation had largely been transferred(d)

overseas, and this necessitated a period to acclimatise pilots

to the blackout and meteorological conditions in the United

Kingdom and to give them practice in map reading before starting

operational training.
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s Proposals; The Nev/ DealA.M.T.

The following proposals were put forward by the Air Member for Training, for

improving the standard of training;-

(a) Future plans should be based on pilots receiving 300 hours flying

experience before joining an operational squadron; this figure

was to be 350 hours for pilots proceeding direct from 0.T.U.s to

heavy bomber squadrons. This target was desirable but at the

moment impossible to attain before training capacity had been

in the meantime therefore A.M.T. suggested that theincreased;
(1)

following standards could be realised:-

On elementaiy trainer aircraft
On advanced trainer aircraft

On operational aircraft

80 hours

-  150 hours(2)
-  30 hours

260 hoursTotal

(b) Advanced flying Units should be set up in Britain to accustom crews

trained overseas to United Kingdom conditions and to undertake their

conversion to the operational type of aircraft: this instruction

vras to occupy one month. It was considered that the capacity left

vacant by the transfer of the S.F. T.S. s to Canada could no«ube taken

up with this additional stage, which not only compensated for some of

the inadequacies of the previous syllabi c but which also provided an

essential period for refreshing inexperienced crew after the delays

inseparable from overseas travel and training,

(c) Pilots should be given an air test in Britain to eliminate all but

the most promising pupils before they were sent for training overseas.

The E.P.T.S. capacity left vacant by the transfer overseas could be

By this means (known as grading) not

only would it be possible to select the most promising material i.e.

those candidates who went solo the quickest, but it was also estimated

to save some 350 passages a month in both directions.

utilised for this purpose.

(1) AC. 70''(41).

(2) Of the 150 hours on the advanced trainer aircraft, pilots destined for the
M.A.P. were to be given 120 hours at S.P.T.S.s overseas, and 30 hours in
Advanced Plying Units in this country,
conversion to the operational type they would have had experience of flying
in the United Kingdom, also map reading, training in beam approach and
general practice after the voyage period.

This was to ensure that before

/ (d)
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(d) Ihe Central Flying School should undertake the training of

flying instructors for the Central Flying Schools of the

Empire.

The proposals also included improvements in the training of other members of

aircrews besides pilots, v/hich entailed an increase in the training capacity for

observers and air gunners overseas.

The A.M.T. *s proposals to increase the course lengths were the subject of

discussion by the Air Council and the Commands, particularly Bomber Command, where

the problem arose in its most acute form. In tile meantime, however, on grounds of

emergency, instructions were given in anticipation of approval for the extension to

16 T/eeks of the 3.F.T.S. courses (botli E.A.T.3. and transferred schools) in Canada,

and to 16 weeks in New Zealand and Southern Rhodesia. Courses in Australia and

South Africa were already at 16 weeks,

the need for a revision of training, but the implications were serious, chiefly in

It was unfortunate, for instance, that a revised

estimate of requirement in advanced trainer aircraft, which did not allow for the

In the main there could be no quarrel wit

the organisational aspect.

h

new proposals, had just been put to the Ministry of Aircraft Production. There

was the embarrassing possibility that this estimate would now have to be revised.

There was also the fear that what v/as now a surplus of trainees ex-S.F.T.3. might

become a deficit which would not balance aircraft output, and particularly new
(1)

demands for aircraft arising from developments in the Far East. The cost in

units and aircraft also had not been measured and there was likely to be the

paradox of increased training overheads for a reduced target force. There was

also some criticism that, with the transfer of basic training overseas, the Air

Member for Training would lose touch with the organisation for whose syllabus he

was responsible.

These proposals were only practicable if existing 'Arnold' capacity in America

continued to be available, and the A.M.T. would have preferred to have asked for

more U.3.A. capacity in order to bring his proposed 260 hours up to 300. At this

moment, hov/ever, when the President and the American people were feeling the

reactions of the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbour and when it could be easily seen

(-l) Japanese aggression at Pearl Harbour, Singapore and Hong Kong on
7, 7/8 and 18/19 December respectively.

/ that
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that the Americans would soon he eager to expand their fighting forces in order

decisively to participate in the war, this would not be a good time to suggest

that the United Kingdom siiould increase their demands on the all too few training

There did not seem to be at this time anyfacilities existing in the U.S.A.

capacity would be lost, but if this did happen, then

the Air Ministiy had to be prepared either to accelerate training in Canada or do

immediate fear that 'Arnold

less hours.

In general it can be said that the new> training proposals met with approval

in principle subject to discussion with the Commands and investigations of the

There also followed discussion on the pilot and observerlogistical aspect.

Advanced Plying Units and on Elementary Training in the United Kingdom.

It was considered essential that the scope of training at the A.P.U. should

After experiencebe planned in relation to the standard of the trainees on entry.

of Dominion trained personnel already undergoing training at A.P.U.s it was found

that, while on the whole their standard of flying was good, they lacked finish and

their knov/ledge of instrument flying, navigation, armament, aircraft recognition

It therefore required from four to six weeks at theand R,T. procedure was poor.

A.P.U. in order to bring them to the standard attained by a good United Kingdom

trained S.P.T.S. product.
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Elementary Traininp; Requirements in the United Kingdom

The subject of 'G-rading is explained in detail in Chapter 1;

suffices to say that it was at this time (December 19A-1) that the 'New Deal

here it

also embraced the principle that in order to out down wastage or elimination

during basic training overseas, pupils should be graded according to their

quickness in learning and ability in the air before being posted overseas.

This proposal was adopted because it had been established that the quicker a

pupil reached the solo flying stage, the better proposition he was from a

general pilot training point of view,

likely he was to be eliminated during subsequent training,

stood that from all points of view it v/as desirable to out down wastage in

training, and that therefore a preliminary testing or grading course was the

best and most practical means of actually finding out in any batch of pupils

what was their practical ability in the air.

pupils according to their abilities, and selections for Pilot, Navigator or

Bomb iimer training were made from the higher, middle and lower grades

respectively.

Conversely, the slower he was, the m

It will be unde

'Grading' was therefore gradi

ore

r-

ng

It the Training Meeting in the Air Ministry on 10 December 1941, when the

proposal for grading was discussed it was decided that:-

The length of the air testing course should be three weeks.

The minimum useful flying time on the course should be

eight hours, with further instruction in flying if time

were available.

(a)

(b)

(c) No modification should be made in the existing organisation

and establishment with the exception that the instructor

establishment should be of 10 per flight of 30 pupils on the

10 weeks' course at E.P.T.S.s where all-through elementary

training would be carried out. In this connection it was

noted that the A.M. T. proposed that ilie 80 hours flying on the

10 weeks' course should be allocated in the proportion of

40 hours dual to 40 hours solo. The meeting held the view

that the flying time should be in the proportion of 30 hours

dual to 50 hours solo.

/ (d)
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(d) The 10 weeks' course, whilst acceptable, was not sufficiently

flexible or conducive to smooth working since enemy action

might interfere with the arrival of drafts in Canada on the

due date and that deficiencies could not quickly be made good

unless some pool system were established in Canada to meet

such eventualities.

The next question concerning elementary training requirements was whether

there were training advantages in retaining E.P.T.S. capacity in Britain to feed

transferred S.F.T.S.s or whether it were desirable that this capacity should

itself be transferred.

The conclusions reached were that there were considerable advantages in

retaining E.P.T.S. training capacity in the United Kingdom, e.g.:-

(a) The necessity for retaining control of the standard of

flying training in Britain.

(b) The desirability of the flying instructor carrying out

a reasonable proportion of complete elementary flying

training failing which his standard of instruction would

deteriorate and his valuable services would not be

adequately employed.

(c) ibsenoe of all-through training would result in an

increased wastage rate.

(d) Training under weather conditions comparable v/ith those

in which the pupil would subsequently operate was of high

value, particularly in regard to night flying.

The supply of trainer aircraft was ensured from home(e)

production.

(f) The E.P.T.S. aerodrome capacity of 43 flights would become

redundant and, generally, could not be used for other

purposes.

On the subject of elementary glider training it was stated that the

existing six flights at Derby could only produce l66 pilots by July 1942 against

a requirement of 400 and that since the need for these pilots was one of urgency,

the further training capacity required to produce the pilots was:-

/ (a)
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(a) Two additional glider schools which were equivalent to

nine flights,

(b) E.F.T.S. capacity of 15 flights against the six mentioned.

To meet this commitment, 100 staff pilot instructors were required of

whom 25 only were available,

from S.P.T.S.s and from the glider training schools.

The balance therefore would have to be found

In addition it was

decided that the four glider schools working on a four weeks

to be established by the first week in January 1942, or other<vise the 400 pilots

required would not be available by July 1942.

glidertraining commitment there would be a loss of 18 E.P.T.S. flights, i.e.

nine at aerodromes turned over to the glider schools and nine (in addition to

Derby) required for training Army personnel.

I course would have

In order to meet the additional

It was decided that the syllabus at the Glider School at Thame should be

used as a basis and modified in the light of experience and having regai^i to

the course being reduced from six to four weeks. It was also decided that the

E.P.T.S. course for Naval pupils should be extended from eight to ten weeks

as in the case of R.A.P. pupils.

A sxmimary of E.P.T.S. capacity required in the United Kingdom follov/ing

on the discussions was as follows:-

Plights

Air Testing
R.A.P. , E.P.T.S.s
Glider E.P.T.S.s

Naval E.P.T.S.S
Miscellaneous

A4

35

15 (plus 2 additional schools of 9 flights)
7
4

Total

plus

105

9

an increase of 18 flights114
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New Training Proposals

It will be realised that the pressure from operational GO.mmands, and

particularly Bomber Command, to improve the standard of training in order to

achieve better operational results had become a vital necessity, and the period

from that time and extending into the early months of 1942 was one of intensive

By that time the requirement to build up the offensive

element of the air forces was receiving the strongest political backing, and it

remained for the training authorities, vdthin the limits imposed by the various

restrictive factors, to concentrate, so far as practicable, on quality before

discussion and activity.

all else.

On 19 December 1941 in pursuance of this object,  a conference was held in

the Air Ministry to discuss improvements in the standard of training of crews for

Bomber Command, and especially to consider the application of the Air Member for

Training's new proposals to Bomber Command's requirements,

proposals was therefore discussed, and they are outlined in order to bring the

reader up-to-date in his knowledge of what had passed and -vsiiat could be achieved

A series of

in the future.

To recapitulate the basic facts, the reader will perhaps remember that in

the summer of 1940 it became necessary, owing to the grave shortage of aircraft

and to lack of advanced trainer aircraft, to reduce the amount of instruction

The scheme which was introduced wasgiven at the E.F.T.S.s and S.P.T.S.s.

known as the 'Third Revise' and allowed the following periods of training:-

50 hours for 6 weeksE.P.T.S.

72S.P.T.S. 10

The course provided the minimum instruction necessary to enable a pilot to

handle his aircraft, but it was realised that it was most desirable and essential

to extend the courses as soon as the situation made this possible. By that time

improvements in pre-0.T.U. training for pilots were taking place, and improve

ments in the training of the other members of aircrew were also effected on a

(1)
similar scale.

In the same way the standard of training in medium and light bomber 0.T.U.s

had been laid down as follows:-

Length of Course
- Weeks (SummerV

Hours per

Pilot

30Wellington and Whitley
Hampden
Blenheim or Light Bomber

854
60 8

(1) See Appendix 23.
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These courses were agreed in the spring of 1941, and catered for pupils

passing out of the E.F.T. 3. and S.F.T.S. course in accordance with the Third

Revise.

It will be realised that the slow-down of first line expansion due to

the entry of America into the war coincided with this need for improved

quality in training, and therefore from all points of view the situation was

now favourable for a drastic reorganisation of training. The Ccjtnmander-in-

Ghief, Bcmber Command, once more gave expression to his conviction that his

force was inadequately trained, and that the results expected were not being

achieved from bombing attacks. In particular, he considered that it was

essential that much more time should be devoted to night flying in pre-O.T.U.

At that time unsuitable personnel were reaching O.T.U.s, and he

considered that they should be eliminated at an earlier stage of training if

heavy losses of crews and available aircraft at the O.T.U. stage were to be

avoided.

training.

He criticised the amount of time devoted to training on elementary

aircraft and considered that the E.P.T.S. flying hours should be reduced from

80 to 60 in order to allow the balance to be used at a later stage of

This was because of the lack of a more modern type of elementary

If the full instrument panel could be taken

then more time could be given at the elementary stage to night and instrument

The A.M. T. , however, was not to be deterred from his policy of

giving as sound a basic flying expeidence as was possible, fully cognisant

though he was of the limits of the equipment at his disposal,

With regard to S.F.T.S. training, the Commander-in-Ghief emphasized the

need for more than 15 hours night flying, and proposed that this should be

doubled.

training.

trainer aircraft than the Moth.

flying.

The A.M.T. considered that some additional night flying could be

obtained by v/orking all blind approach training flights for the whole of the

24 hours if Somber Gomiuand were prepared to agree to such extended use of

The Gommander-in-Ghief considered that the proposal was

acceptable so far as it went, but considered that it was not good enough and

their aerodromes.

required something much more substantial. It was pointed out, however, that

this could only be achieved by making available more aerodromes and more

aircraft. It appeared from the discussions that by March 1942, on the

/ assumption
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assumption that the transferred soheines in Canada would get their trainers

from the U.S.A., there would in theory be a surplus of 800 to 1,000 advanced

trainers, including Oxfords, in Britain, and it was, therefore, in the

direction of more night flying at the A.F.U. s that some improvement could be

This met a further criticism by the Gommander-in-Chief that the

hours night flying proposed by the A.M.T. for advanced flying units was

quite inadequate.

Altogether, the A.M.T. was most anxious to raise the general standard of

training and he fully appreciated the veiy high standard required for bomber

crews, but his proposals represented the best that could be done under the

achieved.

circumstances in pre-O.T.U. training. He considered that the policy should

be to make a drive for greatly iiaproved pre-O.T.U. training so that the

proportion of operational type aircraft used in 0.T.U. training might be kept

He assured Bomber Command that everything possibleas low as possible.

within the available resources would be done to meet their requirements, and

in particular he would do all he could to increase the amount of night flying

instruction to be given.

G.A.S. Conference on pre-O.T.U. Training. February 1942

The C.A.S. held a conference to consider the *New Deal' proposals on
(1)

11 February 1942. Once more the A.M.T. recapitulated the fact that in

the summer of 1940 the Air Ministry were forced to reduce progressively the

pre-O.T.U. period of training for pilots from a total of 24 weeks with 150

hours flying to 12 weeks v?^ith 122 hours flying or less, at the same time

transferring 4 weeks with 28 hours to the O.T.U. stage. It was, however.

always intended, as soon as the supply of advanced trainer aircraft permitted.

to restore to the pre-O.T.U. stage the training which had been transferred to
a

!Hie postponement of first line expansion now exiabled this

intention to be fulfilled, and as a first step, the length of all S.F.T.S.

courses at Home and Overseas had just been extended to 16 weeks with some

the O.T.U. stage.

It had also been found necessary toadjustaent of the E.F.T.S. period,

introduce a new feature into the training organisation, namely, the Advanced

In addition to the reasons for thisFlying Unit for pilots and observers.

(l) G.A.S. 782, 11 February 1942.

/ step
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step, the A.M.T. mentioned that it also relieved the O.T.U.s of the burden

of having to convert single-engine trained pilots to twins.

In considering the total length of the revised course, two considerations

had to be borne in mind, firstly, the need for the standard of training to be

sufficiently high to lead to a substantial reduction in the wastage of

aircrews and aircraft, and secondly, the desirability that courses should not

be increased to such an extent as to rob the pupils of their zest for the

In terms of flying hoiirs prior to joining an operational squadron,

the answer was considered to be 300 hours minimum at the controls with an

additional 50 hours for pilots going on to heavy bomber squadrons direct

This allowed for an adequate amount of instrument flying,

night flying and fomation flying during the period of training and gave an

adequate background of flying experience.

The operational commands had concurred in these proposals except that

Bomber Coiomand considered that 50 hours' solo night flying should be included

It was not practicable, however, under the

fight.

frcm 0. T.U.s.

in the period of training,

circumstances then existing, to provide this amount of night flying, nor was

so much ni^t flying considered essential with the greatly improved standard

of training now contemplated.

(l) A comparison of the training given under each scheme will indicate the
improvement that was expected. The new scheme:-

’a) Doubled the total flying time on all types,
’b} Converted all pupils to twin-engined t3rpes.
'c) Passed the pupils to the O.T.U. training in beam approach,

with the standard in instrument flying which that entailed,
(d) Increased the flying time at night by about five times,

'e) Took the training in navigation to a far higher standard,
f) Introduced elementary training in bombing and gunnery.

Gave the Dominion pilots an acclimatisation course to

accustom them to United Kingdom conditions before their
crew O.T.U, training.

The difference in flying times can be seen from this table:-

g.

Hew SchemeOld Scheme

Day NightDay Hight

80 360 0-1Elementary Plying

120 1272 4Advanced Trainer S.P.T.S.

4i30A.P.U.

4i 230 I9iTotal 132

/ The
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The A.M.T. went on to say that the next problem to be considered was

whether the standards which he had indicated could be reached and maintained.

Regarding the S.P.T.S,s, he considered that it would be possible, subject to

to give the necessary training in the schools

already planned so far as the year 1942 was concerned, provided that the
r ■'

population of the schools overseas could be increased to 240

existing training facilities in the U.S.A. could be retained,

appreciated the difficulty in finding all the capacity required for the

A.P.U.s in Britain and suggested that pupils and aircraft might be

distributed on operational aerodromes, some of which, he felt, were not

being used to the fullest extent.

In the general discussion which followed the A.M.T.’s proposals, the

A.M.S.O. said that a year previously the Air Ministry had been fairly

confident that an increased and adequately trained flow could be maintained

confirmation by the A.M.S.O• 9

(1)
and that the

He

!Ehe new proposalsfran the shortened courses which were then introduced.

represented a tremendous swing of the pendulum and he wondered if they were

not going too far in the other direction,

for a pilot training abroad might be as much as l8 to 19 months before he

The German period of pre-0. T.U. training for bomber

pilots took about 17^ to 23 months during which they completed 270 hours*

It emerged that the total period

reached a squadron.

flying.

Mention was made of a proposal by Flying Training Command that there

should be a six months* initial training wing course, the main object of

which was to instil more discipline into the pupils and to give more

Cnst'TUc.t'ib*) ill ground Sobjecti So that Coulei xCtfulily <v6sOTb
instruction at a later stage in their training. It was considered doubtful,

however, whether these reasons held good in view of the increased course

lengths now proposed.

There then followed an argument on the A.F.U.s.

Bcanber Operations said that the operational commands had asked for more night

flying, and this was one of the i^asons for acoeptiiag the setting up of

He complained that little night flying was being done at these

The Director of

A.F.U.s.

(l) Canada had already agreed to put up their population by 240 by
ifey 1942.
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It wasunits and to that extent they might be regarded as a luxury.

explained, hov«rever, by Ihe Director of Plying Training, that the A.P.U, s had

only just started and that it was not possible to do much night flying in

the absence of the necessary aids and radio equipment, but the intention was

On the other hand, night flying

The Deputy Chief of the

to do 50 per cent of the flying at night.

was not, of course, the only fiuiction of the A.P.U.

Air Staff said that the operational commands were of the opinion that the

A.P.U.s should be absorbed by the 0.T.U.s.

60 hours' flying proposed at these units was excessive.

He himself thought that the

It was pointed out

that if A.P.U.s were absorbed into O.T.U.s the result would be that more

O.T.U. s would be required. It was also suggested that econcsnies might be

effected by ccsnbining the pilot and observer A.P.U.s, but it was pointed out

that the seating capacity of the aircraft would be fully occupied.

Pinally, in reply to the C.A.S. , the A.M.T. said that he was satisfied

that the new scheme would produce all the crews required during 1943.

the circumstances required it, he could once more shorten courses, but this

If

would have unfortunate repercussions throughout the training organisation at

home and abroad.

Assessment of the cost of the New Training Programme

The G.A.S. in comiaenting on the proposals before him, said that some

50 per cent of accidents involving write-offs were due to lack of skill on

the part of pilots and the need for an improved standard of training was

He felt that it v/ould be excellent if a reduction of the wastageapparent.

in crews and aircraft could be achieved by the improved standard of training.

but it depended on the A.M.S.O.fe ability to find the necessary resources for

the new training programme under discussion and on the ability to maintain an

adequate output of aircrews under the new conditions.

The A.M.3.0. was then invited to give an assessment of the cost of the

new schema

Aerodromes

Sixty-seven additional aerodromes would be required to house

the pilot and observer A.P.U.s.

aerodromes being used for the purpose, as they would otherwise

This included the S.P. T.S.

/ have
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On the assumptionhave been available for other purposes,

that it was feasible to increase S.P.T.S. populations to

240, no additional S.P.T.S. capacity beyond that already

planned would be required during 1942.

i^ircraft

An output of 40 Masters per month from October 1942 onwards

Under existing plans, the production

of Masters was due to cease by February 1943.

duotion of Oxfords, which was due to drop to 115  a month at

would be required.

The pro-

the end of 1942, would be required at the rate of 190 per

month. Tke output of p<r tnonlrQ ojoold ha,i/c to 6e
{wcreasecl to '30 p€nr month.

Engines

A greatly increased number of Cheetah engines would be

required, and this threatened to affect the production

of Merlins.

Personnel

The new programme of pre-0. T.U. and 0.T.U. training would

require some 83,000 additional personnel including 5,000

This, it was considered, would probably require

a high level approach to the Ministry of Labour in view of

officers.

the large number of personnel required.

In discussing trainer aircraft for the S.P.T.S.s the A.M.S.O. said that

he was doubtfiil whether 108 trainer aircraft per school was adequate, in

view of the spares difficulty, and he had therefore assumed that 135 wovild

The A.M.T. said that if the flow of spares were no better

than in the summer of 1941, he agreed that 12 to 15 aircraft per S.P.T.S.

This

be required.

would be needed over and above what would otherwise be sufficient,

indicated the wastefulness of an inadequate supply of spares.

It was stated that so far as Canada v/as concerned, with IO8 aircraft

plus an adequate supply of spares, there would be no difficulty in training

a population of 240, although it was agreed that it would be rash to assume

that an adequate supply of spares would in fact be available.

The C.A.S. said he was prepared to approve the A.M.T.*s proposals on

the understanding that if it were not found administratively possible fully
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to implement the scheme, the A.ia.T. would adjust the training periods so

as to provide the necessary flow of aircrews.

It T/as further agreed that:-

(a) It would he necessary for A.M.3.0. and A.M.T. to watch

closely v/hether reduced wastage of operational type

aircraft might enable expansion to be accelerated, thus

demanding an accelerated flow of aircrew.

(b) A.M.S.O. would approach M.A.P. in regard to the additional

production of aircraft and spares required.

(c) A.M.P. would take any necessary steps w^ith the Ministry

of Labour regarding the additional personnel required.

(d) In view of the urgent need for more night flying training

both in A.P.U,s and in 0.T.U.s, full advantage had to be

taken of the existing lull in the enemy activity over

Britain, to relax the restrictions which had been imposed

by Fighter Command,

It may thus be seen that the first obstacle had been surmounted, and

the A.M.T. had received the C.A.S.'s qualified approval for tlie pre-O.T.U.

portion of 'New Deal' in spite of the greatly increased cost in terms of

manpower and material that this involved.

The second problem, that of the improvements recoQimended for 0. T.U.

training, was considered at a further conference held by the Chief of the

This, however, is outside the scope of
(1)

Air Staff on 12 February 1942.

the present chapter and is dealt with in Chapter 15.

Approval of the one-pilot policy. March 1942

The C.A.S. held a further meeting on 29 March 1942 when the interim

decisions on the various important measures which have been described came

(2)
up for final decision. The main decisions were:-

/ (a)

(l) C.A.S. 782.

(2) C.A.S. 782.
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(a) That all medium and heavy bcmber orews should have one

pilot only.

(b) That the functions of the observer in medium and heavy

bomber squadrons should be divided between a navigator

and a bomb aimer.

(o) That the number of wireless operators/air gunner should

be reduced from two to one per crew. A straight air

gunner would be substituted to man the dorsal turret

where applicable.

That a pilot's mate should be provided for each bomber

(The flight engineer would undertake this

task where the crew included this type of aircrew member).

aircraft.

(d)

In the event of the pilot being unable to fly the plane

his task would be to fly the aircraft back over friendly

territory by use of the automatic pilot, and thereafter

the crew would normally bale out.

On the question of the introduction of the one-pilot crew policy it was

explained that the immediate introduction of this policy would result in an

embarrassing accumulation of pilots at Bournemouth, but, by the immediate

extension of the S.P.T.S. course length in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia

from 16 to 24 weeks, a two months' hiatus in output would be caused, followed

by a reduced flow approximately on the same scale as that required. Owing,

however, to the number of pilots on passage to Britain, the surplus at

Bournemouth would build up almost immediately to  a four months' supply, but

this would soon fall to 2-g to 3 months as soon as the hiatus became effective,

further pointed out that if the S.P.T.S. course length were notIt was

extended, then the pilot population at Bournemouth would grow to between ten

and eleven thousand during the course of the following nine months, which

would involve a stay at Bournemouth rising to eight months by the end of 1942,

The planned length of stay at Bournemouthand falling gradually thereafter,

was approximately two months, which included an Army fortnight and a Navy

fortnight.

/ After
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After sane discussions on the various considerations effecting a gradual

or an immediate introduction of the one-pilot scheme, the G.A.S. ruled that

the policy he applied forthwith to pilots then undergoing training in
(1)

O.T.U.s.

The G.A.S. requested the A.M.T. to submit the proposals to the Air

(2)
Gouncil at the earliest possible date. and in the meantime the A.M,T.

informed the Air Gouncil that he was anxious to increase the 3.F.T.S. course

in Ganada from l6 to 24 weeks immediately. The E.A.T.3. Gommittee agreed to

this proposal on 31 Jdarch 1942 and also that Ganada should be invited to

(3)
adjust the course forthwith. At this E.A.T.S. meeting the High

Gommissioner for the United Kingdom in Ganada, who was present, stated that

he had formed the opinion that the introduction of the one-pilot scheme

created the possibility of political difficulties with the Ganadian

authorities, and the G.A.S. was asked if he would signal the Ganadian G.A.3.

informing him of the one-pilot decision and assuring him of the necessity for

it from an Air Force point of view.
(4

The G.A.S. agreed to send the signal.
)

Some doubts were expressed as to whether the 24 weeks' course would provide a

steady and adequate flow of aircrew to man the aircraft vhich would be

available and whether the flow had been stopped in the stages prior to the

S.F.T.S. course. The A.M.T. affirmed that the 24 weeks' course would provide

a sufficient flow of pilots for many months to come and xmtil the expansion

of the frontline Force necessitated a return to a l6 weeks' course. In the

meantime the flow to S.F.T.S.s overseas was stopped for a period of eight

weeks, but this still allowed numbers at Bournemouth to build up a peak of

four months' supply, falling gradually to under three months and finally
(5)

stabilising at the planned two months' supply.

(l) This would interrupt the flow of pilots into O.T.U.s for some weeks.

(2) Ap.27(42), 5 April 19^1^.

(3) AG. 6 (2*2).

(4) AX 191 , April 1942.

(5) In actual fact only course lengths in South Africa and Southern
The Ganadian course length remained atRhodesia were extended.

l6 weeks.
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Summary of ’New Deal* Arrangeraents. April 1942

The discussions and decisions which brought in the new era of training

laid down a system whose broad characteristics remained until the end of the

This system was admittedly not ideal, but it was  a compromise which

steered delicately betv/een the prohibitive cost in time and resources of

ideal requirement and the wastefulness of a too hastily trained first line

whose crews could not exploit the weapons they had been given nor fulfil

It will be realised that there was indeed a very

(1)
war.

their operational aim.

small margin for the needs of first line expansion which was left over after

On thewastage had been met and training requirements had been satisfied.

one hand too much wastage owing to a low standard of training would have

eaten up this margin in a very short space of time and would, indeed was at

On the other hand, the outlay inone time, leading to a serious deficit,

training establishments, particularly on the operational training side, had

to be most carefully calculated if there were to be anything left over for

The reader will have noticed thethe equipment of the first line squadrons.

concern of the Air Member for Supply and Organisation in this respect.

The A.M.T. 's proposals in detail for pre-0.T.U. training were discussed

They were also examinedand approved by all Commands in tlie United Kingdom,

in detail and approved by the Empire Aircrew Training conference,

they were discussed at the G.A.S. meeting (on 11 February 1942), at which it

Finally,

was agreed that they were necessary for efficiency.

The new proposals provided for between 180 and 230 hours flying for

pilots at the end of the S.F.T.S. stage with an additional 60 hours at the

A.F.U. for pilots destined for heavy and medium bombers, night fighters and

general reconnaissance squadrons, and an additional 30 hours at the A.F.U.

This gave totals of 240 to 290for other pilots, prior to O.T.U. training,

hours for bomber, night fighter, and general reconnaissance pilots, and 210

to 260 hours for others. These totals, together with the flying times at

O.T.U.s were designed to produce pilots with adequate flying experience by

day and by night to enable them to take part in operations on joining their

squadrons.

(1) A. 0.27(42), 5 -April 1942.
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This was a most important and fundamental decision, the practical

recognition and fulfilment of which v/as to set the seal on the early aim of

the Director of Training, who it will be remembered, had laid down the

principle of his reorganisation of training in October 1939, that 'the war

system of training should deliver pilots fit to take their places without

delay in tiie first line squadrons'.

So far as the 3.F.T.S. training was concerned, the proposals involved a

reversion to the sixteen-week course which was generally in operation under

the War Training Organisation before the crisis of 1940 forced the reduction

of course lengths.

The total represented a considerable increase in the lowest totals

reached during the shortened courses of instruction (under the A.M.T.'s

Revises') but were no more than was necessary under existing

conditions, and they represented the most economical employment of resources.

The addition of the Advanced Flying Unit stage of training for pilots

three

The main pointsand observers trained overseas has already been described.

about this stage were acclimatisation, particularly at night, and their use

as a pool to feed the 0.T.U.s and to out down the period of waiting,

time was to elapse before aircrews trained from the start of the new standards

In particular, the provision of

Some

were available for operational commands.

A.F.U. facilities presented difficulties in regard to night flying, and the

Much depended upon theprovision of the required aircraft and airfields,

provision of aerodrcanes with Lorenz Beams, and on Fighter Command not

objecting on operational grounds to the large amount of night flying training

which was involved.

A further important series of decisions followed from the earlier

proposals, namely the revision of the composition of bomber crews,

completion of discussion of training requirements had been delayed by the

The

proposals for the revision of crew conposition in medium and heavy bomber

These proposals, as we have seen, were discussed at a conference

This led to further consideration

squadrons,

held by the G.A.3. on 12 February 1942.

of the proposals by the Air Officer Goramanding-in-Chief, i^omber Command

followed by a meeting under the chairmanship of the Deputy G.A.S. on

A further meeting held under the chairmanship of C.A.S. at11 March 1942.
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whioh the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command was present was

held on 29 March 1942 and at this meeting general agreement was reached in

(1)
future crew composition.

Introduction of G-rading

Thus by early 1942 great changes had been made in the pilot basic

The development of the overseas training scheme wastraining organisation,

now almost complete, and this meant that the E.P.T.S.sand S.P.T.S.s in the

The 'New Deal* as proposed by the

Air Member for Training, however, besides making provision for a much higher

standard of E.P.T.S. and S.P.T.3. training, also introduced Grading and the

Mvanoed Plying Unit (A.P.U.).

United Kingdom were becoming redundant.

Grading was the classification of pupils, to

ensure that only those with a marked pilot aptitude actually commenced flying

The Advanced Plying Unit was established to provide refresher,training.

Theacclimatisation, and advanced training for pilots trained overseas,

redundant E.P.T.S.s were ideal for carrying out the grading, whilst the

S.P.T.S.s were easily converted into advanced flying units.

Although both the Grading CourseThese changes came about gradually.

and the A.P.U. stage were not introduced officially until the early part of

1942, the first courses of this training, in both cases, actually began as

early as November 1941.

With the increase of training overseas in 1941 the problem of wastage

Rejects from pilot training wereat the elementary stage became important.

in most cases sent for training as other categories of aircrew, but this

meant that R.A.P. pupils rejected in the United States or Canada had to be

brought back to the United Kingdom, since almost all R.A.P. training of non-

The problem first became serious as apilot aircrew was done In Britain.
(2)

and the new policy of givingresult of training in the United States,

R.A.P. pupils their elementary training in Canada was clearly likely to make

The obvious way of dealing with it was to use E.P.T.S.

facilities in the United Kingdom for weeding out pupils before they were sent

it more serious.

(1) See Page (77*

(2) Principally from United States Anay Air Corps Schools, which had a
high elimination rate.
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overseas, thus cutting down the elimination rate in the United States, and

Canada, and so providing smaller niambers of rejected pupils for transfer to

Grader training, as introduced in twenty United

Kingdom E.P.T.3. flights in November 1941, consisted of a three weeks* course

with up to 15 hours' flying (dual only) and normal ab initio ground

Pupils who showed promise of making satisfactory pilots could

be taken off grader training at any time after five hours' flying and passed

Pupils not considered

other forms of training.

instruction.

as fit to go on their flying training overseas.

promising enough to be sent overseas either went to United Kingdom schools

(if they appeared to be slow starters)
(1)

or were transferred to other

training.

Grading at this time was still in its experimental stages as at this

time no definite flying hours were fixed but pupils passed out either as

Fit to commence E.P. Trairdng' or 'Suspended'. Grader pupils carried out

ground training in accordance with the E.P.T.S. syllabus.

In March 1942 instructions were given that Grader pupils were, if

On 7 May 1942possible, to carry out one solo flight on the grading course.

Grading was formally introduced at the E.P.T.S.s and elementary flying
(2)

training finished except for special courses at a few schools. The

schools were established by flights each flight comprising 18 aircraft and

36 pupils. The total number of flights in operation at the E.P.T.S. s on

1 June 1942 was 91. Their functions were as follows:-

Plights

58Grading

8Fleet Air Arm

Army - A.O.P.
Glider Pilots

1

18

6Ab Initio

(1) Perseverance with slow starters and backward pupils had always been
a characteristic of R.A.P. instruction, and special treatment of

such men was required by Air Marshal Garrod when the quicker tempo of
the Third Revise was introduced.

(2) Nos. 14 and 24 E.P.T.S.s at Elmdon and Sealand had been carrying out
ab initio training of Fleet Air Arm personnel and continued to do so

Training for the Army was also carriedwhen grading was introduced,
out (at Nos. 1, 16, 21 and 29 E.P.T.S.s).
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Fomation of Advanced Flying Units (A.F.U.)

Whilst the elementary flying training schools in the United Kingdom were

in the process of turning over to 'Grading' pupils destined for overseas

schools, so the Service flying training schools were also utilised for other

To reduce the undesirable load of basic training on 0.T.U.s anpurposes,

advanced stage of flying training at advanced flying units, through which

pilots passed between the P.R.G. and the O.T.U.s, was started at the beginning

As the pressure for turning out pilots at the maximum rateof November 19M.

of which schools were capable began to relax, it became possible to make basic

training courses longer and also turn over most of the Service flying training

school capacity in the United Kingdom to refresher and acclimatisation courses

schools finished training
(1)

The change was gradual:for men from overseas.

The names of theS.F.T.S. courses and then replaced them with A.F.U. pupils,

schools were officially changed to (P) A.F.U. when the last S.F.T.S. courses

The advanced training course was at firstended in the spring of 1942.

three weeks were to cover conversion, nightintended to be quite short;

In December, hov/ever, itflying, instrument flying, navigation, and S.B.A.

was decided that A.F.U. courses should be eight weeks for twin-engined pilots

and four weeks for single-engined pilots.

Developments during the summer of 1942

By the spring of 1942, the whole pattern of basic training had changed.

Apart fran one S.F.T.S. fed by one E.F.T.S. there was no basic training of

pilots carried out in the United Kingdom after the end of 1941. The

(l) The S.F.T.S.s changed over to this refresher and acclimatisation
training as follows

Date

1 November 1941

1 November 1941

1 November 1941
22 November 1941
6 December 1941

13 January 1942
13 January 1942
13 January 1942

Location

Brize Norton

South Cemey
Hullavington
Granwell

Gra ntham

Terrdiill

Little Rissington
Shawbury

S.F.T.S.

No. 2

No. 3

No. 9

Gollege
No. 12

Ko. 5
No. 6
No. 11

No. 14(P) A.F.U. started at Ossington in January 1942 with staff and
aircraft from No. 14 S.F.T.S., Lyneham. No. 15(P) A.F.U. started
at Leconfield with staff and aircraft from No. 15 S.F.T.S., Kidlington.

No. 17(P) A.F.U. started in February at Watton with staff lent by
The units were named (P) A.F.U.s vdien it was decidedBomber Gommand.

that they should train pilots only.

^i.M. Pile 3.75860).
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E.F.T.S.s continued to function in name, but were directed mainly to flight

testing pupils before they proceeded overseas for basic training.

S.P.T.S.s had been converted into advanced flying units, and these

concentrated on advanced and acclimatisation courses for pilots trained

The

(1)
overseas.

The twenty elementary flying training schools also undertook various

The only ab initio training was

and the output from this
(2)

other duties during the early part of 1942.

carried out at No. 28 E.P.T.S. Wolverhampton

No. 25 E.P.T.S. Hucknall,school fed the R.A.P. College S.P.T.S. Cranwell;

continued ab initio training for Polish pupils and these personnel then

proceeded to No. l6 S.P.T.S. Newton for their Service training.

Pre-glider training had commenced at No. l6 E.P.T.S. Derby in December

and in March the entire capacity of No. 16 E.P.T.S. (6 flights) was

The pupils were supplied by

they were given a full E.P.T.S.

(3)
1941

turned over to the training of Army personnel.

the Anny and were all keen volunteers;

course of 12 weeks' duration using the normal ab initio syllabus with minor

The only real differences were that each pupil had to

do eight solo landings at night, and more attention had to be paid to forced

This training was carried out principally on

modifications only.

landings and glide approaches.

Tiger Moths but 15 hours had to be completed on Magisters in order to accustom

In May 1942 No. 21 E.P.T.S. Booker and

No. 29 E.P.T.S. Glyffe Pypard also commenced glider pilot training,

brought the total capacity up to 18 flights (468 pupils).

the pupils to the use of flaps.

This

In the autumn of 1941 arrangements were made to carry out the training

of artillery officers (known as A.O.P. training) at No. 17 E.P.T.S.

officers were required to carry out air observation with the object of

they carried out the normal

In June 1942,

These

increasing the efficiency of artillery shoots;

12 weeks E.P.T.S. course, the intake being I8 every six weeks.

(1) See Appendix 24.

(2) No. 3 E.P.T.S. Shellingford also cairnienced E.P.T.S. training for
Army personnel in August 1942.

(3) The first intake of army personnel for pre-glider training arrived
at Derby on 3"! December 194"!.

-I
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(1)
closed down, the training commitment was transferredwhen No. 17 E.P.T.3.

to No. 1 E.P.T.3. Hatfield.

Ah initio training for Pleet Air Am personnel had been carried out for

many years at R.A.P., E.P.T.S.s (commenced at No. 20 E. & R.P.T.3. Gravesend

on 6 March 1959 and No. 23 E. & R.P.T.3. Rochester on 25 June 1938).

outbreak of War two schools (Nos. 14- and 24) carried on with the training.

By June 1942 the

Pleet Air Arm comiaitment consisted of eight flights (i.e. 288 pupils).

On th

The course was identical to that of the R.A.P. pupils.

e

Developments during 1945

During the following three years, only two S.P.T.3.s operated in the

the College 3.P.T.3. Cranwell, \«diich remained mainly as an

experimental and research school, training mainly personnel who had been

retained in the United Kingdom on compassionate or other grounds, together

with some Allied personnel, and No. l6 S.P.T.3. Newton, training Polish

pupils, which was fed by No. 25 (Polish) E.P.T.3. Hucknall.

The E.P.T.S.s too, continued on this same basis;

training carried out, apart from Amy and Pleet -Air Am requirements, was to
(4)

feed the College S.P.T.3. Granwell and the Polish S.P.T.3. Newton.

United Kingdom.*

(3)

the only ab initio

In December 1942, the Grader intakes to the E.P.T.S.s were substantially

reduced, and as this reduction was only expected to last for a short period.

At this time, the periodit was not proposed to close any of the schools,

spent in Personnel Reception Centres (P.R.G.) by aircrew trained overseas and

Theawaiting posting to an advanced flying unit was steadily increasing.

A.P.U. s were coaiplaining that their pupils were unable to get the full benefit

firstly, because they were out offrom their A.F.U. course for two reasons

flying practice and secondly, because their standard of map reading was

(These pilots found map reading conditions in the Unitedexceptionally low.

Kingdom very different to those where they had been trained, where visibility

was good and railway lines, main roads, etc. were rarities and therefore

perfect landmarks).

(1) No. 17 E.P.T.3. closed on 1 June 1942 as the aerodrome was needed
for (P) A.P.U. training.

(2) See Appendix 25.

(3) See Appendix 27.

(4) See Appendix 26. / It
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It was therefore arranged that personnel from the P. R. G. s should be

Ihe whole schemeattached to the E.P.T.S.s for a general refresher course,

the courses were nominally of three weeks' duration, butwas very flexible;

coiild be extended to keep the E.P.T. S.s up to strength. There was no set

course but the pupils were expected to carry out as much flying practice as

The average time flown on the course was around 30 hours in
0)

possible,

the sunuaer months, the weather, of course, being the limiting factor,

first courses commenced on 1 January 1943j consisted of pilots only;

The

Thesubsequent courses, however, included navigators and bomb aimers,

courses were known at first as 'P.R.C. courses but later became known as

In 1944, many pilots were doing as many as three

The P.R.C. intake was used as a buffer; whenever

the Grading output had to be increased, P.R.0. intakes were reduced or vice

The provision of the intakes was not very satisfactory; pupils were

often withdrawn after being at the E.P.T.S.s only  a few days, and on many

Pre-A. P. U. course s'.

attachments to E.P.T.S.s.

versa.

occasions the proportion of navigators and air bombers to pilots was too high.

When these courses started personnel were warned of the necessity of

After spending up to 12 months in amaintaining strict flying discipline.

P.R.G. it was conceivable that they might lose sight of the fact that one day

The general flying discipline, however.they might again be required to fly.

turned out better than was expected and, in most cases, ground discipline was

The A.P.U.s reported that appreciable benefit was derived bysatisfactory.

these personnel from the E.P.T.S. courses.

Prom the beginning of 1943 to January 1945 the E.P.T.S,s continued to

carry out these various training commitments during which time there were no

The E.P.T.S. flights weremajor fluctuations in overall E.P.T.S. capacity.

allocated to the following training commitments:-

(l) Although there was no rigid syllabus the following guide was issued;-

(a) All pupils to carry out three hours' night flying to
accustom them to flying in completely blacked-out
conditions,

(b) Priority should be given to map reading and cross
country flights.

The pilots were authorised to carry a navigator or air bomber on all
navigational flights to give these personnel the necessary experience
of conditions in the United Kingdom.

/ (a)
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a) Grading,

,b) Pre-Glider training.
,o) A.O.P. training,
’d) Fleet Air Am ab initio training.
,e) Fleet Air Am Grading.
,f) E.F. training to feed Granwell.
|g) Ab initio training of Allied personnel.
,h) Pre-A.F.U. training.

Although the overall aapaoity of the schools did not appreciably change,

The policy was tothe allocation of the flights was continually changing.

keep the schools in full employment by using the Pre-A.F.U, course as a stop

gap whenever the schools were not employed on other types of training.

Throughout this two year period grading was the principal type of training

carried out.

The College S.F.T.S.Various small changes took place during 1943.

Cranwell was reorganised so as to relieve the growing congestion in the

A.F.U.s. In -the early part of 1943 there was a serious bottleneck in the

A.F.U. training of pilots, which, in turn, led to difficulties in meeting the

0.T.U. commitments. In order that the maximum use could be made of the

A.F.U. training oapaoily, it became necessary to relieve the A.F.U.s of any

extraneous oomiaitments,

(a) Turkish Training

for Turkish pilots (virtually an O.T.U. course) carried

out at Grantham and Temhill (Nos. 12 and 5 (p) A.F.U.s.).

(b) Refresher Training

courses to foreign nationals, escapees, officers who had

been on staff appointments, etc. and was carried out at

Ternhill and South Cemey (Nos. 5 and 3 (P) A.F.U.s).

It was decided that these commitments should be transferred to the R.A.F.

At this time there were two such coramitments:-

(1)
This consisted of advanced training

This consisted of giving refresher

College Cranwell and a corresponding reduction in the S.F.T.S. capacity

In February therefore the College S.F.T.S. Granwell was
(2)

accepted.

reorganised to undertake the following training:-

(l) E.F. and S.F.T.S. training of Turks was being carried out at

Wolverhampton and Granwell, but these merely took the place
of R.A.F, pupils.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.62856.
/ («)
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(a) S.F.T.S. Training for allied and foreign personnel,
compassionate oases, etc. 120 pupils

(t) 60Refresher Training

60(c) Turkish Advanced Training

The population of Granwell remained unaltered at 240 pupils.

Prom -April 1943 onwards the training of Polish flying instructors was

also carried out at No, l6 S.P.T.S. Newton, Formerly this training had been

undertaken by No. 2 Flying Instructors* School, Montrose,

difficulties were experienced at Montrose, hov/ever, owing to the language

difficulty, and the lack of Polish ground instructors,

were saiall there was no difficulty in carrying out this training at the Polish

Considerable

As the numbers trained

S.P.T.S.

In September 1943, in order to meet the increased demands for Polish

city of No. l6 S.P.T.S. Newton was increased by 25 per cent topilots the oa

200 pupils.

The E.P.T.S. organisation also underwent minor modifications. No. 22

E.P.T.S. Cambridge undertook some elementary flying instructor training.

This was caused by the closing of No. 4 Supplementary P.I,S. Cambridge which
(2)

The Fleet Air Arm Elementaryhad formerly carried out this training.

Plying Training commitment was transfeirred to Canada in the summer of 1943,

Consequent upon
(3)

thus releasing two E.P.T.S,s for other types of training,

the move was the necessity to institute a system of grading for Fleet Air Arm

personnel proceeding to Canada for their flying training. This hovrever did

Plying training facilities for the Army

The pre-glider courses were reduced to six flights in the

although the A.O.P. commitment was temporarily increased

not start until the summer of 1944.

were also reduced.

(4.)
beginning of 1943

(1) A.M. Pile S.6393.

No. 4(S) P.I.S. had been formed in July 1940 as a lodger unit of No, 22
E.P.T.S. Cambridge in order to meet an urgent demand for elementary flying
instructors to fill vacancies existing at E.P.T.S,s. When, in July 1942,
all flying instruction training was concentrated into one unit, No, 4(s)
P.I.S, was temporarily retained until the deficiency of instructors had
been made up.
over the temporary commitment,
to 5 April 1944, and 4 Masters and 12 Magisters were used to carry out
this training),
met, the two P.I.S. flights were converted to grading and pre-A.P.U.
training.

No. 14 E.P.T.S. Elmdon and No, 24 E.P.T.S. Sealand commenced grading
training on 8 and 15 September 1943 respectively.

In March 1943 when the glider training schools closed down, the E.P.T.S.s
carried out refresher courses in order to keep those pupils awaiting entry
to G.T.S. s in flying practice,
restarted.

The unit closed in April 1943 and No, 22 E.P.T.S. took
(It actually lasted from 30 April 1943

In April 1944, by which time the requirements had been

In August the normal pre-glider courses

(2)

(3)

(4.)
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Austers were introduced into the schoolsfor six months in February 1943.

carrying out A.O.P. training in May 1943.

In addition to the Polish training commitment at Hucknall, ab initio

training for Turkish personnel was carried out at Wolverhampton,

other nationalities, Iraquis, Iranians, Dutch, Belgians, Czechs and French,

were among the pupils completing the E.F.T.S, course at Wolverhampton.

Grading for Allied personnel was carried out at No. 6 E.F.T.S. Sywell.

(This school trained mainly French and Belgian personnel, and several French

French E.F.T.S. training vras eventually carried

Various

instructors were provided,

out at Sywell).

By the end of the year there were still only two S.F.T.S.s operating in

The 17 remaining E.F.T.S.sthe United Kingdom, fed by two E.F.T.S.s.
(1)

carried out miscellaneous training duties.

Developments during 1944

In March 1944 a Pre-F.l.S. course was started at No. 26 E.F.T.S. Theale.

For some time it had been felt that the average pilot selected for instructor

duties was poor not only in flying ability but also in 'instructor temperament'.

When the F.I.S. course was revised in ivlarch 1944, it was decided that a hi^

standard of flying skill and ground instruction would be needed of pilots

proceeding for instructor training, and since there was a surplus of E.F.T.S.

capacity at this time, it was arranged to carry out this training in one of
(2)

these schools.

During this static period, in spite of the growing surplus of E.F.T.S.

capacity, only one school was actually closed,

which had been operating for years before the war, y/ere run by civil companies

(mainly large aircraft manufacturing firms) and represented a valuable source

(3)
These schools, most of

See Appendices 28 and 29.

The course was of 5 weeks' duration, and included 30 hours flying.
Roughly two thirds of the pupils from the course were then selected

to proceed to the F.I.S. for instructor training.

No. 9 E.F.T.S. Ansty.
needed for the testing of Mosquitos produced by the Standard Motor Go.

Ltd. In September 1943 a system of flying control had been introduced

at Ansty in order to enable both elementary flying and Mosquito testing
to be carried on, but this proved unsuccessful and as there was a surplus
of E.P.T.3. capacity at this time, the school was closed. No. 9
E.F.T.S. Ansty disbanded on 31 March 1944.

This school was closed becaused the airfield was

(1)

(2)

(3)

/ of
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(Many ofof manpower and facilities which would otherwise remain untapped.

the civilian staff were too old for R.A.P. service and many airfields were

too small to be used by heavier or faster aircraft).

The closure of these schools v/ould have meant dispersing these facilities

and great difficulty v/ould have been experienced in re-starting the schools

when the time came to re-establish basic flying training facilities in the

United Kingdoa.

In March 19^ it was decided to give a number to the S.P.T.S. at Granwell,

The reason for doing so was that the S.P.T.S. no longer occupied the College

buildings and, with a probable move in the future, would become dissociated

with the College altogether. The school was numbered'No. 17 S.P.T.S' on

20 March 1944-.

The aircraft establishment of Nos. l6 and 17 S.P.T.S.s were revised in

July 1944 ov/ing to the lengthening of the courses to a maximum of 28 weeks.

The increase was in accordance with the policy to reduce the flow of pilots

The increased courses raised the flying hours carried outinto the O.T.U. s.

to 200 per pupil. More ground instruction was also given,

time the Masters in use at these schools were reTJlaced by Harvards.

In September 1944 it was decided to set up an organisation for training

At the same

(1)
Prenoh personnel. Owing to the reduction in O.T.U. requirements there

was a surplus of A.P.U. capacity in the United Kingdom and it was decided to

utilise part of No. 7 (p) A.P.U. Peterborou^ to provide S.P.T.S. training for

Accordingly the A.P.U. capacity at Peterborough was reduced

to 75 (60 and 15 reserve) pupils and a capacity of 120 pupils established for

Prenoh pupils.

(2)
Prench S.P.T.S. training. The S.P.T.S. trained both single-engined and

In October 1944, the single-engined trainers at No.7 (P)twin-engined pilots.

(1) S. 0.155/2152/44.

(2) No. 7 (P) A.P.U. was reorganised as follows on 14 September 1944.

Capacity Aircraft

Master 60

Anson 2
A.P.U. Training 75

S.P.T.S. Training 120 Master 35
Oxford 40
Anson 2

/ A.P.U.
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A.F.U. and all other S.P.T.S.s and A.P.U.s were changed, all Masters being

replaced by Harvards.

In December 1944, consequent on the reorganisation of the A.P.U.s due to

the increased single-engined training capacity required. No. 7 (P) 4.P.U. was

The (P) ii.P.U.re-established to undertake French S.F.T.S. training only,

training comiaitment at Peterborough was transferred to No. 11 (p) A.F.U. and

the remainder of the school became No. 7 S.F.T.S.

Throughout this period there was a steadily increasing surplus of

training capacity at the elementary flying training schools,

was employed in providing the pre-A.F.U. courses for P.R.C, pilots, navigators,

and air bombers, and no schools (except No. 9 E.F.T.S. Ansty) were closed,

the summer of 19^*- ® total of 62 grading flights, 36 were now surplus

After lengthy discussions as to whether or not these

This, hovrever.

Bs

(1)
to requirements.

surplus flights should be retained, it was decided to utilise them for

(2)
additional refresher courses for pilots accumulating at the P.ri.C.s.

These pilots who were spending six months or more in the P.R.G. needed to be

kept in flying practice; it was suggested that surplus A.F.U. capacity

should be used for this work, but subsequently that capacity was closed down

(No. 14 (P) A.F.U.) and -the grading flights were used instead.

As a result of the large scale reductions nov/ being made in the overseas

training organisation, all grading courses for overseas pupils ceased in

September 1944 and the E.F.T.S.s concentrated on the Pre-A.F.U. training; a

few months later, however, grading recommenced at some of the schools.

Re-establishment of Basic Training Facilities in the United Kingdom

Towards the end of the year the necessity for re-establishing basic

The endtraining facilities in the United Kingdom was becoming apparent.
(3)

Since the spring of 1944 theof the German War was now in si^t.

Overseas Training Organisation had commenced a large scale reduction, and by

(1) A.M. File S.82928.

(2) In September 1944 there were over 7,000 pilots in P.R.G.s in the
United Kingdom, and there was little prospect of that number

decreasing before the end of the year.

(3) by December 1944 the target date for the defeat of Germany was set
at June 1945.

/ this
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this tlTie (December the planned size of the basic training organisation

Schools overseas,overseas was less than half what it was a year ago.

however, were, at this time, to function only to supply war-time requirements

(i.e. they were now training personnel who would be used in Phase II - the

Ihe Empire Air Training Scheme was due to come to an end

Drafts of Australian and New Zealand pupils to Canada

Japanese War).

on 31 March 1945.

had already ceased, and it was agreed that these two Dominions should now

concentrate merely on the needs of their own air forces in the South West

In Southern Rhodesia and South Africa, training for the
(1)

Pacific Area.

R.A.P. on a very much reduced scale Mias to continue until at least the

summer of 1945, and it was probable, especially in the case of South Africa

that training for tlie R.A.P. in those locations would cease as soon as it

In Canada a
(2)

was evident that the Japanese war was coming to a close.

new agreement was being negotiated to cover the training of small numbers of

In America training continued naore

the acute manpower shortage made it desirable to retain

R.A.P. personnel after 31 March 1945.

or less unchanged;

these schools, costing nothing in R.A.P. manpower and financed under

Lease/Lend for as long as possible.

In Canada and America, however, because of political and financial

R.A.P. personnel other than for warfactors, it was not possible to train

purposes, so there also, it meant that intakes v/ould have to cease after the

Thus by the end of 1944, the question of the re-establishmentsummer of 1945.

of training schools in the United Kingdom to meet the requirements of the

Japanese War and at the same time to lay sound foundations for the post-war

After much discussion it wastraining scheme, was under consideration.

calculated in December 1944 that the Basic Training Organisation in the United

(1) There were sufficient Australian and New Zealand personnel in pools
in the United Kingdom to replace wastage in the Article XV Squadrons
in Europe up to the end of Phase I (The defeat of Germany - estimated
at June 1945).

estimated that Japan would be defeated I8 months
Owing to the

length of time taken to train a pilot this meant that pupils entering
training after the summer of 1945 were unlikely to be required for
the Japanese War phase.

(2) At this time it was
after the collapse of Germany, i.e. the end of 1946.

/ Kingdom
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(1)
Kingdcm for Phase II would require a total S.P.T.S. capacity of 1,560 pupils.

This was tnade uo as follows

Capacity
Personnel

TotalTo be ProvidedExisting

780 900a.A.p. 120

360 480120Allied

180180Foreign

Two schemes were put forward concerning the future design of the new

schools and it was decided to fora two schools experimentally, on the lines

Both of the schools involved the combination of the E.P.T.3. andsuggested.

S.P.T.S. courses into one aH-throu^ course. Scheme I was evolved by A.M.T.

and was based on the experiences of the British P.T.S.s in the United States

which had operated most successfully on an all-through system of training.

Scheme I course lengths were as follows

Training

Elementary Advanced Total

65 135 200Hours Plying

Course Length
(Weeks)

33)2211

) 36
Leave (Weeks) 21

Scheme II suggested by Plying Training Caiiaiand, followed the idea of

Whereas, hovrever, Scheme I accepted pupilshaving an •all-through* school.

direct from a grading school and having only 10-15 flying hours to their

credit, and Scheme II required that the pupils received 30 - 40 hours of

This schemeelementary flying instruction before commencing the course.

(1) The E.P.T.S. capacity requirement was set at 96O:-

Personnel Ca-pacity

R.A.P.

Allied

Foreign

This capacity could be provided from the existing schools,
capacity for 828 pupils (23 flights) would also be required.

(a.M. Pile S. 10747).'

520

320
120

A  'Grading

/ contemplated
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oontemplated a F.T.S. equipped with advanced trainer aircraft (Harvards) and

the pupils cari'ied out 150 hours flji'ing in a 30 weeks' course (and three

weeks* leave).

To meet the R.Ji.P. requirements of 1945 (Stage II) i.e

780 pupils to be provided, it was decided to form two 'all-throu^' schools

One was to operate the Scheme I

plan and the other Scheme II in order that their products could be oanpared

for the purpose of determining whether one type of school or the other, or

whether a modification of either, should be adopted for post war training.

The remaining capacity was to be provided by the utilization of normal

The course lengths of the three systems of

a capacity of• >

(1)
to be known as flying training schools.

E.P.T.S.s and S.P.T.S.s.

training are summarised as follov/s:~

Course Length

Weeks

(a) Trpe 1 P.T.S. Elementary
Advanced

12

36 (including
leave

wee ksTotal

(b) Oype II P.T.S. E. P.T.S.

P.T.S.

4

33

37 (including 3 weeks
leave)

Total

(o) Nomal E.P./s.P.T.S. E. P.T.S.

S.P. T.S.

Total

11

22

33

In the meantime, however, pilot training continued as before,

the end of the year the tvTO S.P.T.S.s and the eighteen elementary flying
(2)

training schools were still carrying on with their various duties,

despatch of pupils overseas for training had died down to a mere trickle,

and consequently only three schools were required for 'Grading' purposes.

Pli^ts of four more schools were carrying out elementary flying training

of pupils for Wo. 17 S.P.T.S. Gi’anwell and for the French and Polish S.P.T.S.s

The remainder of the E.P.T.S. capacity was being used for pre-A.P.U. courses

By

Tlie

and for anay and naval training.

(1) A.M. Pile S.103164.

(2) See Appendices 30 and 31*

/ By
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Develo-pments during 1945

By March 1945 the basic training position was becoming more clearly

In view of the retention of certain schools in Rhodesia and Canadadefined.

to meet the needs of Phase II it was possible to reduce the United Kingdom
(1)

requirements to the following

Capacity
RemarksPersonnel

To be ProvidedIn ExistenceRequired

At this time the

existing capacity
was more than the

requirement.

972R.A.P.Grading
(27 Plights)

540E.P. T.S. R.A.P.
Allied

Foreign

Total

320

780

(26 Plights)

560 440120R.A.P.

Allied

Foreign

Totals

S.P.T.S.

360460 100

180180

480 7201 ,200

The question of providing the grading and elementary flying training

capacity presented no difficulties, but in order to provide the additional

S.F.T.S. capacity required (720 in all) four new schools would be needed.
(2)

As a first step two schools were to be formed, both were to be all-through

A Type I P.T.3. was to form

This school

schools, and one of each type was to be formed,

at Granwell with a capacity for 252 pupils on a 36 weeks' course.

formed on 1 Jvlay 1945, involved moving No. 17 S.F.T.S. from Cranwell to

The second school, a T3^e II P.T.3., was to have a

Two aerodromes had to be used

Spitalgate in April 1945.

capacity for 200 pupils on a 33 weeks' course.

for this Unit, which was eventually formed at Church Lawford and Snitterfield.

Nos. 20 andBoth aerodromes were numbered and operated as separate schools,

and Snitterfield respectively on
(5)

21 P.T.S.s formed at Church Lawford

3 March 1945 each with a capacity for 100 pupils.

■*iVhen the German War ended on 8 May 1945, the Phase II basic training

requirements for the United Kingdom were again revised and reduced.
(4)

The

(1) A.M. Pile S.104747.

(2) LM.14O8/0P2, 6 March 1945.
(3) No. 18 (P) A.P.U. Church Lawford was disbanded on 29 iitey 1945.
(4) A.M. Pile S.104747. / S.P.T.S.
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S.P.T.S. capacity requirements was now set as:-

Fersonnel Ganacity

Allied

Foreign

lotal

452
498
180

1,130

This meant a capacity requirement at the only schools still to be provided of

138 for allied personnel and I80 for foreign nationals.

In May 1945 the E.P.T.3. situation was also again reviewed,

time there were 17 E,P,T,S,s in operation with a total of 8l flights.

At this

The

requirements for Stage II were:-

Fersonnel FlightsCapacity

864Grading 24

(1)

i
560E,P,T,S, Allied

Foreign

Total

16
120

401,3^

In addition four flights were needed for Fleet Air Arm grading, one for A,0,F.

training and eight for glider pilot training, making an overall requirement of

53 flights.

It was decided to keep all the schools in being and effect reductions in

the number of flights at certain schools so as to permit of the derequisition-

The chiefing of buildings and the release of relief landing grounds.

reason for the policy of retaining the schools was that, being civilian

operated, once a school was disbanded it was lost forever to the R,A,P

the Ministry of Labour would withdraw all personnel.

Stage III (the post-war phase) the close co-operation of the civilian companies

as• }

It was realised that in

wotild be required for such things as reserve training etc,, as the Stage II

Vftien No, 2 Radiorequirements aimed at keeping the civilian schools alive.

School, Yatesbury closed down, No, 2 E,F,T.S, was transferred to Yatesbury

from its requisitioned accommodation at Worcester to avoid losing the

facilities of the Bristol Aeroplane Go,, Ltd

airfield at Yatesbury, on behalf of the Royal Air Force, for the past nine

who had been managing the• 9

years*

(1) Now that the S,F.T.S, requirement had been reduced, all E.F.T.S,
training for R,A.F, personnel could be carried out. at the three

newly formed 'all-throu^’ flying training schools at Ghurch

Lawford, Snitterfield and Granwell,
/ In
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In June 1945 Phase II requirements were again revised as follows

PlightsPersonnel Capacity

S.F.T.S. R.A.F.
Allied

Foreign

Total

452
480
180

1,112

(1)
E.F.T.S.

Grading 936 26R.A.P.

330 )
120 )

E.P. T. Allied

Foreign
15

1A.O.P.

Glider

Grading

30
8240

F.A.A.

Total

144 k

1 ,800 54

It should be pointed out that the oapacits'' for Allied personnel included

Polish, French, Norwegian and Belgian Schools already formed in the United

Kingdom (by May 1945) and also Greek and Yugoslav Schools being formed in

The capacity for foreign nationals was for neutrals
(2)

their own countries,

and other allies outside the Stage II Target Force (e.g. Turks, Persians etc.).

The eventual E.P.T.3. capacity was to be achieved by July 1945, and

under the new arrangements only one school (No. 26 E.P.T.S.) was closed. '

school was on requisitioned property and, therefore, had to be given up.

rolling up of certain flights led to the de-requisitioning of 14 airfields

(3)

This

The

namely:-

(l) Grading flights were for 36 pupils whilst E.P.T. flights were for 30
pupils.

(2) S.F.T.S. Capacity for Allied Personnel - Stage II

Capacity
RemarksLocationNationality ExistingRequired

R.A.P. (Belgian)
■^raining School.

72 SnailwellBelgian 23

Czech
Dutch
French
Greek

Norwegian

34
106
162 160 No. 7 3.P.T.3.

No U.K. commitment.
Norwegian Training

Base
No. 16 S.P.T.3.
No U.K. commitment.

Peterborough
20

84 Winkleigh19

88 200 NewtonPolish

Yugoslav 13

(3) C.0.3.(44) 120.

/ Alton
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Alton Barnes

Battlestead Hill

Bellasize

Braunston

Burnfoot

Gaxton G-ibbet

Derxham

Benton

Kirkpatrick
Penkridge
Thrale

\7hitefield

Winkfield

Worcester

At the sarae time the aircraft establishnents of the flights were reduced from

18 to 15 aircraft.
0)

The final reorganization involved:-

(a) The disbandment of No. 26 E.P.T.S. Theale on  9 July 1945.

(b) The move of No, 2 E.P.T.S. from Worcester to Yatesbury on

9 July 1945.

(c) The disbandment of 29 of the E.P.T. Plights on 9 July 1945.

It was also necessary to establish schools for the training of Pleet Air

Arm pilots in the United Kingdom to replace the schools closed in Canada,

difficiilty was found in providing E.P.T.S. capacity, but in order to meet the

No

Admiralty requirements a new S.P.T.3. with a capacity for 120 pupils was needed

This School vras formed at Galverley on 22 October 1945.
(2)

The end of the Japanese ’War in August 1945 made little immediate

difference to the Phase III basic training requirements for pilots in the

The long term policy was for four 'all-through' schools

together with grading facilities for 800 pupils.

United Kingdom.

The allied and foreign

personnel training commitment would progressively reduce as the various

allied and foreign air forces were reconstructed, and the surplus E.P.T.S.

would eventually be required for the training of reservists.

In all, 110,600 pilots were trained between 3 September 1939 and

15 August 1945, on behalf of the Royal Air Force, and only approximately

one-eighth of these personnel were trained in the United Kingdom. The

actual outputs were as follows:-

14,400
54,100
7,400
7,400
10,500
4,200
11,800

United Kingdom
Canada

South Africa

Southern Rhodesia

Australia

Nev/ Zealand

U.S.A.

India

Iraq

700
100

110,600Total

(l) S.D. 155/1403, 9 July 1945.

(2) The pilot training organisation in the United Kingdom at 15 August 1945
is shown in Appendices 32 and 33.
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OHAPIER 3

BASIC TRAINIKG OF OBSERVERS, MAVIGA!DQRS AND
AIR BOaBERS IN THE DiaTED KINGDOM

The First Observers

Up to 193i|. all airorew duties other than those of pilot were oarried out,

with fetr exceptions, by part-time air gunners who were selected and trained hy

Ab these aimen were tradesmen boms on unit establishment they ware

only employed on aircrew work at intervals,

both bombing and gunnexy but none received azy instruction in navigation which

units.

A few of them were trained in

was the responsibili-fy of the pilot, a principle carried on in the Service from

the 1914^18 war. Air gunners varied considerably in standard of training as

well as in their qualifications, and the part-time system was proving awkward

owing sometimes to a conflict between two essential functions, when each
(1)

required the work of the aiman at the same time.

In August 1954 it was decided to replace gradually the part-time air

gunners by a class of aircrew, trained in special schools for the trade of

Ihe change-over was introduced gradually, old style air

gunners as their period of service in the bracket trade ended being replaced

Ihe new observer policy intended that all observers

(2)
air observer.

by the new observers.

should be drawn from the skilled tradesmen who had been recruited as

apprentices (Group I) or as boy-entrants (Group II), and that they should be

Employmentemployed half-time at their trade and half-time as air observers,

as observer would be continuous from seven years service (i.e. the normal time

for promotion to corporal) until the K.C.O. received promotion to flight

sergeant, normally at 14 or 15 years* service,

sergeants would continue as observers (sergeants) until completing 18 years'

The objects of the Scheme were:- (a) to secure a good type of

airman for the observer trade, (b) to give a long period of continuous

service on observer duties, and (o) to improve the position of promotion in

Those not selected as fli^t

service.

(1) A.M. Pile 519517/37.

(2) A.M.O. A. 196/34.
The term *air observer* had been used in the 1914-18 war, but with a
slightly different connotation, as they were then chiefly air gunners.

/ the
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the trades concerned, which had been very poor owing to the policy of

restricting expansion of the Royal Air Force, by providing additional non-

It was still assumed that aircraft would beoominissioned officer posts,

navigated by the pilot, the observers merely being trained by a basic course

in bombing and air gunnery.

An Air Obseirvers' School was formed on 1 January 193^ at North Coates

train these aircrew candidates on a course lasting two months and having an

(1)
to

The short course was not intended toexpected output of two hundred per year,

turn out fully ccsapetent observers,

time it remained the responsibility of individual squadrons to train them to a

In parallel with usual practice at that

high standard of efficiency in the type of aircraft concerned.

The Revised Aircrew Policy

In April 1937 the Chief of Air Staff ruled that there should be in all

multi-seater aircraft a crew of one pilot and one observer.
(

It was assumed

2)
that navigation was the pilot’s responsibility. In special oases, as in

all general reconnaissance aircraft where accurate navigation was essential, a

navigator would be carried who was a trained pilot (not air observer),

this crew policy it was estimated that 1,264 observers would be needed to man
(3)

the front line under expansion Scheme 'F'.

observer school would only train 580 observers before April 1939;

With

But the rxewly formed air

and even if

all the suitably qualified air gunners were also employed as observers

(some 500 - 600) there would remain a deficiency of approximately 200 at the

target date for Scheme 'P'.

At this stage observer requirements became linked with problems of

xmvigation as it was necessary to provide some person other than the pilot

flying the aircraft to attend to the navigation,

one was to provide a second pilot, and the other was to train

Two possible solutions

were proposed;

the observer in navigation.

(l) North Coates had previously been an armament training camp,
as A.T.C. was taken by Aldergrove.

(2) A.M. Pile S.40289.

(5) A.M. Pile A.519517/36.

Its place

/ The
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The Director of Staff Duties (D.S.D.) in the Air Ministiy and A.O.C.-in-C,

Bomber Command both criticised the new crewing policy. The D.S.D. observed

that one-pilot crewing had as its inevitable corollary the necessity for

producing air observers fully trained in navigation as well as in bombing and

On the other hand the A,0.C.-in-C. Bomber Command argued stronglygunnery.

since navigation was the most importantin favour of the two-pilot solution;

duty in bombers, the responsibility for it must rest on the captain of

An additional argument advanced by Bomber Coomand

for the two-pilot policy was that longer range flying and operating by night

aircraft, i.e. the pilot.

would need a high standard of skill in navigation to which only pilots were
(1)

Moreover, as long endurance meant fatigue and strain on the pilot

Supporting these arguments the

trained.

a second pilot would be required in any case.

Director of Training also pointed out that the only training in navigation

then being given to observers was done ly squadrons, and if this training

should be continued or if observers should have to be trained in special

schools it would be some considerable time before the obsejrvers could attain

anything like the navigational skill required.

Further Revision of Aircrew Policy

As a result of the discussion the two-pilot solution was accepted, the

crewing of aircraft being revised in April 1937. Heavy bombers were to carry

two pilots and two wireless operators; medium bombers - one pilot and one

observer, with the addition of a wireless operator in case of long range or of

night flying; and general reconnaissance aircraft were to carry two pilots.

The remainder of liie crew were to be air gunners.

This solved the problem of navigation, except in the case of medium

(2)
bombers, and at the same time reduced the number of observers required.

The training of pilots in navigation was improved,

such as Battles, Blenheims and Wellesleys, which could not carry two pilots,

the observer was required to give the pilot some help in navigation,

quently, in May 1937, the course at the Air Observers' School, North Coates,

was extended from two to three months and its capacity was increased at the

(3)
but in medium bombers

Conse-

same time in order that the output should remain at two hundred per year.

(l) A.M. Pile S.2,j0289.

(2) A.M. Pile 519517/37.

(3) See Chapter 2,
/ This
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This navigation training, similar to that given to a pilot in a flying

training school, was recognised as being only a basic preparation for squadron

training and tiie following directive was issued in May 1937 to all Commands:-

'The air observer has not been, and cannot for the present be
trained up to a complete operational standard at the Air
Observers School. This can only be achieved in the squadron
to which he is posted, as a member of a crew. It is considered
that a period of six months advanced training in  a unit will be
necessary before the required stajodard can be reached, except in
those oases when the observer has had considerable previous
experience as an air gunner. The necessity for the thorou^
training of air observers should be brou^t to the notice of the
units concerned. With the additional navigation courses already

arranged, it is anticipated that there will be a "s.n." navigator
in every flight in Bomber Command. This will materially reduce
instructional difficulties, A further scheme for the training

of all pilots up to ”s,n." standard is also under consideration,
'

Even this revised crew policy still left a deficiency in observers to

meet the requirements of Scheme 'P' by 1939 despite the fact that North Coates

was maintaining the output of two hundred per year with the longer courses.

The prospect did not cause much concern as it was then thou^t that there was

likely to be a surplus of pilots to act as observers until 1940, by \diich date

enou^ airmen would have been trained at the Air Observers School,

revised policy for aircrew also made heavy demands for air gunners and

The

wireless operators.

Shortage of trained Observers; Need for full-time Observers

In the autumn of 1937 the Air Staff at the Air Ministry and the

A.O.C.-in-C,, Bomber Canmand both pointed out that war readiness was gravely

Jeopardized by the lack of adequately trained observers. The A,0.C.-in-C
(2)

Bomber Ccaamand wrote as follows ;-

'In all single pilot lypes (Battles, Blenheims and Wellesleys)
the air observer is a factor vital to operational efficiency.
In the Blenheim he is the navigator, and in the Battle and

Wellesley he performs certain navigational functions.
Efficient observers are, therefore, essential to all-weather
flying. There is, however, a considerable shoirtage of air

observers, and furthermore the present air observer scheme

does not provide individuals of a standard of efficiency
adequate to their responsibility. Some improvements in

conditioxis have been approved subsequent to the Crew Policy
Conference held at the Air Ministry which may result in making
the air observer trade more attractive, but the real difficulty
of the air observer scheme, which is the part-time employment
in his basic trade, still remains. This arrangement,
particularly at a time when the shortage in technical trades

• $

(1) A.M. Pile 519517/37.

(2) Bomber Command Pile BC/7913/Air.

/ is
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is serious, tends to result in the air observer failing to
acme to his air duties fresh or to make adequate preparations
prior to flight, and renders it impossible to give him adequate
ground training in his air duties, which is particularly
disastrous in respect of navigation in ̂ ioh he receives
comparatively little initial training.'

In a further letter concerning the readiness for war of the Command the

Bomber CommarkL stressed the need for bomber aircraft being able

to operate and to train crews in all weathers, and he particularly emphasized

the need to provide a thoroughly trained full-time observer.

The Air Staff was in full agreement with Bomber Command.

A,0.C.-in-C♦ 9

(1)

Operational

training was gravely jeopardized by lack of adequately trained observers in

old style air gunners were not capable of

meeting the navigation demands made by these aircraft, and observers needed

The Director of Staff

Wellesleys, Battles and Blenheims;

very considerable additional training in squadrons.
(2)

Duties said:-

•We have created an Air Force of long range and high offensive

potential,
full scope to its training in peace, a highly skilled full
time air observer is just as much an essential as is aiy other
member of the crew, not excluding the pilot.'

The demand thus was not only for an observer with better training in

navigation but also for a full-time observer instead of a part-time tradesman

If we are to use this potential in war and give

observer.

The Air Member for Personnel was against the proposal for employing

He pointed out that as part-time observers fomed a

portion of the unit establishment in tradesmen they could not bo released for

full-time observers.

full-time aircrew duty until there were enough skilled tradesmen to replace

Furthermore, the part-time system provided an inducement for

recruiting the right type of man into the skilled trades from y^ioh observers

Full-time observers recruited direct from civil life would have

(3)
them.

were chosen.

to be given rapid promotion if the same type of man as came forward for pilot

and this rapid promotion would compare badly with

the slower promotion in the trades from which Service-entry observers were

If observers were to be highly trained in navigation there would be

duties was to be recruited;

chosen.

(1) Bomber Command Pile BC/S.207ll/C.-in-C

(2) A.M. Pile 519517/36.

(3) A.M. Pile S.41243.

10 November 1937.• 9

/ little
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little difference in the t3rpe of man recruited or in the instruction needed

it might be simpler therefore to *go the whole

The Air Member for Personnel advanced the further

between observers and pilots;

hog' and provide pilots,

argument that since the aircraft concerned were to be replaced in a few years

by larger aircraft capable of carrying two pilots, the need for observers

highly trained in navigation was consequently purely temporary.

The Air Staff reiterated the views of D.S.D. concerning whole-time

observers and in November 1937 the Deputy Chief of Air Staff summed up the
(1)

position as follows

'I consider that from the operational point of view the whole

time air observer is a necessity. The types of aircraft now

coming into the Service take a heavy load considerable distances

at high speed. The delivery of that bcanb load at the target
depends as much on accurate navigation and bomb aiming as on

piloting, and the air observer is, depending on the type, partly
or wholly responsible for these duties. To expect  a really
high standard of efficiency in these duties from an air observer

who spends part of his time on technical ground duties is to

expect too much.

One of A,M,P.'s arguments against the whole-time air observer

is the increase in the personnel vote which such  a policy would
entail,

reason,

offensive potential,
than the aircraft otherwise our ends will be defeated,

there seems to be a danger of this so long as our potential is

governed by personnel policy.

I submit that this cannot be accepted as a serious
We have created an Air Force of long range and high

The crew must not be of a lower standard

But

D. of T. has recently increased the standard of training of

air observers; in particular navigation is being given increased
attention,

time to take effect, should go some way towards removing some of
the difficulties to which Bomber Command refer,

remedy.'

These improvejoents in training, when they have had

They are not a

Introduction of full-time Air Observers

The insistence on war readiness as the chief criterion prevailed, and in
(2)

December 1937 the Chief of Air Staff gave the following rulings;

(a) In all aircraft when the size of the crew permits, every
important function of the crew should have two men
capable of performing it.

(t) Consequently, observers must be trained in navigation,
bombing and gunnery, photography, and the elements of W/T,

Observers must be trained in W/T sufficiently to enable
them to operate the navigational aid equipment and the

transmitting key; they must have the rudiments of this
training before they are posted to squadrons.

(o)

(l) A.M. Pile S.41243.

(2) Minute by C.A.S. to A.M.P. and A.M.S.O, 14 December 1937.

/ (d)
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Observers are to be trained in navigation up to the
standards given (to pilots) by the ten weeks navigation
course at the School of Air Navigation, Mansion, This
requirement is subject to reconsideration when, for
aircraft in which two pilots are carried, the training
output permits of both being trained in navigation.

The proposals for the direct entry of observers as
corporals in ocsnbination with a direct entry pilot scheme,
and for a continuance of an entry from the Service of 200

tradesmen a year are accepted.

The proposals for obtaining 400 observers a year wpuld
mean that scheme 'P' requirementsv"') could not be met
until about 1940.
The numbers of observers obtained from the Service should

remain unaltered, but the number of direct entrants should
be increased as far as possible.

I accept in principle that the whole-time observer is
desirable,

make alterations of the present half-time scheme
impossible.

Thus the principle of full-time observers trained up to the same navigational

Owing to the shortage of skilled tradesmen,

were to be full-time observers, Service

(d)

(e)

(f)

A larger entry is therefore essential.

(g)
At present however the demands of maintenance

standards as pilots was accepted,

only direct entry observers

entrants continuing on a part-time basis.

(2)

(1) Under Scheme 'P' Treasury approval was obtained for training 1,500
pilots in six civil schools. In March 1938 the Air Oounoil decided
that the need for observers was more pressing and so four of the six
schools were allotted to observers instead of pilots, the intention

being that they should revert to pilot training when observer

requirements had been met. This change made no difference to the
schools because the navigational courses for both were identical.

(A.M. Piles 740853/38, ?6596l/38 and 778984/39).

(2) Direct Entry Observers* Scheme
Age Limit

17^ to 25 (as for short service coamission personnel).

Selection

Made by S.S.C. board.

Service

Three years' regular, followed by six years on the Reserve,
suitable men to be selected for pilot training after 2 years'
service, their engagements being extended to 6 years' regular and
6 years on Reserve.

All

Training

One month's navigation training at a civil school, 14 days ground
instruction at Uxbridge and 2 months' instruction in bombing and
gunnery at the Air Observers' School.

Rank

Enlisted as A,0,2 and reclassified L.A.C., promoted dorporal observer
on completing A.O.S. Course, promoted sergeant when qualified as pilot.

L.A.G. 5/- per day, corporal 9/- per day.

Gratuity

£25 per year for every year of service (excluding tiie first)
transfer to Reserve.

on

/ Presh
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Fresh plans for training Observers

These decisions of December 1937 demanded not only a higher standard of

navigational training and a longer course for observers, but also accelerated

As the increased ccmaitment was beyond the capacity of the Air

Observers’ School, North Coates, plans were made to give the navigation part

of the syllabus at Civil schools (12 weeks) and the armament part (bambing and

gunnery) at Service schools (8 weeks).

The observer badge was re-introduced on 21 October 1937, the qualifi

cations for it being that the candidate must have:-

(a) Passed an air observer course,

(b) Served in a squadron for six months,

(c) Gotaplated 50 hours' flying as observer,

(d) Been recommended by his Commanding Officer.

In December 1937 the plan of training required by the Chief of Air Staff's

CTiling that observers should be trained up to the Manston 10—week standard in

Three weeks were to be given to gunnery (with

10 hours' flying), three weeks to bombing (l2 hours' flying), and twelve weeks

Some Service subjects, such as wireless direction finding,

photography, and reconnaissance, were to be included in the navigation course

for Service entry observers, and to be taught later to direct entry observers.

Armament subjects were to be tau^t at Service schools (40 hours flying);

navigation at a Service school to Service entry and to direct entrants at

civil schools (36 hours' flying).

Little further progress was made, however, the supply of aircraft being

the limiting factor both in Service and civil schools.

output.

navigation was sketched out.

to navigation.

The aircraft required

to start the scheme for better navigation training amounted to 48 Ansons;

four civil schools needed six each, and two Service schools together twenty-

The direct entry observer scheme also moved slowly because difficulty

was experienced over recruiting, especially at a time when an intake of pilots
0)

was due.

the

four.

(1) December 1937 to April 1938. (A.M. Pile 719582/37)

/ In
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In the meantime, observer training went on, at North Coates only, at the

unchanged rate of 200 per year and on the unchanged ttiree months course,

most that could be done was to inform Commands of the intention to improve

observer training and of the neoessity for squadrons to trsin up to the higher
(1)

standard until the school training of observers could be haproved.

Conference on Training Air Crews. April 1938

In April 1958 the serious results of a lack of trained crews became fully

The

(2)

On 12 April a conference on the training of regular and reserve

crews, instructed by the Seciretary of State, (Lord Swinton) that the matter

must be treated 'exactly as it would be treated in war', decided that more

The prospective

realised.

observers must be trained to a higher standard without delay,

deficiency on 'Scheme L' requirements was then 700, before observers had been

The four civil schools were to start observerincluded in every crew.

Thetraining as soon as possible, with aircraft found from various sources.

direct entry scheme was to be settled, and observers recruited, immediately.

There would be an inevitable delay before the training of direct entry

observers could be started, and so the training of Service entry observers

A temporary air observer school was provided, by

converting a bomber station with two non-mobilisable Heyford squadrons, and

was stepped up at once.

Leoonfield, with Nos, 97 andsupplying the necessary specialist instructors.

166 Squadrons, started the navigation training of Service entry pupils on the

12 weeks* course in June 1938, the instructors being transferred from North

Coates. The latter station ceased navigation training and concentrated on

the armament training of the output from Leoonfield,

Observer Training at Civil Schools

The direct entry scheme for observers was introduced eventually and two

civil schools began training in August 1938, Already engaged in ab initio

training of pilots they undertook the navigational training of observers.

(1) A.M. letter 638478/37/s6, 6 April 1938.

(2) A.H.B./V/5/10.

/A
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(1)
A month later two other civil schools began observer training,

navigation course lasting twelve weeks at the civil schools, the pupils passed

to Service schools for training in bombing and gunnery on a course of eight

After a

weeks either at No, 1 Air Observers* School North Coates or at No, 2 Air

Observers' School Acklington. The latter station, formerly No. 7 Armament

Training Station, was converted to an air observers' school on 15 November

1938. Each civil school had a capacity for entry of 30 pupils. The total

planned output of observers was 600 per year, 400 from direct entrants and 200

from Service candidates. When the civil schools came into operation the

temporary Air Observers' School at Leoonfield stopped navigation training and

closed in November 1938 after passing out some 150 observers.

To deal with the armament training of observers two more armament

training schools, after being equipped with Heyfords, became air observer

schools. The rate of recruiting direct entrants was to increase between

December 1938 and February 1939 from 4j80 to 1,920 per year, but owing to

difficulty in recruiting enou^ direct entrants some of the places had to be

filled ly Service entrants. The shortage in direct entry pupils also

prevented the change from pilot training at two schools (Hamble and Shoreham)

scheduled for observers, and these schools continued to train pilots. A

further effect of the shortage was that the facilities at Nos, 3 and 4 Air

Observer Schools could not be fully employed.

(1) Civil Schools began observer training as follows:-

E, & R.F.T.S. 1223Location

No. 12

No. 7
No. 9
No. 10

15 August
15 August
15 September
15 September

Prestwick

Desford

Ansty
Tatesbuiy

Note: Two civil schools ccmraenced navigation training for pilots on
23 May 1938:-

No, 3 E, & R.P.T.S, Hamble and Martins Navigation Ltd.,
Shoreham.

/change
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Chaaage of Foliov conoeming Observers; Effeot on Training

Even before the schools began training it was realised that the estimated

output of 600 observers a year was inadequate,

conference on Training and Establishment of Air Observers decided in May 1938

that observers were to be made responsible in war for the navigation of

The corollary to this decision was the need for adding observers

It will be recalled that a

aircraft.

to peacetime establishments to avoid complete reliance on the Volunteer

Reserve for trained observers when war started, and training them in peacetime.

Observers were aocordin^y added to the peacetime establishments of all bomber

and general reconnaissance aircraft and the requirement for observer training

went up sharply,

entry at each civil school from 30 to 60 pupils,

two additional schools

(1)
The Air Council decided in November 1938 to double the

(2)
to bring into the scheme

(3)
and to change the two schools then training pilots

(M
to training observers.

Althou^ navigational policy underwent a radical change in May 1938, the
(5)

status of observers was not raised to that of pilots until the following year,

when the policy of giving responsibility for navigation to observers was
(6)

reaffirmed at a further conference in May 1939. In reviewing the general

policy the conference declared that safe and efficient navigation of a bomber

aircraft could be attained if;-

(a) The captain possessed sufficient knowledge and practical

esqjerienoe of navigation to enable him to superintend the

navigator's work in the air and to bring the aircraft

safely back if the navigator should become a casualty,

(b) The observer was trained to the hipest standard ani

navigated under the direction of the Captain.

(1) At first the expedient was tried of displacing a  'straight air gunner'
by an obseiver, but in suitable types of aircraft the air gunner was
restored early in 1939.

(2) Effective date was 6 February 1939.

(3) The two schools, which both commenced training on 9 January 1939, were
No, 6 E. & R.P.T.S., Sywell and No, 11 E. & R.P.T.S., Perth.

(4) The schools at Hamble and Shoreham were due to change from pilot training
to observer training in May 1939, but Martin's school at Shoreham was
transfenred to Gloucester and a new school was opened at Weston-super-
Mare to replace Hamble. Both the Gloucester and Weston-super-Mare

schools opened on 15 May 1939.

(5) 'a.M. Pile S.40289.

(6) A.M. letter S.47667/S.6. 22 May 1939.

/ Training
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Training was designed for the future to give the air observer a oomplete

course of instruction in all aspects of air navigation which would fit him to

Pilots were to receive basic training in dead

The ten-week course for pilots was reduced to six and

navigate long range bombers.

reckoning navigation.

basic navigation training added to the syllabus for elementary and reserve

The status of observer was raised to sergeant andflying training schools,

it was proposed that a proportion of the observers would be given commissions.

When this policy was laid doTm it was intended that N.C.O. observers should be

drawn entirely from the wireless operator (aircrew) trades,

three years on flying duties wireless operators/air gunner would be eligible

After completing

for training as observers; they would receive training in bombing and

navigation for four months and would thereafter be remustered and promoted to
(1)

sergeant. The scheme did not materialise owing to the outbreak of war.

During the interim, while these airmen were wireless operators, direct entry

observers were recruited as a purely temporary measure.

Expansion due to the Outbreak of War

At the outbreak of war responsibility for navigation was in process of

Wartime policy of the Air Councilbeing transferred from pilot to navigator.

ended the navigation courses for pilots as part of their basic training, owing
(2)

to the time and effort involved. Under war-time policy for observers.

armament training stations should convert to air observer schools, teaching

both armament and navigation subjects. This change was manifestly impossible

in September 1939 because the armament training stations were too small to

contain the increased pupil population, and the required aircraft, staff

pilots, and maintenance crews could not be found. Training of observers at

As therecivil schools therefore had to be continued and in fact increased.

had only been time to give elementary ground training and a little flying

experience to volunteer reseiwists, a reserve of trained observers did not

exist for making up deficiencies or providing replacements for casualties.

Moreover some of the pre-war tradesmen observers were sorely needed for work

in their ground trades.

(l) E.P.M. 156.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.47667.
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The extra schools which had been intended for continuous service or for

militia pupils were brou^t into the scheme and by the and of September 1939

there existed ten civil schools with a total capacity of if,200 observers per

These civil schools were separated from their respective elementaryyear.

and reserve flying training schools and they were re-named Air Observer

The estimated output exceeded the air
(1)

Navigation Schools (A.O.N.S.).

aimament capacity, uriiich was a limiting factor in the proposed expansion.

Ihe course at air observer navigation schools lasted 12 weeks and included 36

The syllabus aimed to reach the samehours flying, some of it by night,

's. n.' standard to which pilots were trained, but only two extra weeks were

allowed for recovering the leeway that observers had to make up through the

lack of flying experience and general basic training received by pilots.

Bombing and Gunnery Schools

Armament training stations on the outbreak of war ware renamed Air

Observer Schools, though they did not carry out avy navigation training, as

Those situated on the easthad been intended under the war organisation,

coast were closed and the remainder accepted both observers and air gunners
(2)

In November 1939 they werefor instiruction in bombing and air gunnery.

(l) On 30 September 1939 the following A.O.N.S.s were operating:-

CapacityLocation

Prestwick

Yatesbury
Desford

Ansty
Weston-super-Mare
Gloucester

Perth

Sywell
Blackpool
Grangemouth

(2) The following ctonge occurred on the outbreak of war:-

(a) East Coast Stations

A.O.N.S.

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3
No. 4

No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10

390
30
60
60
60

120

60
60

120
60

LocationAbsorbed by -LocationA.O.S.
A.O.S.

No. 9
No. 10

Penrhos

Warmwell
North Coates

Acklington

No.1

No. 2

A.T.S.

No.l Catfoss

No,3 Sutton Bridge
Temporary Leuchars

Aldergrove
West Preu^
Evanton

No. 3
No. 4
No. 8

(b) The following A.O.S,s were operating by 30 September 1939:-

A.O.S.

No. 3

No. 4
No. 5
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10

Aldergrove (formerly No, 2 A.T.S.)
West Preu^
Jurby
Porthcawl

Evanton

Penrhos

Waniiwell

)4
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tely desigjoated Bombing and Gunnery Schools (B.  & G. 3.).

course for observers lasted six weeks (including 20 hours’ flying) and each

In September 1939

In addition the schools trained

Themore accura

school planned for an output of 520 observers per year,

actual capacity was only half this number,

air gunners on a four weeks' course and provided facilities for the attachment

during 14 days of advanced training squadrons from Service flying training

schools to carry out their armament training practice.

In October 1939 Reserve Command attempted to improve the standard of

observer training by raising the flying hours to 50 and by stressing the

importance of long flights with frequent alterations to course,

could not increase oross-oountiy or night flying exercises.

A.O.N.S.s near the east coast were seriously handicapped by

Schools

Training areas

were restricted:

and there was a serious shortage of wireless facilities and

In November various moves took place chiefly to
(1)

war restrictions;

of night flying beacons.

locate the schools away frcxn Fighter Command area, and a new school was

(2)
opened at Ramble.

Criticism of Navigation Training

In November 1939 the Air Ministry (T, Nav.) drew attention to the

The civil schoolsfoimidable list of shortcomings in navigation training.

suffered not only from restricted flying area, lack of wireless, and

difficulty in night flying, but were also short of aircraft and had master

moreover, by nomariners, with little or no air experience, as instructors;

(1) The limited use which could be made of wireless affected all navigation

In the early days of title war no communication whatever was
In October

training,
allowed except the use of M.P. D/P in dire emergency.
Reserve Command obtained perraission for aircraft to use H.P. for making
position reports at hourly intervals, but there was no regular service of
fixes or bearings available to training aircraft,
given M.P. D/P stations, and M.P. d/P could still only be used in serious

Loops were of little value because beacons were few and
The School of Air Navigation had to

A.O.N.S.s were not

emergency,

badly placed for training flights,
work under the same conditions, except that a H.F. D/F station was
provided at St. Athan towards the end of 1939. (^A.M. Pile S.7598^

(2) Absorbed by -
A.O.N. S.

DateA.O.N.S. Moved

ToFrom

De sford

Grangemouth
Sywell

NovemberCarlisle

Prestwick

Blackpool

No. 3
No. 10
No. 8

2 December

November

No. 1

No. 9

No.11 A.O.N.S. formed at Ramble on 20 November 1939

/ means
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means all the schools were efficient, and they were not co-ordinated in their

The School of Air Navigation, apart from

the congestion at St. Athan and lack of wireless and heam facilities, was

handicapped by inadequate provision for high altitude work and shortage of

astro-navigation equipment.

To make some improvement, it was proposed that liie length of the air

observer navigation school course should be increased from 12 to 16 weeks, that

the A.O.N.S. instructors should be given a course at St. Athan, that a navi

gation specialist should be established at Reserve Command to look after the

civil schools, and that the 'astro* training oommitaient of the School of Air

Navigation should be out down from 2,000 to 500 per year.

These proposals were carried out, but they were described by a staff

officer (O.R.3) as rather a counsel of despair.

standard and methods of instruction.

He added suggestions that the

effect of operational restrictions on flying should be avoided by putting as

much training as possible in Canada, and that 'astro' training should be put on

a satisfactory basis by giving the School of Air Navigation a satellite in the

south of Prance.

The inadequacy of observer training as well as difficulty in disposing of

surplus output were taken into account in proposals by the Chief of Air Staff

for a general lengthening of courses by 25 per cent and the course at air

observer navigation schools was extended to l6 weeks in December.

The shortcomings of Air Observers

Attention was focused at this time more on defects in the pupils than on

Difficulty in recruiting observers before theshortcomings in their training.

war had led to the acceptance of men with moderate intelligence and general

education, whilst V.R. observers had been selected more for quantity than

some 30 per cent of pupils were in consequence being rejected at thequality:

air observer navigation schools,

of pupils, the inefficiency of civil schools or the cramping effect of

restrictions and shortages, observers were not being trained to a high enough

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Ghief, Banber Command criticised them

Whether the main reason was Idle low standard

standard.

(1)
consistently for lacking experience of practical navigation. As a result, the

only men on whom squadrons could rely for competent navigation were pilots who

had been trained before the war and the few experienced observers.

(l) This criticism at first referred to observers whose training had begun
before the war: but it continued in spite of the changes in A.O.N.S.
training.

/ Preliminary
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Wai^time entrants, it was expected would be of a higher standard of

general education and a marked improvement might be found in the future.

However, seme 2»j0 hours preliminary ground training in navigation (and morse),

mainly on the mathematical side, was given by education officers in the
(1)

ii^tial training wings.

Inevitably many squadrons did not use nor accept the observers as

The Air Officer CommandiJig-in-Ghief, Bomber Command, drew

attention to this at the end of 1959 and attributed the lack of faith in

observers to two probable causes

(a) an extensive fostering of the prestige of the pilot with

consequent belittlement of the other members of aircrew,

and,

(b) the low standard and inadequate training of the direct

entry or 7,R, observers who had so far reached the squadrons.

Reliance on pilots for navigators could not continue; war-time pilots were

reaching squadrons with little knowledge of navigation; some observers were

proving successful, thus indicating that the policy of making the observer

entirely responsible for navigation was a sound one.

Thus two fundamental problems had to be reviewed once again (a) pilot or

observer responsibility for navigation, and (b) the composition of crews.

Conference on Aircrew Duties. 4 March 1940

In view of the conflicting opinions expressed by commands a conference

was held at Air Ministry on 4 May 1940 for full discussion of these problems.

As a result the conference recommended the training in navigation of all

pilots on a course lasting fran four to six weeks to enable them to act as

captains of aircraft,

choice between simplifying the duties of each member (which would have

entailed a large increase in numbers of aircrew), or multiplying each man's

duties (a saving in manpower, but adding considerably to strain and fatigue

in war),

navigators.

(2)

(3)
The other crew problems were siommarised as a

\

V

(l) No. 54 Group Pile 54G/29/Air.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.75988.

(5) A.M. Pile 3.47667/1, Enel. 53A.
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The Air Member for Personnel defined the orew problem in war as

•providing a large number of efficient observers and air gunners at the

earliest possible moment', adding that the time needed to train observers

in wireless as well as in bombing and gunnery would mean a failure to meet

The result was that direct entry of observers

proceeded and the system of drawing upon wireless operators for observer

To make up for this alteration in crew, observers would be

trained in wireless and the new trade category called obseiwer/wireless,

A month later Air Ministry reaffirmed that Mvigation should be the

responsibility of observers and that pilots should be trained in navigation

(1)
observer requirements.

trade ceased.

(2)
only to supervisory standard. OChus after two years of uncertainty the

policy was finally settled.

Some steps had already been taken towards proving  a hi^er standard of

observer. Elementary instruction for both pilots and observers at initial

training wings had been added to the syllabus; and civilian instructors at

air observer navigation schools were being given courses at the School of

Air Navigation, St. Athan.

Obstacles to Observer Training

The amount of flying to bo carried out in the observer course was

increased in April 1940 to 6? hours, without lengthening the duration of the

but night flying ceased to be included because of the difficulty of

satisfactory practice without wireless aids.

course;

There were not enough aircraft

available for the increased flying, all Ansons being needed for training

At the largest Air Observer Navigation School (No, 1 at

Prestwick) the shortage of Ansons was overcome by using three Pokkers, each

carrying 50 pupils and fitted as a flying classroom,

enough flying hours, but the value of the experiiaent was not very high:

method did not develop a pupil's independence and self-reliance,  while the

amount of Anson flying after elementary instruction in Pokkers was seldom

enough to overcome the handicap.

schools overseas.

The Pokker supplied

the

(l) A.M. Pile S.40289.

(2) A.M. Pile S.40289.
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For exataple, Noo 11Training was also hampered by lack of equipment.

Air Observer Navigation School, Hamble began training pupils on 20 November

1939» t)ut did not receive any equipment until a month later, and the school

was lUJt fully equipped until May 1940.

Thus observer training at liie end of the firat eight months of war was

Pupils were trained at civil operated schools almost

Night

a patchwork affair,

entirely in dayli^t, fair weather, and dead reckoning navigation,

and bad weather experience and practice in using wireless aids were

effectively prevented by lack of facilities, while the general shortage of

aircraft reduced the possibility of completing the required number of flying

Moreover, astro-navigation ceased to be part of the regular sequence

of navigation training because the total capacil^r of the School of Air

Navigation was required for pupils specially selected from squadrons and

operational training units.

Training in bombing and gunnery was hampered by shortage of equipment,

of aircraft, and of accomiaodation at the bombing and gunnery schools,

ruling given ly the CJhief of the Air Staff in December 1939 to lengthen

courses by 25 per cent increased the course to ei^t weeks but even so these

handicaps, added to the bad winter of 1939/40, prevented oaapleting the

Consequently, the number of observers actually passed out only

By March 1940 the predicted surplus

of observers load not materialised and it appeared that the syllabus could not

Furthermore, in June 1940 when there wag

hoxirs.

The

syllabus.

reached half of the theoretical output.

be completed in the time laid down,

a considerable number of wireless operators awaiting training they were given

priority over observers for places in the bombing and gunnery schools.

The German Air Offensive. Summer of 1940; Effects on Observer Training

The immediate result of German air attacks during the sumiuer of 1940 was

an increase in operational restrictions which limited flying for training

purposes, and increased the difficulties noted in preceding paragraphs,

these circumstances no immediate improvement in the admittedly unsatisfactory

When the Air Officer

In

quality of navigation training could be expected,

Commanding-in-Chief Bomber Command pointed out in July 1940 that although

observers were responsible for navigation, they were not taught ‘astro' as

part of their basic training, could not be given it at operational training

units, and could not be sent on 'post-graduate' astro-courses without

/ breaking
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(1)
It had to be explained that an observer's basic Dead

Reckoning training was not good enough to warrant the addition of 'astro'

instruction until he had gained more experience, and that in any case the

teaching of 'astro' in the United Kingdom was practically out of the

When the observer's basic course at the Air Observer Navigation

breaking up crews.

question.

School was extended in June to fifteen weeks, and  a flying target of 80

the limitations on flyinghours, little difference in results followed:

areas and night flying, and the competence of the instructors, reraained

unchanged.

Transfer of A.O.N.S.s Overseas

The flying restrictions inevitable in an operational area, and the

handicaps on training caused by British weather could be avoided only by

moving schools overseas. Plans were made in July 1940 to move two air

observer navigation schools and one bombing and gunnery school to Canada, and

in August 1940 one air observer navigation school, a Fleet Air Arm observer

school, and a school of air navigation to South Africa.

The plans for transfer to the Dominions presented  a number of problems.

the chief of which was the fact that air observer navigation schools in the

United Kingdom were operated by civilian companies to which there would be

political objections in South Africa, There were no civil firms in South

Africa to operate them;

schools and the civilian companies in the United Kingdom would have to be

therefore the schools would have to become Service

Plans were changed so that two air observer navigation schoolsocxnpensated.

The latterwent to South Africa and one school of air navigation to Canada.

change was occasioned because no 'astro' tables for the Southern hemisphere

had been prepared. In conjunction v/ith the transfer overseas of four

Service flying training schools and two general reconnaissance schools it was

planned to move No, 5 A.O.N.S Weston-super-Mare and part of No. 1 A.O.N.S• 5• 9

Prestwick to South Africa and No, 1 School of Air Navigation, St. Athan to

The School of Air Navigation was to train observers as well as 'N'Canada.

whilst No, 5 A.O.N.S. undertook instructionspecialists and astro pupils;

to 's.n,' standard for pilots as well as observers.

(l) A.M. Pile S.47667.
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The transfer plans were opposed by the Minister of Aircraft Production

on the grounds that a high proportion of aircraft and spares would be locked

in transit and that the schools would be remote from the aircraftup

(2)(1)
DespiteHe urged the forming of new schools overseas,

arguments by Air Ministry that handicaps in training in the United Kingdom

and that the need for a larger operational force made these transfers

imperative, the Prime Minister decided at the end of August that it would be

unwise to move any large part of the reserves of men and machines out of the

industry.

(3)
He agreed that, since

navigation training in the United Kingdom was especially handicapped, the two

air observer navigation schools should move to South Africa as planned.

country while the air battle was in progress.

The

School of Air Navigation had also begun to move by September, so this
(4)

transfer was completed. This marked the end of the transfer of schools

overseas, though later in 1941 and 1942 new R.A.P. schools formed overseas.

gradually replacing those in the United Kingdom.

Reorganisation in the United Kingdom 1940

A further result of interference by the German air attack was a re-

'liVhen No, 1 School of Airshuffling of schools in the United Kingdom,

Navigation moved to Canada a second school (No. 2 School of Air Navigation)

for Hampden pilots and instructors in navigation was formed from the

remainder of the original school, and it started training at Cranage on

21 October 1940, Two general reconnaissance schools were also moved over

seas, one to Canada and one to South Africa, and No. 3 General Reconnaissance

School formed in November at Squires Gate as the other schools moved away.

No, 9 Air Observer Navigation School, Squires Gate had closed on 27 May to

(l) W.P.(i*0) 323.

(2) Sf.P.(40) 326.

(3) W.P.(40) 38.

(4) No. 5 A.O.N.S. Weston-super-Mare closed on 1 September 1940 and as a
Service operated school opened at Oudtshoorn, South Africa on 22 Octoben
In February 1941, *S,N.' courses began in addition to the basic training
of 120 observers,

23 October 1940 and be^n training as a Service school at Queenstown,
South Africa on 23 December with a capacity of 120 observers,
numbered No, 7 A.O.N.S.

began its move on 30 September and started training on 18 November at
Port Albert, Canada as No, 31 A.N.S.
120 observers were added on 6 January 1941.

Part of No. 1 A.O.N.S., Prestwick closed on

It was

No, 1 School of Air Navigation, St. Athan

Courses in basic training for
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make room for No, 2 General Reconnaissance School; No. 3 Air Observer

Navigation School had moved from Carlisle to Weston-super-ivlare  on 2 June 194C

when it was absorbed by No. 5 Air Obsei*ver Navigation School which subse

quently moved to South Africa. No. 11 Air Observer Navigation School moved

from Hamble to Watohfield on 22 July 1940 and No,  2 Air Observer Navigation

By the end of 1940 onlySchool, Yatesbuiy disbanded on 17 December 194D.

Owingfour air observer navigation schools remained in the United Kingdom.

to a predicted shortage of observers for 1941 the course was reduced tea 12

(1)
weeks in order to supply an output of 2,000 observers per year.

Further Expansion of Obsenrer Training

Transfers overseas interrupted training, thus reducing the total output,

but the effect was delayed because observers had to pass through a six weeks
I

armament course at a bombing and gunnery school after their basic navigation

training. At the end of 1940 there was a surplus of observers. The needs

of Fighter Command had out down the flow of pilots and therefore of crews to

Bomber Comiiand;
(2)

but a large deficiency seemed probable in 1941.

January 1941 the bomber expansion planned for the second half of that year

In

suggested that, unless more capacity were provided for training observers in

navigation, there would be a shortage of seme 200 in June and 600 in
u)

even when the shortened course (from 15 weeks to 12), the out

put frem Empire Scheme Schools in Canada and Australia, the settling down of

transferred schools, and the start of basic training at No, 31 Air

September,

Navigation School in Canada were all taken into account.

To provide the additional capacity there were new schools at Bobbington,

which had been due to open as a Service operated air observer navigation

school in December 1940 (but did not in fact start until April 19M), and at

(l) The four A.O.N.S,s in operation at the end of 1940 were;-

A.O.N.S.

No. 1

No. 4
No. 6

No. 11

(2) A.M. File S.75988.

(3) A.C.6(41), January 1941.

Location Capacity

Prestwick

Ansty
Staverton

(Gloucester)
Watchfield

290
60

120

60
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On the other hand.Millom, which began observer training in February 1941.

Prestwick was due to reduce its pupil population of observers from 300 to l80

Thein order to make room for a coastal operational training unit.

possibility of converting Little Rissington from  a Service flying training

school to an air observer navigation school was considered, but dropped, and

the shrinkage of Prestwick was postponed until an additional air observer

navigation school could be brou^t into operation. These changes, when they

were complete, would raise the United Kingdom output of observers up to

3,900 per year, of which Prestwick would train only 650,

This was a considerable change from Prestwick's previous dominant

position of producing nearly 1,100 observers out of a total annual output of

2,000, and the operating company (No, 1 A.0,N,S., Scottish Aviation Ltd.)

protested against the reduction, urging that the school had in the past shown

itself able to handle as many as 390 pupils, using three Pokkers and 32

Ansons for their flying, and suggesting that it would be better, if an

increase in the observer output were wanted, to raise Prestwick's number of

Nonetheless, the proposals

It was considered that the use of such big aircraft as

pupils to 390 rather than reduce it to 180,

remained unchanged.

Pokkers at an air observer navigation school would result in a lower standard

of output; that the replacement of Pokkers by Ansons would produce air

congestion with the larger pupil population; and that the addition of an

operational training unit to an air observer navigation school containing

390 pupils would cause crowding.

Aircraft were a difficulty in all plans for expanding observer training.

The shortage of Ansons was serious and world-wide, while their supply to

overseas training theatres had priority: none were available for navigation

training in the United Kingdom, The possibility of using more large

aircraft had been considered in the autumn of 1940, and the Albatross and

Ensign (i,e, civil types) were investigated, but the project was dropped.

This left only the Botha, an 'operational reject', available for equipping
(1)

new schools and replacing the Pokkers. The schools at Millom and

Bobbington were given Bothas when they opened.

(l) Bothas •ivere used for training purposes,
attack aircraft for arroament training, but they were later employed
(in spite of reports that they were unsuitable) for navigation training.
(S.D.155 958/40).

At first they were intended as

/ Dissatisfaction
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Dissatisfaction with Navigational Competence of Observers

While these transfers and changes were going on the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Chief Bomber Command remained seriously dissatisfied with the
r

navigational competence of observers.

(D.T.P.) investigated the shortcomings which operational training units found

Considerable emphasis was laid on the interposition of a

bombing and gunnery course between an observer's basic navigation training

(1)
In November AShO Air Ministry

in their training.

it was thou^t that duringand his arrival at an operational training unit:

the armament course a pupil forgot a good deal of the navigation he had been

The absence of ii.ght flying training and of 'astro' instruction was

criticised, and so was a lack of practical, as opposed to theoretical,

teaching about compasses, wireless aids, and oiaps and charts.

In December 1940 the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Bomber Comnaand

stated that three out of every four aircraft lost on operational sorties were

tau£^t.

(2)
lost in and around England from causes other than enemy action. He put

this down to lack of supervision by captains, who were unable to check the

observer's work because they had not been given enough navigation training,

and asked that pilots should be given more navigation instruction somewhere

(3)
in the training sequence.

Observer training underwent seme minor changes. Efforts were made to

commence ni^t flying at the air observer navigation schools and their

internal organisation was altered in November 194D by adding one or more

specialist 'N* officers to each school's establishment, to act as chief

instructor and relieve the operating company of responsibility for training.

(l) A.M. Pile S.69236.

(2) These figures referred to the period April-Deoember 194X).
(A.M. Pile 3.47667).

(5) Providing a special navigation school for training bomber pilots was,
however, quite impossible because there were too few facilities

available to set up all the schools needed for more essential work.
The most that could be done was to ixiorease the attention given to

navigation at I.T.W.s and E.P.T.S.s, increase the S.P.T.S. ground
instruction on it from 50 to 62 hours, and urge that pupils should have
15 hours' navigation flying in the back seat of Oxfords at the S.P.T.S.s.

The figures quoted by Bomber Command for losses were not agreed by the
Air Ministry, who said that of 548 operational aircraft lost between
April and December 1940 only 97 might have been caused by bad navigation,
(D.D.T. Nav, Branch Jacket 13).
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The oompariy's representative was to remain commanding officer of the school,

but he was not responsible for training:

specialist 'N' chief instructor,

air observer navigation schools were given courses and some experience of air

navigation at No, 2 School of Mr Navigation, while in February 194-1 it was

decided that the education officers who taught navigation at initial training

wings should also have a course (including flying) at Cranage,

The criticism that observers grew rusty on navigation during their

that fell entirely to the
(2)(1)

New 'master mariner' instructors at

armament training was met by trying an experimental combined course, with ^
navigation, bombing and gunnery tau^t concurrently, when Millam opened.

This combined course was of eighteen weeks' duration (i,e. the twelve weeks

of the navigation course plus six weeks for bombing and gunnery training).

Navigation and Piloting; Policy and Doctrine

The changes at air observer navigation schools and Service flying

training schools were attempts to improve the existing system of navigation

instruction, but the policy and organisation of the existing system were by

In December 1940 the Air Member for Trainingno means generally accepted.

suggested that a Navigation Croup might be formed, and advanced the following

arguments in support thereof;-

(a) True air navigation involved both flying and finding

the way.

(b) The School of Air Navigation was the only unit dealing

with this true navigation.

(c) The Air Observer Navigation Schools did not benefit by

the School of Air Navigation's experience.

(d) The Service Flying Training Schools could not deal

successfully with more than elementary pilot navigation.

(l) This dual system led, by the beginning of 1942, to a curious position
where the ocmmanding officer of Staverton was answerable to No. 50

Group, while the chief instructor of Staverton was responsible to
No. 25 Group. (A.M. File S.75988).

(2) Transfers and changes had made it necessary to recruit some additional
instructors. (A.M. File 3.4766?).

(3) Millom had originally been intended as an armament school.
(A.M. File S.75988).
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(e) A nnmmnn oontrol for all navigation training units

(including the School of General Reconnaissance) was

desirable in order to ensure the general teaching of

true navigation.

There was a lack of enthusiasm for these arguments.

(1)

The Air Officer

23 Group did not see anything wrong with the existing system

of navigation schools, and disliked the proposal to mix Service and civilian

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Coastal Command

Commanding No,

schools in one group,

considered that the work of the School of General Reconnaissance  and of the

The proposal for a NavigationOperational Training Unit were closely akin,

Group was dropped, but T. Nav, became a Deputy Directorate of D, T. P. at the

end of 19AD, with Group Captain Kelly-Barnas (formerly D.D.T, Nav.) in

charge.
(2)

The Air Officer Oomioanding-in-Chief Bomber Command objected to

relying on observers for 'N* specialists and 's.n,' instructors.

'It cannot be accepted that a man trained purely in navigation
is as good an air navigator as the man who trained in both

piloting and navigation. The arts of piloting and navigation
are very closely allied, and it is more important for senior

navigators to have piloting experience than for argr other

specialist,'

He also blamed the separation of navigation from piloting for a substantial

reduction in the standard of navigation, and stated that captains* efficiency

The standard of navigation

(3)
He said:*

was reduced by their ignorance of navigation.

The policy of training pilots to a lower navigational standard than
observers, and expecting them to be capable of supervising the navi
gation of the aircraft, was put forward as an explanation of the
navigational ineffectiveness which was troubling Bomber Ccsnmand.
D.D.T. Nav, was of the opinion that it would be wise to divert more

resources to training pilots, at the expense of a reduction in

operational effort, and make up for the reduction by a lower rate of
loss. Putting more resources into training, however, would mean that
first of all more really suitable men would have to be trained as

specialists or instructors, but the operational commands - chiefly
In fact, itBomber Ccsnaand - were reluctant to let good men go.

(1)

became necessary to out down the number of specialists 'N' being
trained (at No. 31 A.N.S. Canada) and to examine the posts established
for specialists to see whether any could be filled satisfactorily with
less well qualified men. The attempted economy was a failure: it
.._i not possible to make do vdth fewer navigation specialists.
(T. Nav, Branch Jacket 13 and A.M. Pile 3.4766?).
was

A.M. Pile 3.47667.

The policy of employing observers as specialists or instructors was

introduced in April 1940, and the general shortage of pilots later in
the year caused a hi^ proportion of those selected for these duties
to be observers.

(2)

(3)
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was already so low as to have an adverse effeot on the bombing effort, and

employing observers in specialist and instructor posts would lower it

Observers were not produced from such good raw material as pilots,

and lacked a pilot’s background of general Service experience.

In fact, (Bomber Command said) the standard of navigation throu^out the

Co-ordination between the various types of school

dealing with navigation had been poor because of  a lack of specialist higher

Navigation

further.

R.A.P. was too low.

direction for inculcating a common doctrine of air navigation,

and piloting had been separated, with the result that navigation languished

because the men chiefly concerned with it (observers) had not full all-round

The standard of men selected to be trained as observers was notexperience.

high enough, most of the pupils being deficient in mathematical ability.

Their periods of training were too short for the existing syllabus, and the

syllabus was not adequate to produce the fully competent men wanted by

In addition, there ware the well-known difficulties of

poor facilities, operational restrictions, and 'master mariner' instructors.

Proposals for Improvement

Bomber Command.

Most of Bomber Canmand's points were covered in a comprehensive paper

by the Deputy Director of Plying Training (Navigation),

that concentrated 'cramming* instruction was not enough:

practice were needed to produce instinctive working and skill, and the

courses then running were too short either to cover all that should be

(1)
He stressed

experience and

learned or to give an adequate understanding of what they did include.

Though the separation of navigation from piloting had produced a lower

standard, it was not possible to set matters right by giving all pilots full

navigation training: neither the time nor the facilities cotild be spared.

The next best way of tackling the low standard was to start a vigorous drive

for improving the quality of the pupils - probably by preliminary education -

and for raising the observer to equal status with the pilot.

D.D.T.P. divided the whole process of navigation training under five

headings:-

(l) Paper on Training of Aircrews in Navigation dated 11 April 1941.
(A.M, Pile 3.47667).
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(a) preparatory general education;

(t) general education closely linked with navigation;

(c) ground training in navigation;

(d) air training in navigation; and

(e) non-navigational matters.

The first two, he said, might be dealt vri.th by selection of men, by

education, or by a non-flying stage of training,

hitherto been done concurrently: this had always been accepted practice and

Air exercises in 1941, however.

The third and fourth had

was probably best, but it was leisurely.

were strictly limited by lack of facilities, and so the idea of treating all

ground training and air training together at one stage must be abandoned.

Hence he proposed a re-division of navigation training into three stages -

groiind training, synthetic training and air exercises.

Prom this paper developed, in May, a plan to introduce a

preparatory course at initial training wings for those observers who would

six weeks

continue their training in the United Kingdtxa'. The difficulty was

Somewhere to hanile 800 pupils in classes of 20 - 25 wasaccommodation.

wanted: splitting up into smaller units was considered undesirable because

it would require an extravagant number of instructors and because strict

discipline and supervision of the pupils was necessary,

site went on fruitlessly throughout the summer,

training stage was named the 'Eleraentaiy Air Observers School'.

Combined Training in Service Schools

The search for

In July this additional

a

% the middle of April 1941 the experimental combined navigation and

armament course at Millom was judged successful. 'Better observers were

being produced in a shorter time', while the experiment seemed to indicate

that elimination of the civilian element and commercial background of the
(1)

air observer navigation schools had raised the quality of the training.

Combined courses were introduced generally between June and September,

meant starting navigation training at the armament training stations, and six

This

(2)
Each of the six had 240 observerof them were earmarked for tire purpose.

(l) A.H.B./llM/a9/lA and A.M. File S.70633.

(2) West Preugh, Penrhos, Jurby, Dumfries and a new station being built at
Wigtown, in addition to Millom. West Freugh and Penrhos began
navigation training in June, Jurby in July, Wigtown and Dumfries in

September,
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(Schools doing combinedpupils, so that the output was some 3,500 per year,

training of observers had to have facilities for dealing with bombing and

gunnery, and so had to be located at armament training stations),

change was gradual, the full pupil population of observers at each school

The

being built up by successive intakes, and the schools carrying on with a

diminishing armament training comaitment until they were completely converted

to combined training (except Wigtown, which was a new station),

change was finished, some four months after it began, these schools were

As navigation training was taken over by the
r

combined schools most of the air observer navigation schools closed.

When the

renamed air observers schools.

(1)
The

instructors from the civil schools went, in many cases, to the new combined

So did some of their staff pilots, but not their staff wireless
(2)

Their Ansons also went to the combined schools.

schools.

operators.

Comparison between Civil and Service Maintenance

The civilian element in navigation schools did not, however, disappear

The civil maintenance staffs who had serviced aircraft at the airentirely.

observer navigation schools were available; there were contracts in

existence with the operating companies; civil maintenance probably was

cheaper both in money and manpower than Seivice maintenance; and civil

maintenance staffs would in general set less of an aoconaraodation problem than

(l) No. 1 A,0,N,S. at Prestwick (which was now wanted as a Transatlantic
airport and a Radar School) closed in July, and so did No, 11 A.O.N.S.
at Watchfield,

No, 3 A.0.N,S. at Bobbington was converted to combined navigation and
armament training at the beginning of November,
at Staverton remained of the original civil schools,
training units in the United Kingdom at the end of 1941 were:-

No. 4 A.O.S. West Preugh
No, 5 A,0,S. Jurby
No, 9 A.0,S. Penrhos
No.lO A.0,S, Dumfries

No, 6 A,0,N,3. Staverton

No. 4 A.O.N.S. at Ansty closed at the end of August.

Only No, 6 A.O.N.S.
The navigation

No, 2 S, of A.N. Cranage
No. 3 S, of G.R. Squires Gate
No, 1 A.O.S. Wigtown
No. 2 A.O.S. Millom

No, 3 A.O.S. Bobbington

(3.D.155, 653/41 and 905/41).

(2) The use of Bothas was abandoned at Bobbington in the summer of 1941
because they were too dangerous for tiie aerodrome,
used at Penrhos (where the aerodrome was too ssoall), and No. 9 A.O.S.
was equipped with Ansons and Blenheims,
also equipped with Blenheims,
schools Bothas.

training was the production of a multiplicity of aircraft types at the
schools; target towers (usually Battles) and armament training aircraft
(at schools where Ansons were used for navigation training) had to be
established,

night training, six Ansons were established at each school to deal with

the syllabus requirement for night flying.

They could not be

No, 5 A.0.3. at Jurby was
No, 1 A.O.S. had Ansons, and the other

One of the corollaries of introducing combined

In addition, since the other tjrpes were not suitable for
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In May 1941 the possibility of entrusting maintenance

at some of the combined schools to a civil company, as had been done in the

case of No, 3 School of General Reconnaissance at Squires Gate, was discussed.

Service maintenance.

It was opposed by Air Ministry (D.S.M.) and by the Air Officer Commanding-in-

D.S.M. pointed to the experience of SquiresChief, Plying Training Command.

Gate, which showed that the system produced criticism, bickering, and

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Plyingcompetitive faiilt-finding.

Training Command based his objections on the complexity of the equipment to

be serviced at air observer schools and the doubtful availability of skilled

labour for such things as armament equipment, the undesirability  of mixing

civil and Service staff because of comparisons between living conditions and

pay, and the advisability of training pupils as far as possible under Service

The arguments of economy and existing contracts, however,

prevailed, and at the end of May, the Air Member for Supply and Organisation

decided that three of the air observer schools should have their aircraft

conditions.

(1)
maintained by civil cotapanies.

At all the combined schools navigation training and flying were done by

the Service, which then had to cope with the same difficulties that had

Wireless services had been practicallyhandicapped the former schools,

non-existent when the schools had been bombing and gunnery schools, while no

direction finding stations were available for the combined schools than

the air observer navigation schools had been allowed to use, so that flying

more

in bad weather and at night was still almost impossible.

Difficulties in providing teaching staff

The combined schools had three more difficulties from which the former

Except at the schools equipped withschools had been oomparatively free,

Ansons they had troublesome aircraft; they had practically no experienced

Nothing could bestaff pilots; and they had no staff wireless operators,

done about aircraft until some more suitable type than the Botha became

Service(l) These arrangements did not start until later in the year,
maintenance continued at Dumfries and Bobbington until October 1941.

Wigtown was entrusted to
and Bobbington to

Wigtown did not open until September 1941.
Airwork Ltd

Marshalls Ltd.

its maintenance was to be done by Airwork Ltd. (who were operating it
as an A,0,N,S.).

Dumfries to Scottish Aviation Ltd

When Staverton was eventually converted to an A.O,S.
• »•»
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The oivil schools had not employed a large number of staff

pilots, and the largest of them, Prestwick, had made a considerable saving in

pilots by relying on the Pokkers to provide flying time,

training schools were working at high pressure and with short courses to turn

out large numbers of pilots, and Bomber Command was asking insistently for the

the pilots available for the combined schools had

therefore been quickly trained and were not the best of the output from

Wireless operators did not become

available.

The Service flying

best men they turned out:

Service flying training schools,

competent to work in the air on cross-country flights until they had been

trained at operational training units and of course it was impossible to

spare any of such output for air observer schools or to transfer experienced

civilian staff wireless operators from the air observer navigation schools to

the Service air observer schools.

By the end of 1941 the combined air obseiwer schools were also training

pilots and wireless operators as well as dealing with their primary oommit-

Pilot training (whichments of training in navigation, bombing and gunnery,

soon had to include considerable attention to night flying) and signals
(1)

training were done to uniform syllabuses under the supervision of No.25 Group,

Wireless Services

Before ary great improvement could take place in the flying side of

navigation training the wireless services of the air observer schools had to

It was still laid down in the summer of 1941 (as it had beenbe improved.

since October 1959) that wireless communication was allowed only once per

hoiir from each aircraft, and that only coded messages giving the pilot's

During the autumn a wider use ofopinion of his position might be passed.

medium frequency direction finding was allowed and each air observer school

These homing D/P stations camewas allowed a M.P. D/P station for homing.

into use during the winter, and reasonable training flights at night and in

The greater number of navigation-trainingbad weather became possible,

aircraft and the longer range of their exercises set more signals problems.

(l) A certain amount of signals training was also done experimentally at
Penrhos to see whether the Air Grew Wing bottleneck could not be
relieved to some extent.
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and it beoaine necessary to increase the number of wireless channels and to

re-arrange their frequencies.

Navigational Standards; Further criticisms and suggestions

While the air observer schools were building up their staffs and getting

under way, criticism of the navigational standard of observers continued to
0)

come from the Air Officer Commanding-in-Ohief, Bomber Command,

there was too much theoretical instruction and too little practical

Generally,

experience, while men trained overseas lacked knowledge of the European

problems of map-reading and were, of course, unfamiliar with blackout.

Suggestions came from two coimmands that certain observer-training schools

should be earmarked for certain eamands and specialise in particular

These suggestions were turned down by the Air Ministry, vdiiohrequirements.

stoutly maintained that air observer schools should give a satisfactory basic

training, and that no part of basic training (however much might have fallen

on operational training units in the past because of earlier defects in basic

instruction) should be regarded as specialisation for a particular command.

Formation of the Elementary -Air Navigation School (E.A.N.S.)

In October 1941 the Elementary Air Navigation School was at last opened

at Eastbourne, to give a six-weeks’ ground navigation course to observer

pupils between the initial training wing and the air observer school stages.

After some discussion, it was made clear that the Elementary Air Navigation

but a preliminary part of Service

Its function was to extend the time spent on navigation

School was iU3t an advanced kind of I.T.W,• t
(2)

flying training.

training without the waste of aerodrome capacity involved by lengthening

courses at air observer schools, and it was hoped that by covering the navi

gation syllabus fairly tiioroughly at the Elementary Air Navigation School it

would be possible to leave the course at the air observer schools free for

the practical digestion of what had been learned, and for gaining experience.

(l) A.M. Pile 3.75988.

(2) A.M. Pile S.72830 and S.D.155, 991Al.
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*The Mew Deal*

By the end of 1941 the 'New Deal' proposals for a drastio improveaient

and lengthening of hasio training in the combined air observer schools

hours from 98 to 130 (25 of them by night) during the

The flying commitment became formidable - 4,300 hours

per month per school - and the need for better staff pilots, better wireless

facilities, and properly organised flying control became urgent,

these items were provided, the commitment could not be achieved in 18 weeks,

and the duration of the course was extended to 24 weeks as a temporary

Pali; of the 'New Deal* planned to rely almost entirely on overseas

schools for basic observer training, and to convert the air observer schools

(as their current courses came to an end) to advanced flying units

for acclimatising and refreshing men who had been trained overseas.

The Empire Aircrew Training conference in January 1942 agreed to provide

elementary air observer schools in the various training theatres overseas.

increased flying c
(1)

l8-^eek course.

Until all

measure.

^observer)

(3)

Until such arrangements had been made, the school at Eastbourne went on

working at its full capacity of 2,000 pupils per annum.

Training Overseas

Overseas the variations of navigation training did not follow its

changes in the United Kingdom. In Canada the combining of navigation and

armament training at one school was considered in April 1941, but was not

introduced because of practical difficulties. Hie armament training

stations were generally remote, with their ranges in deserted places, vdiile

the navigation schools (civil operated and working from ex-civil aerodromes)

were near large towns.
(4)

Uprooting the civil schools and transferring them

(l) A.M, Pile 3,75988. See also R.A.i\ Monograph, 'The History of Plying
Training', Voivune I, Chapter 10, pages l6l-3. (A.P.3233).

(2) Millom, Dximfries, Wigtown and Penrhos changed over to (o) A.P.U.
training in the early part of 1942 (Millom's change started late in
December 1941), West Preugh went on to the basic training of W/T
observers, and Staverton dealt with W/T observers and radio observers.
Specialised types of observers began to be trained about this time for

certain types of aircraft. The W/T observer combined the qualifi
cations of an observer and a wireless operator, and was destined for

long range fighters. The radio observer was qualified in navigation
and radar (A.I.) and was destined for night fighters.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.72830.

(4) E.T.S.258/41 and 266/41.
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An alternative way of achievingto remote places was hardly practicable.

The course at air observer schoolsthe same end was adopted in May 1941.

was revised to include bombing instruction, so as to get the advantage of

concurrent navigation and armament instruction, and the period at Bombing

and Gunnery School (which included the bomb-dropping practices) was reduced

Oying to increasing supplies of sextants and other

instmaents it became possible at the same time to decentralise 'Astro'

training from the schools of air navigation to the air observer schools whejre

The last named course extended to 14 weeks, and

the stage of observer training at the School of Air Navigation was dropped.

The basic training of observers in transferred schools increased during

No, 31 -Air Navigation School, Port Albert, Canada started to build up

a population of 120 observers on basic courses in January, and the Air

to four weeks.

(1)
it rightly belonged.

1941.

Observer Navigation School which moved to Queenstown, South Africa increased

from 120 to 180 pupils in February. Two newly-formed schools in Canada,

No. 32 Air Navigation School, Charlottetown, and No, 33 Air Navigation
(2)

School, Hamilton, also trained observers.

Civilian Maintenance at Air Observer Schools

Towards the end of 1941 some difficulties arose in the air observer

schools in the United Kingdom concerning civilian as compared with Service

maintenance, and the question was revived by the Air Officer Commanding-in-

Ohief, Flying Training Canmand. In February 1942 a special investigation

into the whole matter was carried out by an impartial authority. Sir Harold

Howitt, who reported to the Air Ministry that while the total cost was about

eqijal, the civilian maintenance scheme had not proved a failure.
(3)

He

advocated a further trial for three months during which the Service side of

the stations concerned should co-operate in the system.

1942 the Air Ministry decided to end the civilian maintenance system at the

three air observer schools and also at the Air Obseiwer Navigation School,

The reasons for this decision were division of responsibility.

Finally on 2 April

Staverton,

(l) In the United Kingdom 'astro' training was also introduced at the
A.O.S. stage.

(2) No, 33 A.N.S. Hamilton at first trained Hampden pilots.

(3) A.M. Pile S.70633.
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laok of discipline among oivil employees of the firms, and disparity in pay

and conditions between civil aaployees and airmen, which could not be

The general principle was laidexplained away to persons in the Service.

diovm that oivil maintenance was possible where there was civil control of

operation as well as of maintenance, but that in other cases there must be

Service maintenance, i,e, control of a school's functional operation should

not be divided from control of its aircraft maintenance.

Navigators and Air Bombers - Navigation Aids and Technique

Between September 1939 and December 1941 a few instruments of real value

to navigators were produced for the operational squadrons;

year 1942 advanced they were supplied to operational training units and later

to other training units in Great Britain, when the flow of manufacture

gradually as the

(1)
permitted. The astrograph and the integrating sextant improved the

accuracy of astro navigation but unfortunately this method was not a target

finder. The influence of radar began to be felt in the realm of air

navigation, and Coastal Comiaand squadrons were equipped with submarine

detecting devices (A.S.V.) which also could be used for navigation purposes.

Bomber squadrons were not so fortunate. Despite the strenuous efforts of

the navigation staff to obtain the new radar equipment in the form of 'Gee*

which promised real help as a target finder, production weired against its

rapid introduction into the Service, Hov/ever, a blind belief in the

effectiveness of bombing operations was rudely shaken when in December 1941 a

statistical analysis of night photographs revealed that only a very small

proportion of bombs was falling within five miles of the point aimed at.

One result of this analysis was to give priority in the production of navi

gating instruments which would enable the bomber aircraft to reach and to

Within a shortbomb the target in all but the worst weather conditions.

space of two years radar aids to navigation appeared.
(2)

In addition to 'Gee' special radar apparatus was fitted to large

aircraft known as 'Oboe' by means of which the craft could keep touch with

two widely separated wireless stations on the ground, dubbed respectively the

(l) Plying Traiioing Gomraand Pile: TTC/A.OGC/42.

(2) G.B.O, paper, GAS 5065 dated 17 September 1942.
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The former guided the track of the controlled

aircraft travelling at a constant range, while the latter, throu^ knowing

the pre-arranged hei^t and airspeed of the aircraft, gave a signal to

*Gat'and the 'Mouse'.

indicate the point at which the bcmbs must be released.

A second device was known as 'H2S'. Ihis was a radar transmitter and

receiver carried in the aircraft. It radiated pulses covering a wide area

below and forward of the aircraft, which were reflected from the earth in

varying strengths that showed on a screen a sort of map distinguishing the

main features in the surrounding countryside. By constant comparison

between the screen and an ordinary map the navigator could recognise exactly

the track of his aircraft.

These two instruments increased the precision of navigation and of bomb

aiming to an almost incredible degree: they also had the effect of

augaenting the aeroplane's crew and of altering the methods of training

navigators and air bcaabers.

Unfortunately, the slow production of these instrumen-ts, the long time

needed to modify the design of aircraft in order to incorporate them, and

the high degree of secrecy surrounding their development and use in the

Service, militated against their being supplied to the training organisation

until the war was nearly over. The secretive tendency in particular reached

such proportions that none of them were supplied to overseas training units,

and even those responsible for the direction of navigation training were

unable to keep themselves up-to-date with tiie progress of the new techniques.

Training lagged so far behind invention in this matter that its products had

to be re-trained at the Operational Training Unit in the United Kingdom,

Another line of development that followed the statistical analysis of

night photographs, referred to previously, went far towards achieving the

correct use of the air weapon. Of paramount importance was the acceptance

in 19^ of the 'pathfinder' principle, which in turn resulted in navigation

tactics becoming an integral part of any bombing operation,

tactics enabled the bombing offensive to reach a point of concentration and

to saturate the enemy's defences, thereby inflicting the maximvaa damage for

The navigation

a minimum rate of loss.
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Effeots of Teohnioal Advanoe; Introduction of the Air Bomber

One result of the 'New Deal' plan prepared by the Air Member for

Training and of the navigation aids was the introduction of an additional

member of the air crew for medium and heavy bombers who was subsequently

The new category represented a further stage in

the process of specialising the various air crew functions,

the technique of flying a heavy bomber had advanced a long way from the

'pilot airforce' days in pre-war policy to the highly specialised era which

the 'New Deal' introduced.

styled the 'air bomber'.

By March 1942

The observer had taken over navigating and bombing duties from the pilot

in May 1939 and the position remained static until the time when new radar

The new devices had theinventions greatly facilitated the observer's task.

result, however, of keeping the observer at his table devoting a most

cojioentrated attention upon tracing accurately the air plot while

manipulating various instruments. The great improvement in the direction

of track - and time-keeping and of target-finding is recorded in the

There remained to be solved the problemappropriate operational narratives.

of the actual bombing to be done when once the target was in sight,

bomb aimer's duties demanded a high degree of skill and of resolution at a

The

most critical time in the aircraft's mission. He had to guide the final

run-in to the target and to identify the aiming point while using the xiew

and in addition he had to manipulate a rathergreatly improved bomb sight;

complicated system of switches that fused the bombs and selected their order

To units of Bomber Command many differentand their placing vriien dropped.

tasks were allotted in addition to bombing sorties, such as laying mines in

the sea, low level missions supporting 'underground forces' in enemy-occupied

These tasks all called for someterritory, and inter-Service co-operation,

person skilled in map reading and general airmanship. Therefore the

introduction of modern equipment into aircraft induced a trend compelling

its users to 'keep their heads in the office', or, in other words, these new

aids dffinanded concentrated attention which left little time or opportunity

for looking around the rdght slqr, especially when remembering that the human
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There was aeye needs time to accommodate itself to the darkness.

sub-stratum of truth in the aircrew jargon used at this time in the

cynically humorous designation of the pilot of a heavy bomber as a

'driver-airframe', The stage had been reached when accurate flying

demanded from the pilot complete concentration on his instruments and

gave him little time to handle a map in order to locate objects on the

Even the manipulation of many engine controls and the inspectionground.

of gauges was taken from the pilot and entrusted to the flight engineer.

There was an obvious need for another crew member who would be free to

concentrate on bomb aiming, map reading, and manning the forward gun when

necessary.

The first line of thought led to finding someone who could relieve the

The Airnavigator at his desk during the final run-in to the target.

Member for Training felt concern over the difficulties inherent in a

scheme of training for a new aircrew member that necessitated a split in

observer training. A close link existed between navigation and bomb

aiming, but the training course for observers could not be shortened to any

appreciable extent by cutting out the portion relating to bomb dropping.

Moved by ideas of economy in the training plan, the Air Member for Training

at first felt inclined to recommend that the wireless operators/air gunner

ought to be trained as relief navigator for the run-in to the target.

This proposal however, did not find much favour at the Chief of Air Staff's

conference on 11 March 1942, but the cojfiference agreed to try an experiment

in Bomber Command on the lines suggested.

So far little attention had been given to the problem of bombing^ which

was liable to develop into blind bombing. Owing to the shortage of

aircraft in squadrons, flying time could not be made available to give the

bcmb aimer sufficient practice before the squadron went out on sortie.

When the crews were interrogated on return from an operation, the old hands

reported how they spent a considerable time in locating the target.

complaining how hard it was to find in 'black-out' and seldom claiming a

direct hit; whereas an inexpert crew would generally report no difficully
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The solution appeared to lie inin locating and bombing the target,

redistributing the duties among the crew so that the front gunner did not

have to leave his gun-turret in order to pin-point the aircraft’s position

and to train theand adjust the bomb sight, when approaching the target;

wireless operator in the rudiments of navigation and map reading with a

view to his relieving the observer during the short time while the latter

This proposal woxild have involved the addition

of two or three weeks to the course of training for wireless operators.

As in most squadrons the

front gun was not manned unless ground-strafing was included in the operation,

the Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command, supported the view

that the right solution to the problem was to train the front gunner to be

the bomb aimer.

The problem was again considered by the Chief of Air Staff's conference

when the Air Member for Training explained that, if it

decided to train a bomb aimer distinct from the observer, the training

capacity required could only be met within existing planned training

by transferring from the observer syllabus the subjects of air

baabing and air gunnery, and giving this instruction to the bomb aimer.

Even if this step were taken, the amount of training in tlie air available

to the bomb aimer woiild be much less than that received by the observer.

was acting as bomb aimer.

which Bomber Command did not consider feasible.

(1)
on 29Maroh1942

was

resources

because in the latter case training in navigation and bomb dropping was

During the previous year thecombined on the same practice flights,

training staff had combined those practices in order to raise the standard

in both subjects and as a means of making full use of available aircraft.

To separate these two types of training without increasing the air training

capacity in the schools and without lowering the standard of navigation

The Air Member for Trainingmight prejudice the standard of bomb aiming,

deplored this latter possibility because the accurate dropping of bombs

the culminating point in the whole operation and in the effort of thewas

He also foresaw a further disadvantage in employing abomber crew.

(1) A.M. Pile S.79362.
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Unless the airman possessed a strong character -with

great resolution, on occasions he might be unable to resist pressure from

both pilot and navigator to drop the bombs before he was satisfied that the

aircraft was in a position suitable for him to take accurate aim.

On the other hand it was possible to train an assistant navigator who

special bomb aimer.

could relieve the observer for bomb aiming without lowering the existing

standard of observer. This was possible because the greater part of the

assistant navigator's work could be learnt on the ground and he would not

need preparatory air training as the air experience gained during the

operation training unit stage would suffice. For such reasons the Air

Member for Training supported the case for training an assistant navigator,

who would be of similar basic quality to the pilot and the observer, in

preference to splitting the functions of the existing type observer between

a navigator and a bomb aimer.

Opposing these arguments, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber

Command, could not agree to the navigator leaving his post some fifty miles

in advance of the target so as to undertake bomb-aiming,

difficulty in training a bcaab aimer to use the new Mark XIV bomb sight.

The Chief of Air Staff supported this opinion, saying that with modern

navigational aids it was not advisable to relieve the navigator as proposed;

he preferred giving the bomb aimer the best ground training available and

considered that all bomb-dropping practices should be carried out at the air

observer school and the operational training unit,

provided by reducing the equivalent amount of instruction in the syllabus for

air observer.

He foresaw no

Such training could be

After further discussion, the Air Member for Training agreed to inform

the Air Officer Comraanding-in-Chief, Boinber Command how much training in air

bombing and air gunnery could be given to the bomb aimer assuming, firstly,

that such training was transferred from that given to observers in the pre-

ol

operation training unit stages and at the operation^ training unit and,

secondly, that no additional capacity for air observer or air gunner schools

would be needed to carry out the proposal. On receiving the infomation,

the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command would consult his group
0)

commanders and would prepare his final recommendations to the Air Ministry.

(l) These discussions did not refer to air observers destined for li^t
bombers who continued to complete the full syllabus of bomb dropping
as already established.
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To avoid confusion in terms the conference agreed first to change the

title of 'ohserver' to ’navigator’, and second to call the bomb aimer

’bombardier’,

(1)
Effect on Training of splitting the Observer’s Task

The air observer syllabus included a total of 130 hours flying time

made up as follows:-

Hotirs

18Bombing course

Air firing course 12

Navigation and combined exercises
(including bombing)

100

Total 130

The baabing syllabus was limited to two grouping practices, four high

level application practices, and two low level (3,000 feet) practices with

bombs, and a number of preliminary exercises in finding wind/speed and

The experience gained on the bombing course was regarded as an

introduction to the combined exercises which were undertaken during the

direction.

navigation flying for 100 hours. The pupil spent half of the latter time in

position as first navigator, in charge of navigating the aircraft, and half

as second navigator, carrying out map-reading practice, taking ’drifts’,

using the sextant and plotting the position from dead reckoning,

observer confined his work to navigation alone, and if the bomb aimer

concentrated on his own tasks, the training period, lasting 130 hours in

If the

the air, should be divided as follows;-

80 hours (including 50 hours as first navigator)

(30 hours bombing and air firing
(20 hours map reading

The figures show that the navigator would lose 20 hours in air

experience, and that the bomb aimer would not gain as much bombing practice

Navigator

Banb aimer

as the existing air observer. This applied especially to bombing at

Prom this calculation the Air Member for Training inferred that thenight.

two individuals would reach the operation training unit less skilled in

their respective roles than the present air observer, and that as a

(l) A.M. Pile S.79362 (5 April 1942).
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oorollaiy, to achieve the present standards of skill additional advanced

training would be required.

question was discussed at a meeting of the Air Council on

(1)
When the

the Air Member for Training accepted the plan to introduce

a new aircrew member as bomb aimer although he still had a problem in devising

howr to provide the additional member from the existing capacity of the

training organisation without lowering the standard of skill,

1941 observers had been trained in two stages, a course of eighteen weeks at

an air observer school and a six weeks' course at  a bombing and gunnery

14 April 1942,

Until early

(2)
school. The air observer schools were re-modelled between June and August

1941 so as to cotabine the bombing and navigation training on each flight in

The fusion made possible a saving of six weeks in planning thethe air.

The only way to meet the new proposal for

supplying navigators and bomb aimers was to revert to the former system.

training for air observers.

Suchallocating sixteen weeks to navigation and six weeks to bomb aiming,

a plan involved an increase by one (observer) advanced flying unit in Great

Britain in 1942 but no more in 1943. No additional school was needed in

Canada during 1942, but it was estimated that five borabing and gunnery schools

On the basis proposed a good enou^ bomb
(3)

would be required there in 1943.

aimer and as good a navigator could be provided. The proposal meant

relinquishing the saving of six weeks on the observer's course. Finally, the

Air Member for Training recommended that the proposal for providing a

navigator and an air bomber should be accepted by the Council,

The Air Council decided that the title 'bcmbardier* should be dropped

because it already indicated a rank in the anny, and that the new member of

aircrew who would specialise in bomb dropping should be styled the 'Air

Bomber'.

(l) A.C. Conclusions 7 (42).

(2) In June 1941 the seven bombing and gunnery schools which then trained
Five of them wereboth air observers and air gunners were reorganised,

named 'Air Observer Schools' for training observers only, while the
remaining two schools specialised in training air gunners: the latter

were called 'Air Gunner Schools' in Great Britain, but in Canada
continued to be known as 'Bcmbing and Gunnery Schools'.

(3) This calculation had not then been agreed with the staff of the Air
Member for Supply and Organisation, and it depended on the supply of
Anson aircraft', both the United Kingdom t3rpe and the Canadian type with
Jacobs engines, being able to carry five persons.
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On the matter of status, pay, and conditions of service, a small

separate meeting of members of the Air Council partiouarly concerned, held on

the following day, decided firstly that the air bomber should be given the

secondly, that these threesame conditions as the pilot and the navigator;

members of the crew performed the higher functions in operating the aircraft;

and thirdly that the rate of pay and the percentage of commissions applying
(1)

to air bombers were to be the same as those applying to pilots.

Steps to supply Air bcmbers immediately

The decision of the Air Council to introduce a new member of aircrew in

order to improve the effioienoy of bomber operations led to various measures

being put in hand to supply a stock of air bombers with the least possible

The Director of Flying Training at once raided a store that was readydelay.
(2)

to hand. In the Aircrew Reception Centre at Bournemouth was a pool of

trained personnel from the overseas air training schools, chiefly Canadians,

who awaited vacancies in the advanced flying schools in Great Britain. During

the space of three months, observers were posted from the pool for training at

double the normal rate, one to act as navigator and the second as air bomber.

Also to speed up the stock needed by Bomber Command, suitable airmen were

selected from the initial training wings in the United Kingdom and posted for

training as air bombers in the air observers schools, instead of being sent to

Canada under the Empire Air Training Scheme, A third source of supply was

used by taking pupils who had been eliminated from pilot training in this

country owing to unsuitability and sending them to train for the now aircrew

These three sources were expected to provide 600 air bombers incategory.

the ensuing three months, which number could very nearly satisfy the require

ments of Bomber Command during the intervening period until the flow of

trained air bombers could reach the United Kingdom from Canada. The R.A.P.

mission in Carxada was informed by signal of the changes in grade and status

of aircrew members so that plans could be
(

ut in hand at once to supply them
3^

in the requisite numbers and categories. Thereafter air bombers graduated

(i) S. of S.1250, 16 April 1942 and A.M.O. A.505/42.

(2) A.M. Polder DTP/T/951.

(3) A.M. Signal 0G.3500, 2? May 1942.
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from the Bnpire Air Training scheme at the rate of 284 every two weeks,

arrival in the United Kingdom they went to advanced flying units (observer)

for a course in the new wireless aids to navigation so as to ensure that they

On

reached the required standard of map reading and target identification.

especially over industrial areas.

To render the new aircrew category attractive to personnel undergoing

training for trades other than pilot who had volunteered to serve as air

bombers, many of these who proved really proficient and outstanding in their

duties on operational tours were selected for advanced courses as bombing

leaders, with the eventual possibility of being given commissioned rank.

Basic Training for Air Bombers

The primary function of the air bomber was to guide the aircraft over the

target, to identify the aiming point and to place the bombs accurately on it.

When not in the close vicinity of the target he was needed as a member of the

navigation team, which also included the pilot and the navigator,

latter he worked in the closest collaboration, providing him with visual

With the

pinpoints, and with astro or radar observations on the journey, in this way

acting as the 'eyes of the navigator'. In addition to this secondary

function, the air bomber helped to complete the meteorological report during

the flight, and it was his job to set up (and read) the astro-oompass. If

attacked by enemy aircraft he manned a gun;

and became part of the defence team. In

usually in the forward turret.

order to carry out these varied

duties the air bomber had to understand the principles of dead reckoning

navigation, to possess a rule of thumb method for taking astro sights, and he

Therefore, to

meet these requirements, the programme in basic training given to aircrew was

revised to include, for air bombers, a navigation section which entailed 84

hours' instruction applied to practical work in the air.

had to be able to read maps competently by day and night.

(1)
As much

practical work as was possible, having regard to weather conditions and

interference by the enemy, was included in the syllabus of instruction, which

was planned to last 14 weeks on a straight-through course, the time being

allocated as follows:-

(1) A.P. 1388 E.
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Hours

Ground Training 413

156Air Training

Miscellaneous (including examinations) 50

619

Besides other Service matters the course comprised work in bombing, air

gunnery, pyrotechnics, navigation, elementary meteorology, aircraft recognition

In view of the many differentsignals morse practice and some photography,

types of medium and heavy bcmber aircraft and of the constantly changing

situation, further elements in the training of the air bombers were left to

later stages in the operational training unit or heavy conversion unit, e.g,,

learning how to operate the radar instruments, details concerning the gun

turret, and air firing practice.

Those air boaters who were lucky enough to get all this training overseas

under the Empire Air Training Scheme had a straight run through the syllabus

under more pleasant conditions than those ̂ ich prevailed in schools in the

United Kingdom,

Another development in the policy for improving the effectiveness of air

attack on the enemy occurred during the summer months of 1942, vdien the Air

Council prepared plans of production and training that reached maturity the
(1)

following year. Meantime these plans had important effects on the supply

of navigators and other aircrew members.

Revision of Aircrew Categories

The next stage in the evolution of a full airoirew team followed ve

closely on the Air Coianoil's decision to adopt the one-pilot principle

to increase the crew by adding a specialist air bomber in medium and large

and

Also the arrival of improved types of aircraft and equipment, such

as the Mosquito, into the bervice during the third year of war, tended to

intensify the process of specialisation in aircrew duties,

three new tj^es of aircrew were introduced into the Service,

each member of the crew were briefly outlined in A.M.O. A.746/42 as follows;-

aircraft.

In July 1942

The duties of

(1) A. C. Paper 27 (42).

(2) A.C. Meeting 6 (42).
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DutiesCategory

(a) Flying.Pilot

(b) Navigation. Operation of gun in an
emergency.

Navigation, bombing and gunnery.

Navigation, bombing, wireless operation and
gunnery.

Navigator

(o) Navigator (b)

Navigator (BW)(d)

Navigator (w)(e) OperationNavigation, wireless operation,
of gun in an emergency.

(f) Navigator (Radio) Radar operation. Navigation.

Bombing, Map reading. Operation of gun in
an emergency. To act as pilot's assistant
where no flight engineer is borne, to the
extent of being able to fly the aiixjraft
straight and level and on a course.

(g) Air Bomber

(h) Wire-Wireless Operator
(Air Gunner)

Wireless operation and air gunnery,
less operators (air gunner) in general
reconnaissance units have to be qualified
in radio in addition to their normal

qualifications),

(i) Air Gunner

Wireless Operator )
Mechanic (Air
Gunner)

Gunnery.

(j)

Duties of their trade in heavy aircraft of
Coastal Command: operate gun in emergency.

Air Gunner (Pli^t)
Mechanic^) )
Air Gunner (Flight)
Mechanic (e)) )

Plight Engineer(k) In addition to the duties with engines and

instruments (as laid down in A.M.O,
A.262/42) he is required to act as pilot's
assistant to the extent of being able to

fly straight and level, and on a course.
Operates a gun in emergency.

The regulations quoted in the preceding paragraph recognised a practice

that had been developing during the summer of 1942 as larger aircraft were

It will be noted that no less than ten members of the teanbrought into use.

The importance andwere available for defending the aircraft if need arose.

growth of the science of air navigation are shown l;y the division of navi-

To keep pace with the progress ingation between five different specialists,

radio development five members of the team were trained to operate the special

And finally, this Airinstruments provided for long distance communication.

Ministry Order marked a definite stage in the development of the aircrew team
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through otaitting all reference to the Observer category, which gradually

Observers re-categorised todisappeared from official use in the Service,

one of the t3^es of navigator on completing the proper conversion course to

qualify for the new aircrew trade.

Two months later new badges for aircrew were authorised and introduced

The pilots 'wings', which had long been treasured as an

award and honoured by those who gained the distinction, remained the same as

(1)
immediately.

For the other aircrew members a single wing branching from aformerly,

laurel wreath was devised, carrying in its centre the suitable capital letter

to denote the category of the wearer namely, 'N', 'B', AG' or 'E'. A

soobhing balm to old-ts^pe observers was administered in paragraph 4 of the

Air Ministry Order by the concession:-

'The existing air observer badge (o) and observer (radio) badge
(RO) may continue to be worn by personnel who have qualified
for them in the past but who are no longer available by reason
of age, medical standard, or otherwise, for posting for the

duties of one of the new categories of air crew.'

To tradesmen members of the aircrew team listed in category (j) above no

badge was admitted in respect of their basic trade; but they could qualify

for the air gunner's badge by a full course of training in air gunnery duties.

and by volunteering for that air category.

The 'P. N.B.' Scheme I

In order to avoid wastage of manpower in the production line for aircrew

Effect on Training Organisation

a new method of classifying recruits for aircrew duties, known as 'P.N.B.'

grading, was applied in August 1942 to all aircrew candidates in the United

Kingdom, including not only those from 'deferred service' but also those

entering the Royal Air Force direct from civil life.
(2)

Under this scheme

the Aviation Candidates Selection Board classified each man who proved

category (pilot.medically sound and otherwise suitable into either 'P.N.B.

category (wireless operator/airnavigator or air bomber) or 'non-P.N.B.

gunner, flight engineer or air gunner).

(l) A.M.O. A.1019/42.

(2) The 'P.N.B.' scheme has been dealt with in detail in Chapter 1.
similar method of testing and classifying cadets had been used for

several years by the Dominion and the United States Air Forces

(amt/2597 dated 10 September 1943).

A
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In order to oonserve all possible aircrew material modifications were

introduced into the training organisation particularly with a view to

preparing navigators for their special roles in the different types of

aircraft required by different operational oormaands, namely

(a) Those pupils who were graded navigator, navigator (b) or

air bordber were sent to Canada or South Africa where

their basic training v?as continued on courses lasting 20

They returnedweeks, 30 weeks or 14 weeks respectively.

to the United Kingdom six or eight weeks afterwards to

complete their training by courses at the Advanced Flying

Unit (O) and the Operational Training Unit in a

particular Gom:aand.

(b) Navigators (f), being destined ultimately to serve in

Beaufighters of Coastal Coiamand, were posted to  a long

signals course (14 weeks) in the United Kingdom and then

via an aircrew despatch centre to Canada for training in

navigation (20 weeks). Most navigators (f) and some

navigators (B) who were required for employnent in

Coastal CcGtaand ware given a course lasting five v/eeks

at a school of general reconnaissance in the United Kingdom

or overseas before the last stage of training at an

operational training unit,

(c) The longest course of all basic training for aircrew

was that organised for navigator (B.W.) because this

category combined the duties of navigator and air bomber

in high speed bomber Mosquitos. The cadet first passed

the long signals course of 14 weeks at No, 1 Radio School,

Granwell; then he went to the Eleraentaiy Air Navigation
(1)

School at Bridgnorth for eight weeks, and followed that

with a 22 weeks course in navigation, banbing, gunnery,

pyrotechnics etc

(Isle of Man),

at No, 5 Air Observer School, Jurby• >

(l) The Elementary Air Navigation School moved from Eastbourne to Bridgnorth
The category of navigator (Bi?) was deleted inon 12 October 1942.

October 1943.
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(d) The navigator (radio) received all his instruction in the

United Kingdom because the synthetic trainers and the secret

radar instruments could not be spared for overseas schools

His basic training consisted of eight weeksduring the war.

at the Elementary Air Navigation School, Bridgnorth, followed

by eight weeks at the Air Observer School, Jurby and ending

with five or six weeks (depending on flying hours) on air

interception work at No, 6 (o) Advanced Plying Unit, Staverton

where he learnt details of the operation and management of the

secret radar devices in fighter aircraft before he reached the

operational training unit in Fighter Command.

Modifications in the Control and Direction of Air Navigation

The changes in selection methods and training were accompanied by changes

in the control and direction of air navigation which contributed its quota to

The expansion of the air forcesthe increasing power of the air weapon.

during the year from May 1942 until ifey 1943 based on plans for Target Force

'G', which aimed at a first-line strength of above 9,000 aircraft made this a

Its repercussions werehighly crucial period fran the aspect of training,

felt in the navigator training organisation.

In a comprehensive survey of the problems associated with the inaccurate

bombing by ni^t of enemy targets the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Baaber

Command, submitted to the Air Ministry a proposal for forming a new

directorate which should be responsible for policy in view of navigation’s

Although this proposal received support
(1)

growing importance in operations,

from the other operational commands the Air Staff did not favour the idea of
(2)

The Air Member for Training fearedadding to the nvmber of directorates,

that the scheme ’rni^t encourage the impression that air navigation was black

Through the posts already created for navigation specialists in themagic',

three branches chiefly concerned with these matters, namely the Deputy

Director of Air Tactics, the Deputy Director of Operational Requirements and

the Deputy Director of Flying Training^ a very close co-ordination of policy

To strengthen the influence of
(3)

was preserved within the Air Ministry.

(l) Bomber Coinmand letter BC/S.21156/Nav. , dated 24 Iferch 1942.

(2) Air Ministry letter as/l226l dated 23 May 1942.
(A.H.B./III/C1/15).

(3) A.M. File GS/12261 - A.M.T. minute 1095, dated 11 May 1942. / these
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these officers he reooamended the formation of a 'navigation policy committee*

under the chairmanship of the Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Operations) who was

in a position strong enou^ to balance the claims to priority as between the

Ihe committee should be assisted by two sub-committees tovarious branches.

link up the work, one for radio aids having the Director of Telecommunications

as chairman, and the second for non-radio aids,

committees started work at once, but the matter of the other sub-committee and

the main ooamittee hung fire until December of that year, by which time the

The first of these sub-

latter was given wider powers than those originally envisaged by A.M.T,

nearly two years there had been posts established at Command and Group

For

Headquarters in the operational commands, and, of course, in Plying Training

Command for navigation specialists who held the long course qualification, 'N*

symbol. The Air Member for Training also recomiaended that the chain of

Posts for officers qualified by the short

navigation course, (*s.n.' symbol) were additionally established in stations

and in each squadron of Bomber and Coastal Co(amands in order that these

organisation should be extended.

(1)
officers could raise the standard of navigation among operational crews.

Thus during the summer months of 1942 a tidy organisation was instituted

to manage all navigation matters at each level from the Air Ministry to the

Related to this theme, and developing concurrently with

it, was the need to supply aircrew teams in ever larger numbers and to achieve

first-line squadron.

a much higher standard than fonaerly of teaching in, and of graduation from,
(2)

the navigation schools.

Need for Extra Navigators; Difficulties encountered

The trend of the war at sea created a large demand for navigators (w) and

(BW) who were required in Bomber and Coastal Commands, and for employaent in
(3)

Mosquito aircraft of the Photo Reconnaissance Unit. The war situation

called for rapid action by the Air Ministry to provide by January 1943 an out-
(4)

put in this category of 230 per month. To meet this need four emergency

methods were set in motion. The number of navigators sent to Canada was

(l) A.M. Pile GS.12261.

(2) A.M. Pile S.82405.

(3) A.M. Pile S.73754.

(4) A.M. Pile S.73754.
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increased by fifty per cent, and the pupil population at two air observer

schools in the United Kingdom was raised to 3^0 at each school,

addition, for a few months the elementary air observer course (ei^t weeks)

was omitted, navigator cadets being pushed forw'ard from initial training wing

direct to the air observer school or to the signals stage in their training
(2)

(1)
In

according as vacancies become available week by week. Lastly, in order to

find accommodation and instruction for tiie extra navigator cadets, a

reduction by thirty per cent had to be made in the quota of wireless operators^
air gunner sent from overseas for the refresher course at No. 1 Signals

School, Cranwell, not more than 400 being taught at one time. The larger

intake at No. 9 -Air Observer School, Penrhos, also was only made possible at

the expense of wireless operators/air gunner; their school at Llandwrog

being closed and converted to a satellite of Penrhos so as to make room for

training 180 navigators. Some of these temporary expedients only lasted until

autumn 1942, by which time more schools were built in Canada.

Many difficulties were encountered in implementing the plans worked out

at Air Ministry and Command Headquarters for increasing the output of navi

gators and air bombers in preparation for an all-out offensive,

which arose were not entirely due to the siting overseas of so large a part of

the production line, although this factor did complicate the flow of trainees

in a quite unpredictable manner.

In the training establishments, usually built in  a hurry amid remote

fastnesses of the United Kingdom, where electric current, instrunents, books

and other essential needs were either lacking or hard to acquire, the 'man on

the spot* was presented with mar^ obstacles to training.

The problems

Synthetic trainers

as a type depended on electric power, and air navigation in its mushroom

growth could only make progress by means of instruments based on a stipulated

supply of electric current. Bad weather not only interfered with flying but

also with ground instruction at some satellite airfields that lacked any form
(3)

of artificial lighting in the lecture rooms. In tile case of training

(l) Pl3Ting Training Command letter PTC/S.6O400/0rg.1 dated 6 May 1942.
The schools were Jurby and Penrhos.

(2) A.M. Pile S.73754.

(3) As at Moreton Valence the satellite for No. 6 A.0.3. Staverton.
(A.M. Pile S.73754).
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navigators (w) for very long range aircraft and netvigators (radio) for night

fighters, a large demand for whom existed at this period, a further obstacle

was liable to occur when the cadets were being tested in the decompression

chamber for their ability to endure flying at 35,000 feet without suffering

• the bends'. If one man out of the batch of six failed the test the

(1)
remaining five had to go through the process again for four hours,

overcoming these hiiadrances the school staffs displayed ingenuity and patience;

In

but when too many adverse circumstances happened to one course of trainees an

extension of time up to a fortnight had to be granted by the Air Ministry
(2)

before the pupils could pass on to the operational training unit.

Plans to improve Instruction- ; Provision of new Navigator G-rades

Concurrently with the plans for expanding the organisation for training

navigators and air bombers, the Air Ministry started a drive to improve both

the quality of teaching in navigation subjects and the standard of knowledge
(3)

required from members of the branch. Although the developments cannot be

separated in a precise time-sequence, since progress overlapped, three

Phase one opened in July 1942, giving place

to phase two in November and December 1942, while phase three of the attack,

though starting in August, took a long time to get under way and it was

launched in full strength only in December, when it gained impetus, enough to

carry on until the end of the war, and beyond it, into the post-war

constitution of the Royal Air Force.

The drive opened with a letter from the Air Ministry to the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Ghief, Plying Training Gonmand, repeated to operational

comtaanders-in-ohief and to Royal Air Force delegations overseas, introducing a

revised syllabus for courses for instructors in navigation,

lasting twelve weeks graduates would henceforth reach a level not materially

different from that of the former specialist navigator who had taken the long

course ('N' symbol).

distinct phases are discernible.

(4)
In a coiirse

This general course 'aimed to furnish instructors

(l) No. 4 A.O.S. West Preugh and No. 6 A.O.S. Staverton were specially
equipped in August 1942 to train and test these types of navigator.

(2) A.M. Pile S.73754, End. 142A.

(3) See Appendix 34. 'Memorandum on Navigation Training' issued by D.D. T.
Nav., 27 July 1942. (A.M. Pile S.82151).

(4) A.M. Pile S.82405 (10 July 1942).
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competent to handle any stage of the highest basic training in navigation' and

awarded the symbolto qualify individuals for certain staff appointments;

'S.N.l.' on their documents, they were considered for posting action in the

same category as persons qualified by the previous long navigation courses.

In order to hasten the supply of instructors to meet the need for expanding

the bomber force, courses were located at the Central Navigation School,

Cranage (re-named from No. 2 School of Air Navigation) and overseas in Canada

and South Africa under the Empire Air Training Scheme,

features of the courses were (a) the varying length from twelve to ei^t weeks

according to the pupil's experience in the science of air navigation, and (b)

the inclusion of instruction (18 hours) for all pupils in methods of teaching.

Two distinctive

(1)

Under the guidance of education officers each pupil gave six practice lectures

of one hour which were afterwards discussed by his fellow pupils. Although

the former feature gave way under the difficulties of administration, the

latter remained as an integral part of all instructor and specialist courses

in navigation. As a bar to the full implementation of this plan, reasons of

security prohibited sending overseas that portion of the syllabus which dealt

with the latest radar discoveries; moreover the special apparatus was not

available in Canada or South Africa. Therefore pupils who were trained as

short navigation instructor in those dominions could only qualify for the

symbol 'S.N.l.' after passing throu^ a final course lasting fourteen days at
(2)

the Central Navigation School on returning to the United Kingdom. The

last course in the United Kingdom ended on 25 November 1942 and those overseas

closed as soon as possible after that date. They were replaced by the second
(3)

phase in the plan, a course entitled 'Staff Navigators',

developed as a result of experiment and discussion between the Air Ministry

which was

and the operational commands.

(1) Course Lengths
8 weeksNavigators direct from basic training

Pilots direct from basic training, all
ex-operational navigators and G.R.
trained pilots,

(c) Pilots - more than 12 months since
completion of basic training.

(A.M. Pile S.82405)

10 weeks

12 weeks

(2) A.M. Pile S.82405 (l7 September 1942).

(5) Aircrew Training Bulletin No. 7 (December 1942).
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While the short navigation instructor courses served their purpose by-

supplying within a period of four months the teaching staff which was urgently

needed in the equivalent of nine extra schools in overseas training centres.

If the general standard of navigation was

to be raised to accord with Air Ministry policy for increasing the air

they were only an interim measure.

Some idea of the very large number ofoffensive something more was needed.

highly skilled navigators required to maintain a flow of reliefs for

instructors, some of whom had been employed on -the same duties for two years.

as well as to fill the additional posts in operational commands and units, can

be gained from a glance at the provisional training requirements for the
(1)

After prolonged discussions with the staffs of the

co-mmands concerned, the Air Ministry introduced  a new grade of navigator,

celled 'S-taff Navigator* (abbreviated symbol *S.N.') which was intended to

second half of 1942.

absorb in due time all the subordinate types of navigator who had been trained

'N*for staff or instructional duties, i.e. those persons qualified *s.n. or

under the old syllabus, and to provide better qualified men for such posts in
(2)

future. The standard of graduation from the new course was raised so that

it became in eveiy way equal to that of the specialist navigator as formerly

constituted, though it did not confer on its trainees the title of specialist

because the numbers qualified would have been so great as to degrade the
(3)

significance of the name of specialist. That award was reserved for the

graduates who passed the new series specialist navigation course lasting eight
(4;

months at the Central Navigation School, Cranage.

'S.N.I.* by -the short navigation instructor courses retained the qualification

Those already qualified

until, by refresher courses lasting four weeks, they were brought up to the

higher standard of staff navigators,

on l6 November 1942, intakes of -twenty-four pupils continuing thereafter every

Courses in the Dominions began as soon as copies of the revised

syllabus could reach the schools, but they suffered the usual disability in

not being able to instruct their pupils in -the ad-vanced section of the

The first full course opened at Cranage

fortnight.

(l) See Appendix 35-

(2) A.M.O. A.1220/42.

(3) A.M. Pile S.82151.

(4) A.M.O. A.817/42.
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syllabus dealing with secret radar aids until their graduates returned to the

United Kingdoca, where they gained the full qualification by passing special

short courses.

It soon became apparent that the new syllabus could, only be adequately

covered by extending the period by a fortnight in all cases, and on 1 February

1943 the Air Ministry approved the length of course at ten weeks for navi

gators, twelve weeks for pilots (both categories direct from advanced flying

units) and fourteen weeks for pilots whose basic training ended twelve months
(1)

or longer before attending the course. With minor modifications in the

syllabus due to advances in technology and standardising the length at

thirteen weeks the course for staff navigators continued as organised until the

war ended.

The Specialist Navigator (New Series)

The third phase of the plan was a new series of long courses for officers

who specialised in navigation;

of any previous navigation course and it reflected the progress in the science

of navigation during the war years.

the standard required was greatly in advance

The course aimed to provide a small

number of officers possessing a high degree of theoretical as well as practical

knowledge of navigation so that the Royal Air Force should have available

specialists who could collaborate with the scientists engaged in developing the

astronomical, radio and other aids. Academic attainments of a high order

were therefore necessary in those recommended for the course'.
(2)

Located at

the Central Navigation School, Cranage, this first advanced course lasted

almost nine months, from 23 November 1942 to 13 August 1943, and it superseded

the specialist courses of 15 weeks' duration (symbol 'N') v/hich had been

transferred from this country to schools in Canada; after a last intake in

(3)
October 1942, the latter's capacity was used for training staff navigators.

The instruction embraced the fullest detailed theory about the science of air

navigation with the object of 'advancing technique and of devising means of

simplifying its practical application so that reliability and accuracy would be

(l) A.M. File S.82405.

(2) Air Ministry (S.8) letter to Commands dated 21 August 1942
(A.M. File 3.82151).

(3) The Central Navigation School, Rivers and No. 31 Air Navigation School,
Port Albert.
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(1)
within the cotapetenoe of the ordinary navigator and pilot'. In order to

attain this high standard on graduation, the intake was limited to twelve

officers selected from pilots or navigators of wing commander rank and below

who had had full training in and wide experience of air navigation and who

either held a good honours degree of a British University in mathematics,

physics and allied subjects, or who passed the qualifying examination designed
(2)

on original lines that tested the candidate's capacity for thought.

The studies prescribed for the specialists covered a wide field and gave

scope for individual or team work in preparing theses on technical aspects of

air navigation, on instruments or radar aids, cartography, astro-navigation,

meteorolog7 and so forth. Within three weeks of assembling, No, 1 Course

held a discussion on 'the technique most suited to flying in polar regions

based on theories propounded by one of the pupils, an officer of the Roy^l

Canadian Air Force. The conclusions reached led to further research and

preparation of the exploratory flights over the North Pole which were under

taken two years afterwards by the Empire Air Navigation School (the direct

descendant of the Central Navigation School). Supplementing instrection by

the permanent staff, the Astronomer Royal, the Director of the Meteorological

Office, lecturers from the R.A.P, Staff College and scientists from the

Telecooraunication Research Establishment, the Aircraft and Armament Experi

mental Establishment and the Royal Aeronautical Establishment (to name but a

few) visited Cranage, to describe the latest developments in their particular

sphere.
(3)

Prom operational ocsamands and special development units in the

R.A.P. came also occasional lecturers with up-to-date information.

Instructional visits for llie students were arranged to these places, and to

the Nautical Almanac office and factories in England,

In March 1943 the Director of Plying Training agreed to a practical test

to be done by the students, i.e. to fly the Atlantic as navigators in Perry

Command aircraft. Two instreotors led the party of eleven students who were

conveyed by fast ship to Canada on 20 April 1943. Six days later they

(l) Quotation from the inaugural speech by tlie Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief, Plying Training Command, on opening the first course
(A.M. Pile S.82151).

(2) Aircrew Training Bulletin No. 6, October 1942.

(3) A.M. Pile S.82151, Enel. 119A.
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reported to Headquarters Feriy Command at Montreal, whence they split into

small groups for liaison visits whilst waiting for aircraft to naake a non

stop crossing to England for the purpose of gaining experience of long

Meanwhile they visited Canadian training units and

navigation centres in the United States, factories and places of interest,

until the last members departed by air on 27 May 1943.

collected provided the basis for profitable discussion, and the reports of

these specialists helped Air Ministry (D.D.O.R. Nav.) in the continuing

effort to improve air navigation.

distance navigation.

Information thus

(1)

During the early stages of planning difficulties arose in getting

together a suitable staff, particularly for the post of chief instructor.

Moreover formations were unwilling to release their best officers
(2)

and few

existed. As the Air Member for Training wrote to the Air Member for

Personnel, 'there are literally so few officers at present of high calibre in

the navigation world that we are forced to think in individual names'.
(3)

Progress was also hampered by the slow deliveiy of essential equipment, delays

in provision of works services and the unsuitability of Cranage as regards
(4)

flying conditions.

Qtiality of Material for Training

Early in the period of planning a maximum offensive the Air Council

considered how to attract the best type of man to come forward for the navi

gator category.
(5)

and by offering the inducement of captaincy of aircraft to

navigators and air bombers they hoped to recruit to the grades some former
(6)

pilots. This policy gathered impetus when the Secretary of State, in his

second report to the Prime Minister concerning the co-ordination of the bomber

offensive, indicated the chief set-back in training navigators;-

(l) Signal No. S.2921 dated 26 May from Dorval. (A.M. Pile S.78917, Encl.99A)

(2) Qypher from C.A.S. Ottawa No. X.9494, dated 22 October 1942.

(3) A.M, Pile S.82151, Minute 164.

(4) See also page

(5) A.C. Meeting 10 (42)

(6) A.M.O. A.756/42.

of this monograph.
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'There has been a steady improvement in the standard of
navigation training over the past eighteen months but
there is still room for further improvement,
other measures to achieve this we are discussing with
the Board of Education the possibility of improving the
basic educational standard of recruits which has shovm a

tendency to fall to a level which imposes a considerable
strain on the R.A.P. training organisation.' (1)

IMs very mild statement scarcely disclosed the gravity of the problem

Among

that faced the Air Members for Personnel and for Training with varying degrees

of intensity during the ensuing few years. Caught in the meshes of the man

power shortage these two members of the Air Council found their plans

jeopardised by this deficiency in general education evinced by maigr aircrew
(2)

recruits. A survey covering three months showed that thirty-four per cent

of those selected for training in the navigator category had had no more than

(3)
elementary education. Owing to the complex nature of the equipment

produced for aircraft since the war began, the courses of instruction proved

to be beyond the comprehension of men who lacked an adequate general education,

with the result that the wastage rate at the initial training wings had shown
(4)

a steady upward trend. By dint of hard work and sheer perseverance some

young men in spite of this handicap managed to get through the earlier stages

of training though their knowledge was rather superficial, only to fail at a
(5)

later stage or when serving on operations. A sub-committee of the Council

investigated the matter and proposed a plan to the full Council meeting on

5 January 1943, which was accepted because it was evident 'that a higher

intellectual standard was needed in navigators than in pilots', one member

adding 'we were reaching a stage when more and more complex equipment was

being handled by less and less competent people'.

Preliminary Aircrew Training Scheme

Arrangements were made with the Board of Education, the Scottish

Education Department, and the Ministry of Labour whereby aircrew volunteers

(6)

(1) C.B.0. Paper dated 17 September 1942.

(2) A.C. Papers 80 (42), 86 (42) and 89 (42).

(3) Appendix 'C to 'Account of Navigation Training* prepared by A.M.T. for
the Secretary of State's Committee (BJ/91/DDT Nav.).

(4) A.G. Paper 89 (42).

(5) A.C. Paper 86 (42).

(6) A.C. Meeting 1 (43).
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who, when medioally fit and otherwise acceptable, were found to be below

educational standard could be called for service in the Royal Air Force six

months in advance of their oalling-up date, i.e. at age seventeen years nine

Accommodation and teaching staff were made available in many schoolsmonths,

and colleges at twenty-one centres in England, Vfeles and Scotland, where these

attended for full-time instruction in mathematics, science.enlisted airraen

The courses, lastingteclinical drawing, English, and other general subjects.

six months, were designed to improve the recruits* capacity to think clearly

Administration, drill, piiysical

fitness and billeting were managed by R.A.P. staff at the centres or at the

(1)
and to express their ideas lucidly.

After having obtained a certificate ofheadquarters of tiie nearest station.

competence the cadet passed to nomal flow into the initial training wing.

Designed to handle one thousand trainees a month this new educational plan,

known as the P.A.O.T. (preliminary aircrew training) scheme, replaced

gradually the two existing schemes for helping backv^ard aircrew aspirants,

namely (a) the volunteers on deferred service in civil occupations who

attended evening classes under, a local education authority, and (b) the air

crew cadets who received special instruction in mathematics and morse in the

During two years 9,676 cadets were enabled

they were extremely

but, althou^ their academic attainment was

raised by this continued study, a dull uniforraity in olasswork was noticeable

without that sprinkling of cadets possessing outstanding intelligence who act

Aircrew Training Wing, Brighton.

by this scheme to pass into the next stage of training;

keen, co-operative and alert;

(2)
as a leaven within the mass.

A Oheok to Expansion

The plans for expansion relied on an increase in schools for navigators

and air bombers in Canada and South Africa, but by November 1942 it was clear

from congestion in the Aircrew Despatch Centre, Heaton Park, that a hold-up

Shortages of lumber, building materials andexisted in the flow of trainees.

engine spares combined to delay the additional schools for air navigation by

nearly six months in Canada; and the increase in the size of drafts to South

Also the
(3)

Africa had to be postponed temporarily for political reasons.

(l) Plying Training Command letter PTC/S.60735/Or’g«'' ('19) dated
22 February 1943.

(2) Summarised final report on the P.A.C.T. scheme (A.M. Pile S.88530).

(3) A.M. File S.83798, End. 27A.
/ irregular
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irregular convoys aggravated the hold-up that caused some modification in

In consequence, tiie grading course was lengthened to

four weeks and followed by four weeks' leave for all cadets before they

reported to the Aircrew Despatch Centre,

navigators, navigators (b) and air bombers was resuiaed in the United Kingdom

at (observer) advanced flying units so as to conserve shipping space and to

ensure the supply of trained crews which had been planned for the following

Meanwhile, overseas-trained navigators and air bombers had to be

retained in the personnel reception centres until vacancies not taken up by

basic courses at (observer) advanced flying units permitted them to start

One further change due to the irregularity of

sailings was the decision by the Air Member for Training to hold a month's

plans for training.

All-through training for

(1)
summer.

their acclimatisation courses.

The reducedstock of P.N.B. cadets at the aircrew despatch centre.

oomaiitment in basic training gave five months' grace during which the

navigation schools in Canada could be ccmpleted althou^ it tended to increase

(2)
the surplus of pilots in the personnel reception centres.

Effects of War Offensive on Training Organisation

So sensitive was the air force war machine, so responsive in its parts,

that events on the battle fronts caused immediate re-actions in the training

This was demonstrably true in the case of keeping an even

balance in the output of the numbers and kinds of navigator to team up with

organisation.

the other crew elements and to provide competent crews to match the production

Changes in the war situation occasioned by the victory atof aircraft.

El Alamein, the landings on the coast of North Africa and by the Casablanca
b)

increased the burdens of the planning staffs of the Air Ministryconference

and Headquarters Plying Training Command,

aircrew flow were compelled through the cut in the R.A.P. requirements for

Also additional alterations to the

(4)
1943, amounting to 225,000 men, v/hich the shortage of manpower enforced.

(l) Normally these categories received straight-through training in either
Canada or South Africa.

(2) See Appendix 36.

(3) El Alamein, 3 November 1942; landings in North Africa, 8 November 1942;
conference at Casablanca between the Prime Minister and the U.S.

President, 14 - 24 January 1943.

(4) A.C. Meeting 20 (42), 1 December 1942.
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Airorew production programe No. 5 prepared by Plying Training Gonnaand

on 10 November 1942, planned the intakes to basic courses of various types of

navigator and other categories in accordance with expansion programme

The output for the months of January and April 1943 was:-

January 1943

(2)(1)
C.W.E/E/46.

April 1943

156274Navigator

Navigator (b)

Navigator (w)

Navigator (BW)

Navigator (Hadio)

181 212

17685

1515

108 123

306 388Air Bcmber

Plan No, 5 was superseded by programme No, 6 on 12 December 1942 which in turn

was replaced by No, 7 on 20 January 1943 owing to the new requirements of the
(3)

Under the newAir Staff conforming with the improved tactical situation,

expansion programme C.\Y.E/e/47 to provide for target force 'H*, the output

needed in the United Kingdom for the months of April and June 1943 was
(4)

changed as follows:-

June 1943April 1943

655278Navigator

Navigator (b)

Navigator (w)

Navigator (BW)

Navigator (Radio)

52343

149 205

NilNil

140140

462Air Bomber 312

(1) See Appendix 37.A.M. Pile S.86084, Enel. 1A.

Totals extracted from Provisional Training Requirements, T.P.43/1 ,
main table VIII,

home war as well as Royal Air Porce.
They include Dominion and Allied personnel for

(2)

(3) A.M. Pile S.86084, Ends. 8A and 10A.

Summary of Training Requirements T,P.43/2,
training in Canada, Australia and Africa that were posted to O.T.U,s
in Middle East or India have been excluded from these totals, which
are reduced to the actual requirements for O.T.U. or special courses
in tlie United Kingdom.

IV, V and VI; those for Navigator (R) from Main Table IV.

The outputs from basic

Pigures extracted from Balance Sheets III,

(4)
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The oonparison between these two tables oan only be evaluated in the

light of the new factors which influenced the preparation of the second.

While the first table shows the totals for all purposes, i.e. including those

members of the Dcsninion Air Forces who were retained for local defence in

Canada, Australia and South Africa respectively, the second relates solely to

The full increase inaircrew elements needed in the Metropolitan Air Force.

navigator personnel was greater than appeared on the surface. Moreover,

during the three months that separated the two training plans the composition

of crews was undergoing change due to improved aircraft, to new weapons and

radar aids as well as to the offensive phase that the war had entered by the

Owing to the extra training in air gunnery that

navigators (b) received they were needed in large numbers in squadrons employed

beginning of the year 1943.

(1)
on the other hand the use ofon twelve different tactical duties;

navigators (radio) was limited to anti-interceptor night fighting, and that of

navigator (BW) declined almost to nothing save for tiie meteorological flights

In fact, theand for a few light-bomber Mosquito squadrons overseas,

category of navigator (BW) was deleted in October 1943 and aircrew so

classified were employed as either navigator (b) or as (w) according to
(2)

There was a steadily increasing demand for straight

navigators in the heavy bomber and transport squadrons, also for navigators (w)

in Beaufi^ters and Mosquitos fitted as long-range fighters or intruders or

requirements.

The last named work became ofengaged in photographic reconnaissance.

supreme importance when the offensive phase of the air war opened,

feature in the comparison of the two tables which was not readily apparent was

A third

the establishing of operatioml training units in the Middle East and in India.

A proportion of the trainees therefore instead of returning to the United

Kingdom on completing basic courses moved to overseas commands,

the complications in plans for training was the insistence by Headquarters

Coastal Comroand that all their navigators (B) must pass the course in general

reconnaissance before entering a Coastal operational training unit.

Adding to

(1) See Appendix 38.

(2) A.M. Pile S.73754, Enel. 169A.

(3) A.M. Pile S.64371.
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The victory in North Africa in May 1943, radically altered the caaplexion

of the battle with Germany, After being denied to our use for over three

years the Mediterranean was opened througiiout its length for the movement of

The effect of this strategic success

Navigators and navigators {w) were

ships and aircraft with fighter cover.

immediately changed training plans,

called for in very large numbers as crew for the long range aircraft employed

in the Metropolitan and Mediterranean Air Forces,

requirement arose for seventy-five navigators per month (and an equal number

of wireless operators/air gunner) for employment in the recently created

To meet these urgent calls the Air Ministry allotted

the full capacity of two air observer schools to concentrate on training

navigators and navigators (W), and one half of the output frcm No. 10

(Observer) Advanced Flying Unit, Dumfries was reserved for service in the new
(3)

Command, the remaining loalf being destined for the Tactical Air Force.

Speed in production being most important, the voyage to Canada for these

cadets was eliminated by the measures taken.

(No, 7) was opened on 31 July at Bishops Court in Northern Ireland with the

object of training 300 navigators on basic courses lasting 20 weeks and 60

wireless operators/air gunner on their four weeks' finishing course.

(1)
and an additional

(2)
Transport Command.

A new Air Observer School

(4)
The

second school included in this production drive was No, 5 Air Observer School,

Jurby whose composition was altered gradually as each of its five miscellan-

navi^tors and navigators (w) were posted in theireous courses terminated;

stead until the whole capacity amounting to 3^0 was filled by these

One further means for accelerating the supply was used at this

Because no more navigators (BW) were needed in the Service
(5)

a

categories.

school.

(l) T.P.4.3/2, June 1943, Appendix IV shows the increased squadrons of
Liberators, Lancasters and Halifaxes for these forces.

(2) Letter to Flying Training Commaxid dated 2 July 1943 in A.M, File S.86084.
The formation of Transport Command was discussed by the Air Council at

Meetings 4(43), 5(43) and 8(43); at the last noted on I8 May 1943, the
The function of Transport Command was to provide airtitle was agreed,

reinforcement, ferrying aircraft, international air comiiiunications and to
convey by air stores, medical supplies and other things needing quick
passage for all fighting and civil services of H.M.Government.

(3) Letter to Flying Training Coimaand dated 2 July 1943 i>^ A.M. File S.86084.

(4) Letter to Plying Training Command dated 2 July 1943 in A.M, Pile S.86O84.

(5) Memo CS.II989 dated 30 September 1943 stopped further output of
navigators (BW). Owing to radio development the crew for Mosquito
aircraft became one pilot and one navigator (b). Aircrew declassed by
the change were employed as (b) or (w).
(a.M. Pile S.73754, Ends. 169A and 181A). / course
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course oomprising 40 cadets who had been under instruction for only five weeks

at this school was converted forthwith to navigators (w), thus graduating in

By such methods training was

geared to the special need for mobility in future phases of the air war and

(1)
October 1943 instead of January 1944.

crews were prepared in time to match the vast nxMbers of new large aircraft

coming off the production line.

A Navigation Team

Ihe task of navigating a heavy bomber at night, out of sight of the

ground, at high speed, high altitude, under varying and adverse weather

conditions, and complicated by continual evasive action, demanded special

The navigator's standards of personal integrity and intelligence

needed to be above those of possibly any other category aircrew,

advance in operational technique his responsibilities increased, and he had

to make his calculations more rapidly than before, relying on data supplied

qualities.

With the

The staff of Bomber Command criticised theby other members of the crew,

basic training of their navigators, contending in  a paper sent to Air Ministry

on 5 June 1943 that a lower professional standard iiad seriously affected the
(2)

Also they averred that the training of air bombersoperational effort.

was designed merely to assist the navigator in map reading and to take over

In existing operating conditions,in the target area to drop the bombs,

however, the role was obsolete, because map reading became impossible at high

altitude and the new Mark XIV bomb sight, together with the system of

establishing aiming points by the Pathfinder Force, did the work for him.

Therefore the air bomber should receive training just sufficient to enable

him to undertake specific tasks such as 'CJee' fixes, 'astro' and drift

calculations and to use H2S to the best advantage.

The proposals were considered by the Air Ministiy, representatives from

operational commands and groups being called to a conference on l8/l9 August

1943 to discuss these points and cognate matters,

held by the Commands, though a certain amount of agreement was reached about

the progress of air navigation and on operational needs.

(3)
Divergent views were

Bomber Command

(l) A.M. (T.P.) flying training statistics for October 1943, ̂ able VC
in Polder Training 3 - Basic Aircrew Policy.

(2) D.D.T. Nav. Branch Jacket 73.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.47667/11, Ends. 137A to 152A.
/ representatives
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representatives asserted that the manipulation of all the navigating

instruments was more work than one man could undertake efficiently. They

wanted to change the basic training of the air bomber and of the wireless

operator (air) to the end that they could form with the navigator a
(1)

The proposal implied a much longer training for bothI

navigation team'.

categories who usually were weak in map reading. The Pathfinder Force

they used the airrepresentatives were satisfied with the system of training;

bomber to manage H23 while the navigator plotted the course and cross-checked

By enlisting the aid of all membersobservations from the rest of the crew.

of the crew they gained a very high standard of accuracy and navigation was

made as simple as possible. Nautical miles and knots were used exclusively;

clocks with centre second hands were installed for the use of navigators who

worked to the closest decimal of a minute for all purposes; and pilots.

navigators, air bombers and flight engineers were encouraged to take sextant

(2)
sights through open windows rather than through the astrodrome. The

problems of Coastal Command were met in a similar manner. On ranges of one

thousand miles only a forty per cent success was achieved in meeting convoys;

there was practically a straight line correlation of failure to meet with

The actual work of navigation in this Command had

changed in two respects, viz (a) the higher altitude of operations to an

average of 5,000 feet, and (b) the greater duration of sorties, which were

distance from base.

anything up to eighteen hours. The second factor had induced a condition of

fatigue during which the navigator was often dangerously inaccurate.

Including the time spent on briefing before flight and afterwards for

interrogation, the period of strain lasted nearly twenty-four hours. To

mitigate the strain an assistant navigator was used in the person of one of

the other crew members. Their chief difficulty lay when operating over the

Bay of Biscay where, owing to increased fighter opposition, the astrodome was

permanently occupied by the fire controller who was unwilling to leave it even

(l) Bomber Comaand had instructed their groups and 0.T. U. two months before
the conference to give teaching in navigation to wireless operators/air
gunner sufficient for this pui-pose. (A.M. File S.88285, Ends, 5^, B
and C).

(2) Aircrew Training Bulletin No, 14, November 1942, page 22.
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Fighter Caamand'sfor the three minutes required to take an 'astro' sight.

chief concern was to teach pilots to read a map when flying at very high speed

Also the employaent of twin night-fighters in supportand veiy low altitude,

of the bombing force to greater distances within enemy territory and in

darkness prohibited any form of map reading, and left both the pilot and the

They wanted a light-navigator entirely dependent on radio aids and cofupass.

weight remote-reading compass and an air position indicator that gave a true
(1)

Both instruments were available a few months later.reading.

While commands agreed that, owing to the number of stages throu^ which

a navigator passed before reaching an operational squadron, the long time

spent in training was detrimental to keenness and efficiency they neverthe-

The main remediableless accepted its inevitability under war conditions,

weakness in training was the navigator's inability to combine intelligently

In sum, this failure was attributed to his becoming

acquainted with new instruments only at a very late stage in his career (the

Advanced Flying Unit or Operational Training Unit) because all output from

industry of such appliances had to be sent with urgent priority to operational

A recommendation

all navigation aids.

squadrons, thus reaching schools a year or more afterwards,

of the conference that was soon fully implemented, since the movement had

already been begun by the Air Ministry, was the healthy circulation of

The Air Ministrynavigators between operational and instructional work,

experts in navigation were very uneasy about the omission of the pilot from

the navigation team and the deep issues for the whole training plan;

discussion with Bomber Command continued until October when, as an experiment.
(2)

the former issued amendments to the training syllabus for air bombers.

More Schools and Realistic Teaching

To augnent and improve the flow of navigators and air bombers two

additional schools were organised because 'the all-out bomber offensive would

Mention has been made of the opening of
(3)

not permit a smaller backing'.

The search for a second suitableNo. 7 Air Observer School, Bishops Court.

(l) Aircrew Training Bulletin No. 15, January 1944, page 19.

(2) A.M. File S.47667/II, Ends. 170A and B.

(3) A.C. Meeting 15(43).
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location went on for several months until one was made available by-

transferring an air gunnery school from the Isle of Anglesey to Scotland.

15 November 1943 the second nev/ school opened as No. 8 (Observer) Advanced

Plying Unit at Mona, with a first intake of -twenty each navigators, air bombers

and wireless operators (air) and a total capacity of one hundred and eighty

cadets (until such time as works services were finished, when capacity reached

the normal three hundred).

A principle was introduced into training which brought the 'crew' element

On

(1)

into all (observer) advanced flying units; henceforth -they provided teams of

three for medium and hea-vy bomber forces and teams of -two (strai^t navigator

wireless operator (air)) for those of the light bcmbernavigator (b) withor

This principle tended to lower the importance of

this stage in basic training, which subsequently was treated by the Aii* Staff

and -the commands as an interim pool for posting, betv/een the impatient delay

at personnel reception centres aM final instruction for *the real war' given

These measures were insufficient to supply

or the transport class.

(2)
at operational training units.

the ever-growing needs for crews in -the autimm of 1943, so a temporary

Those of the three navigation-trained categories who had

assessment on passing-out from basic training and who

expedient was used,

gained 'above average

in personnel reception centres were awaiting vacancies in (observer) advanced

flying units for acclimatization courses, omitted the latter stage and were

The fallacy of this move
(3)

posted direct to an operational training unit,

within three months Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Airsoon appeared:

Force complained vigorously concerning the standard of recently posted air
(4)

bombers and navigators.

A change in the organisation of two air observer schools was made. No. 4

(West Freugh) and No. 6 (Staverton) being designated (observer) advanced

They ceased basic training and took a full load of acclimati-
(5)

zation courses for navigators, air bombers and wireless operators (air).

flying units.

(1) L.M./2755/D. of 0. dated 4 November 1943 and A.M. Pile 3.95581,
Ends. 75A to 79A.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.83798, End. 6IA.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.83798, Ends. 58B to 6IA.

(4) A.M. Pile 3.83798, End. 83A.

(5) A.M. letter 3.90691/O.P.2 dated 1 May 1943 and D.D.T. Nav. Branch
Jacket 73.
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Hoping to raise the standard of navigation throughout the Royal Air Force

by bringing a realistic tone into the teaching, the Air Ministry in the summer

months adopted the policy of replacing those who had been employed as

instructors for longer than eighteen months (particularly the younger men who

had been 'creamed off on completing their basic training) by ex-operational

personnel, who were rested at the staff navigators course and then posted to

school staffs. As well as releasing eager yoving men to take a longed-for

part in the bomber offensive or in the fighter role, this circulation infused

(1)
new blood into the schools to their great benefit.

The force of ttie measures described in the preceding paragraphs can be

understood only when one remembers the twelve major aids to navigation that

were used in aircraft during 1943, in addition to three aids to recovery when
(2)

A list of the navigation aids is as followslost over the United Kingdom.

(a) Three W/T services - high and medium frequency for direction
finding, and loop beacon systems,

(b) Two other wireless aids - beam and standard beam approach,

(c) Two radio direction-finding aids - Gee and H2S.

(d) Astronomical navigation,

(e) Two dead reckoning instruments - air position or ground
position indicators,

(f) Two methods of visual navigation - by map reading and by
instruimental drift observation.

New devices such as 'Rebecca*, 'B.A.B.S.', 'Oboe' and 'Loran Chain'ware

It is to the
(3)

added when radar inventions reached production in 1944.

credit of those responsible for the policy and organisation of aircrew

training that they were not misled by the elaborate system of aids which

they continually insisted that sound basic navigation

At all schools up to the
(4)

existed only in Europe;

was essential in all flying, even on operations,

stage of operational training, instruction in the principles of air navigation

was unaltered, but by reducing the amount of training in gunnery and

(l) A.M. Pile S.47667/11, Ends. 102A, 127A and 131A.

(2) Prom a paper by Bomber Comiiiand, June 1943.

(3) See R.A.P. Monograph, Signals, Volume III, "Aircraft Radio".
A.H.B./IIICI/15.

(4) Aircrew Training Bulletin No. 11,

D.D.T. Nav. Branch Jacket 73.

See also
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photography, instruction in the principles of radar and the cathode ray tube

formed part of the syllabus from January 19^ for navigators and air bombers.

Twelve months later the length of basic courses for these categories was
(1)

increased by four weeks to admit extra radar subjects.

Reorganisation of Navigation Training Units

Conforming to requirements for the new 'Target Force J' which were

decided in November 1943, a major reorganisation of training occurred that

modified the (observer) advanced flying units and disbanded the air observer

schools in the United Kingdom.
(2)

Their capacity was adjusted to 2,550 and

their function was changed so as to supply a siaooth and regular flow of

Except at one school, viz Jurby, all basic training in

navigation was located overseas and the schools in this country became

(observer) advaxiced flying units, and were so named,

constituted at Jurby, Isle of Man, entitled the Air Navigation and Bombing

School, where basic navigation courses continued, serving as a 'model' for

trying out experiments in the syllabus and as a guide to the standard of

attainment by which the product fran overseas training could be measured.

Besides the basic training for 80 navigators, 40 each navigators (bomber) and

air bombers, the Elementary Air Navigation School was moved there from

Bridgnorth with 75 cadets on a course lasting eight weeks,

made possible all-through training in the one unit, which had proved successfu]

The pupil population at Jurby was made up to a strength of 300 by

transferring the elementary compass adjuster course from Bridgnorth and the

navigation teams.

(3)
A new formation was

The latter move

in Canada.

(4)
To meet the needs of theadvanced one fram Cranage in February 1944.

Tactical Air Force squadrons whose role during and after the landings on the

Normandy coast demanded very great skill in map reading at low level both by

day and night, many fully trained navigators (b) were employed as air bombers,

though normal posting for the majority was usually to Bomber Canmand.
(5)

(l) A.M. File S.47667/11, Ends. 185A, 195A, 195B and 222A.

(2) Overseas air obsemrer schools continued in being until Germany was
defeated.

Command S.968l6/t)eT.F. dated 29 November 1943.

(3) See Appendix 39.

(4) A.M. Files S.86084, Ends. 37A, 41A,2^8A and 51A and 3.95581 , End. 85A.

(5) A.M. File S.95591 , End. 83A.

T.P.43/3 Main Table V and A.M. letter to Flying Training

/ The
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The last step that removed all basio training in navigation out of this

country was taken in January 1944. Prom then, after the long wireless course

(l6 weeks) at No, 1 Signals School, Cranwell, every navigator (W) was posted

overseas for the next stage in his training - a course in navigation lasting
(1)

Thus the special staff at Air Ministry and Headquarters

Flying Training Command lost a large measure of control of the basic training

As the year moved on more and more time at

(observer) advanced flying units had to be given to revision of basic

twenty-two weeks.

of navigators and air bombers.

subjects; and still in December 1944, Bomber Command complained about the low

standard reached in navigation by aircrew sent to their operational training
(2)

units.

The production plant for aircrew ran at its greatest capacity during the

first half of 1944, yet two types of brake prevented navigation training from

reaching its optimum output, viz the shortage of money and manpower.

Financial stringency, though an inescapable result of the long war, limited

the efficiency of training in several ways. Works sejrvices such as extra

hutted accommodation, concrete runways and the installing of radar appliances.
(3)

were denied to training units if the estimated costs exceeded £5,000. This

turn of the screw had a detrimental effect on pupil navigators whose air

experience, in all stages prece^ding the operational training unit, was

restricted to the Anson with its inflexible speed of 125 m.p.h., its low rate

of climb and an altitude never above 10,000 feet,

space and engine power in the Anson made it impossible to install modern

navigating instruments such as 'Gee’, the distant reading compass, or air

position indicator.

(D.D.T. Nav.) attempted to obtain V/ellingtons as the trainer type for navi

gation schools in Flying Training Command, it was found that the airfields

were unsuitable and the cost of adapting them to take heavier aircraft proved

Limitation of fuselage

(4)
Yet even as late as April 1945 when the Air Ministry

(5)
In the face of these crippling conditions forto be prohibitive.

(l) A.M. File S.73754, End. 180A.

(2) A.M. File S. 95581 , End. l6lB.

(3) A.M. File S.95279, Minute 10.

(4) A.M. File S.47667/111, End. 1A.

(5) A.M. File S.47667/III, End. 7A.
C.N.S. with up-to-date aircraft for its advanced courses postulated a
change of station to Shawbury in February 1944 (A.M. Pile 3.95279,
Minutes 7 and 10 and End. 35A).

Note that even the equipping of the
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learning, the outstanding fact was, not that too many who passed through

navigation courses were belov/ standard in professional skill, but that so

many of them succeeded in adapting themselves and their basic training to the

altered circumstances usual on operational sorties.

Training Elans for 1944

Goncuri'ently with the extensive preparations for 'D-day' , the Air Oouncil

studied the problem created by the multitude of aircrew stagnating for months

in personnel reception and aircrew despatch centres in the United Kingdom at
0)

a time when the shortage of manpower reached its most acute stage. In a

memorandum for the Air Council, the Air Member for Training proposed several

measures designed to take up the slack in the pipe-line and to reduce to

(2)
manageable proportions the population in those holding units.

Bomber Command, by January 1944 the expansion of the Royal Air Force was

Except for

Training plans thereafter were framed with the object
(

virtually completed.
3)

of backing the known forces. As a first step the Air Member for Personnel

had already stopped for three months ending 31 March 1944 all P.N.B. intakes

into the Service, except for the small trickle that entered via the

preliminary aircrew training scheme. The success of the anti U-boat campaign

thereforehad resulted in a marked improvement in the regularity of sailings;

the margins at all stages in the training organisation could be eliminated.

These margins at home and overseas had proved their value in meeting imfore-

seen demands for rapid expansion, or in providing insurance against delays to

Because air superiority over the enemyshins or losses of aircrews at sea.

had been achieved a substantial proportion of orews^ save in Bomber Comnaand,

was available for a second tour of operations, thereby reducing the numbers

And, in addition to these economies, the wastage rates

within the aircrew flow had been revised on the basis of experience during the

previous twelve months,

presentation of plans by the Air Member for Training were;- (a) the

allocation of manpov/er to the Royal Air Force vras calculated on the assumption

required for training.

Further postulates of great significance in this

(1) A.M. Pile 3.73754, Enel. 215A.

(2) A.C. Paper 90(43) 28 December 1943.

(3) A.C. Conclusions 1(44) planned on a basis of 490 squadrons in 1945. t
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that Germany would be defeated at the latest by October 1945; (h) the air

power of the United States would progressively increase; and (o) as allied

air superiority grew losses would increase, thus making available margins of

fully-trained personnel either for an intense air effort if required in 1945,

Events subsequently showed the closeness of A.M.T.'s

forecast and they proved that the plans for training stood on solid

Once training capacity has

or for policing Europe.

He ended with a note of warning:
(

been closed down it can only be revived after a considerable lapse of time'.

foundations.

1)

The Empire Air Navigation School

During the latter part of 1943 experience showed that the Central

The airfield wasNavigation School was most unhappily located at Cranage.

it had no paroianent runways, and it was frequently unservioe-

But the chief drawback was bad weather,

badly drained;

able for long periods in winter.

Besides theseaccentuated by surrounding industrial haze at all times,

disadvantages, the temporary hutments were inadequate on both the domestic and
(2)

Financial stringency during the fourth year of war

prohibited any improvement of the conditions and prevented either the

installation of modem equipment or a supply of four-engined aircraft, with

the result that the Director of Plying Training felt bound to recommend its

closing down as a school in the winter of 1943/44 unless a better site could

A long search for a fresh location received some impetus when

five serious accidents to Wellingtons occurred on the airfield within a few

Eventually the school moved in February 1944 to

technical sites.

(3)
be found.

(4)
weeks in December 1943.

Shawbury in Shropshire, where it was established permanently in a modern

station possessing fine brick buildings, adequate instructional facilities.

Shorn of its odd courses, the numberlatest type rxmways and a large mess,

of staff navigator courses was increased to eight and the issue of Wellingtons

was expanded proportionately to forty-nine, so that longer and more suitable

(l) A.C. Paper 90(43) •

(2) A.M. Pile S.82151, Enel. 1?1A.

(3) A.M. Pile S.95279, Minute 10.

(4) A.M. Pile S. 95279, End. 32A.
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(1)
exercises could be planned for the students. In March the Air Council

gave approval for the up-grading to 'Empire' status and for the appointment of

an air commodore as Canmandant, a rank more in keeping with the world-wide

(2)
importance of the school and its new dignity. Five months later the Air

Ministry gave the school a fresh charter and title as the Empire Air

Navigation School (E.A.H.S.). Among other duties the school was directed

'to study the whole science of air navigation so that knowledge might be
(3)

increased, development stimulated and advice given to guide research'.

In the spring of 19V»- the specialist navigator course carried out a long

distance exercise to India by way of North Africa, which gave useful practice
(4)

and encouraged liaison on navigational matters with overseas units.

With minor modifications in its charter and a change in control from the

Headquarters, Plying Training Command, to immediate direction by the Air

Ministry for all professional activities, the school continued to be the
(5)

inspirational centre for all progress in the science of air navigation.

Through the meetings of experts that were held periodically, the monthly

liaison letters exchanged with navigation centres in the Commonwealth and the

United States of America and through its test and development sections as well

as its courses of instruction, the Empire Air Navigation School filled a

(6)
unique place in the realm of air navigation,

of its reputation was fixed by a flight towards the end of 1944-

South Pacific area and back via Ceylon, Aden (non-stop) and Cairo, performed

in a standard Lancaster bomber during fifty-three days,

covered was 36,000 nautical miles in 202 flying hours.

No doubt the high-water ma

into the

The distance

(8)
Experimental

rk

(1) A.M. Pile 3.95279, Ends. 34A and 35A.
courses were transferred to A.N. & B.S., Jurby.

(2) A.C. Conclusions 3 (44).

(3) Appendix III to A.M, letter S.102723/b.T.P., dated 31 August 1944.

(4) Aircrew Training Bulletin No. 17, April 1944, page 35.

(5) A.M. Pile S.95279, Enel. 40A.

(6) Monthly liaison letter E.A. N. S./S.362/i^av.  , dated 7 February 1945.

(7) Loose minute to C.A.S. from A.M. T
(B.J. Training 3 : 5).
14 December 1944.

(8) See E.A.N.S. Report No. 45/l.

The advanced compass adju

No. 3559 dated l8 January 1945
Period of the flight, 21 October to

See Appendix 40.

• f

stors
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flights in the Polar region, subsequently carried out, added lustre to its

name, but they did not eclipse the magnificent success of that demonstration
(1)

by pioneers to the New Zealand and iiustralian Air Forces.

The run-down begins

As soon as the Air Staff had estimated the probable date of victory, a

mission went to Ottawa to work out a new programme of training under the

British Commonwealth Air Training Plan.

l6 February 1944 drastically reduced future intakes into all navigation

schools in Canada, tapering the entries ttirough twelve months until those

The Power-Balfour agreement of

(2)
schools finally closed on 31 March 1945. V?hilst the training organisation

was being reduced, the Air Council approved measures to delay F.N.B. classifi

cation until the end of the cadet's ground instruction.
(3)

In April 1944- the

Air Member for Personnel declared in a paper on the subject that 'it was

impossible to absorb all the candidates awaiting call-up within a reasonable

time'; further that intakes of P.N.B. volunteers 'could not be resumed until

(4)
September, when men would be recalled after twenty months' defenaent'.

It was therefore decided to weed out thirty per cent of those who had been

provisionally classified P.N.B. and, of the volunteers not then graded

(including men on the deferred list or undertaking preliminary aircrew

training), to fix the limit of Service requirements at the proportion of fifty

per cent of all recruits for aircrew. Cadets who declined the classification

into non-P.N.B. or ground trades were released to serve in the Navy or the

ly this rigid rule it might have been possible to absorb allArray.

candidates on the deferred list by the end of the year. In the outcome.

owing to the successful Allied strategy causing a rapid collapse of the German

fighting machine, these hopes were not fulfilled, and in consequence many

plans had to be devised for re-allocating, re-training and releasing to other
(5)

Services the surplus aircrew personnel.

(l) The plan for the first Polish research flight received the approval of
the Air Ministry on 3 February 1945 in a minute reference

(2) Pinal report of the Chief of the Air Staff (R.C.A.P.) to the members of
the Supervisory Board, British Gommonwealth Air Training Plan, 16 April
1945. ‘

(3) A.G. Conclusions 4(44).

(4) A.G. Paper 15(44).

(5) A.G. Papers 42(44) and 8(45).
20,000 R.A.P. enlisted men were transferred to the Army and 17,200 to the
Fleet Air Arm, the latter at a rate of 1,000 men per month,
of Japan in August terminated this process.

In March 1945 the movament began whereby

The defeat
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In June 1944- the Air Ministry (D.G. 0.) decided to reduce capacity at

(obseiver) advanced flying units, gradually during that year but gathering

In the same month No. 6 (Observer) Advanced Plying Unit,

Staverton was segregated from a noraal kind of training in order to

concentrate on a special syllabus for navigators and air bombers who were

wanted for operational training by No, 38 Group (transport Coraraand).

pupils received intensive practice in map reading at low level in close

liaison with Nos. 42 and 81 Operational Training Units which prepared crews

for service with airborne forces.

(0
momentum in 1945.

The

(2)
The school at Staverton and its

satellite Moreton Valence continued with this special work until they were
(3)

closed down on 12 December 1944.

The plans outlined above for reducing the numbers of entrants into air

crew training came too tardily, and they proved to be inadequate to stem the

tide of trainees sweeping into advanced training units in the United Kingdom

from overseas. During the summer months schools became congested with

qualified aircrews awaiting posting to the final stage of instruction,

the beginning of September onwards reserve pools amounting to twenty per cent

of the total under training were formed at (observer) advanced flying units.

Prom

This proportion was quickly exceeded, and by November many courses had been

kept at those schools for fifteen weeks (normally four) before passing on to
(4)

training for operations. Owing to the supremacy of the Allied Air Forces

even round-the-clock bombing of German targets incurred extremely light

casualties, resulting in small and fluctuating demands for individual

All vestiges of the 'crew element' hadreplacements to operational coinmands.

to be discarded. Alarmed by the glut of trained men who were marking time

(l) A.M, Pile 3.86084, Enel. 59A. The rate of reduction is indicated in the
following extract from letter ref. 8.9069l/555/0.F.2, dated 12 June 1944.

Nay.(b) W.O.(Air)Air Bomber TotalDate Nay.

2,260
2,196
1,266

60800 700700December 1944

April
June

1945 46 700700 750

1945 450 46 350420

(2) A.M. Pile 3.95581, Ends. 111A, 134A and 138A.

(3) A.M. File 3.83798, End, 98A.

(4) A.M. Pile 3.83798, Ends. 86A and 104A & B.
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in the observer sohools, the Air Officer Gommanding-in-Ghief, Flying Training

Gojunand, was constrained to take resolute action when the discrepancy between

trained men available and the number posted on 15 November 1944 became

Available Posted to O.T.U.

17 navigators
11 air bombers

60 W.O.(air)

He decided to disband No, 6 (Observer) Advanced Flying Unit on 12 December and

to distribute its remaining courses among other units whose period of

435 navigators
394 air bcsnbers

485 5f.O. (air)

instruction was extended to eight weeks, i.e. twice the duration. He warned

the Air Member for Training that the schools would soon be overcrowded beyond
(1)

Allthe limits of capacity and that no further intakes would be accepted,

intakes into (observer) advanced flying units except the special crews from

Staverton ceased on 21 November, and were not resumed until January 1945, ty

which time the pressure on accommodation had been relieved through posting

Until the end of Mae war the over-production of navigator and air
(2)

action.

bombers persisted, sometimes in acute form, and it frequently placed those

responsible for training plans in a dilemma as the market contracted.

The run-down gathers momentum

When the year 1945 opened seven advanced flying units (observer) and one

school for all-throu^ basic training at Jurby still supplied, though in

smaller numbers, the requirements in navigators, air-bombers and wireless

operators (air),

pilot training after some experience of war had been gained, the control of

intakes had been more closely matched with the needs of operations,

ingly when the end of hostilities came in sight there was not such a large

A second factor that

The inception of these schools having followed that of

Accord

surplus of these categories as in the case of pilots,

-

accelerated the run-down in training was found in the large proportion among

those categories who had been bom in the Dominions,

approved by the Air Gouncil raary of them were repatriated during the winter

1944/45 on completing their tour of operations,

were filled by ccsnpatriots from the training flow, thus leaving room for the

last dwindling batches of Royal Air Force trainees from Ganada.

in bulk of so many Dominion personnel caused a shortage of navigators that

In accordance with pla

(3)
Their places in squadro

The departu

ns

ns

re

(1) A.M. File S.83798, Enel. 98A.

(2) A.M. File 3.83798, Encl.107A.

(3) A.G. Paper 15(44). / strained
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(1)
strained the resources of the schools to the limit during January and Pebruaiy,

The vacuum had to he filled hy posting away to operational traini

courses of navigators before the third stage had been completed.

When planning for the period between the defeat of Germany and the

deployment of air forces against Japan (briefly designated Phase II of

severalmg

(2)

training) the Director General of Training reduced the capacity to six hundred

each of navigators, air bombers and wireless (iterators (air),

reduction made No* 2 (Observer) Advanced Plying Unit at Millom redundant,

unit was closed on 9 January 1945, instructors being released to operations

where possible or distributed as reliefs among other units to replace staff

in the remaining

(3)
The

The

(4)
The strength under trainiposted for operational work,

)
schools at the end of January was 1,990 made up as follows:-

%

Navigators (R.A.P.)

”  (Prench)

520

26

(B) 120

(Tactical Air Force)

(Radio)

40

60

560Air Bombers

”  (Prench)

"  (T.A.P.)

Wireless Ops. (Air) (R.A.P.)

'* (French)

Pilot Navigation Instructors

Meteorological Air Observers

26

40

540

26

20

12

Total 1,990

Amidst Ihe rush of events in the early spring maiy conflicting ideas

were put forward with the purpose of economising manpower and reducing the

types of aircrew needed for Phase II, but they were not fully implemented

because the Japanese surrender came suddenly,

fruitful were:- (a) enlarging the syllabus for navigators (w) by giving

Two such plans that were

(l) A.M. Pile 3.95581s Ends. l6?A and 193A.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.83798, End. 109A.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.95581, End. 173A.

(4) A.M. Pile 3.83798, Ends. 106c and 107A.

(5) A.M. File 3.83798, Ends. 116a and 1l8A.
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(1)
and (b) discontinuing the category of airgreater emphasis to radar aids,

bomber and reoategorising the best products of the schools to the status of

navigator (B) by a special course in navigation.
(2)

With the shut down of the

Canadian schools and the concentration of navigation training in the United

Kingdom, the Air Ministry could equip the units with Wellington aircraft instead

Those (observer) advanced flying units whose runways and hangarsof Jinsons.

After discussions withcould not take the bigger aircraft had to be closed.

Headquarters Plying Training Command a wholesale reorganisation of the units

was completed in June and July. Three schools were disbanded, viz:- No. 4 at

West Preugh, No. 8 at Mona and No. 9 at Penrhos: three others were converted

to all-through basic training and renamed air navigation schools; while two

continued advanced training with less trainees than before the reorganisation.
(3)

The reduced set-up for Phase II therefore became

Date of

Effect

1^^--

Course

Length
(Weeks)

Unit Course Capacity

No. 1 (0) A.P.U.
Wigtown

Navs (b) 5 1 June200

No. 3 (o) A.P.U.
Halfpenny G-reen

Navs and W. Ops (Air) 5 1 June200

Navs (B) Conversion ) 14No. 5 A.N.S.

Jurby
) 28 18 JulyAllied Navs 240

14 )Air Bombers

Eventually
Navs (b) Basic Training 240 34

Navs (b) ConversionNo. 7 A.N.S.

Bishops Court

200 14 31 May

Eventually

Navs (b) Basic Training 280 34

Navs (w)No.10 A.N.S.
Dumfries

32 11 June240

(l) A.M. Pile S.73754, Ends. 204A and 207A. The training of navigators (w)
stopped at the end of May 1946, the highly specialised category whose
training took altogether a period of 50 weeks being no longer needed.

(2) A.M. Piles S.47667/II, Enel. 231B and S.95581, Enel. 211A.

(3) Extract from A.M. Pile S.95581 , End. 212A (P.T.C./S.80587/Org. 1 (55)).
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Half the aircraft established at Nos. 5 and 7 -Air Navigation Schools

comprised ViTellingtons fitted v/ith distant reading compass, air position

Trainees also received practice in the use of oxygenindicator and 'Gee’.

0)
As the airfield at No. 10 Air Navigation School Dtmfries was

unsuitable for large aircraft the pupils were denied these advantages until a

Thus, when the war against

apparatus.

year later when the unit moved to Swanton Morley.

Germary had ended, most of the basic navigation training was brou^t up-to-date

with modern appliances and contemporary flying conditions.

Proficiency tests introduced

Another improvement in training which Headquarters Plying Training Command

had been advocating for a long time was introduced under the plans for

This was a method of assessing the standard of traineesreorganisation,

progressively during the course instead of at its conclusion,

training was scattered among Dominion countries the administrative difficulties

of such a system had been insurmountable, but in July 1945 when all navigation

iVhilst

training vras restored to this countiy, the opportunity was taken to eliminate

sub-standard pupils by means of proficiency checks on their absorption of

instruction from the fourth week of the course onvrards to its finish. In

the first, set by the unit,

occurred in the middle of the course (l3th week for navigators and I5th week

for navigators ’W).

addition two written examinations were held:

Those trainees who passed the checks and examination

those who failed either of them were put back to  a latercontinued training:

Three weeks before the end ofcourse or sent for training in a ground trade,

the course a final examination was set and marked objectively by the Centraleiy
(2)

Examination Board at Headquarters Plying Training Command. Thus a definite

standard of attainment was preserved aiid the quality of instruction improved.

The last stage

In Deceraber 1944, recognising at length the importance of unified

direction and control of air navigation in modern war the Air Ministry created

This occurred almost threein the Air Staff a Directorate of Navigation.

years later than the strong plea for such an organisation which was proposed

by the Air Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Comtaand and supported by other

The new Director of Navigation took
(3)

operational commanders early in 1942.

(l) A.M. Pile S. 95581 , Ends. 205A to D.

(2) A.M. Pile S.47667/111, Enel. 34A.

(3) Minute from A.M.T. to A.C.A.S. , dated 15 Septeaiber 1942 (BJ/91/D.D.T.Nav.)
/ steps
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steps to revive the iir Navigation Committee, which had lapsed two years

previously and to enlarge its scope. The Standing Committee was reformed

to decide the best method of implementing navigation policies so as to ensure

economy in manpower and equipnent together with the maximum possible degree of

,0)
Under the guidance of the Assistant Chief of the Air

Staff for Operations the first meeting of the reconstituted ccmmittee (third

meeting of the series) was held on 24 April 1945, when representatives from all

commands, the Ministry of Aircraft Production, the Admiralty and the Department

standardisation.

(2)
of Civil Aviation attended. The War Office was represented at subsequent

meetings. Thereafter, assembling at approximately two-monthly intervals, the

committee studied, and initiated action upon, many technical and aduinistra-

tive problems relating to the science of air navigation, particularly from the

angle of the common user, which benefitted the Hoyal Air Force and advanced

the cause of civil aviation during the years of uneasy peace.

With only minor modifications, such as a course of refresher training for

former prisoners of war or courses in navigation for surplus aircrew, the
(3)

system of training remained as recorded until towards the end of 1945.

with dramatic swiftness on l6 August hostilities against Japan ceased. Air

As

Ministry began a thorough investigation into every phase of nsivigation training

and invited the operational commands to examine the weaknesses in the methods

of instruction so as to profit from mistakes and help to fix as policy in the

Commands were instructed to givefuture the essential elements of training.

due attention to the machanical aids to navigation throu^ progress in radar

inventions, and to send their reports to the Slnpire Air Navigation School

whose research section would collate them and would confer with the Director

of Navigation and mth Headquarters Flying Training Command as need arose.
(4)

The ideas provided agenda for a conference to hammer out the peace-time policy.

(1) A.M. Pile CS.17752/1, Enel. 15^.

(2) A.M. Pile CS.17752/1, Enel. 19^.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.95581 , End. 2l8A.

(4) A.M. Pile S.47667/III.

/ As
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As training gradually lessened Headquarters Flying Training Gocmand

sought to acquire some inland stations vacated through the closing of

operational training units which had received preferential treatment v/hile

they sought locations wherein navigator trainees on flying

The Air

the war lasted:

exercises would not be condemned to stooging over the Irish Sea,

Ministry was not unaware of the struggles of that Command to organise sound

practice in map reading and dead reckoning amid areas like those given to all

the schools which were grouped on the V/est Coast and in Northern Ireland.

The sites had been thus allotted so as to guarantee that trainees avoided all

contact with mountains or with the areas specifically reserved to the use of

Fighter and Bomber Commands, The search for suitable stations for navigation

and the first move to an Air Navigation Schooltraining took a long time;

was not accomplished until May By that date the requirement for

training in navigation was a small matter T::y contrast with its amplitude

during the preceding six years.
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aHAPTSR k

BASIC TRAIMRG OF Aia GUMKSRS. 'tTlRELESS OPERATORS/
AIR &UMER AICi PLIGHT ERGIRSERS IB THE TOITED KINGDOM

Iradesmen/Air Gunner

Co-ordinated plans for training air gunners, wireless operators/air

gunner and flight engineers (vrho in 1943 beoaiae grouped together as non-P.N.E.

aircrew), were only effectively made after the war began,

the strai^t air gunner arrived first in the Service (l92l), the combination

of a wireless operator and air gunner followed five years later, while the

first suggestion of a flight engineer in the team of aircrew was discussed in

During most of the inter-war years training in gunnery and

banbing for air gunners and wireless operators/air gunner was given in the

squadrons, that developed their particular techniques as fighters, or bombers

or on general reconnaissance, and in co-operating with the army,

of service were stated in A.M.O. 271/21 which called for volunteers among

In point of time

(1)
November 1939.

The terms

(2)
aerial-gunners' in their squadrons.regular tradesmen to act as Aircraft

men mustered in all trade groups were eligible provided they were medically

but in practice.fit for flying and recommended by the cammanding officer;

Group I tradesmen were preferred, especially v/ireless operators for obvious

In addition to the pay of their trade they were offered crew pay at

two shillings per day (reduced to l/- from 1 February 1926) and sixpence per

day non-substantive pay as air gunners so long as they remained proficient in

They accompanied the pilot on all flights to 'learn by

doing' gunnery, map reading, and (where applicable) bombing,

sumiuer period April to September inclusive, each squadron in the Home Gominand

was attached for a raon'th to one of the practice camps, at North Coates Fitties,

Gatfoss or Sutton Bridge, where an intensive course took place in air-to-air

reasons.

(3)
those duties.

During the

firing and in bombing practice on targets towed in the sea.

(l) A.M. File S.40289/1.

(2) This order remained in force until 1945, when it v/as cancelled.

(3) K.R. & A.C.I. paras. 508, 3455 and 3457 (l926 Edn.).

/ Besides
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Basides the incentive of extra pay, the air gunner carried some

the few posts (eight or ten according to itsdistinction in the squadronj

role) were eagerly sought after. Vftien needed, these skilled tradesmen made

up by work at the bench any time used on flying, because the establishments

for personnel did not allow additional aimen to compensate for such absence.

^;Vhere morale was high and the 'squadron spirit' v/as encouraged - this was

almost universal during the inter-war period - no raan felt aggrieved at having

to do an extra job owing to the absence of a member of the workshop team on a

cross-country flight, or at range practice with 'his' pilot,

airman pilots took some trouble to acquaint the air gunner with iaap reading

Officer and

and they encouraged him to pass the examination for promotion to sergeant in

Under the method of individual training considerable variationhis trade.

existed in the qualifications and standards of proficiency among air gunners.

During the years of disarmament the imperfections were accepted as unavoidable

because economical, but as soon as the possibility of war became apparent

everyone concerned with training realised that the part-time system for

tradesmen/air gunner would disrupt to a baneful degree the maintenance work in

So many other and more imperative problems of training claimed thesquadrons.

attention of staffs in the Air Ministry and the Cotamands that it was impossible

to tackle this particular problem for some years.

Recruitment of .Air Gunners from Civil Life

Early in 1934 an. attempt to meet the problem v/as made by endeavouring to

attract young men to enlist for training as strai^^t air gunners for a period

On a course lasting two months (extended to
(1)

of service lasting four years,

three months in 1937) thirty recruits entered each month.
(

iit a school set un

2)
at North Coates they were taught the rudiments of gunnery and bombing, saae

pyrotechnics and the care of weapons, and also received there some practice in

air firing. On passing out from the course they were mustered in the new

trade of 'air obserwer', promoted to the I'ank of corporal and employed as full

time air gunners.

But arrangements proceeded at a leisurely pace and eighteen months elapsed

before the first course started on 1 January 1936. The scale of training had

been expected to produce two hundred 'air observers' per year, a number equal

(l) Intended as a temporary policy.

(2) At that time called No. 2 Armament Training Gamp.

(A.M.O. A.196/34).

(A.M. Pile B.38529).

/ to
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to that of the tradesmen/air gunner whom they were intended ultimately to

The numbers trained were quite inadequate to meet the expansion

scheme by its estimated date, 1 April 1939;

replace.

therefore the locally trained

air gunners and wireless operators/air gunner were still needed to form crews

By ttie summer of

1936, when the first batch of school-trained 'air observers' had reached

for medium and heavy bombers during the next four years.

operational squadrons, new types of aircraft with increased range enfoi-ced a

change in their duties, v/hich thereafter centred more on navigation and bombing

than on gunnery. Thus they fomed a nucleus for a fresh aircrew trade, and

in no vray lessened the training commitment in squadrons for strai •t air

1

gunners who were still provided entirely from ?/ithin the Service.

Gunneiy Training in 1937 and 1938

During 193^ and 1937 tecirmical developments proceeded rapidly. Not only

were power-operated turrets being introduced into Service aircraft and the

Browning was replacing the Lewis and Vickers gas-operated guns, but also the

greater speed of aircraft and changing operational conditions altered the

tactical conception of air gunnery. Partly because the issue of new equijment

was confined to operational units, progress in training did not keep pace with

the technical advance. Such innovations did not reach training units until

two years afterwards, when 45 Blenheims (with turrets) were released from
(2)

storage to assist instruction at bombing and gunnery schools. At an Air

Ministry conference held in February 1937 all the Command representatives

They complained

that there was not enough time to train these airraen to a good standard in

squadrons before they were posted away as tradesmen by the A.O. i/o Records.

The latter authority therefore undertook not to post tradesmen borne on

establishments as air gunners until they had served at least eighteen months

in their units.

emphasized a further cause of inefficiency among air gunners.

As a result of the conference the Chief of the Air Staff

made the following decisions which influenced considerably other aircrew

employment:-

(1) E.P.M.156(38).

(2) Loose minute by D. of T. to A.M.P. dated 7 October 1939.
A.M.P. Polder No, 7.

/ (a)
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(a) That the orew of all bombers must include at least

one wireless operator/air gunner and one air gunner.

That flying boats (Singapoi-e and Sunderland at that

time) should carry two wireless operators/air gunner

and two fitters trained in air gunnery.

That in order to ease the strain on maintenance work

(b)

(g)

in squadrons one of the two wireless operators needed

as aircrew should be borne on the station establishment

during peace, and in war should be replaced by a
(1)

reservist on mobilisation.

These decisions created a demand for 900 air gunners a year, a number far

beyond the capacity of the 'mutable and uneven local talent in each station

with its inadequate training facilities',

provide schools for the extra aircrew members, the Air Staff view being that

In fact the changes in establishments due

(2)
Nothing was done immediately to

the deficiencies must be accepted.

to the new crewing policy had not been finally agreed in December 1937, i.e.
(3)

More than two years after the conference the Airten months afterwards.

Officer Commanding-in-Ohief Bomber Gomiaand returned to the theme in his

'Readiness for TiTar Report' (July 1939) v/hen emphasing the need for better air

gunners and for the direction of development by means of a central gunnery
(4)

school. He said:-

'At present, apart from the need for elementary training for air

gunners at gunnery schools, we have no instructors and no

instructions to guide us in the Service training of air ̂ nners.

Consequently, until we have a centre where the whole subject is

studied our gunnery instructors remain in relation to the air

Undergunners in the position of the blind leading the blind.

these conditions we cannot possibly hope to reach  a standard of

efficiency which would pemit of our crews facing the enemy

with ary confidence.'

(l) A.M. Pile S.Aj0289/I.

(2) A.O.C.-in-C. Bomber Command's Training Report for 1938.

(3) A.M. Pile S.i4j0289/I.

(4) A.M. Pile S.1574.

/ That
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That severe condemnation of the absence of system in gunnery training

eventually bore fruit;

War Training Organisation for Yfireless Operators/Air Gkinner

The same failure to face the realities of the situation in 1937 hampered

plans for training the wireless operators/air gunner,

attended a recruits course lasting four weeks, followed by technical

but only after war had started.

Direct entrants

instruction in their trade for five months and then the air gunnery course at

Under the war training organi-an armament training camp for three months,

sation for tradesmen it was proposed to reduce their wireless course 'because

tlrey will presumably need to be key-tappers only' from whoa a speed of twelve

After prolonged discussion, and anwords per minute would have sufficed,

experimental course numbering 250 trainees at the Electrical and Wireless

School, Granwell, during 1938 the only saving in time found possible was by
(1)

incorporating the recruits discipline course with the ground training,

the way typical of matters relative to the training of tradesmen/aircrew before

the war, to settle this point covered the period from Anril 1937 to September
(2)

In

At the time the pressing need for expanding the operational

squadrons demanded that the training of pilots should take precedence over that

of all other aircrew categories and units engaged in gunnery training had to be

content with such aircraft and equipment that could be made available after

1938.

meeting operational demands e.g. Battles, IVhitley II's and a small number of

The first two had no power-operated turrets and the last

for air-gunnery training it had to

Demon aircraft.

named had the protot3pe of all turrets:

be accepted that operationally obsolete types had to suffice,

the air guimery portion of the ’W.T. operator's training did not produce

efficient members for aircrew employment, nor even those in quantity enough

(3)
As a result

to meet immediate requirements.

(l) A.M. Pile S.41026.

(2) A.M. File 3.41026.

(3) Memo by D.G.T. (Air) dated 15 ifey 1944. Training Polder ̂ :6.

/ Under
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Under expansion scheme 'L' of April 1938 there was a deficiency of more

than 2,000 wireless operators/air gunner,

fore prepared a plan to attract large numbers to the aircrew trades.

Employment as aircrew was to be regarded in future as full-time duty,

basis of recruitment for the aircrew trades other than pilot was to be

restricted to boy entrants who enlisted for nine years as wireless operators,

The Air Member for Fersoimel ther

(1)

The

e-

from whom by central selection at the end of their year's course the Air

After experience inMinistry would choose men for training in air gvinnery.

this aircrew role (about three years) a progressive career was opened to them

as air obseirver, and a_ limited number of commissions in the G-.D. branch as

The principle of full-time employment proved of all

round benefit and helped to increase the numbers who volunteered for pilot

trainingj but the response from boy entrant wireless operators and Group II

tradesmen fell far short of requirements.

In the main the elements of other aircrew categories were supplied from

one or tv/o sources during the two years preceding the outbreak of war.

Either they were skilled tradesmen within the Service v/ho preferred airborne

(2)
observers or pilots.

to ground duties, or they were recruits who wanted to become wireless

A start had been made to provide some formaloperators and air gunners,

training for both classes of air gunners at tv/o practice camps where

instruction in ground subjects was given by armament instructors to an intake

Practical training in air firing followedof thiid;y pupils at each school,

after they were posted to squadrons, since amament instructors were not

As the force expandedcompetent to teach the flying side of air gunnery,

more practice camps were built on the west and south coasts, their location

being governed to a large extent by the possibility of sites for ranges.

The camps were designed for occupation throughout the year in order to improve

the bombing and air firing of squadrons in operational coaroands and of the

advanced training squadrons in Service flying training schools that visited

(1) E.P.M. Paper 156 (38). The requirements for Scheme L were:

2,069
3,867

Observer

'.tireless Op./Air gunner
Air gunner

6,490Total

(2) Piill details were promulgated in A.M.O. A.17/39.

(3) A.M. Pile S.56180.
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on attachment for periods varying between ten days and five weeks according to
(1)

To the three camps alreadythe nature of the exercise or to the weather.

mentioned v/ere added:-

Aliment

Training Gamp
Location Date opened

Jan. 1937West PreughKo. 4

Peb. 1937No. 5 Penrhos

(2)
No. 6 June 1937Warawell

April 1938No. 7 Addington
(3)

No. 8 Aug. 1937Evanton

Regular tradesmen/xir gunners and direct entry trainees to the trade of air

observer were posted to courses at West Preugh and Addington, the remaining

camps being equipped to accommodate only those formations which brought their

Between Pebruary and April 1938 these units were renamed

Armament Training Stations (A.T.S.).

own aircraft.

To conform with the preliminary deploy

ment of the Metropolitan Air Porce further changes in name and function

Sutton Bridge was released at oncefollowed rapidly for some of these units.

to Fighter Command.

During the first half of the year 1939 the Air Ministry made a determined

drive to increase the output of air gunners and of wireless operators/air

gunner who were much needed by Bomber Command. Pour A.T.S.s at North Coates,

Addington, Aldergrove and V/est Preugh were converted into air observer schools

and numbered 1,2,3 snd 4 respectively,

issued in April 1939 each school was staffed and equipped to give ground and aii

Under the war training organisation

training to 120 pupils of whom 30 were air gunners who took a short course
(4)

lasting four weeks that included twelve hours in flying time. On completing

(1) Unit O.R.B.

Until 30 June 1938 the name of this unit was Woodsford.
home of the Central Gunnery School, and as a fighter station during the
war it had a long and notable career in the name used in the text above.

As the first(2)

(3) Coastal GoomandThis unit had been known for several years as Novar Gamp,
and P.A.A. units were attached when exercising v/ith part of the Home
Fleet. Under peace plans it should have been handed to the Admiralty in

Ifhen war started a compromise enabled the two Services toIiferch 1940.
share it.

(4) S.D.138( l) Fart I.

/ this
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this course they passed to units in operational coiamands or to group pools.

Even this plan did not produce the numbers needed:

Command on 17 June 1939 was t3rpical for the coaimands.

the position in Bomber

Against an establish

ment for 1,576 air gunners the strength was 3^6 trained wireless operators/air

gunner with 491 under training, and 256 other trades/air gunner qualified with

200 under training.
(1)

The deficiency of the order of 40 per cent Air

Ministry hoped would be made good in due time from the ranks of the Volunteer

Reserve which had been calculated to provide imder 'Scheme L' 6,750 wireless

operators/air gunner and 1,000 plain air gunners.

For two years the Air Officer Ccsamanding-in-Ohief, Bomber Gotiomand, had

repeatedly warned the Air Ministry that the liiaited facilities for air

armament training and the serious shortage of air gunners would have grave

To thrash out these problems the Air Ministiy held aconsequences.

conference on 24 August 1939 v/hich was attended by the Air OfficersGotamanding-

in-Chief as well as by the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff and the commanders

of the groups concerned directly v?ith operating and training aircrew. The

Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief Bomber Command 'warned the Air Ministry once
(3)

again that the oombers were not fit to cross the line'. He was willing to

forego for a time even the gunnery training of operational units at armament

stations provided that through this renunciation production could be speeded

to the point of furnisiiing for his canmand 500 wireless operators/air gunner

and plain air gunners in the shortest time. Air Ministry representatives

stated a few of the difficulties that obstructed expansion under conditions of

peace, such as finding suitable locations for airfields near enough to sites
(4)

obtaining target-towing aircraft, cine camera-guns,

release hooks and other special gear that would be needed in large quantities

for bombing ranges,

from industry if air armament training were to be accelerated, but the commands

pressed the urgency of their case. After discussion a scheme prepared by

(1) A.M. File 3.56180.

A.M. File S.2,4572.

A.M. File 3.56180.

Protests against ranges were sent to Air Ministry. As one example, an
entry in the O.R.B. for Warmwell under date July 1937 records the

suspension of air firing owing to many objections by local inhabitants in

the vicinity of Ohesil Bank to low flying and to the dropping from
aircraft of drogues having attached to them a ten pound weight that fell
near buildings on the edge of the range. A dilemma existed. Though
the complaints seemed not unreasonable, the trainees could only improve
their accuracy by practice.

(2)

(3)

(4)

/ No. 25
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No. 25 Group was accepted which could produce 5,000 trained air gunners in

twelve months by forming on existing stations administered by that group a

number of air gunneiy schools without interfering too much v/ith the attachments

(1)
It was also agreed that one specialfrom Service flying training schools,

school, to be knovm as the Central Gunnery School, should be formed at once,

being given first priority before all other plans, for the purpose of training

instructors in tactics and the technique of air gunnery, including a new

development in the use of turrets.

Twenty-four hours before the expiry of the ultimatum to Germany the Ain

Member for Supply and Organisation reporting to the Chief of Air Staff on the

situation in the Metropolitan Force as regards aircraft and personnel should

war commence in the immediate future, stated:

•The most serious limitations (to a sustained effort) is

imposed by shortages of ff/T operators (A.G. ) or by Air

Gunners and W/T Operators combined.'

Supported at this level, plans for their training were pushed forward as

quickly as the disturbed conditions allowed.

(2)

But these efforts to improve air

gunnery training on a big scale, framed in the eleventh hour, were nearly

(The 25 Group scheme emerged from the mangle of eventsstrangled at birth,

much shrunken in 1941). The first and biggest curtailment came on

3 September 1939 when all training units situated on the East Coast had to be

evacuated and crowded into unyielding accommodation on western stations.

£ Reorganisation .

In the early days of September 1939 air gunneiy courses at air observer

schools were shortened to four weeks for air gunners and six weeks for

(3)
The organisation havingobservers v/heaesyllabus comprised more subjects.

lost five centres and construction work being delayed on three others, there

was over-burdening for a few weeks in the remaining four schools that continued

(4)
air amament training. There still existed a pressing need to supply as

(l) See Appendix 41.

(2) A.H.B./III/31/1.

(3) S.D.l38(l) Part VI.

(4) See ApfendiV 4I •
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(1)
soon as possible enou^ other aircrew to complete the manning of squadrons.

But plans prepared by the Director of Training were invalidated by the

In a memorandum to the Air Member for Supplyshortage of suitable aircraft,

and Organisation on 13 September he reviewed the effects of this deficiency.
(2)

After detailing the requirements, he wrote:-

*As far as I can gather there will be a mixed bag of some

200 Wallaces, Battles, Demons, Hinds or Hart variants to

For a twin-engine attackmeet this requirement

trainer the Anson is not suitable but the Blenheims would

do. Unless the Air Staff can be persuaded to give up

some reserves the striking force will be reduced soon

through lack of trained personnel.'

The Air Staff eventually agreed, on 7 October to hasten the provisioning of
(3)

UOO Battles for use as target towers in aircrew training.

In order to overcome the shortage of air gunners and to accelerate

immediate production. Air Ministry (T. Arm) made  a temporary arrangement with

Bomber Oommand in September to accept for training about twelve pupils at each

group pool and non-mobilising squadron in the oommand.

enquiry by signal gave capacity for 237 trainees up to the end of November over

and above those passed out from courses at the air observer schools (estimated

2f80 air gunners),

training in navigation for air observers they were renamed Bombing and Gunnery

Schools (B. & G.S.) from 1 November 1939 which more accurately denoted their

The response to

As the air observer schools could not undertake ary basic

(4)
function.

Formation of the Central Gunnery School

The inception of a central school for improving the standard of air

gunnery was mainly due to the unremitting efforts of the Air Officer Commanding-
(5)

in-Chief Bomber Command who pressed the matter for many months before the v/ar.

(l) Intake of 30 every fortnight for air gunners and 30 every three weeks
for air observers giving a maximum of 120. (A.M. File S.36458/1).

(2) A.H.B./III/31/1.

(3) A.H.B./III/31/1.

(4) A.M. File S.56458/1. See Appendix 42.

(5) A.M. File S. 56180.
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Its conception resembled in seme respects the design of the Central Plying

School; many senior comiaanders hoped that air gunnery would benefit therefrom

to the same degree as had aviation generally through the inspiring doctrine

In giving first priority to the formation of

this school the conference on 24 August 1939 fiad laid down the following

essentials:-

(a) It must be staffed by the most experienced personnel,

(b) It must be equipped with the newest types of aircraft,

(c) It must be located near to the Aircraft and Armament

propogated by that institution.

Experimental Establishment at Bosoembe Do\im and to the

Bomber Development Unit, at both of which research was

proceeding at great speed.

Sites fulfilling the third condition were hard to find, sane of the obstacles

encountered being the need to discover a ready-made airfield with accessible

the vested interests of the Army in Salisbury Plain;

were considered, the avoidance of interference with the R.D.P, system of

The Navy objected to night firing on the Chesil Bank ranges

and prevented such practice, but despite this the Central Gunnery School was

set up eventually at Warmwell on 6 November 1939.

and, if Manbyranges;

Fighter Command.

The functions of the school were defined as firstly, to assist in the

development of air gunne

single-seater fighters;

operational units;

tactics applicable to tjrpes of aircraft other t

secondly, to train fighting controllers for

and thirdly, to train gunnery instructors who would be

han

employed in group pools, bombing and gunnery schools, and advanced training

squadrons of flying training schools. The new school was placed in No. 25

Group, to whose Commander the Air Ministry gave 'a free hand to experiment in

ary way that experience suggests is desirable or in order to meet the needs of

operational commands with whera you will keep in close touch',

aimed to train 'gunnery leaders' ly inculcating sound ideas about drill.

(3)
The syllabus

(l) A.M. Pile S.5618O and S.D.155/39/108.

(2) !Qie evolution of tactics for single-seater fighters was the business of
the Air Fitting Development Unit.

(3) A.M. Pile S.56180.

/ discipline
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disoipline, gun and turret manipulation, morale, leadership and physical

Already thus early in the war experience had taught how much these

attributes were needed by the air gunner in particular,

to the point of beooning mechanically as nearly perfect as possible until the

movements of hands in the event of stoppages and for loading were as

Such a degree of efficiency saved those valuable
(1)

fractions of a second which in nearly all air ccxabats decided the issue*.

fitness.

'He had to be traine

instinctive as walking.

d

!Hie first course began on 13 November 1939 with an intake of fifteen pupils,

four of whcaa were direct entry officer air gunners straight from a special

Subsequent intakes rose to thirty,course at No. 1 Air Armament School, Manby.

vacancies being allotted to operational commands and to the British Air

To cover the timeComponent of the Field Force in Prance every four weeks,

lag in issuing aircraft and equipment. Bomber Command lent to the school

aircraft, aircraft crews and maintenance personnel until the middle of December.
(2)

Supplementary Wireless Schools

The production target for wireless operators/air gunner fixed by G,W,E,/2/7

required 3,800 in 19¥), 4,1¥) in 1941 and 6,070 in 1942.

the output during the first year of war appeared to be lamentably deficient.

To bridge the gap in some measure. Air Ministry as a temporary expedient

arranged courses for certain airmen in the Volunteer Reseirve at civil aviation

Wireless tradesmen employed in the industry and in the G.P.0. to the

As already stated.

schools.

number of 1,921 had enrolled prior to war in the R.A.F.V.R. for training as

aircrew, and they mobilised on 3 September 1939.

training could be made available vintil contracts had been agreed with two fims

which undertook to provide morse practice and grotuad wireless instruction up

to a capacity of 240 and 3^0 trainees during a course lasting teiv/twelve weeks.

In view of the civilian occupation of these volunteers (who reclassified L.A.C,

on the day following call-up) the course appeared suitable to prepare them for

Towards the end of November 1939

Nos. 1 and 2 Supplementary Wireless Schools run by Air Service Training, Hamble

But no facilities for their

air training in bombing and gunnery schools.

(l) Extracted from a paper on 'Selection and Training of Air Gunners* issued
in November 1939 t>y the Director of Training. (a.H,B,/III/31/i).

(2) A.M. File S.56180.
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(1)
Prestwick respectively, accepted intakes,

aim to produce 5,000 wireless operators/air gunner within six months was not

reached.

butand Scottish Aviation Ltd•»  the

!Eha Supplementary Wireless Schools (S.W. S.) ware placed in Reserve Command

but technical training matters were controlled by the Ministry.

January 1940 seven hundred wireless operators were passed out as ready for the

This rate of production proved much greater than the

Bombing and Gunnery Schools (B. & G-. S.) could absorb.

1 January to 31 March 1940 the total number of places in six B. & G.S.s plus

No, 1 Air Armament School Manby only reached 990 which had to be divided among

By the end of

next air training.

In the period from

Therefore about fifty per cent.all t3^s of air gunner, including officers,

of the monthly output of these V.R. aircrew trainees from the S.W.S.s had to be

posted supernumerary to a variety of units, chiefly in Bomber Command, in which

they were employed on A.C.H, or aerodrcaae defence duties until such time as they

could be allotted places in B. & G-. schools,

protracted for several months, caused a deterioration in manual skill which in

turn formed the basis of criticism by commands,

course at S.>7.S,s to sixteen weeks and instituted as from 29 March 1940 a

special finishing course lasting eight weeks (intake 100 per month) at the

Electrical and Wireless School, Cranwell to ensure that these V.R. airmen were

proficient in Service wireless procedure before they moved forward to gunnery

When the supply of pupils dwix^dled the S.W.S.s were closed:

last intakes to Ko. 2 S.W.S. Prestwick entered on  1 July 1940, and that to No, 1

The delay, in some cases

Air Ministry lengthened the

(2)
thetraining.

S.W.S. Ramble entered on 19 August 1940, the latter school closing when the
(3)

last course passed out on 10 February 1941.

The method of preliminary ground training for wireless operators was

evidently satisfactory, for, in December 1940, Air Ministry requisitioned two

properties in order to open two more supplementary wireless schools. No, 3 at

Theobalds Park, ‘Waltham Gross and No, 4 at White Waltham, Berkshire, which were

placed in Technical Training Command, Commanded and staffed by Service

personnel the schools trained entrants direct from civil life up to a capacity

(1) A.M. Pile S.58474.

(2) A.M. Piles S.56755/40 and A.4106l/39.

(3) A.M, Signal P.371 dated 1 February 1941.
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(1)
of 400 pupils each for the trade of v/ireless operator. whence they passed

Those who satisfied the Aircrewto No, 2 E, & W, School, Yateshury,

Selection Board thereafter followed the normal sequence of air training.

Attempt to form a Corps of Gunnery Officers

By September 1939 the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Bomber Command was

convinced that a better type of man was needed in the tail turret of a heavy

He wanted those accustomed to handling guns such as experienced

big-game hunters who 'woxild supply leadership, example, and influence, which

the air gunners of this conmand at present lack*,

immediately.

bomber.

Supporting action followe

By a signal to formations the Air Ministry called for voluntee

d

rs

frcm officers other than pilots to begin short courses on 2 and 9 October; and

the Air Officer Commanding Reserve Command was asked to furnish a list of

volunteers from among airmen suitable for commissioning in his command ̂ dio

awaited training as observers. In response to some 200 letters directed to

The Air Staff planned appointments for

commissioned air gunners in each group headquai*ters, squadron, and flight in the

For men of mature years (25-52) who possessed the

fighting spirit and the skill to shoot well, a course lasting four weeks in

turret manipulation and fire control was deemed enough to fit them for duty.

known marksmen many enlisted.

(2)
operational commands.

Speedy results seemed vital but discussions within A.M, directorates and witii

Treasury regarding the proposed establishment were rather pi*otracted. The

latter wished to fix the minimum age of these officers at not less than 25

years so as to avoid risk of re-actions on pay of other flying personnel. At

that date some officers resented a revolutionary change in personnel policy

that would certainly create repercussions in other Services,

opinion arose about the proportion of officer to aircraftman air gunner, and

over their better piHJspects of reaching the rank of flight lieutenant, when
(3)

Differences of

canpared with the total establishment permitted in the G.D. branch.

About three months after acceptance of the first ninety recruits a hitch

The rate of pay for officer air gunners on equal footing with theoccurred.

G.D, branch could not be granted. Discussionsbrought a compromise. As a

(l) A.M. Pile 3.56755/40.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.57999.

(3) A.M. Pile 3.57999.
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special wartime measure only finance for the scheme was approved on condition

that the total of officer air gunners did not exceed six hundred. Ihereafter

an order was promulgated defining the field of recruitment, in addition to

regular airmen, as:- airmen entered in the volunteer reserve for training as

observers, direct entrants from civil life, and retired or non-regular officers
(i5

who could be spared for this employment.

Treasury were not alone in viewing unfavourably a scheme that in effect

gave to certain plain air gunners preferential treatment over other Vi tvIh of

The Air Ministry therefore arranged the training of these newly-

joined officers in small batches of about ten with airaen on alternate entries

aircrew.

(2)
at three schools where accommodation could be provided.

By 27 April 1940, 424 officer air gunners had been appointed, of whom 274

came direct from civil life, 11 from other Service branches, 79 from airmen

under A.M.O, A.476/39 and 60 frcaa airman recommended on completing training.

In addition a further 133 from civil life had been selected provisionally.

The authorised quota having been filled^almost eighty per cent with direct

entrants, a conference held on 19 May 1940 by the Air Member for Personnel

decided to obtain Treasury approval for raising the maximum to 1,000 officers

(which accorded with 14,000 aircraftmen air gunners) in line with expansion

scheme *M', and to restrict in future the offer of commissions in that section

of general duties to trained and experienced air gunners,

prompted the second decision:

airmen;

(3)
Two motives

one was the duty to give an incentive to serving

and the other recognised the increasing requirement in new types of

aircraft for air gunners who had been trained also in wireless operating,

thereafter the suggested corps d*elite became submerged beneath the normal and

(4)

current methods of commissioning from the ranks. Gunnery leaders were

supplied from the Central Gunnery School; and a ladder to promotion provided

some prospect of improved status to men serving in this aircrew category.

(l) A.M.O. A.62/40.

(2) At first officer air gunners went to Nos, 4 and 7 B. & G.S.s and to
No. 1 A.A.S., but hy March 1940 they attended all B. & G.S.s.
(A.M. Pile S.56458A).

(3) Except when qualified in a ground trade, in which he might hold N.C.O.
rank, a plain air gunner could aspire no hi^er than L.A.C. On 27 May
1940 airmen mustered W.T./A.G. and A.G. were promoted Sergeant aircrew
on the same basis as other categories. (A.M. Pile S.60457).

(4) A.M. Pile S.57999.
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The problem of status and pay as aircrew (1940-41)

In the first three months of war began a third movement that conaerned

not only air gunners but in their wake flight engineers and other types that

A consideration of pay and conditionscame into the air category subsequently,

of service mi^t seem to belong rather to the administrative side than to the

yet the changes in training that followed in 1943

and 1945 could not be understood correctly without reference to these matters

organisation of training:

since rank and pay affected not only the quality and supply of recruits but

also the standard of training and, in any ultimate analysis, the power of the

The idea of increasing the prestige of air gunners

originated from the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Bomber Ccxamand who received

The first step in

bombing offensive.

(1)
prompt support from the Air Member for Personnel.

December 1939 authorised the award to air gunners of a new brevet similar to

that denoting the observer and worn like his above the left breast pocket of

Murmurs of dissatisfaction continued to be heard despite this

emblem of aircrew status and the Air Officer Oommanding No, 3 Group voiced

what he called 'a legitimate moan’ froa wireless operators/air gunner who

found direct entry observers (qualified on a shorter course of tpining than

theirs) enjoying higher pay and better amenities as sergeants,

consulted by letter all the Air Officers Commanding-in-Ghief agreed ’that the

air gunners in war carried under very difficult conditions a heavy responsi

bility that was scarcely less important than that of the pilots and observers

(2)
the tunic.

(3)
When

with whom they flew’ and consequently that aircrew other than officers should

be given equal status among themselves clearly marked as ’air’ men who could
(4)

Kie ideal of equality in comrade-mingle and mess together when off duty,

ship thus quietly enunciated early in the war was later destined during the big

offensive to reach unappraisable value.

(1) A.m. Pile 3.60457.

(2) The winged bullet in gilt metal that had been worn on the sleeve by
air gunners since 1923 was superseded by the single wing spreading
from a circled laurel wreath containing the letters AG.

(A.M.0.S A.547/39 and A.552/39).

(3) A.M. Pile S.40289/1.

(4) A.M. Pile 3.60457, Enel. 26a.
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There were many administrative difficulties to hinder the next step.

Chief of these was the intractability of the financial system that fixed the

pay of a sergeant pilot on the lowest rate at twelve shillings and sixpence per

day while the comparable rate for his colleague air r was three shillingsgunne

and sixpence as aircraftman second class in Group V. It took a long time

to convince Treasury that this wide disparity was unjust and that it precluded

all possibility of members of a crew working as a team. Air Ministry

reiterated the theme that 'the safety of the aircraft in war depended on the

efficiency and courage of the air gunners almost as much as on that of the

pilots and observers'. Financial approval for the extra expense was notified

Aircraftmen mustered as whole time wireless operators/

air gunner or as air gunner were promoted to the rank of temporary sergeant on

consolidated daily rates (ceasing to draw flying and gunner allowances) of

seven shillings and ninepence or seven shillings respectively,

conditions were soon extended to new entrants on completing the course in air

(2)
at the end of May.

The improved

(3)
and, in conformity with aircrew status all candidates for this

training, whether serving airmen or direct entrants, after June 1940 had to

appear before aircrew selection boards who were instructed to pick men of

high intelligence for this work.

gunnery

(4)

«Vhile negotiations between Air Ministry and Treasury were proceeding the

Supervisory Air Board of Canada awarded the rank, as they termed it, of L.A.C,

to all wireless operators under training within the Empire Air Training Scheme,

except those from England. Backed by the authorities in Australia and New

Zealand the Air Board took the strictly logical view that, as the benefit of

reclassification without trade teat had been enjoyed for a long time by trainees

for pilot or observer trades, equality of status whilst under training was

essential for other aircrew. Their action took away all significance fran the

fc..'

technical trade test taken by wireless operators who volunteered for air gunner
(5)

duties and caused embarrassment to the Air Ministry, but the Air Board v/as

(1) See Appendix 43.
(2) A.M. File S.60457, Enel. 61A.

(3) A.M.0.S A.416/40 and A,537/40.

(4) A.M.O. A.4^6/40.

(5) A.M.Pile A.95138/40.
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impelled to the policy through the serious diminution in volunteers from the

Not until March 1941 was it feasible to giveDraninion for this aircrew trade.

similar concession to British trainees and then they were reclassified fora

pay as L.A.C. only from the date when they began the course at a baabing and

gunnery school when they drew in addition one shilling a day as flying

Eight months afterr/ards (November 1941) the same

rise in pay was given to airmen possessing basic trades in Groups I and II

(chiefly fitters or wireless operator mechanics training for employment in

squadrons of Coastal Command) when under training as air gunners,

the end of 1941 the aircrew portion of the Seinrice took on an almost separate

The process was observed keenly by

(1)
instruction allowance.

(2)
Thus by

entity through their distinctive status.
(3)

the Navy as a new departure from custom and as a method of attracting recruits.

Reorganisation of Training during 1940

After four months experience of war the course in air gunnery was

extended to six weeks, partly because wastage proved less than expected and

partly to raise the level of the graduate from bombing and gunnery schools.

The Air Member for Supply and Organisation warned the Chief of Air Staff that

fifty per cent more bombing and gunnery schools would be needed if this change

should become permanent, and it seemed in January 1940 as if they could not be

provided within measurable time,

recruit centres, recruiting of candidates for training as straight air gunners

(except officers) was suspended during seven months, November 1939 to July 1940,

because all places in the gunnery schools had been bespoken for u/t aircrew

The congestion emphasised

Moreover, calculations prepared in the

Directorate of Manning showed that a sustained effort through six months would

have caused a deficiency amounting to 1,5l6 air gunners, or 41*5 per cent of

(4)

(5)
To relieve pressure in the bottleneck at

(6)
already enlisted and awaiting those vacancies.

the urgent need for rapid building.

(1) A.M.O. A.189/41.

A.M.O. A.984/41.

A.M. Piles A.95138/40 and 3.60457.

See.earlier, in this chapter.

A.M. Pile 3.58474.

A.M. Letter 3.59395 dated 8 July 1940. (B.J.M.2/6).

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5

(6)
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Hie memoraiiduia declared a need to double thestrength, by 30 June 19¥).
(1)

existing output of 300 per month from bcxnbing and gimnery schools.

At a special meeting convened by the Secretary of State on 3 April 1940 to

discuss the position of flying training the A.M.S.O. admitted a shortage of

search for sites was continuing but itfour bombing and gunnery schools:
(2)

fonaed his biggest problem because of the need for range facilities,

significant that the location proposed for one school in France did not reach

maturity owing to the unexpected occupation of that area by the Gerraans six

It is

But three schools in the United Kingdom were made ready forweeks later.

occupation:-

No, 5 B. cS: G.S. at Jurby, Isle of Man, in July 1940

No. 7 B. & G.S. at Porthcawl,
(3)

coast of South Vfeles, in July 1940

No, 2 B. & G.S. at Millom, coast of Cumberland, in November 1940

During the first half of 1940 the internal organisation of bombing and

gunnery schools was re-shaped in what sometimes called (because of its

origin) 'the Wartawell Scheme'. Under this method or organisation the armament

training squadron and ground instructional persomiel were amalgamated within

the 'Armament Taraining Wing' under a wing oomiaander i/riio became responsible for

all personnel matters concerning the pupils as well as for drawing up the

flying programmes, including periods allotted to visiting squadrons. The wing

contained three squadrons, each divided into operational and servicing flights

No, 1 Squadron for bombing training, No. 2 forand having a unity of purpose:

The squadronair gunnery training and No. 3 acted as towing squadron.

oaamanders organised instruction in their particular department and they were
(4)

responsible for maintenance of their aircraft up to 60 hour inspections.

defining the responsibilities and training tasks under one wing commander,

efficiency and speed of training were both improved.

(l) A.M. Pile S.59166. The Director of Training noted on 2 April 1940
that the basic wealcness in plans for aircrew production lay in the
fact that at that date the bambing and gunnery schools possessed only
eighty per cent of the aircraft established for target towing, many
of them very old, and with Nil reserves. (A.H.B,III/31/1),

(2) See Appendix 44.

(3) Name changed to Stormy Down in June 1941.

(4) West Preugh O.S.B. under date 24 April 1940.
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At the end of 1939 the multiplicity of turrets used in aircraft tended to

confuse armament instructors and their pupils,

gun turrets used in the Service during 192fD illustrates the complexity of the

problem of training wireless operators/air gunner and straight air gunners to a

high standard of manual dexterity as well as to comprehend details of servicing,
0)

harmonization, daily inspections and the loading of ammimition:-

(a) Armstrong. VVhitworth - three types all centrally placed in
the aircraft,

(b) Boulton and Paul - four types for either centre, mid-under,
nose or tail of the aircraft,

(c) Bristol - three types for centre, nose or tail,

(d) Frazer-Hash - 13 kinds depending on whether for Manchester,
Whitley, Wellington, Stirling or Sunderland,

(e) Vickers (having Frazer Nash parts) - for Wellington Mark I.

The following brief list of

Starting from January 1940, in order to reduce within manageable limits

the field of instruction on this brief course, botabing and gunnery schools

prepared their pupils in handling turrets of certain aircraft. The cadets

were posted to an operational training unit which was equipped with similar
(2)

types of turret, as for example

Corresponding
O.T.U.s

B. & G.S. Aircraft

No. 4 West Preu^ 1, 4, 20, 54 Hudson, Singapore, Wellington
Blenheim, Eeaufighter, Defiant

Blenheim, Beaufighter, AnsonNo, 5 Jurly 2, 3, 13, 17

5, 10, 19

14, 16

No, 7 Porthoawl 7/hitley

No, 8 Evanton Hampden

No, 9 Penrhos 1, 4 Hudson, Singapore

No,10 Dumfries

(
11, 12, 15, 20

11, 12, 15, 20

Wellington
3)

No, 2 Millom Wellington

One virtue of this regulated training for a special posting was the close

liaison between instructional staff concerned with each stage. A defect

occasionally appeared when, owing to a quick change in requirement for

(l) A.M, Pile 3,58564 (App, B to letter dated 17 December 1939),

(2) Appendix to A,M, letter 3,58684 dated 21 December 1940. (B.J.M,2/6),

(3) The first course from Millom finished 22 February 1941,
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operational need, some graduates from gunnery training (qualified wireless

operator/air gunner or air gunner had to be supplied as orews for a type of

aircraft not included in the syllabus at the bombing and gunnery school they

had attended.

Although the Air Member for Personnel had approved in November 1939 the

policy that both types of air gunner in comiuon with aviation candidates should

undergo training in the initial training wings, the useful scheme could not be

carried into effect while the flow of pilots and observers filled all available

Besides, there was for months a serious shortage of

On 8 April 1940 the first batch of thirty aircrafthand

u/t gunners arrived in No, 4 I.T.W., Bexhill, for  a disciplinary course lasting

four weeks.

(1)
acconmodation.

suitable instructors.

(2)
Thereafter entries up to sixty continued at fortnightly intervals

But Reserve Command could not accept wireless operators/

chiefly because of a shortage of wireless equipaent to

It could not be produced by industry, which had of

•»

(

throughout the year.

air gunner in I.T.W

keep them in practice,

necessity to give urgent priority to manufacture for operational units.
3)

The sequence of training during 1940 was therefore

Straipjdt Air Gunner Weeks

6Reception and Initial Training Wing
Bombing and Gunnery School 6

Total 12

Wireless Operator/Air Gunner

4Recruit Course

Electrical and Wireless School

Bombing and Gunnery School

24
6

34Total

To supply the swelling need for trained aircrew in the operational

commands six bombing and gunnery schools and No,  1 Air Armament School, Manby,

In the ratio of four wireless operators/air gunnerwere worked to capacity,

to one straight air gunner the planned intake reached 250 and 320 in alternate

How nearly this planned figure was attained can be seen from

the summary of the actual intake and output for grnnery training set out in

(4)
fortnights.

the following table.

(l) A.M. Pile 3.70637.

(2) A.M. Signal P.938 dated 2 April 1940 (B.J.M.2/6).

(3) A.M. Pile S.70637.

(4) A.M. Pile s.56458/1.
/ Summary
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60561643 892 492125 124 52

996 187 1,418

2,104

1,858

164 1,675

2,282

2,147

1,238

1,892

1,808

273 2351 Apl. 1940-1 Jul.1940

1,742

1,566

347151 Jul.1940-1 Oot.1940 15 375

27824 143151 Oct. 1940-1 Jan. 1941

6,6266,421 8737,874 320 5,433350 1,103

Reference: Poms 408. B.J.M.2/3A

^Vhile these totals show that an average of 84*15 per oent successfully passed

the course during the period, it cannot be established that the remainder

failed to qualify because the numbers put back to later courses are not

As a general nile it was assumed that wastage on gunnery

courses from all causes (sickness, transfer to other trades, failure etc.)

was betv/een ten and fourteen per cent of intake.

definitely known.

Progress of air gunnery training during 1941

The members of a conference at Headquarters Plying Training Command in

August 1941 impressed on the Air Member for Training that:

'the main factors that restricted-training in this country were

aircraft and spares for them, serviceability of landing grounds,

weather conditions in winter, maintenance under the rules of

'black-out', enemy interference with night flying training,

dispersal of aircraft and their deterioration at disperal

points, travel between parent site and the reserve landing

grounds, and inabilities in equipment and in v/orks services to

such an extent ttiat difficulties which arose from the other
(1)

restrictions could not be overcome.

The weight of these handicaps fell nowhere more heavily than on air gunnery

training which also carried an extra burden in connection with instigators.

(1) A.M. Pile 3.58474.
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The capacity of the bombing and gunnery schools was limited by shortage of

and it was seldom possible to provide the necessary

fifteen hours air experience per pupil at the signals schools because there were

aircraft for target-towing;

(1)
Pew of the aircraft in B. & G-.not enough pilots who could fly Proctors.

so the majority of pupils had to practise air firing with

Browning guns were scarce during 1941 and instruction centred

Teaching lay in the hands of

schools had turrets;

hand-held guns.

on obsolescent types not seen in the first line,

corporals (junior amament instructors) or sergeants (senior armament

instructors) who had a far better knowledge of the mechanism of weapons than of

Little attention was given to fighting technique.their use in air combat.

As a remedy for these defects Plying Training Ganmand proposed that gunnery

(and bombing) leaders who had finished osae operational tour should be posted to
(2)

inspire trainees at No, 1 Air Armament School and the B, & G. schools.

Such non-commissioned officers were then instructing in the 0.T. Units (being

posted within the comoiaxid);

trickle of war-weaiy observers and air gunners,

air gunnery instructors were supplied from among men who had just finished

basic training and having no more operational experience than the former

but Bomber Comiuand could only send a very thin

In consequence most of the

It was found possible to allot only one gunnery leader

and one bombing leader to supervise instruction in each school until June 1941,

by when the output from newly organised instructor courses at No, 1 A,A. School,

Manby (six weeks) began to provide at a rate of twenty every three weeks men whc
(3)

could raise the standard of instruction in air gunnery.

armament instructors.

Another feature of importance to non-P.N.B. training in 1941 was its

eclipse during many weeks by a controversy over plans for 'combined training'

(navigation and gunnery) for observers,

that preference should be given them over the needs of other aircrew, whose

role appeared in the minds of many people to be subsidiary by comparison,

a pinch wireless operators and air gunners could obtain some gunnery training

and the meagre resources in the

The pressure of expansion demanded

At

in squadrons, as they had for several years;

United Kingdom had to be parcelled out according to the most pressing claims

(l) A.M. Pile S.70637.

(2) A.M. Pile S.65438.

(3) A.M. Pile S.65438.
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also, production froa the Sapire Air Training Scheme could be

A surplus amounting to 1,250 wireless operators/air

at a given time:

esqjected in the sunamer.

gunner who awaited employment in aircrew teams after completing their training,

and a further 4,631 wireless operators who had passed out from signals courses

but for whan in May no vacancies existed in B. & 0. Schools, also weighted the

Consequently a reorganisation was carried through between May and

September 1941 by which Jurby, West Preugh, Dumfries, Penrhos and Millom

converted to Air Observer Schools (A.O.S.) for this 'caabined' training and

Of the remaining B. & G. Schools four were

allotted to training v/ireless operators/air gunner and one specialised in

producing plain air gunners for tail turrets,

re-named Air Gunner Schools (A.G.S.) in conformity with their function.

By the end of the year basic air gunnery training v/as given in five and a half

A.G.S.s as in the following table and in Ko. 1 A.A.S. Manty.

Air Gunners Schools in Deceraber 1941

decision.

accepted no other trainees.

The latter five schools were

(1)

Intake per
fortnight

Date

opened
No Location Capacity Notes

180June Fighter Command reserved
facilities for one fighter
flight.

Pembrey 901

W.Op

180 Originally built for S.P. T.S.2 Dalcross July 90

W.Op

1807 Stomy Down Former B. & G.S.

(called Porthoawl).
June 90

W.Op

8 Evanton June 240 120 Former B, & G.S,

straight A.G. only.A.G.

9 Llandwrog June 90 Satellite of No. 9 A.O.S,
Penrhos.

45

W.Op

10 Castle

Kennedy
July 90 45 Tentage at Castle Kennedy

School transferred to buildingi
at Barixiw.

W.Op

180Barrow Deoeaiber 90 Mixed

W.Op./a. G.

The re-arrangement of gunnery training in this form represented the last

vestige of the scheme prepared by No, 25 Group in August 1939 thou^ reduced to

The other half, immensely enlarged, was provided by the
(2)

half its stature.

Joint Air Training Plan.

(l) A.M. Pile S.70653.

(2) Cf. earlier in this chapter.

See Chapter 3«
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In order to stem the flow of wireless operators from entering gunnery

schools, whose capacity was for almost a year less than half its requirement.

Technical Training Command agreed to extend the courses at signals schools

from fourteen to twenty weeks and reorganised the ’aircrew wings' in Granwell,

Yatesbury and Madley so as to give special training on the lines of an I.T.W.

to wireless operators under training as air gunners during the last eight
(1)

weeks of the course and in conjunction v<'ith air operating practice,

having been discussed at intervals during two years, acoomiaodation in No. 14

I.T.W. (Hastings) was made available at the expense of an equal number of

cadet pilots for straight air gunner cadets to a maximum of 400 (half a wing).

They had been selected by A.G.S. Boards from serving airmen of every trade

who had waited several months to start their aircrew career.

After

The half wing
(2)

opened on 25 October 1941. Besides helping to reduce surpluses in the

two categories this process helped to raise morale among non-P.N.B. cadets

because they felt sure about their status as aircrew, when a six weeks course

in I.T.W. started their training.

The changes in organisation and the many disabilities mentioned

previously lessened the output from gunnery training to an extent that Bomber

Command accepted some wireless operators and flight engineers into operational

training who had had no gunnery course at all, so pressing was the need to

expand the force by manning the heavy bombers. The actual output from

gunneiy schools in the United Kingdom during 1941 was only two thousand more

than in the first sixteen months of war.

(l) A.M. File 3.70637.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.70637. No, 14 I.T.W. moved to Bridlington in January 1942.
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Sumtaary of Air Gunnery Training
(1 January 194-1 to 1 January 194^)

Actual OutputActual Intake

e

<M

s
0)
o

0)
Cf) o m93

4^

04Qi•H •H

5:; o CJ)c5 o+>
O <w. o

«) •=<o oEH EH

76 28785 1,803

1,647

1,173

1,167

1,497

1,791

1,W)

1,147

1 Jan. 1941-1 Apl.1941 239

(a) 6241 Apl. 1941-1 Jul.1941 500

1,378^^' 1,38?"'^ 3,4672,082

1,662

1 Jul. 1941-1 Oct. 1941 2,954 4,332

1,8861 Oct. 1941-1 Jen. 1942 1,172 714 390 2,052

6,466 769,506 6,331 2,562 8,96985 2,955

(a) After 1 April 1941 officers were included in their respective
Allied personnel not included in these figures,

(b) Actual output increased by cadets who had been held back from
a previous course.

Reference: Poms 408. D. of M, B.J.M.2/3A.

It should be remembex*ed when considering these figures that they were

supplemented by the flow from Canada under the Joint Air Training Plan.

Notes:

category.

The

last gunnery school was opened on 15 December 1941 at No, 8 B. & G.S. Mont Joli,
(1)

province of Quebec, which was the ninety-third school under the scheme.

The following bombing and gunnery schools were operating overseas at the end

of 1941:-

Oanada

No. 5 Dafoe, Saskatchewan

No, 6 Mountain View, Ontario

Mo, 7 Paulson, Manitoba

No, 8 Mont Joli, Quebec

and No, 31 B. & G.S. Picton, Ontario which was a transferred school from the

The total output from these schools up to the end of 1941

No. 1 Jarvis, Ontario

No, 2 Moss Bank, Saskatchewan

No, 3 Macdonald, Manitoba

No, 4 Pingal, Ontario

United Kingdom,

was 3,850 W, Ops./A.G, and 606 A.G,s.
(2)

(1) A.M. Pile G.S.11200/41.

(2) E.T.S.431(42).
/ Australia
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Australia

No. 1 Evans Head, New South Wales

No, 2 Port Pirie, Southern Australia

The total output up to the end of 1941 was 1,001 W. Ops./A.G. and 253 A.G,s.

Forty per cent W. Ops./A.G-, and 98 per cent A.G,s were posted to the United

Kingdom and the remainder to the Middle East.

New Zealand

After initial course W. Ops./A.G. finished their training in

included in Canada's output (above).Canada;

United States

Under the 'Towers' Scheme, a total of 900 W. Ops./A.G. were

trained at Jacksonville and Pensacola, Florida.

Expedients to meet changes in policy (1942)

The year 1942 opened with a disturbing surplus of over 5,000 plain air

gunners who awaited vacancies in training. A small contributory factor had

been the authority delegated in September 1939 to group amament officers to

qualify tradesmen who had been trained in units as air gunners or as wireless

operators/air gunner. So that the flow of aircrew categories could be

controlled. Air Ministry rescinded that authority in January 1942. After the

order all types of non-P.N.B. aircrew were admitted only on qualifying by
(1)

appropriate courses organised in schools. The greater part of the surplus

had accumulated frcsa P.N.B. rejects, who, unlike aircraftmen having a trade,

could not be usefully employed in units until such time as they could be

accepted by air gunner schools. No room coiold be found for them in technical

training. Eventually in March a preliminary course in the maintenance of

weapons lasting twelve weeks was organised at No, 14 I.T.W. and called the

Elementary Air Gunners School (E.A.G.S.).
(2)

And as one result of the new

crewing policy for heavy aircraft, settled at conferences in February and

March, a surplus of wireless operators/air gunner accumulated.

(l) Postagram to all Commands dated 10 January 1942.
A.M. Pile A.642388/37. D. of M. B.J.M.2/3.

(2) A.M. Pile A.35669. The school moved to Bridgnorth in April 1943.

/ Since
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Since the previous autumn a practice had been adopted in Bomber Coauaand of

using the better wireless operator of two in the crew of a heavy bomber to

manage all wireless equipment on sorties and of leaving the less experienced

The latter's

Therefore Air Ministry (D.B. Ops.)

in agreement with the command reduced by one wireless operator/air gunner the

crew for Stirling, Halifax, Lancaster and Liberator and fixed the establishment

figure for that crew member in heavy bomber squadrons at 26 in lieu of the

previous forty,

tended to lengthen the tedious wait before posting.

man employed solely as air gunner in the dorsal turret.

wireless skill deteriorated through disuse.

The decision enlarged the surplus in this category and

Many of the second

wireless operators/air gunner thrown up by the change in policy (and a few

surplus air gunners) were employed in the new role of air gunner/bcsnb aimer
(1)

that was allotted to each heavy bomber crew at the same time.

Wireless Operator Mechanics/Air Gunner in G-.R. Squadrons

Concurrently with the expansion of the bomber forces the number of general

reconnaissance squadrons in Coastal Command increased rapidly as the Battle of

The training requirement

for wireless operator mechanics/air gunner needed in the G.R. squadronsmore

Whereas in January 1941 ten wireless

operator mechanics/air gunner per month sufficed to fill establishment, five

months later the average grew to thirty-eight per month and continued to rise

Part of the output of these highly skilled tradesmen

was employed in high speed craft of the Air/Sea Rescue Service, but the greater
(2)

demand came through the increasing production of flying boats.

the Atlantic ran to its climax during 1942 and 1943.

than quadrupled in twelve months.

in the following year.

Their

training in four stages was a long process

(a) To muster to Wireless Operator (Croup II) nine months

(b) To convert to Y/ireless Operator Mechanic (Croup I)
(A.C.S.B. procedure duiing last month)

(c) Air Gunnery course

six months

-  six weeks

(d) Operational training at Plying Boat training
squadron, Stranraer indefinite

(1) A.M. Pile S.40289/III.

(2) A.M. Pile A. 138665/40.
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In most cases the airmen were posted to ground employment v/hile waiting for

the next stage in technical or aircrew courses. The first hatch of ten

wireless operator mechanics u/t air gunner canpleted the course at No. 9

B. & G.3. , Llandwrog on 1 February 1941: succeeding entries were received

at No. 10 B. & G.3. Dumfries. To meet wastage and a planned addition of

eighteen flying boat squadrons during 1941 two hundred and twenty-five

wireless operator meohanics/air gunner were required.
(1)

But the production

of flying boats fell short of plan with the result that the number of this

in Coastal Command in June 1942 only reachedaircrew type actually servi

one hundred and twenty-four.

When in May 19h2 the wireless operator mechanic conversion course was

suspended throu^ lack of volunteers Mr Ministry (D. of M.) sou^t candidates

for the aircrew role among wireless and electrical mechanics serving in units

and hoped to broaden the field of recruitment by selecting some mechanically

disposed wireless operators/air gunner who could be trained to maintain the

wireless and radar equipment in a flying boat during a short course (fourteen

weeks). Such training would only be of a practical nature and not enough

(l) A.M. File A.138665/40, Minute 24. On basis of one W.O.M./a.G. per
crew and six flying boats per squadron W.O.M. s/A.G. requirements were
calculated by T.P,:-

Month To meet

wastage

To meet new

formations

Total

W.O.M./A.G.1941

6.96 8May
June

July

15
167.54 24
168.70 25

9.86 16 26Aug.
16 27Sep.

Oct.

11.02

12.18

14.50
16.82

32 44
47Nov.

Dec.
32

-17 = 223

(2) A.M. File S.79994.
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to reach the standard for remustering to the Group I trade of wireless operator

mechanic;

the airman had completed one year in the aircrew role for which he had been

Coastal Command rejected the proposed substitute and insisted

that the main point to consider was skill in servicing R.D.F. equipment,

particularly when the flying boat operated on detached duty,

frequently exceeded tventy-four hours,

these valuable craft would have been lost but for the efficient running

repairs to wireless equipment v/hen airborne,

wireless operator mechanic restarted at the end of August 1942;

a trail run for three months the maintenance course was dropped until 1944-

when shortage of manpower forced its revival.

The requirement for training wireless operator mechanics/air gunner was

also regulations did not permit the changing of aircrew trade before

(1)
trained.

Sorties

The command averred that several of

So conversion courses to

(2)
and after

estimated in the summer of 1942 to be sixty per month, increased to one

hundred a month frcan 4- November. The numbers posted by Records to the

conversion course at No. 1 Signals Schools Cranwell are shown below
(3)

Accepted for training as W.O.M./A.G.

Aircrew

entrants

on Sigs:
trg.

Cadets on

W. Op. (Air)
Maintenance

Course

W.Ops. awaiting

gunnery trg.
on stations

Month
Total

1942

20Aug.
Sep.

20
10 38 4£

Oct.

Nov.

Deo.

Jan. 43

23 15
6

391

18 l 23 102
664X) 1l610

35 6025

146 142 97 385

(l) Under A.M.O. A.983/4-1.

(2) A.M. Files A.138665/4D and S.4j0289AH.

(3) A.M. File A.138665/40 Enel. 97B.
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Expansion of air gunnery training (1942 and 1943)

In the early months of 1942 the output of plain air gunners was muoh below

the needs of bomber expansion, nor could the schools as then existing absorb

Within three months ofthe large surplus waiting to start their courses,

opening No, 14 I.'l.W. to air gunners, intakes had to be suspended because the
0)

strength (800) had reached double the number that could be catered for. No

less than 2,350 direct entry aircrew cadets who had been withdrawn from

training for various reasons as pilot, observer or virireless operator/air gunner,

and who had been remustered u/t air gunner, awaited vacancies in air gunner

schools. Also 3,000 serving airmen of all trades who had been recommended

under A.M.O. A.4^66/40 as air gunners were growing impatient over the long delay

The problem was tackled from two

directions. First: by overcrowding five schools (the population of each was

raised during the summer from 180 to 244) pupils), and by building two new

schools. Secondly: after 25 May 1942 every aspirant for air gunner training,

whether serving airmen or aircrew cadet suspended from other type training, had

to pass through the sieve of the aircrew candidates selection boards which

received special instructions to preserve a hi^ standard when recomiaending

(2)
before their turn in aircrew training.

(3)
potential air gunners.

While the siting and building of new schools in the United Kingdom

proceeded. Air Ministry had to rely on Canada for immediate help to increase

air gunnery intakes, since the demand for enlarged operational training was

insistent.

Resources of iiie schools were further strained by having to provide

'refresher' courses for air gunners, who qualified under the Empire Air

Training scheme, in preparation for teaming-up with the rest of the crews.

Moreover, the change in crew policy for 'heavy' squadrons from forty wireless

operators/air gunner and twenty air gunners per squadron to its reciprocal

resulted in considerable lack of balance in capacity of the air gunners schools.
(4)

(l) A.M. Pile S.85866. Intakes were resxamed in May 1942.

(2) D.D.M.I. Loose Minute dated 2 March 1942. D. of M. B.J.M.2/6a.

(3) Details in A.M.O. A.373/42. Instructions to A.G.S.B. dated 20 May 1942
in B.J.M.2/6a. A higher standard than in May 194D.

(4) T.P.42/2 Subsidiary Tables (ilarch 1942).
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that for wirelessThis was accentuated by the differing lengths of courses;

operators/air gunner lasting four or five weeks against six weeks for air

gunners, working to different syllabuses,

of organising the training of non-P.N.B. aircrew an unenviable one must be

The fluctuating demands for operational training due to rapid

expansion or heavy casualties were reflected materially in the intakes to basic

An urgent call for extra flight engineers/air gunner or for more

(plain) air gunners to complete crews of heavy or medium bomber squadrons

modified the training programme prepared in the Directorate of Plying Training.

Careful calculations of output were stultified through sodden airfields or

Two other factors that made the tas

noted.

training.

k

through the safe arrival in port of a large draft of aircrew from Canada.

Postings to gunnery courses had to be planned so as to simplify organisation,
(1)

and to keep some uniformity of instruction at the schools.

In November the commitment for gunnery training for flight engineers was

transferred to Pembrey from Barrow, the latter concentrating on the air training

for wireless operators/air gunner.

No. 2 Torpedo Training Unit at Castle Kennedy, Plying Training Comraand moved

No. 3 A.G-.S. to Mona in the isle of Anglesey during December 1%-2, where it

As Coastal Command wished to form the new

This schoolstayed for eleven months until returning to its first station.

No. 4 A.G.S. formed in April at Morpeth, Northumberland,

with an establishment for 180 pupils which increased to 240 within three months

when enou^ Botha and target towing aircraft could be transferred from other

opened in August.

(2)
Throughout the summer of 1942 No. 1

A.G.S. Pembrey worked to a pupil population reaching 300; but short daylight

schools in Plying Training Command.

and bad weather in November forced a reduction to the established figure of

240 pupils under training.

Disregarding chronology, it is convenient at this point to record the

accomplishing of the programme for new air gunners schools,

attained without dogged persistence by the Deputy Director of Armament Training

and armament staff at Headquarters Plying Training Coraraand, whose claims to

This was not

airfield space always had to compete with those of Bomber and Coastal Commands.

Moreover, training P.N.B. aircrew assumed prime importance for the majority of

the staff.

(l) See -Appendix 45.

(2) A.M. Pile A.891042/46.
/ The
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The provision of new air gunners schools to accord with expansion was

Fighter Command found it possiblecompleted eventually in the summer of 1943.

to hand over in May to Flying Training Caamand the station at Andreas, Isle of

Man, merely reserving accommodation for one sin^e-engined fighter squadron

The last school.

No, 12 was started in July at Bishops Court, Northern Ireland, where No, 7

Despite many handicaps,through

construction work in progress on airfield and buildings, the first air gunners'

course from No, 12 A,&,3, passed out in September,

and a half air gunners schools were operating in the United Kingiom, three of

/  (3)
them givixig their full capacity to wireless operators/air gunner.

During the winter of 1942/43 some of those responsible for the practical

training of air gunners felt misgivings lest under pressure of expansion the

Here No, 11 A.G.S. was formed.should need for it arise.

(1)
Air Observer School had opened recently.

(2)
Thus by mid-1943 nine

quality of their product should deteriorate through the demand for ever greater

Two instances that gave colour to their disquietude may be cited.

The refresher courses for air gunners from the ikapire Air Training Scheme had

to cease through lack of facilities and range-space, althou^ these aircrew

waited in personnel reception centres between four and fourteen months before

being posted to operational training units,

operators/air gunner were passed out from A.G.3. and a^rarded the brevet as air

gunner (the only badge for them in October 1942) without having had any air

The application for extension of

that particular course had been turned down by the Aircrew Allocation Committee

because the pipeline through the (observer) advanced flying units to the 0,T,U

had to be kept full in the light of the current operational situation.

numbers.

(4)
Secondly: a few wireless

(5)
firing practice owing to bad weather.

.

In a

 j

memorandum surveying basic and operational training for straight air gunners

the Air Officer Commanding No, 25 Group propounded the theme that the quality

(l) A.M. File A,891042/46. Described in Chapter 3.

(2) T.P. monthly statistics of flying training A.M.T.B.J. Training 3.

(3) See Appendix46 for complete list of A.G.S,s. Wireless Operators/Air
Gunner in 1943 who needed the full gunnery course (not 'emergency')
attended Nos. 3, 8 and 10 A.G.S.s.

(4) A.M. Files S.90789 Enel. 22A and S.85866 Enel. 83B.

(5) A.M. File S. 85866 Ends. 8A and 19A. The deficiency was partly made
up at 0.T.U.
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(1)
His main reoomiuenda-of output was neglected in order to supply quantity.

improving the status of air gunners, doubling the time at A.G-.S.

to improve marksmanship, finding a means of keeping air gunners in practice

and during their operational tour, and the

tions were;-

while on voyage, at P.R.O

equipping of air gunnery schools with aircraft having modern installations.

• 9

This constructive criticism, supported in principle by the iir Officer

Commanding-in-Chief Plying Training Command and backed in many particulars by

other cominands having experienced the product, received serious study in the

The Deputy Director of Armament Training placed hisDirectorate of Training.

faith in the improvements in marksmanship that were anticipated from

introducing a new gyro si^t cine camera into the schools, although he admitted

that 'The ideal length of training course for an air gunner has never been

Ever since the outbreak of war the timeconsidered on its own merits.

available for air gunner training has been determined purely by the number

required and the facilities available after those for pilot traininghad been

The Director of Operational Training considered that the picture wasmet. '

he wrote:- 'In spite of thenot so black as painted in the memorandum:

increase in the number of enemy night fighters and the improvement of their

equipment, a veiy noticeable falling-off of casualties and an increase in

enemy fighters brought down has resulted from the improvement in air gunners'

The opinion of cranmands employing air

gunners were sou^t and an investigating officer appointed to study the whole

In May 1943 D.D.T. Arm. issued to the interested commands a review

of all stages through which the air gunner passed prior to operational tour

that proposed reforms here and there, notably in the affiliation exercises

carried out in the O.T.U. and Heavy Conversion Unit stages, and advocating

greater use of the group gunnery flights in operational commands.

training during the last half year.

subject.

(2)
The

review also emphasized the limitations of industiy in the United Kingdom which

prevented suppl3dng a suitable trainer aircraft for air gunnery and

accelerating production of sufficient gyro sight assemblies to spread around

There was ample evidence that the Defiants and Blenheims

then used in most air gunners schools (up to August 1943) were worn out and

all training units.

(1) A.M. Pile 3.90789 Enel. 1A.

(2) A.M. Pile 3.90789.
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could not stand the strain of being used for a purpose for which they were not

Re-equipping these schools with Ansons and Martinets proceeded

through the summer and this measure resulted in some improvement in the flying

designed.

hours per aircraft.

’Emergency* gunnery courses

Nowhere in the field of flying training did the pressure of expansion

the quality of its productoperate so jruthlessly as in air gunneiy training:

At the end of March 1943succumbed to the onslau^t for quantity at any cost,

the Air Ministry acknowledged to all ocmmands that limited training resources

for air gunnery compelled a radical change in policy and accepted a proposal

that Plying Training Couuaand had advocated several times since the previous

This proposal had been given a short trial run with wireless operatorVAugust.
(1)

air gunner destined to serve in heavy and medium bomber squadrons. The

full six weeks course at the A.G.S. was given to all members of aircrew ishose

Other members wereprimary role was manning a gun position in an aircraft,

trained to man a gun in the air or on the ground in case of emergency only.

such as, through a casualty to an air gunner or to repel attack after a forced

The longer coixrse included a minimum of twelve hours flying during

which cadets fired nine exercises of 200 rounds each, exposed fifty feet of

cine camera gun film in four air exercises and did three exercises of air-to-

landing.

ground firing. This full training was reserved for:-

(a) Straight air gunners.

Wireless operators/air gunner for flying boat, general

reconnaissance and coastal squadrons, and light bomber

squadrons.

Plight mechanics (E)/air gunner and wireless operator

meohanics/air gunner for Coastal Ccxnmand.

Plight engineers for flying boat asad G.R. squadrons.

Air bombers and navigators (B).

The short course entailed two weeks of ground training only.

(b)

(o)

(a)

(e)

Its scope was

Noconfined to basic instruction on practical knowledge of guns and turrets.

superfluous theoretical instruction was given: internal mechanism was not

(1) A.M. Pile 3.85866.
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Extra time had to he given at O.T. U. s to enable these crew members

’Emergency'
(1)

tau^t.

to become competent to handle the particular equipment in use.

training applied to:-

(a) Pilots,

(b) Wireless operators/air gunner for heavy and medivim bombers,

(o) Plight engineers for bomber squadrons,

(d) Navigators, navigators (BW) and navigators (w).

The new policy brought several changes into the organisation of air

No, 1 Air Armament School, Manby, ceased to provide a full

course for plain air gunners and took emergency courses for a hundred wireless

operators/air gunner per fortnight, thereby leaving resources available for

reverting to its pristine role, training armament instructors.

Gunnery School, in addition to 120 plain air gunners per month for the full

course, accepted an intake of 300 flight mechanics (E)/air gunner and fli^t

engineers for emergency courses during a month.

gunnery training.

No. 1 Air

Likewise No, 7 A.G.S. held

full courses per month for 22fO plain air gunners manning concurrently with

short courses for 400 wireless operators/air gunner and 75 flight engineers.

Nos. 3, 8 and 10 A.G.S.s each continued to produce 240 wireless operators/air

gunner and wireless operator mechanics/air gunner on full courses per month,

while the remaining gunnery schools were reserved for the large bulk of plain

air gunners needed in squadrons equipped with Lancaster, Halifax, Stirling and

For the month of July 1943 the impressive totals of
(2)

Liberator aircraft.

other aircrew passed out from gunnery training were;-

Short CourseFull Course

P.M.(e)/A.G. and P.E.

W.Op. for Bomber Command

1,170A.G. 375

W.Op./A.G. and W.0.M./A.G. 660 600

The marking of log books to differentiate between those who had passed the

full course and those who had qualified only for 'emergency' gunnery became

similar notation had to be included in posting papers andimportant;

correspondence concerning the employment of individuals in the non-P.N.B.

For it was always intended that, as opportunity offered, thosecategories.

(1) A.P.1388G.

(2) A.G.S.s taking plain A.G.s in July 1943 were Nos. 2, 4, 11, 12 and half
No. 9 (O) A.P.U. D.T.P. programme 101 and A.M. Piles S.85866 and
S.40289/III.
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who had 'emergency' training should take the full course after completing one

This part of the plan proved impossible to attain before

the war ended and when the hosts of partly-trained other aircrew became

The administrative problems created by this split in gunnery

qualification led to the introduction later in the year of another aircrew

category, the wireless operator (air),

aircrew schools in the dominions, which continued to give the full course.

tour of operations.

redundant.

No 'emergency' courses reached the

impervious to the need for improvisation.

Progress of the Central Gunnery School

The Central Gunnery School, which started off in November 1939 with such

high hopes, was dogged by mischance during the formative years till 1943.

Pour stations in succession proved to be fundamentally unsuitable in their

environment, accommodation and airfields.

Bombing and Gunnery School until 15 July 1940, in spite of the prohibition of

night-flying practice on account of the important research and construction

work on 'ASDIC' well established by the Admiralty in Portland nearby,

addition of a fighter squadron to the station during the Battle of Britain did

little to foster the improvement in methods of instruction or of experiment by

the C.G.S., whose function narroy<-ed solely to training gunnery leaders so

urgently needed in Bomber Command,

station (an expected retort to the fighter operations) drove all personnel to

live under canvas in Knighton Wood from 29 April 1941 and compelled the transfer

on 28 June of the school to a half-prepared site at Castle Kennedy,

Wigtownshire, where they continued living in a tented camp until late autumn.

Though secure from the attentions of the enemy, flying was interrupted more

frequently there than it had been at Warmwell in the previous six months, this

time by bad weather and a water-logged airfield.

August to November flying was impossible on no less than 60 out of the 122 days

in the period (including Sundays),

exercises for the pupils had to be made with the nearest station. West Preugh,

Warmwell was shared with No. 10

The

(1)
The repeated bombing attacks on the

(2)

During the four months

(3)
Arrangements for essential flying

(l) A.M. Piles A.953851/47 and S.5618O.

(2) Unit O.R.B. and IG. Report No. 237.

(3) Unit O.R.B. - a calculation.

/ (twelve
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(twelve miles by road), when weather permitted, and courses had to be extended

Therefore, being literally flooded out, the

school was moved on 4 December 1941 to Ghelveston near Higham Ferrers,

Northants, (a station being built for No, 8 Group of Bomber Command) while

waiting for its 'perraanent hcaae' at Sutton Bridge to be made available through

The latter unit moved to Tealing in

beyond the normal four weeks.

(1)
the transfer of No. 56 Fighter 0.T.U.

March and the C.G.S. entered into occupation on 4 April 1942. Protests

against the inadequacy of airfield and accommodation for its new purpose or

for any increase in pupils ¥/ere made periodically throu^out the twenty-three

The sandy soil did not permit the laying of Soramerfeld

The cost of works services both in money (£132,000) and labour in

a time of scarcity appeared too expensive, so Headquarters Flying Training

Cooamand ware told that the projected expansion of tiie school could not be

months of occupation.
(2)

track.

(3)
approved.

In Report No, 237 on a visit to the school on 26 March 1942 the Inspector

General suggested that the discomforts and disabilities outlined above did not

conduce to enthusiasm and keenness among the staff, nor to the smartness and

efficiency of the pupils, all of which were necessary 'to raise the general

level of air gunnery throughout the service to an expert level,

reoomrasnded replacing instructors who had been too long at the school and.

particularly that armament instructors in this important central school should

He also considered

He

come from squadrons with recent operational experience,

that among the staff pilots, the majority of whom entered direct from S.F.T.S.,

Thethere ought to have been a leavening of up-to-date operational pilots.

school should also have been issued with more recent aircraft and the latest

The Air Officer Cominanding-in-Ohief, Bomber Commandspecialist equipment,

agreed in general with the points raised in the repoirt and he 'admitted that
(4.)

the present standard of perfonnanoe (in air gunnery) was deplorably low,'

He averred that the school not having occupied the pride of place properly due

to a central school and not having received the full confidence of the Service,

(l) A.M. Pile S.56180.

(2) A.M. Pile A.953851/47/1.

(3) A.M. Pile S.86371.

(4) A.M. Pile A.953851/47/1.

/ unit
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unit ocxamanders had not released their best men for its courses, because

insufficient importance was attached to the attainment of pass standard.

He reconraended a stiffening of the latter and the merging of the Gunnery

The second proposal was impracticable because

the former unit, located at Exeter, was within easy reach of other establish-

(1)

Research Unit with the G.G.S,

(2)
ments also engaged in scientific research, namely R.A.E., Parnborough,

T.R.E. , Malvern and A. & A.E.E., Boscombe Down, Nevertheless this prodding

by competent observers moved departments of the Air Ministry to assemble a

conference on 5 September that resulted in equipping the C.G.S, with more

modern tools and in supplying a better stamp of pupil than formerly.

Since midsummer 1941 the G.G.S. had catered for two intakes per month of

32 pupils on gunnery leader courses which lasted four weeks in summer and five

(or more) in winter,

was usually Bomber Gommand 18 or l6, Goastal Goramand 6 or 8, Fighter Gommand 4,

Plying Training Gommand 3, R.A.P. Northern Ireland 1 and to Army Go-operation

Gommand or Admiralty (for personnel of Fleet Air Arm) as required,

commands seldom filled their allotments - prior to August 1942 when the effects

of Air Ministry drive began to bear fruit - places could always be found for

With a view to raising the

Subject to minor variations the allotment of vacancies

(3)
As the

pupils nominated by the last two authorities,

status of this central school two steps were taken during the second half of

All commands were informed in August that every entrant arriving for a

gunnery leader course must pass an initial test (of about the standard for

passing out from A.G.S,) or return to unit forthwith.

19ij2.

And secondly, the names

of graduates frcm G.G.S. courses were published in Air Ministry Orders,

Series ‘N', categorised either 'A - distinguished pass' or 'B - pass' as
(4)

Undoubted benefit to the general tone of the schoolgunnery leader.

but for the next twelvefollowed the introduction of these strong measures;

months the average number of passes was only 20 out of 32 pupils on each
(5)

course.

(1) A.M. Pile A.373124/42.

(2) A.M. Pile A.953851/47/1.

(3) A.M. Pile S.56180.

(4) A.M. Pile A.373124/42.

(5) I.G. Report No, 275 para, 24. (A.M. Pile A.953851/47/1.).

/ The
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!The feature that oontributed most to uplifting the C.G.S, was the addition

in May 1942 of what was soon dubbed *the fighter wing*,

by Fighter Command at Wittering on 5 March under the leadership of a

distinguished fighter pilot (Wing Commander A,A. i'lalan) who was keen on the

work, the pilot gunnery instructor training wing (P. G,I. T.W.) set out to raise

the skill of pilots in the tactics of attack with fixed guns,

gathered round him a few pilots proven in combat who trained courses of ten

pilots (fourteen from November 1942) to a high level of marksmanship and flying

Started as a venture

(1)
This officer

skill with which they could inspire their fellows in the squadrons,

month's course was eminently practical and very strenuous. It ent

Olie

ailed about

forty hours in flying time per pupil giving him practice in all aspects of

attack, from using the GM2 reflector sight for estimating range to advanced
(2)

forms of air combat. The pilot's procedure was recorded in thousands of

feat of cine-camera film that was assessed by the fli^t commanders and points

discussed with the pupils at the end of each day's flying. Intaking each

fortnight, the allotment of vacancies was Fighter Oommand - 8, Coastal Command -

Repeated efforts to increase this

population always failed because of the inadequacy of the airfield (5G0 yards
I

in E.W, direction) and facilities possible at Sutton Bridge.

For ten months the P.G.I.T.W. suffered teething troubles,

pilots had to convert to single-engined aircraft before they could start the

course, using Masters and Spitfires,

had to bring their own aircraft and maintenance crew.

2 and Anay Co-operation Command - 2.

(3)

Twin-engine

(4)
Pilots from army co-operation units

(5)
Moreover, a perennial

shortage of spares and new equipment proved a heavy handicap,

'fighter wing' was part of Fighter Comaand for direction and control, its

administration belonged to Flying Training Command.

Though th

Owing to the dual

e

allegiance some friction was discernible in the organisation, which remained

unwieldy until in August 1944 the C.G.S. became a component of the Empire
(6)

Central Armament School.

(l) Unit O.R.B. and Aircrew Training Bulletin No. 25.

(2) After being installed in new station, Catfoss, in 1944 and having been
supplied with more aircraft the flying times per pupil rose to fifty seven
hours in a five weeks' course.

(3) A.M. Files S.86371 and A.953851/47/1.

(4) A.M. File A.953851/47/1 (A.M.T. B.J. Training 3:6).

(5) A.M. File S.86371.

(6) A.C. Paper 10 (44) and A.M. File S.8854O/I.

/ ̂Vhen
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When the expansion of the air forces burgeoned into fullness it becaaie

imperative to increase the scope of the Central Gunnery School,

v/inter 1942/4-3 the airfield surface was nearly ruined even though the use of

octane fuel in the Vfellingtons had facilitated their take-off.

After the

Yet it

appeared unwise to incur large expenditure because Sutton Bridge could never

be more than an indifferent site owing also to the limited firing and bombing
(1)

possibilities in The Wash. The Director of Flying Training and Head

quarters Plying Training Command began the search for a suitable station in

Sites were inspectedNovember 1942 and persevered in it all through 1943.

in Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man, Scotland, Wales and Yorkshire: but

there was always sctne valid objection from either Plying Training Cominand or

All preferred a location in England because thethe Directorate of Works.

school gained great value by close liaison with the operational commands.

Eventually the C. G, s moved into Catfoss which had been vacated, at the end of

February 1944, by the Technical Training Unit of Coastal Command,

station had permanent buildings and concrete runways (one of them 2,000 yards

long) and a satellite at Cottam that presented possibilities for doubling the

This

pupil population of the fighter wing and developing the gunnery leader wing
(2)

The schoolaccording to plans that had been worked on for almost a year.

inhabited Catfoss for twenty-one months, until November 1945, when Bcsnber

Command was able to surrender for its use much more spacious accommodation and

a larger airfield at Leconfield.

Conditions of service - airmen aircrew

During the twelve months fran June 1942 to June 1943 the operational

commands exerted a steady pressure on the Air Ministry to improve the conditions

of service and to raise the pay of non-P.N.B. aircrew with the object of

uplifting their morale by bringing their status closer to that of their

Barly in the year the Air Officer Commanding-in-

Chief, Flying Training Comraand had drawn the attention of the Secretary of

(3)
colleagues in the teams.

(l) A.M. Pile S.86371.
The aircraft established for the Central Gunnery School in 1943 were:-

Spitfires. 33, Masters 7.
- Wellingtons 24, Lysanders (T.T.) 24.

The supply to the Gunnery Leader Wing did not reach establishment before

^9hh■. (A.M. Pile A.953851/47/1.
(2) A.M. Pile S.86371.

(3) A.M. Piles A.54893/40, S.60457 and S.85866.

Fighter Wing
Gunnery Leader Wing

/ State
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state to the importanoe of better training of all aircrew and higher morale.
(l)

His letter concluded with the pith of the problem stated simply, thus:-

It is essential to imbue all'One point must be emphasised,

aircrew volunteers with the conviction that they form the "Pick

The finest traditions of the Royal Air Forceof the Service".

are in their hands now tiiat so many of our pre-war-trained men

Any scheme that can be devised whereby this

potentially fine fitting material can be moulded ir&the shape

of their immediate predecessors should be adopted and perfected.

have gone.

I believe that no team can be let down so easily by the failure

of one of its members as the crew of an aircraft.

By means of several conferences and much correspondence between branches and

with commands, the Air Ministry slowly gained a piecemeal advance in status

The notable decrease in volunteers for air gunnerand pay for these airmen.

and for flight engineer duties in the winter of 1942, coinciding as it did

with a much greater demand for these members, who were wanted to make up crews

in heavy bombers, reinforced the ministry's case and eventually brought better

conditions for airmen aircrew.

The first advance came to the wireless operators/air gunner when in May

and June 1942 the aircrew sergeants who qualified as grade I in the trade after

completing at least five operational sorties received nine shillings a day

Pay of the grade II wireless operators/air(excluding war pay of sixpence),

gunner was raised to eight shilliiags and of flight sergeants to nine shillings

Only those who passed the tests for upgrading were eligibleand sixpence.
(2)

for prcxnotion,

A dearth of volunteers for flight engineer in the summer of 1942, when

there were only 2,000 volunteers for training against a requirement of 6,000

To increase
(3)

compelled the Air Ministry to lower the standard for entry.

(l) A.H.B./ID/7/i(a). (Letter reference PTC/AOCG dated 21 January 1942).

(2) For upgrading candidates, besides recommendation after five sorties, had
to satisfy the group examining officer that they were fully conversant
with the command signals organisation and procedure and had retained a

satisfactory standard in air gunnery,
prescribed in A.P. 1112 for their trade.
A.M. Pile S.60457 and A.M.O.s A.424/42 and A.551/42.

(3) A.M. File A.54893/40.

They had to pass the tests

/ the
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the flow of volunteers and to preserve seme measure of uniformity in the

conditions prevailing for aircrew members a category was created for flight

engineers whose posting thereafter became the province of Air Ministry

(D.G. of P.).
(1)

The field of recruitment was widened to reach all the

aircrew selection procedure was appliedfitter trades and flight mechanics;

The courses of training began with the junior N.G.O. courseto all candidates.

then I.T. W. for five weeks follov^ed byfor those below the rank of sergeant;

technical instruction and conversion toan air gunnery course of three weeks;

fitter II (if not already mustered in the trade) ended their basic training,

after which the sergeant with flight engineer brevet moved to operational

Promotion to flighttraining and received pay at eleven shillings per day,

sergeant and to commissioned rank (the latter up to six per cent of the total

establishment of flight engineer posts) similar to that for remaining other-

aircrew categories provided a further inducement to attract serving airmen.

After a trial lasting five months it was found that the improved conditions

did not draw enou^ recruits possessing the required mechanical knowledge.

Usually twenty-five per cent failed to pass the technical or conversion

(2)
Therefore in June 194-3 the system of training was revised so ascourses.

to admit direct entry volunteers having technical skill, and the conditions of

The standard for entry was lowered to include

aircraftaen serving in all trade groups II to V (except wireless operators,

needed in their own air category).

service were modified.

All candidates had to reach a certain

educational standard and had to be accepted by the aircrew candidates

The courses of training also changed:- (a) Cadets began

with initial training wing for six weeks; (b) technical training was phased

in two parts of seventeen weeks (elementary) and seven weeks (advanced).

Fitter tradesmen already serving entered at a suitable point in part I or took

the whole of part II; (c) a ground gunnery course lasting a fortnight,

completing these basic courses the airmen v^ere remustered to flight engineers

selection board.

On

and promoted to temporary sergeant aircrew. The rate of pay dropped to ten

shillings a day for new entrants and reached the level of other non-P. N.B.

(l) Formerly as technical tradesmen posting as far as 0.T.U. had been in the
hands of the Officer-in-charge of Records.

(2) A.M. File A. 54-893/40, Ends. 21 OB and 222D. Also A.M.O. A.978/42.

/ aircrew
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Gompensating for the shilling reduction in pay, the

incentive of coamissioning on the same scale as wireless operators/air gunner

was offered, i. e. ten per cent on qualifying and  a further ten per cent after

aircrew on promotion.

(1)
operational experience.

The third advance in pay and conditions of service for all types of

airmen aircrew occurred in the summer of 1943 in two steps,

to warrant rank in an aircrew category (not technical tradesmen) was opened on

In Ivlay promotion

a time basis of twelve months in each preceding rank if recomaended as suitable

Moreover, Air Officers Commanding received Authority to

reward exceptional merit by accelerated promotion after nine months in the

respective ranks, such early promotion being limited to ten per cent of each

In ’Pathfinder' squadrons the Air Officer Comiiianding

No, 8 Group could promote to acting rank as flight sergeant after fifteen

sorties and as warrant officer after twenty sorties.

in all respects.

category in the group.

A further incentive to

ambition and efficiency among airmen aircrew members authorised a group

commander to promote to acting rank an airman appointed captain of a flying

boat or of a four-engined aircraft. And, when satisfied that the airman was

an efficient captain, the Air Commander could promote a flight sergeant to

acting warrant officer, which was confirmed as temporary rank after three

months operational experience. After discussing the matter with the

Dominion Air Forces a consolidated rate of pay for those non-P.N.B. categories
(2)

who held warrant rank was decided:-
s  d.

15 6Wireless operator mechanics/A.G.

Wireless operators/A. G.

Flight engineer

Air gunner (with basic trade )
in groi^ I or II

Air gunner (other trade groups)

The second step in the process was reached in June when the rates of pay and

)

13 6

12 6

(3)
status of all aircrew cadets during training were founded on a sin^e basis.

The spurious reclassification to leading aircraftman (which had been used to

(l) A.M. File S.60457 and A.M.O. 4.538/43.

(2) A.M.O. A.426/43. The rate compared with that for P.N.B. categories in
warrant rank of sixteen shillings and sixpence (exclusive of war pay I/-
and sixpence deferred pay). (A.M. File S.60457).

(3) A.M.O. A.635/43.

/ support
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support the higher pay) was discontinued,

men, 2nd class throu^out the period of training and received increases in pay

related to its various stages as follows

They were classified as aircraft-

u Wireless

Operator
Mechanic

(Air Gunner)

lot, Navi
gator (all
categories),
Air Bomber

Wireless

Operator

(Air Gunner)

Air

Gunner
Flight

Engineer

During initial] During initial
training wingy training wing
course and

first part of
technical

(signals)
course

course and

elementary air
gunner course

Grade 'A'

(increase
During
initial

training
wing course

During
initial

training
wing course
and first

part of
technical

course

of

3s a day)

Grade *B’

(increase
On posting to
an air gunner
school

On ccc^letion
of first '

part of
technical

course

On completion
of first part
of technical

(signals)
course

On posting to
a course which

included

instruction in

the air in its

syllabus

of

5s a day)

Grade *0'

(increase
On coapletion
of initial

training
wing course
and during
remainder of

training

of

7s. 3d. a

day

3£ Including flight mechanic (air gunner)

In addition to pay of the grade non-P.N.B. cadets received flying instructional

pay of one shilling during any air training course, such as air gunnery school

or advanced signals course in the aircrew wing at radio school,

under which wireless operators/air gunner had to prove their proficiency in

operating and maintaining radar equipment called *Gee' or 'A.S.V.' in order to

qualify for upgrading and promotion above temporary sergeant was retained in

the Royal Air Force though it ceased to apply in the Royal Canadian Air Force

The system

whose members of similar category v/ere graded I automatically, as a means of

The measures outlined in the four preceding
(1)

fostering recruitment,

paragraphs tidied up many loose ends that existed in the status of aircrew

personnel, particularly by providing an incentive to greater efficiency

throu^ the avenue to promotion. By the end of 1943 they tended to raise

(1) A.M.C.O. A.72/43 and A.M. Files S.60437, Enel. 161A and S.54893/40,
End. 97B.

/ morale
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morale of aircrew teams within measurable distance of their predecessors of

the first year at war.

Introduction of a new aircrew category - Wireless Operator

In the summer of 1943 a sudden demand for double the number of wireless

operators as aircrew was created by the vast increase in air transport across

the Atlantic, over central Africa to Egypt and (after Sommel’s defeat in May)

Also the policy of 'round-the-above the length of the Mediterranean Sea.

clock bombing of Germany industry' required wireless operator aircrew in large

quantity and immediately in Bcmber Command, By May the practice had been

established of posting these aircrew members after only a short course lasting

two weeks in groxuid gunnery to operational training units preparing crews for

medium and heavy bombers, or for transport aircraft,

wireless operators/air gunner, though it was understood that their employment

in such squadrons solely concerTied wireless and radar equipment:

gunnery went, they were only expected to fire light machine guns in an

They were graded as

as far as air

emergency' in defence of the aircraft on the ground.

It seemed to the Director General of Training unreasonable to award the

air gunner brevet to men who had not qualified for it, and, in June, he

proposed to the Air Member for Persoimel, a new category to include such

The existing practice, he considered, tookaircrew with a distinctive badge.

away all incentive from the real air gunners to attain a high standard when

they saw aircrew members who had had no air gunnery course wearing their

Divided opinion on this proposal caused lengthyhard-earned ^^bol.

correspondence and much discussion among various branches in the Air Ministry

In August, the Air Member for Personnel explained to

the Air Council how the development of new types of aircraft and the

specialising of their functions altered the relative importance of wireless

At one end of the scale was Coastal

during seven months.

and gunnery in the various types.

Command wherein a full gunnery course was essential for all wireless aircrew

personnel, and at the other and Transport Command wherein no such training was

From time to time gunnery training had been reduced for wireless

operators/air gunner allocated to heavy bomber squadrons; but the critical

deficiency of air gunner schools compelled the posting of this aircrew member

needed.

(1) A,M, Pile 3,95255.

/ direct
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(1)
direct to advancedflying units and 0.T.U. without any gunnery training.

It v/as always intended that every member of aircrew should receive full

training in air gunnery as soon as sufficient air gunner schools were

constructed, but that ideal position lay sonehwere in the unforeseeable

Meanwhile he soughtapproval of the Air Oounoil to introduce the

new category of wireless operator (air).

The decision of the Air Council brou^t in its v/ake many awkward

administrative problems, created no doubt through an over-sensitive desire

among certain officers to enforce an equality in reward for qualifying as

future.

aircrew, when by the nature of the duties and of the training for them, no

such equality existed. The courses for pilots lasted 44 weeks before they

were promoted to sergeant or recommended for oemmissionj for navigators

anything betv/een 36 and 64 weeks (in the case of navigator (BVY) j for air

bombers 30 weeks; and for straight air gunners I8 weeks,

between aircrew categories could not be eliminated by administrative action,

though Service depairtments in the Air Ministry and the commands tried to

lessen it in favour of this new category, thereby departing from the principle

that promotion to sergeant depended on completing 'air' training.

It was decided that the new wireless operator (air) should be remustered

and promoted to sergeant (or recommended for commission) at the end of the

(2)
The disparity

second part of the technical signals course that converted him from a ground

wireless to an aircrew wireless operator.

Command in the aircrew wings at Nos. 2 and 4 Radio Schools (Yatesbury and

Madley) this conversion course lasted 12 weeks during which the cadet received

practice in air operating for an average of 20 hours in Ansons and Proctors.

Although the Air Officer Cemmanding-in-Ghief, Plying Training Command, deemed

this slender amount of flying experience insufficient to justify grading as

aircrew, the Air Ministry introduced the new category as from 9 November 1943

Organised by Technical Training

(1) A.C. Paper 51 (43) and Conclusions 12 (43), 3(c), 24 Aug. 1943.

(2) A.M. Pile S.95255.

/ and
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and authorised, on conclusion of the conversion course, the award of a new

"brevet denoting by the letter 'S' within the lavirel wreath supporting a

single wing that the wearer's basic qualification for aircrew vras wireless

His basic training lasted 32 weeks followed by either aoperating,

fortnight's 'emergency' course in handling raaching guns at an advanced

flying unit, or by the full air gunneiy course (then six weeks) at an air

gunnery school, according to the type of squadron for which he was posted.

Dxe announcement of the new conditions of service in A.M.0. A. 1242/43

(1)

produced considerable administrative difficulties,

wireless operators/air gunner were remustered to the new category with

effect from 9 November, and those being trained, when they reached the end

But the departments in Air Ministry and Technical

Training Oomtnand, which were responsible also for basic and conversion

training for wireless operator mechanios/air ginaner and for flight engineers.

All existing aircrew

of the basic course.

(l) Wireless Operator (Air) training periods:-

Initial Training Wing

Tech. Sigs. Courses Part A (Ground)

Tech. Sigs. Courses Part B (Air)

Weeks

8

12

12

Total 32

To ensure correct posting according to training five sub-divisions

of category had to be used on all posting records:-

Fully Trained Air

(a) W. Op./Air

(b) W.C^./Air (E)

Operator

Operator (emergency gunner
only)

Operator and Gunner

Operator (A.S.V.) but not
gunner

Operator A.S.V.) and gunner

(c) W.Op./Air (G)

(d) W.Op./Air (A.S.V.)

(e) W.Op./Air (A.S.V.G.)

(A.M. Pile S.95255 and A.M.O. A.1242/43).

/ had
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had not notioed that these aircrew types had been omitted from the scheme.

Co33sequently its introduction created a paradoxical situation for those

erstwhile wireless operators/air gunner who had taken the trouble on a

technical course lasting twenty-five weeks to convert to the higher trade

as wireless operator mechanic,

(aircrew) they would have had to remove the *S* brevet on completing the

trade qualification that demanded higher skill and revert to the simple

'A.G,' brevet as sign of their status,

by the problem of how to deal with those wireless operators (air) who

Having entered a course as sergeants

Overseas commands were puzzled

qualified under the order while in the United Kingdcm, then travelled to

Middle East or to South Africa, where they took the full six weeks gunnery

By an ad hoc decision such

cases were classified on posting documents wireless operators/Air (E) and

course but failed to reach pass standard.

returned to the United Kingdom for employment in Transport Command, since

they could not remain in overseas commands except on ground duties. After

other anomalies had been discovered the first order was cancelled five

months afterwards, being replaced by A.M.O. A.22*4/44. This order

rectified most of the anomalies while retaining the incentives to promotion

and efficiency in operating new radar equipment which was coming into
(1)

use.

The Dominion Air Forces did not adopt this new aircrew category with

its sub-divisions. Their personnel continued to the end of the war to be

trained on former courses, including the full air gunnery qualifications.

and they passed into operational training units categorised as wireless
(2)

operator/air gunner.

(1) A.M. File 3.95255. New radar devices such as;-

Autoraatio Gun Laying Turret, Beam Approach Beacon System, 'Monica*
and, later in 19A4, 'Fishpond'.

(2) A.M. File S.95255.
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Introduction of a Flight Engineer

A far-reaching change which affected the organisation of basic

aircrew training occurred early in when through the swift progress

in mechanical achievement the need arose for an additional member to

Less than anyrelieve the pilot of some duties in four-engined bombers.

other type of aircrew could the flight engineer have been foreseen before

Because the fundamental basis of pilot training had alwayswar began.

been to make him competent in handling his engine, creating a systematic

scheme of training a flight engineer was protracted throughout nearly

But in multi-engined aircraft it became necessary tothree years.

install a skilled tradesman to observe the engine instruments which had

to be situated some distance from the pilot's dashboard.

The idea of 'an engine watcher' germinated when Coastal Command in

June 1939 asked for a Fitter (Group l) to be included in the crew of the

Sunderland flying boat 'in order to report immediately any engine

caused by enemy action,'(^)failure, etc A meeting of the branches• o •

concerned was held on 22 November 1939 by the Director of Operational

Requirements to consider the division of duties between the pilot sumd the

fitter I 'engine watcher' in the Stirling and Halifax aircraft, at that

At this meeting the title 'flight engineertime under development.

was coined for the new kind of tradesman, and it was thought that he

could be trained to most advantage by courses at the works where the

It was considered that hisengines and aircraft were manufactured.

training should cover also a knowledge of turret, electrical, oxygen and

other installations so that he could do minor repairs during flight; and

(1) Air Ministry approved the employment of a tradesman from the
ground establishment in that role, to cover the issue of flying
pay for the days on which flights were undertaken, (A.M, Pile
S.i*j0289/I).
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that he must be trained in air gunnery so as to replace a casualty when

A conference attended by Air Ministry staff and representa-necessary.

tives from Bomber Command and their Groups on 8 January 1940 confirmed

the need to establish flight engineers for these heavy bombers as well

(1)as for what later was named the 'Lancaster*. As regards training

the new tradesman. Training Command in March 1940 thought that any

intelligent flight mechanic could do the job after a brief period with

The Command therefore reoominendedan operational training squadron.

only the air gunner course lasting six weeks and di s pensed with the

proposed courses at manufacturers* works.(2) This re-action tended

to darken counsel; and the over-simplified solution was not accepted

by Air Ministry branches or Bomber Command. The latter throughout

summer and autumn of 1940 continued to press Air Ministry for informa

tion as to when flight engineers could be expected. Although the

Director of Technical Training had promptly arranged for courses in

engine operation (from the user angle as distinct from maintenance) to

be given by Messrs. Rolls Royce and the Bristol Aeroplane Company,

prolonged discussion between the Directorates of Manning and of

Establishments brought no decision concerning the requirement for this

category nor any indication to Bomber Command of the sequence of

training in answer to their query. At that time a training directorate

could not take action to create a new aircrew category; the matter

reached a standstill for eight months while awaiting Air Staff decision

on policy.

The Director of Manning in December stated that there existed in

the whole Royal Air Force only a total of two thousand fitters group I

(and no more being trained) and about three thousand fitters group II.

(l) The first Stirling squadron formed in May 1941. (A.M. File
S.40289/1).

(2) A.M. File A. 54893/40.
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This potential allowed no spare skilled tradesmen for flight engineer

duties beyond the few so employed in Coastal Gonanand.

conversion course from fitter II(a)

accomplished in war-time by a course lasting nine months,

attention to the risk of perpetuating the pristine and extravagant system

of the dual-purpose non-commissioned officer, part aircrew part tradesman.

In default of any policy direction, units that expected to be equipped

time in 19M with extra heavy bombers went ahead with selecting

suitable tradesmen (fitter II and flight machanic) from existing

strength and with training them locally according to their own lights

in the hope that ultimately these men would receive air gunner training

under arrangements improvised by No. 25 Group.

Towards the end of March 1941 the position of these men was

Moreover the

(E) to fitter I could only beor

He also drew

some

(1)

regularised through A.M.O. A.I90/4I which also called for volunteers

from among non-commissioned fitters to be trained on the short courses

On completing this training they were remustered with

the bracket notation as flight engineers, prcxnoted (where necessary) to

the rank of temporary sergeant in their trade and posted by 'Records

The first course in

detailed above.

t

(2)
units of Bomber and Coastal Commands#

o

response to the order, numbering ten non-commissioned officers and

aircral'tmen arrived for gunnery training at No. 10 B, & G.S, Dumfries on

5 April 1941, and further intakes of about thirty each were expected to

follow at weekly intervals to Nos, 7 and 8 B, & G, Schools,

owing to the urgent need for straight air-gunners no more vacancies

(3) But

(1) A.M. Pile A. 54893/40#

(2) The significance meant that they remained tradesmen not air

crew, whose postings were made by Air Ministry (d,P,3),
Plight engineers only became a separate aircrew category in

September 1942 after publication of A.M, 0. A, 978/42#

(3) The first course comprised one sergeant, four corporals,
three L.A.C#s and one each A.G.I, and 2, all fitters II,

(A.M. Pile S. 67509 and Unit O.R.B.)

/after
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after the first entry could be spared in any B. & G,S, until October

when a thin trickle of flight engineer trainees began to flow into them

spasmodically at a rate of between twelve and forty a month.

Bomber Command needed 480 flight engineers by the end of the year and a

further 860 by August 1942 if production plans for heavy bombers were

fulfilled, and in addition Coastal Command required 119 flight engineers

(fully trained in gunnery) in 1941, the trickle proved totally in

sufficient.

Since

Therefore the system of local training in conversion

flights and units persisted until May 1942.

When the single pilot policy started in May 1942 more than 700

flight engineers per month were needed

immediately to replace the second pilots withdrawn from operational

The sole stock existing to meet the need consisted of 145

fitter II (E) tradesmen serving in units who had been reocmmended for

flight engineer training under the terms of A.M.0. A. 431/42.

(1)

Bomber Command wanted 220

crews.

These

men were hurried through a technical course in three weeks at No,4 S.

of T.T. to be followed by a ground gimnery course,

impossible to organise the gunnery portion of their training at

St. Athan, Bomber Command accepted this batch in  a semi-trained state

When it was found

direct into heavy conversion flights, thus emitting I.T.W aircrew -* t

(2)N.C.O and gunnery courses.• f

The sequence of training a flight engineer had been announced in

A.M.O. A.262/42 as:-

(i) For flight mechanics (engine) - conversion course to
fitter II(E) before starting
the courses for flight
engineer,

(ii) For fitters - (a) Junior N.C.O. course, if below the rank
of sergeant,

(b) I.T.W, for five weeks,

(0) Air gunnery course for three weeks,

(d) A short tecnical course (including that
given at manufacturers’ works),

(e) Operational training stage.

(1) Regular intakes to systematic training courses began in June 1942,
See later in this section. (A.M. File S.70262/1).

(2) A.M. Files A.54893/40 and S.70262/1.
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By these terms Air Ministry hoped to attract large numbers;

shortage of volunteers continued throughout 1942 despite a campaign to

comb the Service for them,

two thousand had come forward by August,(^)

the applicants had to be returned to their former trade because they

could not reach L.A.C, standard in the fitter trade.

but the

Against the requirement of six thousand,

Fully ninety per cent of

(2)
By a signal

only

to the home commands Air Ministry widened the field of recruitment to

include fitters II (airframe). As a further means of quick supply the

Air Officer i/c Records was instructed to tap the store of volunteers

for wireless operator (air) then on deferred list by offering them

earlier recall to aircrew training if they agreed to be trained as

flight mechanics (the shortest technical course) and subsequent

qualifying for flight engineer. When these measures failed to produce

anything like the required numbers the standard at entry was lowered

to A,C,1 or A,0,2 mustered fitter II (E) or (A) who were recommended as

suitable by the commanding officer and who passed the aviation candidates

After an abortive trial-run for two months in the

United Kingdom the offer was notified in September to R,A,P, serving in

To help in meeting the still unsatisfied requirement, the Air

Ministry in October authorised Headquarters Middle East to qualify

flight engineers who were trained locally for Halifax crews,(^)

these inducements passed almost unheeded; the technical personnel

showed little inclination for flying. For example, up to the first of

October only 900 flight mechanics had volunteered for flight engineer

training, and very many of these fell by the wayside,

beginning of systematic training courses for flight engineers which were

organised in June at No.4 School of Technical Training, St, Athan, until

the end of December 1942 the actual total output to Bomber and Coastal

selection board.

Canada.

All

(4) Prom the

Commands only reached one thousand seven hundred and eighty, (5)
(1) A.M. File A. 54895/40.
(2) A.M. Pile S.79994.

Pile 3.70262/1.
,4) A.M. Pile A. 54893/40.
5) A.M. Pile 3,70262/11, Monthly output totals

were;- June I40, July 151, August 2l6, 3eptember 300,
October 421, November 318, December 234.

3, A.M.
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Froigress of flight engineer training in 19^4-3

In the course of the year 1943 the training of flight engineers

really got into stride. As recounted earlier, though some progress

toYiards a co-ordinated system had been made, the plans were interrupted

repeatedly or altered by the pressing needs of the moment to meet a surge

in expansion of either Bomber or of Coastal Command ,  Experience proved

the truth of a prediction made on 7 December 1941 by the air officer-in-

oharge of training. Bomber Command. He declared that the essential

qualities needed in a flight engineer were 'mental alertness, intelligence

Outstanding ability as a fitter is not necessary since

ordinary maintenance work is not required.

and keeness.

It is increasingly

evident that the flight engineer's position as a member of an aircrew

is just as important as that of any other member,'

date he advocated aircrew selection procedure followed by initial wing,

air gunnery course, basic and technical training finishing with a normal

At that early

period in a heavy conversion unit in Bomber Command.

Plying Training and of Technical Training at once supported these ideas.

They wanted to form an initial training wing for flight engineers as a

means of improving the physical tone of serving tradesmen who had led a

sedentary life for several years, and of introducing them in a proper

manner into the category of aircrew as distinct from the outlook of bench

But for more than twelve months no accommodation could be found

for what was considered a liaxury by the Department of the Air Member for

Supply and Organisation, having regard to the training that all fitters

group I had received formerly when apprentices at Haiton,

tradesmen were the only source of supply contemplated for the new role in

It turned out that there were practically no applicants

from that source and so poor a response from tradesmen in other trade

groups that admitting entrants from civil life became unavoidable.

The Directors of

workmen.

Such

early 1942.

The

serious shortage of flight engineer candidates throughout 1942 did not

allow time for a course at an initial training wing; but the prospects

of having to organise training for direct entrants altered the position

materially. By February 1943 the Air Member for Supply and Organisation

(1) A.M. File S. 70262/1.
/authorised
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authorised a reorganisation of No,14 Initial Training ling, Bridlington,

by which a half-wing for 600 flight engineers was established in addition

to the existing wing containing 1,200 air gunners,

arrived on 26 April 1943*
(1)

The first intake

A co-ordinated system of basic training for flight engineers was not

delayed so long as the initial course, since facilities for this already

existed in No.4 School of Technical Training, St. Athan.

numbering one hundred fitters groups I and II on 30 May 1942 was followed

An intake

Their course lasting three weeks wasa week later by a second hundred,

limited to instruction on the particular aircraft (Halifax, Stirling or

Lancaster) used in the squadrons to which they were posted.
(2)

But

the supply of these tradesmen quickly dried up partly owing to the

conditions of aircrew service then offered and partly because the kind of

man who enlisted to become a fitter v^as more enthusiastic about engines

During the last quarter of 1942, when this gravethan about flying,

shortage restricted full expansion of the bomber force, straight-through

training was organised embracing the essentials for an operational role,

not as ground tradesmen, to be undertaken by all flight engineer

(3)
After having been accepted by the aircrew candidate

selection board they passed through the reception centre to the initial

training wing for six weeks, thence to No.4 School of Technical Training

for a course that varied in length between seven weeks for fitters II(E)

The course comprised two

cadets.

and twenty-four weeks for direct entrants.

First, a preparatory section graded thus with the trade onparts.

entry;- Weeks

Fitters II(a)

Flight mechanics (engine)

Flight mechanics (airframe)

8

7

13

17Direct entrant

Second, type-training built around one special kind of aircraft during

seven weeks. Only the second part was taken by serving airmen mustered

fitter II (engine). The types of aircraft on which flight engineers were

1) A.M. File S.79453.
A.M. Pile S.79994.
A.M. Pile A,54893/40.
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trained during 1943 were:-"^

Svinderland, Catalina, Liberator, Stirling, Lancaster, Halifax,

(1)
Fortess, York# On completing successfully these courses the cadet

attended an air gunnery school for the course suitable to his posting

and then moved to the heavy conversion flight corresponding with his

Thetype-training course to prepare for serving in a squadron.

conversion training lasted six or eight weeks (3epending on the amount of

Towards the end of 1943* a-flying practice, a minimum of twenty hours.

scheme was adopted of forming at heavy conversion units and flights

a 'pool* of flight engineers four weeks in advance of the other crew

By flying as a passenger the trainee overcame any tendency tomembe rs,

air sickness and he observed the practical application of his duties

Thus he was ready to pull his weight as afree from responsibility.

member of a crew when it assembled to receive a month's polish before

(2) The technical courses organisedundertaking operational sorties,

at No, 4 School of Technical Training had an output of 3,396 for the

(3)twelve months ending 31 May 1943.

A,M. Files 3,70262/1 and A,54893/40,
A table recording the actual output of flight engineers^included  at
Appendix 47®

A.M, File 0.36706/48/1.

A.M. File S.70262/11.

The monthly output from the technical courses Nos, 1-52 was:-

January 280
February 230
March 334

April 305

IS

140Jme

July
August 216
September 300

(1)

(2)

(3)

October 421
November 318
December 234

151

467May

Total in 12 months - 3,396
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The inauguration of this very complicated structure designed to

produce flight engineers was not unattended by growing pains,

beginning of 1943 it was noticed that the rate of failure in the

At the

examination that concluded type-training reached twenty-five per cent

(in the case of fitters II (airframe)),

intensive training for a fortnight and being allowed to take the

examination a second time, the wastage through failure dropped to an

average of five per cent of the intake.

After being given further

(1)
Wastage on the technical

course continued high during the second half of 1943*. therefore early

in 1944 the type-training part was extended to nine weeks for all cadets.

but without the option of re-sitting the examination. The following

analysis of the numbers of flight engineer cadets passed out from

technical courses between June 1942 and 31 May 1943 indicates the

-._(2)permanent wastage to have been reasonably small

HalifaxStirling LancasterSunderland Catalina Liberator

1697 1519223 922Total taken

into work

shops

193 45

Total passed
out

632 1228 1178185154 15

46938 34139 30 290

Training
extra Time 2636 196 32435 15

Permanent

loss 781454 23 24 94

In the rush period of expansion during the summer months the smooth

sequence of training had to be curtailed, some cadets having to omit

altogether the gunnery portion because Bomber Command needed them urgently,

others having missed all privilege leave for a year, and many serving

fitters having to be taken direct from workshops in a unit to the aircrew

course at St. Athan without passing any of the intermediate stages.

(1) A.M. Pile A. 54893/40.

(2) A.M. Pile S. 70262/11.
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The acute lack of instructors qualified by operational experience as

flight engineers caused many difficulties for Technical Training

Command and checked the flow of trainees during 1943. To enlarge the

output the Air Ministry gave authority in July and August for the

remustering as flight engineers of 95 airmen who had been trained locally

in squadrons under Nos, 1, 4 and 5 Croups of Bomber Command, This was

a special measure to meet a deficiency in those groups,

of the year the flow of flight engineers caught up with the demand and

shortly afterwards even exceeded it, and posed an awkward problem

(1)
By the end

concerning the disposal of the surplus,

glight engineer training during 1944 and 1945

Like other technical courses basic training for flight engineers

ran with a smooth rhythm during the last two years of war; the numbers

came off the production line in No,4 School of Technical Training

according to plan, after the type-training portion had been increased

The chief reasons for the

(a) additions to the syllabus as a result of

from seven to nine weeks in March 1944.

extra fortnight were;-

liaison with operational commands, and (b) cadets in 1944 were not so

experienced in fitter trades as their predecessors. An examination of

the passing-out figures during six months ending with February 1944

showed that thirty per cent failed to qualify at the end of seven weeks

of the type-training course but that further training for a fortnight

had reduced the failures to about five per cent. In comparison, the

wastage through all causes during the whole year 1944> calculated on the

total intake of 7,380, averaged 7,35 per cent. The new syllabus

allotted 54 hours to technical theory, 234 to technical training, and

108 hours to aircrew wing instruction, all of which ran concurrently,

A prominent feature was the use of synthetic trainers. Many types

of four-engined aircraft, sectioned after crashing, were supplied to

the school as well as mock-ups and working models of oiling and fuel

Engine handling trainers were made so that each cadet

experienced a trip under conditions of day and night withrealistic

instrument readings at all stages. Glasses were kept small: a

systems.

(1) A.M, Files S.79994 and G.36706/48/1
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proportion of one instructor to six pupils permitted individual attention

for evexy cadet and enabled instructors to record careful assessments of

.0)progress

The extended course would have strained the resources of the school

beyond its maximum capacity of 3,500 under instruction but for a compensa-

This happened in thetory reduction that occurred at the same timSo

A preliminary course for Royal Canadian Air Force flight

engineers had been started in November 1943 at the Technical Training

After training for 23 weeks these cadets

following way.

School, St. Thomas, Ontario,

to qualify by passing the type-training course in the United

Kingdom. But in March 1944 the Canadian authorities decided to organise

their own type-training because they disapproved of sending aircrew

personnel out of the dominion without brevet and rank for the category.

To conduct the advBuiced course they asked for help from the Royal Air

Force in the shape of fourteen tradesmen instructors, four multi-engine

aircraft, several power units, and other heavy equipment.

were

At first

they suggested an adlotment from the factory in Canada of the very

but the Air Member for Supply andlatest Lancaster Mark X aircraft;

Organisation refused to lessen the bomber offensive by diverting the

He authorised in May thenewest types from their lawful purpose,

despatch from Great Britain on the highest priority of four Halifax

The consignmentsMarks II or V together with the other equipment,

enabled full training to start in July at St, Thomas,

of flight engineers from this school until the British Commonwealth Air

Training Plan ended in March 1945 amounted to seventeen hundred and six.

The total output

In addition to this number, 207 flight engineers of R.C.A.F. received

their t3rpe-training at No.4 School of Technical Training,

engineers who qualified in Canada needed only a short refresher course

at No. 4 S. of T.T. to prepare for duty in R.C.A.F. squadrons operating

The flow of 400 per week lowered the peak

population in pupils at St, Athan by 400, which kept within its compass

and avoided any increase in domestic or instructional staff.

The flight

with Bomber Command,

Owing to

Aircrew Training Bulletin No.25(1) E.R.P.312 dated 15 March 1944.
refers.
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the manpower shortage, most problems in training at that stage of the war

had to be solved in terms of the possible supply of ground personnelo

In the summer of 1944 a change in the duties performed by flight

engineers added to the curriculum a certain amount of basic flying in-

At the suggestion of Bomber Command the flight engineer

became responsible for flying a heavy bomber home in the event of

Formerly this duty in Halifax and Stirling

aircraft had devolved upon the air bomber; but no case of its use had

When crew duties for Lancasters had been distributed

(1)

struction*

casualty to the pilot.

been discovered*

the flight engineer had been annotated as pilot’s assistant, since his

Some flying

practice had been included in the course at the heavy conversion unit*

The command wished to increase the amount of air navigation in the

syllabus for air bombers and to eliminate from it all instruction as

crew station kept him in close touch with the pilot*

pilot's assistant* The Air Ministry accepted the plan and, in Jiane 1944>

Owing toamended the crew schedules for Stirling and Halifax bombers.

accommodation shortage at bomber operational training units, they could

not intake flight engineers; so the Air Ministry at once arranged to

install twenty-four Link trainers in No.4 School of Technical Training

and for instruction in airmanship to be given to flight engineers in

heavy conversion units* The latter course was extended therefore to

(2)
eight weeks from JUly 1944*

As one means of employment for a portion of the multitude of pilots

waiting in No* 7 Personnel Reception Centre, Harrogate, and having regard

to flying conditions in the Far East the Air Member for Training (advised

thereto by the Director of Bombing Operations) proposed in August that

second pilots should be trained in flight-engineer duties in place of

The general plan included a new crew composition for

2)0 squadrons of Lancasters in Bomber Command that, after the German war

direct entrants*

(1) A.M. File C* 36706/48/1* A*M.T, secret folder Training 3/8*
Pinal report to the Supervisoiy Board, B.C*A*T*P*

(2) A,M. Files 0.36706/i,B/l, and S.irf)289/rH.
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The newended, would be deployed with Liberator squadrons against Japan,

contained two pilots, both capable of undertaking flight engineer

duties (including refuelling in the air), plus one straight air gunner

instead of a flight engineer/A, G,

crew

A reduced course lasting six weeks at

No. 4 S, of T.T. was considered sufficient for N.C.O. pilots, followed by

six weeks in a heavy conversion unit and two or three weeks at a Lancaster

But in actual practice the period at St. Athan varied

Prom the lower levels of multi-engine

Finishing School,

between eight and seventeen weeks,

pilots at No.7 P.R.C. sixty per week were selected for this training,

inspired by the hope of more quickly being employed on operations in the

role of second pilot/P.E. An unpleasant side to this scheme appeared

when an equal number of cadets in the initial stages of training for

Recruitingflight engineer was diverted to other trades from aircrew,

for flight engineers closed during six months from November 1944:

opened for only four weeks before hostilities against Japan also ceased.

it re-

(1)

The war-time organisation terminated by the end of December and a new

system suitable to peace-time need ushered in the year 1946.

Air Gunnery Training during the first half of 1 944

As the year 1944 opened plans to expand the air forces were pursued

with tireless vigour that exerted varied pressures on the training of non-

The first manifestation brought an urgent demand forP.R.B. categories.

large numbers of air gunners who were needed in very heavy bombers and

very long range aircraft then being supplied at an increasing rate per

The Director-Generalmonth to squadrons in Bomber and Coastal Commsuids.

for Air Training stated in February 1944 that 1 ,0CX) additional gunners

were required by Bomber Command between March and July, and thereafter

140 per month to meet the special role in manning the 0.5 inch Browning

gun which was being fitted into the mid-under position in Lancasters#

Also, the Liberator squadrons in the Mediterranean Allied Air Force and

in Air Command South East Asia required 400 air gunners immediately,

(1) A.M, Piles C.36706/48/1 and S.104346#
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(1) BesidesfolloTied by a monthly draft numbering one hundred and fiftyo

these known requirements, three Liberator squadrons in India (rising to

five by September) also needed gunners.

Training Command devoted the capacity of nine and  a half standard schools

(240 pupils each) to training air gunners from mid-February to mid-^vlay 1944o

To meet these demands Plying

To provide wireless operator mechanics, flight engineers and flight

mechanics (E) for these crews only 120 vacancies at each of two air

gunnery schools were available, Fortunatd.y, the huge surplus of wire

less operators (air) existing at that time could supply enough and to spare

Although the duration of the

gunnery course remained unaltered at eight weeks in three winter months

and seven weeks for the rest of the year, the persistent drive produced

6,132 air gunners during the first half of 1944.

(2)
in that category for all known demands.

The peak output was

reached in the month of April when 1,415 aircrew sergeants graduated from

(3)
air gunnery courses.

Unfortunately this effort was made in vain. The speed at which

industry produced and fitted H2S into Lancaster and Halifax aircraft by

June 1944, cancelled the special demand for at least 1 ,253 air gunners who

were to have manned the mid-under gun. For the instrument occupied that

space in the aircraft and thereby eliminated the need for a third air

(4)gunner in the complement. Thus within three months the demand for

straight air gunners fell by more than thirty per cent, a valuable saving

in manpower at a crucieil period of the war. There is no gainsaying the

fact that the accuracy in target-finding through the use of H2S in heavy

bombers constituted an overall gain which quite over-weighted the plight

of hosts of air gunners who suddenly became redundant, many of whom had to

be diverted subsequently to some ground trade.

(2)
A.M. File S.40289/III.
The two schools referred to were No.l A,G. S. Pembrey and No. 9 (O)
A. P.U. Penrhos. A.M. Pile S.40289/III, and T.Arm in folder m2/6a,

p) See Appendix 48,
(4) A.M. Pile S.40289/III. H2S is an airborne radar transmitter receiver

operating on centimetre wavelengths which gives on a cathode ray tube
a map of the area over which the aiixjraft is flying. It was used for

navigational and target location purposes.

A'astapce
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lastaae during training

A second manifestation of the pressure of expansion directed

attention to the problem of wastage during training,

standing disparity between the numbers volunteering for P.N.B. and

P.N.B. categories the problem reached an acute stage during the winter

An over-insurance against wastage in training as well as

in war casualties had caused severe congestion in the initial stages of

training, and in consequence the period on deferment for P.N.B. volunteers

had been lengthened in many instances to more than eighteen months. By

early March 1944, 21,500 P.N.B. cadets were waiting in aircrew despatch

centres and initial training wings: the supply under training was more

than enough to meet the entire requirements for overseas draift up to the

end of 1944#

Owing to a long-

non-

of 1943/44.

(1)
At the same moment there was a disturbing deficiency in

entrants to the non-P.N.B, categories, particularly as air gunners or

flight engineers, and consequently men of inferior quality were accepted

for training for those categories. The Air Member for Personnel did

not wish to break faith with the volunteers to whom an implied promise

of employment as P.N.B, aircrew had been given several months previously,

yet the needs of the Service must be supplied,

solution of the problem was the difference in pay and status between the

two main aircrew groups,

discussed by the branches concerned the Air Council agreed to

improvement in the status of air gunners and to an. increase in the number

of commissions to be awarded to non-P.N.B.

An investigation into the methods of selection and classification

The chief obstacle to a

After the matter had been studied and

an

(2)
aircrew.

of aircrew was made with the aim of reducing the wastage due to failure

on training courses. For, it had been osbserved, for example, that in

air gunnery schools this wastage had increased from 4-. 3 per cent in

(l) A.M. Pile S.100001.

(2) A.G. Conclusions 5(44), 3 May 1944.
account given earlier in this chapter.

This move connects with the

/January
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(1J
AfterJanuary 1943 to 13.4 per cent in December of that year,

consulting Plying Training Gonmand the Air Member for Personnel agreed to

a revised system of classification being adopted from 1 April 1944 under

v?hich the potential ability of all aircrew aspirants was measured and

their aptitude for a particular category was revealed by means of a

series of tests. Similar aptitude tests had been developed and their

efficacy proved by use during the foregoing seven years in the air forces

They indicated the candidate's

qualities of general intelligence, skill in mathematics, imechandcal and

instrument comprehension, observation, brain co-ordination, and auditory

When the cadet had been examined at the aircrew

Ox the United States and of Canada.

(2)
morse aptitude.

reception centre he moved forward to the elementary ground course that

fitted his capability and that conformed with Service need - as far as it

Since only two per centcould be forecasted when the posting occurred,

of the population possessed the right qualities for training as pilots,

this new system saved much abortive effort in grading for flying,

also helped to provide a sufficiency of men to enter the remaining

categories, although the prerogative called 'shadow selection' exercised

by aircrew boards rather hampered its effectiveness until the discretionary

It

power was withdrawn from them towards the end of 1944.

A further cause of wastage among air gunners was from trainees

Plying Training Command had observed

the nuisance because 'many men joining the Royal Air Force are doing

to avoid at all costs being drafted into the army or to coal mines,

necessitates volunteering for aircrew, since it is now (March 1944) the

only means of entry, though they have little desire to become air

In practically all cases of withdrawal while training the

reasons given are domestic loyalties which override considerations of

duty.

Such men wasted time and effort in the training organisation and their

presence in basic schools had an adverse effect on the morale of others.

A digest of voluntary withdrawals from air gunnery training in the United

withdrawing at their own request.

so

This

gunners e • • •

(1) A.M. Pile S.99152.

(2) A.M. Pile S.82828.
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Kingdom during the twelve months ending March 1944 is shown below;-^"'^

Stage of Withdrawal

A,C.R.C, E.A. G, S,

and

A.G.S.

Total

Withdrawals

Total Intake

Prom All

Sources

and
Date

I.T.W.

mi

April 107 38 851145

May 107 73 180 941

June 52 20 72 1,441

July 228 88 316 1,409

August 32 74 106 1,442

September 180 70 250 2,053

October 123 107 230 1,293

November 132 103 235 772

December 127 113 240 1,119

J anuaiy 92 114 206 1,038

February 128 107 1 ,226235

March 176 113 289 1,400

Totals 1,484 1 ,020 2,504 14,985

The distribution of withdrawals at own request among three types of entrant
was;-

(a) Serving airmen
(b) Direct entrants
(

33 per cento
57 per cento

c) Reselected from training
in another category to air
gunner 10 per cent.

(1) A.M. Pile S. 99151. The monthly percentage of wastage through
failure to qualify on air gunnery courses is recorded in Appendix 48.
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The disposal of these airmen who withdrew was arranged according to

their manner of entry into aircrew training. Glasses (a) and (c)

reverted to their ground trade or were taught a trade, if not qualified.

In class (b) above, those who came from a reserved occupation were sent

back to that civilian employment, and other direct entrants were

transferred to the navy or the army.

Air gunnery instructors

The inflated demand for air gunners that heralded the new year 1944

brought in its train a two-fold increase in air gunnery instructors.

Considering the long tradition of No. 1 Air Armament School, Manby, in

training instructors it seemed fitting (in 1941) that the reorganised

courses for instructors in air gimnery should continue there, although

this act usurped from the Central Gunnery School one of its original

functions, (1) During the next four years these courses provided a

channel for employing non-commissioned air gunners who had completed one

tour on operations, or for those who were medically unfit for offensive

sorties. At the end of 1941, control of the courses was taken over as

a going concern by the Air Ministry (D.T.F. and D.P.5.) from Head

quarters No, 25 Group. On a six weeks course, the intake was thirty

each three weeks. Early in 1943, when the expansion drive began to

gather impetus, the intake rose to forty and included wireless operators/

air gunner as well as straight air gunners, both kinds being needed to

staff schools and units engaged in basic or operational training and to

release for operations instructors who had completed a year or longer.

The new syllabus, enlarging the practical instead of the theoretic

fields of study, included besides normal subjects ten hours of flying

in eight exercises for each pupil, and sixty hours (20,8 per cent of the

total) on the theory and practice of technical instruction.

No. 1 Air Armament School this last feature formed an integral part of

At

Places were allotted as followsevery course for instructors,

(a) Bomber Command

(b) Coastal Command

(c) Plying Training Command - 18

- 18

4

(l) The G.G.S. resumed custody of its natural offspring in
November 1945 on moving to Leconfield.

(2) A.M. Pile 3,65438. /The
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The school was authorised to return to his parent unit any pupil who

proved unsuitable or appeared unlikely to qualify as an instructor.

The current formula uised for reckoning the requirement of air

gunnery instructors in basic training was one per ten cadets plus nine

Thus for example No, 7

A.G-.S. Stormy Down, having a pupil population numbering 360, needed 63

to each hundred and twenty pupils in a school.

air gunnery instructors. With the dual purpose of curtailing the flow

of instructors and giving employment to airmen aircrew who had become

permanently unfit for full flying duties, two new trades were introduced

at the end of 1943 > viz air bomber instructor, group I and air gunnery• >

0)
instructor, group III. Prom the Reselection Centre at Eastchurch

the non-commissioned officers took the appropriate course at Manby and

remustered in their new trades.

When early in 1944 expansion reached its peak, the annual turnover

of instructors in all stages of air gunnery training exceeded 1,300,

made up as follows;-(2)

Flying Training Command

A, G.S.So
C.G.S A.A•»

452

(o) A.F.U,S E, A, G, S, 138 590•» • >

Bomber Command

22 O.T. Units

15 H.G. Units

3 Lancaster Finishing Schools
Bomber Development Training Flight

484
150
18

66210

Coastal Command - O.T, Units 132

Air Defence of Gt. Britain - 3 O.T.U. and 1 H.C.U. lit

Total annual requirement 1,398

To meet this demand for air gunnery instructors (then on a seven weeks

course) from 1 April 1944 the intake was raised to fifty-five at alternate

intervals of four and three weeks, vacancies being allotted in proportion

to need;- Plying Training Command - 31; Bomber Command - 18;

(1) A.M.O. A. 1011/43.

(2) A.M. File S.65438.
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Coastal Oonanand - 4; Air i^efence of Gt. Britain and 2nd Tactical Air

As the total number of 110 N.C.O.s on this course

proved difficult for No. 1 A.A.S. to manage, particularly in regard to

flyi^ig hours and administration, when taken in conjunction with

other courses being conducted at Manby at the same time, the sequence

of entry to the air gunnery instructor course was altered in May to forty,

forty, thirty at intervads of two; two, and three weeks respectively. 0)

The total number of pupils and the ratio of vacancies remained the same.

The reduction in training during the winter of 1944, when several

air gunnery schools and operational training lonits were disbanded,

affected the numbers attending the air gunnery instructor courses.

Moreover, the new permanent trade of air gunnery instructor brought a

saving in turnover of personnel to operational employment.

Force - one each.

seven

Therefore

in February 1945 its pupil population was reduced to eighty-seven, having

three intakes of twenty-nine on the same i-hylina as previously but allotted

differently

eleven;

to Flying Training Command - twelve; Bomber Command -

Fighter, Coastal Commands aind Dominions personnel - two each.

This plan proved short-lived. Intakes to the air gunnery instructor

course had to be suspended during April, May and June (except for

course of forty) in order to allow room at Jdanby for

courses dealing with the latest development in air gunnery training, at

first called 'Phase Checks' but later 'Standard Efficiency Tests.

one

special short

By

the time that intakes to air gunnery instructor courses were re-started

the war against Germany had ended and the whole training scheme had

entered 'Phase II', which made possible a long-desired extension of the

course to eight and a half (soon to be ten; weeks, though working to the

same syllabus. (2)

(1) A.M. File S. 65438.

The other courses carried on at Manby in May 1944 were Advanced
Armament (mostly at Fort Halsted); Specialist Armament Officer;
Armament Officer Refresher; Bombing Leader; Air Bombing Instructor;
Senior Armament Instructor; and two short courses on special
instruments for sighting and bombing,

(2) A.M. File S. 65438,
Standard Efficiency Tests are described later in the narrative.
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A Neiw Aircrew Category - Wireless Operator Mechanic (Air)

The dearth of wireless operator mechanics willing to be trained in

air gunnery created during the first quarter of 1944 a serious situation

for Coastal Gomniand whose operations were likely to be hindered unless

Duringthe supply of such tradesmen kept pace with its expansion,

several months the command had been taking the best of their wireless

operators (air) and using them as substitutes for the more skilled

After a short course in maintaining signals equipment

(lasting fourteen weeks) these airmen acquired enough skill to handle

tradesmens

running repairs to the installations in flying boats while being

They could not be remustered to the higher trade because theyairborne»

were unequal to many tasks belonging to full ground employment as wire-

0) But, for the very long sorties on detached

duty undertaken by many flying boats in 1944> and in the complement of

less operator mechanics.

Liberators and Gatalinas, Coastal Command considered a fully qualified

tradesman necessary. By mid-summer it was decided to stimulate

recruiting among serving airmen by introducing a new aircrew category -

wireless operator mechanic (air) - selected from the trades of wireless

operator mechanic, wireless and electrical mechanic, or wireless operator

(air) who had finished one tour of operations. After selection

procedure like other categories, volunteers passed aircrew reception

centre, initial training wing (eleven weeks), then took the aircrew

wing course for eight weeks at either No, 2 or No. 4 Radio School,

Next they entered No, 1 Radio School, Cranwell, for a special conversion

course extending through eighteen weeks. Their basic training finished

(1) If these tradesmen ceased to be employed as aircrew they reverted
to their basic trade as wireless operators until such time as they
completed a short form of conversion course on maintenance of ground
radar equipment at No. 1 Radio School, when they gained group I
status. (A.M. File A.138665/40).
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■with a full air gunnery course (then seven ■weeks). This training over

a period of at least 40 weeks qualified them in the category; they

remustered to group I trade and were posted to the Coastal operational

training unit for a final course that lasted approximately ten weeks.

All existing wireless operator mechanics/air gunner were remustered to

the new aircrew category retrospectively as from 13 March 1944, and

administrative instructions authorised promotion and award of brevet

(1)
on commencing the gunnery coursBe

Intakes y;ere planned at the rate of 20 per week for three months.

reduced in September to 20 per fortnight.

Board visited Nos. 2 and 4 Radio Schools and tested volunteers among

the wireless operators (air) who were waiting for posting to air gunnery

The Central Trade Test

schools. Aptitude and psychological tests discovered a large supply of

from No. 2 Radio School 248, while frommen suitable for conversion;

No. 4 Radio School 482 candidates were chosen, the latter being part of

a 'pool' numbering 1,781 sergeants wireless operator (air) who were

waiting for vacancies in operational training. Prom this source the

modest needs of Coastal Command were over-subscribed to the extent that

within a fortnight of the A.M, 0, appearing in print (21 September 1944)

intakes to training for the new category had to be stopped because a

large surplus would have accumulated steadily from 14 November onwards.

The organisation of training and the new category were not adopted

by any of the Dominion Air Forces.

This new aircrew category led a short and uneventful life.

Victory over Germany added strength to the recommendation by the Sholto-

Douglas committee appointed to consider the composition of air crews

who thought that the aircrew trade of wireless operator mechanic (air)

was no longer necessary,

posts for them were abolished in June 1945s non-commissioned officers

in the trade, together with all airmen flight mechanics (E)/air gunner.

The trade was declared obsolescent and all

(1) A.M. Pile A.138665/40.
A.M.0. A.916/44 as amended by A.265 and A.347 of 1945.
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not required by Coastal Command for the war in the Far East immediately

Basic training for this category finally ceased inbecame redundant.

(1)
October 1945»

Moves to improve gunnery training

Many times during 1943 Bomber Command had complained about the low

standard of skill in air gunnery. And the Air Officer Commanding-in-

Chief, Flying Training Command, confirmed the opinion,

he wrote;- (2)

In April 1944

'I have been concerned for a considerable time at the type

of man selected to non-P.N.B. aircrew, particularly for the

air gunner category. This is reflected in the number of

failures at air gunnery schools and the poor material

throughout the Service from which to select gunnery leaders

and potential air gunnery instructors,'

The Air Officer Commanding, No. 25 Group had initiated an experiment

with a straight-through course combining elementary and adveinced basic

but accommodation difficulties interfered with its being

adopted generally. He also sponsored 'trials

training;

to find the 'saturation

point' in air-to-air firing exercises, i.e, continued practice until

the cadets ceased to improve. These small scale tests did not produce

evidence sufficiently conclusive to warrant radical changes in methods

of training though they pointed to the right line of attack,

a swelling movement was added by the Inspector General in

In Report No, 325 he declared that 'there is no branch of

training about which we know less than we do about air gunnery and there

Further

impulse to

June 1944.

is no branch in which scientific investigation might be pursued with

greater profit. (3) His critical survey brought prompt action. On

10 July 1944 the Air Member for Training set up a panel comprising

(1) A.M. Files A. 138665/40 and S.40289/III.
(2) D. of M. B.J.M.2/6A Part 2.
(3) A.H.B./ri/5iy41o
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officers and civil specialists from the Air Ministry, Headquarters

Plying Training Command and No. 25 Group who had had experience in all

Under the guidance of D.D.T.stages of this kind of work in research,

the members were instructed to investigate the whole field of airArm• »

gunner selection and training up to the end of the operational unit

stage, with particular reference to (a) the methods and standards of

assessment, (b) the length of courses, (c) continuity in syllabuses, and

The team of experts visited many establish-
(1)

(d) causes of wastage,

ments and units up to A.G.S. stage during the next three months and in

October presented an interim report recommending action on many points.

in particular;-

(a) The system known as 'shadow selection' should cease.

Aircrew Candidates Selection Boards should confine

their opinion to suitable or unsuitable for aircrew,

(b) The A.C.S. boards should reject all candidates who

did not reach the minimum standard in tests of

The discretionary powerintelligence and education.

to admit a candidate to train as an air gunner in

spite of failure in these tests, formerly pemitted

should be rescinded in the light of the manpower

situation.

(c) All armament subjects should be dropped from the

syllabus of initial training wings as this stage

oughttto be devoted entirely to producing good

N.C.O. material.

(d) One air gunnery school should be reserved

immediately wherein practical tests concerning

methods of instruction, quality and scope of

qualifying examinations, and cognate matters could

be conducted on a representative body of cadets

with a view to devising suitable standards of teaching and

of testing that could be uniformly applied in all air

gunnery schools.

(1) A.M. Piles 3,99152 and 3.101247/1.
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(e) All examinations should be of an objective type,

(f) Examinations and assessments at air gunnery schools

should be controlled by a central board under the

(1)direct jurisdiction of Plying Training Command,

The main proposals were implemented as matters of urgency.

The impressive evidence supporting the statement that ’the air

gunner received his present assessment purely on his ability as

shown during the final board which covers his knowledge of ground

subjects' proved the necessity for new ideas to percolate through

No. 1 Air Gunnery School, Pembrey, was

staffed and equipped with 27 IWellingtons and 19 Spitfires specially to

carry out saturation tests in the matters listed under sub-heading (d).

The first 'guinea-pig' entry numbering ninety cadets, chosen in equal

parts from the top and bottom of the initial training wing products,

arrived on 7 October 1944: the other 'control' entries (courses

Nos. Ill and 112) followed on 7 November and 3 December, Their

progress through each section of the syllabus was studied by a research

Under these conditions, and the bad

weather (even for winter) having interrupted flying, the duration of

'control' courses extended to twenty-two weeks; but they provided much

useful information towards improved methods of training,

By the end of October 1944 a start was made to re-equip all air

gunnery schools with Wellingtons and Spitfires, and the normal course

was lengthened to ten weeks in summer and twelve in winter without

this branch of training.

team and members of the panel.

augmenting the syllabus, in order to allow time for cadets to absorb

technicalities and to permit more practice in air-to-air firing.

Throughout the winter the panel continued its investigations in

(1) A.M. File S.99152.

(2) Detail of course No. 110:- Intake 90: output 83: duration
148 days: wastage ~l,&/oi hours flown per pupil 52.
T.P. Monthly Stats March 1945. A.M. Pile S.IOI247/I.
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The completeoperational training units and group gunnery flights,

report, published in February 1945, created lively interest and some

The most important changeadverse comment on certain recommendations.

in method of teaching and assessment in air gunnery that was introduced

it concludesas a result of the enquiry came after the German war ended;

this chapter with the section headed ’Standard Efficiency Tests,'
(1)

The war-time organisation closed

Even while plans were being prepared to improve the methods of

instruction other plans were started during the summer of 1944 to

reduce considerably the size of the organisation for training non-P,N.B,

categories,

surplus of all aircrew types (especially of pilots) existed, and partly

The paradoxical situation arose partly because a large

because the end of war against (Jermany began to appear in the middle

distance. Retrenchment began with the initial training wings for air

gunners at Bridgnorth. No. 82 I.T.W

April 1944 had stood at 1,800 cadets, was disbanded on 31 May. No. 81

I.T.Vii. reduced from 1 ,000 to 600 on 14 August, closed altogether on

6 October 1944:

the capacity of which until• f

and No, 80 I.T.W. was reduced to one-half its former

size with an establishment for 600 pupils on l6th of the same month,

alone continued to provide initial training until war ended for the

It

severely depleted flow of entrants to air gunnery training. For, there

existed in the various schools and pools of graduates who awaited onward

posting a big enough supply to meet any demand likely to arise within

twelve months. While arrangements were being made to transfer hundreds

of aircrew cadets, mostly ini>N.B, categories, to schools of technical

instruction to qualify for ground trades in the Royal Air Force, or to

the other fighting Services, several hundreds were sent on loan from

the aircrew reception centre to the Commissioner for the Midland Region

to do agricultural work. Another method of absorbing part of the

large surplus of pilots was instituted in September 1944: those who

had been suspended from training at elementary or Service flying

(1) A.M. Files S.99152 and S.101247. D. of M. B.J. M.2/3,
Aircrew Training Bulletin No. 21,
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training schools were re-selected into the air gunner category and

they entered basic training at the gunnery school stage.

NeiN radar appliances such as the automatic gun-laying turret,

(1)

Fishpond', and the Mark IIO gyro gun-sight were issued to front line

To understand and operate correctlysquadrons in the summer of 1944«

these delicate instruments demanded air gunners who possessed very high

intelligence together with strong power of concentration over long

The Air Member for Personnel used this fact as a lever toperiods,

obtain an increase in the pay of air gunners and to raise thus their

Also the basicstatus to a level with the other non-BN.B, members,

air gunnery school had to be extended to twelve weeks so as

to admit instruction in handling the new instruments,

for graduation had to be raised after August 1944 in order to eliminate

the weaker trainees. The total training of an air gunner in the United

Kingdom then occupied 40 weeks. This represented an increase of over

500 per cent in the time spent on basic courses and 300 per cent longer

than the total period allowed in 1940 for this category,

course at

And the standard

From

1 September 1944 the training of air gunners was organised as follows;-

Weeks

Initial Training Wing

6Elementary Air Gunnery School

12Air Gunnery School

10Operational Training Unit

6Heavy Conversion Unit

Total UO

After having been built up laboriously through five years of war

the air gunnery schools, their population depleted, closed within a

By the beginning of September 1944 two schools disbanded.

No. 9 A.G.S

few months.

Stormy Down and No. 8 A,Q.S Evanton;No. 7 A.G.S • >•»•»

(1) S.D. 155/1944/885; D. of M. B.J. M.2/6a Part II; A.M.O. A.792/44:
A.M. Pile S.101247/10

(2) A.M. Pile S. 101247/1.
'Fishpond' was the code name for the attachment added to 'H2S' on
which approaching aircraft were reflected on a radar screen,

covered 360 degrees in plan and up to 10 degrees vertically,
particularly to give warning of attack from below, the instrument
superseded the crew members who formerly lay along the centre
bottom of the fuselage keeping a sky look-out.

It

Used
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Llandwrog and No. 4 A,G.S,, Morpeth were put under 'care and

maintenance' before the year ended. The establishment of No, 12

Bishops Court, Northern Ireland, was reduced to l60 pupilsA.G.S• >

in November 1944; but the intakes during the next few months did not

reach that total because the school was reserved for pilots/l'light

engineer and wireless operators (air) diverted to air guriner employ-

The last course finished on 31 May 1945 and the school dis-ment.

banded three weeks later. Intakes of straight air gunners had long

and the Douglas Committee found no reason to include thisceased;

rather limited specialist in the composition of post-war crews.

They contended that all tradesmen aircrew should be capable of under

taking full maintenance and repairs in their appropriate spheres,

radio operator (air),

flight engineer, and air gunner/armourer, all with equal status and

Thus the new categories were to be styled;-

pay and trained to a high technical standard. These views combined

with the cessation of hostilities. hastened the closing of the

remaining schools. % October 1945 only two were in commission.

No. 10 A.G.S Barrow and No, 11 A.G.S at Andreas, Isle of Man,• > • f

The former, reduced to a capacity of 130, was earmarked for tradesmen

serving in the Royal Air Force or Allied and Dominion Air Forces, As

these sources of supply dwindled it continued a wavering and uncertain

existence until it finally closed in October 1946, The greater part

of the population (limited to 200) of straight air gunners at No. 11

A.G.S, was made up by batches of ex-prisoners of war fit to be

rehabilitated by refresher courses, and a few air gunners belonging to

foreign or Dominion Air Forces, A year later this school moved to

Jurby, Isle of Man, where it stayed, the sole remnant of basic gunnery

training in the United Kingdom.^"*)

Standard efficiency tests

During their investigations the panel set up by the Air Member

for Training were impressed by the system used in the United States

Army Air Force to create a high standard of manipulative skill among

(1) A.M. Files S.101247/II and 3.40269/lH.
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Through all stages of training the main emphasis was

had to do rather than on what he ought to

air gunners,

placed on what the air gunnei'

know. By repeated practice in feeding the ammunition belt or in managing

the turret and so forth, he was taught to eliminate unnecessary movement.

This practical instruction by means of a series of time and motion

that is, turretstudies had been reduced to a simple form of 'drills*:

drills, gun cleaning drills, prevention of stoppage drills, harmonization

Every pupil was taught to follow a definite

of movement in each drill which he practised to the point where

drills, and many others.

sequence

he reached accuracy in the quickest time,

his competence was tested by an examiner according to

the standard checking list that applied uniformly in all schools,

method of assessing a pupil's progress was called tphase checking',

that identical conditions of testing prevailed and that a universal

Before he passed to learning

the next 'drill

This

To

ensure

pass standard was observed, every examiner was constrained to hold

rigidly to the instructions issued by the central authority,

parts of the syllabus that did not lend themselves readily to a practical

'phase check*, such as aircraft recognition or sighting theory, and

similar matters, instead of the old type of essay question the examina

tions were set in the form of 'multiple choice* questions that covered

For those

the extent of knowledge required of a normal pupil at that phase of the

Each question was followed by several alternativesubject under test,

answers so framed that the examinee gained nothing by guessing;

merely to indicate by a single word or a tick which he thought the

The Panel recommended introducing a similar system of

he h

correct one.

ad

teaching and testing into the Royal Air Force for three reasons

(a) It standardized assessment, both in the various units

engaged in the same stage of training and as between

different levels of training,

(b) The practical side of instruction received proper

emphasis. Although oral tests were gradually

superseding written examinations at that time

(February 1945) there still existed a strong tendency

to 'weight' theoretical knowledge rather than practical

knowledge.

Ac)
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(c) In order to follow a man's progress in absorbing

(1)
instruction, assessments were needed at frequent intervals.

In February 1945 the Air Ministry notified commands and

and 'multipledelegations at home and overseas that 'phase checks

choice tests' would be adopted in all air gunnery training as soon as

the marking system and pass standards had been determined after

research into the necessary modification in teaching technique had been

completed. Research was organised with thoroughness. Experiments

had been conducted on three 'control' courses at No. 1 Air Gunnery

School, Pembrey, to estimate the saturation point of instruction on

certain parts of basic training. A committee formed of highly

qualified air gunners, lent by commands, was added to the staff of the

Empire Air Armament School for the purpose of such research by

visiting operational as well as training units in order to analyse the

work done by air gunnei's. The committee also sent to gunnery units,

ranging from initial training wings to heavy conversion units,

cyclostyled copies of experimental standard efficiency tests requesting

comments after they had been given a trial run.

studied in the Directorate of Training Research and of Plying Training,

which latter (D.D.T.Arm) supervised the compiling of some eighty tests

The reports were

that incorporated ideas of the user units. Sleekly courses began in

May 1945 at the Empire Air Armament School to train in the principles

of conducting standard efficiency tests selected instructors from

Plying Training Command and gunnery leaders detailed by the operational

commands and 2nd Tactical Air Force, up to a total of forty on each

An itinerary was planned with Command Headquarters Middle

East and Air Command South East Asia for three members of the committee

course.

to spread the gospel concerning these tests among their units engaged

The mission was completed in two months byin training air gunners.

2 October 1945o

(1) A.M. Pile S.99152. Aircrew Training Bulletin No.24.

A
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A revolution in teaching methods such as this was bound to take a

long time before it penetrated every part of the widespread organisation

engaged in training air gunners* Conceived during the peak of the war

effort the new prodigy was delivered in an unpropitious hour when

gunnery training lay in decline with its administration in a state of

flux, when the hope of early release to civil life dominated men's

In face of such hindj^rances the printing and distribution of

the standard efficiency tests had to be decentralised to commands and

groups from drafts approved by Air Ministiy,

thoughts*

This modification of

policy struck at the root principle of uniformity which formed the core

of the whole system, 0) The complete scheme with its numerous details

of administration and equipment all worked out, eventually ran smoothly

By then the chief purpose that underlay its creation, viz, toin 1946.

guarantee a uniform standard of instruction and of graduation among

thousands of pupils spread over a large number of schools and units,

had disappeared in the

Royal Air Force*

reorganisation and new developments of the

(1) A.M. File A. 761076/45.

In March 1946 an 0,T.U. was still using copies of the
earliest experimental drafts; others had compiled tests
to suit their local requirements because they had not
received a supply of the 'hall-marked* S.E.T,
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CHAFTER 5

RESERVE Am AUXILIARY FX)RCES

Before the outbreak of the Second vTorld War the Royal Air Force was a

small but efficient Service designed and organised so that it could expand

This was therapidly and still retain its efficiency in the event of war,

result of a Memorandum by Lord Trenchard on the Organisation of the Permanent

Air Force, 1919, which stated

'The present need is
a sound framework on which to build a Service, which while

giving us now the few essential Service squadrons will be

capable of producing whatever time may show to be necessary-
in the future.'

first and foremost the making of

The peace-time organisation of the Royal Air Force consisted of -two

one was the nucleus of the Force, the permanent element composed of

the other was the temporary element.

elements;

the long service officers and airmen;

the short-service personnel gathered round the nucleus and destined, after

their period of service, to pass to the Reserve,

regular, or Auxiliary Air Force (A.A.F.), corresponding broadly to the

Then there was the non-

Territorial Army, and, like the Territorial Army, intended to merge with the

There was also, by 1939, the Royal Air Force

Volunteer Reserve (R,A.F.V.R.), which corresponded in some respects, but not

vdiolly, to the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, it differed from the regular

Reserve in that the merabers of it had not necessarily passed through the

regulars on embodiment.

regular air force.

It was a fused compound of these four elements which made up the Royal

Air Force that went into battle with the Luftwaffe in the Second World War.

So integral and ootaplete was the amalgamation that the distinctions of peace

time betv/een the component parts ceased to be discernible and, the memoiy of

them, to have any significance,

which, although they were not a definite part of the Royal Air Force and were

In addition, there were three other factors

not therefore under any compulsion to serve in or with the Royal Air Force,

did, however, play an important part in the eventual homogenity of the Service

as a whole.

One was the Oivil Air Guard which formed in 1938 and had as its object

the provision of facilities for flying at cheap rates for all persons, both

men and women up to the age of 50. The scheme was state subsidised and its

/ members
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caembers did give an honourable undertaking to serve with the Royal ̂ ir Force

in any capacity in the event of war.

soheoies for attracting the right type of young men to join the Royal Air Force

and for encouraging a general spirit of air mindedness in the young men of the

one, the University Air

Squadrons, was a scheme staffed by the Royal Air Force with members recruited

They had no liability for service with the Royal Air

The two remaining factors were both

(1)
They were pre-entry training schemes;country.

from the universities.

FlyingForce, though of course eveiy encouragement was given to them to do so.

facilities were provided by the Royal Air Force and an annual camp vras arranged.

The other force, a counterpart of the Army Oadet Force or Officers

Training Corps (O.T.C.) was the forerunner of the Air Training Corps, It

ccsaprised two parts, the Air Defence Cadet Corps and the air sections of the

The Air Defence Cadet Corps was formed in 1938 by

Its object was to train a large body of

Officers Training Corps,

the Air League of the British Empire,

cadets aged from 14-18 to be of imnediste service in defence of the country

The squadrons were organised on a local basis, and many

The Air Ministry made a small grant for the maintenance of

in the event of war.

were school units.

these units, but the bulk of the cost was borne by the Air League of the

British Empire,

The air sections of the Officers' Training Corps existed at a number of

Tiiey were under the general administrativepublic and secondary schools.

control of the War Office, but some passenger flying facilities were given by

the Royal Air Force and the sections were officered by masters who were

appointed to commissions in the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve, These too.

were assisted by a grant from public funds.

From the foregoing narrative it will be seen that reserve and auxiliary

forces played an important part of the peace-time composition of the Royal Air

Force, It was not until expansion started in 1934 hov/ever, that any serious

attempts were made to increase the numbers and improve the training of these

non-regular forces.

(l) These two schemes are discussed more fully in the section on Pre-entry
Training in Chapter 1.

/ The
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The Auxiliary Air Foroe

The iivixiliary Air Poroe was created in 1924, along with the Special

Reserve, under the Auxiliary Air Porce and Air Poroe Reserve Act of that year.

The two forces were modelled on the Territorial Army and the Special Reserve of

The Special Reserve Squadrons, the

name of which was changed later to Cadre Squadrons, contained a higher

proportion - about one third - of regular personnel than did the Auxiliary

These squadrons, five of which had formed by 1936, were connected in

May of that year to Auxiliary Air j^oroe Squadrons.

the Army, formerly known as the Militia.

Units,

These forces were the result of a scheme for Home Defence, approved in

1923, to expand the size of the Home Defence Air Porce to 52 squadrons by 1928.
(1)

Thirteen of these, all bomber squadrons, were to be provided by the non-regular

the Special Reserve - seven squadrons and the Auxiliary Air Poroe -forces:

six squadrons.

The first Auxiliary Air Porce Squadrons were formed in London in 1925, and

by the end of the year four Auxiliary and one Special Reserve Squadrons were
(2)

in operation.

The Auxiliary Air Poroe was, as we have already seen, the Royal Air Poroe

The squadrons had a small cadre ofcounterpart of the Territorial Array.

regular air foroe personnel, and the remainder - mainly business men frcsa the

(1) This programme was formulated by the Salisbury Committee and it involved

forming 34 new squadrons in all. The general principle was laid down,
that 'British Air Power must include a Home Defence Air Poroe of sufficient

strength adequately to protect it against air attack by the strongest air
foroe within striking distance of this country'. By 1933 the programme
was still in suspense. The 13 non-regular squadrons had been formed,
however, and comprised almost one-third of the Home Defence Air Poroe,

The follov;ing non-regular squadrons had been formed by 31 December 1925:-(2)

LocationSquadron Date formed Aircraft

Ho. 600 A.A.P. Avro 504

D.H.9.

- 2Northolt 14.10.25
- 1

No. 601 A.A.P. Northolt 14.10.25 Avro 504

D.H.9.

- 2

- 1

No. 602 A.A.P. - 2Renfrew 15. 9.25 Avro 504

D.H.9. - 1

No. 603 A.A.P. Avro 504

D.H.9,

- 2Turnhouse 14.10.25
- 1

Vickers Vimy - 2
Avro 504 - 6

No. 502 S.R. Antrim 15. 5.25

/ Stock
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Stock Exchange, Lloyds, Oity Banks and Offices etc. - were recruited locally.

Each unit was raised and maintained on a territorial basis a Territorial

Army and Air Force Association,

officers and four years for other ranks,

further periods not exceeding five years, or alternatively, personnel could

transfer to the Auxiliary Air Force Reserve.

Pilots were granted an annual retaining fee of £25 per year in addition

The terms of service were five years for
(1)

Service could be extended for

to allowances and expenses when on duty,

undertook all this training on their squadron, and served on that particular

squadron throughout their engagement.

The Auxiliary Air Force personnel

They were required to carry out ground

training one evening per week and flying training during week ends together

with an annual camp lasting two weeks.

Each squadron was equipped with Service aircraft, and also had a training

flight of elementary aircraft to carry out the training of nev/ recruits axxL to

(3)
provide annual refresher training for personnel of the A.A.F. Reserve. For

training purposes both Auxiliary Air Force and the Special Reserve squadrons

came under the Air Defence of Great Britain Headquarters at Uxbridge,

By the end of 1930 there were eight Auxiliary Air Force squadrons in

operation together with four Special Reserve squadrons, in No. 1 Air Defence

(1) Under the Act of 1924 the members of both forces could be called out
'to serve within the British Islands in defence of the British Islands

against actual or apprehended attack', a service within the British
Islands was defined 'as including any flight of which the points of
departure and intended return are within the British Islands or the

notwithstanding that the flight may
in its course extend beyond these Units' otherwise, as Mr. William

Leach, Under Secretary of State for Air, stated in the House of Commons

on 21 May 1924, when moving the second reading of the Bill, it gave no
power to send any man abroad - H.C. Debates Vol. 173, Col. 2239.

territorial waters thereof

(2) The A.A.F. Reserve comprised ex-members of the A.A.F. who had the normal

obligations of the Auxiliary Air Force, i,e. to come up for service when
the force turned out, but who were not actual members of the auxiliary

Annualsquadrons and who did not attend regularly for training,
refresher training, however, was carried out.

(3) A.A.F. Reserve Training consisted of a minimum of 15 hours flying per
year and attendance at certain ground training courses.

/ Group
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(1)
This group was formerly known as the Special Reserve and Auxiliary

Air Force Command, and had been renamed in 1927.

Group.

In May 1930, all the

Auxiliary Air Force squadrons were re-equipped with 'Vapiti aircraft.

As the Act of 1924 indicates, the non-regular Air Units were conceived

originally as a Home Defence Air Force which would continue to be such thou^

Actually,their members mi^t occasionally venture beyond our tidewater line.

The Air Staff, in ocxaputing theup to 1934, they were all bomber squadrons,

number of first line aircraft needed to give us parity with France in 1932,

reckoned 127 non-regular aircraft as the equivalent of 43 regular aircraft,
(2)

that is in the proportion of three non-regular machines to one regular.

The first fighter squadrons in the Auxiliary Air Force were formed by

converting Nos, 600 and 601 on 12 August 1934 and No, 604 on 23 July 193^.

They were re-equipped with Demon aircraft.

1936 was an important year in the development of the Auxiliary Air Force,

throe new squadrons were formed, which with the five squadrons of the Special

Reserve which ware converted to auxiliary squadrons brought the strength of the

(3)

(1) The following non-regular squadrons were in operation by 31 December 1930:-

Auxiliarv Air Force Squadrons (Bomber)

Date formedLocationSquadron

No. 600
No. 601
No. 602

No. 603
No. 604
No. 605
No. 607
No. 608

14 October 1925
14 October 1925
15 September 1925
14 October 1925
17 March 1930

5 October 1926
17 March 1930
17 March 1930

Northolt

Northolt

Renfrew

Tumhot^

Hendon

Castle Bromwich

Usworth

Thomaby

Special Reserve Squadrons (Bomber)

14 June 1929

15 May 1925
5 October 1926
14 October 1928

No. 501
No. 502
No. 503
No. 504

Pilton

Aldergrove
Waddington
Huoknall

(2) 0.P.10 (32).

(3) A.M.O. N.360/34.

/ Auxiliary
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(1)
Auxiliary Air Force up to 16 squadrons,

was decided to transfer the responsibility of operation and training of the

auxiliaiy squadrons to regular groups of the Royal Air Force.

Group, which was renamed No, 6 Auxiliary Group on  1 April 1936, was eventually

to be responsible only for matters concerning the organisation and admini-

In December 1936 the first three

squadrons were transferred to No, 11 (Fighter) Group and by the end of 1938 all

It was at this time also, that it

The Auxiliary

stration of the Auxiliary Air Force.

the remaining auxiliary squadrons were transferred to the regular commands and

groups and took their place in the regular air force organisation.

After 1936 more auxiliary bomber squadrons were converted to fighter

squadrons, and auxiliary army co-operation and general recormaissance squadrons

By -tire outbreak of war five more squadrons had been formedwere also formed.

and one. No, 503, disbanded, making the total strength of the Auxiliary Air

Force on the outbreak of war 20 squadrons. Of these, 14 were filter

squadrons, four were general reconnaissance squadrons and two were army
(2)

co-operation squadrons.

(1) The Auxiliary Air Force comprised the following squadrons by the end of
1936:-

Date

Formed

Converted

to Fighter

Converted

to A.A.F.Squadron Location Type

25. 5.36
1. 5.36

16. 3.31
14. 6.29
15. 5.25
5.10.26

14.10.28
14.10.25
14.10.25
15. 9.25
14.10.25
17. 3.30
5.10.26
17. 3.30
17. 3.30
10. 2.36
10. 2.36
10. 2.36

500No. Mans ton

Filton

Aldergrove
Waddington
Hucknall

Northolt

Northolt

Renfrew

Tumhouse

Hendon

Castle Brorawioh

Usworth

Thomaby

Bomber

Bomber

Bomber

Bomber

Bomber

Fighter
Fighter
Bomber

Bomber

Fighter
Bomber

Fighter
Bomber

Bcmber

Bomber

Bomber

501No.

7.36502No. 1.

1. 5.36No. 503

5.3618.504No.
600No. 12. 8.34

12. 8.34601No.

602No.

603No.

604No. 23. 7.34
605No.

607 1.11.36No.
608No.

609No.

610No. Heaton Park

SpekeNo. 611

(2) See Appendix 49.
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The Auxiliary Air Force also acquired shortly before 1939 a number of

balloon squadrons which added very greatly to the strength of its personnel.

In 193^ the strength of the A.A.F. was little over 1,000 men, and by

1 October 1939 it had risen to 23,000 of which some 4,600 belonged to the

flying squadrons and the remaining 18,400 belonged to the balloon squadrons.

The auxiliaries were mobilised a few days before the outbreak of war, and

aircraft from these squadrons were in the air within a few hours of the

To one of those 'weekend flyers' fell the honour ofdeclaration of war.

shooting down the first enemy aircraft over British soil.

The Royal Air Force Reserve (Officers) and the Short Service Commission Scheme

In 1919 it was decided to institute short service oomaiissions in the

Royal Air Force, in order to provide the large number of officers required in

the Junior ranks of the Royal Air Force, and also to ensure a reserve of

The terms of service were four years on thetrained pilots in emergency.

active list followed by four years on the reserve, the latter being renev^able.

The strength of the reserve was limited to 200 pilots but in 1923 this was

increased to 700, The new pilot reserve was split into two parts;-

Class 'A' Officers with short service caumissions who

passed into the Reserve on completion of
their engagements.

Class 'AA' Officers entered direct to the Reserve either

from the class of pilots who served in the
First World War, or from suitable civil pilots.

Although provision had been made for a large reserve in 1919, it was not

until 1922 when the short service idea was maturing that a comprehensive

The training facilities of the Royal Airscheme for training was drawn up.

Force at this time were fully employed on the training of regular personnel,

and so the possibilities of utilising civil companies to operate flying schools

The primary object was toon behalf of the Royal Air Force were considered.

secure good econaaic training by utilising the simple and ccwapaot organisation

of civil firms with repair facilities adjoining their aerodromes.

A scheme was arranged and received Treasury approval on 19 January 1923.

It was decided to open five civilian operated schools each with an allotment

0)

(2)
of 70 pupils. It was deemed necessary for ex--wartime pilots to undergo a

(1) A.M. File 374397/22, Enel. 35A.

(2) See Appendix 50.

/ requalifying
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requalifying course in their first year, hut this was not specifically defined

since it would obviously vary according to circumstances and the individual's

past flying experience. Instruction was carried out on elementary training

aircraft (Avro or similar type) and Service type aircraft (D.H,9 or Bristol

Fighter). The training period was roughly six weeks, and as  a guide a

minimum of 13 hours and a maximum of 25 hours flying was laid down for the

elementary flying. Later it was found possible to accept an average of about

14 hours flying and the minimum was then la id dov/n as 12 hours.

The annual training course consisted of 12 hours solo flying on a Service

t3T® of aircraft with appropriate dual flying,

periods each of two-six days duration.

In 1924 it was laid down that the aircraft in use at the civil schools

This was carried out in four

should have a common minimvua performance. The speed was to be 110 m.p.h, at

6,000 feet, and although the types of aircraft to be used were not specified.
(1)

the types of engines to be used were,

years veiy little progress was made in the training of these reserve forces and

the size of the R.A.F, Reserve remained fairly static.

Die financial arrangements with the civil companies, however, required

constant revision,

found that they were operating at a loss and new contracts had to be drawn up.

These new agreements laid down the quarterly periods of refresher training as

two-six days, and a maximum period of 6l days for the requalifying courses.

It will be seen that for the next 10

ifter the schools had been in operation for a year it was
(2)

(1) Lion, Condor, Jaguar and Jupiter engines. The aircraft in general use
were D.H, 9's and Bristol Fighters. The school at Brough, which was
equipped with twin-engined aircraft, was not affected by this order.

(2) The original fees were:-

Single-engined aircraft
Twin-engined aircraft

For broken courses a rate of £10 per hour, up to  a maximum of £50 was paid.
In 1925 the revised rates were:-

Annual Course Requalifying Course

£150
£180

£200

£240

Sin^e-engined aircraft
Twin-engined aircraft

£300 £200

£280

Payment for broken time was charged at the rate of £8 per hour for
elementary types, and £22 per hour for new Service types,
limit of £50 was abolished.

The upper

/ The
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The standard aircraft establishment was three elementary and three Service

aircraft per school.

Seaplane Training

When the Reserve was formed it was intended that seaplane training

It did not actuallyshould also be carried out for reservist personnel.

coramence however until April 1925.

and General Transport Ltd

The firm selected was the Worth Sea Aerial

(a subsidiaiy of Blackburn Aircraft Ltd.,) who were

already carrying out twin-engined training of reservists at Brough,

this, an investigation had been carried out with  a view to carrying out float-

The estimate was too expensive^however,and the

*»

Prior to

plane trai3iing at Calshot,

Calshot scheme was dropped.

Training at Brough commenced on 1 April 1925.
(1)

Both annual refresher

and requalif3ring courses were carried out and a total of 20 pupils per year

In 1926 the fee was
(2)

were to be trained at a cost of £425 per pupil,

raised to £800 as the first estimate proved far too low. The aircraft used

In 1927 the capacity was raised to 30 pupils

per year and three aircraft were provided, the contract lasting for two years.

were two Dart-Lion floatplanes.

Expansion of Capacity

In order to meet the requirement of the expansion of the Reserve to 700

pilots it had originally been planned to open more schools, each training 70

After the first year of operation.pupils, as the personnel became available,

however, it was decided to expand four of the schools to a capacity of 100
(3)

This gave a total training capacity for 490

The remaining 210 members of

pupils per year instead,

pupils (including 20 doing seaplane training).

the Reserve were to be made up of instructors at the civil schools, and

The strength of the Reserve, however.personnel engaged on Civil Aviation,

in 1925 was considerably below 700 pilots.

(1) A.M. Pile 471393/23.

(2) A.M. Pile 819324/28.

(3) The contractual arrangements for the schools for the four years
1925 - 1929 were as follows:-

liOO pupils over four years
2jj00 '« " '» "

400 " " " "
400 " ” " ”
280 " " " "

Stag Lane
Pilton

Coventry
Renfrew

Brough

/ Introduction
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Introduction of Ab Initio TraininR

Is time went on the number of ex-3ervioe pilots joining the Royal Air

Force Reserve dwindled and the supply of reservists from the short service

Consequently,
(1)

coamission scheme was insufficient to make up for the loss.

a scheme was drawn up in order to increase the number of pilots in the Resex*ve

by accepting direct entry personnel with no previous air force experience and

This scheme was submitted to the

Two courses totalling

giving them a course of ab initio training.

Treasury and approved as an experiment on 8 May 1925.

50 pupils commenced training at two of the civil schools, Filton and Stag Lane
(2)

The course was continuous and lasted threetowards the end of the year,

months, and the syllabus provided 50 hours flying on elementary types of

aircraft (this included both dual and solo) followed ty five hours solo

together with appropriate dual on a Seivioe type. Ground instruction was also

These pupils then carried out the normal annual

The next two years saw little development in this direct

The first courses passed out in early 1926, 50 more

pilots were trained in 1927, and a further 60 in 192^.

asked to approve the scheme permanently on 7 December 1926, but instead gave

their sanction for a further four years on the basis of 60 pupils a year

A further request for permanency led to approval for an

included in the course.

refresher training.

entry ab initio scheme,
(3)

The Treasury were

(4)
(50 in 1927).

annual intake of 60 pupils up to the 31 March 1933.

(l) A.M. File 642023/25.

(2) A.M. File 554051/24.

(3) The number of pupils who passed out from the ab initio courses during
the years 1926 to 1928 was as follows

Total pupilsFilton RefrewYear Stag Lane

501926 2525

5020 101927 20

601928 3030

At theCoventry and Brough were not used for ab initio training,
former the aerodrcme was unsuitable and at Brou^ twin-engined
aircraft and seaplanes were in use.

Note;-

(4) A.M. File 723437/26.
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School Changes

On 5 November 1928 Beardmores school at Renfew was closed down.

1929, when the contracts were about to be renewed (they had been established

on a four year basis in 1925) for the annual refresher training, consideration

was given to the performance of the aircraft in use at the schools,

as the single-engined types were concerned it was considered unnecessary to

In

So far

call for a higher standard of performance, so its existing equipment continued

Ihe twin-engined Kangaroo aircraft at Brough, however, wereto be used.

replaced by Darts with the object, inter alia, of providing training on a

Fleet Air Am type,

personnel at this school since 1925 with Dart aircraft and it was thou^t that

Seaplane training had been carried out for Reserve

a aaaller aircraft establishment would serve for the land and seaplane sides

of the school than if two types were in use, since land and float under-

Twin-sngined training was notcarriages could readily be interchanged.

continued owing to the hi^ operating costs involved using modern twin-engined

aircraft.

When in 1929, the new contracts were drawn up for the training at the

civil schools they catered for a total of 2,080 training courses to be carried

Of these, 120 were annual refresher seaplane

courses, 1,720 were annual refresher landplane courses, and 22jjO were ab initio

out in a four year period.

(1)
landplane courses, for direct entry reservists. lEhe requalifying courses

for ex-war-time pilots were by this time unnecessary. In 1930 the old

elementary trainers in use at Pilton, the Bristol Preliminary Training

Machines (P. T.M,}, were replaced by Tiger Moths.

On 1 May 1930 De Havilland's moved their school from Stag Lane to

Hatfield, owing to the increasing congestion at Stag Lane.

Amstrong*s school at Coventry was moved to Hamble, owing to the unsuita

bility of Coventry for ab initio training, and at the same time a separate

oompaiy known as Air Service Training Limited was fomed and took over the

The old Service aircraft, the Wolfs wore replaced at the firm's

On 1 April 193

contract.

1

expense by Atlas aircraft, the Siskin was also introduced as an additional

type.

(1) See Appendix 50.

(2) This was the result of an Air Ministry decision made in January 1930 to
This could be done infit all elementary trainer aircraft with slots,

the case of Avro's and Moths but was found impracticable in the case of
the Bristol P.T.M’s.

/ Under
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Under the new contractual arrangements of 1929, slight modifications were

made to the training facilities. The minimum flying hours remained the same,

that is 30 hours on the ab initio courses, and 12 hours on the annual

refresher courses, but arrangements were made to allow those who wished to
(1)

carry out extra flying on their annual course. It had been suggested that

the minimum should be raised to 16 hours but it was felt that some personnel

would not be able to afford sufficient time for this.

The financial provision was, however, considerably overspent during 1931

and because of this and in view of the urgent need for economy, extra flying

was suspended altogether on 11 November 1931 except for officers of Class ’M'

(Section II) in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th year of their initial service wiio

were allowed five hours a year.

In 1933 the contracts were due for renewal, and consideration was given to

the re-equipment of the schools with more modem aircraft. During the past

10 years the aircraft types in use at the schools remained, with oxie or two

exceptions, unchanged. This divergence from the then modern types made

re-equipaent with aircraft of mom modem characteristics essential,

re-equipment^however, would have occasioned a very heavy capital charge if

Service types were used and the cost of reserve training consequently increased,

In view of the financial stringency the Air Ministry was unwilling to incur the

heavy cost of new Service - type aircraft, and the whole policy was accordingly

reviewed from the aspects of finance and training efficiency,

was decided in future to carry out all reserve flying training, both annual and

S-^-I^^Itio courses, on light types of aircraft possessing flying characteristics

(2)
Such

As a result it

comparable to those of the Service types. The aircraft used were Tiger iMoths

and Blackburn B,2*s the latter being introduced at Brough in 1933.

(l) Extra flying facilities were made available as follows;-

15 hours maximum for each of Classes *A', 'AA' (Section I),
'AA' (Section II after extension of seirvice) and Class *E'.

30 hours maximum for Class 'AA* (Section II in the 2nd, 3rd,
4th and 5th year of initial service).

Note;

Class 'A* = Direct transfers frcxa the regular air force and
short and medium service commissions,

= Direct entry officers with previousClass 'AA' (Section l)
flying experience.

Class 'AA' (Section II) « Direct entry officers without previous
flying expeilenoe.

Class 'E' = Airmen pilots transferred frcm the regular air force.

(2) A.M. Pile 68936/30. / The
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The adoption of the policy resulted in a substantial saving in cost and

enabled the number of flying hours flovm per pupil to be inoreased and the

The annual training course,

hitherto limited by financial consideration was extended from 12 hours to 20

hours solo flying, thus allowing a more coaprehensive syllabus to be adopted.

The ab initio course was to consist of 50 hours flying (both dual and solo)

quality of training consequently improved.

instead of 30 hours as before. Additional flying was permitted only if a

Arrangementspilot did not reach a satisfactory standard during his course,

however, were made for special flying instructor's courses of roughly a month's

duration to be given to selected pilots in lieu of their annual training.

Another specialist course for reservist personnel, an instrument flying course.

was also under consideration but did not materialise.

Under the 1933 contracts the number of pilots to be trained remained

approximately the same, but the courses were spread more evenly between the

four schools. All four schools now carried out ab initio training together
1)

with annual training, and some schools carried out amphibian training.

The floatplane training which had been carried out at Brough since 1929

was discontinued when the Service aircraft were withdrawn, and was replaced by

training on a small type amphibian flying boat,

been considered unsuitable for floatplane training owing to tidal conditions on

As from 31 March 1933 seaplane training ceased and on 1 April

(2)
For some time Brough had

the Humber,

1933 amphibian training caiimenced at Hamble using two small amphibian aircraft

operated by Air Service Training Ltd,

The contracts taken out in April 1933 were due to cover the four year

period up to 31 March 1937. In 1935, however, the Royal Air Force regular

training system was reorganised, and resulted not only in a change in the

type of training undertaken by the civil schools, but also inoreased their

importance and numbers.

Introduction of Regular Training

A scheme for the training of regular air force personnel at the civil

(3)
schools was submitted to the Treasury and approved on 10 May 1935. Under

(l) See Appendix 50.

(2) A.M. File 127561/31.

(5) A.M. File 534816.

/ this
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this soheme pilot trainees (candidates for short service coaiuissions,

university candidates for comraissions and airmen pilots) would oariy out the

first part of their training, formerly carried out at a Service flying training

school, at a civil school. The course was based on the ab initio courses

given to direct entry reservists and lasted 56 days and included 50 hours

flying on elementary types of aircraft. On the successful completion of the

course these personnel then proceeded to a P.T.S. to ccsaaplete the remainder of

their training (i,e. the intermediate and advanced stages).

As a result of this reorganisation nine new civil schools, making 13 in

all, were opened. All the schools carried out annual training for reservists

together with ab initio courses for direct entry reservists and for regular air

force personnel. In all oases, however, the ab initio course was the same,

and lasted 56 days and gave 50 hours flying all on elementary types of aircraft.

The reserve training facilities were expanded as  a result of the formation

Ab initio courses for reservists were expanded from 60 to

300 per year, annual refresher courses continued to be given to reservist

personnel at the rate of approximately 1,500 per year.

1,800 regular pilots were given ab initio courses per year at the civil

schools.

of the new schools.

In addition, roughly

No distinction was made between regular and reserve personnel on the

ab initio courses, and intakes were in arranged batches of I8 or 27 pupils

every 8 weeks, depending on the capacity of the school,
(1)

been formed and were in operation by February 1936.

All 13 schools had

Expansion 1935

In 1935 the Reserve of pilots consisted for the most part of ex-Service

personnel kept in flying practice by annual refresher courses on elementary
lamented,so

types of aircraft,

weeks ab initio course during the first year’s service and who then also

carried out the 20 hours annual refresher training,

of the R,A,F. Reserve was 1,448 pilots, and roughly two-thirds of these had

either been off the active list for over five years or were direct entries anJ,

direct entry personnel who had taken an eight

In April 1935 the size

(1) See Appendix 51.

/ and
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would therefore require at least three months training at a flying training
(1)

school before joining a squadron.

When expansion began in 1935 it was estimated that by the end of that year

there would be 2,300 active pilots, 570 pilots not in training and 270

auxiliary pilots. In addition there were some 1,300 civil pilots who would

also be available in an emergency. This vras far too small to meet liie demands

for casualty replacement and first line expansion which would come in war.

is interesting to note that up to this time the size of the Pilot Reserve had

been limited, under Treasury authority to 1,500 personnel.

It was evident that drastic alterations both in the size of the Reserve

I

(2)

t

and the standards of training would have to be made. Under the existing

organisation direct entries into the Reserve only completed the ab initio

course of training;
(3)

on mobilisation it would therefore be necessary t o pass

these personnel through a Service flying training school.

Escpansion Scheme 'P' introduced towards the end of 1935, and approved in

February 193^, it was estimated that an annual entry of 800 personnel from civil

On the basis of

life into the reserve was needed to build up enough pilots hy 1939 for replacing

first line wastage. Even this figure of 2,1^00 in all, would not beenou^ to

allow any first line expansion in the first year of the war, or to provide

instructors for an enlarged training organisation.

0) The strength of the R.i.P. Reserve on 1 April 1935 was as follows

Class 'A* Direct transfers from the regular air force,
short seirvice and medium service commissions

Direct entry reserve officers
As Class *A* for technical, accountant
duties etc. (pilots only)
Airmen pilots transferred from the regular
air force on completion of their engagements
Direct entry airmen pilots

Class 'AA'

Class 'C
249

227
Class 'E'

77
Class 'P’ m

1,41^8Total

The availability of these reserve pilots was as follows

(a) Those who could go direct to squadron on mobilisation
(b) Pilots off the active list froa two to five years and

thus requiring six weeks training at a Service P.T.S.
(c) Pilots off the active list five years or more, thus

requiring 12 weeks P.T.S. training
(d) Pilots from the direct entry reserve (i.e. Glasses

'AA' and 'P') and thus requiring l6 weeks at a P.T.S.
(e) Not available owing to civil employment

(A.il. Pile S.36677) Total

137

132

418

600
l6i

1,i<48

(2) A.M. Pile S.36677.

(3) There were ab initio courses lasting 56 days which gave 50 hours
elementary flying training for direct entry personnel,

trained under this scheme^ ho'wever, were limited as there were only 13
schools and they v/ere also responsible for the ab initio training of
regular personnel and annual refresher courses for reservists.

The numbers
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The One Year Keservist Soheiae

In 1936 plans were made to increase the size of the ordinary Reserve, by

A scheme was devised whereextending the ab initio direct entry scheme,

direct entry personnel could undergo a full-time continuous training course

lasting roughly a year, and passing throu^ the civil school and a Service

flying training school, and thus be trained up to  a standard whereby they could

On completion of one year’s service,
(1)

be posted direct to Service squadrons,

however, these personnel were to be transferred to the Reserve and would carry

Their service on the Reserveout the normal R.A.F. Reserve annual training,

to be not less than four years and could be extended after this period.

In effect, these 'One Year Reservists' as they became known, joined the Royal

Air Force for one year, in which time they carried out the full R.A.F. pilot

training syllabus of three months at an E. & R.F.T.S. followed by nine months

was

at a F.T.S,

In the first six months of this scheme (1 September 1936 to 21 February

1937), 80 pupils had been selected for training and 32 of this total had

actually ocramenced training by February 1937.

outstanding success, hov/ever, and difficulties were experienced in recruiting

sufficient numbers of personnel willing to undertake one year's continuous

The programne for entry for 1937 was originally 168, but in

February owing to recruiting difficulties this figure was reduced to 100.

In April 1937 it was decided to carry two pilots in all heavy aircraft, instead

This change in policy greatly increased the

number of pilots required in the regular air force, and consequently it was

difficult to find room at the F.T.S. for non-regular personnel and the One Year
(4)

Reservist Scheme was discontinued after 1937.

(2)
The scheme was not an

training.
(3)

of one pilot and one observer.

(1) A.M. Pile 638478/37.

(2) A.H.B./IG/2/2.

(3) The programme for pilot training in 1937 was as follows:-

1,100Short service entry at home
Short service entry in the Dominions
Airmen pilot entry
One Year Reservist entry

175
400
100

1,775Total

These were to be trained in the United Kingdom in 13 Elementary

and Reserve Plying Training Schools and 10 Service Plying
Training Schools - (See Chapter 2).

Note;-

(4) A.M. Pile 638478/37.
/ Mr.
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Progress of the R,A«F. Reserve by the Outbreak of War

iVhen the volunteer reserve scheme coaifnenoed training in April 1937,

and the direct entry personnel (classes ’AA’ and 'P') transferred from

the ordinary Reserve to the Volunteer Reserve, part-time ab initio courses

for ordinary reservists also ceased. Prom this time onwards the R.A.P.

Reserve comprised solely ex-Service personnel who oarried out 20 hours

annual refresher training per year.

As the Volunteer Reserve increased many of the ordinary reservists

were utilised as part-time flying instructors for V.R. personnel and they

oarried out their duties in lieu of the annual training.

By the outbreak of war the strength of the R.A.P. Reserve was

The overall pilot strength was less than 1,500disappointingly small.

personnel, and the numbers of other aircrew personnel on the Reserve was

There were several reasons for this lack of personnel ininfinitesimal.

They were provided, since 1937, almost entirely by personnel

(Airmen pilots

the Reserve,

who had served in the R.A.P. on a short service commission,

were siuall in number and their length of regular service was long). All

appointments to medium service and most appointments to peimanent commissions

ware made from personnel serving under a short seiwice commission, and this

consequently reduced the number passing on to the Reserve - medium service

extended the officers' length of regular service by a further

five years.

Moreover, most of the fully trained pilots who passed out of the

Royal Air Poroe to the Reserve were absorbed into the pre-war expansion,

either in the civil schools as flying instructors or staff pilots or in the
(1)

aircraft industry.

(l) A survey oarried out in September 1938 showed that of all the
Reservist personnel, more than of them would not be available

for immediate mobilisation, owing to their civilian employment
(e.g, civil flying instructors, other service departments, aircraft
industry etc,).
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Mr. Soott*s Memorandum on Direot Entry Reserves

In Pebruaiy 1936, Mr. W.L. Scott of S.7 wrote a memorandum on direct entry

The calculated requirement from civil life over each of the three

years ending 1 April 1939 was the following:-

reserves.

800Pilot Reserve

Observer Reserve

Non-flying Reserve
200 (appix)x
200 (approx

The non-flying reserve was to include mechanical and electrical engineers for

engineer and signals duties, accountants, and business men for stores duties.
(1)

At that time, only the pilot reserve existed and this was hopelessly inadequate.

The problem, however, was an urgent one and Mr. Scott's memorandiam laid down

the broad lines on which these reserves could be recruited and trained.

Die men should be of secondary and public school type and possess the necessary

qualifications to be trained satisfactorily,

of so large a task were laid down including a scheme for aerodrome centres

where the reservists would attend as frequently as possible, mainly during the

The first stage would be to utilize the 13 regular and reserve

civil schools already in existence and arrangements would have to be taade to

(2)

A number of conditions to success

week-ends.

provide further training facilities.

Air Commodore Tedder (Director of Training) disliked much of the scheme

The number of aerodrome centres needed to build
(3)

put forward hy Mr. Scott.

up an adequate reserve would call for more instructors than could be found.

He stressed three essentials in organising a reserve:-

(a) As high a standard of training as possible so that the

reservist could take his place in a Service squadron

(if mobilised without delay),

(b) A close connection between the Reserve and the regular

Service,

(c) A Reserve organised as a second line of defence.

(l) A.M. Pile 3.35435. The direct entry reservist scheme had already been
expanded from 60 per annum in 1933 to 300 per annum in 1935 and the
existing facilities could not possibly cope with any further expansion.

(2) See Appendix 52,

(3) A.M. Pile S.37628.
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Provision of Training Faoilities

The flying clii)s were considered as possible aerodrome centres, but were

their social life was not wholly appreciated.not looked on with much favour:

they were weak in training facilities, and they had too many non-flying

It was thought best to rely on the aircraft industry for aero-

the R.A.P. had its hands far too full with regular expansion.

activities.

drome centres:

The Auxiliary Air Force, which mi^t have appeared  a natural nucleus

round which to build a reserve training organisation, was reluctant to sacrifice

Its standard of expenditureits exclusive character to serve wider interests.

In fact itsand social rigidity were incompatible with a democratic reserve,

opposition to a suggestion from Air Marshal Bowhill that it should form a

reserve of accountant and stores officers (who might have been thou^t

socially acceptable) was so violent that the suggestion was hastily dropped.

It was therefore suggested that the aircraft industry should be invited

to create approximately 20 schools - to be known as Reserve Schools - provided

with training faoilities for week-end and annual training of pilots and

They would, in effect, be an extension of the existing civilobservers.

schools organisation.

Town Centres were also to be established in large towns and cities where

every instruction could be given and social activities carried out. The need

for a strong social flavour was also stressed:-

'7?hile the desire to fly, patriotism, and retaining fees large

enough to count in a young roan*s yearly budget will be the means

of attracting our reservists, no permanent success can be attained

The young men must enjoyunless the scheme is a social success.

The Air Ministrytheir evening meetings and their week-ends.

it can only organise so that thecannot create a social life;

reservists can create it for themselves,’

The social and political setting of the time had considerable influence on

this proposed Scheme, and there was strong popular feeling against any 'caste*

Thus the projected direct entry reserve came to

be visualised as a collection of young men drawn from the middle class in its

widest sense, and with no suggestion in its organisation of a 'pre-determined

social hierarchy*.

or 'old school tie* attitude.

/ Proposed
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Proposed Citizen Air Force

A second influence, that of a feeling against the 'militarism* of any

organised preparation for war, was clearly shown in sane proposals made by

Air Commodore Chamier of the Air League of the British Empire in March 1936.

These urged the advantages of a Citizen Air Force without military commitments,

dependent on young mens' eagerness to learn to fly cheaply, run by a private

company, and paid for at so much a head by the Air Ministry.

(1)

There was considerable discussion, in the course of which Air Vice Marshal

Freeman (A.M.R.D.) remarked that he could see some advantage in a citizen air

force because 'most peace-time pacifists become war-time patriots - it requires

less courage*. The discussion made clear that the suggested new direct entry

reserve would be a long-term project needing some four years to reach Service

efficiency, that full Service efficiency could probable be reached only by

attaching reservists to squadrons.

Formation of the R.A.F.V.R.

It was eventxoally decided that the Service schools and squadrons were too

busy with their work of expansion and so civil flying schools would have to be

used.

The direct entry scheme very much in the form that Mr, Scott had outlined,

was to be put in force, and Lord Swinton (S. of S,) laid down the following
(2)

conditions;-

(a) Every man must be under a liability to serve in emergency.

The Air Ministry must have control over the reserve and

responsibility for it.

The fooal points were to be town headquarters and  a civil

flying school connected with the town headquarters.

The general spirit of the town headquarters was to be
t

similar to that of the Artists Rifles,

(b)

(o)

(d)

(e) There was to be caamon entry in one rank - airmen pilot.

Officer requirements were to be filled by a combination(f)

of selection and competition after the age of 21.

(l) See Appendix 53.

(2) A.M. File S.37628.

/ The
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inhe new foroe was to be known as the 'R.A.P. Volunteer Reserve' a body of

volunteers who undertook training as a pilot or observer with a view to

employment in the R.i\,P. as suoh in the event of war. Factors affecting the

successful launching of this scheme were:-

(a) Daoands on the volunteer's time must be moderate.

(b) Training centres must be located within convenient

range of the men recruited.

(o) Certain financial re-imbursement in respect of

travelling, subsistence and incidental expenses

would be necessary.

(d) An adequate scheme for compensation on injury or

death must be formulated.

(e) The scheme must be a success socially.

(f) Co-operation of employees must be secured.

The V.R. scheme was instituted on 27 August 1936, and recruiting was due to

The volunteers were recruited locallyccanmenoe in December of the same year.

by V.R. commandants and selected by a board of officers. They were medically

examined by a travelling medical board and joined on a five year engagement.

The Volunteer Reserve was organised under the Superintendent of Reserve.

The town centres were managed by retired or reserve officers on the

Supeidntendent of Reserve's staff, assisted by local advisory committees.

The aerodrome centres were to be run by competent firms drawn from the whole

range of the aircraft industry, beginni with the thirteen schools alreadyng w

(1)
engaged on regular and reserve training,

ultimately, after about two years' week-end work, by attachment to Service

Though the scheme included observers, no observer training could

be done until the pilots were skilled enou^ to give them flying practice, and

so the Volunteer Reserve was at first confined to pilots.

Service training was to be given

squadrons.

(l) The original thirteen schools were:-

Yatesbury *
Perth

Pre stwick

^?hite Waltham

Hatfield

Pilton

Hamble

Brough
Hanworth

Sywell
Desford

Reading
Ansty

* V.R, training was not carried out at No. 10 E,  & R.P.T.S. Yatesbury
owing to the location of the aerodromes and lack of recruits.

/ Ground
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Ground instruction v/as to be given at the town centres, and it was

expected that each volunteer reservist would do scrae 60 hours flying a year

(i,e, 28 at week-ends, 12 on sunuaer evenings, and 20 during the fortni^t

annual training period),

fluctuations had to be allovred for in accoraance with the zeal, employment,

and private ciroumstances of the individual and the accessibility^of the
The training scheme contemplated vras as follows

(a) Initial Training,

training would consist of dual instruction,

speaking members would be required to attend at aerodjrome

centres on alternate week-ends (both Saturdays and Sundays)

This programme, however, was flexible and

aerodromes.

A large part of the initial flying

Generally

Theyor to give equivalent attendance during the week.

were also required to attend regularly at the town centre

on certain evenings during the week for ground instruction

in such subjects as theory of flight, airmanship, navigation.

For volunteers whoand aircraft and engine maintenance.

were able to spare the time arrangements were to be made for

the initial training to be given at continuous whole time

courses of 8 to 10 weeks duration at an aerodrome centre;

the course would include 50 hours flying and the appropriate

Volunteers who attended this courseground instructions.

of training were not required to attend in the same year the

15 days’ training referred to below,

(b) Subsequent Training,

volunteers were required to continue their attendance at

After completing the initial training.

aerodrome and to?m centres at week-ends and in the evenings

for further instruction. When sufficiently advanced they

were to continue their training, on Service type aircraft.

including night flying,

(o) Annual Training. In addition to the attendance at week-ends

and in the evenings, members were required to attend for 15

days continuous training annually.

(1) E.P.M.16 (37). (A.H.B./Ic/2/2).

/ The
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The conditions of service were as follows

(a) Retaining Fees. £25 a year was granted after reaching

standard of proficiency as pilots subject to the fulfil

ment of training requirements.

(b) Volunteers when called up for service

or when carrying out authorised continuous training, either

initial or annual, received pay at R,i.P, rates, which were

as follows

Pay and Allowances.

Sergeant (u/t Pilot)

Sergeant (pilot)

10s, 6d, per day

12s. 6d. per day

Volunteer pilots underoing continuous training at an aero-(c)

drome centre remote from their home town received in addition

a daily consolidated alloviranoe of 6s, Od. for accommodation

and messing. Marriage allowance at the rates and under the

conditions laid down for ainaen of the Regular Air Force were

paid to married volunteers.

(d) Training Allowances, For training at week-ends and evenings

an allovranoe at the rate of Is, Od. per hour's training was

made.

(e) Travelling. A refund of travelling expenses actually

incurred in attending training was made.

(f) Pensions and Disability Grants. Pilots of K.C.0. rank who.

in time of peace, were invalided from the V.R, in consequence

of injury or disease directly attributable to the conditions

of service were awarded pensions.

When the scheme was first drawn up the intention was to recruit 2,UO0

pilot recruits in all, by April 1939 - 800 in each of the years 193b, 1937

and 1938. This necessitated the utilisation of the 13 existing schools and

the formation of 20 additioml aerodrome centres - 10 in 193b, and the
(1)

remaining 10 in 1937 - making 33 centres in all. Town centres were planned

to match the aerodrome centres. Owing to the extremely late start of the

scheme plans had to be modified and the revised programme provided for an entry

(1) E.P.M.74 (37). (A.H.B./I0/2/2).

/ of
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of 1,200 pilots in 1937 and a further 1,000 in 1938. The revised scheme was

due to start on 1 April and by the end of 1937 there were to be the 13 existing

The remaining 10schools in operation together with 10 newly-formed centres.

centres were to be opened during 1938 - thus by 1 January 1939» the 33 schools

would be in operation.

The first batch of pupils to enter the R.A.F.V.R.  - 50 in all - were

attested in January 1937 and entered on continuous flying training for ei^t

These personnel were, virtually, entered underweeks at the civil schools.

the old direct entry reservist scheme.

The modified programme for the canmenoement of the R.A.P. V.R. was as

follows

January 1937 Commence reoiMiting.

1 March Town H.Q.S to open. Courses of

instruction to be prepared and

syllabus arranged.

Plying training to commence at the1 April

13 existing civil schools.

Plying training to commence at 101 July

additional schools.

A further 10 schools were planned to open by the end of the year making 33 in

all.

The scheme, however, was still slow in starting. Treasury approval for

the flying side was not given until 30 April 1937, and unforeseen difficulties

were met in formulating prices and contracts with the operating firms.

Another difficully in getting the scheme going was lack of instructors.

Althou^ good pay was being offered (£600 - £700 per annum) the existing

schools were short of flying instructors and some of those employed were not

up to the standard required.

!Biis difficulty, ho//ever, was eventually overcome by requiring the

companies to maintain a minimum staff of full-time employees, and utilising at

week-ends and in the evenings the services of part-time instructors who were

This also had the effect of increasing thenot normally employed on flying.

efficiency of reserve staff personnel who were performing in peace the work

they would have to perform in war.

/ By
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By 12 June 1937, a total of 276 pupils - in addition to the first 50 -

had been entered and week-end training had commenoed at the 12 existing

The thirteenth sohool at Yatesbury proved
(1)

schools on 1 April 1937.

unsuitable from a recruiting point of view and was therefore not utilised for

it continued training Regular R.A.P. pupils.¥.R. training;

The provision of tosiin centres proved more difficult and by June 1937 none

In London, Staffordshire House had been offered as a centre andhad opened,

in the meantime lectures were being given at the Air Ministry.

Progress during the sunomer was steady though not spectacular; during June

a further 76 recruits oomiaenoed training and thrae new aerodrome centres were

opened at Castle Bromwich, Redhill, and Shoreham, Pour more centres were

By the end of the yearopejaed on 1 October 1937, bringing the total up to 19.

the strength of the R.A.P,7.R. was 845.
(2)

Of these 190 pupils had qualified

Progress remained slow in the fomation of theto fly solo on Hart aircraft,

town centres, this was due largely to the complexities of legal procedure, and

only two centres, London and Bristol, were actually in operation by the end of
(3)

the year.

These civil schools were, before the formation of the R.A.P.V.R. equipped

only with elementary training aircraft such as Tiger Moths, Blackburn B,2’s

The R.A.P.V.R. training organisation, however, contemplated

training pupils up to a standard corresponding to the intermediate stage at a

Service flying training school, and consequently Service type aircraft such as

Harts, Audax, Hinds and Demons, were established at the civil schools during

and Magisters,

(4)
the summer of 1937.

(1) E.P.M.74 (37). (A.H.B./lc/2/2).
(2) E.P.M. 5 (38). (A.H.B./lc/2/2).

(3) See Appendix 54.

(4) Aerodrome centres were of the following types, va;^ing in size according
to the potential recruiting capacity of the district

Aircraft Establishment

No. of Pupils!I^e of School
ServiceElonentary

34•A* 50

66’B’ 100

8 7150’C

1010•D' 200
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Formation of Ho. 26 Group

In December 1957 the Superintendent of the Reserve, who was direotly

responsible for the organisation and administration of all the Reservist

Forces (i.e. The R.A.P. Reserve, The R.A.P. Volunteer Reserve, The Auxiliary

Air Force, and the University Air Squadrons) became No, 26 (Training) Uroup.

It was also decided to number the civil schools, and they were to be known in

future as ’Elementary and Reserve Flying Training Schools',

numbered as follows

They were

The original schools carrying out Reservist
training.

The nine schools formed in 1955-56 under the
reorganisation of Royal Air Force training.

The 20 additional schools approved under the
V.R. training proposals.

By the end of 1957 quite good progress had been made, 845 pupils had been

recruited against the programme of 1,200, and 19 of the 25 schools planned to

be in operation were carrying out flying training,

badly behind schedule,

in operation for a year, the total intake into the R.A.P.V.R. was 1,122 pupils.

The actual strength at that date including transferees from Classes'AA' and ‘P’

Of the latter figure 548 pilots were

Nos. 1 to 4

Nos. 5 to 15

Nos.14 to 55

Only the town centres were

By 51 March 1958, by which time this scheme had been

of the R.A.P. Reserve was 1,555.

21 aerodrome centres were inqualified to fly solo on Hart aircraft.

operation, and premises for 14 of the 15 projected town centires were selected,
(1)

although only five of these were actually in full operation.

The original Scheme 'P' plan also provided for the establistment of a

non-pilot aircrew section, with the intention of recruiting and training 2,500

observers and 5,200 wireless operators/air gunner by 51 March 1959.

approval, however, for this plan was not obtained until March 1958 by^which
Scheme ‘L’ - was under consideration.

Treasury

time a new expansion scheme -

(l) See Appendix 55.

(2) E.P.M. 101 (58). (A.H.B.Ac/2/2).
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Expansion Soheme *L*

In June 1938 a much larger R.A.P.V.R. organisation was contemplated under

Expansion Scheme 'L'. The comparative figures were as follows

Scheme *F* Scheme *L* Increase or decrease

+ 4,600

-  1,000

+  3,550

Pilots 2,400 7,000

Observers 2,500

3,200

1,500

6,750ff.O. s./A.O.

4ir Gunners 1,000 +  1,000

8,100 16,250 +  8,150

The 53 aerodrome centres provided for under Soheme ’P’ could, when

expanded to their full capacity, absorb 4,000 pilots and 4,700 aircrew, thus

leaving 5,000 pilots and 4,550 aircrew for whose training additional aerodromes

would have to be provided,

be required, thus making a total of 58 aerodrome centres.

It was estimated that a further 25 centres vrould

0)

The total of 25 Scheme *P* town centres was to be expanded to a total of

55 under Scheme ’L'. Bie additional number of aircraft required for the

training of pilots was approximately

Elementary Service

376 860Soheme 'L’

Less Scheme 'P* 147 400

460Net additional requirements 229

The types of aircraft required were Moths and idagisters for Elementary and

An additional 48O aircraft (Oxfords and Ansons)Harts for Service training,

were required for the training of aircrews,

(approximately) were as follows

Other requirements

(1) At this time there were 24 developed civil aerodrome sites, situated in
potential recruiting areas, which could be made available within a
reasonable time; for the remaining centre it was proposed to use the

Royal Air Force Station at Abbotsinch.
E.P.M. 101 (38). (A.E.B./I0/2/2).
In arriving at an estimate of the number of pupils to allot to each

aerodrome the following points were considered:-

(a) The size of the aerodixme.

Other activities at the aerodrome.

Ihe past recruiting record at the centre, and hence the

probability of obtaining the numbers of volunteers required.
The population of the town or city the aerodrome served.
The maximum number of trainees which any one aerodrome could

efficiency train at any one time.
100 pilots and 100 aircrew per week-end, therefore the total
strength of the largest centre would be 200 pilots aid 200

aircrew on the assumption that trainees would attend, on the
average, one week-end in two.

This figure was fixed at

b

0

d

e
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W) (including 200 Scheme 'P')Plying instructors for pilot training

Qualified pilots for aircrew training

Aimament instructors (full time)

VJ/T instructors (part time)

Navigation instructors (part time)

Photography instructors (part time)

A.M.L. Teachers (Sets)

The overall capital cost of the expansion under Scheme ’L’ was estimated

as being £10 million, with an annual recurring cost for the three years

480

165

175

140

70

70

1938-41 of £16 million in all.
(1)

Expansion Scheme 'L' was approved by the Treasury in August 1938,

although immediate action was taken to implement this programme as quickly as

possible, it was not completed by the outbreak of war.

was the delay in the provision of the town centres;

the slow and circuitous procedure involved in the arrangement by which the

Office of Works acted as agents on behalf of the Air Ministry in acquiring and

conditioning the premises,

nine months up to the summer of 1938.

but

The largest bottlenec

this was due largely to

The average period taken to provide a centre was

k

Scheme ’P* called for a total of 33 aerodrome centres and 25 town centres
(2)

acting for a trainee population of approximately 2,500 pilots,

1938 the strength of the R.A.P.V.R, had risen to 1,870 pilots of which

approximately half were qualified to fly solo on Service aircraft (Harts) and

the number of civil schools in operation had risen to 27.

town centres only 11 were in full operation,

was 2,497 pilots and 32 aerodrome centres together with 14 town centres had

been formed.

By August

Of the 25 project

By 1 January 1939 the strength

(5)
It was anticipated that the remaining aerodrome centre and

ed

(4)
the 11 remaining town centres would be in operation by 30 April 1939.

(1) A.M. Pile S.i^572.

(2) E.P.M. 168 (38). (A.H.B./Ic/2/2).

(3) See Appendix 55.

(4) E.P.M. 6 (39). (A.H.B./IC/2/2).
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Scheme 'L* called for the establishment of facilities for air crew

training at all 33 Scheme ’P' aerodrome centres, and additional facilities for

increased numbers of pilots under training at 21 of the 33 centres,

addition 23 new aerodrome centres were to be formed to train both pilots and

aircrew (3,CX30 pilots and 4,550 aircrew approximately),

also to be expanded under Scheme *L' and 30 nev/ town centimes were to be

Until the facilities at town centres could be fully developed - and

it was recognised that this would be a somewhat lengthy process - arrangements

were made to carry out the ground training of V.R. pilots and aircrews in

accommodation rented temporarily for the purpose,

agreement had been reached with the educational authorities throughout the

country, for the use of accommodation in primary and secondary schools

wherever possible.

Recruiting for the aircrew branches of the R.A.P.V.R. had started at

three town centres (Glasgow, Coventry and Leicester) at the end of November

The response up to the end of the year, however, had been poor.

An increased publicity campaign was about to be started, but the Air Ministry

(1)
In

The town centres

were

formed.

In this connection

(2)
1938.

wer^ unwilling to undertake publicity on a large scale until more centres were

It was anticipated, hovrever, that the supply ofready to enter aircrews,

navigation and W/T instructors would permit the recruiting and training of air

The supply of aircraft for the training

The estimated rate and dates of supply of Anson

aircraft indicated that 19 of the existing schools should have been supplied

with three aircraft each and the remaining schools two each by the end of

crews to commence in February 1939.

was rather a bottleneck.

(3)
June 1939.

Effects of the Munich Crisis

The Munich Crisis in the autumn of 1938 gave impetus to the accelerated

establishment of the Volunteer Reserve Training Organisation,

of Volunteer Reserve Ejcpansion was established in the Air Ministry in August

A Directorate

(l) See Appendix 55.

(2) At this time (November 1938) these were the only centres with any
navigation and W/T instructors,

(3) The total estimated requirement of twin-engined aircraft for aircrew
training was 478 aircraft and it was estimated that this number would
be available by 3'1 December 1939.
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(1)
1938 to supervise the fonaation and expansion of the R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve.

A few months later it was decided to establish a separate oauiaand - Reserve

Comnand - responsible only for Reservist activities.

Rirther measures were taken in late 1938 to improve the training of the

Group pools were to be established, and it was
(2)

volunteer reservists.

intended that V,R, pilots should be required to carry out at least a

(3)
fortnight's annual training at a group pool,

all pilots should have carried out at least 100 hours flying on Harts before

The qualification was that

proceeding to the group pools for training. The functions of the group pools

in peace were to be:-

(a) To provide intermediate training and practice to certain

regular pilots of operational units, who had just completed

their flying training school course, and also to air crews,

(b) To act as advanced training centres for flying personnel of

the R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve, and thus fit them to take their

place in operational units as soon after the outbreak of war

as they would be required.

»Vhile the Group Pool solution was being devised in October 1938, it was

realised that urgent measures were needed to deal with tiie 'dangerous shortage

of reserve aircrews' and a scheme for inducing volunteer reservists to take a

six month period of continuous training was proposed,

to be a bonus of £50 (there was some discussion whether it would not be wiser

to make it £75) for the six months service,

little came of this scheme, owing to the non-availability of aircrew personnel

(observers and wireless operators/air gunner) , due to the length of time

required to train these personnel up to the Group Pool standard.

The inducement was

As it will be seen, however.

(l) This Directorate (D.V.R.X.) however, did not have any executive powers
and was originally formed oiily as a temporary directorate whilst the

V, R. was undergoing rapid expansion.

(2) A.M. Pile S.50933.

(3) This was a long term plan, hov/ever, and as a short term expedient
non-mobilisable bcmber squadrons were to take the place of group
pools.

(4) A.M. Pile S.50933.
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During this era of rapid expansion plans were also made to provide more

It was proposed to allot Battleadvanced training at the 7.R. centres.

aircraft together with camera guns, turrets and other instructional equipment

to each of the V.R. centres. The total requirement of Battles was estimated

to be 224 making the total advanced and intermediate trainer requirement of

1,084 aircraft.
(1)

Supply of Instructors

The chief limiting factor affecting the speed of development of the V.R,

under Expansion Scheme 'L' was the supply of instructional staff, both flying

The flying instructor position was not good; theand ground instructors,

requirement under Scheme 'L' was 438 and the supply and available sources of

supply in November 1938 were as follows

138 )Snployed on V.R. Training
)

176Reserve pilots who had ooiapleted two
flying instructor courses and who
wished to be employed as such 38

There were two potential sources of supply

Reserve pilots who had completed only
one reserve flying instructor course
but who, if given another, might be
suitable and willing to take up flying
instructor jobs 240 )

Civil flying instructors v/ith ’B* licence
endorsements not engaged on V.R, work,

e:^e^probably already employed
but who we

elsewhere

501

261

The ground instructor position was rather uncertain because resort had to

be made to part-time civilian instructors,

gation, airmanship, theory of flight, engines, rigging, photography, W/T, and

armament were required in large numbers for the training of pilots and

The position in regard to the possible supply of each was as

Part-time instructors in navi-

(3)
aircrews.

follows:-

(1) E.P.M. 168 (38). (A.H.B./lc/2/2).

(2) The Civil Air Guard, for instance, was urgently in need of instructors
and would probably absorb some of these personnel,

(3) In this connection observers required instruction in navigation, photo
graphy, bombing and gunnery; W/T operators required instruction in W/T
and gunnery, and air gunners in gunnery only,
instructors required for these subjects was estimated as being 631 under
Scheme 'L'.

The total number of
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Competent armament instructors wareArmament Instructors.

174 of them were required, butunprocurable in civil life,

only 33 could be spared from Service sources, the remaining

141 would have to be drawn from civilian life, and this

necessitated giving them a course before they could instruct.

Arrangements were made for a course of instruction in armament

The Reservelasting 14 weeks to be given in batches of 30,

of Armourers Glass 'E’ was circulated by O.C. Records and

infomed that positions at £4 10s. Od. a week awaited anyone

suitable, able and willing to undergo these courses,

so, with these courses running to full capacity it was recognised

that the full quota of armament instructors required would not

be available until March 1940,

Air Armament School, Manby, in December 1938,

Even

The first course started at the

It was estimated that 174 part-timeNavigational Instructors,

instructors in navigation would be required,

the supply position arrangements were made in December 1938, to

give school masters a short course in navigation so that they

Arrangements were also

After reviewing

could act as part-time instructors,

made to give individuals who possessed sea navigational experience

a short course in air navigation.

W/T Instructors,

would be required, and it was arranged in January 1939, for a

month's course of instruction at The Electrical and Wireless

It was estimated that 142 W/T instructors

School, Cranwell, to be given to reserve personnel who would

later act as full time instructors at V.R. Centres,

It was estimated that 135 part-timePhotographic Instructors,

photographic instructors for the instruction of observers would

The syllabus was not very difficult but was

sufficiently technical, from an applied point of view, to require

instructors who had had experience of air photography,

ments were therefore made, in January 1939, to provide a month's

course of instruction to be given to reserve personnel at the

be required.

Arrange-

Sohool of Hiotography, Pamborough.
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There was no cause for anxietyRigpling and Engine Instructors.

The syllabus was elementary andover this t37pe of instructor.

little difficulty was anticipated in obtaining the necessary

number of instructors.

The supply of qualified pilots to fly the aircraft in which the crews

were to train was another difficulty; a total of 438 were required and there

were four sources of supply:-

(a) Pilots with *B* Licences in the United Kingdcsn.
totalled 932, but it was unknown hm many were in employment,
but it was believed that there were very few out of employment,

(b) Pilots in the Class ’A' aM 'E' Reserve,
circularise these personnel who had been in the Reserve for

not more than 2^ years and could therefore be assured not to
have entirely lost their skill,

(c) Volunteer Reserve Pilots.
November 1938 but would, of course, grow larger in time,

(d) Service pilots lent to aviation firms for the training of
V.R, aircrews.

These

It was proposed to

The source was very small in

The selection of aerodrome centres also led to some difficulties, not only

in contractual arrangements, but also in the actual acquisition of the site.

Had it been feasible to adopt a completely arbitrary method of commandeering

aerodromes and accommodation there is little doubt that much time would have

This, however, was not possible and the volunteer reserve

expansion had to be fitted in co-operation with a Civil Air Organisation which

The provision of volunteer reserve

accommodation on civil aerodromes meant that it had to be conditioned to the

been saved.

itself was in a process of development.

state of development of each aerodrome, and regard also had to be paid to the

requirements of other competing interests such as Civil Air Traffic, require

ments of Regular Air Force Training, Auxiliary Air Force, and the Civil Air

Guard,

Formation of Reserve Command

During 1938 the amount of training done at the civil schools increased

Besides V.R. expansion. Scheme ’L’ called for additional facilities

for pilot training and navigation training for re^lar pilots and observers.

At first, all these civil

rapidly.

(1)
and much of this was done at the civil schools.

schools were under No, 26 Group which, thou^ nominally under Training Command,

Trainingwas in practice largely controlled direct by the Air Ministiy.

(1) E.P.M. 166 (38). (A.H.B./Ic/2/2).
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Command was not staffed to deal with No, 26 Group, which oonsequently tended

to drift out of control, while No. 26 Group itself was not staffed to deal

independently with all its administrative work,

too many units:

Again No. 26 Group had far

Air Commodore Ralford was strongly of the opinion that a single

group should not have more than 12 V.R, centres or fl3ring schools.

These facts, and the advisability of setting up a separate command to

handle the civil reserve training schools, were discussed in a paper by Air
(1)

Vice-Marshal Portal, In November 1938 it was decided to create a Reserve

Co:nmand which was formed on 1 February 1939 with its Headquarters at Hendon.

No, 26 Group was lanumbered 50. In April No, 50 Group moved from Hendon to

11, Tavistock Place, London, and a new Giroup, No, 51, was formed to relieve

No. 50 Group of part of its responsibilities. In August No, 50 Group moved

from Tavistock PLace to Bristol, and No, 51 Group from Tavistock Place to Leeds.

Readiness for war had considerable influence on the decision to form a separate

Command, since it seemed that all the war training requirements envisaged under

Scheme *L' would be too much for Training Command to handle alone at the out

break of war.

R.A.F.V.R, Progress 1939

By 1 May 1939, the strength of the R.A.P. Volunteer Reserve had risen to

4,394 flying personnel of which 3,604 were pilots,
.  (2)

wireless operators/air gunner.

477 observers, and 313 were

All 33 aerodrome centres, and 25 town

centres planned under Scheme 'P' were open and operating, and the expansion of

these centres to meet the demands of Scheme *L* was 
well under wa^j

was completed at four aerodrome centres, and seven town centres

expansion

and it was

(1) E.P.M. 166 (38). (A.H.E./lc/2/2).

(2) See Appendix 56,

(3) Expansion was completed at the following centres

Aerodrome Centres

Ansty
Cambridge
Hamble

Perth

Town Centres

Belfast No. 1

Bimingham No. 1
Glasgow No, 1
London No, 1

Luton No. 1

Manchester No. 1

Stoke-on-Trent
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anticipated that work would be finished on the remaining 29 aerodrome centres
(1)

and 18 town centres due to expand by 1 October 1939-

In addition steady progress was being made in the selection and

constmction of the additional 25 aerodrome centres required under nxpansion

The formation of theTwo aerodrome centres opened on 1 May.

35 additional town centres was suffering considerable delays however, and these

Scheme 'L'.

largely due to the pressure of work in the Office of Works and the

failure of that Department to give the Air Ministry the degree of priority

Other factors making for delay were financial.

Temporary arrangements had been

were

which the situation demanded.

(2)
legal, and town planning difficulties,

made in some oases for the use of schools for lectures, and it was agreed to

extend this procedure and it was proposed where necessary, to explore the

possibility of obtaining temporary accommodation on a monthly rental basis.

The recruitment of personnel was proceeding fairly satisfactorily, the

supply of pilot recruits, particularly in the London area much exceeded the

demand, and although the recruiting of aircrews started somewhat slowly and

was not fully satisfactory, it was supplemented ly diverting surplus pilot

The Military Training Act v^rtiich had just been

introduced was also ejected to have the effect of producing the aircrew

(3)
candidates required.

The supply of fljring instructors was very low, and although in May 1938

it was fairly satisfactory it was anticipated that within a few months the

position would rapidly deteriorate because no more regular flying personnel

were being passed into the Reservej moreover the supply of qualified

R.A.P.V.R. personnel would not be forthccming in time to be of maximum

There were two schemes for providing V. R. instructors

(a) To release regular pilots from the Service to take
posts at flying training schools,

(b) To undertake
of instructors frcm Canada where it was felt there

was a large potential field.

candidates into this channel.

advantage.

centralised scheme for the recruitment

(1) E.P.M. 76 (39). (A.H.B./I0/2/2).

(2) E.P.M. 83 (39). (A.H.B./lc/2/2).

(3) E.P.M.s 79 and 83 (39). (A.H.B./Ic/2/2).
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The supply of experienced pilots for flying aircrews under training was

also very uncertain, and a scheme was under consideration -whereby newly

trained regular pilots who would normally be attached to Bomber Command to gain

experience of flying with a regular crew should be attached to R.A.P.V.R.

centres for flying with volunteer reserve crews. Another suggestion was that

regular pilots might be employed part time during the week-ends for training

the V.R. crews. Neither of these suggestions were very enthusiastically

received but nevertheless enquiries were made as to their feasibility.

The position concerning -the supply of navigators, W/T and photographic

instructors was now regarded as satisfactory, thanks to -the provision of

Difficulties, however,

were being met in regard to the provision of armament instructors, and

increased publicity was given to the recrui-taaent of these personnel.

Hie supply of elementary training type aircraft was adequate, and

advanced and intermediate trainers for pilot training would be supplied and

met in full by 1 April 1940, providing the allotment remained unaltered,

supply of Ansons for aircrew training, however, was delayed and the first had

only just beocme available.

The Group Pool training scheme had commenced in April for small numbers

While there were adequate numbers of qualified V.R,

courses at R.A.P. schools for potential instructors.

Th

of V.R, personnel.
(

e

1)
pilots available there were no trained crews to match them and so only

pilots could be given advaxiced training,

personnel to carry out this six months* continuous service training was

rendered uiaiecessary when the compulsory military training act was passed.

1 May however the scheme had proved quite successful and some 50 per cent of

the employers who had been approached had agreed to release their employees and
(2)

there were at this time some 120 volunteer reser-vists undergoing such training.

The bonus system of inducing V.R,

By

(l) The Wing Badge was granted to R,A.P. Volunteer Reserve Pilots after about
Their course, thougli only carried out part time100 hours flying,

included -the ab initio course of 50 hours elementary flying as given to
Regular personnel, follov/ed by a further 50 hours flying on Service
aircraft,

training in April 1939.
There v/ere approximately 500 pilots available for advanced

(2) Those for fighters were trained at the Solitary Group Pool, Andover, and
those for bcmbers in the non-mobilisable Group Training Squadrons.
Nos. 7, 44, 52, 63, 75, 97, 104, I08 and 148 Squadrons carried out this
training prior to the outbreak of war.
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One important change made with regard to the formation of the aerodrome

centres under Scheme 'L' was the contractual arrangements. All the 33 schools

already formed under Scheme ’P' were operated by commercial firms on behalf of

Those formed under Scheme 'P* (Nos, 14 and 34

E & R,P,T,S.s) were established on the basis that the buildings, equipaent,

aeroplanes and spares were provided the Air Ministry,

companies (chosen after competitive tender) had entered into agreement to

maintain the aircraft and equipment, and to give flying and other training to

the pupils a noted to them.

the Air Ministry,

The operating

The contracts were framed generally on the

current estimates of the number of trainees likely to be forthcoming, the

number of instructors required to train them, and the types of aircraft

proposed to be allotted. Broadly, remuneration took the form of a quarterly
(1)

payment in respect of each hour flovm, dependant on the type of aircraft used.

It was found, however, that the categories of pupils (having particular

regard to the inclusion of aircrew training the V,R, schema), and the types of

aeroplane available were subject to variation. Also it was not possible to

gauge with any degree of accuracy the recruiting response in the different

Those circmstances made it necessary frequently to amend the

Such amendments presented considerable difficulty owing to the

fact that the original agreements were entered into after competitive tender

and without disclosure of the manner in which the prices were made up.

Negotiation on each amendment became necessary and the circumstances were such

that the canpany was in a stronger negotiating position than the Air Ministry,

areas.

agreements.

In order to overccxne these difficirlties and at the same time to enable

tile department to obtain direct evidence of the cost of operating the schools,

it was proposed that resort should be had to a management basis for the

operation of the 25 new schools to be formed under Scheme *L' where such

course was warranted by circumstances.

a

The operating company was selected

after competitive tender unless strong grounds existed for giving the contract

(l) The contracts for the schools which were already carrying out R.A.P,
regular and reservist training prior to the formation of the R,A.P.V.R, ,
(Nos, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,,11, 12 and 13 E,  & R,P,T.S,s)
redrawn when V,R, training commenced to cover the pilot training of
R.A,P, reservists, short service commission officers, airmen pilots and
volunteer reserve personnel.

were
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outidght on reasonable terras to some particular oorapany, e.g, one having sole

flying ri^ts on the aerodrome. In weighing up competitive tenders for a

management contract considerable importance was attached to the standing of
(1)

the companies and the sort of management they were likely to provide.

Remuneration was by way of a management fee varying v/ith the scope of the

school, and it was found most convenient for part of the fee to take the form

of a payment per hour of flying training given in order that the managing

oanpany should be encouraged to make the utmost use of the school,

costs of the school were repaid to the company b7 the Air Ministry,

expenditure in relation to their services was settled between the company and

the appropriate branches of the Air Ministry,

contractual difficulties would be encountered if the schools were run on a

All other

The

It was found that no great

management basis even though the nujnbers anii categories of trainees were

likely to vary fran time to time.

By 1 July 1939 there were 38 aerodrome centres in operation which would

give a capacity when fully expanded of 5,500 pilots and 5,A-50 aircrew,

was anticipated that all the accommodation would be provided by 1 December

The strength at 1 July 1939 at these centres vras 4,500 pilots and

A further l6 centres were due to open before 1 October which

would give a total of 54 schools with a training potential when fully expanded

of 7,250 pilots and 7,950 aircrew,

to be fully expanded by 1 December 1939 and the other three by 1 liarch 1940.

In addition another four centres were expected to open before the end of 1939

giving a total potential for the 58 Schema 'L* schools of 7^550 pilots and

8,450 aircrew.

Thirty-eight town centimes were also in use by 1 July 1939 and it was

anticipated that a further 12 would be open by 1 November 1939.
(3)

Expansion Scheme *M*

With the advent of Scheme 'M' it was necessary to consider further

measures to meet a requirement of 13,000 pilots and 13,200 aircrew,

the potential required it was proposed to expand to capaoily all Scheme *L'

aerodrome centres and to establish approximately 20/25 new centres to begin

operation in 1940.

It

(2)
1939.

2,200 aircrew.

Thirteen of these schools were expected

To produce

(1) E.P.M. 24 (39). (A.H.B./lc/2/2).

(2) See Appendix 57. E.P.M. 109 (39). (A.H.B./Ec/2/2).

(3) See Appendix 57. E.P.M. 109 (39). (A.H.B./I0/2/2).
/In
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In order to meet liie ground training requirements a further 20 new town

centres were planned to form, making approximately 80 in all.

programtnes of town and aerodrome centres planned to give only basic training

These

and did not touch the problem of advanced training,

they envisaged (26,200 in all) were inevitably only a promise for the future,

with week-end and spare-time instruction it needed well over a year to train

The large numbers which

(1)
a volunteer reserve pilot or observer.

Proposals for Continuous V.R. Courses

The scheme for encouraging volunteer reservists to do a six months’

voluntary continuous training course was under way arui by July 1939 there were

about 180 personnel undergoing such training.

A further scheme for volunteer reservists to undertake an initial course

of six months' training as observers was proposed, together with similar

facilities for the training of wireless operators,

scheme was that they required the same facilities as were used for training

regular aircrews, and those facilities could ill be spared, especially since

Bcsaber Command were 54 per cent deficient in trained and experienced crews.

Both regulars and reservists trained at civil schools and therefore any

numbers of V.R. personnel trained, would be at the expense of regular
(2)

personnel.

The difficulty with this

The number of V.R. personnel concerned was set at 300 observers and 500

wireless operators. They would all have to be trained at the civil schools

because it was not practicable to give so much elementary training in the non-

mobilisable squadrons. This meant that Ansona would have to be provided for

the training and these could only come from those used for training by Bomber

Command, Similarly facilities for armament training could only be provided

at the expense of the operational commands use of tow lines and targets.

(l) Recruiting for V.R. observers had not cominenced until late 1938 and
training did not commence until early 1939 (at three centres Prestwick,
Ansty and Desford, each training 24 pupils),
conditions it was obvious that the course would occupy at least 12 months
and it was estimated tliat no trained V.R. observers would be available

until 1 April 1940,

(2) A further difficulty was met in estimating the response to the recruit
ment of regular observers,
would be available for the training of reservists,
it was imperative that the ufenost use should be made of the existing
facilities and any lapse in the recruitment of regular personnel would
mean that vacancies would occur in the civil schools.

Under the most favourable

If the response v/as adequate no facilities
On the other hand

/ V/hile
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liVhile these proposals were under discussion the Military Training Act was

this would provide ’militia* for the R.A.F. and the scheme accord-passed;

ingly became one for the Militia training of aircrew.

Eventually it was decided to train 600 pilots, 420 observers and 300 W/T

operators on six months continuous courses at the civil schools.
(1)

Observers

were to carry out a 12 weeks navigation course at the civil schools, followed

by eight weeks training at an armament training station and eight weeks in a

non-mobilisable bomber squadron - 28 weeks in all.

were to start with eight weeks on gunnery training (at No. 7 A.T.S.

Acklington) aiid go on to a 16 weeks wireless course at a civil school (Hamble)

followed by two weeks on a non-mobilisable squadron, 26 weeks in all.

were to do the tlaree months ab initio course at civil schools followed ly some

advance flying.

(2)
Wireless operators

Pilots

The scheme was due to start in September for observers.

October for wireless operators, arid November for pilots. The outbreak of

war in September nullified this scheme and all the facilities of civil

schools were incorporated in the R.A.P. system of full time training.

Meanwhile the part-time training was making steady progress,

instructor supply position, v/hich had, by July become critical, was relieved

The flying

by the premature release of 150 pilots from the Service to the civil schools.

Steps were also being taken to recruit qualified flying instructors and crew

pilots in America, Australia and Canada.

The expansion and construction of the town and aerodrome centres was not

proceeding as rapidly as it should have been and this delay was causing some

The delays were due largely to protracted financial arrangementsconcern.

and also to the somewhat cumbersome machinery in the Air Ministry for dealing

with the V.R. matters. Arrangements were being made to improve the

adarinistrative organisation of the R.A.P.V.R though the outbreak of war• 9

obviated this as the reserve training system then became part of the R.A.P.

Training Organisation.

(l) A.M. Pile 930636/38.

(2) A new A.T.S. at Jurby was due to open in September 1938 for this
No, 5 A.0.3. opened on 18 September 1939 at Jurby

on the outbreak of war).
training.
(A.T.S. were renamed A.O.S.

/ Expansion
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Expanding the Volunteer Reserve was therefore a lengthy business,

was needed to organise more town and aerodrome centres, instructors were hard

to find, and supplying the centres with instructional equipment and advanced

Althou^ negotiations

Time

trainer types of aircraft could not be done quickly,

for V.R. aircrew and advanced pilot training had started in the latter half

of 1938 it was not until the summer of 1939 that the Battles for the pilot

training and Ansons for the other aircrew training were introduced at the

In point of fact, by the outbreak of war only about half of the

schools ever received Battle and Anson aircraft, and only a few of these

actually ccxnmenced any'training on such aircraft.

These problems were accentuated by the fact that the aircraft, staff and

facilities needed for V.R, training were also needed for regular air force

Plans for reconciling the two were drawn up shortly before the

schools.

training.

outbreak of war and consequently were never put into operation.

Progress by the Outbreak of War

By 1 September 1939 there were 45 aerodrome centres and 42 town centres
(1)

On the outbreak of war all the town centres were disbandedin operation,

and 27 of the aerodroae centres were closed, as the aerodromes were required

The aircraft of the aerodrome centres were re-distributed,

all their Service aircraft, such as Harts, Battles and Ansons - approximately

for other purposes.

54j0 in all, were withdrawn and used to bring the Service flying training

schools up from peace to war establishment. The R.A.P. Volunteer Reserve

part-time training stopped and all pupils at the schools were collectively

grouped as R.A.P. pupils.
(2)

The R.A.P.V.R. pupils who, on 3 September 1939

were undergoing pilot training at an E. & R.P.T.S. were on the satisfactory

completion of their course, given the option of accepting a ccxnmission in the

R.A.P. for.four years followed by four years on the Reserve, or an emergency

oaiamis,sion in the R.A.P. Volunteer Reserve for the duration of hostilities

The R.A.P.V.R. personnel were mobilised and called up for full-timeonly.

Most of the pilot and air-service during the first few months of the war.

crew members had not progressed sufficiently with their training to enable

them to be posted direct to operational squadrons, and they were entered to

(1) See Appendix 58.

(2) It will be remembered that, prior to the outbreak of war the E. & R.P.T.S.
dealt not only with the training of volunteer reservists but also carried
out ab initio training of regular air force personnel, both short service
commission pupils aixd Anson pilots, besides roany refresher courses for
personnel of the R.A.P, Reserve.
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oooiplete their training at a stage appropriate to their V,S, experience,

the case of pilots, who formed the bulk of volunteer i*eservists this meant that

they were posted to a Service flying training school.

The 19 aerodrome centres or elementary and reserve flying training schools

remaining open were renamed elementary flying training schools and continued to

function operated by civilian firms on behalf of the-Hoyal Air P

functions however were confined entirely to the ab initio training of pilot

pupils.^11 other functions previously carried out at the schools,

observer training and wireless operator training.were divorced from the schools

and separate establishments ware set up to carry out this training,

war training organisation came into effect and the elementary flying school

was set at eight weeks, pupils then proceeded to  a Service flying

training school for a 16 weelcs course, and on their successful completion of

the training were awarded their wings.

At the outbreak of war the strength of the Royal Air Force Volunteer

Reserve was roughly 18,000 of which approximately 5,000 were aircrew personnel.

The majority of the R,A.P.V.R. pilot personnel had not completed their Service

In

orce. Their

such as

(1)
The

course

training and this caused a bottleneck at the S.P, T.S. s owing to a shox'tage of

advanced training facilities. This eventually caused a lengthening of the

E.P.T.S. courses and during the winter of 1939-40 courses often lasted as long
as four to five months. Many E.P.T.S,s trained volunteer reservists as

elementary flying instructors on a four weeks course during this time.

The V.R. training organisation disappeared upon the outbreak of war and was

absorbed in -tlie regular air force training system. The subsequent list of these

activities will be found in the sections dealing with pilot, observer and

wireless operator training.

The Civil Air Guard

The Civil Air Guard (C.A.G-.), which officially emerged as such in 1938,
considerably older than its title. Before the First World War civil aviatio

was

n

in Great Britain had been kept alive by a mere handful of enthusiasts, and

although the war itself had aroused more widespread public interest, the post-war

aconanios had seriously curtailed the progress of the air minded.

(l) Other courses carried out at the E. & R.F.T.S.s were the navigational
training of regular pilots and observers.

/ The

V
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The Director of Civil Aviation in the Air Ministry (Sir W. Sefton

Branoker) realising that the progress of aviation depended on the increase of

public interest in active flying persuaded the government to adopt his

proposal wherel^y a subsidy was paid to approved non-cotamercial  organisations

for each pupil whom they succeeded in training up to the standard of the Air

Ministry's Amateur Pilot Licence. This subsidy though comparatively small

(it was limited to an annual total of £10,000) soon caused rapid progress to

be made in the light aeroplane world. In a few years light aeroplane clubs

were created all over the country and it was not long before flying

instruction was available to every one who could afford to pay for it, at the

rate of approximately £2 per liour - which was roughly half the cost price.

Shortly before the commencement of the 1934 R,A.P, expansion programme,

the subsidy for the flying clubs had been reduced to £25 per pilot, which

meant that clubs could only carry on without seriously increasing their prices

by having a steady demand for their services,

R.A.P.V.R, in 1937, whereby potential pilots found themselves being paid to

learn to fly instead of having to pay for it, came the sharp decline in the

prosperity of the flying clubs, and for the next two years the flying clubs
(1)

came very near to extinction.

In July 1938, the first approaches were made to form the Civil Air Guard,

The Air Ministry and the (Jeneral Council of Li^t Aeroplane Clubs came to an

agreement and shortly afterwards the scheme was announced,

objects of the scheme were threefold

(a) To create a body of men and women able to perform valuable

work in war-time - from piloting down to miscellaneous Jobs

connected with Service aviation,

(b) To keep the light aeroplane clubs alive - (which as we have

seen were in imminent danger of being unable to carry on) -

and thus retain for times of emergency the nucleus pilots

and aircraft used by the clubs.

With the advent of the

(2)
The original

(1) Although both the R.A.P. Reserve and the Auxiliary Air Poroe had existed
for a long period prior to the expansion scheme, neither gave very great
opportunities for the enthusiastic amateurs to Join.

(2) E.F.M. 170 (38). (A.H.B./lc/2/2).

/ (o)
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(o) To stimulate the general air interest of the British

public, in fact, to endeavour to make the nation air

minded on a scale which had hitherto not been attempted.

The scheme announced that persons of either sex between the ages of 18

and 50 were to be given the opportunity to learn to fly at rates as low as

2s, 6d. per hour provided that they were able to pass the medical examination
(1)

required for holders of the Air Ministry pilot's 'A* licence,

other stipulation required for membership of the Civil Air Gkjard was an

honourable undertaking to seirve in the Royal Air Force in any capacity required

in time of emergency.

The scheme was essentially one for the clubs to run, but in order that

there might be a central organisation competent to guide the clubs in their

Air Guard activities, and to make contact with the Air Ministry on general

questions, a commission was set up under the Ghaimnanship of Lord Londonderry,

with a representative body of members and a secretary with Headquarters at

Ariel House, London, all of whom were very closely connected with the light
(2)

aeroplane world.

The organisation, therefore, was civil in character and its aim was to

enable the maximum number of members to obtain the Air Ministry 'A' licence.

This entailed roughly 12 hours dual flying and 4 hours solo,

organised ground training carried out,

out10 hours practice flying per year.

The only

There was no

Members were also required to carry

(l) The estimated costs per hour were as follows

10/“ at week-ends
5/- during the rest of the week

5/- at week-ends
2/6 during the rest of the week

Normal training
type aircraft

Lighter type of
aircraft

(2) The five members of the Commission were :-

Chairman (Former S, of S, for Air)
Chairman of the Royal Aero Club
Ex-Wartime Pilot

Lord Londonderry
Sir Lindsay Everard
Major Alan Gtoodfellow

Mr, Robert Murray President of the Glasgow Corporation
Transport Flying Club

Wife of F,G, Miles managing director
of Phillips and Fowls and herself
an aeroplane designer

Mrs, lilaxine Miles

Air Commodore J.A, Chamier - Secretary

/ The
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The sohenie started very well. In the first three months of operation

the C.A.G. had 3,500 flying members and 1,380 had obtained 'A' licences.

There were some 33,000 applications (approximately half were foiind suitable

for flying instruction) and it was anticipated that by the end of 1939, there

would be 10,000 'A' licence Civil Air Guard members.

There were 60 civilian flying clubs operating with the Civil Air Guard,

equipped with various types of light aircraft (typical types were Tiger Moth,

Moth Minor, Avro Cadet, Swallow, Taylorcraft, Cygnet, and the Tipsy).

At this point it might perhaps be mentioned that there was an essential

(1)

difference between members of the Civil Air Guard, and members of the Reserve

and Auxiliary Forces. The Air Guard member had to pay from his own pocket for

his flying - althou^ the cost was reduced by means of a Government Grant;

furthermore, he received no remuneration in respect of tiie time he spent in

training as an *A' licence pilot, or in flying subsequently to the grant of

the licence.

The crisis of the autumn of 1938, together with the success achieved in

the first few months of the scheme, decided the practical means of achieving

the first object of the scheme, namely the creation of a body of volunteers,

both men and women, able to carry out valuable work in time of war. •Then it

was suggested by the Civil Air Guard Commissioners that facilities should be

provided for further advanced training for Air Guard personnel, the whole

scheme was reviewed and a classification scheme drawn up for the Air Guard

members.

Glassification of C.A.G.

Before considering in what mar^r the services of the Civil Air Guard
members could best be utilised in v/ar it was decided to make a brief survey of

the response to the scheme during its first few months of operation.

The introduction of the scheme had disclosed the existence of a

substantial number of people in the country keen to take up flyiiig and prepared

to bear the cost themselves so long as it was kept reasonably low by means of

The main limiting factors were, of course, trainingState assistance.

By theaircraft and instructors, and to a somevdiat lesser degree finance.

(l) See Appendix 59.

/ end
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end of October 1938, some 35,000 persons had applied for registration as

members of the Air Guard, and a total of approximately 4,000 were either

already in possession of 'A' licences, had commenced flying, or had received

medical certificates of fitness in accordance with *A' licence standards.

On 21 November 1938, 4,800 members were registered with the Civil Air

Guard Commission, and an examination disclosed the following information in

regard to them:-

Percentage

89-36

10.64

Men

Women

Age distribution of men only;-

18-30 55-67

36-3130-40

40-50 8-02

Flying experience - Men and Women combined

100 hours or more 3-85

50 - 100 hours 2.87

It was impossible to give figures regarding the remaining 30,000 persons

who had applied for registration, and it was recognised that they might well be

rather different from those shown for the registered members,

quite reasonable to assume that of this 30,000, at least 15,000 would be

eligible for Civil Air Guard membership.

It was also estimated that over a period of four years from the commence

ment of the scheme - that is by June 1942 - soma 20,000 persons could be

trained to 'A' licence standard.

The question of the manner in which Air Guard members might be earmarked

for their war roles v/as discussed in the Air Ministry and the proposals out

lined below received an entirely favourable reaction by the Commissioners of

There were to be three classes of Air Guard members in peace-
(1)

These are dealt v/ith hereunder:-

It was, ho\Tever

the Air Guard,

time.

,

(l) A.M. Pile 3.47887.

/ Class I
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Glass I. Pilots for transfer to the Royal Air Force

This class was open to men only, between the ages of 18-30,

who would be eligible for service in the R.A.P. as pilots in War.

A member was required to carry out, in addition to his 10 hours

flying annually as an Air Guard member, a further 10 hours in

accordance with a simple progressive syllabus drawn up by the

training authorities in the Air Ministry,

batics, spinning and cross-country flying.

Members of this class were medically examined by Royal Air

Force boards, and arrangements were made that future entrants to

the Civil Air Guard would be required to state at the time of

their examination for their *A’ licence Ddiether they were

candidates for Glass I of the Air Guard.

This included aero-

(1)

It was also arranged that a flight test was also carried

out by the R,A.P. of all members after the completion of their

10 hours syllabus each year. Subject to satisfactory completion

a gratuity was then paid by the State - in the form of a special

subsidy - to the club in respect of such additional flying. This

sum was approximately £20 per member.

It was contemplated that members of this class of the Air

Guard would provide a supply of partly trained pilots, probably

ready after short tests, for posting to intermediate flying

training at the war-time Service flying training schools,

supply of partly trained personnel, it was thou^t, would provide

relief in the early stages of a war for the elementary flying

training organisation, and should, on the assumption that the

Service flying training arrangements for v/ar were made available

immediately, produce an output of pilots in advance of the first

war-time entries.

This

Arrangements were also made for men over 30 years of age who

held instructional qualifications or other experience enabling them

to act as Service pilots in the event of war, to become members of

Class I.

(l) See Apj^endix 60.

/ Glass II
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Glass II. Civilian Pilots

This class consisted of those members of the Air Guard

between the ages of 18-50 of both sexes, with a history of a

substantial amount of flying or with 50 hours solo flying to

The Air Guardtheir credit during the preceding three years.

Commissioners were left to judge as to the suitability of

candidates for this class.

It was anticipated that this class would be filled by

civilian private ovmers and other pilots with very lengthy

flying experience but ’Ao were not eligible or had not been

attracted to any scheme for the utilisation of their services

This class would be available for ferry and communi

cation flying in war, and also for elementary instructional

They had no grant from public funds beyond that already

in war.

work.

autioorised for ordinary Air Guard members.

Class III. Airoraft Crews

This class consisted of men up to the age of 40 who.

through reasons of age, medical and other grounds, were not

able to acquire any considerable flying experience, but ware

suitable for other aircrew duties such as observers, wireless

operators and air gunners in war.

During peace it was not possible to provide them with any

But special ground training and

lectures in connection with navigation, gunning and wireless

This could not be provided by the clubs, and

it was therefore arranged that facilities for these personnel

should be provided at nearby R.A.P. Volunteer Reserve Town Centres.

This class also undei'went tests by tiie R.A.P. but no grant

frail public funds was made, other than that already authorised

for ordinary Air Guard members.

All qualified members of the three groups were entitled to wear a

distinguishing star in addition to the Civil Air Guard Badge,

the outbreak of war, although the scheme was by no means in full

operation, valuable experience was gained by the Civil Air Guard personnel.

The estimated strength on the outbreak of war was 7,500 flying members and

/ when

flying experience as such.

was arranged.
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when the olubs were closed and their aerodromes and equipment were taken over

by the Service many Civil Air Guard personnel became valuable members of the

Royal Air Force, or the Air Transport Auxiliary.

In actual fact the Civil Air Guard did not survive the outbreak of war.

On 29 August 1939, the Commissioners announced that all tmit training for

Those vTho had volunteered butapplicants over 32 years of age would cease.

were not yet enrolled, it was stated 'will doubtless desire to offer them

selves for other forms of voluntary service'. ilany did, in fact, do so

either by transferring to the Volunteer Reserve, which incidentally was

called out for permanent service on 1 September 1939, or by joining the Air

Transport Auxiliary which 'was organised for the ferrying of aircraft for the

Royal Air Force.

■  1
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APPENDIX 1

BRITISH. ALLIED AI'ID FOREIGN NATIONALS FROlvI OVERSEAS ENLISTED

TiT
IN TIffi ROYAL AIR FORCE IN TTE UlgTED KINCSOM. 1959-1 9L5

Algeria
Argentine
Australia

Bahamas

Barbados

Belgium
Bermuda

Bolivia

Brazil
British Guiana

British Honduras

British W. Africa
Burma

Canada

Canary Isles
Ceylon
Cape Verde Isles
Chile

China

Columbia

Costa Rica

Cuba

Curacao

Cyprus
Denma rk

East Africa

Ecuador

Egypt
Falkland Isles

Faroes

Fiji
Finland

France

Germany
Gibraltar

Greece

Guatemala

Honduras

Honolulu

Iceland

India

Indo-China

Iran

Jama ica

Japan
Java

Leev/ard Isles

Antigua
Montserrat

St. Kitts

3 Madeira

Malaya
Malta

Mauritius

Mexico

Morocco

Newf ouirdland

New Zealand

Nicaragua
Northern Rhodesia

Palestine

Panama

Peru

Poland

Portugal
Portuguese E. Africa
Porto Rica

Roumania

Russia

Seychelles
Siam

South Africa

Southern Rhodesia

Spain
Stateless

Sweden

Switzerland

Syria
Tasmania

Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay
United States of America

Venezuela

Windward Isles

Dominica

Grenada

St. Lucia

St. Vincent

1

4-84 12

30 1

34 125
26l 20

5 5
81 9
3 7

128 3
508 1

651

85 2

304
334
301

70 3
1 1

131 1

31 1

10 2
✓

3 1

9 24
6 8

11 9
27 1

2 14
1 1

5 2

19 2

h201

26 52
5 224
20 7
1

11 11

3 32
1 14
2 10
1 4,229Total
3
36
1

11
(2)910

8

1

A
32
6

17

(1) This does not include

Personnel of the Allied Air Forces.

Personnel of the Dominion Air Forces.

Personnel who came to the United Kingdom under their own

arrangements and enlisted in the Royal Air Force.
Allied personnel from other countries (i.e. Poles from
Canada, Czechs from Brazil, etc.),

(e) Personnel enlisted in their home country (i.e. Jamaicans in
the West Indies, Palestinians in the Middle East).

Includes 250 who enlisted in Canada before proceeding to the United Kingdom.

a

b

c

(^)

(2)
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OF TRAINING ON iOOO SELECTED INTAKES
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APPENDIX 3

ABS£SstD\X=Z^

SEQUENCE OF SELECTION & CLASSIFICATION UNDER

RN.B. SCHEME-MAY 1942

A. C. S. B.

Se/ect/on, Attestation, a Classification

as ’pN.b'"WopIaC'‘F.£''A.C."

Non RN.B. WopAG.FE.AG.
CQ

Q.

A.C.R.C.

Reception,
Ecfacotionol testu

Revision fPN.B.)y. Rejects<

D

X

A.C.T.W. A.C.R.W.
CD

Course for those belowITW ^
entry standard q:

Reselection

'wopIac'f.e: /ijc:
to

CD

z

a

'Wop/Ai3:'FE'.'/>G.'

A.C.T.W. IT.W.
Initial training for ex

U.A.S. Cadets
Initial Training

yy RejectsPNB. RN.B.

Grading School A.C.R.W.
CD

CD Reselection to

'wop/aq':fe:'ac'
Fluffing test for all RN.B.

candidates
Z

I I •Wop/AS."FE!'AG.'

A.C.D.C.

Classification

^rr^rPilot Navigator

■rnmmr



AEPEFJIX 4

FORivlATIOlM OF THE PRELIMINARY AIRGIfflff TRAINING CENTRES

P.A.C.T.

Centre

Formed
School Capacity

1943

No. 1 - Edinburg 8 March Regent Road School 200

No. 2 - London 15 March Wandsworth Technical

Institute

Battersea Polytechnic
200

15 March 100

No. 3 “ London 22 March Balhara and Tooting Institute 200

No. 4 - London 29 March

12 April
Borough Polytechnic
Norwood Technical School

100

100

No, 5 - London 5 April Wandsworth Technical

Institute 200

No. 6 - Cardiff 12 April
12 April
12 April
12 April

Cardiff Technical College
Swansea Technical College
Newport Technical College
Neath Mining and Technical

Institute

50

50
50

50

No. 7 - Aberdeen 19 April King's College 200

No. 8 - Wolverhampton 10 May South Staffordshire

Technical College,
Wolve rharapt on

Walsall Technical College
Hinckley Technical College

50
10 May
10 May

50

50

No. 9 “ Bradford 17 May Technical College 125

No. 10 - ilanchester 24 May Manchester High School of
Commerce

Salford Royal Technical
College

St. Helens Municipal
Technical College

Walthamstow Technical College
S.E. Essex Technical College,

Dagenham

100

24 J<lay
50

24 May
50

No.11 - London 31 May
31 May

100

100

No.12 - Edinburgh 7 June Leamouth Technical College 200

28 June

28 June
No. 13 - London Ealing Technical College

Hendon Technical Institute

50

50

No. 14 - Cheltenham 28 June North Cloucester Technical

College, Cheltexiham
Stroud and District Technical

College

Victoria Institute,Worcester

College of Commerce

Rotherham College of
Technology

County Technical College,
Worksop

Wakefield Technical College

Smethwick Technical College
Dudley Technical College
Oldbury Technical School
Halesowen County Technical
School

100
28 June

50
l6 August

5 July

5 July

50

No.15 - Hull

No.l6 - Rotherham

100

100

11 October

50
11 October 50

No. 17 - Birmingham 19 July
26 July
2 August
2 August

50

50
50

50

No.l8 - Cannock County Mining and Technical
College

2 August
100
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CapacitySchoolP.A.C.T.
Centre

Formed

1943

100College of Commerce9 AugustNo. 19 - Liverpool

50Technical College2 AugustNo. 20 - Lincoln

North Western Polytechnic,
Kilburn

13 SeptemberNo. 21 “ London
100



AIT'ENDIX 5

AIRCREW SELECTDN & CLASSIFICATION MACHINERY

APRIL 1944

A. C. S. B.

Provisional selection to category. Medical
examination at A.C.M.B. Attestation.

Preliminary TrainingAircrew

6 months

A. c. . C.
r'.
r\

Reception. Medical. Documentation .
Classification-

6  weeks

Grading Rnal classification
4 weeks

S/

Pi Air Bomber FliqhtEnqineerot

I.T.W I.T.W.

Ground
Instruction

8 weeks

I.T.W.

Ground
Instruction

6 weeks

Ground
Instruction

8 weeks

Navigator"

I.T.W.

Ground
Instruction

8 weeks

Wireless Op. Air Gunner

I.T.W. IT.W.

Ground
Instruction

6 weeks

Ground
Instruction
6 weeks

piA I



AEEEMDIX 6

DISBANDMENT OF IHE PSELIiCLNARY AIRCREW TRAIHII^G GEHIRES

DisbandedSchoolP.A.C.T. Centre

15 September 1944
1 January 1945

Regent Road School
Leamouth Technical Institute

No. 1 - Edinburg

5 August 1944
5 August 1944

Vfendsworth Technical Institute

Battersea Polytechnic
No. 2 - London

Balham and Tooting Technical
Institute

Borough Polytechnic

No. 3 - London
5 August 1944
5 August 1944

5 August 1944
5 August 1944

Wandsworth Technical Institute

Norwood Technical Institute
No. 5 - London

No. 6 - Cardiff 3 November 1944
3 November 1944
3 November 1944

Cardiff Technical College
Swansea Technical College

Newport Technical College
Neath Mining & Technical

Institute 9 September 1944

10 November 1944Kings CollegeNo. 7 - Aberdeen

South Staffordshire Technical

College, Wolverhampton
Walsall Technical College

Hinckley Technical College
Cannock County Mining &

Technical College

No. 8 - Wolverhampton
17 November 1944
17 November 1944

17 November 1944

19 January 1945

24 November 1944

13 October 1944
Bradford Technical College
Wakefield Technical College

No. 9 - Bradford

Manchester Hi^ School of
Commerce

Salford Royal Technical College

No.10 - Manchester
8 December 1944

19 January 1945

8 December 1944S.W. Essex Technical CollegeNo.11 - VValthamstow

21 December 1944

5 August 1944
Hendon Technical Institute

N.W. Polytechnic, Kilburn
No.13 - London

12 January 1945
12 January 1945

N. Gloucester Technical College
Stroud Technical College

No.14 - Cheltenham

12 January 1945
13 October 1944

No.i6 - Rotherham Rotherham College of Technology
Worksop County Technical CcUege

12 January 1945
5 January 1945

Dudley Technical College
Smethwick Technical College
Oldbury Technical College
Halesowen Technical College

No.17 - Birmingham

9

9 February 1945

26 January 1945College of Commerce
St. Helens Municipal Technical

College

No.19 - Liverpool

i December 1944

2 February 1945Victoria InstituteNo,23 - Worcester

P.A.C.T. Wing
(A.C.R.C.) 9 February 1945Regents Park
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AEE’ENDIX 8

OaHLE OF IKTERVIE\yS OF DIRECT ENTRANTS FOR AIRCREW SHOVOJTG

PERCEI^fTAGES OF ACGEFTANOES AND REJECTIONS.
MARCH ̂ 9U.0 to 31 AUGUST 194.5

Percentage Accepted Percentage Rejected
Period

P.N.B. Other Aircrew Educational Medical

3 September 1939
to 15 March 1940

Information not available

l6 March 1940 to
31 December 1940 31-2 11-722-1 35-0

1 January 1941 to
31 December 1941

6-835-5 12-5 45-2

1 January 1942 to
31 December 1942

40.0 7-1 45*4 7*5

1 January 1943 to
31 December 1943

18*4 33-8 35-4 12-4

1 January 1944 to
31 January 1944

12.110.0 33-9 44.0

1 January 1945 to
31 August 1945

83.1 4.29*5 3.2



APPENDIX 9

6)FLYING TRAINING SCHOOLS (I3NITED KINGDOM)
31 August 1939

COURSE

LENGTH

(WEEKS)
P.T.S. LOCATION AIRCRAFT CAPACITY

I.T.S. 4B)
A.T.S. 48)

13)Hart 32)
Harvard 32)

(2) 64 2696No. 1 Netheravon
13)

Harvard 26)
Oxford 38)

I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 23

13
64 26No, 2 Brize Norton

13

1Hart 26)
Oxford 38)

I.T.S. 48) Q.
A.T.S. 48) ̂

13
64 26No. 3 South Cernsy 13

1^ 64
Hart 26

Oxford 38
I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

13
26No. 5 Sealand

13

1] 64
Harvard 26

Anson 38
I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

13No, 6 96 26Little Rissington
13

] 96 II 64
I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

(3) Hart 32
Audax 32

13
26No. 7 Peterborou^ 13

]96 1] 64
Hart 26

Oxford 38
I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

13
26No. 8 Montrose

13

Harvard 26)
Anson 38)

I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

13
64 26No. 9 Hollavington 13

196 1] 64
Harvard 26

Anson 38
I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

Temhill 13No. 10
26

13

I.T.S. 48)
A.T.S. 48)

26)
1

Hart

Oxford 38)
1364 96 26No. 11 Shawbuiy
13

1 96 13)Hart 26

Oxford 38] 64
I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

26No. 12 Grantham
13)

l96] 61,
Hart 26

Anson 38
I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

13
26No. 13 Drem

13

I.T.S. 48)
A.T.S. 48)

13)
] 64

Harvarxi 26

Oxford 38
96 26No. 14 Kinloss

13)

1]96
Harvard 26

Oxford 38] 64
I.T.S. 48
A.T.S. 48

13 26No. 15 Lossiemouth
13

TOTALTOTAL

14 F.T.S.s 1,344

(1) There were two different types of pilots trained:-
(a) Single-engine Trained - Group I
(b) Twin-engiiie Trained - Group II

All schools except Nos. 1 and 7 F.T.S,a were scheduled to train two-thirds

of their capacity on T.E. types, i.e, 64 and the remaining one-third
(32 pupils) on S.E. aircraft.

(2) Trained Army and Naval personnel,

(3) Trained Naval personnel.
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BiatgiTiBY AHD BBSffiTB THAJllltG SCBOQL OOPBSBS

31 Augajt 1939 :

8. & 8.?.T.8 LOGATIOH xtux

PQBCD

P3LCT TBAIHIIIO OBSSVm IBAIH13S>

QFEB&TIHC 6CMPAHT
B.A.P.

fi.A.p.v.a.
H.I.P.

BBnJITAR

HATIOAXICar EBAimHC

OP H.A.P. PILOTS

AHD OBSETBaS
B.A.P.V.t.

AB 33OTIO AII7AHCS)

Ho. 1 Hfttfieia 1. 5.23 1. 5.23 1. 4.37 30. 6.39 1. 8.35 - 28. 4.39 Be BarlUsnd Aircraft Co.«Lid. Koved frcB Stag Lane to
Hatf ield in Hay 1930,

HO. 2 Hilton 26. 5.23 28. 5.23 1. 4.37 ♦ 1. 8.35 - 20. 6.39 Brlstel Aeroplane Co.,Ltd.

Ho. 3 Eoable 31. 7.23 31. 7.23 1. 4.37 27. 6.39 1. 8.35 23. 5.38 20. 6.39 Air Serriee Training Ltd. Ori^nally opened at Coventry
was operated by Beardiaores.
Kcrved to Hamble April 1931.

Ho. 4 Brooch 21. 5.24 21. 5.24 1. 4.37 21. 6.39 1. 8.35 - 13. 6.39 Blackboni Aircraft Co., Ltd. Tas operated by the Horth See
Aerial and Ceneral Transport
Co., Ltd. until 1938.

HO. 5 Eugfcrth 10. 6.35 10. 6.35 1. 4.37 30. 6.39 10. 6.35 - 20. 6.39 Plying Training Ltd.

Ho. 6 S7i«ll 10. 6.35 10. 6.35 1. 4.37 ■- 10. 6,35 9. 1.39 20. 6.39 Brooklanda Aviation Ltd. j

HO. 7 Desford 25.11.35 25.11.35 1. 4.37 - 25.11.35 15. 8.38 27. 6.39 Beid and Sigrist Ltd.

Ho. 6 Beading 25.11.35 25.11.35 1. 4.37 6. 7.39 25.11.35 - 3. 8.39 Phillips A Powis Ltd. '

BO. 9 6. 1.36 6. 1,36 1. 4.37 13. 7.39 6. 1.36 5. 8.38 27. 6.39 Air Service Training Ltd.

Ho, 10 latesbuij 6. 1.36 6. 1.56 - 6. 1.36 26. 9.58 - Bristol Aeroplane Co., Ltd.
-

Ho.11 Perth 27. 1.36 27. 1.36 1. 4.37 30. 5.39 27. 1.56 9. 1.39 10. 7.39 Airwork Ltd.

Ho. 12 Prestviek 17. 2.36 17. 2.36 1. 4.37 1. 6.39 17. 2.36 15. 8.58 ■ 10. 7.39 Soottish Aviation Ltd. * Three oouraes of Birect Entry
Observers trsnsferred to
Crangeaoath 26.6.36.

Ho.13 lUte.WaltbsB 18.11.35 18.11.55 1. 4.37 - 18.11.55 10. 7.39 Be Havillaad Aircraft Co.,Ltd,

He.l4 Castle Bmilch 1. 7.57 - 1. 7.37 - -
- 10. 7.39 Airaoik Ltd.

Ho,15 Eedhill 1. 7.37 - 1. 7.37 6. 7.39 - - 1. 8.39 British Air Transport Ltd.

H0.16 Shorehsa 1. 7.37 1. 7.37 9. 1.39 23. 5.38 * 3. 7.39 Brooklands Aviation Ltd. * This training was carried oat
by Hartln navigation Ltd.,
using Shorehaa aerodrcse.
Tersdnated on 13*5.39 Azid
transferred to Clouoester.

Ho.17 Barton & Biiigway 1.10.37 - 1.10.37 - - - 1. 7.39 Airwork Ltd.

Ho.ie Fairoaks 1.10.37 - 1.10.37 21. 7.39 - - 1.7.39 Oensral Aircraft Ltd.

H0.19 Gatwiok 1.10.37 - 1.10.37 21. 7.39 6.10.38 - 8. 7.39 Airports Ltd.

HO.20 CraTOsead 1.10.37 - 1.10.37 13. 7.39 - - 1. 7.39 Airports Ltd. Oosnsnoed P. A. A. ab initlo
Training on 6.3.39.

.  Ha.2l Stapleford Abbots 1. 1.38 .  - . 1. 1.58 6. 7.39 - - 8. 7.39 Beid A Sigrist Ltd.

Ho. 22 Caabridge 1. 2.38 - 1. 2.58 1. 7.39 27. 3.39 - 1. 7.39 Xarshalls Plying Sohool Ltd.

H0.23 Boobester 1. 4.38 - 1. 4.38 - - - - Short Bros. Ltd. CooDsnced F.A.A. ab Inltio
Training on 25.6.38.

H0.24 Sjdenhaa 1, 1.39 -  - 1. 1.39 - •  - - 3. 8.39 Short Bros. Ltd.

H0.25 Orinsby 24. 6,38 - 24. 6,3S - -  • - 3. 8.39 Herts A Zssex Aero Club

•  r.

:LJ

!>V^ ■
!'"«■ -- .
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PILOT TRAINING OBSERVER TRAlNIHG

5. A B.F.T.S. LOCATION DATS

FOBKED R.A.P.
E.A.P.7.R.

E.A.P.

REGULAR

HAVIGAT ION TRAINING

OP E.A.P. PILOTS

AND OBSERVERS

R.A.F.V.R.

OPSUTING CCaPANT RatARES

BESffiVB AB HHTIO ADVANCED

No. 26 Oxford 2t. 6.38 - 24. 6.36 - - - 11. 8.58 Marshalls Plying School Ltd.

NO. 27 ToUerton 24. 6.38 - 24. 6.38 1. 7.39 - - 6. 7.39 NottinghaB Airport Ltd.

No. 28 K«lr 1. 8.38 - 1. 8.38 - - - - Eeid & Sigrist Lt.

No. 29 Luton 1. 8.38 - 1. 8.38 - - - 1. 8.39 Birkett Air Serrioe Ltd.

No. 50 Derby 29. 9.38 29. 9.3B 27. 3.39 - Air Sohoc^ Ltd. Cccuoenced extended ab initio

cotirses 1.1.39* This was
included In the regular courses
on 27.3.39.

No. 31 Gloucester 29. 9.3( 29. 9.3a • — "" Surr^ Plying Seindcea Ltd. Airwork Ltd. tindertook Direct

Entry Observer Training at
Gloucester on 15.5.39.
(Fonnerly at No,l6 E. A R.P.T.S'

No. 32 West Hartlepool 15. 4.39 - 15. 4.39 - - - - Fortanoizth, Southsea and Isle
of Wight Aviatim Ltd.

No. 35 Whitefauroh 3.12.38 - 3.12.38 - - - 11. 8.39 Channier, Gilbert Lodge
& Co.. Ltd.

No. 3V Southsnd 1. 1.39 - 1. 1.39 - - 1. 6,39 Air Hire Ltd. *

No. 35 Grangemouth 1. 3.39 • 1. 5.39 - - 26. 6.39 * - Scottish Aviation Ltd. * Training of three courses of
Direct Entry Observers was
transferred fron Prestwiok on

26.8.39.

No. }6 Sbezbum - - - - - - - Blackburn Aviation Ltd. In process of opening on the
outbreak of war.

Ho. 37 Exeter 3. 7.39 - - - - - 3. 7.39 Straight Corporation Ltd.

No. 38 Carlisle 1. 7.39 - 1. 7.39 - - - - Border Flying Club Ltd.

No. 39 Weston^uper-
Hare

3. 7.39 - 3. 7.39 - - - - Straight Corporation Ltd.

No. 1»0 Norwich 15. 8.39 - 15. 8.39 - - - -
Air Contractors Ltd. •



to ycon^.g;

PILOT TRAINING OBSERVER TRAINING
'

E. & R.F.T.S DATE

POSHED R.A.P.
RESERVE

B.A.P.V.R,
H.A.P.

RBIULAR

NAVIGATION TRAINING

OP R.A.P. PILOTS

AND 0BS51VISS

R.A.P.V.R.

OPEBATING CGUPANI RBIARKS

AB INITIO ADVANCED

No. M I^e -
- - - - - - Aberdeen Flying School Ltd. In process of opening on the

outbreak of war.

No. 42 Blacl^ool 1. 8.59 - 1. 8.39 - - - - Reid A Slgrist Ltd.

No. 43 Newcastle 1. 6.39 - 1. 6.39 - -
- - Newoastle-on-Tyne Aero Club

No. 44 Sndon 1. 5.39 - 1. 5.39 - - - - Airwork Ltd.

No. 45 Ipswich 3. 7.39 -  • 3. 7.39 - - - - Straight Corporation Ltd.

No. 46 Pcrtsmouth 1. 8.39 - 1. 8.39 - - - - Portsmouth, Southsea A Isle
of Wight Aviation Ltd.

No. 47 Doneaster 15. 7.39 - 15. 7.39 - - - - Nottin^uuB Airport Ltd.

No. 4B Bagington - - - - - - - Air Service Training Ltd.
)

NO. 49 Preston - - . - - - - - - 1
NO. 50 Uarlow - - - - - - - fhetton Avlaticsi Ltd. ) outbreak of war.

Ho. 51 Abbotsinch - - - - - - - Scottish Aviation Ltd.
J  •

No. 52 Tork -
-

- - - - - - 1
No, 56 Kenley 22. 8.39 -

22. 0.39 - - - - British Air Transport Ltd.

c.

Note (1) other schools were to be opened at Teadon and Southampton on 'Uie outbreak of war

Note (2)

(i) R.A.?. reserre courses were anraial refresher courses.

(11) &.A.F. regular pilots courses cmgirlsed of:-
(a) Short service conmission personnel,
lb] University candidates for pemament oonoissloos
fc) Airmen pilots.
(d) R.A.?. reserve personnel undertaking a year's full time

training course,

(ill) H.A.F.V.R. advanced training courses were carried out in
Battle aircraft,

(Iv) R,A.F. regular navigational training of pilots ani observers
was known as 'Direct Entry Observers Training' and was
carried cut on Anson aircraft.

(▼)

(vi)

(Til)

R.A.F.T.R. Observer training was carried out on Anson aircraft.
■it

As regards (iii) and (v) above, this training was due to^osjrrled
out at all schools prior to the outbreak of wtir, but many had
not received any aircraft when war broke out.

On the outbreak of war all but 19 of these schools clc»ed down.
The 19 remaining open retained only their elementary aircraft
and ui^ertook the elementary training of E.A.?. personnel.

■

■

' ■%
■X



APBEMDIX H

3BT1CB FLYIWS TRAINING SCHOOLS (ONIPSD KIH5DQM)

30 Septenber 1959

r\

S.P.T.S. LOCATION AIBCRiPT CAPACITT

CO^E
LE3CTB
fWEEKS)

No. 1 Netheravon
Hart 32)
Harvard 32) ̂

I.T.S. 48) _
A.T.S. 48) 9b

Trained Axiqy & Naval Persmnel

No. 2 Brise Norton Harvard 31)
Oxford ifrJf) '5

I.T.S. 60) ^
A.T,S. 60}

No. 3 South Cemey
Hart 31) „
Oxford 44)

I.T.S. 60)
A.T.S. 60) ̂ 20

lTI

0

Sealand
Hart 31)
Oxford 44) '5

I.T.S. 60) ^
A.T.S. 60)

No. 6 Little Eissington
Harvard 31)
Anson 44)

I.T.S. 60) ^
A.T.S. 60) ■'20

No. 7 Peterborough
52)

Audax 32} ^
I.T.S. 48)
A.T.S. 48) 96 Trained F.A.A. personiMl

No. 8 Uontrose
Hart 31) _c
Oxford 44)

I.T.S. 60)
A.T.S. 60) ^20 11^^

No. 9 Hullavlngton Harvard 31) yc
Anson 44}

I.T.S. 60)
A.T.S. 60)

No. 10 Ternhill
Harvard 3l)
Anson 44) ^

I.T.S. 60}
A.T.S. 60) ^20 lli^

Ho,11 Shawbury
Hart 31) __
Oxford 44)

I.T.S. 60)
A.T.S, 60} ■'20 ^l i^

N0.12 Granthaa
Hart 31) yc
Anscn 44)

I.T.S. 60)
A.T.S. 60) ^20 lli«

No,l3 Drem
Hart 31) 7.
Anson 44)

I.T.S. 60) _
A.T.S. 60} ■'20 Closed 27.10.39.

N0.14. Sinless
Harvard 31)
Oxford 44)

I.T.S, 60)
A.T.S. 60) ■'20 8 1

N0.15 Lossiemouth
Harvard 31)
Oxford 44)

I.T.S. 60)
A.T.S. 60) ^20 lll^

College
S.P.T.S. Cranvell

Hart 31) ye
Oxford 44)

I.T.S. 60)
A.T.5. 60) ^20

Craoiwell oomeeted to an S.P.T.S.
on tba outbreak of war.

Note: On the outbreak of war the schools were scheduled to Increase to their War
establishment (1O6 aircraft and 132 pupils). This however cane about
gradually - Noa, 1 and 7 S.P.T.S.a were not up to tiieir fhll war time
strength until the sunmer of l^ifO.
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APPEK}P<X 12.Z

5. If vee had more time, vre shovild like to add to Part I an

appendix giving a detailed tabular presentation of the answers wedesci'ibed.

received fit>m the ezpei't officers we consulted as to each item of

the syllabus of intermediate and advanced training; we should also

have liked to consult several more such officers to make our averages

It is hoped, however, that for a preliminary

raemorandxjm the simmaries we have given in paragraphs 28 and 36 of Part

more r^resentative.

I will be thought to be enou^.

The economies of Part I may be had in a school of ary size6.

whatever; for instance, in paragraph 19 we have said that 18 instruc

tors with 36 aircraft could teach 96 elementary pupils in 8 weeks.

but it would have been just as true if we had divided by 6 and said

that 3 instructors with 6 aircraft could teach 16 pi;pils in 8 wedcs.

and a reference to Part I, paragraph 51, where these economies are

sijmmarised, will slrew that they are very great.

Part II discusses the possibility of a school five times theII.

size of the typothetical school dealt with for conparative purposes in

Part I. It was at first hoped to go fuliy into the question of the

econony that would result from this great size, but throu^ pressure

of time and for other reasons we have only been able to do so by

analogy (paragraphs 26 and 27).

Part II also gives a diagramoatic 1^-out for the aii'craft8.

sheds, workshops and lecture-rooms together with  a schoae on the lines

of a family tree shewing the suggested organization of the school.

The impoi'tant question of air-congestion is dealt with in

Of course no great econony is possible here, if any.

9.

paragraph 19.

The problem can be readily solved indeed, but only by placing the

school in a fat and sparsely populated area.

PART I.

Economy in method

As we see it, everything depends upon getting the exact10.

balance between

Number of pvpils.

Number of flying instructors.
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Niariber of aircraft, and

Number of weeks in the course,

so that all personnel and all material is anployed the optimm number of

hours a week, not more and not less. Two sicple but in^xjrtant formulae
A*»r>e*'OT'€

connecting these variables will be found in I.

In the course of what follows, we shall obtain data for using these

formulae.

for the Blementary Section,

for the Intermediate Section, and

for the Advanced Section (insofar as applicable).

Be it observed that with these foimilae it is only necessaiy to know

the optimum flying times for all concerned and the number of pupils for

the result to be given in tenns of number of aircraft required, number of

instructors required and length of course,

not used the formulae to determine the length of course thougj.1 we might

have done so.

As a matter of fact we loave

(a) EEEtviENTAHY TEIAININ'G-

11. The Elementary training given at Gosport in the last war covered

almost exactly the same ground and used very much the same aircrai’t as are

now used in the E.E.T.S.’s, so that tire detailed statistics as to flying

times, ratio of dual control to solo flying, etc which were conpiled• j

tlrere are of djaaediate relevance.

12. The methods introduced there have since been adopted tlrroughout

the British Enpire and in several foreign countries, and the pupils

trained in the Elementary Section reached a hi^er standard than any others

up to that time and were thex’efore in great demand as instx*uctors. In

jpite of this, the first 30 "all throu^" sin&Le engine pilots received

only 9 weeks’ tr^ning insteacl of 15 weeks, which was the average fbr those

trained in the rest of tlris coimtcy.

13. It should not be forgotten that technical and ground instruction

were also given there and that the pupils were hi^ily successful in this

V,

Before leaving they had to be prepared for and to passrespect as well,

examinations in gunnery and other subjects wliich were not set by the
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Gosport staff but by outside organizations.

If little stress is laid on ground instruction in this paper it is

not because its importance is lost si^t of, but rather because it does

not lend itself to econoniy. We venture to think that for a Sei^vice pilot

ground instruction is of equal importance with fUying.

Although now the training given in the Royal Air Force is of a veiy

high order, these facts encourage us to think that certain all-xound

economies might be effected without loss of quality.

14. We now proceed to obtain data for using the formulae for tlae

Elementary course.

Total dual control, D, and total flying time, T per ptpil.

15.5 lu's.Average D.O. for the first 54 Elamentaiy prpils at Gosport • • •

It

Average solo 24.9• • • • • • • * • • • «

It
Total flying on Elementary aircraft • m »

Now 15.5 is to 24.9 as 19 to 31.

It is proposed tiierefoi’e to give in the new Elanentary School:

19 hours dual

31 hours solo

Total 50 iTOttrs flying

This gives D as 19, T as 50.

Our elementary pupils will thus have 10 hom-s more flying than at

Gosport, that is they will have the same flying time as is given in an

B.F.T.S. These 10 hours can be used for navigation flights. It mi^t

also be possible to shorten the course when exper-dence has been gained.

Fifty hours in ei^t weeks gives the pipil 6^ hours' flying a week,

which happens to be exactly the same as was given per week at Gosport,

He will thus have 1^ hours flying per working day, inasmuch as we are

allowing only 5 working days in the week as will be explained.

15. lEN&TH OF QQI3ESE Hi WORKBIG c.

The proposed length of course to be eight weeks as at present laid

At Gosport it took about 7 weeks in Summer and ID-g-

in winter, but there no attention at etll was paid to speed of output.

down (S.D. 138.1.).



We -would here draw attention to the fact that in this countiy at

least longer training periods in winter are essential. No mention of

•this is made in S.D. 138, which singly gives 8 weeks each for

Klementaiy, Inteimediate and Advanced training. For the Elonentaiy,

the 8 weeks -would be EE^jle in summer, but perhaps too short in -?d.nter

in ̂ ite of the fact that -to make allowance for weather we are allowing

for onlj^ 5 ds^rs flying training a week.

The eight weeks course -will tlius have 40 -working days, that is to

say, c will be 40.

16. DUAL OQNTROL PER INSTRUCTOR EER WOBKING- DAT

In ac-tual experiments made in -the past to determine -the optimum

ancunt of d.c. an elementary instructor can do in  a week, the result

came to 1,7 hours to 2 hoiars per diem, i.e,, 12 to 14 hours a week.

This does not differ greatly- from the amount expected of him by S.D.

138 n^ch gives data for calculating that the elementary instructor

must do 14,3 liours d.c, a week, and the intermediate instruc-tor 10.4,

assuming -bliat our infoxmation is correct -that half the p\:pil's flying

time takes the form of dual control. In our l^ypothetical school we are

allowing for an instructor to do 2.53 hours d,c. per working day which

comes to jiist about 12^ hours a week,

d, then will be 2,53.

We have chosen 2.53 here and 2.64 for the intermediate (para. 30

inf.), such odd fractions being necessary to gst an integral ntmibea’ of

instruc-tx3rs. The optimum of 12 to 14 hours d,c.  a week allows tjs -to

choose anything between 2.4 and 2.8 hours a working day.

17. .NUMBER OF PUPILS, p

We are taking the number of pupils at 96 as in the E.F.T.S. (SlD,

138). p is 96.

BAnO OF SERVICEAEtLE AIRCRAcU: TO NUMHflR HEID. R.m.

HOURS H2R SERVICEABLE AIRCRAFT lER W0RKIN& DAI, t.

We propose tha-l^ according to tlae existing practice, only two tiairds

of the aircraft on charge should be in ̂ i.se at a -time, gi-ving R as -two

thirds, and that each of these should fly for five hours each working day,

25 hom'S a week, so t will be 5, This means that the averagei.e• >
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week]^ frying time per aircraft on charge will be 16 2/3rds hours as

against 11 3/^ hours in an E.F.T.S,

greatly on this figure with experience.

We now have all the data needful for calcialating the ratios

for the eleinentaiy course by means of the formulae in X.

arithnetic and a verification are to be found in II.

CaloxfLated ratios for the elementary

We venture to hope to iiiprove

19.

The

com-se applied to a school with the monthly output

of an E.F.T.S.

Pupils, 96. Aircraft, 36.

Length of course, 8 weeks.

Instructors, 18.

20. 96 pt5)ils require 36 aircraft and 18 instructors, 24 out of

the 36 aircraft to be k^t continually serviceable. The output to be

48 a month.

(b) IHTSBMEDIATE TRAmiNG

21. Of this we have no personal experience and are well aware that

conditions have too much changed for our opinion to be of aiy value.

Usefrd conclusions may however be drawn from (a) the war establishment

and length of course cleax-ly laid down in the pairphlet S.D. 138, and

(b) the excercises minutely descx*ibed and numbered in Air Publication 1388.

Conclusions fx-om war establishment and length of22. course.

Tlie Service Plying Training Schools (P.T.S's) are in two parts.

Intermediate and Advanced,

coin-se, and the Advanced is another 8-week 50-hour

The In Lermediate is an 8-week 50-hours-flying

course. Each holds 54

aircraft, but the former deals with 80 pvpils and the latter, owing to

weeding out, with only 72.

Prom the pamphlet it is possible to calculate that their
for

machines are only in the air/from 8^ to 9 hours a week, that is on an

average some 80 minutes a day taking one day with another.

23. Surely some more economical use of them could be made than this,

especially when their high capital value is considered and the rapidity

with which they become obsolete. It is a well-known fact that it pays,

i.e. that it is more economical, to keep machineiy continiially working,

and here we shoiild have the added advantage that the
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aliorter the life of the aeroplanes the sooner they would have to he

r^laced and the more up-to-date would our training equipment he. We

submit that if we are doing advanced training on obsolete Hai'ts and

nearly obsolete Ansons it is through neglect to wear them aurb fast enou^

throu^ constant use. At an F.T.S. a Hart is still used as a service

machine thovv^ it has neither fl^s nor retractable undercarriage.

24. Oonclxxsions fi'om the syllabus of exercises in lir Publication

1388.

At the suggestion of Grotp Captain Robb,, the Oonmandant of the

Central Plying School who has been good enou^ to give us the benefit of

his advice upon innumerable points in connection witli this paper, we

have discussed the Inteimediate syllabus item by item with the chief

flying instructors of three Plying Training Stations and with an officer

at the Central Plying School witli a year's e:^)erience as an P.T.S,

instructor. Our object lias been by asking each officer preciselj'- the

same series of questions and averaging the results to find out as nearly

as possible how much dual control and how much individual flying

necessary to coii5)lete the course.

25, Group Captain Robb said beforehand that he suspected that

the intermediate course took too long and wasted much time on

dual control and his opinion has been borne out by the results of

these inquiries.

Each individual was asked to imagine tliat he had  a free hand as to

times and methods and was to be Judged only by results at ihe Pix>nt, due

regard being had to speed of output.

26, The resuilts had of course to be tabulated and added up in

detail but only sunmaries are given liere. They all agree in the essentials

nan^ly, that they postulate less than 25 hours dual control and much less

than the total of 50 hours flying which is laid down for them.

27. All the officers gave the figures under reserve saying that

thqy had not time to consult their books, but we did not want Ihem to

consult their books which would have prejudiced their opinions, for they

all managed to do in fact the amount that is laid down or- sometliing very

near it. A summary of their suggested totals followss-

ai-e

unnecessary
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28. Suggested hotirs for caxyying out Intermediate Training.

Dual. Solo. Total

F. 0. Sayers, C.F.S.

Sqdn. Leader Clarke, S, Cemey

Fit. Lt. M-Elton, Hullavington

Sqdn. Ldr. Horaer, Brise Norton

16.00 9.85 25.85

11.75 6.75 18.50

18.50 14:. 50 35.00

20.75 10.75 31.50

Averages 16.75 10.46 27,22 Horn's

For safety we will then allow for a total of 30 hours flying instead

of 27.22. The propoi'tional figures will then he

Dual. Solo. Total.

18.45 11.55

Thus for the Intemediate section of the hypothetical school we have

D 18.45, T 50.00.

Length of course in woi'king d^s, c,

29, LENOBi OF OOURSE M W0RKIN& DAYS, c.

30.00 hours

This must he either foxir weeks or eight weeks to tally with the

fouTHffeekly output of tlie previous school.

A four weeks coinrse of 20 working days would give tlie pupil 1.5

hours flying per working day. The intermediate flying is less tiring

than the elementaiy, so the increase from 1.25 to 1.5 will he in order.

So for length of coui'se we have c = 20 woiicing days.

DUAL CONTROL PER INSTRUCTOR PER tfQBKTNG DAT, d.30.

We want to ke^ tliis between 12 and 14 hours a week (para. 16), that

is to say, between 2.4 and 2,8 hours a working day of ■v^ich there are

five a week. It will he convenient to make this 2.64 hour's, so d will he

2.64. (See end of para. 16).

31. NUMSBR OF PDPIIS, p.

The previous school takes in 48 every four weeks hut weeds out 8, so

This figure of 8 out of 48, or 17^4

is assumed by S.D. 138 and tallies fairly well with our own experience.

that it delivers 40 each four weeks.

At

Gosport some 20^ had to he weeded out. According to S.D. 138 a further

four in every forty are to he weeded out if necessaoy during the
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intermediate course.

The number of pt5>ils then will necessarily he 40, that is p will he

40. This course being half the length of the one it r^laces, the

number of pvpils must be 40 instead of 80 to ke^ the iTLow right.

32. RACTO OF SmVICEABLB AIRCRAFT TO TOlBIilR HBID

This will be ̂ 3rds as before, and also as laid down. We have ̂ eat

iTopes that this could be is^^roved upon in a larger scItdoI, but for the

present pijupose R will be ̂ 3rds.

33. HOURS EER 3ERVIGEABLE AIRCRAPT EER WORKING DAI, t.
8  *

Eive as before. Let T be 5.

34. We have now all the data necessary for calculating the ratios

AwhfxO 'f e.
for tile intermediate course by means of the formulae in Appagaafex I.

Calculated ratios for the intermediate course applied to a school

with the monthly output of an I.T.S.

Instructors, 14.Aircraft, 18.Pupils, 40.

Length of course, 4 weeks.

40 pi:5)il3 require 18 aircraft and 14 instructors, 12 out of the 16

aircraft to be kept continually serviceable. The o\;put to be 40 a

This mgy be verified as in II.month.

(c) ADVANCED TRAINING

As regards this we asked questions of only two instead of

three Plying Training Stations, and of the same C.P.S. officer, and we

came to the conclusion that the advanced training was too various and

complicated ta submit readily to statistical treatment in just the same

way as objects of a certain degree of conplexity do not lend thanselves

to mass production.

We give as before summaries of tlie answei's to om- questions, but we

make no use of them whatever and allow for the same total hours flying

50, and the same number of instructors as is laid down in S.D. 138.

35.

T

Here are the sumnaries:-

36. SUGGESTED HOURS POR CARRYING OUT ADVANCED TRAINING

The following figures are rather divergent, but it is interesting to

note that even for Twin Engine pilots, wk> have the most to do, the

average comes to only 34,91 hours which is well below the 50 laid down
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and allowed for "by us in our hypothetical school.

Sin^e Engine
Pilots

Twin Engine

-PilptgJ'
Solo and

Dual Interchange S. & L,Dual

P. 0. Sayers, C.P.S. 2.25 17.5022.00 4.25

Sqdn. Ldr, Haraley, S. Cemey 7.00 26.2529.25 9.50

PI, Lt. Openshaw, Hullavington 5.25 59.00 9.25 22.00

Averages 4,83 30.08 7.66 21.93

Total T.E.34.91 Total S.E.29.59

37. The work of the A.T.S. or Advanced training portion of a

P3ying Training Station is different from the previous in that it

teaches only the military side of things to now fully trained pilots.

Without direct experience we of com-se prefer to leave it as it is now

organized. Thei'e can howevex- he no douht that more use could he made

Of these there are 54 to give 50 hours flying to eachof the aircraft.

of 72 pupils in 8 weeks. Each machine is therefore in the air 8.33

horn's a week on an average, the corresponding figure for ttie I.T.S.

being 9,26 and for the B.P.T.S. 11.11.

We can see no reason why less and less daily use shotild he made of

the airci'af t as they hecome moi’e valuable and moi'e quickly obsolete.

Sui'ely the progression should he the other* way and it is the advanced

machines that should he used the most if only on account of their

Of course th^ may well he reasons for this of which

we know nothing, hut it is difficult to believe that much could not he

liigher capital value.

done by careful organization in the flints,

tliat these machines can perfectly well he made to fly the 16

hours a week that we have allowed for the other two sections, so that,

keeping a pupil’s total flying hours still at 50, there will he needed

not 54, hut

We will therefoi-e assume

Tds

54x8.55

or 27 aircraft to do the work of the A.T.S,

We might reduce this yet fua'ther in view of the results38.

given in para, 36 above, hut should hesitate to do so.

As to the number of flying instructors, we suggest taking39.

this as it stands at present. They are not really flying instructors
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but instructors in militaiy flying. Th^ir are to be 15 in all, including

the Squadron Ooiainander over them.

40. Ground Instructors.

In the existing sctools these are shared with the intexmediate

course and are laid down as being 13 in nunibex' including the officei' in

charge of ground instruction. Unaltered.

As to the length of the course we would not venture to change this either.

41, We can now wirlte down the elements of the advanced covirse

hx the hypothetical school. It will be mei-ely an A.T.S. as laid down

but with half the raadiines.

Ratios fox* the advanced coui’se applied to a school with the42.

monthly oui^iut of an A.T.S.

Aircraft, 27,Px5>ils, 72 Instructors, 15.

Lengtli of course, 8 weeks.

We put forward this statement that an advanced ti'aining school

could do as well with half its present number of aircraft with all

possible reserve, for it mtist seem pregposteixius that individuals with

no experience of this kind of training should come forward with so

sweeping an assei'tion. But if the matter is looked at in anothei' light

our suggestions seen reasonable enoixgh.

Is it absm'd to suppose that these machines could be made to fly

for 2 IxDurs and 23 minutes a day taking one day with anothei- and one

machine with anothex*? We are told that omnibus con5)anies become

uneasy if theii' engines are ever allowed to get cold except when they

are to be ovei-hauled, yet these wretched aei^oplanes that fly only 8,33

hours a week are spending less than 5> of their time at their ri^tful

occx^iation. We have taken upon ourselves to double this and make them

woi’k 10>o of theix* time azxd suggest that they are still being treated

uncoinnonly well and if the war continues may look foiwax-d to a much less

pampered existence.

43. GROURDJfOEK
were

Erora various I'eliable informants, two of whom/indicated to ua

by Groi^ Obtain Robb, we have leaxnt that roixghly the following hours

must be and are devoted to ground woiic and lectui'es;-

E.F.T.S. (P. 0, Maxwell, late of Norwich) ... 150 hoxxrs• • •
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bi'ou^t forward ... 150 hoxirs

I.T.3. (Fit. Lt. Kel3^, C.G.I. H'lavington) ...

A.T.S. (Sqdn. Ldr. Openshaw H‘ lavington ) • • •

It168• • •• • •

n52

350 «

44. The course at the hypothetical school will be of 20 weeks, so

the above gives ly-g- hours ground work and lectures a week, ox* ixju^ily

three hovurs on every d^ of the cotrse except Sund^. As the

hypothetical pi:5)ils only f3y to 1^ hoiors a d£y there should ix)

difficulty here.

45. We can now gatlier our results together to shew the requirements

of a possible school on the above lines that would have the same out5>ut

as l.E.F.T.S. plus 1 A.T.S. plus 1 I.T.S.:-

Hypothetical School to r^lace

1 E.F.T.S., 1 I.T.S.46.

^nd 1 A.T.S.

Elementary

para. 19

Intermediate Advanced

para. 42

Total

Pupils ... 96 40 72 208

Airci'af t on cliarge 18 27 8136

14 15 47Instructors ... 18

8 weeks 20 weeksLength of course 8 weeks 4 weeks

Intake of the Elementary section, 48 every 4 weeks.

Outflow from the advanced section, 36 every 4 weeks.

47. Division into Flints (merely tentative).

Referring to the last table, and remembering that ̂ 3rds of the air

craft on charge are sex'viceable, the Elementary Section could conveniently

be divided into three flights each of 6 instructors, 8 serviceable

aeroplanes and 32 pvpils.

Each instructor giving 2 hrs. 32* d.c, per working day.

Each pupil getting 1 hr. 15* flying per working day.

The Intermediate section could be divided into two fli^its of48.

7 instructors, 6 serviceable aeroplanes and 20 prqDils.

Each instructor giving 2 hrs. 38* d.c. per wox'king day.

Each pv5>il getting 1 hr. 30* flying per working day.
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The Advanced section could be divided into flights as be

We do not know just how the division is made in the

present A,T.3's, but would siiggest 5 instructors, 6 sez’viceable aeroplanes,

24 pvpils.

49.

found convenient.

Each instructoi' giving as now a somewhat indeterminate amount of d.c.

oi' otiler instruction per woi-king day.

Each pv5>il doing ̂  hrs. flying per working d^.

ECONOMIES

Comparison of the hypothetical school with50.

1 E.P.T.S. plus 1 I.T.S

plus 1 A.T.S.

I^ypothetical School Existing Schools

Duration of course ^ weeks 24 weeks• • •

Strength under training 208 248

Intake 48 every 4 weeks 48 every 4 weeks• • • • • •

Outflow 36 do. do. 36 do. do.• • •

Establishment 81 aiT\;raft 162 aircraft

Plying Instructors 47 59

Gromd Instructors 19 19• • •

Plying hours

51. The Economies expressed as pei-centages.

130• • • • • • 150

Deration of course 17^20 weeks instead of

81 instead of 162

47 instead of 59

130 instead of 150

52. A table of the figures fomd in this merjorandum enabling us to

calculate the proportions of pupils: aircraft: instructors is to be fouind
Ar\r\eX(Jf€

in .Appowdag HI.

53. Pactors of safety,

GENERAL

We are allowing for only 5 working days out of 7 (para. 15)

We are allowing for a woz-king day of only 5 hours out of 12 liglzt hours

(paz-a. 18)

On the other liand it must not be forgotten that the lengths of course

24
Aiz'cz'aft 50^^

Ins true toz’s 19^0

Plying hours 13)^0
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that we have allowed are the same for simmer and winter (see para, 15

where this is discussed),

shortened in sunnier but mi^t have to be lengthened in Tirinter.

experiment be based on the figures in this monoranduin we trust that ihis

may not be lost sight of.

All three of our suggested courses could be

If an

19 liours dual control instead of 15.5 at Gosport.

50 hours total flying instead of 40.4 at Gosport.

Bl'-ffiPlvfPlTlTAW.

18.4 hours dual control instead of 16,8 postulated (para. 28).

30 hours total flying instead of 27.22 (para. 28).

jmmoED

50 hours total flying instead of 34.91 postulated (para. 56).

PARI I.

Formulae connecting the numhf?i-fH of

A^NEKUR(^

i.

Pupils; Aircraft; Instructors.

Data required.

Total dual conti'ol required by one pupil

Total flying

Length of course in working days

Dual conti’ol per instructor per working day

Number of pi;5»ils

Ratio of ever serviceable aircraft to total held

Hours flying per w.d. per serviceable aircr-aft

D

T

c

d

P

R

t

Then A == nianber of aircraft required == p T (i)
Ret

Also 1 == number of instructors
required (ii)== p

c d

PART I, II.

To justify the statement in paragraph 20 that in order to put 96

pi^ils throu^i a 50 hour elementary course in 8 weeks requires 36 aircraft
and 18 instructors, we have;-
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Para* para.

14. D — 19 hrs. 16. d 2.53 hrs.

14. T — 50 hrs. 17. 9613

15. c == 40 working days V318 S

para, 18. t == 5 hrs.

When frcsn Appendix I. formula (i)

A, the total number of aircraft, must be

and from formula (ii)

1, the number of instructors, must be

50

96 == 36

I X 40 X 5
19

-■ 1896
40 X 2.53

Verification of the above.

For the course, the 96 pupils require 96 x 50 hours

flying, or ...

The 56 aircraft of which 24 are in use do in the

• « • • • • 4,800 hours

course of 40 v^orking days at 5 hrs. a day

24 X 40 X 5 hrs, or

80 the 36 aircraft exactly suffice for their work.

.. ..•  • • • • • 4,800 hours

Again

For the course, the 96 pupils require 96 x I9 hrs,

d.c., or

The 18 instructors do in the course of 40 working

days at 2.53 hrs. d.c. a day 18 x 40 x 2,53 hrs

So the 18 instructors exactly suffice for their work.

The like statement in para. 34 can of course be verified in the same

..1,824 kours• • *

or 1,824 hours• >

way.

PART I, III.

Summary of the figures found for calculating the proportions of pupils

to aircraft to instructors for all three courses.

Slem.
... D 19 hrs,
... T 50

c 40

Inter,
18.45

iidv. Total.
Total dual per pupil
Total flying per pupil
Length of course (working days)

(weeks)
Dual per instructor per working day
Ration serviceable aircraft to

total held

Hours per s,aircraft per working
day

Number of pupils under training
Total aircraft held
Number of flying instructors

do do do

.• • •

• • • •

• • •

30 50 130 hrs.
20 40 100

Working days
20 weeksW  8

s  2.53
84

2.64

.. a 2/3 2/3 2/3

t  5
p  96
A 36
1  18

5 5 • •

40 72 208
18 8127

471514
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PART II.

Suggestions for a large

'•ALL-THR0U(5i“ Plying Training School

with a note on

The Econgjoy due to Size,

OBJECT

Now that it is proposed to have training units abroad so that they1.

will be beyond the bonbing range of hostile aircraft, the question of

organisation and size of these units has to be considered so as to arrive

at the most efficient unit from all points of view.

GEI'ERAL

We submit that a training unit can be considered as a factory where the2.

products are pilots, and consequently unless there is something extraordinary

about the manufacture of pilots, which surely there is not, the well known

law that the cost of each will be inversely proportional to the output must

There are howeverapply, so that the larger the school the lower the cost.

limits to the size of a school such as available ground space and the danger

of over-concentration on one spot from the point of view of bcrabing by

hostile machines.

¥e also submit that the greatest item in the cost of making a pilot3.

is the capital cost of the plant and machinery including the aircraft and

consequently these must be kept down to a minimum.

These capital items can be divided into two main headings

(a) Buildings,

(b) Aircraft and engines.

and how we nronose to keen their cost to a minimum is dealt with later.

SIZE, OP SCHOOL

As mentioned above it is in general true that the larger the school4.

¥e have however to consider other asnects such asthe cheaper the nroduct.
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the quality of what is produced and the necessity of avoiding over con-

Dealing first with quality, we appreciate that there is acentration.

difference between a living product and a thing that is manufactured such as

We know the former will be affected to a very large degreea motor car.

by the atmosphere of the place vihereas that makes no difference or at any

We believe that therate very little to the quality of the latter.

success of the Gosport school was as much due to the environment and the

atmosphere created by the staff as to the efficient method of teaching and

use of machines.

We feel that we must not make the school too large or the personality

of those in control will be too diluted to have the right effect, moreover

with too great size the buildings &c, would beccme so scattered to avoid

Hence the problem isconcentration that it would no longer be a unit.

to have as large a school as possible without its losing atmosphere or

becoming too scattered.

In our opinion, and we may say that it is also the opinion held in5.

France, the best size of school would be one having about 400 aircraft.

This would be large enough to warrant a complete vrorkshop for maintenance.

overhaul and repair both of aircraft and engines.

We will make our school one of 405 aircraft because this is just

five times the size of the hypothetical school described in Part I (see

paragraphs 46 to 51 of Part l).

aircraft and instructors together v;ith the optimum number of hours flying

have been there provisionally deteimined and so are not repeated here.

Thus everything described in this proposed large school bears a ratio of

five to one to the corresponding unit of Part I,

6.

The optimum proportions between pupils,

builduvgs

AS the school is for the war period only, temporary buildings should

be used as far as possible, and their construction should be suitable to

7.

the climate.

Hitherto it has been necessary to have large hangars for the8.
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aeroplanes, but why these have been made so high it is difficult to see.

As it appears that in war-time the machines must be immediately removed and

peggeti out, it seems to us that in England at any rate sheds are unnecessary,

and we do not suggest using them except for repair work.

In a hot climate or where there is heavy rainfall or hard iirosts,

we would propose a type of shed such as is shown in sketch (a) appended.

These would be placed round the four sides of an aerodrcane, starting at

the corners and continuing as far as is necessary to accommodate the

The advantages of this arrangement are :

Rapid exit and entry of aircraft,

fal’Minimum target for enemy aircraft.

Mlow cost.

-^4^ Easy heating.
Lean-to buildings can be constructed at the back of these sheds which can

be used to accommodate the men and also as various stores, instructional

sheds, etc.

It is proposed to have one large repair shed to accommodate all

the aircraft which are not in the aerodrome sheds, (i.e. 135 machines),

and here all repairs to both engines and aeroplanes would be carried out.

9.

0)

machines.

10.

AIRGRAET

11. As the capital cost of 405 machines is a considerable item.

it is essential to see that they are used as many of the available hours

We have based our calculations on having 270, that is two

always serviceable and keeping them in the air for five hours

as possible.

2)
thirds.

To do this an instructor cannot keep a machine on the groundeach day.

while he shews a new pupil the intricacies of its controls, and it is

proposed to have cheap dummies in which the new pupil will be taught

The nextthe elementary principles of an aeroplane and its controls.

stage would be a Link trainer of which we should like to use a considerable

number, and in this manner aeroplanes will be kept in the air the

(l) Sfeetcto wdt
(a) This is the proportion at present worked to in England. (o.D.138)v



maximum possible number of hours.

Yftiilst -we have mentioned 405 as the number of aircraft required for

the school in order to keep 270 serviceable continually, we consider that

this reserve will prove too liberal and expect later to be able to cut

it down to about 56O,

We consider that the elementary training should be done on a

single engined machine so that there would be I80 of these on charge.

Intermediate and Advanced Training would be carried out on a twin engined

aircraft such as the Oxford of which there would be 90 for the Intermediate

12.

13.

The

and 135 for the Advanced, total 225•

Inter

media t a, 4tLYanced
Elemen-

ilotaliiary.

The aircraft held would

therefore be 405180 13590

These numbers being proportional to those for the hypothetical school,

(Part I, para. 46).

14. Having thus reduced the capital cost as much as possible, the

only remaining item of expenditure, namely the labour, has to be dealt

with.

LABOUH

Y/e propose that the 270 machines always serviceable on the15.

aerodrome should be divided into

A Plight, 60 Single Engined aircraft)
do. )

60 Twin Engined aircraft for Intermediate.
Advanced.

for Elementary
B  do, 60 do. do.

C

90 do. do. do.D

.

In our plan we have allowed for all machines to be Twin Engine size.

so 0 will not need more accommodation than A and B, but B flight sheds

No difficulty here as thewill have to be larger than the other three,

aerodrome will probably not be truly square in any case,

would be responsible for taking its aircraft in and out of the sheds.

Each flight

if any, or for pegging down where no sheds existed, and also for keeping

AT) other services and repairs would be done by thethem clean.
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12.

All small repairs, such•work-shop, including filling and routine repairs.

as checking, ignition, etc., -would be done by workshops in the flight

sheds.

16. ¥e append an organization chart of the school, paragraph 28 and

we consider that this organization and method of operation uses the

Ajnother advantage is that it relieves the officerminimum of skilled men.

commanding the flight so that he can concentrate all his time on his proper

Thus his office need only be a small affairbusiness of teaching flying.

consisting of a junior officer and a clerk to keep records and arrange

flying times for the pupils.

Besides the four flight conmanders there would be officers in17.

charge of the various other branches such as armoury. Link trainer.

bombing, photography, etc and these would be directly under the officer• 9

The rest of the organization should bein charge of all instruction.

clear from the diagram and is largely based on that of some Stench

schools of roughly the same size as the one now under discussion.

18. The chief difference, and in our opinion a very important

difference, is that in these schools the aircraft are issued to the flights

each morning and collected at night, so that they are never, as it were.

the property of the flight. This is thought to be bad fran the

psychological point of view, as it leads to the flights having no interest

in their individual machines, which in our opinion is a very serious matter

indeed.

AERDDRCME tpSSTION

This is the one thing in which we think it would be foolish to19.

Our views on the subject follow :~try to economise.

We calculate that

An E.F.T.S, of to-day flies 100 hours -oer vvorking day.
An I.T.S.

An A.T.3.
83

II

75

H

258Total
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We, in the hypothetical school, should be doing

120 hours per working dayElementary
Intermediate

Adva need

Go

90

II
Total 270

These figures are calculated in both cases, not guessed.

So if we had the same aerodrone space as at present we should be

about as well off.

They, we think, but are not quite certain, have k- aerodromes,

1 E.B’.T.S, aerodreane, 1 central P.T.3. aerodrome, and 2 relief i'.T.S.

flying grounds.

We do not discuss areas as the congestion would not be on the ground

We do not speak in terms ofbut in the air,especially night-flying,

aircraft as they may be used more by us than by them. The above

figures avoid both difficulties.

How do we escapeOur school is to be five times the above size.

having 5 x 4 = 20 aerodromes?

Of what nature is the congestion now complained of?

the air, most English aerodromes are generally empty

at certain moments only that there is overcrowding.

We suggest having an aerodrome one mile square, with buildings at

each corner also, roughly at each corner, and at  a distance frem it and

from each other of four or five miles, 3 auxiliary aerodromes, making 12

Seen frcaa

.ft) It is probably

auxiliary aerodremes, in all, and there is good hope that by careful

If it is not, further reliefarrangement of times this viiould be enough,

landing grounds must be taken over as required,

difficulty will be very serious, thou^ it must by no means be lost sight

We do not think the

The unit, mustof as the question is one of the very greatest importance,

of course, be in a flat thinly populated area,

20, A two-track light railway with a simple train going round in each

at the present time andOne of the writers has a private aeroplane
both have had them at one time or another.
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direction, whose trucks would be merely flat cars with hand-rails, could be

The tracksconstructed for carrying men and material frou place to place,

iil ter natively a road and omnibusv/ould, of course, be outside the sheds.

The former would probably be the cheaper but the

latter has the advantage that a road could be used for other vehicles,

ideal thing would, of course, be to have both.

service could be used.

The

21. EQUIBxEHT. TSHSQMEL AKD HSSULTS.
\

405Aircraft in School • • •• • •

Divided into

180Single Engined Trainers

Twin Engined Trainers

Aircraft always serviceable

• • •• • •

225• • •

270• • • • » •

135Mtf in -workshops • • • • • •

The S.E.T. are for A and B flights, which do Elementary training.

The T.E.T. are for C and D flights, which do Intermediate and

Advanced training respectively,

V/e append a table giving further particulars,

22. Ec^iUmHET. EEBSOInIEEL AKD RESUL^IS.

405 Aircraft School.

A and B flights are elementary.
G flight is intermediate.
D flight is advanced. Slights.

D  Totals.A B C

k0313590 90 90Total number of Aircraft

60 60 60 27090It serviceable do.»

1354530 30 30Jnserviceable Aircraft • • •

360 1,040240 240 200Number of Pupils • • • • •

37.4519 19 18.45Hours of Dual • • •

91.5531 31 11.55It Solo • • »

1305050 50 30Total flying hours • • «

8 208  8 4Length of course in weeics

Intake of Pupils every 4 weeks ...

• • •

180 240120 120 200• • •

180180100 100 180nII It

Outgo • • •
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405 Aircraft School (Continued)

Plights.A and B flights are elementary.
C flight is inteimediate,
B flight is advanced. Totals.A  B C D

k

Personnel -

4111 1Officer in charge • • •

1343 3 3Assistant Officers in charge

23545 70 7545Plying Instructors ...

41 1 11Engineering Officers

41 11 1Adjutants

4111 1Warrant Officers

1343 33Hight Sergeants • • •

266  . 6 6 8II Corporals

1354530 30 30Aircraft Hands unskilled

To these must be added the

ground instructional staff at
five times the number for

1 E.P.T.S. and 1 P.T.S. though

this might be reduced in so
large a unit. 6515 15

PACTOHS OP SAIE^TI

life repeat frcaa thereThese are exactly as in Part I, para. 53.

that we are allowing for only 5 working days out of 7 and only 5 flying

hours per working day out of 12 light hours.

As to lengths of courses, we have followed the official syllabus

(3.D.138) in laying down mean lengths of course, rather too long indeed

for the summer, but which may have to be lengthened in winter.

23.

WOxiKSHQP

It has been impossible in the time for us to work out the complete

personnel or the e:|Uiment required,

have 135 machines in store or being repaired and in addition they will be

responsible for all the machines in the flights including filling with

The personnel and equipment can therefore

be taken in proportion to an existing repair depot of similar size.

24.

The workshop will however always

petrol and oil and starting up.

V
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It should be borne in mind that each machine in a flight ■will be in the air

The v;orkshop 'would consist mainly of one large

This is allowing

fcxr 25 hours per week,

building having a floor area of say 214,000 square feet,

for 60 Single Sngined machines covering 1,204 square feet each, this being

the ground covered by the Harvard machine, and for 75 Twin Hngined machines

at 1,890 square feet each, this being the ground covered by the Oxford,

(Areas from Chief Technical Officer, C.P.S.).

long and I80 feet wide would give space for wing storage as well as repairs.

Near this building would be the engine repair shop, test shop and stores.

A shop about 1,200 feet

L

r

ECONOMIES UUH TO LAR&K SIZE

We should have liked to go into these more in detail but it would25.

be impossible to do so without working out the full labour requirements in

and comparing these with those of the smallerthe workshops, stores, etc

units novif existing plus their proportion of the Depots which maintain them.

• 9

This stage has not yet been reached, besides v^hich we should need access

to confidential papers shewing the existing establishments in detail before

we could institute a coiirDarison.

26. The small units described in Part I of this Report would have the

econony due to methodical proportioning of material to personnel, but not

To do all their own repairs they might need anything

up to 25 men per aircraft, and indeed the thing would be altogether

impracticable, but to give an example of the econony due to size we may

quote from a report made by ourselves when we were sent together on an

official visit to the^Prench training centres in 1917.

At Pau, 133 aircraft were kept continually serviceable with 10 men

per machine including clerical, unskilled and female staff.

But Pau had just four times the proportion of big and little accidents

that Gosport had (12.5/a per diem instead of 3.1

calculation made at the time after working out in very great detail the

complete labour requirements for a proposed large school, the following

that due to size.

27.

and from a careful

results vjere obtained

13.22 men per aircraft,
6.00 men per aircraft.

Gosport Elem. Section
The same on the basis of 400 aircraft

24 aircraft
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APPENDIX 13

ELEMENTARY PLYING TRAINING SCHOOLS (UNITED KINGDOM)
1 May 194-0

E.P.T.S. LOCATION AIRCRAFT Pupils

No. 1 96Hatfield 48

No. 2 Pilton 4824

36No. 3 Eamble 72

96No. 4 48Brou^

96No. 5 Hanwoirth 48

No. 6 9648Sywell

No. 7 108Desford 54

No, 8 48Reading 24

96No. 9 48Ansty

9648No. 10 Yatesbury

36No. 11 Perth 72

36No. 12 Prestwick 72

9648No. 13 ’jyhite Waltham

36No. 14 Elmdon 72

36No. 15 Redhill 72

No.l8 48Pairoaks 24

96No. 22 48Cambridge

36No. 24 72Sydenham

108No. 30 Derby 54
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SmVICK gLYIW& TRAININ5 SCHOOLS (UNITED CTTCTOM^

1 K\«.^ 1940

3.P.T.S. LOCATION AIRCRAPF CAPACm

COTESE

LSJGTH
fWTTOKTl^

NO. 1 Netheravco
54 ) ,00

Battle 54 )
I.T.S. 80 )
A.T.S. 80 ) 16

Trained P.A.A. personnel.
Aircraft strength in Hay was 64*
This school bacaizte fiilly eat^lished in June 1940.

No. 2 Brise Norton Harvard 45 ) .na
Oxford 63 )

I.T.S. 80 )
A.T.S. 80 ) 16

No. 3 South Cemey
) ,.o

Oxford 63 j ̂
I.T.S. 80 ) -
A.T.S. 80 ) 16

No. 5 Sealasd
Master/fert 45 ) .-p
Oxfoid 63 )

I.T.S. 80 ) ̂
A.T.S. 80 ) 16 Masters replacing Harts.

No. 6 Little Riseington
Harvard 45 ) ,np
Anson 63 )

I.T.S. 80 ] ̂
A.T.S. 80 ) 16

No. 7 Peterborough
Hart 54 )
Battle 54 ) ̂ A.T.5. 80 ) 16

Aircraft strength in May was 84.
This school became fully established in June 1940.

NO. 8 Montrose
Rart/^iaater 45 ) .rto
Oxfoid 63

^ } 160A.T.S. 80 ) 16 Masters replacing Heats.

No. 9 ffiillavington
^5 ) -no

Anaon 63 )
I.T.S. 80 )
A.T.S. 80 ) 16

No.10 TenMU
Harvard 45 )
Anson 63 )

I.T.S. 80 )
A.T.S. 80 ) 16

No.11 Shawbxiry
Bart 45 j „
Oxford 63 )

I.T.S. 80 ) _
A.T.S. 80 ) 16

No.12 SranthMn

Hart 18 )
Anson 63 ) 108
Battle 27 )

I.T.S. 80 )
A,T.S. 80 ) 16

NO.14 Cranfield
Harvard 45 ) .op
Oxford 63 )

I.T.S. 80 } _
A.T.S. 80 ) 16 Moved from Kinloss 20 April 1940.

No.15 Middle Wallop
Harvard 45 )
Oxford 63 )

I.T.S. 80 )
A.T.S. 80 ) 16 Moved fron Lossiemouth 20 April 1940.

College Cramrell
Hart W ) .no
Oxford 63 )

I.T.S. 80 )
A.T.S. 80 ) 16

Note; The average strength of the A.T.S. ccurse was 72
owing to 'washcuts* on the I.T.S. coorse.
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£

8
8
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85
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£0
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£

6

4
4
6

6
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84
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40
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8
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4
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£
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8.P.t.S. i.7.a. 536 AO
Op.I Aa.tl
1® 2m

Of.t Qp.n
1® 5®^ . . ^ ^ - 8P.I cp.n

1® "Sir
cpn Op.n
too 200

&P.I Cp.n
"533

0^1 Qp.n )P.I Cp.II
i33 mo

0^ C^
A.T.S. . 206 . 40 £0 120 £2 95 £0 120 £2 53 . £0 120 65 ' 55 SO 120 77 66 £0 120 77 66 ' So 120 81 . 69

in. aauB r&T.^
ITWTBIW PW X'lmw

■at. of
1.1.

aireraft
Capaoltp

Bam per
I.B. alr-
ormi^ per

•aatb

■at.- of
I.K.

alrezaft
Capeoity .

Boura par
I.B. air
craft per

Miib

Bit. of
I.B.

alreraft
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I.E. alr
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■  I.B.
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Bom per-
I.B. alr-^
craft per

oontb

I.7.T.S. - US 1,272 77 560 1.943 74 5£0 1,272 82 560 1,527 98 560 1,680 93 560 *1,550 103 5®° 1,908 123

8.7.T.S. l.T.S.
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3BBVICB H«YDC TRAIKPIS SCHOOI^ (THTITSD KINSIXai^
sgrramro 1940 I

S.P.T.S. Locatico. Airoraft Capacity
Course

Length
fWeeks^

Remarks

No. 1 NetharaTon
Eaxt 54 )
Battle 5lt. )108 160 16 Trained F.A.A. personnel

No. 2 Brlze Norton Oxford 108 ^0 10 Group II

NO. 3 South Cezney Oxford 108 200 10 Group II

No. 5 Sealand Master 108 200 10 Group I

No. 6 Little Rissington Anson 108 200 10 Group II

No. 7 Peterborough
Bart 54 )
Battle 54 )108 160 16

Trained F.A.A. personnel.
Moved to Canada in October 1940 and became
No. 31 S.F.T.S.

No. 8 Hontrose Master 108 200 10 Group I

No. 9 Hull&vington Hart/Master 108 200 10 Group I

N0.1O Ternbill Anson 108 200 10 Group II.
Moved to Canada in October 1940 and became
NO. 32 S.F.T.S.

No.ll Shawbury Oxford 108 200 1° Group n

No.12 Granthsffi
Battle 64 )
Anson 44 )108 200 10 Group II

- No,l4 Cranfield Oxford 108 200 10 Group II

No.15 Chipping Nortory'
Eidlington

Harvard 108 200 10 Group I
Moved from Middle Wallop on 31 August 1940.
I.T.S. at Kidlington
A.T.S, at Chipping Norton

College Cranwell Oxford 108 200 10 Group II

Note; The S.F.T.S.s comaeneed specialisation in June A%0 as foUows:-
Group I - 4 schools
Group II - 8 schools
P.A.A. - 2 schools

This was completed by September 1%^*
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EUMKHTARY ELYING TRAIHIH& SCHOOLS (UICITED KINGDOM)
January 1%1

Course

Length

<^Weeks^
E.P.T.S. Location Aircraft Capacity

6No. 1 Hatfield Tiger Moth 72 120

6Tiger Moth 36 60No. 2 Staverton

60 6Tiger Moth 36No. 3 Watchfield

6No. 4 Brough Tiger Moth 72 120

6No. 5 Tiger Moth 72Meir 120

6No. 6 Syvsrell Tiger Moth 72 120

6No. 7 Desford Tiger Moth 72 120

60 6Tiger Moth 36No. 8 Reading

6No. 9 Tiger Moth 72 120Ansty

6No. 10 Tiger Moth 72 120Weston

6150No. 11 Perth Tiger Moth 90

6No. 12 Tiger Moth 54Prestwick 90

6Tiger Moth 72No. 13 White Waltham 120

6No. 14 Tiger Moth 72 120Elmdon

6Magister 54 90No. 15 Carlisle

6No. 16 Tiger Moth 72 120Derby

6No. 18 40Tiger Moth 24Pairoaks

6Tiger Moth 90 150No. 22 Cambridge

6Tiger Moth 72 120No. 24 Luton
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SERVIGE ELYIN& TRAINING SCHOOLS (UNITED KINGDOM)
1 Januajry 1941

Course

Length

(Veek^
RemarksS.P.T.S. Location Aircraft Capacity

Master/Hart 54-
Battle 54-

160 16 P.A.A, PupilsNo. 1 Netheravon

108No. 2 Brize Norton Oxford 200 10

108No. 3 South Cemey Oxford 200 10

108No. 5 Temhill Master 200 10

No. 6 108Little Rissington Oxford 200 10

108No. 8 200 10Montrose Master

108 200 10Hullavington MasterNo. 9

108 10Oxford 200ShawburyNo. 11

108 10No. 12 Grantham Oxford 200

Oxford 108Cranfield 200 10No. 14

Harvard IO8 10200No. 15 Kidlington

College
S.P.T.S.

108 10Oxford 200Cranwell

Covered E.P.T.S.Magister
Master

Oxford

52
Polish

S.P.T.S.
160 and24Hucknall 40

S.P.T.S. stages.20
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REPORT ON THE ̂ lAXIMUM TRAINING CAI^ACITY AT

SERVICE PLYING TRAINING SCHOOLS IN THE

imiTED KINGOg^ BY GROUP CAPTAIN GORDON

DEAN. 16 IvIAY 192..1

INTRODUCTION

The following report is based upon investigations carried out by the
writer into the organisation of Service Plying Training Units since his

attachment for this purpose to Headquarters, No, 23 Group, on 29th April 1941.

2. During the period the writer has discussed the organisation in detail

with the Staff of No, 23 Group, and spent one week at No, 6 Service Plying
Training School in order to acquire first hand information regarding the
problem,

can be introduced which will add to the general efficiency, and in particular
secure an increased output of pupils from this type of school.

The aim of the investigations was to see whether any suggestions

PRELBIINARY CONSIDERATIONS APFECTINC MAXIMUM CAPACITY

3. Por maximum efficiency in any machine it is desirable that the loading
shall be spread as uniformly as possible in order to avoid any excess of
overload or underload periods,
to personnel, to aircraft, and also to aerodrome congestion and wear and
tear,

available flying hours, the load on the machine will ensure better results
than if there is uneven distribution.

In flying training tiiis applies equally

If the daytime flying required is spread evenly throughout the

As regards maximum output, there are four main limiting factors for

any one unit;-
4.

(a) The safe 'saturation point' for day flying.

The safe 'saturation point' for night flying.(b)

(o) The limits of accommodation available for personnel.

(d) The limits of accoramodation available for aircraft.

5. Ancillary, but important, factors are the availability of spare parts
and the loading on the aerodrome surfaces. Por all year round
establishment it v/ould appear that the present strength in aircraft (108)
is about the maximum that can be usefully employed and maintained. It
would also appear not practicable to increase substantially the aooom.aodation

for personnel. As regards aircraft congestion, the limiting factor is the
number of aircraft that can be operated during the mid-winter period when
loading on each available flying hour ly day will be at its peak. The
concensus of opinion seems to be that any addition in aircraft strength would
cause undue flying congestion and result in loss of efficiency and a rise in
the accident rate. With this opinion, I agree. As regards night flying,
the limiting factor is the number of aircraft that can be operated at any one
time over any aerodrome. The present practice of operating three aircraft
(with three in reserve) throughout the hours of darkness seems to be the most
efficient in all circumstances. The mid-summer period has the shoiijest

number of night flying hours. Therefore, this limits the number of pupils
who can ccsaplete their night flying training at this time of the year.

PAGTORS LEADING TO LOSS OF EPFIGIENCY IN I1.YING OUTPUT

The following factors have been brought to my notice which cause

inefficiency in the training machine at present:-

6. Uneven Loading on Instructors. The present practice by which flying
instructors receive all their pupils on entry causes unnecessary peak loads
on each instructor. A more uniform loading would be achieved if instructors

pupils were not all at the same stage of their course.

/ 7.
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7. Time Lost Unneoessarily During Plying Periods. The time lost under
this heading is mostly due to refuelling and lack of forward planning. is
far as possible the refuelling of aircraft should be distributed in time as
evenly as possible. Also no unavoidable minute should be lost during the
changeover of crews in any aircraft. To achieve the above, a vigilant
control needs to be exercised at all times by the officer-in-charge of each
aircraft operating point.

8. Unnecessary Aircraft Congestion During .Available Flying Hours. Only
the minimum number of aircraft necessary to complete the flying programme
should be called for at any one period. This will ensure that the
maintenance personnel have as many aircraft as possible available for

inspection and maintenance purposes. is far as possible, therefore, there
should be no peak periods of flying at any period through the day. The
unifoim loading throughout the day will reduce the number of aircraft required
to a minimum, and also create less congestion and risks of taxying accidents,
etc.

9. Unserviceability of ierodrome Surfaces During ?iTinter Months. During
the winter months daylight hours are short. Therefore, the aircraft
congestion is then at its highest. Also during the winter months the
aerodrome surfaces are most liable to deterioration due to conditions of wet,
frost and snow. Grass surfaces in the United Kingdom are never in a position
to stand up consistently to the overload which occurs at training units during
this period of the year. The only solution to this difficulty would appear
to be the provision of adequate runways in time before the next winter season.

10. Delay in Obtaining Snare Parts. It seems essential that all Units

should hold a sufficient stock of spare parts as experience proves necessary
for day to day maintenance purposes. Everything possible should also be

done to ensure that any spare parts not so held should be obtainable with the

least possible routine delay.

PROPOSED TAAIMIMG PROGRAMME

11. At Annexure 'A' is a suggested training programme for the spring and
summer periods. This programme has been agreed by O.G., No, 6 Service Plying
Training School, It extends the daylight flying period to fifteen hours,
divided into three 5 hour periods, and enables the total of pupils under
training to be increased from 200 to 288, As long as daylight hours permit,
the programme requires 32 aircraft for 48 pupils throughout each of these

periods, liVhen the hours shorten, recourse should be made to a similar two

period programme calling for two flying periods each day, which would require
48 aircraft to serve 72 pupils during each of these periods. This two
period programme could be continued throughout the winter, but in order to
clear up airrears due to weather, etc. it will be necessary to increase the
number of aircraft to the maximum possible on occasions for a double class of

flying pupils. Under the three period programme each instructor will have

one 5 hour flying period each day with half of his pupils. The pupils in
each of these halves will be divided between junior and senior entries, as
explained in more detail later (see paragraphs 19 and 20).

COMtffiNTS ON THE ABOVE PR0GR41yiE

12. Length of Course. Experience has shown that it is impossible to complete
the present programme in ten weeks except during the summer months. It is
recomiaended that the course should be extended to 13 weeks during the early
spring and autumn, and to l6 weeks during the winter in order to set an aim
v/hich is more nearly obtainable. It may also be considered desirable to

reduce the pupil population during the winter period to the present total of
200.

/ 13.
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13. Analysis of Day flying. The total day flying hours required under the
syllabus for each pupil is approximately 68. Each pupil will have a flying
period on 30 alternate days over a 10 weeks' course if one day a week is
allov/ed for leave. The average flying required per pupil per flying period
is approximately 2*3 hours. During the early period of the course, he will
not receive this but should be able to make up the balance during the latter
half of his time,

lecture periods during the ninth and tenth weeks of each course when ground
instruction has ceased. The maintenance organization must be prepared to
provide additional aircraft for this puipose if necessary. Apart from this
the reserve of maximiM possible flying hours provided in the programme to meet
contingencies due to bad weather and time wastage is about 4-7 per cent.

If this is insufficient, extra flying can be taken from

14. Night Flying. The Induction in the hours available for night flying
during the spring and suminer periods and the proposed increase in the strength
of pupils make it essential for two aerodromes or landing grounds per Service
Plying Training School to be available for night flying every night if the
night flying programme is to be completed,
about five hours only available and the continuous use of three aircraft each

at two landing grounds provide a total capacity of 30 hours per night,
each pupil requires 4? hours night flying and half the pupils (l44) are night
flying over the last five weeks of their course, it will be necessary to fly
on the average 144 x 4*5 divided by 5 x 7 = l8*5 hours per night,
margin between what is available and what is required is a very close one and
it will clearly be impossible to complete the night flying programme if one
night landing ground only is available.

On the shortest nights there are

If

The above

Investigation has brought to light the fact that two
fitters and one rigger class of personnel are allowed per aircraft for

The amount of work is practically in the reverse

15. Maintenance.

servicing purposes,

proportion to this, and an establishment of two riggers and one fitter would
more nearly meet the load to be carried by this personnel,
hours called for under the new prograoime total 8,294 per month, exclusive of
incidental flying,
involved the Station Engineer Officer at No. 6 Service Plying Training School
considers that he would require the follov/ing additions

The total fl3ring

In order to meet the additional maintenance work

48Plight Mechanic 'A'
Aircrafthands ...

Seivicing Squadron • • •

32• • •

12Pitter II A

Aircrafthands ...
Maintenance Squadron • • •

8• • •

100Total

16. Bie provision of aircrafthands will enable a dilution of flight
servicing parties and allow the routine inspections, etc. necessitated by
the increased number of flying hours.

A minimum of one hour is required in daylight each17. Daily Insoections.

day to enable the maintenance personnel to complete the daily inspections
before flying commences in the morning, since these inspections must be
carried out in the daylight when the aircraft are picketed out.

programme at Annexure 'A' allows sufficient time for this work to be completed
The

18. The programme calls for the maintenanceAircraft Requirements,

organization to provide 32 aircraft for continuous operation 15 hours daily
out of an establishment of 108 aircraft. This gives four aircraft to each

It is considered that an additional aircraft per flight should beflight,
provided under the control of each flight as an immediate reserve, making a
total of 32 in use plus eight in reserve.

19. Establishment of Instructors. A note regarding the establishment and

loading on the Plying Instructional Staff is attached on Annexure 'B'.
prograiame calls for 36 pupils per flight and a minimum of 48 instructors

apart from the four group couunanders and the two squadron commanders in each
^1. The present establishment allows a total of 60 flying instructors
this includes four group commanders, two squadron comiianders and eight

The

new

school

and

flight commanders.

/ 20.
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Allocation of Pupils to Instructors and Flights,

progracorne the pupils of each of the eight flights have been divided into six
sections,

instructor split between the two sections, so that an instructor will not

have more than three pupils flying at any one period,
be absorbed in each of the tv/o squadrons alternately, the new pupils being
divided between all the instructors in the squadron concerned,
instructor will, therefore, receive three new pupils every alternate entry,
i.e

20. Under the new

Six pupils are allotted to each section and six pupils to each

Each new entry will

Each

every five weeks,
for dual being reduced from the present high peak which occurs when the

instructor receives six new pupils all at once under the present system.
Each instructor's pupils are divided so that half are in a section on flying
whilst the other half are on ground lectures on alternate days,
instructor, therefore, has one flying period of five hours every day with
three 'graded' pupils.

This will result in the loading on the instmotors• >

Each

21. Under the new programme each pupil will receive one period of individual
On the next day hetraining on the same day that he has a flying period,

has no flying period but is employed on ground lectures.
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HiYIKG TRAIMIHS PROaRftMMK

Spring anS Sxanner Period

ELURG

Periods Sections Shift Sun, Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Pri. Sat. Sun. Uon, Tues. Wed.

0700 - 1200 A6CDEPGH
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

L L 0 N Q U P L 0 N Q U

1200 - 1700
ABCDEFGH

22222222

U U P L 0 N Q U P L 0 N

1700 - 2200
ABCBEPGE

33333333
N N Q M P L 0 N Q M P L

Night Plying Pupils selected ]referabl' from lecttire per; od pupi!3

INDI7IDIIAL CaiOOTD TRAIN1N&

Hote;

(&) Instructor's pupils &re divided between
two shifts as that half are cq fljing
whilst the other half are on G-round

Lectures.

(b) 4 Aircraft per Section
32 Aircraft per Plying Period (plus 8 Reserve)
2 Instructors per 2 Sections of Pupils
6 Pupils per Section (3 3 new)
Totals

Pupils 288, Instructors UB, Aircraft 32 (plus 8 Reserve)

6 Sections per Plight
4 Plights per Squadron
2 Squadrons per Unit

I

k

0730 - 1030
ABCDEPGH

44444444
0 M P L Q N Q M P L 0 N

t

1030 - 1330
ABCDSPGE

55555555 P N Q M P L 0 N Q U P L

'

1500 - 1800
ABCDEPGH

66666666 q L 0 N Q H P L 0 N Q U

%

(SOUND LBCTUBIS

0800 - 1730 .
as detailed OPQ OPQ lUN OPQ U!H (3PQ OPQ ZtfN OPQ ZIIN OPQ
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NOTE BE PLYING INSTRUOTORS

Present eatablishnent and loading on giving Inatruotional Staff

The present establishment allows 60 flying instructors for each Service
Flying Training School, but included in this total are two squadron leaders,
four flight group commanders and eight fli^t commanders, i*e. 14 'Supervisory

This leaves a minimum of 46
Of these, it

1.

Instructors' with special responsibilities,
instructors available for a full load of flying instruction,
is stated that on the average six are always non-effective on account of leave,
sickness and other reasons, so that a minimum of 40 only can be considered
effective.

2. The position is complicated still further because a proportion of the
actual instructors are deemed to be 'inexperienced* and it has been laid
down that these cannot train as many pupils as the 'experienced' instructors.
The ratio of e:q>erienced to ine^erienoed is stated to be about 3 to 1.

3* As regards the 14 instructors mentioned in paragraph 1 above, it has
been agreed by Flying Training Command, that under 'maximum effort' conditions
the group and flying commanders themselves can take a certain proportion of
pupils in addition to their supervisoiy duties. This distribution of pupils
is as follows:-

4 Group Commanders @ 2 pupils each

8 Fli^t Cotnmanders @ 4 pupils each

8

32

Total 40 pupils

4. £:q>erienoed instructors are allowed under the present organization to
take six pupils each and inexperienced instructors to take five pupils each.
Therefore, pupils can be allotted to the 40 remaining instructors as follows

@ 6 pupils each

10 inexperienced instructors @ 5 pupils each

30 experienced instructors 180

50

230

The School establishment of 60 instructors, therefore, enables a total
strength of pupils to be accepted as follows
5.

Ripils

6 Non-effective

14 Supervisory instructors
30 E^erienced instructors
10 Inexperienced instructors

For a total of 288 pupils, therefore, a further increase of three
instructors, in the authorised establishment of 60 would be required, uzd.ess
it is considered that the relief in peak overloading on instructors by the
more even distribution of their work will enable them to take a hi^^er
average load.

40
180

50

6.
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ME.vlQriAHDUM BY FLYING TRAINING GOMMAKD

ON INCREASE OF OUTPUT AT S.F.T.S.s . .

(h.Q. . F.T.G. Notes of June 1%T)

Flying Day

08.30 19-45 All flying instructors ayailable for duty.

Routine

08.30 Plying 'A' and Ground Instruction 'B'11.30

11.30 13.00 Dinner and lunch break,

can break into this for indiyiduals.

Cross countries

16.00 Plying *B' and Ground Instruction 'A*.13*00

i6*45 Plying 'A'. Either Synthetic Training,
Ground Instruction, or Night Flying 'B*.

The whole of the pupils are divided equally into two sets of squads, 'A'
set or 'B' set. The members of squad 'B' (as above) who have been on
night flying late miss the morning flying period the next day. Por most
months of the year, the same periods hold good, the routine being varied
as regards time of commencement and ending, if necessary, according to
the effect of 'Sunmier time' in relation of day-light. When the hours of
day-light become too short to allov/ of the normal working day of 11^ hours,
including meals, the third flying period is gradually reduced as required.

19-45

Load on Insti-uctors and Pupils

Each instructor, other than a supervisory one (Squadron Oommander,
Plight Group Goamander or Plight Oommander) takes six pupils. Supervisory
instructors take no pupils of their ov/n, but conduct tests, and help out
with instructions in their flights or flight groups if instructors are

absent. During each period of three hours an instructor has three pupils.
Allov/ing for 20 per cent of days unfit for flying and one day a week off
flying, there are then in the ten weeks' courses 80 per cent of 70 - 10 days
fit for flying i.e. 48 days. A pupil must, therefore, average 68/48 hours
per day available for flying.

Calculating on a three period day but allowing the third period to
count only half the value of the earlier two periods, because allowance

has to be made for breaking into it by shifting the afternoon period owring
to bad weather and shortening of day-light etc,, the pupils obtain one
period every fit flying day and one-and-a-half periods every other fit
flying day, i.e. two-and-a-half periods in two days on an average of one-
and-a-quarter periods per day. The pupil has to do a total of 68 hours
flying on the course in v/hich there are available to him I-4 x 48 available
flying periods = 60 flying periods. Therefore, his average time per
flying period is 68/6O hours = 1*134 hours = 1 hour 8 minutes. Now,
three pupils have to do an average total of 1 hour 8 minutes x 3 the
three hour period = 3*4 hours or 3 hours 24 minutes. An aeroplane may be
expected to fly for 2^ hours out of 3 hours. Therefore, aritlmetically,
the aircraft requirement is, 1 instructor; 3 pupils; 1.37 aircraft.
Allowing a small margin, the aircraft requirement may be put at 1*5 for
3 pupils per period. As on a 200 pupils' course there will be 100 under

instruction in any period, the aircraft requirement is 50 serviceable
continuously for a day of nine working hours. As 50 is not a convenient

figure for division amongst the eight flights into which a S.F.T.S. is

(1) A.M. Pile S.71940.

/ organized
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organized for flying instruction and because of dispersed working a flight
cannot share an aircraft with another flight, it is proposed that the
pupil population should be 224, an increase of 12 per cent over the present
200.

and in order to ensure that those aircraft will be continuously available
one additional aircraft per flight must be held as serviceable float = 64.

For flying 112 pupils per period 56 aircraft will be required

Instructors

Hie existing establishment is 2 squadron oomaianders, 4 flight group
Gomaianders, 8 flight commanders and 40 flying instructors, i.e. 14 supervisory
and 40 ordinary instructors,
quarter, the instructors available will be 13 supervisory and 37 ordinary
instructors, which almost exactly cover the 224 pupils at 6 per ordinary
instructor,

ordinary instructors who may be sick or not available for some other reason.
If the flight group and flight oomaanders were to average 2 pupils each they
would take 24 pupils between them, which allo-ws for 4 out of net 37 ordinary
instructors to be unavailable owing to sickness, extraneous duties, delay in
replacement and other causes.

Allowing for leave at the rate of one week per

The supervisory instructors will have to carry the pupils of

Flying Load on the Individual Instructor

Assuming that courses are not split between flights - consider the
working in the peak dual-1st sole stage.

3 Periods

Each period the instructor gives each of 3 pupils  | hour dual. 3 pupils
get i dual each and 3 get 1^ hours each per day. The instructor gives
3 X § hours dual each period x 2^ hours. This is possible in 3 hours with
one aircraft. Over the day the instructor does 6^ hours flying. The
figure can, however, be reduced if necessary by the flight oommarder and
flight group commanders' tests and by their giving other help.

The pupils during this period average 1*l/8 hours per period which is
very nearly their average per day over the whole course, so that there is
no appreciable increase in the average daily flying that they have to do
over the remainder of their course. Over the whole course the instructor

has to give dual approximately 28 x 6 hours over 10 weeks = 168 hours or
67*2 hours per 4 weeks. Adding incidental flying, say 75 hours in 4 weeks.
Average dual per flying day 3^ hours.

Ground Instruction - Three Period Day

8.30-11.30 13.00-16.00 16.00-16.45 i6.45-19*0C11.30-13-00

Section A Plying GroundLunch Tea Flying

GroundSection £ Lunch Plying GroundTea

In the case shown above where Section 'A' starts flying at 8.3O they
will do 3 hours ground instruction that day.
Section starts flying at 13.OO hours they will do 5? hours ground instruction.

The following day when this

Therefore, every 2 days they will have 8^- hours ground instruction, and
hours.the average per day will be 4*1

/ 2.
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2. !Kie S.E. Syllabus requires 121 hours ground instruction for its
completion and the T.E. Syllabus 145 hours. We may, therefore, ignore
the S.E. Syllabus in these calculations.

3. Ground instruction finishes at the end of the 8th week, i.e. 56 days:
deducting 8 'days off from this figure we get 48 days available for
ground instruction. During these 48 days each pupil must do 145 hours
ground instruction or 3*1/48 hours per day, leaving a margin of 1»l/8
hours per day approx.

4. No account has been taken of the possibility of doubling up with
the Section due for ground instruction when the weather makes the other
Section's flying programtae impossible, as this is not always feasible
owing to accommodation difficulties, but Airmanship lectures might well
be under flight arrangements, mainly in bad weather periods.
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Comparison of basic points in &roup Captain Gordon-Dean*s

Scheme a^ Headquarters. Flying Training Command’s
Soheme (b) for maximum output from S.F. 173,8

(A) (B)

Allotment of pupils to
Instractors

Pupils of two courses to each
instructor.

Pupils of one course each instructor.

Air Congestion

During the 4 months of 15 hours

daily flying period, the minimum,
to train 288 pupils in a ten
weeks' course.

Greater air congestion proportion,
the peak of 56; 52 during routine working
in fine weather,

quent discussion with Group Captain
Gordonr*Dean it appears that the figures
should be 56; 40.

At

As a result of subse-

Need for adequate supplies of
spare parts

Essential to the vrorking of the
scheme.

Very impoiijant; but less so than in
Scheme 'A', because of greater margin
allowed in planning.

Flying day total and periods

11^ hours, 3 of 3 hours. Long breaks
for meals and to cover movements between

R.L.Gs and parent aerodrome.

15 hours, 3 of 5 hours. No
break for meals.

Number of pupils

288 224

Number of aircraft

114 112

Ad.justments to meet seasonal

reductions in daily hours of
daylight

A complete change of the
organization as soon as daylight
hours become less than l6.

No change until daylight hours become
less than 12g; after that, no change
of organization, but adjustment of the
daily timetable.

Instructor's daily flying
periods

One of 5 hours 3 of 3 hours each.

Spread of the pupil's flying

Alternate days one 5 hour
period.

Eyery day one 3 hour period and every
other day a second 3 hour period.

Average Flying time required
per pupil per priod

2*3 hours 1*134 hours.

(l) See Appendix 19.

/ Pupils
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A B

Pupils making up their average

during the latter part of the

course

Necessary and involving the
production of more than the
planned total of 32 aircraft

available for flying, during
nearly the vdiole course.

The margins allowed by the schaae over
and above the 20^ bad weather allovrance
are so great that the problem does not
arise, except during the worst v/inter
periods.

Allowance for bad weather

Allowance of 2C^o for bad weather is
included in the calculations,

addition the scheme allow^s very large
margins.

In

No allov/anoe is included in the

calculations,

veiy small margins.

The scheme allovj’s

Additional maintenance personnel

72 29

Period over which the scheme

would be fully operative

(summer season)

6^ months (l7th March - 5th October)if months (April 20th -
August 15th)

Proportion of pupils to
instructors

Approxmately 6 per ordinary
instructor.

6 per ordinary instructor. Supervisory
instructors have no pupils. (The
schemes are, or can be, the same on this
point).

Peak dual load on instructors

Extreme during one week's dual-to~first-
solo period for each course.

Avoided, by splitting courses
between flights and instructors.

Proportion of pupils to

supervisory flying instructors

and ground instructors

Raised in proportion 288; 200 as
compared with existing basis.

Raised in proportion 224: 200, The
proportion is important in view of flying
tests by supervisory instructors and of
the importance of the supervision of the
work of inexperienced instructors.

The possibility of supervision
by flight com-manders etc of the

periods when day flying is in progress
in their flights etc.

Impossible over 15 hours. Possible and normal over 9 hours.

Synthetic training by flying

instructors

Dependent on non-flying weather and
detailed arrangements in the unit.

Systematically arranged

Classroom accommodation

Required for 112 cadets at a time.Required for 144 cadets at a
time.
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Ground Ijistruotion squad sizes

36 28

Station Administration and

domeatio servioes

Additional 24Routine unohanged,
cadets and 29 airmen.

Extremely complicated by the
routine and with added

establishment of 88 cadets,
72 airmen.

Output

Theoretical output in every 2^ weeks 56:
but probability of course extensions
reduced by an allowance of 2QS bad
weather and big margins in the planning.

Theoretical output in every
2^ weeks 72: but owing to
lack of margin in planning
probability of course
extensions.
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ELEMENTARY PLYING TRAINING SCHOOLS (imiTED KIK(aX)M)
30 September 1941

Aircraft

(Tiger Moth)
Capacity Increased
by 2’^o on - Date

B.P. T.S. Location Capacity

No. 1 180Hatfield , 5 July 19M90

36 60No. 2 Staverton

108No. 3 Watohfield 54 5 July 1941

No. 4 72Brou^ 120

48 * 96No. 5 Meir

No. 6 216108Sywell 21 June 1941

No. 7 180Desford 90 2 July 1941

No. 8 108 18 June 1941Reading 54

No. 9 18090 21 June 1941Ansly

72No. 10 Weston 120

180 28 June 1941No. 11 Perth 90

No. 14 72Eljndon 120

216108No. 15 Carlisle 21 June 1941

No.l6 Derby 90 150

No. 17 180Peterborough 90 21 June 1941

No. 18 l8 June 1941Pairoaks 72 144

l8 June 1941No. 19 Sealand 72 144

108No. 20 Yeadon 54 5 July 1941

28 June 1941No. 21 Booker 72 144

108 180No. 22 Cambridge

No.24 72 12 July 1941Luton 144

No. 25 Huoknall

No. 26 36 6oIheale

No.28 Wolverhampton 54 90

No. 29 72Glyffe lypard 120

* Upgraded to 72 aircraft with effect 7 September 1941.
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SERVIGE FLYING TRAIKIKG SCHOOLS (UMITED KINGDOM)
50 Septenibe r 1941

Ccjurse

Length
(Weeks)

RemarksLocation Aircraft CapacityS.F.T.S.

Master/feart 54-
Battle 54

16l6oNo. 1 F.A.A. pupilsNetheravon

108No. 2 Brize Norton Oxfoi^d 240 12

108No. 5 South Cerney Oxford 12240

Moved from Sealand

December 1940
84No. 5 Ternhill Master

Hurricane 24
12200

No. 6 108 288 12 Re-equipped from
Ansons, February
1941. A course

of 288 pupils
commenced 18 June

1941 as an e^jqjeri-
ment.

Little Rissington Oxford

84Master

Hurricane
No. 8 12Montrose 200

24

84Master

Hurricane
12No. 9 Bullavington 200

24

108No. 11 240 12Shawbury Oxford

108 240 12No. 12 Grantham Oxford

108 Moved from

Cranfield,
August 1941

240 12No. 14 Lyneham Oxford

Harvard 108 12200No. 15 Kidlington

No.i6 Formed on 9 June

1941 from the
Polish F.T.S

Huoknall - Train

ing Polish Pilots.

• »

MasterNewton

College
S.F.T.S.

108 12Oxford 240Cranwell
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GOUHSE LEHSIH POLICY UNDER A.M.T.'s TRAINING
PROPOSALS. JANUARY 1942

LENGTH OP GOlffiSES IN \VEEKS

E.A.T.S. R.A.P. IN U.S.A.R.A.P.

Canada

Stage of
Training

South

Africa

S. Rho
desia

U.K.

NewAust

ralia
ArnoldCanada B.P.T.S. Towers

Zealand

I.T.W. 12 12 1212 12 12 12 12 12 12

Air Test

ing in
U.K.

3 33 3

8 8 8 8 8E.P. T.S. 10 10
2827 24

16 l6 16 16 l616 16S.P.T.S.

Total to

end of

S.P. T.S.

Stage

36 36 36 3638 3641 39 42 43

STANDARD A.P.U. & O.T.U. COURSE LENGTHS IN WEEKS (SUMMER)

A.P.U. 0. T. U. TOTAL REMARKS

8Heavy Bomber 12 20

8Medium & Light Bomber 4 12
These totals

should be

added to

ex-SPTS

totals shown

above.

S.E. Fighter (Day) 64 10

T.E. Fighter (Night) 8 179

16Torpedo Bomber 4 12

84 12Other Coastal Tj^es

8 12Army Co-operation 4

Notes;

(a) Pupils ex-S.P.T.S. situated in U.K. would not beU.K. Training:

required to do an A.P.U. course.

(8) As the total hoursPupils from Arnold and B.P.T.S.U.S.A. Training;

under these two schemes would be less tlian the new policy demanded, it
was proposed to give an additional 60 hours flying at advanced schools
in Canada, This would add approximately 7 weeks to the totals shown.

(c) Pupils from Towers; After training would convert to flying boats on a
6 weeks course, which would count as part of their O.T.U. training.
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SERVICS FLYDTG TRYING SCHOOLS (TOTITKD KINGDOM)
31 IJAROH 1942

LOCATIONS.P.T.S. AIHCRAiT CAPACITY COUHSE LENGTH

(Weeks)

16I  CranwellCollege Master 54

Oxford 54

22(jO

No.l6 (Polish) Newton Master 5l

Oxford 33
l60 16

The S.P.T.S.3 in U.K. with the exception of the two schools

shown above, ceased S.P. Training as follows

RMASKSLOCATION DATES.P.T.S.

School disbanded.

Glider and Parachute Training.

Station usNetheravon 7. 3.42 ed forNo. 1

1 ,11 .41No. 2 Brize Norton Canraenced A.P.U. Courses.

Renamed No, 2 (P) A.P.U. l2f.3.42.

No. 3 South Cemey 1.11,41 Ccmmenced A.P.U. Courses,

Renamed No. 3 (P) A.P.U. 14.3.42.

Renamed No. 5 (p) A.P.U.No. 5 Temhill 11. 4.42

No. 6 Renamed No. 6 (p) A.P.U.Little Rissington 22. 4.42

No. 8 15. 4.42 School disbanded and became No. 2

P.I.S. - (No. 2 P.1.3, formed at
Montrose 5.1,42).

Montrose

No. 9 Hullavington 1.11.41 A.P.U. Course canmenced.

Renamed No, 9 (P) A.P.U. 14.3.42.

20,12.41 A.P.U. Course comraenced.

Renamed No, 11 (p) A.P.U. 14.3.42.
ShawburyNo. 11

14. 1,42No.12 Grantham A.P.U. Course commanced.

Renamed No. 12 (p) A.P.U. 1.4.42.

No.14 Lyneham 7. 1.42 Aircraft transferredDisbanded,

to No. 14 (p) .A..P.U. Ossington.

Disbanded. No. 101 O.T.U. formed.

Aircraft transferred to 15 A.P.U.
N0.15 Kidlington 1. 2.42
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ELBCOTARY PLITIKG TRAIKIN& SCHOOLS (UNTia) KINCDOM)
1 June \%2

B.P.T.S, Looation Aircraft

Capacity

Remarks

Grading Miao. Total

No. 1 Hatfleld Tiger Uoth 38 36 36 (A.O.P.) 72

No. 3 ShellIngford Tiger Moth 72 m - 144 Two flights restarted E,F. training
for glider pilots in August 1942
(i.e. 72 Grading arki 72 B.P.T.)

No. k Brough Tiger Moth 90 180 - 180

No. 6 Sywell Tiger Moth 108 216 • - 2l6

No. 7 Dasford Tiger Moth 108 216 - 2l6 Reduced by one flight in July 1942
(i.e. 18 aircraft and 36 pupils).

NO. 8 Reading Maglster % 108 - 108 Closed 22.7*42 az^ became No. 10
P.I.S.(B) Woodley.

No, 9 Anatj Tiger Moth 108 216 - 216

No.10 Stoke Orchard Tiger Moth 72 120 - - To close and be converted into No.3
G.T.3. on 13.7.42.

No. 11 Perth Tiger Moth 108 216 - 216

No.14 Blmdcn Tiger Moth 72 - IW- (P.A.A.) 144

No.15 Carlisle Tiger Moth 108 216 - 216

No,l6 Darby Tiger Moth 72

Magistar 38
- 216 (Glider

Pilots)
2i6

No.18 Fairoaks Tiger Moth 72 iit4 - 144

No.21 Booker Tiger Moth 72

Magister 38
- 2l6 (G.P.e) , 2i6

No.22 Cambridge Tiger Moth 126 252 - 252

No.24 Sealand Tiger Moth 72 - 144 (F.A.A.) ,  144

No,25 Rucknall Tiger Moth 80 - 100 (Poles) 100

No.26 Thaale Tiger Moth 36 72 - 72

No. 28 Wolverhampton Tiger Moth 108 - 2l6 (E.P.T.) 216 One flight started grading August
1942 (i.e. 36 Grading end 18O
E.P.T.).

No,29 Clyffe pypard Tiger Moth 72
Magieter 38

- 2l6 (G.P.s)

Cy *?* > 1 * V.

St^.M i'
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ELBtaCTARY HiYIKG- TRADTINa SCHOOLS (lanTSD KtWGDCai)
1 J.CTART 1943

S.P.T.S. LOCATION AIRCRAPT

cAPAcrrr COURSE

LaJGTR

(nksrs)GRADING P.A, A. A.O.P. (MiIDHR ,S.P.T. AIjLI3D TOTAL

No. 1 Holwell Hyde Tiger Hoth 36 - - 72 - - - 72 12 Moved from Hatfield on

16.8.1^2

No. 2 Woreeeter Tiger Koth 36 72 - - - - - 72 3 No. 6 P.1.5. reverted to
No. 2 E,P.T.S. 22.7.It2.

HO. 3 Shellingford Tiger Moth 72 72 - - 72 - - 144 3 (Grading)
12 (Gliders)

No. 4 Brough Tiger Moth 90 18O - - - - - 18O 3

No, 6 Sywell Tiger Moth 108 216
-

- - - - 216 3

No. 7 Desford Tiger Moth 90 180 - - - - - 180 3

No. 9 Ansty Tiger Moth 108 216 - - - - - 216 3

No.11 Perth Tiger Moth 108 216 - - - - -
216 3

No.lii. Blinion Tiger Moth 72 - 128 - - - - 128 8

No,l5 Carlisle Tiger Moth 1O8 216 - - - - - 216 3

No.i6 Derby Tiger Moth 72
Magister 36

36 - - 180 - - 216 3 (Grading)
12 (Glider)

•

No.18 Pairoaks Tiger Moth 72 1H - - - - - 144 3

No.21 Booker Magister 36
Tiger Moth 72 36 - - 180 - - 216

12 (Glider)
3 (Grading)

No,22 Cambridge Tiger Moth 126 252 - - - - -
252 3

No.24 Sealand Tiger Moth 72 - 128 - - - - 128 8

No.25 Hucknall Tiger Moth 60 - - - - - 100 poles 100 8

No,26 Theale Tiger Moth 36 72 - - - - - 72 3

No. 28 Volyerhampton Tiger Moth 108 36 - - - 180 - 216 3 (Grading)
8 E.P.T.

Ho.29 Clyffe Pypard Tiger Moth 72

36

36 - - 180 - - 216 3 (Grading)
12 (Glider)
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SERVICB FT.YING TRAINING SCHOOLS (IPTITBD KINGDOM)
1 JAMJ/^itY 1943

Course

Length
(Weeks)

S.P.T.S. Location Capacity Aircraft

Oxford 70 )
Master 96
Anson 4

College 240Cranwell

16

l60 74 )No. 16

(polish)
(a) S.P.T.S.Newton Master

Oxford

Anson

1636 )
)

Master 2 )
Oxford 2 )
Magister 2 )

(b) Instructors
Training

f

8 8

168Total
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iCT-TaiiaPTABT gLTm; mSilHS SCBOOIg (ONITED KIWCTCM^

1 J/JTOAHT 19W-

B.P.T.S. Location Aircraft

Capacity
Course

Length
(Weeks)

Remarks

Grading E.7.T. Pre-A.P.U. A.O.P. Glider Allied Total

HO. 1 Fanshanger Tiger Moth 36 - 72 - - - - 72 8 Included seme Turkish Personnel

No. 2 Vorcsater Tiger Hoth 36 36 - 36 - - - 72 3

No. 3 Shellingford Tiger Moth 72 108 - 36 - - IW. 3

No. if Brough Tiger Moth 9O 1M. - 36 - - - 180 5

No. 6 Sywell Tiger Moth IO8 18O - 36 - - - 216 3

No. 7 Desford Tiger Moth 90 1iA - 36 , - - - 18O 3

No. 9 Ansty Tiger Moth 1O8 I8O - 36 - - - 216 3

No.li Perth Tiger Moth 108 180 - 36 - - - 216 3

No.ilf Bind on Tiger Moth 72 108 - 36 - - - 144 3

N0.15 Carlisle Tiger Moth 108 100 - 36 - .  - - 216 3

K0.16 Derby Tiger Moth IO8 180 - 36 - - - 216 3

N0.18 Fairoaks Tiger Hoth 72 108 - 36 - - - 144 3 •

N0.21 Booker.. Tiger Moth 100
Magister 8

- - « ■  - 216 - 216 12

No.22 Cambridge Tiger Moth 108
Auster 6
Magister 12
Master if

56 252 * 10 (A.O.P.) This coomitment transferred

from No. 1 E,F.T.3. on 27.10.43

* Included 72 pupils carrying
out F.I.S. training.

No.2if Sealand Tiger Moth 72 108 - 36 - - - 144 3

No. 25 Rueknall Tiger Moth 60 - - - - - 100 Poles 100 8

No.26 Theale Tiger Moth 36 36 - 36 - - - 72 3

No. 28 WolTeztiampton Tiger Hoth 108 1U - 72 - - - 216 3

N0.29 Clyffe Pypard Tiger Moth IO8 100 - 36 - - -
216 3

Total Plirfits 60 2 16 1 6 if 91 * * Included two P.I.S. plights
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SERVICE PLYING TRAININ-& SCHOOLS (UNIT3D KIN&DOM)
1 JANUARY 1944

Course

Length
(weeks)

Capacity3.P.T.S. Location Aircraft

35 )(a)College Cranwell 120 Oxford

2fester

Anson

S.P.T.S.

1648
4

Oxfox'd 28 )
Master 22

Magister 6

Blenheim 15)
Spitfire l8 )
Master 3 )

(b) Refresher

plights 60 4

(c) Turkish

Plights 660

Total 240 Total 179

(a) S.P.T.o, Master 102 )
Oxford 49
Anson 4

No. l6

(polish)
200Newton

l6

(b) Instnxctors
Training

I Master

Oxford

Magister

2

8 82

2 )

Total l6l208Total
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Tgr.igTOHTARi PLYING TR.'aN33T& SCSOOLS (tJNITSD KTRGDOM)
1 JANPlRY 1945

c

B»P.T,S. Location Aircraft Capacity
Course

Lengtii
(Weeks)

Remarks

No. 1 HatfielA Tiger Moth 36 72 Pre-A.P.0. 3 To convert to 60 Pre-Ulider personnel w.e.f. 21.2.45.

No. 2 Worcester Tiger Moth 36 80 Pre-A.P.U. 3

No. 3 Shellingford Tiger Mo.th 72 60 Pre^Jlider
80 Pre-A.P.U. 3

To convert to E.P. Training v.e.f. 7»2.45« 128 pupils
on a 12 weeks' course.

No. If Brough Tiger Moth 90 160 Grading
itO Pre-A.P.U,

3

3

Commenced Grading on 12.1,45* Pormerly 200 Pre-A.P.U.

No. 6 Sywell Tiger Moth 108 120 Grading
90 E.F.T. Trained Prenoh personnel.

No. 7 Desford Tiger Moth 90 150 B.P.T. 12

No.1l Perth Tigw Moth 108 220 Pre-A.P.U. 3

No.14 Elodon Tiger Hoth 72 160 Pre-A.P.U. 3-

Ho,l5 Carlisle Tiger Moth 1O8 22»0 Grading 3 To cooiaence Grading on 12,1,45 - Ponnerly 240 Pre-A.P.U.

H0.16 Derby Tiger Moth 1O8 Grading 3 To ccomenoe Grading on 12.1.45 - Pormerly 21*0 Pre-A.P.U.

N0.18 Fairoaks Tiger Moth 72 160 Pre-A.P.U. 3

N0.21 Bo^cer Tiger Moth 108
l^istOT. 2

18O pre^Jlider 4

•

Included 120 Army personnel and 60 E.A..P. personnel.

No. 22 Cambridge Tiger Moth 108
Anster 18
Oxford 1

81 A.O.P.
160 Pre-A.P.U.

12
3

No.ZJf Sea3.and Tiger Moth 72 160 Pre-A.P.U. 3

No. 25 Hucknall Tiger Moth 60
Anson 2

Polish E.P.T. 12

No.26 Theale Tiger Moth tO 7ZPreP.I.S. 3

No.28 Wolverhampton Tiger Moth 108 56 E.P.T.

170 Pre-A.P.U.

12

3

w.e.f. 12.1.45 the E.F.T. capacity was to expanded to
120 and Pre-A.P.U. capacity reduced to 60,

N0.29 Cljffe Pypard Tiger Moth 108 160 Naval Grading
60 Pre-A.F.U.

3
3
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SERVICE PLYIN& TRAINING SCHOOLS (UNITED KINGDOM)
1 JMUm: 1945

AircraftLocation CapacityS.P.T.S.

l60 French Oxford 47
Harvard 29
Anson

Magister 1

4

No* 7

(Formed
21.12.A4)

Peterborough

No,i6 200 Polish

(plus 8
Instructors)

Harvard 73
Oxford 51
Anson

Magister 2
Tiger Moth 1

4

Newton

Cranwell 120No. 17 Harvard 45
Oxford 57
Anson

Magister 7
Blenheim 15

Spitfire 18

4
(plus 60
Refresher)

(plus 60 Turks)
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RiYING THAn^XNG SCHOOLS (UKIIED KINGDOM)
15 AU5UST 1%5

COURSE

LENGTHAIRCRAFTcapacityLOCATIONE.P.T.S.
(\VEEKS)

56 Pre-Glider 12Tiger Moth 30PanshangarNo. 1

FJ 4Tiger Moth 3072 GradingNo. 2 Yateshury

4Tiger Moth L5108 GradingNo. 3 Shellingford

4108 Grading Tiger Moth 45BroughNo. 4

Tiger Moth 60No. 6 12120 E.P.T.Sywell

Tiger Moth 60 4144 GradingNo. 7 Desford

Tiger Moth 60 4144 GradingPerthNo. 11

4Tiger Moth 45108 GradingNo. 14 ELudon

4Tiger Moth 45108 GradingNo. 15 Carlisle

4Tiger Moth 45No.16 108 GradingDerby

4Tiger iVIoth 30No. 18 72 GradingPairoaks

(F Tiger Moth 60
Magister 2
Proator 2

12112 Pre-GliderNo. 21 Booker

T5y 12Tiger Moth 52
Auster 10

30 A.O.P.
74 Pre-Glider

No. 22 Cambridge

4108 Grading Tiger Moth 45No, 24 Sealand

120 E.P.T. (Polish) Tiger xMoth 60
Anson 2

12No. 25 Huckna11

12Tiger Moth 45No. 28 90 E.P.T.Wolve rfiamnton

Tiger Moth 60 4144 Naval GradingClyffe lypardN0.29

(1) Changed to Pre-Glider training and oapaoity reduced to 56 w.e.f.
31 July 1945.

(2) Capacity changed to 56 Pre-Glider and 36 Grading and aircraft
reduced to 45 Tiger Moths w,e.f. 31 July 1945.

(3) Capacity changed to 60 A.O.P. and 56 Pre-Glider w.e.f.
31 July 1945.
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SERVICE PLYIN& TRAINING SCHOOLS (UNITED laNGOQM)
-! ■? AUGUST

S.P.T.S. LOCATION CAPACITY-AIRCRAFT COURSE LENGTH

(VfflEKS)

160 22Oxford 47
Harvard 29
Anson

Magister 1
4

No. 7 Peterborough
(French)

22No. 16 Harvard 75
Oxford 51
Anson

Magister 2
Tiger Moth 1

4

200Newton

(Polish)

22Oxford 55
Harvard 43
Anson

Blenheim 15
Spitfire 18
Magister 1

4

120No. 17 Spitalgate
(Moved from
Cranwell on

1.5.45)

plus 60 Turks
plus 60 Refresher

84 Elementary
168 Advanced

Total - 252

Elementary - 12
Advanced - 24

Total - 36

Harvard 90
Tiger Moth 43
Anson 5

CranwellNo. 19
(Type I)

42 55Harvard
Anson

100No. 20
(Type II)

Church
Lawford 2

5542 100No. 21
(P/pe II)

Snitterfield Harvard
Anson 2
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MFMQRANDIM OK NAVIGATION TRAIKOJG MTH

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ffiE TRAINING
OF SEECIALISTS (1)

In considering present or future policy for training in navigation, it
is important to understand the background of the present situation:

Before the war, facilities for training were restricted and

at different times since 1939, various ad hop ari«ngements
have had to be made,

of pilots and navigators whose training shows an undesirable
variely in the stages which it has reached,
necessary to bring them all up to a oonmon standard.

Meanwhile, within the past 18 months, the general body of
navigation training has been completely recast,
achieved a considerable advance in the scope and quality of

training at the basic stage and also at a second stage which

was originally intended to provide S.N, Instr^ictors competent
to instruct those undergoing basic training,
two stages have been established they provide a suitable
standard by which all other training can be measured and
adjusted.

(i)

It follows that there are a number

It will be

(ii)
This has

Now that these

(iii) While this has been happening. Specialist 'N* training has
been left very much lAiere it was.

These inter-acting factors have produced two important resiilts.

The advance in the two earlier stages of training means that

mary navigators, who have completed both these stages and had

adequate practical experience, are competent to fill maiy
posts now established for Specialist 'N'. Because of this,
and the fact that the present Specialist training carries a

navigator's knowledge only a little way beyond that of the new

S.N, Instructor, the function of the true Speaialist differs
frcxn what it was conceived to be in 1939.

(iv)

2, The position must be clarified by

(i) Stating the three recognised standards.

Bringing those referred to in paragraph 1 (i) up to an
appropriate common standard.

(ii)

(iii) Raising the training of the Specialist to a standard which

will make him competent to fulfil the function for which he
has become destined by these inevitable developments.

3. There will now be three recognised standards of training:

(i) Basic Training Standard of Navigation: this for navigators
and pilots will be the standard laid down in the relevant
A, P. 1388 current for the time being. Any further training,
such as the odd courses now given at The Central Navigation
School, Cranage, which will continue, other than that defined

below, will render the individual merely 'basic training plus'.

(ii) S.N.I.
competent to handle any stage of the highest basic training in
navigation - i.e. that of tiae air navigator - for the time

being, and individuals to fill certain staff posts,
standard will be required of navigation instructors as defined

in A.M.O. A.9V1942.

(iii) Specialist N, (See below).

This standard will aim to furnish instructors

This

(1) A.M. File S.82151.
/4.
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4. The courses for 3.N. Is are intended to bring navigators to the standard
defined. Because as explained above, soae pupils will continue to show-
variation in the stages reached in their basic training, the course will have
to be varied to fit the pupils. For those who have completed full basic
training at the standard now required, four weeks will be sufficient but a
maximum of 12 weeks will probably be necessaiy for pilots who had as much
training in navigation as was considered sufficient for them in 19¥). It

is a proper reflection of progress that, as already indicated, the level of
the S.N.I. Course is now not materially different from that of the old
Specialist 'N' courses. De-tails of the new S.N.I, syllabus are being
forwarded to all Dominions and it is hoped they v/ill arrange similar ooiirses.

The foregoing is an essential preamble to an explanation of the new
policy for Specialist training. It is clear that apart from selecting
sui-table men for basic and S.N.I. training, policy must now have two main
aims:-

5.

(i) Vigorously to advance our knowledge of navigation,

(ii) To devise means of simplifying the application of present
or future knowledge so that perfect application is within the
competence of all na-vigators whose basic training is adequate.

Experience has shown -that these aims are most likely to be achieved by
those navigators who, in addition to being men of practical experience, have
technical aptitude and training of a high order.

7. It is proposed therefore to establish new Specialist courses and
eventually (probably in 6 or 8 months’ time) to close down, in so far as they
affect R.A.F. personnel, the present Specialist courses now running in Canada
and South Africa, The new courses will commence at the Central Na-vigation
School, Cranage, early in September. There will only be one course at a
time of 12 pupils and it will run for 6 to 8 months. The pupils, in addition
to adequate basic training and practical experience, must be men who can reach
at least the minimum acceptable standard in mathematics and, if possible, in
appropriate sciences such as physios. An Air Ministry Order to be published
immediately sets out in detail the conditions governing admissions to the
course. Briefly they are as follows;-

(i) It is anticipated that some candidates will be Honours
graduated in mathematics or physics,

(ii) The Higher School Certificate or an equivalent qualification
-will be kept in mind as the minimum acoep-table standard for
these subjects.

6.

(iii) In order not to rule out the able navigator who may not
possess these paper qualifications, he will be offered an
opportunity of taking a qualifying examination,
require physics and allied sciences at the standard of the

Higher School Certificate plus mathematics at a standard
somewhat above that of the School Certificate, or,
ma-thematics only at -the standard of the Higher School
Certificate,

at the higher stage will be able to support his application
by attempting some questions in science,
this examination is not to test detailed knowledge at these
standards but to find out inhether a candidate can profit from
technical training of a high 03rder.
therefore to take to the examination, which will be written
at his own station, any text books or notes for reference
which he may require, or apparatus such as a slide rule.

This will

The candidate who does the mathematics only

The purpose of

He will be allowed

/ (iv)
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(iv) The candidate must be recommended by his Commanding
Officer who v^ill issue a certificate that the candidate

satisfies the conditions respecting practical experience.
These are that the candidate

(a) Must have completed, or be about to complete, an
operational tour or

Have held a navigation post for not less than 6
months and have had at least 200 hours flying as
pilot or navigator or

Have experience which may fairly be deemed comparable
with (a) (t).or

(c)

(v) Those who now hold the Specialist Symbol 'N* are encouraged
to apply for admission to these courses but will be subject
to the conditions which apply to other candidates.

(vi) Places will be offered to the Dominion Air Forces but

officers of those Air Forces who are serving with H.A.P.
units may make application through the usual R.A.P. channels.

The Higher School Certificate has been used as a reference for the

standard required because that standard is considered to be the minimum
which will enable a candidate to derive full benefit from the Specialist

Moreover, it represents a standard well-known and understood in

8.

course,

the United Kingdom on which, for example. Education Officers can easily
advise,

between the ages of 16 and 18 and carries a candidate well towards his
first public examination for an honours degree - an examination taken at the

The School Certificate examination.

It is nomally taken at school after 2 years specialist study

end of his first year at the university,
to which reference has been made in paragraph 7 (iii) is normally taken at 16.

The object of the course is to produce graduates who will be competent
to develop air navigation and to act as oonsviltants on all matters
pertaining to the science in which they are experts,
planned therefore

9.

The course will be

(i) To give a wide learning in existing navigational knowledge
and allied subjects.

(ii) To stimulate and guide pupils towards research and development.

(iii) To fit graduates to fulfil the staff and instructional aspects
of their duties.

10. Since one of the main functions of these Specialists is to contribute

to the development of navigation and to devise means of simplying its
practice, an important part of their training must consist of exercises

and opportunities which will be a preliminary and stimulus to this aspect of
their work,

postulating some circumstances and requiring a thesis on the navigational
instancy of these circumstances.

Hence exercises will be set, say at the beginning of each week.

11. Because the training of pupils must envisage not only their technical

excellence as consultants but their capacity to fulfil this function in staff

and Instructor posts, an integral element of their technical ti’aining must be
insistence that all papers are meticulously and logically reasoned and that

pupils adhere rigidly to the standard practice for staff duties in the Royal
Air Force, in, for example, such details as those laid down in A.P.837,
addition, they must have knowledge of the administration and organisation of
training, and operational, navigation in the Royal Air Force.

In

/ 12.
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12, Phe small number of Specialists produced ty this more advanced training
employed in close association with flying in posts (irrespective of

whether they are established 'N')» where, for the time being, their
knowledge will most effectively contribute to the aims stated in paragraph 5.

13. In addition to this provision for producing a Specialist 'N* of high
qualily, we must bring the knowledge of present Specialists up to date and
far as is possible in the time available, bridge the gap between it and the
standard of the new specialists, 3-week courses of 12 pupils will be run at
Cranage for this purpose - one course at a time. As many present Specialists
as possible will eventually take these courses if they are not elected to the
longer course. The main purpose will be to enable present Specialists to
know what development has made possible and where more detailed information
is available.

so

Reference has been made to the Central Navigation School, This is the
new name for the School of Air Navigation, Cranage. It is hoped that the
Central Navigation School will be, in a sense, the * university' of navigation;
that in addition to being a school for training of high quality, it will be a
dynamic factor in the world of navigation, at the one time, stimulating
research and recording and studying its results.

14.

Directorate of Flying Training,
Air Ministry,
27th July, 1942.
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ASSESSMENT OP OUTPUTS 0? NA'^/IGATORS AITO AIR BOMBERS

rry
AUSUST 1942

A.0.3.

Date
United Kingdom Canada J.A..T.P, Canada R.A.P. South Africa Grand Totals

1942
No. of

Schools

Total

Capacity

No. of

Schools

Total

Capacity

No. of

Schools

Total

Capacity

No. of

Schools

Total

Capacity
Schools Capacity

600 2,106
2,106
2,727
4,339
5,639
6,122

July
August
September
October

November

December

2 610 4802 4,486
4,639
5,500
7,232
8,532
9,015

1,300
1,300
1,540
1,540
1,540
1,540

20

600 633 62 10 2 20

600 10 6332 2 7 21
600 102 2 753 7 21
6002 10 2 753 7 21
6002 10 2 753 7 21

Notes:

(a) In United Kingdom: Capacity divided as between one school of 360 training navigators (bw) and one school of 240
training navigators (radio) and miscellaneous personnel,

(b) In Canada J.A.T.P. : ten single schools expanding by stages to the equivalent of 19 schools and at the same time
introducing preliminary ground (E.A.N.S.) course. Each school will train navigators and air-bombers,

(c) In Canada R.A.F.: one single and one double school both training navigators(w) and air bombers,
capacity due to introduction of air bomber training and subsequently of four weeks ground (E..A.N.3.)

(d) In South Africa: two schools training navigators (b), 4 schools training navigators and air bombers and 7th
school training navigators and W.O.s/A.G. (S.A.A.P. school included).

Increased

course.

T.P.42/3 Table XIII. (A.H.B./IIICI/i1).(l) Extract frcsn Summary used as a basis for assessing aircrew outputs.
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ESTIMATED DRAFTS gRQM THE AIRCREW DESPATCH GENTHS

(T)
November 1942 to Maroh 194-3

Monthly average
after March

Aircrew

Category
Month S, Africa U.K. TotalCanada

Navigators Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Peb.

Mar.

Nil 300 IfJDO100

94 200 594300
!

94 494 550100 300
600250 200 150

406 506Nil100

Navigators (b) 160 160Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Peb.

Mar.

Nil Nil

108 80 188Nil

160108 268 230Nil

80108 188Nil

108 160 268Nil

Navigators (W) Nov/
Mar.

156 156Nil Nil Constant

Navigators (BW) NilNov.

Dec.

Jan.

Peb.

Mar.

Nil 40 40
80 80Nil Nil

60Nil Nil 4040
80 80Nil Nil

Nil Nil 4040

Navigator (R) Nov./ Nil Nil 40 40
60Peb.

60 60Mar. Nil Nil

60 360Air Bombers NilNov.

Dec.

Jan.

Peb.

Mar.

300

38 458120 300
6038 398 480300

630120210 300
60382 Nil 442

Note: Table excludes those already assembled on 1 November 1942.

(1) T.P. Table II dated 5 November 1942 in A.M. Pile S.83798.
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Allocation of unit capaoity November 1942 - May 1943

(Adapted fraa Aircrew Production Pi-ogramme No, 5 -
Reference PTC/S.8O279A2/P0 A.M. Pile S.86o84/^no. 1A)

NOTE: Figures are given for each month, but intakes
and outputs were arranged every two weeks in
all schools.

May 1943 on 3rd, I7th and 31st.

No. l(0) A.F.U. WIGTOY/N (capacity 300)

There were three intakes in

Avail

for

A.P.U.

Basic Navs.
W.O/Ex U.S.A.

Nav.

Total

Basic
TotalA.B.Month

A.G.
Existing Future

600l60 l60 l60 80Nov. 40 520

600l6o 180120 140 i»20Deo.

600160 80Jan, 120 120 520120

600Feb. 56040 120 200 20220

600 600120Mar. 40 240 200

60080Apr. 200 120 520200

60 180 180 480Zf20 900

No, 2(0) A.F.U. MULOM (Capacity 300)

Basic Navs. Exist-
Total

Basic

Avail

A.P.U.
W.O./A.G. TotalA.B. ingMonth

Future A.P.U.Existing

600160 460 60160 80140Nov.

160 600200 480120 120Deo,

600160 580200 20Jan, 100120

600160 160 60080 200Feb.

620160 62018040 240Mar.

600160 160 80200 520Apr,

160 360240 900140 540May
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No. 3 (O) A.F.U. BOBBINGTOK (capacity 280)

Basic Navs.
W.O./Ex U.S.A.

Nav.

Total

Basic

Avail

A.P.U.

*
Month A.B. Total

A.G.Existing Future

280 360Nov. 80 hO 400

40 280Dec, 80 400 40 440

80 280Jan, 80 440440

80Feb. 20 280 80 40 500 500

80 280Jviar. 80 80 520 520

Apr. 560400 80 80 560

580 80 60May 780120 840

*  The population kept as low as possible in view of accotaaodation
difficulties.

No. 4 A.O.S. WEST FREUGH (capacity 28o)

Basic Navs.
W.O./Nav. Total

Basic

Avail

A.F.U.

TotalMonth A.B.
B. & W. A.G.

Existing Future

Nov. 120 280 5608040 520 40

Deo. 120 160 560120 40 440 120

Jan. 120 160 360 56040 40 200

60Feb. 160 560220 480 8040

Mar. 160 560340 40 540 20

360 160Apr. 560 56040

60 620May 320 840240 220

No. 5 A.O.S. JURBY (capacity 360)

W.O./Nav, Allied Total

Basic
Month Nav. A.B.

B.W. A.G. Trg.

80 80 160Nov, 120 48040

280 560Deo. 120 40 120

660Jan. 400 120 40 100

480Feb. 80120 40 720

560 660Mar, 8020

640 80Apr. 720

960 1,080120May
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(1)
BvffLOIMENT OF NAVIGATOR CATEGORIES, 194-3

G-.R. Trained
Aircrew-

Category
Type of AircraftClass of Squadronor

Non-G.R.

Halifax, Lancaster, Stir
ling, Dakota, York, Halifax.

Heavy Bomber, Transport,
Special duties

Navigator

Navigator (b) Heavy Bomber. Liberator.non

Medium Bomber. Buckingham.non

Baltimore, Blenheim, Boston,
Mitchell, Ifcsquito, Ventura.

Catalina, Sunderland.

Halifax, Liberator (L.R.)
Portress, ViTarwick,
Wellington (M.R,).

Light Bombernon

G.R. Flying Boat.

G.R. Long Range and Medium
Range General Recce.

Baltimore, Blenheim,
Hudson, Ventura.

Beaufort, Hampden.

Short range General
Recce.

G.R.

Torpedo Bomber.

Fighter Recce. Plights.

G.R.

Ventura.non

Bisley, Ventirra.

Albemarle, Halifax, Whitley.

Bomber Recce. Squadrons.non

Airborne Forces.non

Hudson, Halifax,
Wellingto3o.

Special duties
squadrons.

Air/Sea Rescue.

non

Warwick I.G.R.

Navigator (w) One in three Vengeance
crews in India.

Light Bomber.non

Mosquito.Intruder Squadrons.non

Beaufighter.Torpedo Fighter and
Coastal Fighter.

G.R.

Long Range Fighter
and Fighter Bomber.

Mosquito.non

Mosquito.Photo Recce.G.R.

Air/Sea Rescue. Mosquito.G.R.

Met. Plights and overseas
in Mosquito Light Bomber.

Navigator
(BW)

Navigator
(Radio) Beaufighter, Mosquito.A - I Night Fighters.

(1) Tabulated from Summary of Training Requirements to match expansion
programme C.V7.E./il/47. (T.P.43/2, Appendix 1).
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Sfwr.ti gcs ISAlffltG HATHUTOSS ilD AIB aOtSSBB

ley yigms abo« 1 tb» looatien: ' 2 the title and date; 3 jupil population aid date: i» the oairses_, their duration and the ambers at pupils.

The foUcering authorities are repreaanted by capital Ibtteia - TtC/s.SOZys/kZ/T.O. dated 17 Septeaber 1%2: B. - ibid - dated 12 July I9t5;
JT<i^3i,®?^/0rg.I (68) dated 8 Januaiy I^IA: g. - prcv^80567/0rgJ dated 11 June 1%5«

1. nsTcm

2. Bo. 1 A.O.S. (19.8.11)
(0) A.p.n. (1.2.42)

3. 120 24P 300 (Sep. 42)

V. A B .
Basio Kay* 14 «1>. 80
AdT. KaT. 6 wks. 60 100
W.O./A.O. 6 wka. 80 100
Air Beyers 6 ito. 60 lOO

.  D

Bav. 'B' 5 »Jo», 120,
Pool 40

Hay. 'B' 5 23 ■

net. Air Obs. 3 ills. 12

1. M3LLCM .

2> Bo. 2 A.O,B. Juxw 4l
(0) A.P.U. 22,^^M

3. 300 (Sep.42) 320 (July 43)
300 (JanJ»4) .

4. A
Basic Hay.
Adv. Bay.

Adv. 1.0./A.G.
A-B
Hey. 'B'

14 *48.' 80
6 wke. 60
6 ate. 80
6 wla. 80

14 yfcs. ■ -

B

"50

100

80

60"

Ady. Hay, 4 ido. lOO

. Adv. A-3 4 wka., 100
Ady. W.O.(Air) 4 «4e. 100

Closed 9 Jan. 45. '
(PTC/55575^27/^(TH) 28.12A4) -

B03BIH&T0H

HAIWaai (am (Jan. 44)

Ho. 3 A.O.S. (1.11.41)
.  (0) A.P.ir. (.11.4.42)

280 (Sep.42) 300 (July 43) 250
(June 45)

A  B '
Kay. ar-D.3.A. 8 wka. 140
Ady^ay. 'B' 6 wka. 60 ••
B.O./A.O. 6 wka. 60 100
A-B 6 wks. 20 . 80
MrJIay. 6 wka. - i20

C ■ s

AdyJley.

Hay. 'B'

A-B

W.0, (Air)
Pit. .Bng«

D  "

Basic Hay.
Allied

H.O.- (Air)
AU^
Pilot Hay.

- lastr. .

6 «kB.

6 wks.
6 wka.
6 wks.
6 wks.

32 wks.
5 wks.

5 yks.
5 vka.
6 wks.

60

40
60

100

40

90

15
110

15
20

1. TOST PBBOm

2. Ho. 4A.0.3. (I4.$.4l)
(0) A.P.O. (June 42)

3. 280 (Sepi42) 300^Jaly 43)

4. A B
Basic Hky. 14 *4b. 80
Adv. Hay. . 6 wks. 40 l0O

'  A-B 6 60 lOO

W.O./A-G. 6 wks. 80 100

Closed 1 June 45 -
(Prc/S.90528/0rg.l(4l") 26.5.45)

1 • J]^5Sw

2. Ho. 5 A.O.S. (19.7.41)
'  A.H.d: B.S. (Jan. 44)

A.H.S. (18 July 45)

5. 380 (3ep.42) 300 (JanUl)
240 (juae 45)

4. A
Basio Bay. B.l. 22 wfce. 300
Hav. (polish) i4 vks. 20
A-S (Pole) 14 nks. 20
A^ (special) .20 wks. 20
A-B 14 «ks. 20

B  ■
.Basic Bay. l7 vks. 160
Basic Bay. 20 wks. 100

Basic Hay, !t* 17 whs, 100

Basic Bay. ' 14 wke. 80
Basic Hay. 'B' 20 wks. 40
Basic A-B 14 ̂"1^. 40
21em. Hay orHav.'B' ' 8 wks. 75
Cocipass Ad;}, basic 16 wks. U
Caqwss Adj. refresh. 2 wks. 20

Hay. 3 eonverslco 14 vka. 100 ■
Allied Hey. 28 wks. 90
Air Beobsr 14 40

jSyebbusUy oapaoity would be
BaeioHavs. '3* 34 eke. 240.

1. SIATarOH

2. Ho. 6A.0.S. (20.2.42)
(0) l.P.0. (july 43)

3. 300.(Sep. 42)

'4. 4
Basio Her. 14 eks. 60

AdyJJav. 'B' ' 6 wks. 14O
-AdT. A4 6 wks. 40.
Adv. f.p;(Alr) 6 wks. 40

B  ■

A.P.n, Bay. 6 wks. 100
l.?,G. A-B 6 wka. IOO
A.P.G. 1.0. 6 wks. 100
Speolal for T.A.P. (June 44)
AdT. Hay. 4 wks. 128
Adv. A-3 4 wks. 128

Closed 12 Dec. 44
(PPC/S.6O4OO/i6/org.l(40) 24.11.44)

2.

BISHSB OOTET

Ho. 7 A.O.S. (
(0) A.?.n.

A.N.3.

(

1. PUMBBiyt

17 lay 43)
15 Peb.44)

(juaa 45).

2. Ho'

300 (July 43) 200 (June 45)
Basic Kay. 300
A.P.ir. 1.0. (Air) 60

Adv. Kay. 6 wks. 1OO
Adv. A-3 6 wks. 1OO
Adv. H.O. 6 wks. 100

■ Kay, 'B' Convorsdoa

14 wks. 200 ,

M Bventually Basic Kar. 'B'
34 "1«. 280

. 9 A.O.S. (14 June 41)
(0) A.P.K. (28 Peb. 42)

3. 320 C«ep.42) 300 (Jan.44)

4. A  • B

Basis Hav. 14 w3u 60 „ -
A-B special 20 wks 20
Adv. Hav. 6 wks 80 120
Adv. A-B 6 wks 80 100
Adv. ■1.0..(Air) 6 wks 80 iOO

1., DOCgglP

2, H0.IO A.O.S, (l5Sep.4l)
(0) A.P.U. (25-April 42)

A.K.S. (10 .June 45)

5. . 300: (Sep. 42) 240 June 45)

4.. A B
Basic Kay. 14 Wks 6(5
AdT. Key, 6 wks 80 1CX)
Adv. A4 6 wka 80 lA

- Adv. 1.0.(Air)6 ^ 80 120
Adv. Hay. 'B' ' 40

1. MCTTA

2. -Bo, 8 (0) A.P.U. (4,11 Ji5)

3. 180 (hot. 43) 200 (Jan. 44)

4.', 0
'  AdT. Hat. 6 weks. 60

Ady. A-B 6 wks. 60 60
Ady. T.O.(Alr) 6 wks. 60 60

Closed 14 June 45
(Prc/3.80587/0rg.I (32) 17.5.45)

My. Hay. 6 wks)
Adv. A-B 6 wka)
Adv. 1.0. (Air) 6 wks)

100
each

Closed 14 June 45
FTG/Si80587/0rg.I(32) 17.5.45)

C
Adv. Kar. 6 pis
-AdT. A-« . 6 wfcs
Adv. 1.0. (Air) 6 wka

100
e&eh

Basic Hay. 'W' 32 wfcs 240



AEEEMDIX iijQ

WORLD MiIGBT BY THE EMPIRE AIR NAVIGATION SCHOOL
TO AUSTRALIA AMD NEW ZEALAKD

21 OOTOBER ̂ 9Uk TO 1A. DEQEMBER 19iJi.(1)

1, Before departure the tour was scheduled to take approximately 49 days,
and was oompleted in 53 days in spite of a temporazy delay of 48 hours in
New Zealand awaiting the arrival of a new main landing.‘^rre from Australia.

2. The total flying time was 202 hours and tiie distance covered was scmie

36,000 nautical miles or an average cruising speed of approximately 179
knots. The aircraft was flown on 40 days out of the total, or more than
1,000 statute miles per day, for an average fuel consumption from start to
stop of approximately 1»12 nautical miles per gallon.

3. Weather approximating the foiu* seasons was experienced in less tfaag
8 weeks and fli^t temperatures varied from below zero to more than 120 F
in the shade, and cabin temperatures on the ground exceeded 150°F»

4. The longest stage was 2,710 nautical miles, and 13 stages exceeded
1,000 nautical miles of which 6 stages were more than 2,200 nautical miles.
The longest time in the air was 13 hours 08 mins., and on one stage of
more than 2,200 nautical miles, 8OO miles were flown without an airspeed
indication due to icing. Amongst scxne of the fast times and non-standard
routes are included

(i) United Kingdom to New Zealand in 67 hours flying time,

San Francisco to Auckland in less than 60 hours elapsed time.

The first non-stop Fiji to Melbourne fli^t.

One of the fastest Australia - Ceylon Flints (13 hours).

The first Ceylon - Masira fli^t.

The first Masiza- Cairo, via Aden, non-stop flight,

Australia to U.K. in 71 j hours elapsed time or more than
30 hours less than the previous official record.

The first British Service aircraft to fly around the
world by the longest route.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(▼ii)

(▼iii)

3* Whilst not all of these can be claimed as records they are indicative
of iidiat can be achieved with standard equipment and without elaborate prior
planning. Only one flight crew was carried.

(1) Appendix *J' to E.A.K.S. Report No. 45/l.
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(1)
FQHECAST OF ALLOCATION OF AIR ARMAMENT STATIONS

UNIT FUTURE USE

I5 A.O.S.s to meet needs of all regular personnel,
i.e. 160 Service and 5^0 direct entry per year
(as present establishment).

1^ A.G.S,s after 24 Ivlaroh 1940.

No. 1 A.O.S.

North Coates

No, 2 A.O.S.

Aoklington

1^- A.G.S.s after 4 April 1940.No. 3 A.O.S.

Aldergrove

)No. 4 A.O.S.

West Freugh

1 A.G.S.

21 A.T.S.s for S.F.T.S. )
after 4 April 1940.

1 C.G.S. as soon as aircraft, staff and personnel
can be provided. Alternatively at Porthcawl
early if Penrhos not large enough for bomber
aircraft.

No. 5 A.T.S.
Penrhos

I5 A.G.S. s.No. 6 A.T.S.
Warrawell

No. 8 A.T.S.
Evanton

Remain A.T.S. for Scottish F.T.S. until March

1940, then hand over to Navy.

1 A.T.S. for S.F.T.S. and 1 A.G.S. (subject to
building

courses).
site not being occupied by armourer

No. 9 A.T.S.
Porthoawl

1^ A.G.S.s.No. 1 A.T.S.

Catfoss

Remain A.T.S. for advanced training squadrons
of S.F.T.S.

No. 3 A.T.S.

Sutton Bridge

No. 1 (Temp-y) A.T.S.
Leuchars

For operational units until March 1940, then
A.T.S. for S.F.T.S, in Scotland.

No. 5 A.O.S.

Jurby

1 A.O.S

1 A.G.S

etc♦ f

militia

militia) as soon as extra buildings,
are available.

1 A.G.S. (militia) move to Jurby when that station
is prepared and then revert to 1^ A.G.S,s.

No. 1 A.G.S.

Pembrey

(1) Agreed upon by sub-committee appointed at a conference held at the
Air Ministry on 24 August 1939.

(2) This was to provide for the training of 5»000 air gunners in 12 months
plus 700 air guimers already in Bomber and Coastal Commands,

The opening of hostilities produced drastic modifications and no

single item was effected as planned,
changed to operational duties, namely North Coates, Acklington,
Catfoss, Sutton Bridge and Leuchars. At three stations (Pembrey,
Porthcawl and Jurby) construction was delayed for several months

partly because of prior needs for operational stations,
the end of 1941 parts of the plan were used to build an organisation
on a large scale for training air gunners and wireless operators/

Five stations immediately

Towards

Note;

air gunner ..

./



AKEIflJlX h2

BaiBING- and GTOJKERY SCHOOLS

No. Location Formed Capacity Remarks

2 Millom November 1940 210 Reorganised as No,2 A.O.S. in
August 1941: No.l(o) A.F.U
February 1942.

* 9

1 Neoember 19393 Aldergrove 100 Formerly No.3 A.O.S.
Trained Naval air observers

and air gunners in addition to

R.A.Fy
1940.

Disbanded 30 June

4 West Freugh 160November 1939 Reorganised as No.4 A.O.S.

January 1941.

5 Jurby July 1940 170 Reorganised as No.5 A.O.S.
July 1941.

7 Porthcawl July 1940 130 Renamed Stormy Down and
reorganised as No.7 A.G.S. in
June 1941.

8 Evanton September 1939 140 Formerly Armament Training
Camp, Novar, Reorganised as
No.8 A.G.S. in June 1941.

9 Penrhos September 1939 170 Foriaerly Armament Training
Camp. Reorganised as No.9
A.O.S. in Jime 1941. Its

satellite at Llandwrog
extended to No.9 A.G.S. in

July 1841.

10 Warmwell

Dumfries
September 1939
Juiy 1940

100 Reorganised as No. 10 A.O.S.
in September 1941.

(1) The pupils were dispersed from Aldergrove as follows:-

(a) All R.N. personnel and aircraft to No. 8 B. & G.S.

(b) Srenty air gunners (R.A.F.) to No.5 B. & G.S.

No. 6 Course of air observers to O.T.U.(o)

(<a) No. 7 Course divided between Nos. 7 and 10 B. & G.S.

The station was handed over by Training Command a few months later to
Headquarters R.A.F. Northern Ireland,
(Unit O.R.B.)
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DAILY RATES OF PAY AM3 ALLOWANCES TO KON-CXMMISSIONED

AIRCREW. NOVEMBER 1959

Flying
Allowance

TotalRank Bay

3  d

12 6
13 6
15 0

15 6
16 6

a d

12 6
13 6
15 0
15 6
16 6

Pilot Sergeant
Sergeant over 4 years
Plight Sergeant
Flight Sergeant over 4 years
Warrant Officer

Air Observer 9 0Acting Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant over 4 years
Pli^t Sergeant
Plight Sergeant over 4 years
Warrant Officer

9  0
12 6

13 6
15 0
15 6
16 6

12 6

13 6
15 0
15 6
16 6

3  6A.C.2

A.G.1

L* A. C.

L.A.C. over 3 years

5  0Aircrew-Wireless

Operator or
Pli^t Mechanic/
Plight Rigger

Crew Bay 1/- 5  94 3
and

6  65 0 Air Gunner Pay 6d,
5  6 7  0

3  62  0Air Gunner

(G'roup V)
A.C.2

A.C.2 over 1 year
A.C.2 over 2 years
A.C.1

L.A.C.

Crerw Pay l/- 4 32  9
4 63  0 and

Air Gunner Pay 6d.3  6 5 0
5  64 0

Crew-Fitter *
(Group l)

9  6
10 0

10 6
11 0

Sergeant
Sergeant over 4 years Grew Pay l/-

Crew-Wireless

and Electrical

Mechanic *

(Group l)

A.C.2

A.G.1

L.A.C.

L.A.C. over 3 years

4 93  9
4 6 5  6Grew Ihy 1/- 6  65  6
6  0 7  0

* Employed on flying boats only.

A.M. Pile S.60457, End, 3A and Minute 3.Reference:
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WAR TRAINING SGtiavIE PQH FLYING PEiiSQMEL

Summary of position at 28 March 1940
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Army Go-operation 3 2 1

6Air Navigation 3 21 1

Air Observer Navigation 840 14 7 7 12

6Bombing and Gunnery

Plying Instructors

PLylngBTaining ( Elements ly)

Plying Training(Service)

27 14 3 41

3 1 1 1

6o 25 15 4 10 10

6o 8 1825 7 10

General Reconnaissance 2 21

Torpedo Training 2 1 1

(Copies fram note by A.M.S.O. for E.P.M. 37(40) , 30 March 1940).



APISI^DIX 4-5

POSTINGfi TO GUKKERY SCHOOLS

Course

Length
(Weeks)

School Capacity Inta ke

fortni^tly

Trade

VT.O./A.G. 60 W.O.

50 P.E.
5No. 1 A.G.S. Fetabrey

(After Oct. 1942
ground gunnery)

No. 8 A.C.S. Evanton

240

W.O./A.G. 7 5 (Summer^
6o(winter

4240

W.O./A.G. 60180No. 3 A.G.S. Castle

Kennedy

5

W.O./A.G. 60No.10 A.G.S.Bartow 4240

6No.2 A.G.S. Dalcross A.G. 240 50

60 6No.4 A.G.S. Morpeth

No.9(0) A.P.U.
Llandwrog

A.G. 240

660A.G. 30

6260 50 or 60A.G.No.7 A.G.S.

Stormy Down

6N0.I A.A.S. Manby A.G. 100 50

(Summer)

(Winter)
260 60 per week 3No.7 A.G.S.

Stormy Dovra

A.G. ex

E.A.T.S.

(Refresher)
4

P.E./A.G. 42f5 per weekNo.10 A.G.S.Barrow

;Until end Oct.1942)
240

Collated from D.T.P. programaes 91-97 inclusive, covering the

period July 1942 to ivlarch 1943.
(A.M. Pile A.891042/46).

Note;
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AIR GUTOERY SCHOOLS

Mid-1943

Remrks and

References

CeasedCapacityFormedLocationNo.

21 June 1945 X240June 1941pembrey1

360(July 1943)

24 Nov. 1945 XJuly 1941 2402 Dalcross

360fMarch 19^)
2¥)(Mayl945)

Y

Z

21 June 1945 XJuly 1942
Dec. 1942

Nov. 1943

240Castle Kennedy
Mona

Castle Kennedy

3
240

360(Marchl944)

19 Dec, 1944180April 1942Morpeth4

240(Julyl943)

240 2 Sept.1944June 1941 W7 StoimyDoum
360(julyl943) Former No,7B.& G.S.

26 Aug. 19^8 240Evanton J\me 1941 W

Former No.83.&G.S.

July 1941 90 25 Nov. 19449 Llandwrog W

Former satellite
of Penrhos

120 (no V. 1941)

30 Jxme 1946July 1941
Dec. 1941

90 X10 Castle Kennedy
Barrow l80(Dec. 1941)

240(july 1943)

May 1943
Oct. 1946

2kO Continued under

post-war plan
Andreas

Jurby

11

99(Oct,i946)

Bishops Court July 1943 240 31 May 194512 X

l60( Nov.1944)

W = Org. Memo in A.M. File A. 89104^46.
X = Org. Memo in A.M. File S. 101247/47/H.
Y = S.D.155.

Z = S.O.M. No. 1180/45 dated 29 May 1945.

References;-
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APIMDIX 48

AIR STM^ERY COURSES IN THE ITNITED KINGDOM/.)
- OUTPUT, SEim^lBER 194-5 TO DECEivffiER 194-5^

AIR GURKERS

NotesNumber of

Schools

Intake OutputDate Duration

of course

(days)

Wastage as

% of intake

Sept. 6i 962 10*8

10*0

43 1,079 One straight-through
course as an experiment
at No. 7 A.G.S.

85*^ 60 54

6^ 1,607 1,396Oct. 13-1

6 48Nov. 490 434 11*4

6 56Dec. 1,073 929 13*4

mk
6 61Jan. 10*8575 513

6 58 908 813Peb. 10-5

65 988 8415Mar. 14.9

1,6209 55Apr. 1,415 12.7

10-89 50 1,337 1,193

1,550 1,357June 50 12-5

8^ 1,548 1,385July- 54 10-5

15*68 58Aug. 1,177 994

61 958Sept. 57 1,093 12-4

605 409 13'4Oct. 354

76 176187Nov. 5-9

462 8*4Dec. 4 79 423

Included some

Nav. 'W*.26381 8»43 241Jan.

76Peb. 2 249 221 11-2

46381 5*13 439Mar.

358373Apr. 3 113 4*0

368 346 6*0673May

206 8-0June 3 53 224

July No return

84 87 87 Allies not included2Aug.

85 3*3Sept. 2 152 147

85Oct. 2 122 119 2-5

85Nov. 1722 172

86 34 34Deo. 1

(1) Prom T.P.mon-thly summaries.
U.K.9/15).

(A.M.T. Polder Training 3 and T.P. Polder



- 2 - APEBIffilX k8

VORELESS OPERATORS (aIR)

Duration

of course

(days)

Wastage
Number of

Schools
as ̂  of NotesDa te Intake Output

intake

mi
Sept. J^273 42 417 2-3

48 4883 474 2-9Oct.

2i 36148 378Nov. 4.5

34- 54850 571 4*0Dec.

im
34 382Jan. 53 411 7-1

526 482 8-4Peb. 34 57

3i 56 6*5Mar. 322 301

183 1662 54Apr. 9*3

May Nil Returni

Nil ReturnJune

8*2July 122 112501

74 72 2*7Aug. 491

57 141 7*2Sept. 1311

Oct. 5*41 50 130 123

Included some Nav. 'W'Nov. 57 120 4*01141

168184 7-157Deo. 1

m^

Jan. 6157 Included soma Nav, 'W59 3*31

Peb. 571 131 124 5-2

56 369 Included Nav.’W* and P.E.Ivlar, 3 399 7*5

Included some Nav. 'W'
and P.E,

2 57 177 159Apr. 10*1

Included some Nav. *W'2 59 259 223 14*0May

60 104 Included Pit. Eng.June 101 3-11

July 51 4 41

Nil ReturnAug.

85 18 21*7 Included some P.E.23Sept. 1

69 6983 Included some P.E.Oct. 1

Nov.

Deo.

Nil Return,

extended to 5 Jan. 1946.
Course



AH'ENDIX h&- 3 -

FLIGHT ENGINEERS

Duration

of course

(days)

Wastage
Number of

Schools as fo ofIntake NotesDate Output
Intake

mi
Sept. 3*6117 At A.A.S. ivianby.

Records of these short

'emergency' courses not
kept by T.P.

20 1131

Sept. 14-66352 741 Pull A.G-. courses at

No. 12 A.G.S.

56 126 108Oct. 14*21

56 67 Included Nav. 'W and

W.O. (Air).
Nov. 90 34-01

56 67 16.875Dec. 1

Inclioded Nav. 'W and

W.O. (Air).
55 110Jan. 1 99 9.4

56 61Feb. 70 11.51

Concealed in totals of

W.O. (Air)
Mar.

161857Apr. 1 11-1

56 85 83 2.5May 1

On closing No. 12 A.G-.S. no separate record of air gunnery courses
was retained for Plight Engineers.
VY.O. (Air) - generally at No. 10 A.G.3.

A few were included v/ith

Note;



APP^DIX L9

AUXILIARY AIR FOHCE SQUADRONS ON THE QU'IBEaiAK OF \UR

DATE I
FORMED

LOCATION CONVERTED

FROM

BOMBER SPIN

7.11.38

SQUADRON NAivffi TYPE AIRCRAFTON

3.9.39

No.500 16. 3.31County of Kent Detling G.R. Anson

14. 6.29 Fightei HurricaneNo.501 County of Gloucester Felton 1.12.38

No.502 Ulster Aldergrove 15. 5.25 G.R. 21.11,38Anson

No. 504 County of Netting am 14.10.28 Fighter 31.10.38Digby Hurricane

No.600 City of London Northolt 14.10.25 Fighter Blenheim 12. 8.34

No.601 County of London 12. 8.34Hendon 14.10.25 Filter Blenheim

No.602 Abbotsindi 15. 9.25 Fighter SpitfireCity of Glasgow To Array
Co-op

'31.10.38
To Fighter

(I4t 1.-12

No.603 27.10.38City of Edinburgh Thmhouse 14.10,25 Fighter Spitfire

No.604 23. 7.3417. 3.30 Fighter BlenheimCounty of Ividdlesex Hendon

.Gladiator
'Hurricane 1. 3.395.10.26 FighterNo.605 County of IVarwick Tangmere

1.11.36No. 607 17. 3.30 Fighter GladiatorCounty of Durham Usworth

No.608 Thomaby jl7. 3.30 G.R. AnsonNorth Riding

24.11.3810. 2.36 Fighter SpitfireNo.609 West Riding Catterick

Hooton ParklO, 2,36 Fighter SpitfireNo. 610 1. 1.39County of Chester

Duxford 10. 2.36 Fighter Spitfire 1. 1.39No.611 West Lancaster

From Army
Co-op

:itii^8—
1. 6.37No.612 G.R. AnsonCounty of Aberdeen Dyoe

No.613 County of Manchester Ringway 1. 2.39 Anny
Co-op

Hector

1. 6.37 Aimy
Co-op

No.614 LysaxiderCounty of Glamorgan Llandow

From Army
Co-op

7.iit58—
1. 6.37 FighterNo.615 GladiatorCroydonCounty of Surrey

1.11.38 FighterNo.616 SpitfireFinning leyCounty of Yorkshire

No.503 Squadron disbanled on 31 October 1938.Note;-



APPENDIX 50

THE RESERVE TRAINIM^ ORGANISATION

- SCHOPIN

1923 - 1924

AIRCRAFT A P A C I T yDATE

CPIKED
OPERATING

COMPAIJT

SCHOOL
FAL-liiSMENTARy SERVICE AlINUAL

IFYING

Stag Lane 1.5o23 D.H.9 - 3Avro _ 3 70 40 De Havilland Aircjraft

Co,, Ltd,
Bristol

Fighter - 328,5.23Filton P.T.M. > 3 70 ¥) Bristol Aeroplane
Co®, Ltd,

Coventry 31.7.23 Avro - 3 D.H.9 - 3 70 40 Anns tro ng Mii tworth
Aircraft Ltd,

Btt*ough 21,5.24 Avro " 3 Kangaroo - 3 70 40 North Sea Aerial and

General Transport Ltd,

Renfrew 24.7.23 Avro - 3 D.H.9 - 3 70 40 William Beardmore

ard Co., Ltd,

* Bristol Preliminary Training Machine
Note;- By 31 December 1923 tal of

Civil 3chools;-(l)

Requalifying

a to 205 pilots had passed through the

Annual

Stag Lane
Pilton

Coventry
Renfrew

79 11

53 9
17 3
26 7

175

^ ̂ ̂ Reference A.M. Pile 374397/22, Encl.65A,

1928

AIRCRAFT CAPACITY

ANNUAL

(LANDPLANE)
ANNUAL

(seaplane)
SCHOOL ELEMENT ART SERVICE AB INITIO TOTAL

96Stag Lane Moth - 5 »,H. 9.

Bristol

Fighter -4

“4 404 500

Pilton P.T. M. _ 5 96 500404

48Brough Avro - 5 Dart

'Landplane -4)
'Seaplane -3)

Wolf

412 120 500

Coventry Avro - 5 500 500

Total J  240 1.7g0
Courses to be carried out over a four year period (1929 ” 1933)

120 2,080

Note;-

1933

CAPACITY

ANNUAL

(LAMDPLANE)
ANNUAL

(AI^PHIBIAN)
SCHOOL AIRCRAFT AB INITIO TOTAL

60Hatfield Tiger Moth - 12 470 530

60,Pilton Tiger Moth - 12 470 530

60Hamble 650Tiger Moth - 12

Amphibian 2

470 120

Brough 60Blackburn B. 2 - 12 470 530
Total 1,88024D 120 2,240
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AB IICTIQ TRAimia T?Af!TT.TTIES - 1956

SCHOOL DATE

OEEHED
AIRCRAFT AHMJAL

CAPACITY

OPERATING

COMPANY

Hatfield 1 May 1923 Tiger Moth - 12 De Havilland

Aircraft Co., Ltd.

120

Pilton 28 May 1923 Tiger Moth - 12 120 Bristol Aeroplane
Co. , Ltd.

Air Service

Training Ltd.

Hamble 1 April 1931 Tiger Moth - 1L 180

Brough 21 May 1924 BlackburnB.2 - 14 180 Blackburn

Aircraft Lti.

Hanworth 10 June 1935 Blackburn B.2- 12 120 Plying Training Ltd.

Sywell 10 June 1935 Tiger Moth - 14 180 Brooklands Aviation

Ltd.

Nesford 25 November 1935 Tiger i,foth - 14 180 Reid and Sxgrist Ltd,

Reading 25 November 1935 Miles Hawk - 14 180 Phillips and
Powis Ltd,

6 January 1936Ansty Aero Cadet - 14 180 Air Service

Training Ltd.

6 January 1936Yatesbury 180Tiger Moth - 14 Bristol Aeroplane
Co. , Ltd,

27 January 1936

17 February 1936

18 November 1935

Perth Tiger Moth - 14 180 Airwork Ltd,

Prestwick 180Tiger Moth - 14 Scottish AviationLtd.

White

Waltham
I8OTiger Moth - 14 De Havilland

Aircraft Co. , Ltd.

Total Capacity (ab initip') - 2,100 pupils per year approxinxately of which
300 were reservists and 1,800 were regular personnel. In addition annual
refresher training facilities were provided at all schools for an overall
total of roughly 1,500 reservists per year.
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PROKiSALS FOR A DIRECT E^jTRY RESSRVE

(Memorandum by Mr. W.L. Soott of 3.7. Februairv- 1956)

The demands made on the time of volunteers must be strictly moderate.1.

It is proposed for the purpose of this discussion, to assume that we

shall be able to get one continuous fortnight a year, frequent week-

This does not, of course, exclude getting more fromends and evenings.

those who are willing, or can be encouraged, to give more.

The training centres must be located within convenient range of

The primary centres must clearly be aerodromes and the

In London and the largest

reservists.

provision of these is discussed below.

2.

cities where the aerodrome must be fairly distant it is contemplated

that town centres will be provided for evening lectures and social

life.

The financial conditions must be such as to offer recruits a monetary

Travelling,inducement which is a material sum in their yearly incomes,

3.

subsistence and incidental expenses will be involved and, thou^ these

should be kept to a minimum by maintaining a modest standard, it is

necessary to ensure that they are fully covered.

pa3rments there must be a retainer which it is well worth while the

Over and above such

class of man recruited to get.

Socially the reserves must be made a great success in the sense that

the reservists enjoy themselves and look forward to attendance at the

centres. This is discussed further below.

The co-operation of employees must be secured. Co-operation is

required primarily in giving extra leave to employees who are in the

reserve. When the scheme is more nearly ready for launching this

aspect will require discussion with the 3. of S. who, it is understood,

is willing to approach employers.

Adequate and continuing publicity,

through the press and with employers and schools can await discussion

in connection with (5) above.

The publicity for the new scheme

4.

5.

6.
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PROPOSALS FOR A OITIZKN AIR FORGE

(Air Cotonodore Chamier. March 1936)

The present reserve is hardly more than a facade. Existing conditions

do not permit those who have passed through the R.A.P. to maintain

themselves efficient in flying Service types.

The Direct Entry Reserve is in no better state of training, and

unattractive to the young men. Many who would like to join find the

two months initial training an unsurmountable obstacle and the complete

1.

sacrifice of their 14 days holiday deters others.

The airmen of the reserve are faced with somewhat similar

difficulties and get little opportunity to practise their skilled

trades.

And yet there is an enormous body of young and active men eager

The correspondence files of the Air League show considerableto fly.

numbers who have obtained 'A certificates but whose means no longer

permit them to remain efficient, let alone improve their skill.

The Young Pilots Fund of the Air I^eague , in spite of the

limited publicity which the League, can command, had over 1,000

applications from young men who weare willing to pay half the cost of

It is quite certain therefore that all the young mentheir tuition.

required to form a welcome backing to the R.A.P. and its reserve can

be obtained without difficulty if the scheme is adapted to their needs.

The word 'backing* is chosen because I am entirely convinced that it is

inadvisable to perpetuate the name of 'Direct Entry Reserve*,

type of reserve should be built up in the name, as well as on the lines

This

2.

of, a Citizen Air Force, without military commitments other than that

As a matter of good business advertise-of general compulsory service,

ment the choice of a correct label for an article is of vast importance

(instance the Plying Plea):

give to a 'modified reserve training scheme* will only be a fraction of

that Tfdiioh can be obtained for the 'Creation of  a Citizen Air Force* ,

the publicity which the Press will freely

which is a head line story.

/Moreover
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Moreover the public is, to my knowledge, already confused by the

regulations for the Reserve and muddled by the different classes.

Direct Entry class is believed to be under-strength and it is better to

restart it under altered conditions with a new and attractice title -

The

The G.A.P. - which marks the breakaway from previous methods.

Reserves are accustomed to some form of pay or bonus, and will

the Citizen Air Force will requirecontinue to enjoy that remuneration:

substantially less financial inducement, and will prove much more

eoonomical.

Appealing as we must to those with limited spare time, the G.A.F, must

train at week-ends and, to an extent limited by daylight and distances,

Aerodromes must bein the early and late hours of the summer day.

3.

chosen in the neighbourhood of large towns, preferably University towns.

Training must be progressive, and the C.A.P. schools must therefore

have both elementary and Service training aeroplanes.

It is suggested that the citizen pilot should have 50 hours in the

first year on elementary trainers and 30 hours in the second year on a

in his subsequent years he should only require 10 hours

yearly 'refresher' training on a Service t3rpe supplemented by 10 hours

if possible with an allied Service squadron to learn the rudiments of

military (applied) flying.

Service type:
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R.A.F.V.R, rscxass. 26 DBCBBBR 1937

District
Aerodrome Centre E. & R.P.T.S. Coontenoed

Capacity strength
Aircraft Town Centre

and Operating Company No. Training - 1937 Elementary Service prendses To Camence Training

Birmingham Caatle Broowich 14 1 July 50 30 4 3 Under consideration
(Airwozic Ltd.)

Brighton Shorehsm 16 1 July 100 42 6 6 Occupied Mid-Pebruary 1938
(Brooklands Aviation Ltd.)

Bristol Piltcm 2 1 April 50 26 4 3 In operation
(Bristol Aer<^ilane Co., Ltd.)

Covantzy Ansty 9 1 April 50 48 6 6 Uzider ccsisideration
(Air Service Training Ltd.)

Gl«8{t(WI Prestwick 12 1 April 150 62 8 7 Selected Mid-Pebruaty 1938
(Scottish AviaticBX Ltd.)

Hull Brotigh 4 1 April 50 35 4 3 Selected March 1938
(Blacldsum Aircraft Ltd.)

Iieioester Desford 7 1 April 50 31 4 3 Occupied
(field and Sigrlat Ltd.)

London Pairoaks 18 1 October 100 29 6 6  )
(Ceneral Aircraft Ltd.) ( )
Gatwick 19 1 October 100 40 6 6  )
(Airp<nt8 Ltd.) )
Gravesend 20 1 October 100 41 6 6  )
(Airports Ltd.) )
Hanworth 5 1 April • 100 79 6 6 )

In operaticm(Plying Training Ltd.) )
j

Hatfield 1 1 April 100 62 6 6  )
(De Bavilland Aircraft Co., Ltd. )
fiedhill 15 1 July 100 42 6 6  )
(British Air Transport Ltd.)
Stapleford Abbots^''

)
21 _ 100 6 6 6  )

(fieid aivi Sigrist Ltd.) )
White laltham 13 1 April 100 55 6 6  ) -

(De Havinftpd Aircraft Co. Ltd.)
Hanohester Barton 17 1 October 50 27 4 3 Being sought

(Airwork Ltd.)
Northampton Sywell 6 1 April 50 28 4 3 Occupied by

(Brooklands Aviation Ltd.) Conmaitiant and

Staff caaly
Perth Perth 11 1 April 50 23 4 3 Under consideration

(Airwork Ltd.)
Beading Reading 8 1 April 100 42 6 6 Occiq>ied Mid^ebruary 1938

(Phillips and Powis Aircraft Ltd.)
Southampton Hashle 3 1 April 100 66 a 7 Occi^ied Mid'Pebruaiy 1938

(Air Service Training Ltd.)

(l) Did not actually caanenoe training until 1 January 1938.

Nota;- Total Strength of R.A.P.V.E.

Stren^h of the 20 centres - 81A
Pilots Abroad - 4
Uembera of University Air Sqaadroxu - 27_

Total 643

There were 19 Aerodrcsne Centres (b. A R.P.T.S.) and two Town Centres in operation by the end of 1937.
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R,A.g.V.R. -PROGHBaS OP SCgag VP' HP TO 31 Biy™wTgB AMD
wTPtwRTm jPHfff^sAT.qmgjm flfffnafR 'l'

^ J'V ■»>'

E. & S.7.T.S.

Aerodroete
Centre

No. Date opened
Capacity -
Scheme *F'

strength
31.12.38

Proposed capacity
under Scheme 'L' Location Opened by

Hatfield ♦ 1 - 4.37 100 100 .  100 London March 1938
Filton 2 1. 4.37 50 51 50 Bristc^ March 1938
Banble 3 1. 4.37 100 146 150 SouthamptCEn August 1938
Brough 4 1. 4.37 50 103 100 Hull March 1938
Hanworth 5 1. 4.37 100 100 100 London March 1958
Sywell 6 1. 4.37 50 52 100 Northaa^ton March 1938
Desford 7 1. 4.37 50 87 100 Leicester August 1938
Reading 8 1. 4.37 100 71 100. Reading August 1938
Ansty 9 1. 4.37 50 113 150 Coventry August 1938
Perth 11 1. 4.37 50 54 100 Perth December 1938
Prestwiek 12 1. 4.37 150 121 200 Glasgow March 1958
White Watlthsai 15 1. 4.37 100 126 200 London March 1938
Castle Broowich 14 1. 7.37 50 40 50 Birmingham -

Redhill 15 1. 7.37 100 121 150 London March 1938
Shftrebam 16 1. 7.37 100 93 100 Brighton August 1938
Barton 17 1.10.37 50 68 50 Uanchester -

Fairoaks 18 1.10.37 100 96 100 London March 1938
Catwick 19 1.10.37 100 110 200 London March 1938
Cravesend 20 1.10.37 100 91 150 London March 1938
Stapleford Abbots 21 1. 1.38 100 107 150 London March 1938
Cambridge 22 1. 2.38 50 89 100 Cambridge August 1938
Rochester 23 1. 4.38 50 61 100 Rochester -

Sydenham
(N. Ireland) 24 1. 1.39 50 - 150 Belfast December 1938

Crlnsby 25 24. 6.38 100 35 100 Grimaby -

Oxford 26 24. 6.38 50 60 100 Otford -

ToUerton 27 24. 6.58 50 66 100 Nottingham -

Keir 28 1. 8.38 100 30 100 Stoke-on-^rent -

Luton 29 1. 8.38 100 71 150 Lutcsi -

Derby 30 29. 9.38 50 32 ■ 100 Derby -

Cloucester 31 29. 9.58 50 31 100 Gloucester December 1938
West Hartlepool 32 - 100 - 100 West Haz^lepool -

Wbitchurch 33 3.12.38 50 22 100 Bristol December 1938
Southend 34 1. 1.39 100 11 100 Soxrtbend •

Town Centre

Hofce;- The aerodrcoie centre at West Hax^Xepool together with the town centres at Binaingba% Kanshester, Rochester, Criasby, Oxford,
Hottxngham, Stoke-on^rent, Luton, Derby, West Hartlepool and Scuthecd ware expected to be in operation by ?0 April 1939*

Strength, 51 December 1938

Total pilots on strength of T.B. centres

Pilots not on strength of centres:-
Present members of U.A. Squadrons
Non-training list
Instructors
Training abroad
Provisionally accepted for S.S.C.s

Total

- 2,358 *

46
57
19

3
14

2,497

Xnsluding transfws froot Classes 'aa* and *P* of the R.A.F* Reserve.
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&.A.g.y.R. ISD(ffiB3, ̂  May 1539

AeroSroas Centre

Eetfield
Pllton
Bflstole
srough
Sanwortb

Sy*«H
DoBford
SMdiag
is»tj
Perth
Preatvick

Ihite Talthas

Castle Brc^vich
Bedhlll
ShorehaB

Bartoft

jpairoeka
Catwiofc.

CraTaBend
Stapleford Abbots
Caobrldge

Beohester
STdeobSB
(S. Irelaaft)
CrlBsbj
Oxfoord

T^ertoa
Melr

litrten
Berbj
Clouoestar

West Hartlspeel
Whitotaur^
Seutbead

S. & B.P.T.S.
Ho.

Pilots

Oapaolt7

9
11

12

13
14.

15
16

17
18

19
20

21

22

23
24-

25
26

27
26
29
30
31
32
33
34-

200

150
150
1CO

100
100

150
100
200

200

50
150
100

50
100
200

150
150
100

100

150

100
100

100

100

150
100

100
100
100
100

4.,050

strength

128

*  121

•  i63
•- 60

•  '• 111
103

•- 150

71
218

163
51

154- .
106
83 • .
110

172
•  151
153

•  1,27
(ixioludlng
17 U.JLS.
p^oanel)

83
.

60

"  96
(imluding
14. C.A.3.
penooael)

-  110
62

105
.  66 .

.  56
15
56
80

3,455

■ This t»t«l oonaists of 477 ObserTera and 313 */^ OperatoiVAi*"-Shiner

Strength 1 Mar 1939

Total pilots ott strength of 7iE. Centres

Pilots not cai strength of oentree:-
Presest aesiberB of U.A. Sqpadrons
Haa-trainlng list
Instruotors .

Training abroad
Frorlaionally aeoepted for S.S.C.s

Total

Aircrew

Cepaoity

100 •

100
100
100

.100
100
100
100

200

50
200

200
100
200

100
100

150
200

200
200

100

100
200

100
100

100
100

200

100
100
100
100
200

4,300

strength

49
12

25
15
65
19
21

14

23
15
62

8

36
35
46
26

17
10

15
33
21

15
7

36
14
21

35
11

1

55

790

Town Centw

London

Bristol
Southampton

Hull
London
Horthanpton
Leicester

Beading
Cowantey
Perth

Glasgow
London

Blrndnghaa
Loidon

Brighten .
Kancbeater
Landon

Londm
London

Caabridge

Belfast

Cri»^
Otfozd. .

Hottin^wuB
Stoke-cn>Trsi^
Luton

Derby
Gloooaater
West Hartlepobl
Bristol
Southaad

.  * r.

■  ■'A'"! ':4i ^ ."V;"'

*. ^ ' i' ' 1. ..i-'i' . • t -I • B T '/'»•*

■■ .■ ■ ■

BafereikM:- IP.1L76 (39) • (A.H.B./iV^2)«
V-"-T

kr-. •-5i
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I

R.A.g.V.R, EXPANSION - SCHaiES *L* AMD 'M»

1 JULY 1939

Scheme ’L'

The following aerodrome centres and town centres, additional to
those listed in Appendix 5^, had opened by 1 July 1939:-

S. & R.P.T.S.

No.
Aerodrome Centre Town Centre

Grangemouth
Carlisle

Newcastle

Elradon

Ringway P

35 Edinburgh
Carlisle

Newcastle

Birmingham *

38
43
44

» Already serving Castle Bromwich.

/4 Ringway opened on 1 June 1939 and was amalgamated
with Barton in July 1939.

Altogether there were 38 aerodrome centres and 38 town centres,
establishment of the aerodrome centres was 5,500 pilots and 5,450
aircrew and on strength and under training there were 4>500 pilots
and 2,200 airxjrew.

The

Scheme 'M'

Aerodrome Centres

Training Capacity I9if0^.1
Pilots Aircrew

(a) Centres ixnder Scheme 'L' to be expanded
to maximum capacity (58) 9,000 10,000

(b) New Centres to be established at

various dates in 1940 (20/25) 4,000 3,200

78/83 13,000 13,200Totals

Town Centres

(a) Centres vinder Scheme 'L' to be

expanded where necessary 59

(b) New Centres to be established 20

Total 79

Reference E.P.M.109 (39). (A.H.B./Ic/^2) .
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B.A.P.Y.R. TRAJHIWQ- CAPJ^ITT. i SBPTaiBER 1939

AffiODBCatB CaiTBSS

E. A R.P.T.S.

No.

Aorodroae Centre

Capacity
Aircraft Establisiment

Remarks
Ab isitio

(PUots)
Advanced

(pilots)
Aircrew

Pilots Aircrew

SLeoentax^ Service Battle Ansnn

1 Eatfield 150 200 6 7 3 6 (a) Elementary aircraft - Tiger Moth,
2 Piltcm 50 100 4 3 • 3 Magister and Blackb\im B.2.
3 Hanble 200 200 10 10 4 6 Service aircraft - Hart, Hind,
4 Brough 150 200 8 7 3 6 Audax and Demon.

5 Hanworth 150 200 8 7 3 6
6 Sywell 50 100 4 3 3 (b) All the E. & E.P.T.S.s were scheduled
7 Besford 150 200 8 7 - 6 to carry out advanced pilot training.
8 Reading 100 100 6 6 1 3 but less than half of them ever

9 Ansty 150 200 8 7 3 6 received any Battles or Ansons, azxd as
11 Perth 100 100 6 6 1 3 they did not arrive at the schools
12 Preatwick 200 200 10 10 4 6 until July 1939 or later very little
13 White Waltham 200 200 10 10 - 6 flying training was carried out on
14 Castle Bronwich 50 100 4 3 - 3 these types.
15 Eodhill 200 200 10 10 4 6
l6 Shoreham 100 100 6 6 3 3 (c) The establishment of Service and ,
17 Barton and Ringway 200 200 10 10 6 elementary aircraft vas to increase
18 Falroaks 150 200 8 7 3 6 and decrease respectively at these

19 Catwiok 200 200 10 10 4 6 schools after the first year of
20 Cravesend 200 200 10 10 4 6 operaticai as the reservists gained
21 Stapleford Abbots 200 200 10 10 4 6 ex^rience, but the outbreak of war
22 Cambridge 150 200 8 7 3 6 interrupted this scheme. .

23 RocbsBter 100 100 6 6 -

24 Sydenham 150 200 4 3 3 (d) The folloiring aerodrcnse centres were
25 Cri^by 100 100 6 6 • 3 planned to open but had not actually
26 Oxford 100 100 6 6 - 3 formed by the outbreak of war:-
27 ToUertco 100 100 6 6 3

E. & R.P.T.S. Aercdrcme Centre28 Meir 100 100 6 6 _

29 Luton 150 200 ■ 8 7 _ 6 No.

30 Berby 100 100 6 6 - - 36 Shertnim-in-Eljnet

31 Gloucester 100 100 6 6 _ - 41 Byce
32 West Hartlepool 100 100 6 6 - - 48 Bagington
33 Whitchurch 100 100 6 6 — 3 49 Preston

34 Soutbend 200 200 10 10 6 ^  Uarlow
35 Grangemouth 200 200 10 10 - - 91 Abbotsinch

37 Exeter - 100 _ - • 3 . 52 York

38 Carlisle 100 100 6 6 - 53 Yoadon
39 Weston^uper'^tare 50 100 4 3" - - 54 Southampton
40 Nomioh 100 100 6 6 55 Speke
42 Blacl^ol 200 200 10 10 _ - 57 Coventry

43 Newcastle 200 200 10 10 - 58 Braunstone Prith

44 Sljndon 200 200 10 10 _ - 59 Cardiff

45 Ipswich 100 100 6 6 - -

46 Portsmouth 100 100 6 6 .. - Total 13 schools - ■ftnUwg a total cf
47 Boncaster 100 100 6 6 • - 58 in all \mder
56 Kenley 100 100 6 6 ••

Scheme 'L'
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R.A,g.V.R. TOm CENTRES. ̂  SEPTEMBSR 1939

Sa St R«!E*«ToSa
Aerodrcsme CentreTown Centre No*

Sydenham
Castle Brcmiffich
Slmdon

Blackpool
Shoreham

Nilton

Whitchurch

Weston-Super-Mare
Cambridge
Cairlisle

Ansty
Gloucester and Cheltenham

Derby
Doncaster

Grang^outh
Ex6ter

Prestwick

2kBelfast

Bixmingham No« 1

No. 1

^k
kk
k2Blackpool

Brighton
Bristol No. 1

16
2

33
39
22Cambridge

Carlisle

Coventry No# 1
Cheltenham

Derby
Doncaster

Edinburgh
Sxeter

Glasgow No. 1 )
Glasgow No. 2 )
Grimsby
Hull

Ipswich
Leicester
London

London

London

London

London

London

London

No. 1

No. 1

No. 2

NOo 5
No. 6
No. 8

No. 9
No.l0

38
9
31

30
47
35
37
12

Grimsby
Brough
Ipswich
Desford

Hatfield

Hauworth

White Waltham

Redhill

pairoaks

Gatwick

Gravesend

Staplef ord Abbots
Kenley
Luton

25
4

45
7
1

5

13
15
18

19
20

21

56
No. 1 )
No, 2 )

29Luton

Luton

Manchester No. 1
Newcastle

Northampton
Norwich

Nottingham
Oxford

Perth

Portsmouth

Reading
Rochester

Southampton No. 1
Southend

Stoke

West Hartlepool

Ringway and Barton
Newcastle

Sywell
Norwich

Tollerton

Oxford

Perth

Portsmouth

Reading
Rochester

Hamble

Southend

Meir

West Hartlepool

17
43
6

40
27
26

11

46
8

23
3
34
28

32

Total - 42 town centres

The following town centres were planned to open but had not been

formed by the outbreak of war;-

Manchester No. 2

Southampton No. 2
Birkenhead

Bradford

Cardiff

Leeds

Liverpool
York

Belfast

Birmingham No. 2
Bristol

Coventry No. 2
Leicester No. 2

London

London

London

Total - 16 town centres - making a total of 5ft iu all under Scheme *L*

No. 2

No. 2

No. 3
No. 4

No. 7
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FLYING CLUBS OESRATIU& .VITH OHE CIVIL AIR GUARD

Club Aerodrome

Airwork Flying Club
The Autogyro Flying Club Ltd.
Bedford School of Flying Ltd.
Border Flying Club Ltd.
Bournemouth Flying Club
Bristol and \fessex Aeroplane Club Ltd.
Cambridge Aero Club and Marshalls* Flying School
Cardiff Aeroplane dub Ltd.
Cinque Ports Flying Club Ltd.
Cotswold Aero Club Ltd.

County Flying Club Ltd.
Coventry Aeroplane Club
Doncaster Aero Club

Edinburgh Flying Club Ltd.
Exeter Aero Club

Hampshire Aeroplane Club
Herts and Essex Aero Club

Hull Aero Club Ltd.

Insurance Flying Club Ltd.
Ipswich Aero Club
Isle of Wight Flying Club Ltd.
Kent Flying Club
Lancashire Aero Club

Leamington, Warwick and District Aero Club
Leicester Aero Club Ltd.
Lincolnshire Aero Club

Heston

Ha nworth

Barton

Carlisle

Bournemouth

Bristol

Cambridge
Cardiff

Lympne
Gloucester

Rearsby
\Wiitley
Doncaster

Macmeny
Exeter

Southampton
Broxbourn

Hedon

Gatwick

Ipswich
Lea

Canterbury
Woodford

Leamington
Leicester

Grimsby
Speke
Hatfield

Hanworth

Liverpool and District Aeroplane Club
London Aeroplane Club
London Air Park Plying Club Ltd
London Transport (Central Omnibuses) Sports

Association Plying Club Broxboum

Luton

West Mailing
Castle Bromwich

Woolsington
Norwich

Sywell
Ityce
Barnstaple
Newtownards

Meir

Barton

Tollerton

Heston

Pl3anouth
Portsmouth

Reading
Redhill

Romford

Renfrew

Pirbeck

Shoreham

Walsall

Southend

Perth

Ramsgate

We st on-3upe r-Ma re
Salisbury
Witney
Yeadon

Portsmouth

Luton Flying Club
Mailing Aero Club
Midland Aero Club

Ne\Toastle-upon-Tyne Aero Club Ltd.
Norfolk and Norwich Aero Club Ltd

Northamptonshire Aero Club Ltd.
North British Aero Club Ltd.

North Devon Plying Club
North of Ireland Aero Club

North Staffordshire Aero Club

Northern Aviation School and Club Ltd.

Nottin^am Plying Club
Old Etonian Flying Club
Plymouth and District Aero Club
Portsmouth Aero Club Ltd.

Reading Aero Club Ltd.
Redhill Plying Club
Romford Flying Club Ltd.
Scottish Plying Club Ltd.
Sheffield Aero Club Ltd,

■ South Coast Plying Club
South Staffs Aero Club

Southend Plying Club
Strathtay Aero Club Ltd.
Thanet Aero Club

Weston Aero Club

Wiltshire School of Plying Ltd.
Witney and Oxford Aero Club
Yorkshire Aeroplane Club Ltd.
Yapton Aero Club Ltd.

The Civil Air Guard Book - By Malcolm Logan
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SYLLABUS OF ELYH^G DISIRUCTION POR CLASS I

MEMBERS OF THE CIVIL AIR OUARD

First Year Syllabus

Hours

Dual Solo Test Total

2
1

1

1

Flying Accxirate Compass Coturses
Forced Landings
Map Reading

Cross Country Flying
Aerobatic Flying

i
22

1 2

3 3
1

2i1 1 2

Total 10

Second Year Syllabus

Plying Accurate Ccaapass Courses
Forced Landings
Map Reading
Cross Country plying
Aerobatic Plying

1 1

1 1

n n
22

Total 10




